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SU Li tY 

This thesis studies the history of the Scottish 

anti-slavery societies after the abolition of British 

West Indian slavery in 1833. 

These sociction : heed at abolition of slavery 

throughout the world. In practice, however, because of 

the close tics between Britain and North America, they 

focussed their attention on Negro slavery in the Southern 

States of the U. S. A. Due to the strong tradition of 

abolitionist enthusiasm in Scotland and the personal 

influence of George Thompson, the societies in Glasgow 

and Edinburgh wore founded before bodies with similar 

aims existed in England. Even before the anti-slavery 

movement split up in 1841, they maintained their independence, 

and in some cases differed from London abolitionists over 

the correct actions to be taken against slavery. 

By 1840, the American anti-slavery societies were 

divided Into a conservative faction or 'New Organisation', 

and a radical or Garrisonian faction referred to as the 'Old 

Organisation'. This split was revealed to British abolitionists 

at the 1840 London World's Anti-Slavery Convention, and they 

themselves divided in 1841 during the visit of the American 

Garrisonian abolitionist John Anderson Collins. In this 

division, the national anti-slavery society took a conservative 

or 'New Organisation' standpoint. Groups of abolitionists 

in Glasgow and Edinburgh, allied with another group in Dublin, 

supported the 'Old Organisation' led by William Lloyd Garrison. 

ýw 
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Throughout the tortioe, this division persisted. 

Nevertheless, abolitionists continually tried to influence 

the relationship between the British churches and slavery. 

Three test-cases may be täten to show the way in which 

different denominations used the slavery issue to attack 

their rivals. The some concern over church policy on slavery 

appears in the fifties. The fifties also saw the 'Old 

Organisation'/'t: cw Organisation' split poraist, although 

the 'Old Organisation' now had many supporters in the 

provinces outside Scotland and Ireland, notably in Bristol. 

However, by the 1850'a the movement In Scotland and 

elsewhere was göiug into a decline, although interest in 

slavery persisted until after the Civil mar. British 

enthusiasm for Harriet Beecher Stowe was very different 

from the work of the old anti; slavory societies. Division 

and impotence to affect the American situation eventually 

hamstrung the British anti-slavery societies. 

The conclusions of the thesis are that the divisions in 

the British anti-slavery movement were identical to American 

ones, and that these divisions were used to gain advantage in 

Scottish or national disputes on other subjects. This 

demonstrates the extraordinarily close comity between the 

Atlantic middle classes in the middle third of the last century. 

It is also suggested that the relation between Scotland and 

London caused the Scottish abolitionists to bchavo differently 

in abolitionist controversies from the metropolitan leaders 

of the movement. 
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1. 

CILA1WPE3 I 

INTr ODtM'. IY - TIO U GACY 017 1833 AIfi TIM' 

CON11 10,11 E11 BRITAIN T AICnICA 

I'or the hizstorinn of the British and American anti- 

slavary nova nta, 1833 is not only important as the year 

of Vogt Indian Enancipation. It was also the year of Wi11itt 

Lloyd Gurriaon'a first visit to Britain. It is at this point 

that wideaprond British intcrcat in tim 1 arican hecro begins. 

Gerria m hitss01t Gwoceutric res nivInys, Nana wall aware that 

his trip had boon of central iz rortt Ecu in inapirin abolitionist 

cooperation between Tiritain und A erica. For the benaiit of 

Liberator readers, lie summarised its ottects under six li adinC; as- 

"lat. Aaakonix a General Interest among the 
fricndo of emancipation in this country, and 
socuurin. their coopcrntion with us, in the 
abolition of slavery in the United States. 
2d. Dispollin ; the mints with which the agent 
of the Arrican Colonization Society has blinded 
the eyes of benevolent man, in relation to the 
dcnig n . and tendency of that Society. 3d. Enlisting 
able and eloquent advocates to plead our cause. 
4th. Inducing cditoru of periodicals and able 
Writers to give u: the weight of their influctwo. 
kith. Exciting a spirit of emulation in the redcnption 
of our slave population, arras the nunroua Ycualo 
anti-slavery societies* ßth. Procuring a large 
collection of anti-slavery docuoonts, tracts, and 
pamphlets, and volumes, which will furnish us with 
an inexhaustible supply of a munition. " 2 

1. L. U. Harrill. Against CJind and Tide. 'William Lloyd Garrison 
(Cas bridgoo 1003)i Pp. l: 72; : I. L. t avuiaa, The aorntor, 
William Lloyd Garrison (Boston, 1041), pp. 254-263; LP. 
Garrison et n l* , cri ism Lloyd Garrison, 1ßA. 3-1879, the 
Story Or Lifa Told by m ii ctr; n ME.. Midon, 

v,, fZ- :', i, 3. c. f. Or. Uirncs, The Anti-Slavery 
Iz2pulac, 1"^ 1t344 (Now Yor; ts ibarbin; ar I3oo: äo9 ; 'Si, 
IMP. 52-54" 

2. liborator, 7.9.33. 
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As usual Garrison overstressed the act of conversion at 

the a4: pea o 10-1 the proaouditiou1 for it. hovortholoso, the 

affect of his visit tag great. Ow of his rain mchicv ats 

in 1333 was u akonin an interest in A rican alnvcry in 

George Thom one an Agency Cc Lttvm ' lccturcr who aas to do x 

more for t arritoa's faction of tiza abolitto list zovc=nt thrn 

any other Unten. After the rowncipatiou Act was solely 

through rliamout, and Garrison van safely back in Boston, 

Thompson in turn act about forming Th ancipatiou Societtc3 in 

Glas ; czar irnd Edinb h. T ey were plod ad to work for tha 

abolition of slavery throughout the rorld, but Inevitably 

coucantr**te+d on support for the , rican cbolitionizts. Grnduai1q 

a ancat rh of ssthilar dociotiai omargo in most major British 

tom. In 133 an attc t want 4sß to coordinate their cctivItic8 

through tho foundation of the Dritish and 'oroiZn Anti-Slavery 

Society. Two years later this conplcx of organi3attons Oiattt 

bitterly to exactly the an=- way as the A=arican a va nt had 

divided in the previous year, For a variety of reason, they 

could no longer agree over accepting W Ti. Garricon'e leadorahtp. 

British abolitionist societies t cyerthulcza flourished dtwIrj the 

iartioa, and survived in a we cncd and even iro divided form 

through out the fifties. When the Civil War broke out # they 

revived their u. -station. They we O still able to uustcr enouuh 

support to . ke a sWhttantiai contribution to the Freedwn' Aid 

ttavciant curing tho Reconstruction poriocl. 
1 

Uu blinhccl Ph., D, Tlh. esis# LOW03,1906, By C. Dolt, 'British 
Attitudes to Pocoewtruetton in the United States, U43-1877% 
pp. 17 f. 
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This study deals with the Scottish L'uancipatiot wocictic 

founded as an indirect consequence of Garrisonn's 1933 visit. 

It spocially stresses the factions within them which cbo; 3o 

to follow Garrison's leadership duritg und after the controversial 

divisions of 1GU, and tim new societies in other parts of the 

British provinces which did the manes. There can be no doubt 

that the eventual weakening of the British anti-slavery societies 

in the fifties lama a direct coaaoqucncn of these divisions. 

On tim other hand, the schismatic tendencies of the movevant arc 

of groat intcreat. They directly reflect those among American 

abolitionists, and clearly shwa the similarity between the response 

of British and Amorican middle class rofornors to slavery. 

The hiotory of the Scottish and other provincial societies 

interested in 1 rican slavery casts light on those important 

sehisuia in several ways. David Daichea hints that the obsenco 

of a local parka nt channelled the Scottish love of controversy 

into rcltgiaua 1ifo which produced the bewilderingly frt ntcd 

churches of eighteenth and nineteenth century Scotland. 
1 

The 

sate =y be true of Scottish reform activities, Glasgow and Edinburgh 

aholitionints looked the concern for unity which appears in anti- 

slavery circles elsewhere in Britain. The result was that controversies 

in the Scottish i»vcmont ware clearer cut and generally more bitter 

than in the nation at large. in fact Scottish abolitionists were 

7. D. Daichos, The Paradox. of Scottish Culture. The Bightaonth 
1: '1: '3týY'ý. ElºIC© YA ßriý R iý? " "j +ý. century 

,. `ý -" -£ ýý.. ý -fix 
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so schismatic that they had no acruploa in following an entirely 

different course from the national anti-slavery leadership, 

quito apart from chronic quarrollina cmot thorasolvoa. Indeed 

one of the ur^uaanta of this dissertation will be that Scottish 

abolitionists and other provincial ones too cargo out 

In support of tho extremist 11111icn Lloyd Garrison in 1041 by 

way of projaatix their dintruut of centralisation on London, 

since the Critic i and 1 oreign Society tool; the opposito stardpoint. 

fayomi this, the history of the Scottish cnti-slavery societies, 

because of their involved internal divisions, superbly illustrates 

the chronic British tendency to use the Negro slave as a pawn in 

rivalries which had notbi to do with him. Even Jana Auttan 

once referred to the slave trade na a way of drsaiM attention 

to the " ovorueso trade. " 1 %lilborrorca hiz vli was attacked 

by thosa vi ho wished to uako capital out of hia ignorinj tim work; 

of tho prczu curca. 
2 An gor the i&csuo of Auaarican ulavory, it 

was u30c3Coro Dimply by British Toricu, Who could point to its 

abusas an ovidcnco of the failure of democracy. 3 Worl=n in twat 

pointed Tbittorly to the middle class hypocrisy at givi ,; u ozorvi ; 

1. E=a (1810. Iandou: Now English Library edition, 1D04), P. 233. 

2. A Letter to Wm. Wilberforce, Esq. UP. on the Subject of 
ttpresanont: Ca ins; on rilm ntoPi rant hropiato o 

in tzo Cauao of Il=Unity on Negro U1avory, by Acting; Witty tno 
S:, mo Ardour and Zea nt Cite o Br t sip Ben on Lo on, 18161 , 

passim. 

3.14.11. Sanior, Aorican Slavary: a I1O riet of an Articia on "'Unclo 
Ton's Cabin", owca rt on waa Inserted nt ha 2ooEh Number 
oi ho .d urg i iieviowS mo. Sumner 's pogo W wv ta of co 
o Me" Events c o11 tY pea (London, 10131, . jff, ýý39- 
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black an "four times as much as an Et lishman's pay". 
1 

In the Scottish case the tendency of the working classes to 

make capital out of the slavery issue appears in popular 

enthusiasm for attacking the conservative Free Church over the 

slavery issue in 1340. It is also clear in the attacks on 

the Duchess of Sutherland in 1853, over the inconsistency between 

bar concern for the Negro and callousness towards the victims 

of the clcarancca. 

äftor the division of the anti-slavery movement in 1841, 

the use of the slavery issue to project pro-existing rivalries 

bccuxma even more complex. Again this is well demonstrated by 

the history of the provincial abolition societies. After the 

movement split, abolitionists seem to have chosen their loyalties 

because of preconceptions they had had long before they over 

thought of the Negro. In 1040, for instance, Scottish Voluntary 

clergyman quickly allied with Garrisonian abolitionists whose 

ideas they abhorred, to take the opportunity of attacking their 

rival the Free Church over slavery. In 1655, exactly the sae 

men spurned the Garrisonian abolitior4ats, who were criticising 

their reception of slavaholdera to the United Presbyterian Church 

mission at Old Calabar. In turn, they took refuge in ''a Glas ow'a 

anti-Garrisonians ! Anti-Slavery Association', which was closely 

connected with the U. P. Church. As for rivalries between provincial 

societies and the national one, the situation was similar. The 

'Blur and her Black lean, ' (broadsheet, n. d. ), Firth 
Collection, Bodleian Library. Boo Appendix D. 
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Hibernian Anti-Slavery Society becz a Garriuonian after 1841 

but its leader Richard D, Webb area a lopaod or lapsit4: qtu kcr 

suspect as a heretic, while the Co ittco members of the ß. P. A, ß. S. 

were orthodox Friends close to London Yearly ?. acting. In the 

fittl es$ a Garrisonian group emerged in the Bristol, und Clifton 

Ladiaa' Anti- Slavery Society - laut its 1oadara were Unitarians, 

altoady completely at odds on thcoloaica1 grounds with the 

rombera of Barra conaarvativa abolitioniat organiaatiom5, Abovo 

all. there in the constant au3piciou that standpoints on the 

1841 achi i, at least in the case of the Garrinontzm3, ivcro 

chosen as a provincial reaction actainat the attempt of the national 

British and rcign Society to it oeo its conservative pcd: ion 

on abolitionists throughout the country. 

Tho uaa of disawrcem ents over tho ioroign problcr of 01avarY 

to enlarge on domestic problci of other iorta is the zin the e 

of thin study, The subject is a vtant one, even within a strictly 

Scottish context, the more so bcccuae historians of the anti-olnvery 

Dovemcnt have tended to undcrcztimtc the extent to which it 

survivc4 in fritain attar 1833, Even the modern work of Uric 

Willis asac a that the anti-slavcz7 cocictics bccrr o irr alovant 

after their aizt of destroyin; the power of the West Indiana had been 

nchiov0d, 
I The works of Dr. Lkillor and Professor Curtin arc 

sdmirsblo csccptions* but the ccopo of their book 3 dots not include 

a fun study of Dritish attitude to tim American Negro, Ttucacz Oro 

1. U. itlliaw, Capitalism and Slavery (2nd ed., London, 1064), 
pp. 1GO-161 172-17-47 

2.4Tt. l o11or, British Imxrial Trusteeship. 17a3-1c5o (London, 
19S1); P. Curt n, T by ma--. e o rica a iaon, 13). 
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at present most readily studied through stray references in 

works on the A=ricfln movement. 
1 

Tho tcmaluder of this chapter 

will givo soma indications of the ptro th of the later British 

aaitatton a; ainzt Amcricun ainvory, anti discuss they factors which 

produced it. 

Actor 1033, i3ritish mbolitioniato xcaainod conccrnod ovor 

the position of enslaved races within the Empire. The 

apprenticeship system itself was rcmoved in 1833, and East Indian 

slavery attcc': od in the Impressive but inoperative Act of 1043. 

Throughout the forties they squabbled unhappily over the problem 

of whether iiritish free trade in sugar would ruin the West Indies, 

including their 2iagro populations, and worsen slave conditions in 

Cuba and Brazil. With mors unity, they lobbied against the 

pseudo-abolitionist McGregor Laird, and Yost Indian schonos to 

neat their labour problems by importing Indian coolies, iburitian 

peasants, or Sierra Leonean emigrants. All off these schemes, they 

suspected, tvara sinister plantar rsampa to resurrect the slave trade. 
2 

1. Particularly in ThoMas, op. cit.; Merrill, op. cit.; P. Fouor, 
Frederick Douglass (New orü, 1004); D. Quarks, Frederick Douglass. 
Maw W71".. 1048). Two it octant u ubliahed works are Ph. li. Thesis, 
Yale, 10600 by II. R. Temporicy, 'The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery 
Society, 1839-1808', and Ph. D. Thoais, Fdinbrrnh, 1060, by G. C. Taylor, 
"Soma American Reformmars and their Influence on Keaform Movements in 
Great Britain, from 1330 to 1SCO. " 

«. Curtin, op. cit., pp. 307«300; Uthutae for 13.4.42, D. P. A. G. S. 
Minute Boot s It Rhodes HOMO Oxford; Minutes for 3ý; 
6.0.43S 0.1.44,21.7.46,24.7.46,15.1.47, ibid., II; Uinutes 
for 10.11,47,19.11.53,3.7.57,0.7,57, ibid., U; A. D. R., 
29.1.40,12.22.40,20.3.40,11.3.40,3.8.42G. 1,42, R, 4 , 11.1.43, 
22.3.43,1.1.47,1.3.47,1.5.48; Patriot, 9.8.41,31.3.42,20.1.43. 
c. f. Driti« 12 Fries, 31.5.43,29.: C=-030,4,44j G, E. 8. Reports, 1843, 
pp. doff. 
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Even in the tittian, debate continued over the West Africa 

Squadron, its efficiency, and its morality. 
1 

Beyond thin, 

however, Dritich abolitionists now diverted their attention to 

carapaignin for the abolition of slavery throughout the world. 

In effect they concentrated on the 'three millions of human 

boiuga' held in bondago in the southern states of the U. S. A. 

The whole cc pa of the abolition t ovoncnt had widened. It had 

taken uponn itself the responsibility of reforming abases outside 

the control of the British Parliament. 
- Although efforts in aid 

of Na§; roes in the British colonies continued, it was no on 

American slavery that the attention of the British reformer was 

moat closely focussed. 

ThO choor numbers behind the aoaiatioc formed for thin purpose 

aro a pointer to the stronr th of continuing British interest 

in tho Nc; ro, At national level, the British and ForciGn tSocioty, 

founded in if39, could raise maus London audiences of UP to six 

thousand for anniversaries and meetings to discuss especially important 

ovento or hear star speakers. " Provincial socivtiori t'i n cd from 

tiny ones Me that of narwick: -on-Twood, to organizations lila the 

Hibernian Anti-Slavery Society of Dublin, the Glasgow tnancipation 

Society, und the Edinburgh Emancipation Society, none of which over 

became affiliated to the London group. At times of uncozm n 

excitement over events in the States and elsewhere, the last two 

ware also abin to raisa aucliotc c runnintj into thouaanaa. 3 At 

1. C. Lloyd, The Navy and the Slave Trade (London, 10,19), pp. 104-114; 
W. E. r. Ward; 2o Etoya Navy and the avers (London, 10G0), pp. 103-20 

2. A R. * 16,5.42,28.6.430 1,6.53. 

3. C. C. Dur1oigI2, (cd. ), The focoption of George Thompuon in Great 
Dritcin, Compiled tram VAr oua British Pu5ji-cutiO17 Doston, 1836), 
p. 64; Liberator, 23.4.40. 
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various points in tho period, too, the movement was strong 

enough to be able to support tour separate monthlies - the 

Anti-Slavery rxporter, the organ of the Dritish and Foreign 

Society; Tlxo Slave, (i8331, l850), a free-produce organ based 

on Ncarcaztlo; the Anti-Slovery Mvocutc, (1352-1ßG1), n highly 

radical Garrisonion shoot edited in Dublin by Richard Davin 17obb, 

and published in Londons and the Anti-4lavory Watch=n, a 

courageous but opizoncral little octavo pager published in Uanchostar. 

Again, the Uritisch Friend, a Quaker paper in practice concentrating 

on the opproaaion at Negroes, was published In Glasgow by William 

£meal, then iaocrotmry of the Emancipation Society thoro, fraca 1843. 

onward,, It, protofit against the Iukowmrc noss of the London Friomd 

on the slavery iesue. 2 There were eovoral reasons why Dritish 

iuter0at in slavery in general and Ararican slavery in pOrticular 

should Ii tvo bocnso groat after 1633, Firstly, there vnw the 

legacy of 1033 cud 1038. Once the Emancipation and Apprenticeship 

Acts had been successfully iºa tinted through Parliament, each pf 

the major English, Scottish, and Irish cities, and many of the minor 

ones, possessed a miniature anti-slavery movement without irodiato 

objectives, Ito stocks of pamphlets and tracts, its offices, 

its funds and its societies were there to be used. Its secretaries 

and locturc3r3, quite apart fror minor officials, wero odor for 

cmploynant iaont logically and conveniently found in continuitij and 

I. The Roportor was published fortnightly until 13 C. 

2. nritisli lPricnd, 31.2.43. 
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expanding the anti-slavery agitation. At intellectual level, 

too, n groat rotivo force was still there to be employed; the 

evangelical outburst which had betu whipped up to bring the 

triumphs of 1033 was encouraged by its local successes to bt 

for wider ouo , -aud could readily ho redirected towards world 

abolition. The particular British intorvut in Auorican slavery 

was o gpuraGed by the simple fact of the close contacts between 

the two countries In the middle third o the nineteenth century. 

Family ties remained, but even more important was the constant 

flow of crticulntc professional rcn from one country to the other. 

Afton they travelled on personal business or informal tours, but 

as frequently in church or reform society missions or deputations. 

The personal interchanges were seconded by the flow of printed 

material from one side of the atlantic to the 6thor. In the 

thirticd, forties, and iittioa, - Än,; lo"A arican contacts were as 

close is they have over boon. British knowledge of American 

society accordingly increased, and British concern over slavery 

focussed more and more closely on the Christian slavoocrucy of 

the South. Thera may also have boon an intangible element of 

jealousy of America and American Institutions. Ravin; removed 

West Indian ; slavery, British cor orcial circles doubtless resented 

a compotUor having the advantage of the system. In the littlest 

1. Taylor, op. cit.; it. Berger, 'American Slavory a Been 
by I3riti7s=tsitor¢, 183C. 4CGO, ' XXx, 1045; 
U. ßargcr, The British Traveller n orica, 1830-1 a 
(Nerv York, 1943). 
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tos, the British movement was joined by, aristocratic 'Stoweito' 

abolitionists inspired by Uncle Toti'c Cabin to work in a desultory 

way to c, -poso the inconsistency between democracy and nlavoholdin .l 

Neither of those tendencies, however, would appear amonn the rank- 

aid-file of the nonconformist societies which arc studied in this 

thesis, Their propaganda laid great stress on the unprofitability 

of slavery. 
2 It also shown rauch admiration for American 

institutions, which they considered could be profitably copied 

but were b©in; warped by the a1avo cystem. 
3 

However, concorn'over the Southern Stntes would not have been 

so grant without the legacy from the campaigns against Went Indian 

slavery. At political and administrative level, success had only 

come by developing techniques invaluable later in the movement and 

indeed in reform movements unconnected with Negro slavery. The 

propaganda methods of the Agency Committee, for instance, provided 

1. Senior, op. cit., pp. 38-39. 

2, e. g. Slavery in America (i. d., Reprinted from Chambers' 
Misco any Z Report o Committee headed by Joseph 
'turga in Proceedings of the General Anti-Slavery Convention, 

Cä led byte Committee o the I2ri sh and Foreign Anti- 
Slavery Society, and held in Lo on, from Friday, Juno 12th,, 
to Tuesday, June 23rd, 105 radon, 1, pp. 34-G2. 
Note however ttt His a od of argument lost some of the 
popularity it had had prior to 183, possibly because of 
the manifest collppse of treat Indian agriculture. 

3. e. g. A Fula Report of the Proccadin3a during the Visit 
of Daniel Conno Esq. Y. P. to nburg , 

illusgaw, 

etc., etc., in Scptenber, 193 nagotY, l35), p. G3. 
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an object laaaon for the future both in Britain and Acoxiaa. l 

Again, the device of the monster petition backed by endless 

public cotiu� z at gross roots first canº to the fore to the 

anti-slavery ovenent, as did the technique of prrsentiti; that e 

petitions ostentatiously at W©strAnstcr. 2 
For the later 

movement, the it portn to of the claborato tochnitjZes evolved 

gras that behind them there wore nocioty committees, occasionally 

with salaried secretaries. After 1833 the nun who bad spent 

their time directing these activities wore left without occupation. 

To some lenders of the movonont, success must simply have meant 

that an agreeable and socially acceptable way of passing the time had gone, 

especially in the case of female reformers. For professionals 

like Thompson, the situation was even Tara serious. The triumph 

of 1833 meant that their imraedibte livelihood was lost, For 

both groups, the prospect of antislavery activity coming to an 

end was unpleasant, The motive was too simple to be conmitted 

to writin , perhaps too much obliterated by the overwhelming 

conditioning in the importance of good works to be admitted oven 

in private. Nevertheless, it scams that one of the main reasons 

why the British anti-slavery impulse broadened after Wamst Indian 

emancipation was the reluctance of the abolitionists to admit 

that the causa into which they had channelled their eaorgice 

could simply wither away from the stark fact of succors. 

British abolitionists would be receptive to suggestion that 

agitation should be widened, and the old activities kept up. 

1.0. Stephen, Anti-Slavery Rcco1leotions. in a Sarics of 
Letters to ý. II. R. Rowe an, 1834), Chapter I, passim. 

2, U. U. Wigham, A Christian I'Ktlanthropist of Dublin. 
A Ucmoir of Richard Al lea London, 183010 pp. 30-32. 
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In an v ;a witIxout mass media* it is not necessarily cynical 

to argue that the anti-nlavcry xaovc ant was a way of 

entortain ant for a generation. This being ao, there was 

no reason to abandon it simply bacau3o a limited succors had 

been gained. 

Given preconditions of this tort, the le; zcy of powerful 

Ideas loft over from the West Indian atrug lo had full Scope. 

There are =any possible interpretations of British evan olical 

support for the early anti-slavery novcncnt. To the Coupland 

School It represented a spontaneous moral outburst against the 

national sin of chattel slavery, to Eric Williams its ideas , pro 

the reflection of revolutionary change in the balance of cconorzic 

pressure groupa - "Politics and raorala in the abstract zmlw no 

sense. " i 
In either case, the fact remains that evangelical 

ideas on the Nero could readily be redirected after the Empire 

had been cleared of its direct Implication in slavery. By 1833, 

the evangelical mind had moved from one standpoint to another on 

slavery - from the attack on the slave trade, through the various 

suggestions for amelioration and gradual emancipation, to the 

cunulativa attach on slavery as a sin against the decaloguo which 

taust be Immediately abolished. 
2 

By the last stage, slavery could 

be attacked in the same way as murder or thoit. In the last 

rectcoainj it involved both. "Slavery to a crino {... to en; ago in 

it is to contract guilt In ttio light of haavcn, boitj aware of 

1, Ii, Coupiznid, The Dritish 1 nti-als va; y iiovemcnt (London, 1033), 
pp. 250-251; 1. J. nz, T11-0-ME - avory Movement in 
England. A Study in English XIur ani sir on sm (11a* iavcn, q'G), 
pp. Wi IIT i, opp. c t,, p. 211 and passim. 

D. U. Davis, 'Then Enorgonco of xmmodiatism in Dritish and American Anti-Slnvcry Thou ht; 'LV 
,, XLIX, 1062, passim, 
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this, we are botmd to make no delay in hsstonii g out of 

transgrossion; and putting an end to it, wherever it has 

obtained a footing in our dominions. " I 
Thus argued the 

Rev. Andrew Thomson of Edinburgh, as early as October, 1830. 

T omson's interest was in the particular, the local sin 

of British slaveholdin . But : if slavaholding was a crimp in 

one country., It could be argued that it was no less so in others, 

After the triumph of 1833, this particular concern became a 

universal one. In a time of obviously shortening geographical 

distanceq,, 'the attraction of extending Christian interest in 

the 
, 
underprivileged throughout, the knctin or at least the 

accessible parts of the world was obvious, In 1833 the British 

reformer had apparently secured 0 great victory; he had an 

administrative structure to use in the service of the slave, and 

andoutlot for pleasant social activity in that service which he 

did not wish to lose. Ir dictist thought applied to ono country 

logically led on to imanedintist thought applied to the whole 

world. 
2 The internationalism of William Lloyd Garrison and 

his followers in America could be echoed by rasolutiozs like that 

of the Glasgow Emancipation Society at Its foundation - 'That this 

Meeting, convinced that Slavery is inconsistent With the Spirit and 

Precepts of Christianity, and subversive of the best interests of 

Mankind,, resolves that a Society be now formed to promote its 

1. A. Tlioapn, Substance of the Speech Delivered at the Meting. 
of the Edinburgh society for the Abolition o ovory. on 

9 IWO), p. 4" 

2. H. Richard, memoirs of Jo30ph ßturgo (London, 1865), 
pp, 
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UnivarEal Extinction. " 1 

Apart fron its direct legacy to the later anti-slavery 

taovement, It =y be mentioned in passing that there are two 

aspects of the history of the strug; lc for emancipation which 

Impinge- on tho - 8ubjeat of this tbosis. The first is the 

onormoual effect of the Emancipation Act in encouma; inc the 

abolitionist movement in America. The second in the strong 

Scottish foaling against colonial slavery, which may link up 

with the articulate abolitionist movement which emerged north 

of the Border after1833, 

Wi111L Lloyd Garrison was Most displeased with t2 1833 

Emancipation Act, Ila wrote bone a pained description of its 

concessions to gradualißnt, coucludtn that it was "0 co lato 

I 

triumph of colonial chicanary over the philanthropy of the British 

people.... not an example for ua to imitate, but a procadent for 

us to shun. " 2 
But In Spite of Its usaatistwctory clauses on 

apprenticoahip and compensation, tho impression of the Act on the 

American mind Was deep, especially after abolition wan completed 

by the Apprenticeship Act of 1833. Its affect was especially 

great among American Negroes, who continued to hold celebratory 

August irrt vcctings right up-to the sorties and fifties. 
3 Apart 

from this, the faut that west Indian emancipation bad, been successful, 

at least superficially, could be u. cd 03 a telling piece of propaganda - 

1. Minute for 7.12.33, G. E. S. Minute Books, I. 

3. Liberator, 13.10.33. 

3. ibid., 24.7.40,13.4.411 Garrison to Uay, 4.13.32, 
Grrison Papers. There is a largo poster advertisix 
an early anniversary meetinG, in Woynouth, Mass., in 
1834, in the Weston Papers. 
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and evidence from the British experiment was in fact widely 

circulated by abolitionists in America. ' For instancelUomro 

and Kimball's survey of the west Indian experiment was considercd 

important onou; l, to circulate as an issue of the Anti-Slavery 

Examiner, na W011 as in its expensive format for the more proporous 

abolitionist public. 
2 

Although the more perceptive American 

lenders saw that emancipation had been carried out by accepting, 

a compromise which would be unacceptable to them, and by uciuc 

methods inapplicable to the American situation, British success 

created great Interest in and gave great encouragement to the 

abolition causa in the United State .3 

During the campaigns again t colonial slavery and the slave 

trade, Scottish reZör crs developed an anti-slavery tradition 

which in later years Cava them an Influence out of all proportion 

to Scottish population, it has been argued that anti-slavery 

sentinont was ntrong in the provinces generally relative to London, 4 

and this is ccrtainly truo of Scotland, A short account of the 

early abolitionist societies in tlna ow and Edinburgh is given in 

1. J. U. PioPherson, The Strt=ly for Equality. Abolitionists 
and the Negro in Civil ear a itecoustruction Pr nceton# 1064), 
pp. 153n.. 185n. 

2. J. A. Thoma and J. H. Kiad)all, Emancipation in the Watet Indios. 
A Six Months Tour in Antig, IJar u os und Jatinicn Claw- or1., 

.. A ao published in o e-co unn type as Ne Anti-Slavery 
Examiner, No. 7 (New York, 1,1338). 

3. J. W. Davis to Wald, 22.3.36, in 0.11. Barnes cri D. L. Dux ond, (eds. ), 
Letters of Theodore Dwight Weld, Angelina Grimko Weld, and Sarah 
Gri_w Vols. , New Yor ,, Y, 2 1; R. B. yo%V om L oy 
ßcýson and the Humanitarian Roiormors (Boston, 1056). p. 37-38; 

. Johnson, William Lloyd Garr aon and s Tines (Boston, 1380), p. 07. 

4. D. G. Road, The English Provinces, c. 17GO-1Dä0. A Study in Influence 
(London, 2L , pp. , 12tß-1' 1. 
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the next chapter, but Scottish abolitionists could also take 

pride in the work of individual reformers whose national 

reputation entitled them to respect. As early as the 17c0'e, 

iiume's great antagonist James Beattie, of the Chair of B'Iora1 

Philosophy at lfarischnl College, had incisively attacked pro- 

slavery racialist ideas. Ile argued that the Negro was never 

given the opportunity to acquire an education, and constantly 

hold in contempt. It was therefore as irrational "to suppose 

him of an interior species.., as to suppose any private European 

of an interior species, because he has not raised himaö f to 

the condition of royalty, " 1 ßaattio'a reputation as an 

anti-slavc y sympathiser was sufficiently groat for him to be 

asked to organise the Scottish section of %Vilbertorco'a petition 
2 

of 1788. 

Bcattio'e fame in his own generation was over-shadowod by 

that of a later and much more important abolitionist, the Rev. 

Andrew Thomson of Edinburgh's fashionable St. George's Church in 

Chhrlotto Square, Brougham iu reputed to have co=nended him as 

the only man living whoa ha would fear to moot in debate. 
3 Thomson 

was considered by many of his contemporaries to be a man whose 

work was central in pioneering irnediatist thought among British 

abolitionists*4 Ile was born in 1779 in the little Fife village 

1. J. Doattic, An Essay on the Ttaturo and I=utabt1ity of Truth, 
in Opposition to Sophistry and Sceptic sm Rth edition, urgh, 1803), 

P" ý" 

2, E. U. Dykosi, The Negro in English Itamantic Thought (Washington, 1942), 
P. 35. 

3. Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, Edinburgh University, 1033, by J. W. Craven, 
'Andrew Thomson (1770-1831). Leader of the Evangelical Revival in 
Scotland, ' p. 105. 

4. Stephan, op. cit., p. 217; C. I3rtou, (ed. ), Alcrnoira of Sir Thomas 
Powell Buxton, Dart. (London: Everyman edition, IWS), p. 121, 

I 
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of Sanquhar. Although licensed to preach in 1800, he only 

received his Edinburgh University EM. A. In 1311, when he was 

already minister of Greyfriars Church. From 1014, he was 

minister of the new and fashionable, but evangelical, Nt. 

George's Church in the New Town. Froetthis time onwards, he 

dominated the respectable reform life of Edinburgh. A leader 

of the Evangelical party in the Church of Scotland, his services 

to the Antipatronage Society, and his editorship of the Edinburgh 

Christian Instructor, were recognised with a Mariachal College 

D. D. In 1823.1 But apart from his life's work on the liberAl 

wing of the Beat-splitting Church of Scotland, Thomson was a 

leadinj tigurc in the Scottish temperance and anti-slavory taovcncnts, 

lila contribution to the latter came hunt before his death in 1831, 

He never lived to see British West India Emancipation carried out. 

In the course of 1830, Thomson began preaching sermons calling 

for the immediate abolition of slavery in the British Empire. The 

only one of these which survives in print gives a complete statement 

of what later came to be imiaediatiat orthodoxy, bbttressed by 

Scriptural arguments but still closely focussed on current developments 

in the West Indies. 
2 

I3y the autumn of that year the Edinburgh 

Anti-Slavery Society had come round to sharing his views. At a 

coating on October 8th he spoke in favour of what was probably 

the earliest petition in favour of im adiate emancipation, and at 

1. Craven, op. cit., pp. 22-55. 

2. Slavery not Sanctioned, but Condotmed, by Christianity 
(London, reprinted, 1832), 
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a subsequent rally on the 19th he defended his position 

brilliantly against intensive attacks from less radical 

local figures, including bis close friend George Comhe, the 

phrenoloäist. 
l 

Hais speech on this occasion was quickly 

published and extensively circulated by the Committee,, 
2 

Apart from Elizabeth Iieyrick's little-read work, no earlier 

pamphlet exists putting forward the imncdiatist standpoint 

that to persevere in the sin of slavery was to compound a 

felony. Thomson's work became one of the stock tracts in 

anti-slavery libraries for the remaining years of the British 

movement. 

It has recently been suggested that Thomson's pamphlet 

provided the ideology for the Agency Coimittee, and also for 

George Thompson, their most flamboyant lecturer. 3 To some 

extent this is probably true; both Thompson and George Stephen 

admitted their debt to Tbonpcn at variou3 points. 
4 

But what is 

certain id that Andrew Thomson'n work gave Scotland an anti-slavery 

tradition which would make it fertile ground for agitation on 

wider issues in later decades -" and also incidentally make it 

more ready to show regional resentment at attempts to change the 

1. For Combo's importance as a critic of slavery, sec unpublished 
Ph. D. Thesis, Edinburgh, 1960, by A. C. Grant, 'George Combo and 
his Circles with Particular Reference to his Relationn with'the 
United States of America', pp. 192-205. 

2, Substanco of the Spaecih, etc. , passim. 

3. Davis, loc. cit., p. 231. 

4. Stephen, op. cit. , p. 217; 03. Thompson and II. C. Wright, The 
Frag Church f Scotland and American Slavery. Substance ö 
Specc ics Do ßre to t He us C IA . "din urn _r ttrin*r Ifnv 
and June, 1&. 16 (Edinburgh, -U , pp. . 
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direction of the tradition by men of slightly different opinions 

from the South. Throughout the forties, Thomson's words were 

being used as touchstones of orthodoxy in the Scottish anti-slavery 

movement, It was planned to republish his pamphlet in 1644 

as a final blow to the schemes of the Free Church to keep the 

money it had collected in the South. I As late as 1803 Thomson's 

name was being invokod as a final authority in anti-slavery 

orthodoxy, 
2 

11tm work and that of his followors left Scotland 

with an anti-slavery tradition which no doubt goes tar to explain 

the disproportionate strength of interest in American slavery there 

after the t*t t against Imperial slavery had been won. 

The farm of the later univorsal abolition movement, then, 

owes much to the legacy of the Wast India emancipation campaign. 

Scotland itself had a strong anti-slavery tradition which would 

produce extraordinarily active abolitionist societies there in 

future Throughout Britain, the iaon and woman involved in the 

Colonial campaign might have been expected to wish to continuo 

work for social reasons. Again,, the ideas of the early abolitionists 

could well be widened to apply to slavery throughout the world. 

The not result was that after 1833 British abolitionists were 

receptive to any plans for extending their responsibilities to the 

slave, which had been largely fulfilled at nationUlevdl. They were 

fully ready to accept the theories of universal moral responsibility 

which were now becoming fashionable in Atlantic reforming circles. 

1. Ibid,; An Address to : the Office Bearers and btamberm of the Free 
C lurch of boot , from the Co=ittee of Mc Free Ch urc i nt - 

avory Soc oyM inburgh r, pp. 1 -13; J. un op to 
J. UI: 1nit n, 23.4.44, Dod. Brit. Lm,. ßa. 8.1$, C156/253. 

2. Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, Edinburgh, 195G, by R. Botsford, 
'Scotland and the American Civil War', p. ßG0. 
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The world of the 1830'u and 13-40's was a world dominated 

by nationalism. But although this was the age of Mazzini 

and Kossuth, it was also an age when liberal thought was moving 

in the opposite direction, towards internationalism. Even 

in the mind oftUazzini, insistence on the power of nationalism 

as the motive force behind the progress of history was accompanied 

by a parallel insistence on the brotherhood between liberal 

anon throughout the world. "We believe", he wrote, "in the unity 

of, the human race, and in the moral equality of all the children 

of God, without distinction of sex, colour, or condition, to be 

forfeited by crimo alone. " 1 Certainly these decadent wer© 

ones of nationalism, but they were also dominated by a quite 

conscious radical cosmopolitanism. This involved a refusal to 

allow the force ofrtthe new nationalism to maintain the barriers 

between mankind which the selfish territorial and dynastic power 

lusts of the past had created, Even in the most dedicated 

nationalists, the two tendencies can be found side by side. 

In the man who will be the subject of this dissertation, the 

Internationalist one-in dominant. At the mast-bead or. Tho Liberator, 

Garridon inscribed the words 'ötC COUNTRY IS TIM WORLD`f INC 

coü7TRYMN ALL bLtz xIND. " By the time the thirties opened, the 

radical mentality on both aides of the Atlantic was obsessed with 

the hope of breaking down the barriers to world brotherhood. 

The closeness of the ties within the liberal Anglo-American 

community in the middle third of the nineteenth century tram a 

1. G. Lbzzini, 'To the Italiana, 'from La Roma dal Popolo, 
Vol. I, No. 1, roprintod in Ruaaya UoMoas 13 . 
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direct product of the desire for closer ties between nations. 

Internationalism is at its most obvious in the peace 

movement and the canpaign for an ocean penny post. It is 

also clearly linked with the free trade assumptions of the 

middle class supporters of the reform community. But it 

permeates benevolent activity in Britain and the United States 

at all levels. 1 The Atlantic anti-slavery movement is no 

exception. Garrison's insistence on his world citizenship 

was simply an expression of the attitude of his co-workers1 

even those less radical than himself. As early as 1834, an 

obscure Maine follower could ask Garrison: - 

"Is philanthropy confined by the boundaries 
of countries, or must it exert itself within 
the limited sphere of neighbourhood limits? 
As you truly say that 'our country is the 
world and our countrymen all mankind', and 
the persons] who would raise such objections 
cannot be the friends of human liberty. " 2 

In the soma year, even a non-abolitionist paper could safely 

commend the introduction of British moral influence on the 

strictly American question of slavery. 
3 

A relatively conservative 

abolitionist could also accept that "moral force cannot be bounded 

by geographical lines, rivers, or oceans. " 4 Iw-1840, Garrison 

1. A. F. Tyler. Freedom's Ferment (New York: Harper Torchbook, 1962), 

pp. 396-423; M. Curt , The American Peace Crusade (Durham, 1929), 

passim.; F. Thistlethwaita, Ew-rics a the Atlantic Community 

nd ed., London, 1963), pp. 96- U4. 

2. L. P. Cowan to Garrison, 21.6.34, Garrison Papers. 

3. Extract from 
. 
Salem Landmark, n. d., Liberator, 15.11.34. 

4. E. Wright to Beriah Green, 17.3.35, Elizur Wright Papers, 
Library of Congress. 
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still called hard-pressed British friends to support the 

eutraoist John Anderson Collins with the plea that "1* attesting 

to put away the evil that is In the world, we must forget all 

national distinctions and geographical boundaries, and r nbsr 

that we are indeed pesters of one family, to whom there is hint 

foreign, nothing remote. " I 

IVdaac! it 3s likely that this plea would have been sui atastul 

It treated on its merits alone,, for British abolitionists shared 

Garrison's Internationalism as such as his American followers, 

Thompaon, possibly the greatest formative influence on the later 

British anti'-slavery movement, is the most obvious oast of a 

radical who habitually denounced the tramels of national 

boundaries - at one stage during his 1834 mission to America, 

he actually announced that "as a citizen of the world he claimed 

bt'otberbood with all mankind.: ' 
2 Throu*hout the tbirtl'ss, forties, 

cad tiftian, British abolitiooiats continued to echo hin aauti*. nta. 

The finest example of propaganda based on Internatianalis* was the 

work of the Unitarian pastor of ftidgarater, S. Alfred oteinthal. 

His only published seraon is based on the text from let Corinthians, 

xiit 13 - "For by one spirit are we all baptized into one body, 

whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond or frieee, and have 

all been scads to drink of one spirit. " The essential feature of 

Christianity, he argued, was its doctrine of universal brotherhood 

- which is turn leant that the Christian responsibility of charity 

1. Garrison to E. Pease, 30.9.40, Garrison Papers. 

2, Liburator, 11.10.34. 

s' 
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tr*ut b. yo d national boundsri"s, Mot specifically to 

America. "true charity, " be coaol. d� 'begins at bow. 

But it is a Very false chanty that stops then.. " 

The lutarnatioualtst "s is of the AtZsnttc anti«*1svery 

sovee nt are met revealing in explaining why it was so caayr 

to whip np British tutersit In Asoriaen abolition after the 

Sight against Wut Indian slate had, been won. $ arners os 

both $14,04 of the Atlantis saw tie* alts " world oitizeas, 

saw 'their responsibilities as going beyond sere national 

boundaries. Again, all were deeply imbued with current theories 

of perfectibility, and sure of their religious duty to raise the 

w4erprivileged. All those who were prevented by artificial 

agencies from realising their God-given potential as rational 

and morally improvable creatures » the slave, the drunkard, the 

victim of war » must be givantlbe degree of freedom from cruel 

casters, the demon alcohol, or the horrors of war, necessary to 

do so. To this extent, nineteenth century reform moveasnts were 

optimistic. At the now time, incidentally, reform could be 

expected to improve the economic contribution of the oppressed 

ware drunkenness, and the inefficiency of slavery all impeded 

the business life of the comauvnitp. Yet the reforming impulse was 

also deeply rooted in feelings of personal' guilt. 3tooe personal 

guilt was most easily discerned in national abuses, the clearing 

of the conscience by the atonement for British crimes come first 

i. B. A. 3teinthal, Arrican 
Christ Church Cha 

1133), p. 

.A Sersou, Preached at 
rs, an u syr 72i tSi Y la- 
ud pass m. 

0 

'.. 

ýý 
ý, 
ýý ýý. 
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for the British radical. Thus his first interest was 

British West Indian slavery. But the progress of reform 

did not stop here. Given his internationalist mentality, 

and his acceptance of perfectibility theories, this concern 

moved on to focus on the underprivileged throughout the world. 

It must be stressed that such universalism was not confined 

to ocme 3n for the Negro slave. This was also a period of 

philanthropic combination when societies were formed to promote 

good causes in all parts of the world. 
I 

It is not clear 

why the Atlantic reformer should have thought in those cosmopolitan 

terms. Perhaps his relative exclusion from the British and 

American power structure drove hits to compensate for local 

frustration by widening his horizons. If so, it may be no 

accident that in the case of the anti-slavery movement the most 

extreme universal abolitionists were found in Massachusetts and 

Scotland. In one case the decline of New England federalism 

left the middle classes of the area relatively powerless in the 

2 
face of rising democracy. In the other, the absence of a 

Scottish parliament. left the population of Glasgow and Edinburgh 

without adequate political expression for national grievances. 

1. C. S. Griffin, Their Brothors' Keepers. Moral Stewardship 
in the United States. OW1865 env Brunswick, Eý , passim.; 
Lt. Warren, The 6 ssionary vement from Britain in Modern History 
(London, 1aß5 , pp. 21-31. 

2. A. M. Schleaingor, Jr., Tho Ago of Jackson (Boston, 1845), 
pp. 267-208. 

3. it. ttanham, 'Mid-Century Scottish Nationalism', in R. Robson, 
(ed. ), Ideas and Institutions of Victorian Britain (London, 1968), 
pp. 151 r 156, . 
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It has also been argued that the Scottish Dissenters came 

to be most voall in attacking centralisation, which may 

explain their great strength in the Emancipation Societies. 

In edthor case, for British abolitionists as a whole, the 

enthusiasm of 1833 could easily be redirected once its local 

goals had been achieved. Thus the legacy of the British 

emancipation struggle, together with accepted ideas of universal 

moral responsibility, created the conditions for the continuation 

of some form of world anti-slavery movement after 1333. 

If ' auch a movement was to continua in Britain, anti-slavery 

work in America had clear attractions. Basically there in no 

reason why the agitation for universal abolition should not 

have begun with Cuba, Brazil, or oven Islam, but there were 

several direction in which the United States seemed more 

convenient and indeed more pressing. First there was the 

recurring element of personal guilt. British ships had brought 

the slaves to America, British governments had legalised the 

system. The British economy still depended largely on American 

slave produce. As early as November 1833, the eccentric 

British abolitionist Charles Stuart summed up the British 

responsibility for working to abolish American slavery in a 

1. Ibid., p. 156. 
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few admirable sentences: - 

"The United States of America are our 
sister land. Like us, they boast of freedom - 
like us, they are pouring the Bible and light 
all over the world - and like us, they disgrace 
their professions and tarnish their fair name, 
by keeping slaves. Freemen, like us; and, 
like us, slave masters. 

They lay this sin to our charge, and 
unquestionably the guilt of its origin is ours. 
They are our progeny - they were long the 
subject of our laws. We tempted them, and they 

consented. The guilt of the consent and the 

continuance is theirs; but, as the crime of the 
temptation was ours, we owe them, on this head, 

all the amends which holy love can make. " I 

Stuart went on to elaborate on the theories of universal 

moral responsibility accepted by Garrison and Thompson, but 

the most interesting part of his letter is the admission of 

British guilt. Where the British abolitionist conscience 

was not sensitive enough to appreciate this, American pro- 

slavery writers were only too glad to point it out. 
2 

However, perhaps the most important factor tending 

towards British concentration on 1Anerica- once West Indian 

slavery had been abolished was the large number of personal 

and institutional contacts between the two countries. Between 

the thirties and the Civil War, the average time taken in 

crossing the Atlantic shortened dramatically. 3 As the passage 

speeded up and became cheaper, so contacts multiplied. Considering 

I. Stuart to Editor of Landon Patriot, 1.11.33, In Liberator, 
12.4.34. Stuart in of great importance in the Amer can 
movement as the original patron of Theodore Weld - see Barnes, 
Anti-Slavery Impulse, pp. 15,33. There is a sketch of Stuart 
1ntcD. A. U. 

2. See below, pp. 115-116,550. 

3. Thistlotbwait©, op. cit., pp. 13 14. 

I 
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the difficulties And d18coRiforts of the voyage, the number 

of visitors on record is remarkable. T'hiI is one of the 

few areas in which any substantial research has been done 

on the Anglo-American connection in the period, and the 

amount of activity revealed is most striking. 
I Most 

prominent American reformers visited Britain at one time or 

another to neoc support for their various causes - F. 1ihu 

13urritt, Garrison himself, Henry C. Wright, Harriet Beecher 

Stowe,, and many others. Of the abolitionist leaders, everyone 

of note except Theodore Weld and Arthur Tappan visited Dritain 

at leant once in the decades before the Civil War. 2 Part 

of the intention of this study is to show the way in which 

their visits contributed to the splitting up of the Britisb; 

anti-slavery societies in a direct reflection of the schisms 

on the other aide of the Atlantic. They also had the desired 

effect of attracting British attention to tho. abuseu of the 

American slave system. American visitors for their part 

saw the sympathy they generated as being of crucial importance 

for the cause; Wendell Phillips once wrote that "the sympathy 

and brotherly appeals of British abolitioniots are the shoat 

anchor of our coußo. " 3 

An equal part in stirring up British opinion was played 

ýý 
t ý. -' ý 

1. J. L. LSesick, The English Traveller in Araorica, 1785-1835 
(Ncw York . lir22 ; Lt. Bergar, The Brit n Traveller IN-Amorica 
A. Nevins, America through Brit si Eyes (New York, 1938). 

2. Taylor, op. ait., passim; D. Quarles, 'Ministers without 
Portfolio ' J. N. ., X} CIR, 1q54. 

3. Phillips to Thompson, n. d. July, 2ß3i), Gnrrison Papers. 
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by accounts brought back by travellers going in the opposite 

direction. The British climate of opinion was radically 

different from the American one in that opposition to slavery 

was part of assumed liberal orthodoxy. Though many British 

visitors effectively suppressed their scruples while in 

America, few failed to denounce the system roundly on their 

return - much to the disjta., t of diehards in both camps in 

America. 1 
Apart from neu like Georgo Thompson, Charles 

Stuart, and Joseph Sturge, who went to America with the 

specific intcntion of investigating and denouncing the slave 

system, many British travellers in America published accounts 

shedding light on the enormities of the South. E. S. Abdy, 

who visited America to examine prisons for t British government 

commission; Harriet Martineau, who want there to investigate 

its political institutions; George Combo, the Edinburgh 

phrenologist who toured the States as such; Charles Dickens, 

who seems to have crossed the Atlantic to find something to 

mock - all returned to present the British public with general accounts 

of the Republic including expressions of horror, at what they 

had seen, or More often hoard about, in the Southern States. 
2 

There were many lest famous visitors, too, whose impressions 

1. I. Tappan to Dirney, 29.4.46, in D, L. Dumond, (ed. ), 
Letters of Janus Gillcspio I3irney, 1831-1337 (2 Vols., 
2 air York, 1033). II, 1012. 

2. U. W. Chapman, (ed. ), Harriet F4artincau'ß Autobiography 
(2 Vols., Boston, 187 1),, p* -3M; Ti mt of waita, op. cit., 
p. 89; Grant, op. cit., pp. 102tf.; C. Dickend, Aucr can 
Notes (London: I eew Century Library, 1904), pp. 123, M01i 
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were passed on to the British public. Elizabeth Byrd, eý 4 ýAikx- e 

the daughter of a Surrey parson, announced coyly on har 

return that "tho full extent of the cruelties practised 

will never be known, until revealed at the solemn tribunal 

oSItbe last day. " 1 
Joseph Chandler, a quiet Friend, 

tooa, upon him olt the task of going to a Baltimore slave 

mart and porsuadin the auctioneer that the system gras 

immoral. 2 
The Rev. George Lewis of the Free Church of 

Scotland was surprised to find that Negroes did not smell 

after all - "their presence is just as swot as their masters"t - 

and rather pathetically shared his oranJod with the slaves 

of his fellow-travellers' on the -way to Montgomery, Alabama. 
3 

From the thirties onwards, the atrocities of the slave system, 

especially its moral atrocities, were placed squarely before 

the British public - "There In no subject, " wrote Governor 

J. U. 11amm and of South Carolina, 11 
#000 on which in especial 

learned old maids like Was Uartineau, linger with afich an 

insatiable relish. " d 
The revelations of all these travellers, 

and many more,, together with the propaganda spread by American 

abolitionists in Europe, did much to focus British anti-slavery 

interest on America after 1833. 

1. E. Byrd, The Englishwoman in America (London, 185G,, 
reprinted Madison, 1W6), p. 12th. " 

2. British Friotc , 20.9,43,30.6,43. 

3.0. Laune, Irtpreriion3 of America and tho American Churchc3 
(Edinburgh, 1M O)# p. 147. 

4. J. Il. Aare nd, Two Letters on Slavery in the United Statc i, 
Addressed to Toi= Carson, sq., Co ia, 1545),, p, 15. 
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Just as impottant as personal contacts of this sort 

between the two countries were institutional ties, especially 

between the churches. An obvious area in which cooperation 

went on was in the reform societies themselves, whore 

organisations devoted to the temperance, anti-war, and anti- 

slavery movements tirelessly and regularly exchanged publications, 

periodicals, and personnel. Delegates or missionaries in one 

cause or another went backwards and forwards across the 

Atlantic, especially at the time of the yearly Lby anniversaries, 

when Americans habitually. appeared at the London meetings, 

and Britons at the New York ones. With every personal contact 

between redormers, and with every exchange of publications, 

British knowledge of the American reform world increased, 

and with it the potential for British interest in the anti- 

slavery movement itself. 

A more significant area of institutional contact was in 

the strong ties between thv respective branches of the various 

church denominations. 1 
Like the reform societies, each of them 

would invite foreign delegates to the equivalent of its annual 

meeting, so that the officials of British churches appeared 

regularly at the Yearly Meetings of the Friends, the General 

Assemblies of the Presbyterians, the Annual Conferences of the 

Methodists, and tho Yearly Synods of the Unitarians. For the 

future of the anti-slavery movement, a centrally important 

1. Thistlethwait©, op. cit., pp. 76-8G. 
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factor was that the denominations which wore most active 

in it, the Friends and Unitarians, were also the denominations 

who corresponded and visited most regularly with their 

brethren in America. 1 
2Iowever� contacts of this sort were 

present In every denomination. All of them had constant 

visitors and delegations from their opposite numbers across 

the Atlantic; all exchanged epistles and advice, which could 

be brought to bear on questions like the slavery issue. 

Finally, there were denominational periodicals, which were 

read in both countries, and bro ht the opinions of fellow- 

dcuominationalists abroad out of the co=ittee stage and 

down to the reading public. 

More specifically, contacts with the American churches 

opened up the only sphere where British abolitionists could 

feel they wore doing anything concrete to affect the American 

situation. The differences irn the potential for action 

between American and British abolitionists have already been 

noticed. 
2 

having at least one area where they could do 

something must have been most cncouragina to the British, 

especially the Scottish, whose fragmented church life gave 

them ample scope for working to ensure that the individual 

denominations took satisfactory abolitionist standpoints. 

1. Ibid., pp. 78"CO; Taylor, op. cit.. pp. 34-31; 
Temperl®y, p. 50. ý'-"ý 

2, II. f. Touperloy, 'The British and American Abolitionists 
Compared, ' in äi. R. Duborman, (ed. ), The Anti-Slavery 
Vanguard (Princeton, 1964). 
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ý/ 
Right up to the Civil War, the pulpit remained the most 

important organ of propaganda in an age without true mass 

media. For any minister to be won over to expounding 

abolitionists views to his congregation represented a major 

triumph. American Christians, moreover, at least initially, 

were highly receptive to persuasion from the Scottish and 

ri4lish churches. Scotland remained the country of John 

Knox, England that of Wesley. Though the prestige of the 

older churches depended partly on traditions of this sort, 

British leaders of the various denominations like Ralph 

Wardlaw and John Angell James of the independents, or Thomas 

Chalmers of the Frcc Church of Scotland, were deeply respected 

in the States for their work and writings, 
1 

Part of the 

reason for the fury generated by visiting, Anurican abolitionists 

in 1846 over the acceptance of Southern money by the new Free 

Church of Scotland was their realisation of its prestige in 

America as the loading evangelical church in Britain. Its 

implicit approval of slavery could be used by the proslavery 

hordes to convince doubters that their system was respectable 

after all. "My work is to make slavery disreputable". Wrote 

Frederick Douglass, " and I cannot do this while Christian churches 

in this country are extending the hand of Christian fellowship 

1. G. E. S. Reports, 1837, p. 131; Liberator, 10.4.40; 
T. Smyth, The Character of the Late Thomas Chalmers, 
and the Lessons of his Life, from Personal Recollections 

Char eston, 194-87,1 passim. 
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to the slaveholders and endorsing their character as 

slaveholders. " 1 
Their attitude to the controversy over 

whether the Evangelical Alliance should receive delegates 

fron churches receiving ßlaveholdere into communion was 

similar. 
2 

Clearly American abolitionists saw the prezsuro their 

Btitish colleagues could exert through the Churches as being 

centrally important. Throughout the period, they constantly 

exhorted the British churches to remonstrate endlessly with 

their sinning American brethren. To begin with, this could 

be done informally, first by attempts at personal persuasion, 

and then by extending social and religious ostracism to individual 

Americans visiting Britain for Church purposes or on special 

occasions like that of the Great Exhibition in 1031. Judging 

by the extent to which those American pleas were echoed by 

British individuals and periodicals, the po, aibilities must 

have been fully exploited. 
3 

Beyond this, the American 

1. Dou; lass to Scoble, 0.5.40, nod. Brit. Emp. Llss. S. 18, 
C16/75. Southern concern over British church denunciations 
of slavery has not boon fully studied. The importance 
of the connection between propaganda and the pulpit in the 
wartime Sot th is examined in J. W. Silver, Confederate Morale 
and Church Propaganda (Tuscaloosa, Ala., 1997). - passim, 
especially PP. 13-24. 

2. A. S. I., 2.11.46. y-;:, " _. _,. 

3. Steinthal, op. cit., pp. 20-23; J. Wigham to H. W. Chapman, 
18.8.47, Weston Paperu; The Slave, April, 1851; Anti-Slavery 
Advocate, U rch, 1854; Report of the Dristol and Clifton Lathes' 

n' -Slavery Society; Dur n; g een n s, from January, 1851, 
to June, 1852; with a Statement of the Reasons for its Separat on 
trofft e British and Foreign Anti-S avery Society (London, 1959), 
pp. lu-19; G. Thompson, Speech.... Deliver© at the Anti-Slavery 
Meeting, Droadmoad, Bristol, -September 4th, 16j1 (Bristol, MR), 
pp. 5-6. 
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abolitionists sußgsstsd action thsoth the rsgulsr 

channels of church co®suaicstloa, beginning with friendly 

advice, and using breach of communion as $ final rssort. 
I 

In spite of the tactical problem involved in bringin` 

up so explosive a subject, the British churches, aa4 urea 

Individual congregations, poured risolutious and row=trances, 

mild and extreme, across the Atlantic from the thifltes 

onwards. 
2 Once again, the Scots appear to have been most 

enthusiastic, most prolific of anti-slavery literature, and 

most extreme - the Reformed Presbyterian Church actually 

ended by refusing to accept any individual connected with 

slavery into communion. 
3 The positions of the Scottish 

churchos on the slavery issue were Mod extensively in jockeying 

for advantage in their contorted denominational rivalries. In 

1843, at the Disruption, the Evangelical party left the Establ1shaent 

i. (E. Pease], Society of Friends in the United Stateas their 
Views on the Ant -s avery Question. and Treatment of 19i N 
of Colour, Coopilod zroet vxrsoial Corrsapondoo¢. (Daslington, 
TW)v pp, 211 . 8. a., 199*60; General Anti-Slavery Convention 
Proceedings.... 1840, pp. 121,129-1281,1331 au ry to 

. Ba nos, 5.7.54, Leads Mercury, 8.7.54. 

2. e. g. Liberator, 13.1.41; A. S. R., 21.10.41; Deliverance of 
the Reformed of"' burgh on America 81evWry and 

ship with Ulsvenoiders tudlaburg1i, 154*) l Memorial 
nce spec ng Slavery, to the Churohms of tÜUffed 
rice. by the Bnn of the United Secession urc 

(ßl8Lgofl, 184Ei). 

3. An Expostulation with those Christians and Christian Churches 
in the e Sts es of s ca, that are Implicated m the 

an 
c: uurca in 6aotian0 WL*AZ04. ibst13). 
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to form the new Free Church of Scotland. Both Evangelicals 

and their 'Liodoratei opponents, however, were at odds with 

the Scottish Dissenters, who were currently gaining strength. 
1 

Mat English nonconformist sects had branches in Scotland, 

but the Free Church and the Church of Scotland were also 

opposed by Presbyterian sects which ßdhcrcd to a Voluntary 

system of church govcrnmat. The main ones were the Reformed 

Presbyterian Church, and the United Secession and Relief 

Secession Churches which combined in 1847 to form the United 

Presbyterian Church. In retrospect, it soda that the 

abolitionist activities of Scottish and English Churches 

can have had little effect in America beyond annoying proslavery 

teen and encouraging abolitionists in their already fires 

conviction of their own righteousness. But their effect on 

the British movement was Great, since each remonstrance attracted 

attention while it was being adopted, It usually did further 

service by being printed in the newspapers, or being made up 

into pamphlet form cud circulated more widely, It is in these 

directions that the importance of the church connection for the 

British anti-slavery ovc ant lies. 

A final area o contact between America and Britain was 

in the circulation of reviews. The fashionable British 

u ; azinos, from organs like the Westminster and Edinburgh Reviews 

down to more obscure shoots like the Eclectic and Fraser's 

Magazine were all circulated in America. Particularly in the 

1. W. Ferguson, Scotland, from 1639 to the Prrsent (Edinburgh, 
19013), p" 307. 

ýi 
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longer settled tidewater states, it remained acceptable to 

ape British attitudes iu the world of letters, and the British 

reviews played a disproportionate role as opinion-formers in 

Amcrica. 1 American abolitionists were acutely aware of the 

fact that British periodicals could be vell received in areas 

where their own politically suspect literature would be anathema, 

and were all the more anxious to have their British supporters 

call on the reviews to attack slavery by whatever means they 

could. Phillips, for instance, could enooura: a theft to do so 

with the thought that "the prejudice which trends underfoot 

the 'vulgar' abolitionist - dares not prescribe the literature 

of they world. to 2 Garrison himself spent most of his 1846 

visit to Britain trying to make contacts with those influential 

In editorial circles#3 With some reviews, notably Carlyle's 

vehicle ! racer's, the abolitionists failed miserably. 
4 In 

other directions they were Moderately successful# and many of 

tho major Dritish magazines published anti-slavery short stories 

and articles which ware wall received in the abolitionist press, 

atzet no doubt read in American circles closed to literature from 

less reputable sources, 
5 

1. Byrd, "p. cit., p. 124. 

2. Phillips to Thompson, n. d. July, 1320, loc. cit.; See 
also ? to 0. Smmith$ 15.5.39, Gerrit E. i -t 'apora, N. Y. P. L.; 
Phillips to 0. Johnson, n. d. Juno, 1L340, in Liberator, 24.7.40. 

3. Uerrill, op. cit., pp. 193-194. 

4, A. S. f., 1.1.50,1.2,50,1.3.50,1.4.53,1.3.54; Anti- 
S avcry Advocate, Nov., 1852. 

5o e. g. Eclectic Review, April, 1841; Blec#: wood's, Jan., 
1853; Wastzzinstor, April, 1833. Seca a sö S. R., 1.2.53. 

J 
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American abolitionists were not only anxious to enlist 

British help in attacking the South, They also called 

on them as allies against rival factious of tho anti-slavery 

movemOut itself. Thieß in nowhere more clear than in Garrison's 

insistence on the importance of 'unnºaskingO the American 

Colonization society to British reformers. 
1 Indeed the 

Colonization Society had substantial support in this country, 

and the effort put into setting its deficiencies before the 

public is a measure of the importance American abolitionists 

sot on British opinion. 
2 

Altar tho movemont divided in 1840 

and 1341, their hunger for British approval of their own 

particular faction became even greater. Before his 1853 visit 

to Britain, Charles Miller McKim of Philadelphia, one of 

Garrison's most able followers, noted that his main reason for 

going was that "The cause of fenuino, thorough, catholic 

(Garrisonian) abolitionism needs a representative in England. " 1 

Some time beforo) lizur 7right, of the opposite cramp, had 

reported from Tondon, by wad of a triumph for his party, that 

x. See I. P. Garrison of al., I, 324-347: Thomas, op. cit., 
pp. 144-163; L. PiUar, The Crusade against 31aveýry 

I- I- rican (ondon, 1960), pp. 61-03; P. J. : to enraus, The 
Colonization Movement, 1816-1.8G5 (New York, 1JGI, ýý 

pp. 213-2197 

2. Ibid., pp. 216-218.. Elliott Crosson at first won the 
can idonco of A section of the abolitionists co =unity, 
and founded n British African Civilization society in 
July, 1833, with the Duke of Sussex as patron. . "- 

Uamorandum on "reasons why I should 61o to England, " 
Spring, 1353, McKim Papers, N. Y . 

P. E. 
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"there are no no-government [Garriaoniani people hare. � 1 

Apart from the basic division between Garriconiaxia and their 

opponents, most of the other factions of the Aaorican movement 

neat representatives to Erland in the fifties to gain 

support for Negro education, free produce, or the Vigilance 

Coz ittees of the Underground Railroad. 2 

In conclusion1 then, the legacy of 1833 and the now 

popularity of ideas of universal reform responsibility, meant 

that the British abolitionist movement did not end its activities 

because of success in emancipating the slaves within the Empire. 

Societies pledged to work for World Abolition thus emerged 

it ediately after the Emancipation Act had passed, The character 

of Anglo-American ties in the period meant that the obvious 

place to begin work was in support of the abolitionists of the 

U. 3. A. 

The extent of this support has'been demonstrated elsewhere. 
3 

Thenpurpose of this study Is to show that this support was not 

a unified one. This shads more light on the similarities 

between the Aritiah and American middle classes in the pre-Civil 

War decades, by showing the way in which the whole spectrum of 

Amorican anti-slavery opinion reappears in England, Scotland, 

and Ireland. When the American societies split along Garrisonian 

and anti-Garrisonian lines, in the disastrous schisms of 1841, 

1. E. Wright to S. Wright, 3.4,44, Elizur Wright Papers, 
Library of Congress. 

2. See below, pp. 467-472. 

3. Texuperley, 'The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, ' 
passim. 
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the British ones did so too'. The whole series of dissensions 

which followed in the resultinZ search for an anti-slavery 

orthodoxy was mirrored on this side of the Atlantic. A 

detailed examination of one section of the British abolitionists, 

those who supported Garrison, shows how they were prepared 

to use the quarrels over abolitionist orthodoxy to further 

pro-existing feuds over church affairs, or because of standing 

tensions between the provinces and London. The study of 

the Garrisonian nnti-slavery movement points to the strength 

of anti-slavery traditions in Britain, and the different form 

these traditions tool: because of regional differences, 

particularly in Scotland. It also points to the ability of 

British and American radicals alike to use propaganda from 

one reform cause to help them in others. But most of all, 

it gives further evidence of the reality of a middle class 

Atlantic community in the period from the thirties to the 

Civil tar. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE FORMATION OF THE SCOTTISH SOCIETIES AND THEIR COMPOSITION. 

The central thesis put forward in this dissertation concerns the 

disproportionate strength of the Scottish anti-slavery movement after 

1833, in relation to the British movement as a whole. Glasgow and 

Edinburgh developed enthusiasm for 'universal emancipation' long 

before it appeared in England. It remained greater throughout the 

thirties, although Scottish abolitionists also came to share the 

national concern over the apprenticeship system, which partly diverted 

their attention from the cause at world level in 1837 and 1838. 

Nevertheless, a difference in emphasis of interests between Scottish 

and English abolitionists is clear, and the Glasgow and Edinburgh 

Emancipation Societies campaigned continuously for universal freedom 

throughout a decade when no single London or national anti-slavery 

society could continue to remain active without Interruption, 
1 

The 

difference in interests remained after 1840. In that year the 

tumultuous proceedings of the World's Anti-Slavery Convention showed 

British abolitionists how for the unity of the American movement 

had been lost, and what issues were at stake between factions across 

the Atlantic. The response of the London based national organisation, 

and British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, was to take a conservative 

position which allowed it to continue with its own sedate brand of 

abolitionist effort. An opposition group of abolitionists, however, 

fully accepted the characteristically American ideas of universal 

1. see ppJ5-6below; Temperley, 'The British and Foreign 
Anti-Slavery Society, 1839-1868, ' pp. 29-49. 
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reform put forward by Garrison and his followers. 1 When the British 

noveaent subsequently chose its loyalties to one faction or another 

in the U. S. A., the conservative B. F. A. S. S. was still to be opposed 

by a group of 'Garrisonian' or 'Old Organisation' abolitionists. 

These were at first concentrated on the two highly organised radical 

societies in Glasgow and Edinburgh, aided by a few articulate 

Individuals in Dublin. Throughout the forties and fifties, these 

Scottish and Irish abolitionists continued to follow a different 

course from the British and Foreign Society, strongly supporting 

the Qarrisonian movement in America, instead of the more 'respectable' 

elements with whom the London leadership remained In contact. 

Although they were joined in the last ton years before the war by 

Garrisonian groups in other provincial cities, most notably Bristol, 

the Dublin group, the. GLS,, and the Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation 

Society were the only anti-slavery bodies which continuously 

dissented from B. F. A. S. S. viewpoints after the schisms of 1840 and 

1841. 

The Scottish anti-slavery novenent after 1833 seems to have 

had very different characteristics from the movement in'Britain as 

a whole. The reasons for this difference lie only partly in the 

different conditions in which Scottish reform movements operated. 

The fact that Glasgow and Edinburgh Garrisonians frequently found 

allies against the B. F. A. B. S. In other provincial cities suggests 

1. The most illuminating introduction to this crucial controversy, 
is F. B. Tolles, (ed. ), 'Slavery and the '"Mohan Question. " 
Lucretia Mott's Diary of her Visit to Great Britain to Attend 
the World's Anti-Slavery Conrintion of 1840, ' Journal of the 
Friends' Historical Society, Supplement No. 23 (London, 1932). 
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that the disagreements-"within_the, national movement may. also:, be seen 

as part of. a wider series, o. tf, tensionsbetwecn, the provinces and London. 

No doubt distrust of centralisation within the. anti-slavery movement 

had different. local causos; in, each, case. Among-abolitionists, 

however, they could conveniently be expressed by. adoptin; a Garrisonian 

standpoint, when the national. society, =with its headquarters in London, 

took,. the. opposite one...; .; Scotland,, was : not -, the only area with a strong 

, 
tradition of localism which made sections, of, its abolitionists. adopt 

a , nonconformist position as. a way of projecting distrust-, of central- 

isation. Ilowever,, it certainly-was thq area where-such a tradition 

was most. highly developed, and where, tho,. largest proportion of 

abolitionists too:, the Garrisonian standpoint of which the D. F. A. S. S. 

disapproved. -. w Hints,. of differences between.. the approaches of London, 

Glasgow,., and Edinburgh, appear long before 1840. - - Not the, least 

important oI,, these is the very early"foundotion of. the main Scottish- 

societies, the,, object of. which was "the Abolition of Slavery throughout 

the World . 
"1} 

," ýý F 

Botby the Glasgow, end. Edinburgh; Eraancipation Societies, with 

their.. ladies' auxiliaries, were founded immcdiatolp after, the 

passage of the,. Emancipation Act.;; Their, formation come four years 

before- that. - of the other'- important`<_Garrisonian body-of the future, 

the Hibernian Anti-Slavery Society.,, - Notionly this, but they w¢ro 

1. Minuto -for:. 7.12.33 G. E. S. Minute Boo: ss; I. - This was, proposcd as 
part of a resolution, passed"at-the first public meeting of the 
G. E. S. on Dec. 12th - Minute for 12.12.33, ibid. 

2. E. Baldwin-to Stoles, -17.7.37, -Bod. Brit. Emp. Mss. S. 18, C2/13; 
Baldwin to Sto'; cs, 29.7.37, ibid., C2/14. These letters 
suggest that the Society was -extremely feeble at this stage, 
since they ask for as many pamphlets, as, possible from London, 
but plead lack of money to pay Sbr them. This contrasts with 
the large publication programmes and substantial budgets of 
the Scottish societies, especially the Glasgow one. 

j 
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the first societies formed which aimed at organising support for 

universal emancipation of slaves outside the British dominions. 

The larger of the two great Scottish foundations of 1833 was the 

Glasgow Emancipation Society, although it first met five weeks 

after its Edinburgh counterpart. It is by far the most important 

of the provincial societies cooperating with the American abolitionists. 

It survived without a break until the Reconstruction period, in 

spite of threats to its existence from internal divisions, shortage 

of funds, and the attractions of the less uncompromising anti- 

slavery bodies which emerged in Glasgow by the 1860's. Its life 

spans the whole history of British-American cooperation in the 

movement, and as such its activities cast essential light on the 

history of the Garrisonian abolitionists whom it represented. 

These activities may be studied through a mass of printed material 

published from time to time by the Society, and also by the Society's 

eneaiee. 
1 Most iaportaut, however, are the four large voltmea 

of G. E. S. Minute Books, compiled by the Society's dominant leader, 

2 
William Saeal, a radical Quaker grocer* 

On December 6th. 1833, a group of Glasgow abolitionists 

gathered to discuss plans for the formation of a new antislavery 

society-in the city, 
3 The possible reasons for their wishing to 

continue agitation against slavery are several. At the simplest 

1. Printed sources published by critics of the ß. 8. S. are 
used in Chapters V and VI above. 

2. The Minute books are preserved along with SReal's other 
books and papers in the Smeal Donation, Mitchell Library, 
Glasgow. 

3. Minute for 6.12.33, O. E. B. Minute Books, I. 
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level, they nay have been bored by the tact that the abolitionist 

activity which had played so large a part in their social lives 

before August had now been brought to a close. It is likely, too, 

that the intellectual attack on West Indian slavery had gathered 

a momentum which would induce reformers to extend the area for 

which they had previously felt responsible. The general 

connection between the anti-slavery movement prior to 1833 and 

support for universal abolition has already been discussed briefly. l 

In either case, the connection between the meeting of December 6th 

and genuine interest in the South-West of Scotland was amply proved 

by the way in which the G. 5.8. flourished in the early years of 

its life. This initial meeting gathered in response to a circular 

sent out by John Murray of Bowling Bay, a landowner from just south 

of Glasgow, who belonged to the voluntary Relief Secession Church 

and had been a leading opponent of West Indian slavery. Although 

only three ministers were present, the meeting's greatest place 

of encouragement was an approving letter from the great independent 

theologian Dr. Ralph Wardlaw. 
2 

Murray himself was there, as interim 

secretary, but the chair was taken by the Quaker Anthony Mighan, a 

cousin of the John Wighan whose wife and daughter were to be the 

leading spirits in the radical Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation 

Society. Soon after the foundation of the Glasgow Emancipation 

Society Anthony Wigham left Glasgow for Aberdeen, where he later 

1. See above, pp. 11-20. 

2, The only useful biography of Wardlaw Is W. L. Alexander, 
Memoirs- of the Life and Writings of Ralph Wardlaw, D. D. 
(Edinburgh, 1 His Scripture Coraentaries was a 
standard theological reference work. 
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became a leading member of a new society also committed to universal 

emancipation. 
' John Murray, who had clearly kept himself informed 

of the current revival in the American abolitionist movement, read 

out Garrison's Appeal to the Friends of Negro Emancipation throughout 

Great Britain and the circular Statement of the New England Anti-Slavery 

Society, 
2 Be followed this by reading resolutions on world emancipation 

passed at a meeting to form the new Edinburgh Emancipation society 

six weeks before, on October 25th, Murray was finally appointed 

interim secretary, and a sub-committee chosen to arrange a public 

meeting on December 12th, at which it was hoped a new Glasgow society 

similar to the Edinburgh one would be lsunched. 3 

The sub-committee met next day to draft the resolutions for 

the new Society's first public meeting. It was to be entitled 

"rhe Glasgow Emancipation Society, having for its object, the 

Abolition of Slavery throughout the World. " However, there was an . 

indication that its work was to begin with North America. The Society, 

"having ascertained with deep concern that there are 2,200,000 Slaves 

1. Aberdeen. Alaanaaks, 1838,1839,1840. He was Aberdeen delegate 
to te1 Anti-slavery Conventioä Bee Aberdeen Journal, 
27.8.43. 

2. The former is one of ßarrison'. s well-known pamphlets (London, 
1833). The latter was presumably an anti-coloniaationist 
statement designed to aid Garrison's British trip, since this 

was the issue with which the New Ragland Society was chiefly 
concerned. See R. H. Zorn, 'The New England Anti-Slavery 
Society= Pioneer Abolitionist Organisation, ' J. N. H., XLIII, 
1957, pp. 157ff. Although Garrison did not visit Scotland 
in 1833, 

-Glasgow abolitionists had been well warned against the 
Colonization Society by Captain Charles Stuart, who had lectured 
against it four months before the Emancipation Act, see 
Liberia; or, the American Colonization Scheme Exposed, 
A MI and Authentic Report of a Lecture Delivered by C. Stuart, 

at ac Meet ng m the Rev. Dr. erson s Chapel, ß asgow, 
16th April, 1833 ß asgow, 1833). 

3. Murray's circular calling the above meeting, and his second 
circular calling the public meeting of 12.12.33, are in the 
fly-leaf of G. R. S. Minute Books, I. 

fI 

,ý 
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in the United States of Aaeeioa, " resolved to assist George Thompson 

in the AMwrican anti-slavery mission which he was planning to extend 

the work he had done for the Agency Covrittee. 2 The public meeting 

gathered five days later in Wardlaw's Chapel in West George Street, 

perhaps the most prestigious venue which could have been chosen other 

than one of the buildings of the Established Church, and an indication 

of the strength which the Society expected to draw from among the 

Voluntaries. Indeed these were always to'provide the strength of 

the ß. E. 8.2 Predictably, the public meeting adopted all the resolutions 

set before it. Robert Graha. e of Whitehill, then Lord Provost, 

sent word that he would be prepared to become President. The general 

response was good, especially considering the very high five shilling 

miniraun annual subscription. 
3 This was only the first of the series 

of highly successful meetings which the O. E. S. held is the thirties. 

The large audiences gathered give remarkable proof of the continuing 

interest in the anti-slavery movement in Glasgow after 1833. 

The favourable response to the appeals of the new society arose 

partly from Glasgow's earlier interest in the movements against the 

slave trade and colonial slavery. The history of Glasgow's contribution 

to these aOveaents has yet to be written. However strong local interest 

1. Minuto ! br 7.12.33, O. E. B. Minute Books, I. 

2. See below, PP. 95,100,102ff. 

3. ! minute for 12.12.33, G. E. S. Minute Books, I. 

4. It should, however, be remembered that all those who attended 
meetings were not subscribers. Audiences are usually described 
in the Minutes as 'members and friends', of the G. E. S. The large 
audiences at meetings described later in this dissertation were 
no doubt partly attracted by the hope of seeing an interesting 
debate, possibly a scurrilous one, rather than by initial 
interest in slavery. 
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in abolition would have arisen if only because of the city's 

previous deep implication in slave labour and the slave trade. 

Glasgow had always been the British city closest to the tobacco- 

growing areas of America, and also had interests in the rum and 

sugar trade which have received lese historical attention. The 

Macdowalls of Glasgow had vied in splendour with the Cunliffes 

and other Liverpool merchant dynasties. Much of the local business 

community had burnt its fingers over Negroes in 1794, during one of 

the worst crashes in Scottish economic history. This was produced 

partly by the failure of the great West India house of Houston iC 

Co., in the midst of an extraordinary speculation aimed at corx. ering 

all the slaves in the Atlantic market prior to the expected abolition 

of the slave trade. 
I 

Glasgow's investments in slavery had been 

enormous, and there is no need to resort to the elaborate link of 

a collective guilt complex to explain the connection between these 

investments and the city's strong abolitionist movement. This 

would have followed because of a natural tendency of Glaswegians 

who had no 'slave' investments to use the issue of slavery as a 

weapon against political enemies who happened to have invested 

up to the hilt in the West Indian trade. In fact historians have 

not noticed the obvious importance of local alignments of this 

sort. A city like Liverpool, where there was no reason to live 

except the possession of West Indian or American cor ercial interests, 

never developed anything more than a rudimentary anti-slavery 

movement under the Cropper family. Cities like Glasgow and Bristol, 

however, which did have substantial West India holdings but also 

1. a d. Byre-Todd, The History of Glasgow (3 vols., Glasgow, 1934), 
III0 150-154,371-372; C. A. Oak eye The Second City (L)ndon, 1946), 
p. 16. See also 8. Williams, Capitalism and Slavery (2nd ed., 
London, 1964), p. 64. 
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sections of middle class population without such interests, who 

could exploit the slavery issue, are of central importance in the 

movement against the slave trade and colonial slavery. This 

connection explains the paradox of Glasgow's being the city of 

the tobacco lords, and also the most important centre of Scottish 
I tý r 

abolitionism. Support for emancipation was all the greater because 

of a strong tradition of general philanthropy, which had made 

Glasgow one of the best-run cities in Britain in the time before 

the Reform Act, when its political life was controlled by a 

tiny property-conscious but benevolent oligarchy. 
' 

Indeed the 

'close corporation' structure of local government does not appear 

to have divorced the authorities from the middle class community. 

One of the first two M. P. 's elected for the city on a widened 

franchise after the 1832 Reform Act, was James Ewing, the last Lord 

Provost to be chosen before it. 
2 

The other was James Oswald 

of Shieldhall, who later cooperated with the G. E. S. as its 

parliamentary mouthpiece. 
3 

The thriving group of benevolent 

organisations in post-war Glasgow may be fitted into the widening 

1. G, t. Eyre-Todd, op. cit., III, 465-477. 

2. Ibid., III, 484. 

3. E. g. Minutes for 9.6.35,28.3.36, G. E. S. Minute Books, I. 
One of Ewing's successors, John Denn s oun, . P., was 
even more interested in the abolition movement, and on 
one occasion chaired its Anniversary Meeting - Minute for 
2.8.38, O. E. S. Minute Books, II. Oswald himself, is of 
interest as having inherited the fortune of his uncle, 
Richard Oswald of Auchencruive, who had made-part of his 
money in the West India trade. See Eyre-Todd, op. cit., 
III, 257-264. 
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structure of Scottish philanthropy brilliantly described by 

L. J. Saunders. l. 
The Scottish temperance movement led by 

John Dunlop had begun in the city several years prior to 1833, 

incidentally much affected by Dunlop's close ties with the 

American teetotal societies. 
2 

Perhaps because of its commerttal 

prosperity, Glasgow's philanthropic impulse, in financial terms, 

was extraordinarily strong. During the cholera epidemic of 

1830, for instance, voluntary contributions to relief totalled 

£10,000, in spite of the fact that £8,000 had already been raised 

by a compulsory levy for sanitary expenditures. 
3 

Cholera relief 

is a special case, and some of this money doubtless represented 

middle class payments for spiritual insurance against the disease. 

Nevertheless, it is easy to see how a city Which`was'able-to-produce 

such sums over and above its regular charitable commitments 

could support the largest anti-slavery movement outside London 

throughout the 1830'x. 4 
The position was the more favourable 

in that the local anti-slavery movement had already come partly 

1. Scottish Democracy, 1815-1840. The Social and Intellectual 
Background (Edinburgh and London, 1950, pp. 222-237. 

P 

2. Ibid., pp. 233-234; F. Thistlethwaite, America and the 
Atlantic Community, Anglo-American Aspects, 1790-1850, 
p. 93. 

3. Saunders, op. cit., p. 223. 

4. In spite of this strong philanthropic impulse, however, 
Glasgow proved incapable of dealing with the problems 
created by rapid population growth after 1830, and 
subsequently became one of the worst slum areas of Britain. 
See W. Ferguson, Scotland, 1689 to the Present (Edinburgh, 
1068), pp. 300-302. 
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under the influence of George Thompson, who was to be the first 

of the professional British abolitionists to turn to universal 

emancipation. 
1 

Not only this, but the city had been only slightly 

behind Edinburgh in calling for immediate emancipation. A gradual 

emancipation society had been founded in 1823, the same year as 

its Edinburgh counterpart, and this was converted to immediatiam 

only three weeks after the famous speech of Dr. Andrew Thomson, 

and thus a little time before the national movement changed its 

standpoint. 
2 

From admittedly imperfect evidence, Dr. Ralph Wardlaw's 

biographer contends that he came out in favour of universal 

emancipation at this extraordinarily early stage. 
3 

Apart from its 

own special conditions, Glasgow shared in at least one imponderable 

applicable to all Scottish cities which increased the attraction 

of the moiuement for universal abolition. The close similarity 

between Scottish intellectual conditions and those in New. Eng+land 

had already been noted by Miss Taylor. 
4 

The most extreme leaders 

G. Thompson, Substance of an Address to the Ladies of Glasgow 
and Its Cicinity, upon the Present Aspect of the Great Question 
of Negro Emancipation ... aso, Some Account of the Formation of 
the Glasgow Ladies' Emancipation Society. Glasgow, 1833), 
The body referred to is a different one from the G. L. E. S. 
organised as an auxiliary to the G. E. S. In December. Some of 
Thompson's long series of debates with Peter Sorthwick, the 
West Indian agent, were held in Scotland and reprinted in 
pamphlet form. See A Full Report of the Proceedings at the 
Meeting of Messrs. Thompson and Borthwick, at Da keitb, on 
Friday the March, 183 3. Taken from the Glasgow Chronicle 

Glasgow, 1833). 

2. Alexander, Memoirs of Ralph Wardlaw, pp. 297-300. 

3. Ibid., p. 299, 

4.0. C. Taylor, 'Some American Reformers and their Influence 
on Reform Movements in Great Britain, 1830-1860, p. 40. 
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of the American movement came from religious denominations at 

odds with Calvinist clerical leaders in the Presbyterian and 

Congregationalist churches. Although Scotland had no 

substantial body of transcendentalists, or universaliats, or 

perfectionists, the abolition movement was largely composed of 

men and women from 'Voluntary' denominations similarly at odds 

with a Calvinist establishment, the Church of Scotland. Although 

the reasons for church rivalries were not necessarily similar 

on each side of the Atlantic, it may well be that a consciousness 

of shared opposition to a theological and clerical vested 

interest produced unusual affinity between Scottish and Now 

England reformers, which in turn explains the Scottish tendency 

to acceptthe most extreme abolitionist standpoints being put 

forward by religious radicals in America. This was applicable 

in Glasgow, as in the rest of Scotland. It is no accident that 

the new Society did not draw its strength from the establishment, 

but from the Voluntary congregations, which were currently 

expanding in Scotland. 
1 

When the O. E. S. wished to circulate 

material, it had it printed in the local liberal preas, and 

distributed as inserts in the Voluntary Magazine and the Scottish 

Congregational Magazine, 2 
Most major British cities developed 

an interact in world abolition alter the Emancipation Act was 

1. Ferguson, op. cit., p. 307. 

2. Minute for 6.4.36, G. E. S. Minute Books, II. 

4 
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safely passed, but there were several reasons why Glasgow should 

have been one of the brat to do so. 

Similarly, there are good reasons why Edinburgh was the other 

of these two. The Edinburgh Emancipation Society was founded 

even earlier then the ß. E. 8., on October 25th, 1833. It is of 

great significance for the future history of the Scottish anti- 

slavery movement that one of the leading figures in its formation 

was George Thompson. After the passage of the Emancipation Act, 

Thompson's assets were his oratorical ability, a series of contacts 

in the abolitionist communities of most British cities, and the 

reputation of having been the most colourful of the Agency Committee's 

professional lecturers. 1 
His attention had already been drawn to 

the possibility of campaigning against American slavery by the 

close friendship he had formed with Garrison during the letter's 

famous visit to London from June to August. 2 
After August Thompson 

logically moved on to stirring up the British public on the new 

subject of universal emancipation. As a man oäß dubious social 

background, Thompson probably fell short of being acceptable 

socially to the magnates of the national abolition movement, as 

the sneers of George Stephen indicate, 3 It was therefore sensible 

1. There is no good account of Thompson's early life. I 
have not seen the unpublished and unavailable Trinity 
College fellowship dissertation by R. English, 'George 
Thompson and the Climax of Philanthropic Radicalism, 
1830-1842. ' There is a short sketch in the D. N. B. See 
also W. L. Garrison, (ed. ), Lectures of George Thompson, with, 
.... a Brief History of His Connection with the Anti-Slavery 
Cause in England (Boston, 1836), pp. v-x. 

2. Ibid., pp. xii-xx; W. M. Merrill, Against Wind and Tide 
(Cambridge, 1963), p. 70; J. Thomas, The Liberator, 
William Lloyd Garrison(ßoston, 1964), pp. 160-163; - 
V-. P. Garrison, et. al., William Lloyd Garrison, 1805-1879. 
The Story of his Life, told by his Children Vole, ndon, 

1885-1889), 11 349fß. 

3. G. Stephen, Anti-Slavery Recollections, in a Series of Letters 
to Mrs. Beecher Stowe (London, 1554). pp. 149-152, 
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for him to concentrate on the scenes of his past successes in the 

provinces, He spent the latter part of October in Edinburgh, 

delivering a series of lectures on the importance of emancipation 

throughout the world as a natural extension of the ending of 

weit Indian Slavery. The last of his appearances came at a great 
fi 
rally on October 27th. 

1 
The chair'was taken by the most prominent 

Voluntary minister in the City, the Rev. Dr. John Ritchie of the 

Secession Church, later a well-known local radical and the city's 

delegate to the complete Suffrage Union Conference in 1842.2 

Unfortunately the records of the Edinburgh Emancipation Society 

are less full than those of its Glasgow counterpart. Its 

minutes have not survived, and there are serious gaps in the 

printed reports available, no doubt partly because material has 

gone missing, but also because the Society, unlike the O. E. S., 

did not enjoy enough consistent support to make the regular 

publication of reports in bound form possible. The Society's 

first meeting, hbwever, altered the nature of Edinburgh 

abolitionist activity. The old Society for the Abolition of 

Negro Slavery was reorganised us the Edinburgh Society for the 

Abolition of Slavery throughout the World, normally referred to 

thereafter as the Edinburgh Emancipation Society. Moreover, it 

was now committed to support for the widened cause of universal 

abolition of the slave trade and slavery. 
3 Thompson's intention 

1. Edinburgh Emancipation Society for the Abolition of Slavery 
throughout the World, No. 1 Edinburgh, May, 1835 )0 p. l. 

2. L. C. Wright, Scottish Chartism (London, 1O36)ß pp. 142,166. 

3. Minute for 6.12.33, G. E. S. Minute Books, I; G. Thompson, 
A Voice to the United States of America from the Metropolis 
of Scotland; being an Account o Various Meetings hold in 
Edinburgh on-the Subject of American Slavery, upon the 
Return of Mr. George Thompson from his Mission to that 
Country, (Edinburgh, , p. 3. 
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had been to muster Scottish support for the visit to America 

which be was planning on Garrison's invitation, and no doubt 

it satisfied him that the E. E. S. coma out strongly in favour 

of his proposals. Its early months, like those of the G. E. S., 

were spent in raising money for his support while he was abroad. 
l 

In the absence of regular committee lists, the officials of the 

Society have bean traced by combining available information on 

the committee of 1834 and 1836. The former is included in 

the Edinburgh Almanack for 1835, under the old name of the 

Edinburgh Society for the Abolition of Negro Slavery, the body 

which Thompson converted to his own purposes in 1833.2 A Committee 

list for 1836 is printed in Thompson's pamphlet A Voice from 

the Metropolis of Scotland. 3 Thera is a great deal of overlap 

between these two committees, but the working officials had 

changed during the space of two years. In 1834 the Treasurer 

was the Quaker Alexander Cruickshank, while the Secretaries, 

at this point four in number, were Dr. Andrew itacaulay, a 

physician, James Ogilvy, an accountant, Henry Tod, a Writer 

to the Signet, and the great botanist Dr. R. K. Gr©ville. 4 

1. Ibid., p. 5. 

2. Oliver and Boyd's Edinburgh Almanack.... 1335, p. 453. 

3. Thompson, A Voice to the United States of America, p. 8. 

4. Qreville in probably the most distinguished of all active 
Scottish abolitionists. One of the most important scientists 
of his generation, as wall as an active philanthropist, his 
most important work was Algae Drittanicaa (Edinburgh, 1830). 
Although without any undergraduate degree, he was given a 
Glasgow L1. D, in 1824. He became M. P. for Edinburgh in 
1856. Thera is a relevant sketch in the D. N. B. 
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In the 1836 committee, Greville and Macaulay had temporarily 

stopped abolitionist work, while Cruickshank and Ogilvy had 

become ordinary committee members. Tod remained a secretary 

along with one William Somerville, Jr., probably a stationer, 

while the new treasurer was William Oliphant, Jr., a prominent 

local bookseller. Soon afterwards, however, these officials 

gave way to other active leaders, some of them simple committee 

members thrown into prominence by the energy with which they 

wtvked in the movement. By 1840 secretarial work was being 

shared by Greville and Alex. Cruickshank. The other most 

active members were the Quaker John Wigham, soon to be Smeal's 

brother-in-law, and John Dunlop, later one of the important 

figures in the Edinburgh branch of the Anti-Corn Law League. 

An important member who later joined the committee was Charles 

Ziegler, who owned a booksellin; and publishing firm at 14-16 

South Bridge, and handled much of the Society's publishing 

work throughout its history. What material is available on 

the rest of the committee during the early history of the E. E. B. 

is presented below. However, Dunlop, Greville, Cruickshank 

and Wigham were the men in control of the movement at the 

time of the great division of 1841.1 In 1846 they still formed 

a caucus who could transfer representative Edinburgh abolitionist 

n 
opinion to Broad Street. 

2 
The duties assumed by members of the 

1. 'Letters preserved in Rhodes House indicate that correspondence 
in 1840-1841 was equally shared between Cruickshank, Dunlop, 
and Groville. John Wigham was Treasurer and Ziegler a 
committee member. Tod was still serving on the E. E. S. 
Committee in 1846, when he was a member of the Free Church 
Assembly as well. See Cruickshank to Scoble, 13.6.46, 
Bod. Brit. Emp. Mss. 8.18, C15/130. 

2. "Cuickshatuk to Scoble, 8.6.46, ibid., C15/130a. 
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Edinburgh committee were always more flexible than those allotted 

to Glasgow officials. No doubt this resulted partly from the 

sporadic nature of benevolent activities in Edinburgh. As a 

centre without constant commercial activity, even its middle 

class population was not stable enough to guarantee abolitionist 

interest at any time of the year. Greville once had to explain 

that a rally in August was impossible because the closing of 

schools, courts, and university meant that "There Is Scarcely 

a Member of Committee in Town. " He suggested that Glasgow would 

be a much better prospect, "being a commercial place always in 

a state of activity. "1 Indeed it is possibly because those who 

could left the city in the summer that the R. E. S. has so much 

less continuity in its leadership and general activities than 

the Glasgow Society. 

Given this seasonal difficulty, and the basic conservatism 

of Edinburgh as a city, it is something of a paradox that this 

was the place where the British movement for universal abolition 

began. The explanation lies not only in the personal influence 

of Thompson, though this can hardly be exaggerated, but also 

in Edinburgh's long tradition of involvement in philanthropic 

work in general and the anti-slavery movement in particular. 

Philanthropy in Edinburgh had an eminently practical tone; 

during the depression pf 1816-1817, the city had the unemployed 

working classes earn their relief money by cutting out the paths 

around the Calton Hill, building the scenic road across 8olyrood 

1. Greville to Tredgold, 2.8.40, ibid., C7/? 2= IP. Wigham 
to M. Eatlin, 27.7.53, Garrison Papers. Bristol was 
another community with similar problems. See F. H. Tribe 
to U. W. Chapman, 11.6.52, Weston Papers. 
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Park, and levelling Bruntsfield Links for the middle class golfing 

public. 
' 

Nevertheless, the pattern of widening Scottish philanthropic 

interests may also be seen in Edinburgh by the eighteen-twenties. 
2 

As for the anti-slavery movement, Edinburgh's traditions were if 

anything stronger than Glasgow's. In 1791, the Edinburgh Society 

Instituted for the Abolition of the Slave Trade felt confident 

enough of public support to embark on publishing the evidence of 

the Commons' Select Committee, "although the Funds of the Society 

are at present exhausted by prior Publications., 3 
mass enthfisiasm 

was doubtless curbed by the trials of the 1790's, but the city's 

first mass meeting for over twenty years, in 1814, was aimed at 

the abolition of slavery. Ferguson considers this meeting, 

which raised ten thousand signatures for its petition, to be a 

classic example of the intertwining of secular and religious 

radicalism in Scottish reform politics. 
4 

Thomas Pringle, the 

Secretary of the London Anti-Slavery Society after 1827, had 

previously been a prominent Edinburgh journalist. 5 Dy 1823, 

1. J. Anderson, A History of Edinburgh from the Earliest 
Period to the Completion of the Half Century 1860 

Edinburgh, 1856), -P. 329. Nevertheless, Edinburgh 
proved to be no more capable than Glasgow of handling 
the urban problems of the period after 1830. See F. Engels, 
Condition of the Working Class in England (1845), edited 
by W. 0. Henderson and W. 11. Cha oner llxiuro, 1838), 
pp. 41-43. 

2. Saunders, op. cit., pp. 222-237, 

3. An Abstract of the Evidence Delivered before a Select 
Committee of the House of Commons, in the Years 1790 and 
17xl; on the Part of the Petitioners for the Abolition 
of the Slave Trade (Edinburgh, 171A), preamble, p. lj, 

4. Ferguson, op. cit., p. 275. 

5. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 442-443. See also T. Pringle, Narrative 
of a Residence in South Africa,, edited by A. M. Lewin 8obr non 
(Cape Town, 196-67, pp. Ix. xxvii, xxx. Note that Pringle's 
first literary patron was Josiah Conder, editor of the Edinburgh 
Star, -who introduced the first edition of his Narrative, and 

iinnýself became one of the most important English journalistic 
abolitionists as editor of the London Patriot, t.,.,......, 
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the city possessed a well supported Society for Promoting 

the Abolition of Slavery. 
I 

What really brought Edinburgh to 

prominence in the anti-slavery aovcrsent, however, was the 

reputation it acquired as a centre of extremist abolition 

viewpoints, due. to the pioneering work of the Rev. Andrew 

Thomson, the evangelical minister of St. George's Church in 

Charlotte Square. Thomson converted the majority of local 

abolitionists to support for immediate emancipation long 

before this standpoint had beau taken in the country at large. 2 

The result was the formation of a new Society conmitted to 

iuuedistisnz. 3 ßy the time of the Emancipation Act, Edinburgh 

had already shown evidence that its anti-slavery opinion was 

advanced. It was only logical that the city which had given 

birth to the first imaediatist society in Britain should also 

organise the first group committed to universal abolition. 

By the beginning cat 1834, then, both Edinburgh and 

Glasgow had active new societies working to extend emancipation 

1. Resolutions Adopted at the Formation of the Society, 
30th June, 18 53 (Edinburgh, 1823), 

2. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 403-406. Although Thomson's 
first mentio of it ediatism at a meeting on Oct. 
8th caused the Lord Provost, William Allen, to leave 
the chair, the city subsequently gave an excellent 
reception to his speech of the 19th, printed as 
Substance of the Speech Delivered.... on October 19th, 
1830. See also Slavery not -Sanctioned, but Co emned, 
by Christianity (London, n. d., ipro a y, 18: 32 , and 
pp. lgabove. 

3, Edinburgh Female Anti-Slavery Association* Resolutions 
and Rules , printed report adopted 29.11.30, copy in 
John Jty ands Library (Microfilm). 
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throughout the world. In institutional terms their structure 

was the usual one for a reform society of the period. This 

may be examined in some detail as being typical of other provincial 

anti-slavery organisations. Although the two Societies differed 

because of the greater continuity of anti-slavery work in 

Glasgow, both worked on the basis of having a treasurer and two 

or more secretaries. None of these officials was ever paid anything 

more than his administrative expenses; apart from lecturing 

'agencies', there does not appear to have been any case of formal 

employment being given in an anti-slavery society outside London. 

The roles of the secretaries were confused, and it was normal for 

them to divide paperwork between them along whatever lines were 

most convenient. Thus Murray and Smeal were effectively co- 

secretaries until the death of the former, while Cruickshank 

and Greville shared the work of the E. E. S. equally in the 1840 

to 1841 period, Beneath these secretaries was an unwieldy 

committee decorated with the names of city reformers prominent 

in other causes. Attendance at committee meetings was only 

full at times of extraordinary excitemont, and in effect the 

Societies operated through small groups of active administrators 

working over the heads of members less interested in day-to-day 

administration. The Glasgow Emancipation Society allowed itself 

the luxury of having three or four vice-presidents, again men 

well-known in the local reform community. 
l 

The significant 

1. O. E. S. Reports, 1834-1851 give printed committee lists 
showing the structure of the committee. New committees 
were only listed in the Minute Books until 1836. The F. E. S. 
seems to have abandoned its honorary officials after 1834. 
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point about this structure in that influence was concentrated 

largely in the hands of the secretaries. It was for this reason 

that Smeal and Murray very nearly got off with committing the 

entire G. E. S., conservative element and all, to support for the 

Garrisonian faction in the disputes of 1841.1 The Societies' 

general policy was sometimes referred back to meetings of all 

their 'members and friends, ' while committees were theoretically 

elected at anniversary meetings. But the secretaries in each 

case carried the bulk of correspondence, deciding on their own 

initiative whom they should write to and who should be invited 

to speak in Glasgow and Edinburgh. In controversial times 

this went far towards deciding the way in which local sympathies 

should be moulded. Moreover, although the resolutions which 

would Uo before public meetings were first vetted by members 

active enough to attend committees, they were originally drafted 

by the secretaries, and seldom challenged unless they were 

highly controversial. The same goes for the many printed 

pamphlets and reports published in Glasgow and Edinburgh after 

1833. Finally, the secretaries usually possessed the overwhelming 

advantage of knowing more about the progress of events in America 

than their committees, and were unlikely to have their grasp 

of any anti-slavery subject challenged by rank-and-file 

subscribers. Apart from the ! act that they spent most time 

doing abolitionist work, this would have followed because all 

official communications from other societies passed through their 

1. See below pp. 211ff. 
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hands, as did the stream of pamphlets, reports, and periodicals 

sent from America for distribution in this country. The most 

striking British example of this superiority of knowledge was 

Richard Davis %lebb of the Hibernian Society, who steeped himself 

in abolitionist literature to a point where he came to be one of 

the leading abolitionist writers in America, ' but the same was 

also true of the Scottish Societies. Smeal eventually came to 

edit a paper initially concentrating on the anti-slavery movement, 

while Dunlop and Greville both became important pamphleteers 

in their own right. 
2 

Scottish and other provincial secretaries 

were never to have the enormous power of the paid secretaries 

of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, where a man 

like John Sdoblo could be left virtually in command of policy 

at New Broad Street from one Anniversary Meeting to the next. 
3 

Nevertheless, their power was very real, especially at times 

of controversy, when the Societies' attitudes could be judiciously 

weighted in one direction or the other. Because the structure 

of the Edinburgh and Glasgow Emancipation Societies gave the 

Secretaries such great power, their background and viewpoints 

had disproportionate importance in the history of the movement. 

1. Gay to Webb, 31.7.48, Garrison Papers. 

2. Smeal's early editing of the British Friend in discussed 

PP. 251-2, below. Greville was tie author of Slavery and the 
Slave Trade in the United States of America (Edinburgh, 1845), 
and Dunlop of two anonymous works, American Anti-Slavery 
Conventions: a Series of Extracts Illustrative o± to 
Proceedings and Principles o the Liberty Party" in the 
United States: with the Bearings of the Anti-Slavery 
Cause on Missions Edinburg , 1846 , and American S every; 
Organic Sins, or0 the Iniquity of Licensed Injustice 
(Edinburgh, 1846). 

3. Sec below, pp. 452-453. 
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This was even more so in relation to the schisms within and between 

the anti-slavery societies with which this dissertation is largely 

concerned. 

During the controversies over these schisms, events in Glasgow 

and Edinburgh were guided by the Secretaries of the two Emancipation 

Societies. Their opinions and temperament are thus of the utmost 

importance. When the lines of future disagreements were laid down 

during the great controversy of 1840 to 1841, the course of the G. E. S. 

was governed, at the expense of a spectacular internal battle, by 

the aggressive radicalism of William Smeal and John Murray. In 

the Edinburgh Society, however, the reverse process took place, and 

it remained closely in touch with the Tappanite B. P. A. S. S. The 

dominant factor in this case was the attitude of Dunlop, Greville, 

and Cruickshank, whose political radicalism stopped short of the 

social iconoclasm of the British and American Garrlsonians. One 

of their strongest supporters was John Wigham. However, what is 

really interesting about the Edinburgh situation as regards 

Scottish support for William Lloyd Garrison, is not the course 

of the men's Emancipation Society but the Ladies' one. This had 

been formed at the same time as the E. E. S., and in constitutional 

terms was run in exactly the same way. Its secretary was 

Wigham's wife Jane, William Smeal's sister. Cooperating closely 

with Eliza Wigham, John's daughter by a previous marriage, she 

made the Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation Society one of the most 

effective Garrisonian organisations in the country after 1841. 

In fact the American schisms were to be repeated within John Wigham's 

household at 5 Gray Street. 
' 

Wbile the old man shuddered at. the 

1. U. Estlin to M. W. Chapman, 27.10.55, Weston Papers. 
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heresies of the Garrisonians, his womenfolk were using the 

secrotarythip of the local Ladies' Society in exactly the same 

way as Smeal and Murray in the G. E. S. In fact the importance 

of the Smeals and Wighams in the Scottish anti-slavery movement, 

especially its extremist wing, is such that the two families 

must be examined briefly in their own right. 

Both iamiliea originally sprang from tho North Country, and 

moved to Scotland in the later eighteenth century, oddly enough 

at a time when the number. of Friends in Scotland was declining 

seriously. 
1 It was not until the 1850's that the Society began 

to revive, perhaps partly duo to the work of Smeal in Glasgow, 

and the Wigham family in Edinburgh, where another Quaker, 

Alexander Cruickshank, was also deeply involved in the Emancipation 

Society. 
2 

In fact the Edinburgh meeting was stronger than the 

Glasgow one in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 

and it was in Edinburgh that Smeal's parents lived during their 

early years in Scotland. Their work there is obscure, though 

William Smeal was born in Leith in 1793. The family apparently 

moved to Glasgow neat the turn of the century, since William's 

brother Robert was actually born there in 1804. It may be 

an indication of their American interests that Robert was married 

in 1834 to a Friend from Kinmuck Monthly Meeting in Aberdeenshire, 

1.0. B. Burnett & W. IT. Marwick, The Story of Quakerism in 
Scotland (Landon, 1952), p. 164, 

2. Ibid., pp. 181-182. A guide to the strength of Scottish 
Friends in this period is that the largest of the four 
meetings was Glasgow, with fifty or sixty members. 
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who had emigrated as a girl to New York State but later returned 

to this country. As for William Smeall he remained connected 

with Edinburgh Two Monthly Meeting throughout his life, although 

his regular occupation was the management of his grocery business 

in the Gallowgate. Robert Smeal succeeded to the medical practice 

of an unidentified relative, James Smeal, whose life is not recorded 

in Friends' House but who was briefly a Secretary of the G, E. S. 

until being succeeded by Murray in 1834.1 It is of the utmost 

importance that the Sme31 Family came to be connected to the 

Wighams of Edinburgh through the marriage of Scaeal's sister Jane 

to John highem in 1840. Jane had previously been secretary of 

the Glasgow Ladies' Emancipation Society. 
a 

This match was partly 

a product of Smeal's Edinburgh connections, but the ties between 

the families had no doubt been strengthened through John Wigham's 

cousin in Glasgow, Anthony Wighan, a much respected O. E. S., Vice- 

President whose occupation is described as "manufacturer", and 

whose later Aberdeen history suggests that he was a wholesale 

ironmonger. 
3 In fact the Wighame were a considerably more 

numerous family than the Smeals, and much more printed information 

on their history has been preserved. The head of the family was 

1. Family information from typescript Quaker Diograplical 
Dictionary, Friends' House; business information from 
ßa ¬ggow Post Office Directories, 1834-1841. 

2. Address to Prudence Crandall, Appendix, G. E. S. Reports, 
18380 p. 42. 

3. GIPTIoa Pout Office Directory, 1834 Aberdeen Almanacks, 
1846. 
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Cuthbert Wigham of Cornwood, Northumberland, who had been converted 

from episcopacy in 1734.1 The first of his family to come to Scotland 

had been a grundson, John Wigham, who settled in Edinburgh as a 

manufacturer niter an extraordinary life as a minister, during 

which, incidentally, he had travelled in America from 1794-97.2 

his sons were Anthony Wigham of Glasgow and Aberdeen, and John 

Wighata of Edinburgh, who was in partnership in a shawl-manufacturing 

business with his cousin a third John Wigham. 3 
The former John 

Wigham, usually described as John Wigham, Jr., was the one who 

became prominent in Edinburgh radical circles. 
4 The latter John 

was the abolitionist leader. One of his daughters by his first 

marriage was Eliza Wigham, who never married, and was still a 

force in Edinburgh philanthropy in the 1870's. 5 
Again, it is 

important to notice the relationship between the Wighams and other 

Quaker families. John Wigham, Sr., had married Jane Richardson 

of Whitehaven, which connected the family with the ßichardsons of 

Newcastle, a tie producing much Garrisonian suspicion that the 

1. G. Richardson, Some Account of the Rise of the Society of 
Friends in Cornwood, in tort urber and, especially in 
Connection with the Family ¢ Cuthbert Wigham, who joined 
it there. London.. 1848 . 

2. Eliza Wigham; A Brief Memorial, Reprinted and Revised from 
the 'Annual Monitor-(London, 1901), p. 4; A, Wigham, Memoirs 
of t ho Life, gospa Labours, and Religious Experiences of 
John Wigham, Chiefly Written by Himself, to which are added 
Soma Concluding Itemarks by is Son (London, 1842), pp. x. & 
passim. 

3. J. Wigham to H. W. Chapman, 4.1.47, tried to sort out this 
confusion for American abolitionists. She remarked that all 
the Wighams lived within five minutes of one another "and are 
on terms of the closest love and friendly intercourse. " 

4. See for instance J. D. Mackie, Life of Duncan Maclaran (2 Vols., 
Edinburgh, 1888), It 122-123,232t 236t 249; II, 14; ndon 
Patriot, 9.1.40; The League, 20.1.44. 

5. Mr. W. U. Marwick informs ne that one of his early recollections 
it being taken to see Miss Wigham, as a small child. See also 
Eliza Wigham; a Brief Memorial, pp. 10-16. 

ý17 
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loyalty of Jane and Eliza Wigham was being subverted by New 

Organisation and the free produce heresy. 1 
On the other side 

of the coin, Eliza Wighatt's cousin Mary, Anthony Wigham's 

daughter, eventually married into the Edmundson family of 

Dublin, itself related to Richard Webb's wife Hannah. 
2 

The 

Wighams were thus in close contact with the Irish abolitionist 

Friends led by Webb and Richard Allen. Flus Wigham spent 

many summer vacations in Dublin, and the remnants of the Wigham 

family, after John's death without further issue, actually 

moved to Ireland permanently. 
3 This gives a fascinating 

insight into the importance of family ties within the community 

of Friends, but it also had clear implications for the homogeneity 

of the abolitionist movement. The some was true of the Edinburgh 

abolitionist group, which was Joined in the fifties by two highly 

important ex-Friends disowned for their marriages. One was 

Elizabeth Pease Nichol, the Darlington Garrisonian leader who 

married a Scottish professor of astronomy. 
4 

The other was 

Priscilla Bright Maclaren, the second wife of the great Edinburgh 

radical, Duncan Maclaren. 
5 

All came from a solid middle class 

background, best typified by the sound but unspectacular concerns 

of the Wighams and Smeals. 

3. Ibid., p. 3; A. Paton to. Garrison, 7.2.51, Garrison 
Papers. 

2. Eliza Wighom; n Brief Memorial, p. 6. 

3. Information from Mr. W. It. Marwick, & Mr. George Milligan, 
Pricnda' House. 

4. See below, PP. 193-200. 

5. Mackie, Duncan Maclaren, I. 52-53. 

3 
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i, 
This substantial background is typical of the leaders 

of the two Scottish emancipation societies founded in 1333. 

Complete lists of the committee of the Glasgow Emancipation 

Society arc available, while committee membership of the 

S. E. S. may be reconstructed from what fragmentary evidence 

is available. With the use of Post Office Directories, local 

Almanacs, and other ready biographical guides, it is possible 

to work out the occupation of a high proportion of the abolitionists 

who were prominent enouüh to tale committee places. Of the 

principal officials of the G. r. S. from its foundation in 1333 

until its disastrous division in 1811, at least two were landed 

gentry. These were john 
, 
Murray of Bowling Bay, its Secretary 

from 1834 onwards, and Robert Grahame of Whitehill, its President, 

who was Provost of the city in 1834. As already mentioned, the 

two other Secretaries to hold office were a surgeon and a grocer 

respectively. The office of Treasurer was hold by James Johnston, 

and after his emigration to Canada, by James Beith. The former 

was probably a provision merchant, and the latter an umbrella- 

maker and partner of Beith, Allen, & Co., "manufacturers, " who 

had become a burgess in 1816.1 The vice-presidents during most 

of this period were Anthony Wighnm, and the Rev. Drs. Wardlaw, 

lieugh, and Kidston, all Voluntaries outside the Scottish Establish� 

went. In 1839 they were joined by Baillie William P. Paton, 

a future leader of the anti-Garrison party in Glasgow, described 

as a "commission merchant" or broker. The committee itself 

1. J. it. Anderson, (ed. ), The Burgesses and Guild Brbthren of 
Glasgow, 1751-1846 (Edinburgh, Scottish itecord Society, 
19: 35 , 1). 316. Unless otherwise stated, information in 
this section is taken from Glas, ow Post Office Directories. 

I 
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always included about thirty per cent of ministers, and these will 

be discussed presently. Of the ordinary lay committee members, 

thirty nine were appointed and served for varying periods prior 

to 1841. Due to the Scottish love of commonplace names, there 

is some difficulty in identifying a few of these, but there are 

only three whose names definitely do not appear in the Post Office 

Directories, and can therefore be assumed to have lacked professional 

or business interests. It may be noted in passing, however, that 

only seven of the seventeen members added during the alliance with 

the Chartists in 1841, had the respectability of having interests 

substantial enough to be adtaitised in the Directory for that year. 
l 

To return to the pre-1841 Committee, the first obvious fact is 

that all owned or managed professional or commercial businesses, 

though none was substantial enough to have become famous in 

national history in the same way as men like Gurney or Sturge 

did in England, Secondly, the thirty-nine members had the 

remarkable total of one newspaper editor, two "writers" and 

four boo: csellers or publishers, including George Gallie, of 

Renfrew Street, who did most G. F. S publishingsduring the decade. 

Apart from these, professional occupations only accounted for 

four members, one teacher, one accountant, one doctor, and 

James McCune Smith, the Negro medical student at the university. 
2 

1. G. E. S. Reports, 131, See also Appendix C. 

2. Smith, a medical graduate of Glasgow, later became one 
of the most important Negro abolitionists, successively 
editing the Colored American and the Ah 91o = A{vt tai. 
Ile is sketched briefly in the A. A. B., but well deserves 
a full modern biography. 
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All the rest who have been definitely identified cane from 

substantial business backgrounds, ranging from shipping agents, 

and spirit dealers, to the most interesting of all, Robert Kettle, 

a cotton yarn merchant. The substantial level of prosperity of 

the group is indicated by the number who are listed as burgesses 

of the city, in a majority of cases by purchase. Although problems 

of identification are created by the duplication of Scottish 

names, only one of the thirty-two lay members of the committee at 

large who were neither gentry nor professional, was definitely 

not a burgess. This exception was William Smeal, although his 

father, who founded the family grocery business, had become a 

burgess by purchase as early as 1804.1 As for religious 

backgrounds, no formal attempt has been made to trace those 

of the lay committee members, since a good guide to the Society's 

religious composition is given by the denomination of the ministers 

who sat on the committee up to the schism. Of twenty-two who 

did so from 1840 to 1841, including vice presidents, nineteen 

have so far been identified. The remaining three are James 

MacTear, Edward Campbell, and Robert Thompson. These are not 

mentioned in the Ecclesiastical lists of Oliver and Boyd's 

Edinburgh Almanac and National Repository, and it is therefore 

probable that they were Baptists, Methodists, or Unitarians, 

whose ministers are not included in this work. The denominations 

of the others were overwhelmingly Voluntary. Only four were 

established ministers, one of whom was the Paisley radical 

1. Information fror Anderson, Burgesses.... of Glasgow. 
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Patrick Brewster, four wore congregationalists, one a Baptist, one 

a Wesleyan Methodist, and three Relief Secessionists. Four were 

United Secession Church ministers. Voluntary ministers were thus 

in an overwhelming majority, especially those of the-specifically 

Scottish denominations, the Relief and United Secession Churches. 

Since only one of the Establishment ministers is mentioned in 

the Free Church Festig it is clear why the C. E. S. later took so 

rigid a standpoint over the Send Back the Money campaign. 
I 

In 

composition, then, the G. Q. S. Committee prior to the 1841 split 

were substantial middle class. In religious terms, they were 

overwhelmingly Voluntary in sentiment. 

A comparable picture is presented by the committee o! 

the Edinburgh Emancipation Society, although problems of 

identification in this case have been much greater. The lists 

used have been those for the 1834 and 1836 committees mentioned 

above. 
2 Since no annual lists are available, a working guide 

to composition has been produced by examining the background 

of those abolitionists who appear on the Committee in one or both 

of these years. 

Like the Glasgow Society, the Committee of the 8. E. 8, was 

overwhelmingly middle class, although apparently drawn from 

groups closer to the professional establishment of the city. 

1. Clerical members have been traced through the Ticclesiastical 
Lists in Oliver and Boyd's Edinburgh Almanac and National 
Repository. 1834.1841; Fasti Ecclesiae : icotticunne; 
occasional references in G. E. S. Minute Books. W. Ewing 
(ed. )t Annals of the Free Church of Scotland, 1843-1900 
(2 Vols., Edinburgh, 1914. II, 76-363, provides a Fastt 
for the Free church) ; 

2. Edinburrph Almanale loc. cit.; Thompson, Voice from the 
Metropolis of Scotland, p. 8. 
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The 1834 Committee list, unlike the 1836 one, was decorated with 

an honorary President, the Evangelical lawyer Lord Moncrioif. 

It also includes three Vice-presidents, of whom one is Henry 

Cockburn, the Scots law-lord, one the important Establishment 

minister the Rev. Dr. Robert Gordon, who went to the Free Church 

at the Disruption, and one a Scottish episcopal minister. The 

secretaries and treasurers for each year have already been 

examined. Apart from the ministers who were Vice-presidents, 

the Committee contained eight clerical members of whom one remains 

unidentified. Their denominations reflect the Glasgow picture 

of overwhelming Voluntary strength. One belonged to the Reformed 

Presbyterian Church, one to the Associate Synod of Original 

Seceders, and one, the Rev. William Goold, was a Cameronian. 

Four, the Rev, Drs. Peddie and Ritchie, William Peddiq and 

Edward Halley of Leith, were ministers of the United Secession 
" 

Church. 
1 

As for lay members, thirty three served in 1834,1836, 

or both years, not counting James Ogilvy and Alexander Cruickshank, 

who were ordinary committee members when not serving as Secretaries. 

Of these three may be identified as substantial gentlemen by the 

titles "Esquire" or "Honourable", or the names of their estates. 

One, Captain 11u, -, h Rose, was an ex-military officer. Ten came 

from the Edinburgh legal establishment, being identified as 

Writers to the Signet, Advocates, or members of the Society of 

1. Identification from ecclesiastical lists in Oliver and 
Boyd's Edinburgh Almanac1c" Fasti Ecclesiae Scotticanae; 
Ewing (ed. ), Annals of the Free Church. 
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Solicitors before the Supreme Courts. One was an Accountant, one 

an "agent, " and three medical doctors. One is described as an 

"engineer�, and eight have been traced with reasonable accuracy 

as owners of commercial establishments. Three are as yet 

unidentifi©d. 
l 

The conclusion to be drawn from this limited sample of 

Committee members must be that the E. B. S. leadership was If 

anything more dominated by the substantial middle class than 

the G. Q. S. The difference is that it seems to have had a 

higher proportion of professional members, drawn particularly 

from law and medicine, always two of the most important establish- 

ment groups in Edinburgh society. However, the denominations 

of the clerical members suggest that the E. E. S. was composed 

of men from religious backgrounds other than the Established 

Church of Scotland. Apart from the Rev. Dr. Gordon, all the 

ministers involved were Episcopalians or Voluntaries. Although 

full information is not available for the lay members, it is 

probable that they mirrored the loyalties of their clerical 

leaders. Dr. Greville was a Scottish Episcopalian, John Wigham 

and Alexander Cruickshank Friends, and the Accountant if. D. Dickte 

a Baptist. Edinburgh Committee membership is probably best 

characterised as dominated by men who would have been firmly 

entrenched in the local social establishment if it had not 

been for their unfashionable religious affiliations. Both the 

Identification from titles in Committee Liste, and 
C. B. Boog Watson. (ed. ), Roll of Edinburgh Burgesses and 
Guild Brethren, 1761-1841 (Scott is Record Society, 
Edinburgh,, 1933). 
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Scottish Emancipation Societies were thus predominantly middle 

class and Voluntary in composition. However, it is probable 

that it was because Edinburgh abolitionists numbered more men 

from the established and socially conservative professions that 

they tool: a less radical course than Glasgow when the British 

abolition movement divided in 1841. 

As regards the Scottish anti-slavery movement as a whole, 

some conclusions may be drawn from this evidence. First, 

its leadership was characteristically middle class, but it was 

by no means as prosperous as that of the later British and 

Foreign Society set up in London. This is not to say that 

the Committee members of the Glasgow and Edinburgh Societies 

were by any means poor, although in the case of the G. E. S. 

tho ones who remained after the division of 1841 may have 

been slightly more so. However, there was nothing in the 

Scottish movementato rival the merchant princes who dominated 

the B. F. A. S. S. The strong grip of the Friends on the Broad 

Street Committee has already been demonstrated, and among 

these Friends were some of the wealthiest men in England. 1 

To take two examples, Joseph Sturge, the richest corn-merchant 

in the midlands, and Joseph Gurney, whose fortune laid the 

foundttions of Barclay's Bank, are very far removed from little 

provincial Quakers like Smeal and Cruickshank, and the other 

1. Temperly, on. c1t., pp. 49-53; P. Emden, Quakers in 
Commerce, A Record of Business Achievement (London, 1939), 
passim,, gives a thorough account of the more successful 
Quaker businesses of the nineteenth century. The families 
of Peaso, Sturge, Richardson, Gurney, Lloyd, and Allen 
round whom this narrative centres were all represented 
on the D. F. A. S. S. Committee. 
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Lott who served with them in the two Scottish Emancipation Societies. 

However, it is very far from being the intention of this dissertation 

to argue that the schism in the British movement leads back to any 

sinister social division between provincial and national lenders. 

On the contrary, it seems that these schisms resulted from strong 

cultural traditions in the provinces, which had different contacts 

with America, and responded negatively to London attempts at 

imposing abolitionist uniformity. For one thing, the difference 

in wealth was one of degree. It did not represent a lateral 

division within British society as a whole, but a vertical division 

between one part of the country and another. In purely Scottish 

terms, the leaders of the G. E. S. and E. E. S. were extremely well-off, 

and the fact that Scotland was a very much poorer country than 

England meant that their relative wealth and status within Scotland 

was coequal to that of the Sturges and Gurneys within England. 

On a national level, such middle class interests were homogeneous. 

The later British division between Tappanites and Garrisonians 

was not produced by lower middle class distrust of an upper middle 

class, and there is no need to construct an elaborate argument 

to prove that it was, since the relative differences between 

English and Scottish society were so great as to make the concept 

of such a crude alignment meaningless. 

However, there is one allied conclusion from what data is 

available on the composition of the Scottish Committees, which 

is highly relevant to the divisions within the British movement 

as a whole. The emphasis on Voluntaries among the men the G. E. S. 
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and E. E. B. selected as their leaders suggests a reason why the 

Scottish movement should have developed differently from the 

London one. Although technically similar to the English Dissenters 

who ware in control of the Broad Street Committee, Scottish Voluntaries 

operated in very different conditions from their anti-Establishment 

colleagues south of the border. It may be that the constant sense 

of struggle produced by the period of the Voluntary Controversy 

and the Ten Year's Conflict placed Scottish Voluntaries very much 

closer to the extremists of the American movement than the English 

Dissenters in the ß. F. A. S. S., who were led by Friends accustomed 

to express their peculiarities in strictly religious terms. 

In Scotland,, however, the consciousness of constant opposition 

between Voluntaries and Establishment, which as far as ministers 

went might genuinely affect livelihood, may well have caused 

the Voluntaries to place themselves in the r8le of the persecuted, 

similar to the self-r8le chosen by the leaders of the American 

movement. A recent perceptive essay argues that what caused 

these leaders to adopt an extremist position was the very opposition 

they faced, which hardened and extended their views on the rotten- 

ness of society, as well as giving certain emotional satisfactions. 
l 

It may well be that the Scottish abolitionists, largely dominated 

by Voluntaries, actually took a Garrisonian standpoint, highly. 

unpopular in British terms, because of the emotional satisfaction 

of extending the bitterness of old conflicts with the Establishment. 

1. S. S. Tonkins, 'The Psychology of Commitment; the Constructive 
R31e of Violence and Suffering for the Individual and for his 
Society, ' in M. Duberin, (ed. ), The Anti-Slavery Vanguard 
(Princeton, 1965), pp. 27O. 208. 
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In the some way, their tendency to extremism was heightened by 

the ever-present factor of tensions between their provincial world 

and that of London, which reinforced any existing tendency an the 

part of the Voluntaries, or some of them, to choose standpoints 

at odds with those of the country at large. This was probably 

even more the case because of the attraction of projecting 

inter-regional rivalries into philanthropy, at a time when they 

were being ironed out in political terms. As far as the Voluntary- 

dominated Societies are concerned, it may be that Tomkins' 

suggested psychological explanation of the movement in America 

is also ap; licable to Scotland. Acting on the consciousness 

of constant opposition from London, which was a general factor in 

Scotland, the preponderance of the much-persecuted Voluntaries 

must have made the tendency to adopt highly unorthodox standpoints 

in the Scottish abolition societies even stronger. Although 

the Edinburgh Emancipation Society remained basically Tappanite 

after 1841, Dr. ititchie, the old campaigner of the Voluntary 

Controverpy, went for Garrison. Although this is a more 

amorphous factor than the clear wish of the Voluntaries to 

use the slavery issue against the Establishment and the Free 

Church, for good reasons of selfish institutional advantage, it 

is one which merits serious consideration in studying the 

history of the Scottish movement. 

The discussion of Tomkins' work leads on to the question 

of whether the Scottish cases shed any light on the current 

controversy over the background of the American abolitionists 
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and the origins of the anti-slavery movement. As in the American 

case, it may be that the elements who were interested in the cause 

are so disparate that evidence can be found to support widely varying 

theses. This is partly due to the problem of discovering the 

composition of rank-and-file support for the movement, but would 

arise in any case from the differences within the committee of each 

Society. As regards the theses of Donald and Skotheim, 1 it is 

probably generally true that both the G. E. S. and the E. E. S. were 

led by middle class elements who were rising rather than any form 

of displaced elite. In Glasgow the dominant element are minor 

manufacturers or merchants profiting from the phenomenal industrial 

growth of the city during this period. The Edinburgh leadership 

came from substantial nonconformists in business and the professions, 

the rising and self-confident class just outside the establishment 

and best exemplified by Duncan Maclaren, "the living voice of 

Scottish middle-class dissenting radicalism. "2 If collective 

guilt is used as an explanation for the movement, this may well 

accord with the situation in Glasgow, where the city's West Indian 

and American interests, past and present, left it much to atone 

for; but it is hardly applicable to the growth of univeiai 

abolition sentiment in Edinburgh, If economic Interests are 

involved, they were piecemeal ones rather than those of a class, 

1. D. Donald, 'Towards a Reconsideration of Abolitionists, ' 
in Lincoln Reconsidered, Essays on the Civil War Era 
(New York, -1961 ed. ), pp. 19-36; R. A. Skotheim, 'A 
Note on Historical Method: David Donald's "Towards 
a Reconsideration of Abolitionists", 'J. S. H. XXV, 1959) 
356-365. 

2. Ferguson, op. cit., p. 306. 
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thpugh the basic attitude that slavery was wrong may well be a 

bourgeois one. It would be true to say that publishers like 

Oliphant, Ziegler, and Gallie would gain from selling the pamphlets 

a controversial abolition movement was sure to send to the presses; 

no doubt the sewn muslin manufacturer, the linen and woollen 

draper, and the cotton yarn manufacturer listed on the ß. S. S. 

Committee had interests in textiles which affected their attitudes 

to U. S. slavery, as had the two woollen drapers on the E. E. S. 

Committee; it is highly likely that the many grocers involved 

had developed their anti-slavery attitudes as part of their 

attack on the inflation of sugar prices by the West Indians, and 

simply extended these attitudes into their campaign for universal 

abolition. These are all economic interests, but they are widely 

disparate. Insofar as such interests lie at the root of the 

Scottish abolitionist movement, they form an agglomeration of 

individual interests, rather than any cohesive class or group 

motive which may be seen as causing Scottish middle class 

interest in American slavery. It is not even true to suggest 

that Glasgow and Edinburgh abolitionists developed interests in 

the comfortably remote problem of American slavery to divert attention 

from their own abominable treatment of the working class they controlled. 

Within the very narrow limits of laissez faire benevolence, these 

men did what they could in philanthropic causes at home as well 

as abroad. The most extraordinary facet of their charity was 

its universalism. In any Scottish city, a small coterie of 
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middle class philanthropists controlled the committees of the 

whole gamut of societies concerned with charity at home and 

abroad. 
1 

If any conclusion may be drawn from the composition 

of the Scottish emancipation societies, it is much less 

ambitious than theses which purport to explain the origins of 

the movement in the United States. It is that until information 

on each individual abolitionist, leader and rank-and-file, 

becomes available, it will be impossible to give a full answer 

to the question of why British and especially Scottish reformers 

gave so such attention to the abolition of American slavery. 
2 

It is possible that such information could be gathered for the 

leadership groups of the Societies where records have been 

preserved, but it is impracticable to calculate the composition 

of the audiences who gave their informal support to the 

movement by attending the public meetings which the abolition 

committees organised. 

What it is possible to study adequately is the way in 

which the abolitionist leaders differed over the matter which 

should be discussed at these public meetings. Aside from 

1. Saunders, op. cit., p. 234, cites two examples, Robert 
Kettlo (my cotton yarn merchant ), and Malcolm Macfarlane. 
See Appendices A and B. This complexity of course 
reflects the American benevolent movement. See C. S. 
Griffin, Their Brother's Keepers, passim. 

2. This is similar to the American conclusion of Miss 
Fladoland, in 'Who were the Abolitionists?, ' J. N. H. 
XLIX, 1964, p. 115. She remarks - "The sheer number 
ä `abolitionists, the thousands of unacknowledged and 
unsung, the myriad of personalities, and the vast 
diversity of exigencies which moulded each individual's 
decision to join the movement makes it impossible to 
label or categorize them. " 
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Miss Fladeland's thesis, the best interpretation of the American 

anti-slavery movement is the contemporary one of Emerson, who 

discovered an irrestible tendency towards disintegration in 

the reform movement as a whole. Its stress on the views of 

minorities produced divisions and subdivisions designed to 

accommodate the views of the most idiosyncratic individuals - 

"They defied each other, like a congress of kings, each of whom 

had a realm of his own to rule, and a way of his own that made 

concert unprofitable. "' The British anti-slavery movement, like 

the American one, was to be prostrated by shhism and counterschism 

in 1841. At this point, the Scottish and other provincial 

societies took a very different standpoint from the national 

British and Foreign Society in London. The examination of 

this division and its repercussions is, in essence, the subject 

of this dissertation. It must be approached with two conclusions 

on the origin and composition of the two major Scottish Emancipation 

Societies in mind. First, their clerical membership was drawn 

, predominantly from the Voluntary churches, Scottish denominations 

with somewhat different characteristics from their English 

Dissenting counterparts. Secondly, both the O. E. S. and E. E. S. 

were founded in 1833, building on strong traditions of local 

anti-slavery interest, and taking standpoints more advanced 

than those adopted by English abolitionists at the same time. 

1. R. W. Emerson, New England Reforms'. A Lecture stead on... 
3rd March, 1844, reprinted in Essays, First and second 
Series Everyman edition, London, 1)06 

, p. 338. 
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The result was to 'foster an assumption of local autonomy within 

the anti-slavery movement which was to have disastrous effects 

when British abolitionists were presented with a clear-cut choice 

of American allies in 1841. The strengthening of this tradition 

of autonomy, and the growth of early friction between the Scottish 

cities and London abolitionists, is the subject of the next chapter. 
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tNAP rSR III 

OARRISONISY AS ORTMKN CY,, AND TIM 32GIIMIN3S Of TIES 
- rrýýrrrrýrý rrýýýrrrýýýrrrrýýrrý , 

REGIONAL RIVOLT AGAINST IA)XDON 

In many ways the years from 1833 to 1839 were the golden 

age of British anti-slavery. The nssory of the success of 

1833 was still fresh. The cwaulstivs triwph of 1838 also 

falls within the period. The disastrous schisms of the next 

decade were still in the future. Outwardly the NoveMnt 

presented a picture of purposeful unity. In no area of the 

country was this period of anti-slavery prosperity to narked as 

north of the border. The abolition ant was the golden 

child of the Scottish reform world, and in a decade which saw no 

London society continuously active the new Glasgow and Edinburgh 

Emancipation Societies canvassed tirelessly for universal 

liberation of the $egro. Their pamphlets, their reports, their 

public meetings, followed one another with a regularity unmatched 

elsewhere in Britain at this stage. Even in cities so much 

smaller than London, both could count on audiences of two or three 

thousand for meetings on more attractive subjects. Even when the 

Glasgow Society not publicly in the Trades Mall to present a 

favourable address to O'Connell, a crypto-political action which 

split the Committee and lost a certain amount of-support in the 

city at large, the audience drawn was reported as three tbousand. I 

1. Minutes for 19.9.33,23.9.35,0. E. 8. Minute Hooks, I; 0.1.8. 
Reports, 1836, pp. 13.16; Aa Correct count of tie 

. sting Meld in Rope Street apt s ps to sen the 
Emancipation Soc ey ress to Dealel O'Connell, Esq., Y. P. 

+wvl 0 
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Indeed the thirties were a time of massive anti-slavery 

interest throughout Britain. The differ uce from the Scottish 

situation was that the movement 'a support was obere institution- 

sliced, after 1*33, to the extent achieved by the two main Scottish 

societies. Even in London, as in most national reform movements 

the focus of interest, no anti-slavery society remained continuously 

in action from the successful campaign against West Indian slavery 

up to the beginning of the forties. This by no means implied that 

national anti-slavery interest had waned. The difference was 

partly that once the focus had moved to America, where relatively 

little concrete action could be taken by abolitionists, the need 

for a national society to channel such action was less. Thus the 

study of the movement in the thirties shows that a national society 

could only flourish at tines when the current subject of interest 

did give an opportunity for work concerted by some fors of national 

institutional structure - in 1833; in the years of the fight 

against apprenticeship; and again from late 1830 onwards. By 

then British interest in world abolition had risen to heights 

creating a need for sosse vehicle through which pressure could be 

brought on the governments concerned, either through lobbying at 

Whitehall, or by memorialising diplomats from guilty foreign 

nations. In all these cases, some fora of national body was 

required to express the opinions of the country's abolitionists. 

Thus the thirties slur intermittent attempts at the formation 

of now national anti-slavery societies, which only succeeded 

f-:. 
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permanently in 1339, In the spring of 1834, the young radicals 

of the Agency Comoittoe transformed their old organisation into 

ths'so-called British and Yoroign Society for the Vaivsrsal 

Abolition of Slavery and the Slave Trade. 3 Stephen, the Croppers, 

and Joseph Sttsrge roulned its leaders " rsn at best dubious as 

to the wisdom of Thomas Tavell Buxton's compromise with the 

planters, conscious of the used for keeping a close eye on their 

recent opponents in the Caribbean, and also au fait with the 

newer wide interest in world abolition of slavery, After its 

foundation, however, the now society prospered badly. 
3 Probably 

this ras because of the look of support from grass roots at a 

ties when there was no spiditic Issue an which provincial 

abolitionists had the need or opportunity of making their ideas 

known throb Lomio*. The situation was cbaftsd by the light 

shad on the atrocities of the apprenticeship systs* by Joseph 

Stuurrge's Caribbean visit in 1836-37.4 On his return, he was 

1. B. R. Temperley, 'The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society', 
Chapter II, Wutsia. I an greatly indebted to bim here, and 
indeed on all aspects of the movement In London. 

2. Warred to for convenience sa the Universal Abolition 
society, in distinction from the later ßriti4L and Foreign 
Anti-slavery Society, founded in 1839. 

3. Temperley, pp, 29-38. 

4. U. Richard, Joseph 3turge, pp. 133ff. Sturge's findings on 
apprentic p were p abýrd as J. Stmrgr sat T. Harvey, 
The Meat Indies in 1837l being the journal of a Visit to 

ua. NOMfOrrsts ca. a, os, a 

Iss on ands 
0 wý+vvlr " 
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Instrumental in forming the now central Negro Emancipation 

Committee in Nov r, specifically aimed at dying the same 

propaganda and coordinating work in the fight against 

apprenticeship as Stephen's Agency Committee had done against 

slavery. Coexisting with the no, dormant Universal Abolition 

Society, it led the British abolitionist public to final victory 

with the abolition of apprenticeship in the Mast Indies. Again, 

the concentration was an national guilt and direct implication 

In the sins of the planters themselves. Thora would be further 

issues of importance within the Empire in the future; but they 

would be peripheral, a and cone would have the compelling importance 

of the questions of imperial slavery and apprenticeship. For 

the nowsnt, the fashionable anti-slavery interest was universal 

abolitiont at which the next Aritisblmational anti-slavery society 

formed was stood* This was the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery 

Society itself, a body emerging fron the remains of the old 

Universal Abolition Society, which finally succeeded in surviving 

as a permanent London focus for national antislavery agitations 

Possibly because of an unwillingness to allow the Nest Indians 

to escape public vigilance a second tire, more centrally as a 1=oduct 

of rising interest in world abolitions the B.?. A. S. S. survived 

in comparative prosperity up to the Civil Mar, and indeed remains 

extant in skeleton torn at the present day. 1 Its formation 

required a series of watings in the spring of 1339, at which its 

X. Sixty Yesrs_against 61ýry (London, 0.7. A. 8.8., 1M)ß 
ppsssa a.. 

,'I1 
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Pacifist lines of action wert threshed out. 
I Meanwhile, the 

old Society for the Mitigation and Oradual Abolition of slavarl 

throughout the rtisb Dauinsons dissolved Itself on April 48th, 

aster lingering on in a sort of permanent sine die adjour. "snt 
ever aims 1833. The Central Negro lasacipstion C6mnittev as 

dissolved a little later, over June and July, and the ®. T-A. M. 

r. sained as the solo ostensible leader of the ! British antislavery 

NOW at, apart from Thoma Joann Buxton's wave specialised 

African Civilization Society* 2 The shopping and changing of the 

Landon societies of the aid-thirties was aver; and iron this point 

on the British and Foreign Society was to be permanently active 

at national level. Although often at loggerheads with its less 

conservative provincial colleagues, it was always there as at 

least one possible focus for British abolitionism. 

while the London sooistiss were organising and reorganisig 

in this way, the Scottish abolitionists continued their work on 

both fronts, against the apprenticeship ghost of slavery, and in 

favour of world abolition, especially American abolition, whenever 

an opportunity was presented. At this stage, the operations of 

the British anti-slavery sovaant were generally harmonious. 

Outwardly, there was little sign of the disastrous series of 

1. Minutes for 27,2.39,13.3.39,17.4.39, D. l. A. 8.9. Minute 
Hooks, I. Hod. Brit. ! *p. Mss. 820, Rhodes us.. 

2, The objectives of the African Civilization Society are best 
described is T, F, Buxton, The African Slave Trade and its 
Remedy (2nd ed., London, 1, pp, and passim, 

f 

0 
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schisms which a combination of frustration and a willingness 

to use anti-slavery disaRreeants as a cover for other rivalries 

produced in the forties. Bven in the cities which were to 

produce the ant vociferous Qarrisonianivn of later years the 

disagreements which arose were normally friendly. After all, 

the thirties were the wra of good feelings in the American anti- 

slavery novNwot, and there was little reason, why British 

abolitionists should take it upon tbeaelvea to start internal 

squabbles without . acourKeasnt from their colleagues across the 

Atlantic. The future British growth points of ideas sore radical 

then those of the S. F. A. B. B. were still dorrent. The liberates 
Society 

Antislavery/was only formed in 1837p and in any vase began its 

history in close co*tsct with London and under the guidance of 

Joseph sturge's rich and respectable friend Richard Allen. i 

The Bristol and Clifton Ladies' Anti-alarorq Society was only 

constituted an late as 1940, and even then was still nothing Vors 

than a rubber stamp for London petitions; its days of ferocious 

bluestocking lottisn were not to cons until the fifties. 2 As for 

individuals, even Geopo Thompson, the leading Osrrisonian of the 

next decade, was still fashionable enough because of his Agency 

X. BMldwin to Btokss, 17.7.37,29.7.37 od Brit. EIp. 
Mss. 8.18, t2/13 and C2/14; H. V. Wigham, A Christian 

Philanthropist of Dublin. A Memoir of Richard Ällen 

Lo on 18800 pp. 13-149 2350 . 

2, 

9 

Bpecial Report of the äristol and Clifton Ladies' Anti- 
Slavery Society; during Eighteen Months, from January, 1831, 
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Committee lectureship and bis near martyrdom is Boston for his 

alarming enthusiasm for universal reform to remain unnoticed even 

by the most respected and conservative abolitionists in England. 1 

As went Thompson, so went Scotland. The two major Scottish 

societies spent the first few years after West Indian emancipation 

working in close cooperation with the quaker nabobs of the London 

Committee. Joseph Sturge, symbolically, remained a corresponding 

member-of the Glasgow Baaancipation Society until his resignation 
` 

when its Garrisonian colours began to ohm ominously in 1341. 

The cooperation of the Glasgow and Edinburgh Societies was 

of course most "ffectiwe is the campaign against West Indian 

apprenticeship. As soon as the first flush of enthusissa had 

waned after 1833, it becaus clear that the radical agonising over 

the mistake of comprosiaing with the planters had not been misplaced. 

The apprenticeship system, it was painfully obvious, simply gave 

the West Indians scope to resew slavery under a legal tora. 3 

1. The Universal Abolition Society, for instaace, had gladly 
accepted his services in trying to raise provincial support. 
See Thompson to ß. g. 8. Cooaittee, 18.2.34,17.4.34,0.8.34, 
ß. $. S. Minute Books,!. 

2. O. S. S. Roports, 1834-40 conveniently print lists of the Cor aitts* 
for each year, aturge to 8meal, 33.1.41, his letter of 
resignation, is mentron"d as having been discussed by the 
Committee in Minute for 25.3.41, G. E. B. Minute Books, III, and 
is reprinted in Resolutions of the c Mee ngs of the Members 
and Friends of this- asgov Emancipation Society= Correspondence 
of the Secretaries and Minutes of the Co ee o the a Society, 
Since the Arrival in asgow of John A. Collins, ... In Re erence 
to the Divisions among American Abolitionists asgow, ism, 

3. Mathieson, British Slavery and its Abolition, pp. 273-300. Car* 
must be taken to avoid seeng t apprenticeship as a systq 
working uniformly in each of the British Islands. Tho most 
balanced modern assessment is in W. L. Burn, Emancipation and 
Apprenticeship in the British West Indies (Landon, 1937). 
pp. 362-331 mud passim. 

.......... 
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Twenty million pounds of British taxpayer's money had been 

given to these men, and their only return was to make a semantic 

distinction to disguise the system they had been paid to abandon. 

If anything, the new slavery was all the more cruel and more 

vicious because of the planters' awareness that the end-point of 

full control over their labour force had been set by the imperial 

legislature, and that only a limited period remained for them to 

draw their final profit fron their slaves. Sturges publication 

of the findings of his trip was the turning point. Thereafter, 

as abolitionist orators revealed new apprenticeship atrocities, 

and the anti-slavery public grew in awareness of the way in which 

it had been duped, fervour for abolition rose if anything above 

the uncomplicated levels of 1833. Organisation was even more 

perfect now, and as the last attack on the west India interest 

began, the future renegades of the Scottish and Irish sooioties 

lined up firmly behind the conservative leaders of the English 

movement. 
i 

As in the emancipation struggle of five years before, the 

key to success in attacking apprenticeship was grass-roots 

provincial pressure on Westminster, Joseph 8turge's Central 

Negro Emancipation Committee was on even more efficient version of 

the old Agency Committee, and its role in the national movement 

was to coordinate the all-important petitions and pressure on 

local N. P. 's which the provinces alone could provide. Tho Glasgow 

and Edinburgh societies alike spent 1837 and 1838 faithfully holding 

1. e. g. G. LS. Reports, 1837, p. 24. 
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meetings to pass resolutions against the conduct of the West 

Indiana, and sending deputations to reason with the Scottish 

d. P09e0 
1 

They drew up mammoth Scottish petitions, and forwarded 

them to their London allies for presentation; the Glasgow 

Emancipation Society petition of 16th April, 1838, alone had 102,200 

signatures, 
2 In the final stages they sent their own delegates 

to join English and Irish abolitionists in collective lobbying 

at Westminster. 
3 

Delegates from all the country's anti-slavery 

societies would most in London, hold mass meetings in Exeter Hall, 

and *arch solemnly through London bearing copies of their memorials, 

resolutions, remonstrances, and petitions to present to Lord alenelg 

or whichever minister it was thought most strategic to try to intluence. 4 

The whole exercise presented the capital with striking proof of 

the national support for repeal of the apprenticeship clause, and 

the Scottish delegates were there with the rest. Naturally the 

officials of the two main Scottish societies were most prominent in 

enterprises involving as much expense as this,, but this is not to 

1. Grerille to Stokes, 15.6.35, Bod. Brit. Bap. )ss. 8.18, C2/1031 
James Ogilvy to Stokes, 2.8.37, ibid., C3747; umea to Stokes, 
15,6.37, ibid., C3/62; Minutes 'for-13.3.37,18.6.37,16.4.35, 
O. E. B. Min rte Books,. II. 

2. G. T. S. Reports, 1833, p. 14; Smoa1 to Stokes, 15.0.37, loc. eit. = 
Minute for Minute books, 11; J. Murray to 
L. Wright, 20.7.37, Elizur Wright Papers, Library of Congress. 

3. Minutes for 18.12.37,14.3.38,18.3.38,16.4.38, ß. 8. S. Uinute 
Books, II. 

4, A. Wardlaw to Kiss Wardlav, 2.4.38, in W. L. Alexander, Uemoirs 
of the Life and Writings of Ralph Wardlaw, D. D. (EdinburSh1I46), 
pp. 4.2 8= ig am, Richard en, pp. 3Q lj Richard, Joseph 
Sturge, pp. 1631t; Thompson to V Oliphant, 28.3.33, Edin 

nÜ iversity Library. 
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say that the apprenticeship agitation in Scotland was confined 

to Glasgow and Edinburgh. By one means or another, mailer 

Scottish cities managed to send single delegates to the gatherings 

organised by the Central Enascipation Committee to demonstrate its 

support to Parliament. 1 Before this development began, interest 

in apprenticeidtip had been so widespread that George Thoepsoo had 

found it worthwhile to lecture in places as obscure as 8altcosts, 

Irvine, and Ballater on one of his forays north of the Border. a 

"Give as the battering ran of opinion", he appealed to British 

abolitionists at large, "and let me"bring the prison house for 

ever to the ground". 3 
Possibly because of his personal influence, 

possibly because the apprenticeship issue was *'clear-cut one, and 

the rivalries of the next decade had not been fully developed, 

Scottish reformers answered his demand and solidly supported 

London efforts. The British anti-slavery movement presented a 

superficially united picture during the campaign against 

apprenticeship, apart from very occasional signs of undue radicalism 

from the West of Scotland. -4 

Thus it only in view of the united support they gave to the 

national effort over apprenticeship, it is fair to say that up to 

I. ". B. Paisley and Aberdeen. Goo Minute for 17.5.38, Gam. 
Minute Books, II. 

2. Cutting from Aberdeen Herald, 22.4.37, in Thompson Scrapbooks, IV; 
Me. list of lecture appoiutaents for July, 1831p in a. .s band, 
ibid. 

3.0. Thompson, Speech.... at the Groat Anti-Slavery Meeting Held 
183 25 in Blood Street Chapel, ast s, on Thursday, Januar-y-'150 

ates ea ,, p. l 

4. Murray to Scoble, 12.6.33, Bod. Brit. Emp. Msa. 8.18,020/29, insists 
that unlike the members of tversa ion 8o0iet0, the 
ß. 8. ß, had always been convinced that "nothing but full and cospi"t" 
assacipation would 'answer. " 
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the end of the decade the Scottish emancipation societies, and 

indeed the Hibernian Anti-slavery Society as well, worked in 

close cooperation with the later more conservative London 

abolitionists. However, there are certain signs, even at this 

stage, that neither the Glasgow or Edinburgh Society would meekly 

follor, a, southern lead unless it suited then to do so. As early 

as 1834, both societies had avoided becoming auxiliaries to the 

new Universal Abolitöon Society. In the same year, the Glasgow 

Emancipation Society stipulated that any funds they forwarded to 

the London society. should be used for purposes they themselves 

specified - that is to finance the trip of their agent George 

Thompson to the United States. Your years later, the 0.8.8., 

under Thompson's influence, carried out a temporary merger with 

the new Aborigines' Protection Society, a move entirely outside 

the policy of the national moveaent. Finally, the most important 

pointer of all to the future independence of Glasgow and Edinburgh 

abolitionists was their close personal connection with Thompson 

himself, and his strong influence north of the Border. 

On its formation, in 1834, the Universal Abolition Society 

set about organising provincial support on the traditional lines 

followed by Victorian reform societien. The London or national 

society would act as coordinating agent and propagandist for the 

whole, while existing or new proviobial societies would becore its 

'auxiliaries'. The central society would act as treasury for the 

cause, spending nationally collected money on pamphleteering and 

press work, as well as being the vehicle for presenting nationally 

organised petitions to parliament or individual politicians. 
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The auxiliaries would carry out the humbler work of collecting 

what funds they could to forward to London, and whipping up 

grassroots support for petitions and less formal measures 

organised by the national society. Naturally this system was 

of great appeal to small struggling local societies without the 

funds or support to issue their own propaganda or organise their 

own petitions except as contributions to more grandiose ones - 

but the sacrifice of independence and prestige were less attractive 

to societies in a more flourishing state. So it was in the 

British anti-slavery movement, and when the Universal Abolition 

Society oiferred the Scottish societies the opportunity at becoming 

its auxiliaries in 1834, the offer was declined. 

At this sta; o, both the Edinburgh and Glasgow Societies 

already had large independent organisations of their own. Both 

had thought of agitating for universal abolition before London 

abolitionists evidently pirated their novel reform idea, and in 

any case had funds and numerical membership adequate for their 

propaganda needs, and indeed greater than anything the London 

Society could boast at that time. This was not to imply that 

they were out of sympathy with the aims of the new national 

Society. On the contrary, the Committee of the Glasgow 

Emancipation Society at least agreed that its aims were the same 

as theirs, and resolved unanimously to act "in concert" with the 

committee in London. I This was only agreed, however, on the basis 

of including an escape clause stating that they would only continue 

to do so as long as they were "satisfied" with its proceedings. 

IL. Minute for 20,3.34. G. E. S. Minute Books, I. 
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TDey also resolved "that such funds as they way transmit to the 

said Codittee shall be applied exclusively to the support of 

George Thoapson&s Mission to the United States. " 1 As for the 

"Address to the President" with which the Universal Abolition 

Society had begun its onslaught on American slavery, and which 

it hopefully enclosed with its circular to potential auxiliaries, 

the members of the 0. E. ß. Committee refused to accept some of its 

expressions and in some oases to sign it. John Murray of Bowling 

Bay, their somewhat cantankerous Secretary, was co issioned to 

write off to London asking, ior its meaning to be clarified, and 

suspiciously enquiring why sows of the great anti slavery names 

of the past were not among its supporters. 
2 Murray's letter 

produced nothing more than an evasive reply from the clerk of 

the London Secretary, John Saoble, the later bite noire of the 

Garrisonian bloc of abolitionists - and Glasgow continued its 

career withiut being an auxiliary of the new national society, 
3 

The attitude of the Bdinburgh Society is more obscure, although it 

was also approached by the Universal Abolition Society. * In effect, 

however, it retained the same independence as its sister society in 

Glasgow. Like the ß. E. 8., it had been founded to campaign for 

universal abolition before the Universal Abolition Society, after 

a series of lectures by the inevitable George Thoapson. 5 Already 

1. Ibid. 

2. Ibid. 

3. J. Crisp to larrsy, 29.3.34,0.1.8. Minute Books, I. 

4. Thompson to Committee of G. S. B., 18.8.34, ibid. 

S. Thompson, A. Voice to the United 8tatss of America from the 
Metropolis o 

-Scotland. 
, eto., p. s. also above, pp. 53-55. 
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prosperous sad well organised by the spring of 1834, it retained 

its independence throughout the decade. Even in 1839, when the 

larger B. F. A. 8.8, appealed to the provinces for support, the 

only reply from the Edinburgh Society was a polite letter from 

its Secretary, the prominent Edinburgh reformer Dr. Robert Oreville, 

indicating that the Society could not unite with the London one 

due to dissens*on in the Committee over the wisdom of the BJ. A. ß. B. 's 

pacifist policy. MAY ae>bers wore as, opposed to war and bloodshed 

"Rs the Friends themselves" - but the West African Coast was evidently 

considered a case apart. "the law", concluded Greville, "gust 

be made a terror to evildoers. " 1 Thus both the larger Scottish 

societieä retsised their independence in. the thirties, no doubt 

Increasing their inclination to follow their own course in the 

next decode by doing so. 

A second sign of growing indspsndeuce sang Scottish 

abolitionists came in 1838, with the temporary merger between 

the Glasgow E4sneipation Society and the new Aborigines' Protection 

Society. This society had been Soundedin 1836 to look after the 

interests of aborigines outside the old British slaveholding 

territory in the Caribbean, including the population of British 

India. 2 Its leaders were the philanthropists Montgomery Martin 

and Sir Culling Eardley Smith, its paid agent, not unpredictably, 

George Thompson. Once success in the fight against apprenticeship 

had come, Thompson, penniless as usual, was again left with his 

1. Greville to Tredgold, 18.4.88, Hod. Brit. Bap. Mss. 8.18, 

C7/r0. 
2. Mellor, British Iop. rial Truataship, p. 257. 
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talents as a reform agitator unemployed, and took the chance 

of a lecturing contract with the nein Aborigines' Protection 

Society. -Be hold this post until he progressed to his agency 

for Joseph Pease's British India Society after its foundation 

during the next year. 
i 

As usual, Thompson was left with the role of travellini 

v 
r 
ýý 

endlessly round the country, appealing for the support of known 

philanthropists, holding public meetings, and lecturing vividly 

to existing anti-slavery societies. In Glasgow he evidently 

felt that his personal influence was great enough for his colioague 

Montgomery Martin to be presented to the G. Z. B. with a view tb 

its becoming Unitod with the Aborigines' Protection Society. 
2 

At a public meeting on 6th September, 1838, after spirited speeches 

by Thompson and Martin, - support for the air of the national society 

was whipped up, largely by playing on the wrongs of British India. 

The local Society was reconstituted as the Glasgow Emancipation 

and Aborigines' Protection Society. 3 In fact the union only seems 

to have remained effective for just over a year, and the last 

mention of it appears in the minutes for October 1839, when Sir 

Culling Eardley Smith appeared at a meeting to memorialise Lord 

Melbourne on the plight of the Amistad captives. 
d Actor this the 

1. Offprint from India Aeries, Jan., 1843, p. 7, copy in B. P. L. _ 
Minute for 13.5.39,8. ß Minute Books, II. A number of cuttings 
on Thompson's work in this area have been preserved in Thompson 
Scrapbooks, V. 

2. Minute for 6.9.38, Q. E. B. Minute Books, II. 

3. Ibid. f G. E. $. 
beiafre'G 
Protection Sc 

1888, pp. 521f.; Public 
fla nation Society. Sud 

0 

. Junction 

iwvi f 0 

4. Miaute for 15.10.39, O. Z. S. Minute Books. II= O. I. S. Reports, 1838, 

pp. 82ff. 
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0la29OW Society presumably shifted its interests towards 

Thompson's new agitation for British India Reform. Perhaps 

it also became more interested than ever in the American situation 

as the news of the exciting It distressing schisms among American 

abolitionists began to filter over to Britain. But it is 

significant that it was the Olsagow Emancipation Society, the 

least conformist of the anti-slavery societies in the forties, 

which followed a course quite outside the 8. V. A. S. S, policy of 

non-cooperation with the Aborigines' Protection Society, The 

only other Society to take this line was Newcastle, which later 

became the centre of Ieary Highland Garnet's free produce movement. 
2 

Like Glasgow, it was to differ tarm the B. 1L. A. 8.8. In later years, 

and like Glasgow it was at this stage closely under the personal 

influence of George Thompson. Vor both 8pcieties, thiss small 

friction of 1839 provides a pointer to future independence. 

But for the Scottish societies, the final and most obvious 

hint that they would later come to split violently with the 

British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, was their alone connection 

with George Thompson, the later leader of the group of British 

reformers who supported the Garrison wing of the American movement 

instead of the more moderate elements with whom the Broad Street 

Committee cooperated. Thompson's career covers almost every 

aspect of reform history from the thirties to the sixties, and the 

1. Although the D. F. A. B. S. and the Aborigines' Rights Protection 
society merged in 1908.. 

2, Minute of Cos°ittae of Newcastle Zasaaipation Society# 
8.4.38, with resolutions passed at a public meeting to bear 
Thompson, on 6.3.38, Bod. arit. Eap. Mss. '5.18, CI/20. 

I 
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absence of any study of bin life leaves an obvious gap in 

nineteenth century British biography. by the time he went to 

America in 1834 as the agent of the Glasgowº and Edinburgh 

Emancipation Societies, he had made himself famous in British 

reforming circles. Thoupson's life and background were bustle, 

his success clearly that of a selt»aade man. This fact is of 

immense importance sinne it may have placed his beyond complete 

acceptance by the nabobs of the London reform societies, and 

endeared Mn proportionately to provincial radicals who were only 

too conscious of the same slight. Bis background was among the 

lower middle *less of the Worth country, his religious training 

Wesleyan. His hatred of slavery may lead back to his father's 

experience in the crew of a slave ship. by the time of the 

West India Emancipation crisis, be bad painstakingly educated 

and equipped himself as a first-rate public speaker and debater. 

During the months from his first employment in the cause In 1831 

until the passage of the Emancipation Act, he toured the provinces. 

tirelessly, stirring up constituency opinion to support the campaign 

at Westminster. During this time, he-: iss the only lecturer employed 

continuously by the Agency Coimdttoo. 3' Pertly because of his 

1. 

t 

ý1-- -- -- 

B ra oa1 Sketch and Portrait of George Thompson, =sq. 
(Mp 

ted 
from the ndia] eview$ Jan,, 1, Calcutta), 

pp. 1-3; Offprint from wrtiMr, n. ä., 1$41, copy 
in baton Public Library; Ultuary on The Late George 
Thompson", in British Xusoia; M. L. Garrison (. d. ), Lectures 
of George +Thoepson, with ... A briet Riatory of his"i enaction 

I ppoi-Z" 
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widely publioiaed series of debates with Peter Borthwiak, the 

agent of the West Indiana, and partly because he was never 

involved in the compromise between Thomas Powell Buxton's 

moderate followers and the planter group over apprenticeship 

and conpenaation, he gained a reputation as the son whose 

contribution to the success of 1833 was second only to that od 

Clarkson. 
l A young man of twenty-nine-st the time when the 

Zmanc*pation Act passed, be naturally continued using hin talents 

in the sane field - and with British nonconformists wakening to 

their universal moral responsibility for world abolition, he had 

no difficulty in finding employment. It was at this stage that 

he began agitation in Glasgow and Edinburgh, where the two 

societies joined forces to send him off on his first trip to 

America in 1834.2 

Thompson's anti-slavery mission was the most adventurous 

episode in an adventurous career. But his reforming activities 

went on for forty years after his return. Up to the Emancipation 

proclamation of 1963, he'continued to lectur. the British on their 

duty to remonstrate with America on slavery; after 1840 he was 

particularly active, when he cams to embody the Garrisonian view- 

point in Britain, especially in the provinces. Since his easy 

witticisms and fluent platform mareliestion were equally effective 

in many reform causes, and since he was enough of a product of his 

1. Liberator, 29.5,34. Boar of Thompson's debates, with Borthwick 
are published in W. L. Garrison (ed. ), Lectures of Georg* 
Thompsong but there are also senrsl editions pr nt n 1833. 

2. Thompson to Garrison, 5.11,33, in Liberator, 11.1.341 
Thompson to Garrison, 27.3.34, Garrison pers. 
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generation not to wish to departmentalise benevolence, be 

became deeply involved in other movements. Like Garrisons 

Wright, and the Tappaus, he frequently spoke in favour of the 

peace and temperancaLreioras, although unlike then be never became 

a leader in the societies formed for these purposes. 
i 

In 

British history an such, Thompson is best known for his work 

for the Ant! -Corn Law League, whose agent he was in 1842 and 1842, 

and for his agency for the British India Society. 2 From his 

agency for the Aborigines' Protection Society in 1838, he 

developed an interest in land reform in India$ which eventually 

led his into becoming a lecturer for the new British India Society. 

In the some cause, he soon became editor of the British India 

Advocate$ and eventually rose to occupy a seat on the Court of 

East India Proprietors. 3 Again, his first visit to India In 1843 

was widely publicised at bomet especially among abolitionists, 

who quickly saw, the connection between cheap troe cotton Srox India 

1.0. T'hompsonI A Voice to the United States of America from 
the Metropolis oNotlands"o.. pp. 33-341 3. on, 
The Speec os e ver at the Soireo in Honour of Georg. 

tRW- ompson seq., in t Re R"ntr"aºs re ntin" Inn, on 
Evening of Wednesday, an. 1137 (Paisley and asgow, 1837), 

pp. 6431 C. C. lurlelgh 
, Reaeption of George Thompson 

in Great Britain (Boston, 1836), pp, 133-1 ." 

2. London Patriot, 13.1.40; 0. Thoapson, Paradise Regained 
r aps . rahaa, Bart. (Garlisl", s", 

British Polka and Brits India Fist Years Ago. Joseph Pease 

and hla-cout saporar es on, , pp, 20-21p . 

3. Q. E. S. Reporte 1838, p. 26= A. B. a., 26.2.40; Thompson to 
He AlIOU 22912.4 0, Bod. Hrit. ji; -. Wa. 8.18, C154/204; Thompson 
to R. Allen, 18.10.410 IbId, 

q Biographical Sketch 
and Portrait of Thompson p. 11. 
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and the downfall of American slavery. 
1 In the fifties, after 

his short and not espsctally successful spell as Y. P. for Tower 

Hauletsp Thao on crowned his career by becoming editor of his 

own retort paper, The Bapirs. 2 After its failure, he was to 

spend the Civil tear years working to whip up British support 

for the North, On his final visit to America in 1864, he had 

the now sensation of finding himself socially acceptable there, 

and being received in the White House by Lincoln. U. remained 

mesmerized by Garrison's great personal charm throughout his lire, 

and, the friendship between these two erratic men was still close 

when Thompson died in poverty in 18TS. s 

For the future history of British abolitionism, for the 

course later taken by the Scottish anti-slavery movement, and 

for the connection between Britain and America in general, 

Thompson's "anti slavery mission" of 1834-1838 is of central 

importance. His trip would never have taken place but for 

Garrison's tour in 1833. Delighted at noeting so radical a 

colleague, Thompson developed a deep attachment to the American, 

and appeared on platforms with him on several occasions. Garrison, 

with some justice, claimed in retrospect that it was he who had 

persuaded Thompson to consider going on the mission in the first 

place. 
4 

1. G. E. S. Avports, 1843, pp. 42U,; British Friend, 31.1.44, 
15,3A 

* 

2, Anti-Slavery Advocate, geb., 1835. The xapire eventually 
went bankrupt. It was probably because is that Thoapson 
 rde his second trip to India, tics which he returned in desperate 
financial straits, and critical health. For this and other 
details of Thompson's career in the fifties, see below, p. 6"465': ' 

3. Filler, The Crusade against Slavery, p. 76; Thasaar,, The Liberator 
p, 429; W. a son at a ,, Gare son, IV, 333. 

4. W. L. Garrison, (ed. ), Lectures of George Thompson, pp. aü-sa. 
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Again, garrison's visit had the usual result of raking everyone 

hate everyone also with renewed enthusiasms he went home 

leaving the well-meaning rank-and-tile philanthropists of Britain 

filled with pious horror at the machinations of the Colonization 

Society and its ageats. 
I They had been *ore 'prepared for this 

by the exposures of the eccentric West Indian/Scottish evangelical 

Captain Charles Stuart, and the American Negro minister Nathaniel 
2 

Paulo than Garrison would admit. but in either aase it became 

more urgent for the conscientious British abolitionist to do 

something concrete about American alavory once the comfortable 

hope that the Colonization Society aas dealing With the situation 

had been dispelled. No doubt this made then all the more willing 

to provide fundm for Thompsoa'e minston. 

The sudden realisation of the moral importance of American 

slavery lends on to a second point #rising from the preparations 

for Thoa*ºsou'e departure. He aas tho only one of all the British 

eb©litionipt visitors to the Mited ßtatos Who wee speaitieally 

1.8. Purvis to Garrison, 13.1.34, In Liberator, 23.8,34. 
For references to the trips of Elliott C son and Ralph 
Gurley, which presented British philanthropists with 
demands for support for the American Colonization Society, 
see P. J. Btaudenrsus, The African Colonisation Yoveasnt, 
1816.1865 (New York, 061)# pp. 8. arr son considered 

u' ng" Cresson, also in Britain in 1833, as one of the 
main achievements of his own visit. See Liberator, 90.33, 
also W*H. Merrill, Against Wind and Tide. A Uiu raph of 
William Lloyd Garrison ar ge, Mesa., 1 , pp. -. 

2. "A Stafffedshire Gentleman" to J. Coffin, n. d., in 
Liberator, 31,6.33; N. Paul to Garrison, 10.4.33, ibid., 
22.6. ' Joshua Phillips to Garrison, 6.6.32, Garr son 
Papers. 
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delegated and financed as the agent of the members of the 

British adti"slaviry societies. Even John Scoble's trip 

in 1842 was made as the result of the decision of a Committee 

vonatantly criticised for not being au fait with the kind of 

gra"-roots anti-slavery enthusiasm which sent Thompson on his 

way. 
l Unlike the visits of individuals like Joseph Sturge 

or : J.; J. Gurney, who came from income brackets high enough to 

pay their own may, or like those of the Rev. James Coot or 

E: g. Abdy, who were combining abolitionism with other business, 

Thompson's wax the result of true popular demand for British 

action on a foreign problem. His support cane from mass 

interest among the men of relatively modest means who collected 

the money to pay his expenses and stipend. The striking 

indication of the course the British anti-slavery movement of the 

future was to take is the fact that this rank-and-file demand for 

Thompson's services was almost wholly concentrated in Scotland. 

Glasgow and Edinburgh were cities whero his personal influence 

and reputation were already greats which were known for u tradition 

of anti-slavery radicalism often In advance of the rest of, the 

country. 
2 

By the time Garrison set sail for Boston, the Emancipation 

Act was safely through Parliament. Thompson spent most of the 

1. For Instance in W. Estlin to B. H. Gay, 33.7.53, Gay 
Papers, Coltaibia University Library. 

2. See above, pp"N1°ý5 " The following account of Thoc*psoi'u 
visit to Aderics is a condensation of I! rhe Anti-Slavery 
Mission of George Thompson to the United States, 1534-1835", 
Journal of American Studies, II, 1968, pp. 13-31. 
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time before he followed him across the Atlantic proselytizing 

against the Colonization Society in Scotland. ' The narr 

Zdiaburgh and Glasgow Smamaipation Societies were touuded before 

the enthuejasm over the West Indian surceee bad had time to wear ott# 

the Edinburgh one on 25th October, 1333, and the Glasgow one a 

few weeks later, on 12th December. 2 The Glasgow Female 

Emancipation S< ioty was also formed at this time, 
3 

Each of 

these usw bodies was only too glad to add to its dignto by 

adopting Thompson as its agent in Aoorics. lie was a figure 

with national prostige, and the concept of an active attack 

on American slavery within its own territory woo an attractive 

one. Even when the national Society added to Thompson's fuundds, 

later in the year, he was careful to reassure the Secretary of 

the ß. E. 8, that he would always regard himself as "peculiarly 

your representative, "' 4 
Moe great interest was being shown 

at this time in the fate of Pr6dence Crandail's school at 

Canterbury, Connecticut, the ladies of the two Scottish cities 

instructed Thompson to carry goodwill presentations to her 

a ; piece of plate Iron Glasgow and three specially bound volumes 

from Edinburgh. 
5 

Their credentials were presented to him at riss 

1. Thowpson to Garrisou, 5.11.33, in Liberator, 11.1.34; 
Thompson to Garrison, 27.3.34, Garr son Pipers; Minutes for 
12.12.33,8.1.34,4.3.34, Gi. S. J. Minute Hooks, 1. 

2. Minute for 12.15.33, G. R. B. Minute Books, I; O. B. B. Reports, 
1835, pp. 8.15; Liberator, .3. Sao also above, p. 00. 

3. Minute for 8.1.2344,8. E. 8. ? Sinute Books, I. 

4" Tboupeon to Committee of G. E. 8., 18.2.34, loc. ait. 

5. Liberator, 13.9.33. 
............ 
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tar. wellweetings, the proceedings of which were triemphantiy 

puhlishsd and distributed throughout the country. The audiences 

of two thousand and Wards who cabs to these Meetings are a 

good indication of the interest the anti-slavery mission aroused 

In Scotland, 

Thoampson loft Liverpool an board the Champlain an lath 
2 

August, 1834, ? 1y the time the ship docked In Now York five 

weeks later, Garrison had made American abolitionists well. 

acquainted with Thoa rsou's prrvioum labours in the cousoo3 

Once through tha Customs with Ulna Crandall's silver salver, 

he ras able to write to anti-slavery ma in Boston on the warn 

welcome he had received from their counterparts In New York. a 

He also mentioned, however, that he had been "somewhat curiously 

received by the other dwellers in this commercial metropolis. " 

Actually the other boarders in his hotel had greeted his arrival 

by organising as impromptu meeting, passing resolutions deploring 

the presence of "foreign tncemdiarios" in the house, and £oraing 

Thompson and bis family to look for lodgi e elaewhere. 
a 

1. Sao for instance minutes for 24.1.34, G. E. S. Minute Bookog 1. 

3. Thompson to ß. Purvis, 9.8.34, Garrison Papers. 

3. Liýtor$ 10.8.33,11.1.34k 22.3.34,33.4.34,3.0.34. 

4. Thospson 'to Garrison, 24.9.34, Garrison Pagers. 

3. Liberator,, 27.9.34. 
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Thompson's reception was bad. It would have been even worse 

It he had arrived sooner . when the United States had arrived 

off New York at the height of the anti-Tappan riots of the 

previous July, its passenger Harriet Martineau had recorded 

that the Captain and Pilot made it clear that if Thompson had 

been on board, they would not have risked being responsible 

for his lynching by allowing him to go ashore. 
' These two 

Neun York responses set the tone for his reception in the United 

States until his hurried departure in the following November. 

Convinced abolitionists were to welcome him eagerly, while the 

proslavery response was a violent reaction to the whole idea 

of interference from abroad. No single incident illustrates 

this twin effect of British agitation ajninst American slavery 

so clearly as Thompson's 1834-35 visit. 

Thompson's tour is covered tactually in tho standard works 

written alter the civil War, 
2 After a loaturo at Lowell, and 

an appearance at the meeting of the New England Anti-slavery 

society, he spent October touring Maine uneventfully and with 

moderate succors. It was only in the early days of the next 

month that he first encountered nativist and/or proslavery 

violence; on his return to Lowell, the Town Hall, in which he 

1. M. W. Chapman (od. ), Harriet Martineau's Autobiography, tr 
337. 

2. B. J. May, Sows R. oolloctions of our Anti-Slavery Conflict 
(Boston# 1809), pp. -lä5= . Jo on, William 
Lloyd Garrison and his Times(Boston, 1830), pp. 133- 
1 6; W, 11. arriaoa et`a .; op. cit, I, 434-467. 
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was svsakiag, was surrounded by a crowd of "Mobocrats" who 

throw several missiles through the windows, Ons of their 

brickbats passed so close to Thompson's head that "s slight 

ohaags of its direction would have silenced the eloquence of 

our friend forever. " I Thereafter he reaainsd in the Boston 

area for some time. HIS lectures became a weekly Bostonian 

event. After attempting to help Garrison in his efforts to 

subvert the modcrst" Co regationelist-inspired American Union, 

he left for short visits to New York and Philadelphia at the end 

of February. 2 On a second visit to Philadelphia in March, the 

press of abolitionists to hear Thaspsu rss so great that the 

galleries is the church where he lectured partially oollapsed. 
3 

Soon afterwards, hei made for upstate Now York to campaign in 

Troy and Albaxqp on his ray to appear at the aaaiveraary of 

thi AawriG*A Anti-Slav. ry Society is aidmMay. 
4 Fromr than opt 

Tbmpsoa rsaai»d is Sastaag, »kis short aissio»ry exoursioos 

to owiglbouring tuvna, iiis mat important sxpsditioo i*volved 

1, A. Rand to Garrison, 3.12.34, in Liborator, 0,12,34, 
also reprinted in W. L. Garrison, (9d. ), Letters and 
Addressoa by Goorgo Thompson, pp. 30-33; 'i ompson 
to E zur Wright, 23,12,34# ms. Collections, New York 
Historical Society, 

2. Thomas, The Liberator, p. 195; Thompson to It. Purvis, 
24.2.85, Weston pörs; if. Benson to G. W. Benson, 25.2.35, 
Garrison Papers; A. Buffum(? ) to Garrison, 5.3.35, in 
Liberator, 21.3.35, also reprinted in W. L. Garrison (ed. ) 
Letters aind Addresses by George Thompson, pp. 41-49. 

3. ii. Boneon to G. M. Benson, 27.3.35, Garrison Papers; 
A. Buff um to Garrison, n. d., in Liberator, 4.4.35. 

4. M. L. Garrison (ed. ), Letters and Addresses by George Thompson, 
DP. 61-72. 
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ten day's stay in Andover, trying to persuade the students 

to follow the example of Lane and secede from their seminary 

an anti slavery grounds. 
I This apparent exercise is 

mtarchism brought feeling against Tho so* to a violent level. 

One of his m atiaga was again broken up by rioters is Abington 

in 8eptesber, and by the following math Boston itself was umarme 

for him. 2 A struts of demonstrations culminated in the great 

mob of October 20th, which just stopped short of martyring 

Garrison. The handbills distributed round Booten on the morning 

of the some day pro" conclusively that it was not Garrison himself 

but that "intapus foreign scoundrel" who was intended for the 

tar-kettle. In fact the only thing which saved Garrison was 

a di. ars t about of "fir in an Aarrtcaa " tr« the orawd. 
$ 

By this point cost Boston abolitionists were convinced it was 

unjustifiable to risk Thoepson's valuable life any longer. 4 

Thompson himself afterwards wrote that ".... mqr life was sought.... 

I lost your country wader the conviction that I could not go 

abroad without the a1a t certain prospect of death. " 5 This 

truth was that distrust of Tho*pson as a forsigs e*issssy, 00@610W 

lith . zistiul te. 1tuW 0981st abolition, *Wed by making it 

Impossible for the Boston authorities to protect his. Having 

1. Liberator, 18.1.35,25.4.38,1.8.85,8.8.35. 

2. ibid., 10.10,38,11.10.35. 

3. V. P. Osrrisom et al_, op. cit, II, So 21; 
Tha aa, op ctt , PF. 2O0. " 

4, Dsbors Weston to *s Weston, 22.10.35, Weston Papers; 
A. W. Weston to Mary Weston, 30.10.35, ibid. 

S. Thompson to H. C. Wright, 25.11.35,0srri º Papse. 
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kept his intention of departure secret, he rowed out to 

the New 8runswick packet on Nonwber 8th, leaviog his fsaily 

to Visit rolatiws in the South, pr. s ably inoogn1to. 1 

The trimly of the British attempt to aid the Awrican 

*nti-slavery ant is coadeesed in the various responses 

to T ampsom'N visit. These fall into two clear groups. 

There was no fuddle g row*d of opinion on the character of 

"the mad sismton*ry". 
2 On the one hand, convinced 

abolitionists, from a basis of complete agree* nt with Thompson, 

hopefully eulogised his powers of persuaaioa. 
3 

Apart frost 

Garrison, and female devotees like the Weston sisters, even 

more restrained sm like the quiet Rhode Islander Henry Denson 

and the unitarian sinister damsel J. Mayo felt he was doing 

good work. 
4 All these individuals were convinced that be 

could not fail to convert large numbers of scoffers to correct 

anti slavery principles. In fact the issue was for too snoztro 

for thinking in these toms to be realistic. If Thompson 

converted any Aswrican* at all, it is highly likely that they 

were strongly blessed towards abolitionism before hearing him 

1. A. K. Weston to U. Weston, 30.10.35, loo. ait.; 
Garrison to X , S., Garrison, ' . 11.37bß` son Papers; 
Garrison to K. B. Garrison, 9.11.35, ibid. 

2. 'Extract from Naiv York Courier and X hirer, 11.5.35, 
in L1ýator 33,5,35, 

3. S. J, Forten to J7. U. brit', 8.9.34, Child Papers, 
A. P, L. I LL, L. Rm to Garrison, 21.10,34, Garrison 
Papers; Fragment of Diary of Debora Weston, Weston Papers, 
entries for 28,5.35,1.8,35 R. Re*d to Garrison, 15.7.35, 
in Liberator, 18.7.35; Us. draft of Philadelphia A. 8. Boo. 
Report for 1835 (? ) in possession of American Antiquarian Soo". 
Worcester, Mass. 

4. Diary of Debora Weston, entry for 8,11.351 H. Demon to 
G, -1W- Beason, 23.2.35, Garrison Papers; May to Gsrrisont 24.11.35., 
ibid. 
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or else too youax to kor any better, as In the case of 

the Andover twelve-your-olds he triumphantly led to 

secession from their seminary in July. 1 The second response 

to Thompson, from the opposition, was if anything strengthened 

as time passed. The proslavery press and public not fly did 

not mellow towards his as his tour went one but became more 

rabid in denouncing his as bis conduct and character gave toss 

further support for their prejudices against abolitionists. 

Thompson's visit was a godsend to the supporters of slavery, 

since there were several directions in which he could be 

pilloried where other abolitionists could not. First,. he 

showed even more than the usual abolitionists' lack of diplomacy. 

Secondly, his own past was not entirely tree from moral lapses. 

Thirdly and most important, his foreign origins made it possible 

for the proslavery forces to bring the whole weight of anti- 

British prejudice to their aid. In fact the Glasgow and Edinburgh 

ladies who sent Thompson on his way could hardly have found a less 

suitable way of helping their friends in America. 

In 1834 Thompson was the only an an the American anti- 

slavery scene who case anywhere near Garrison in the tactlessness 

with which he attacked nen revered for their respectability and 

holiness. After his denunciation of the faculty at Andover 

Theological Seminary, a moderate paper gloomily prophesied that 

Thompson would go on to subvert the colleges at Amherst and 

Cambridge, avid closed by bewailing the evil times which had now 

1. G. L. L. Roar to Aoos Phelps, 21.11.54, Phelps Papers, 
B. P. L.: Phelps to C. Phelps, 18.7.55, ibid. 
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fallen upon the abolition moveaent. " "It is now all It I. 

and no attempt is Bade to enlist the good and wise inn of 

the land. ALL 12 AIM CD AT TIME BARBEL" 
1 Sven 

so, this reaction was insignificant compared with the 

controversy which had raged all summer over Thompson's earlier 

attack on the London Baptist minister Dr. Coot, a Corittee 

amber of the Universal Abolition Society. Cox had politely 

refused to attend the Anniversary of the American Anti-Slavery 

Society, on the grounds that he wished to maintain a position 

of neutrality, not in terns of the "great principles" the 

Society advocated, "but with regard solely to'the political 

bearings of the question, with which as a stranger, a foreigner, 

and a visitor, I could not attempt to interneddle. " as may 

also have been Influenced by a warning from his Southern 

Colonisationdat friend Dr. Bethure that "he r., s wd not answer 

for his life if he attempted to speak. " Thompson's response 

to the wssage of apology was to denounce Cant and his colleague 

Roby so scathingly that even Garrison felt it discreet to 

expurgate the comments in his later edition of his friend's 

American spNahes. 
a Although Thompson's stand was later 

supported by some British abolitionists, possibly with existing 

anti-Baptist prejudices, it could only damage the cause so far as 

American opinion went, especially with Garrison simultaneously 

1. Extract from Bonton Courier, in Liberator, 1.8.35. 
.......... 

2. J. Rankin to Thospson, 28.5.35, in Thompson Scrap- 
B. s I; cutting fron Now York Obsorv r, n. d., ibid. 
Liberator, 16.5.35,23.5-. -3, Z; arrison (ed. ), 
Utters and Addresses by George Thompson, p. 74. 
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holding Cox up to ridicule as "this servile and timorous 

man. " 
1 In this and the Andover incident alike, there is 

no reason to suppose that Thompson was doing anything other 

than putting forward what he now as the truth. But never- 

theless the result was sispty more asssunition for his opponents. 

Aglin, the Glasgow and Edinburgh Societies had been 

unaware of lapses in Tbmospson's past which made him a useful 

figure for the proalawry body to illustrate the depravity of 

abolitionists in general. Be later admitted that in 1829 be 

had embezzled £80 on leaving his then employer. By 1839 his 

repentance was quite clear; he had paid 2150 back, including 

iatarast, and could count his former waster as a friend. 2 

But the way in which news of this crime lssksd out in 1834, 

when the proslavsrp press published affidavits swearing to it, 

harmed the anti-slavery cause much more than outright confession 

would have dons. 3 The calculated risk of the London Cooaitt"s, 

who know of the embezzlement but still endorwA Thompson's mission, 

did not pay ott. 
4 Ewa abolitionists assn to distrust his is 

the end because of the rumurs together with his own and 

Washington Street's refusal to deny or excuse theo. 5 No formal 

denial could be published, and when a torn of explanation was 

2. Glasgow Chronicle, 6.3.36; extract tree Birainshaa Reformar, 
In Liborstor, 3* 9#33; Minute for 1.3,369d., .ns Bookst I; 
ß. lt rts, 1836, p. 23; London MAR -$ 1*8*36g reprinted 
iC C. 3ur e6 . ), The Reception sorge Thompson in 
Great Britain (Boston, 1836), pp. -; Liberator, 30*59 

2. Thoapson to A. G. Weld, 15.6.38, in G. B. Barnes and D. L. Dusond, 
(*do, ), Letters of Theodore Dwight Veld, Angelina Orinke field, 
and Borah e, 1822-1844 vols., New York, 19300 , 774-777, 

3. LP. Garrison at al., op. cit., II9 4. 

4. B. Wright to Veld, 18.11.35, in Barn's and Dusond (ed#), op_", I, 246. 

5. ? to Caroline Weston, 3.11.35, Weston Papers; S. E. Sewall to 
Garrison, 27.10,35, Garrison Papers. 
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offered by the Now England Anti-Slavery Society, the issue 

was simply avoided by stating that (unspecified) accusations 

had been made against the Englishman. His credentials, 

reterencee, and antislavery biography were appended in the 

hope that they would serve to restore his good name. 
i In 

tact the situation remained as obscure as it had been before. 

The proslavery press was still left with ample scope to snipe 

at Thompson as a talon, who had cm e on his anti. slavery mission 

as a convenient way of escaping Eng11 h justicr. 2 

Yiaally,. a biss, was create! against Thompson by the 

ironical factor that the support which had node his trip 

possible came from British abolitionists, The easiest way 

in which the press could attack Thompson wan by stirring up 

feeling against his as a foreigner. Generally speaking, British 

backing for the abolitionists probably lost then more support 

than it gained by making it possible for proslavery writers to 

whip up patriotic distrust of their opponents. Throughout their 

publications, references to British plots to subvert American 

democratic institutions are common. 
3 This is not to say that - 

1. Garrison to Knapp, 19.11.35, ibid. = Liberator, 5.12.35. 

2. C. C. Burleigh (ad. ), op. cit., pp. 3 5" 

3. Liberator, 31.7.40,20.11.40; V. P. Garrison of al., 
on ait,, I, 497-498; M. W. Chapman, "N<aorials of Harriet 
Mar ueau", loo. ait., II, 294; S. J. May to Mary Carpenter, 
29.14.43, Ma -Hps-rs, B. P. L.; Garrison to Webb, 1.3.45, 
Garrison Papers; Yindsx on the Liability of the Abolitionists 
to Criminal Punisbnsnt, and on the Yot n- ane i 
assts to 8upress tneir E=iorts (Cmwiestoa, lsss)= J. a, aasmono, 
Two Tatters on Slavery -in M-United States, Addressed to Thomas 
Carson, Esq. Co web s, , passim, 
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natifiss was strong enough in the U. S. A. for foreigners to 

be unpopular out generis. The crux of the matter was that 

where welco s visitors like the Rev. Dr. Cox discreetly 

refused to interfere in domestic politics, a foreign 

abolitionist missionary was by definition bound to do so - 

at least as tar as the popular mind was concerned, as the 

handbills circulated before the Boston riot, and later in 

Salem, 
Indicate, Theoretically it vas possible to draw a 

distinction between different kinds of interference. The 

Solon Lsndurk, for instance, sen no obj. ction to "moral 

influence, "but severely criticised "an improper and 

unconstitutional interference. " 2 In fact this distinction 

was such too subtle to be accepted by the public, and it was 

easy to claim that Thompson's aim was to "subvert our settled 

institutions", especially since Charles Stuart had spent the 

suaaaor of 18: 34 caopaignin in the West, and it was convenient 

to dismiss both by denouncing foreign interference. 3 Again, 

the such reprinted letter of the Rev. Dr. D. D. Whedon of 

Wesleyan University to the Editor of Zion's Gerald compared 

Thompson to the Papist emissaries than producing horror in 

the American Protestant world, and went on to play on the 

revolutionary legacy of anti-British ssntiaent - "England is 

eighty only fro* the retinue of slaughtered and enslaved nations 

1. A copy of the Boston handbill is reprinted in J. Thomas# 
op. cit., p. 198. The only copy of the Salem handbill, dated 
30.10.35, is preserved in Thompson Scrapbooks, III. 

2. Extract from Salem Landmark, in Liberator, 15.11.34, 
This argument war repea ed after tie 1851 Springfield 
riot against Thompson in Q. P. Siamona, Public Spirit and )lobe. 
Two Sermons Delivered at Springfield, as., on S ay, ruýs ry 23, 
1841, M er the Thompson of (Springfield awd Boston, . P-27* 

3. Extract from Now York Courier and Inquirer, 13.9.34, reprinted 
in Liberatore 11,10,34. 
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in her train; stuf has boons and still is, a GIGANTIC SLAVSU. " 
1 

In this and 0 second letter, Whedon brought up the old 

argument that the slavery Thompson was trying to overthrow 

had been inflicted on America against her will by British 

tyrants, a claim which was later used against his elsewhere. 
2 

However auch Thompson's visit did to create interest in 

Britain, in American terra it simply played into the hands 

of the proslavery party. Not only this, but Thompson's 

chance of rising above the various criticisms levelled at 

him was lowered by the opportunities his mission provided 

for satire. The spectacle of a handful of old Scotswomen 

sending Thompson across the Atlantic to overthrow the whole 

fabric of American society was too rich for the wittier pro- 

slavery journalists to resist. The New York Courier and 

Inquirer, as usual, outdid everyone else in Its attacks. 

The ladies of the Glasgow Yeaale Emancipation Society it 

described as "canting old women", and "the old pussy-cats of 

Glasgow. " Its finest effort was the suggestion that Thompson 

"raprosents Kiss Lucretia McTabb and a bevy 
of old acids at Glasgow, who pay his board, 
wagen, and travelling expenses, to lecture the 
citizens of the United States on their domestic 
duties; one of the most urgent of which is, to 
lodge bts in ßridewell, until he give security to 
keep the peace " after which, he ought to be packed 
up like a quintal of codfish, and sent back to the 
Caledonian damsels who exported him. " 3 

1. Reprinted in Liborator, 25.2,35. 

2. Whadon's second letter is reprinted in Liberator, 28.3.35E 
extract from New York Courier and Inquirers M. 35, 
in Liberator, . 

3. Extracts in Liberator, 30.5.33, and W. L. Garrison (ed. ), 
Lectures of Thompson. pp. xzi-xxit. 

�ýý_ ` -- 
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Attacked avid ridiculed in all the" directions, 

Thoapson could hardly be expected to convert anyone to 

anything. The direct effect of his visit on the American, 

situation was minimal. He had little success in winning 

support for the cause, and only managed to produce another 

slight stiffening in the lines of division between proslavery 

and abolition groups. On the one hand, the opponents of 

abolition intensified their attacks, encouraged by the special 

opportunities for abuse provided by Thompson. On the other, 

the abolitionists closed ranks in response to the press and 

mob attacks on their hero, with Garrison'. writings in the 

Liberator and elsewhere becoming even mare fanatical. 

The only effect of danger and oppression on his followers 

seems to have been to encourage thew to persevere. Their 

tendency was to interpvot the new violence of their opponents 

as conclusive evidence that the monster was at 1. ast in its 

death throes, 
I Thompson himself felt that the mob violence 

against his was a symptom of the moral cancer produced in 

democracy by slavery, and called for a greater effort towards 

abolition as the only way of saving the ideals on which the 

great Republic was founded. 
2 

In effect the events of bis- 

I. Liberator, 17.10.35,24.10.35,31.10.35. Thowson was mobbed 
In Abl' 'on, Navrbill, and even Concord, $. U., as well as 
Boston. 8e" S. T. Pickard, Life and Letters of John Greenleaf 
Whittier (2 vols. # London, 1r, pp" " on 
riot is set In context as one of a long levies of northern antis 
abolitionist mobs in R. B. Nye, Pettsred Freedom. Civil Libe*ties 

and the Slavery Controversy, 1 (Mn nor; -163 

pp. 193-218, 
2. Thompson to Garrison, 22.10.35, in Glasgow Chronicle, 19.1.36. 

This and other Chronicle articles on pson s trip were reprinted 
and distributed '"Ey y the S. a. 8, as offprints . copies in Basal Donation, 
Mitchell Library. Also partly reprinted in Liberator, 31.10.35, in 
W. L. Garrison(rd. ), Letters and Addresses of George Thomson, pp. 106-. 
116, and in J. A. Co ns, The Anti-Slavery Pickulak Boa on, 1842), 
pp. 12.15. 
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tour did nothing but confirm both American parties in the 

opinions they bad held before he set loot on United States 

soil. A single positive effect of his mission any have 

been that the experience he had gained as a leader of the 

1833 struggle was passed on to American abolitionists, 

especially through the work of organising support in the 

smaller New England towns. 
, 

Even here, however, Thompson's 

positive achievement is lessened by the fact that the basic 

administrative framework of the American Anti-Slavery Society 

had been laid down before his arrival In America. 
1 

flare Thompson's mission did have a real effect in making 

converts to the anti-slate yr cause, and to Garrison's faction 

within the cause, was in Britain Itself, 
. 

On this side of 

the Atlantic, anti-slavery' principles were fashionable, and 

persuasion was still possible. . 
After 1839, Weld's great 

work became the fountainhead dor almost all anti-slavery 

information on platforms and in pamphlets, 
2 before then, 

appropriately lurid data on the American situation was scarce, 

and the 2,400 items of pamphlets and newspapers; and three 

volume of placards and cuttings which Thompson hoarded and 

1. o. ß. Barnes, The Anti-slavery i ulso 1830-1844 (New York "I', 933), 

pp. 46-50, ä4" . 

2. T. D. weld, Slavery as it is. Tntiw sy of a Thousand 
Witnesses sr ous r and American ons, 9- ). 

ads op. oit., pp. 263-264, n. 20, gives a condensed publishing 
history ots crucial pamphlet. It was also partly reprinted 
in circulating works not specifically intended for the 
abolitionist public. as in Interesting Mesoirs and Documents 
Relating to American Slavery, and Glorious B rugg " now 

ai for MO-Plote RUancipation Une r Library, on, 
pp. -1 . 
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brought back with him cans to perform a very real function. 1 

With the fund of rather distorted knowledge he drew secs 

these documents and him own experience. he booasa highly 

qualified to keep British audiences enthralled with vivid 

iadictmats of republican slavery. No had proportionate 

success is attracting large crowds and encouraging this to 

form local abolition societies, -or altar their existing ones 

for purposes of helping the Aawricao moveent. In Scotland 

alone, during the short time from his return until he boor 

absorbed In the apprenticeship struggle is July, he hold one 

or more onthwiutic meetings in OrMnock, Dubarton, Bouhill, 

Stirling, Edinburgh, Glaagov, Ibntrosa, Abordan, Dundas, 

eallatar, Airdrie, Kilmarnock, Saituoata, Irvine and O'alkirk. 
2 

At each of those togas, a now anti-slavery society was formed, 

or an existing ow galºaaiasd into action. In several oases. 

rnioastrsnass were s+dwssquwntly adopted for ssndin4 to AMriar, 

so. tiass by the "ldºabitants" of the arose soirtirs by individual 

I. Thompson to Garrison, I7.11.33, in M. L. Garrison (ed. ), 
Letters and Addresses by George p son pp. 117-$. 

oeapson s American scrapbooks a" um proserved as 
Vols. I-I1I of Scrapbooks Collected by George Thompson 
and V. X. Missen (is You. ), In Ligrary of ogress, 

ere referred to as Thompson Scrapbooks. 

2. San C. C. Bur1aigh, (ad. )v , 
the Discussion on Asaricai 
Chapel. between Nr. George 

t "tes. from the 

. cit., passis+ Report of 
lav. in r. Wsrrdlaw's 
onpson ae Rev. R. J. 

Boson, f Voice to 
IMtropolis of Scotland; u tints 

VI; Aberdeen Errald, 15.4.37,22.4.37. All these accounts 
of assts gs sb ? iospsoa's use of his specifically American 
information. 
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congragatioas or societies. 
t 

The areas wham Thompson was most suocesatul on his 

return ware the *"as where his intlwaco was, to be atroagsst 

in the future, This Influence was to be a radical one. 

In studying the divisions in the British int. the interest 

of Thowpson's trip is that his strengthened friendship with 

Garrison was centrally inporta t in loading hin to take an 

'0ld Organisation' line in 18409 when British abolitionists 

split up to take aides on the American schisms. 
2 It will 

be argued in this study that much of the disunion in Britain 

loads back to regional and provincial distrust of the London 

New Organisation British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. 

but it was also due to the personal factor that parties in 

the strong Glasgow and Zdisburgh groups were prepared to 

follow the lead of the Garrisowtraised Wore Thompson, 

whom they continued to regard as "their" agent after their 

great effort to send his to America in 1834. Thomson was 

a Garrisooiaa, to had such abolitionist opinion in Scotland 

in his pocköt, and so the course he took in 1340 must have 

had a considerable effect on the Scottish movement. The 

mies was true of Dublin, another point of contact with American. 

1. Voice to the United states from the Metropolis of Scotland; 
Resonstrance OR the 8 ject of r can avert by the 

aMgltainila of a on a the Vale a Leven (Glasgow, 1837)1 
Leitter on r can Slavery. The Association of Congregational 
Churc es In AbeReen and res to r ugrega on 
Bret en in the States of America erdeen, 1537# lully 
reprialed In Aberdeen ra ,j 

The Barnest Expostulation 
of Christians of All Denominations in fie rose and its icinity$ 

with e Christimis oa es America axe, 
rocs ,; amp to Ilizur Wright, 4.8.87, 

Iiizur Wright Papers, Library of Congress. 

2. Bev below, Chapters IV and V, passim, 
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radicalism. Richard Davis Webb, the Dublin Quaker printer, 

vas confessedly aomrsstsd to support of the abolition 

wovszrnt by mau. Throughout the tostlea he was 

Influenced by hia ai rall as by his smeroua American friends. 1 

From thin first sign of the schilos to the time of his 

death, in spite of occasional radical suspicion of his 

willingness to Compromise for political reasoas, Thompson 

threw his great anti-slavery influence behind Garrison and 

his extremist followers. Although clearly upset at the 

disunion, he took a Garrisonian standpoint on the admission 

of the Massachusetts female delegates, to the 1840 World's 

Anti-Slavery Convention, where the question was first raised 

in Britain, 2 In the late forties and throughout the fifties, 

fortified by Garrison's visit in 1846, and his own second 

American tour in 1850, Thompson was behind the series of 

attempts to form a national Garrisonian Society, to break 

the British and Foreign Society's claiasdmcnapo]y of anti- 

slavery orthodomy is this country. Tb. short-lived Anti- 

Slavery League of 1$«, the Manchester Ant2larery League 

which seceded torn the Manchester Union in 1854, and the 

Emancipation Coraitt e of 1859, were all formed partly at 

Thompson's instigation and looked up to his as their major 

1. R. D. Webbi The National Anti-Slavery Societies in England 
and the United States, or ra urea oa Reply to rain 

rges roug against the aao a gn Anti- Slavi 
Society, etc., e a., i by Um is Tappan of New YO-ft, with an 
Introduction, by John Scoble" n, , P. S. 

2. Proceedings of the General Anti-Slaw Convention Called 
the ee o .t British and ore za Anti-Slavery 

1aouj 0 pp. 4. J3. ties PU', 
*awe Ns=aaa 
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British leader. 1 Again, the Dublin group's Anti Slavery 

Addvvocateg and the Glasgow one's British Mandl as well as 

Thompson's son-in-law a. ä. Chesson's ephe. eral little Anti- 

Slavery Watchman, saw bim an the oain toil to the conservatives 

of the London Coasittee and the fashionable new free produce 

socistiss focussed on $sucastle. 2 All the other major British 

Darrisonian leaders at this stage were tied to the regional 

societies they had led into opposition to the B. F. A. S. S. - 

Mary Estlin to Bristol, Wilson Armistead to Leeds, Chesson 

to Manchester, Jane Wighar to Glasgow, her brother William 

Sasal to Glasgow, and Richard D. Webb to Dublin. Thompson 

was the only national figure on their side, and as such his 

attitudes were influential with then all. Since his own 

Gsrrisonian sympathies go back to 1834, the inportsace of 

his first American visit in moulding British support for the 

Old Organisation in the forties and fifties to central. 

As for the Scottish societies in the thirties, the tie 

they had formed with Thompson in their support of his 1534 

mission was only one of a awbor of tsatoro looking forward 

to the independent oourse they were to follow in later years. 

Their Crory independence, and the strange course of Glasgar in 

1. A. 8. *., 21.9.46; a. a. a. Reports. 1ß4e, p. 8; 
Aý nt -Slarary Advodat., Bept. and Nov. , '1884; Anti- 
Slavery Wa eb*ann,, Ja n, # 1854; Thompson to L. A =. Chaa*rovaOv, 
15.7.5g.; Bod. lilt. EmP. Man. p 8.18, CWT; ThOVNOA to 
Chaaerovzow, ", b., C37/8* 

2. For instance, the motto at the masthead of the little 
Anti-Slavery Watchman was a quotation from Thompson 

" American "s -rave To an animated hoeing-aschine in 
the fields; a pamperod, or a scourged hound in the houses 
a dumb Chattel in the Court of Justice; a leper in the 
house of prayer; an outcast even in the Christian 
Churchyard. " 
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affiliating itself with the Aborigines' Protection Society, 

indicated that whatever the superficial unity of the thirties, 

the D. F. A. S. S., founded in 1839, could not expcct unquestioning 

Scottish sppport in its fight against the Garrisonians. 

Both the Glasgow and Edinburgh Societies wore to split in 

1840, with the radicals retaining control in the man's 

society in Glasgow and the Ladies' one in Edinburgh. The origins 

of the split do not lead back to any social division. What breakdown 

can be done shows that the Scottish abolitionists wore as rich 

by the standards of their country as Sturge and Gurney were by 

theirs. Smeal was a prominent Glasgow grocer, Murray a landed 

gentleman, the Wighantfamily eminently successful in both the grocery 

and ironmongery businesses. The Scots who were to move into 

opposition to the B. F, A. S. S, were to do so for reasons less 

tangible than direct social ones. The main factors at work 

wore a regional arrogance which produced resentment of London 

dictation, and the accident of the personal influence of Thompson, 

himself in favour of Garrison. Unlike any of the other British 

centres o6 Garrisonian support, the tradition of nonconformity 

was created in the 1830's, the heyday of Mass Scottish abolitionism. 

In Glasgow and Edinburgh reformers were accustomed to hearing 

nothing but adulation of Garrison, and were considerably less 

favourably disposed towards the clique of English businessmen- 

philanthropists in control of the national movement. In short, 

Scottish abolitionists store well prepared to take a very different 

course from the conservatives of the London Committee when 

presented with the bewildering otory of schism and counter-schism 

exposed to the British public in the course of the World's Anti- 

Slavery Convention of 1340. 

ý--- 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE W0'1LD'S CONVENTION AND THE PRELUDE TO DISUNION. 

The division of the British anti-slavery movement followed 

on from the exposure of American schisms in this country in 1840. 

Until the into thirties, however, the American movement, like the 

British one, maintained a superficial unity. No doubt stresses and 

strains were present from the outset - personal rivalries, policy 

disagreements, and the geographical factor of Bostonian distrust of 

New York. Sometimes these tensions might become open. Both 

Tappans, for instance, showed doubts about the biolence of Garrison 

and his supporters, and their enthusiasm for the most advanced reform 

movements - while Garrison, as he was to do so often in, future years, 

took refuge in the injured innocence of a prophet unappreciated in 

his own generation. The Tappan brothers had never been entirely 

happy with his vitriolic outbursts in the Liberator. As early 

as 1831 Arthur Tappan tactfully mentioned to Garrison that "you 

would do more good, if you would.... have more argument and less 

invective. "1 By the beginning of 1835 his brother Lewis thought 

it expedient to warn Thompson of abolitionist feeling against 

"the unchristian language of the Liberator.... Mr. G's error.... 

is in applying severe epithets to individuals rather than to 

bodies of men and to principles., 
2 

The undercurrents of 

disagreement over policy, as in Britain, were present in the 

1. A. Tappan to Garrison, 12.10.31, typescript copy, 
Garrison Papers. 

2. L. Tappan to 0. Thompson, 2.1.35, ibid. 
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American movemisnt long before the open splits appeared. 

Garrison was not the only radical whose violence shred 

sore staid abolitionists. By 1837 his heterodoxy and in- 

convenient bluntness had been cost into comparative insignificance 

by the tirades of his young disciple Henry C. Wright, and even 

the tolerant Jansa Gillespie Birney was writing to ? few York 

insisting that the National Society should renounce his doctrines. 

Significantlyg bis complaint was no longer against more violence, 

but against the Introduction of the 'extraneous issues' of 

women's rights and nonresistance which were later to wreck 

the movement. Birney prophetically thought then enough: ` "to 

frustrate the whole concern, no satter host strong it say be. 

This sass year, 183?, was the one when Garrison began to forget 

about the attack on the alaveholders in his enthusiasm for 

castigating less than satisfactory abolitionists among his 

allies. He horrified the Wew 
_negland 

churches, and his own 

more compromising followers, by attacking local clergynen'with 

institutional ties in the douth, even those prominent in anti- 

slavery societies. Certainly disagreements did not go as far 

as producing open splits in the anti-slavery societies. Even 

so, Garrison's savage response to clerical criticism produced 

violent controversy looking forward to the miserable disunity 

of the forties. In retrospect, the Pastoral Letter Issued by 

the General Association of Congregational Churches in July, 

and the 'Clerical Appeal' of five Congregational ministers 

specifically attacking GsrriaonU own mismanagement of the cause, 

1. Birney to L. Tappan, 23.8.37, in Dt z, (ad. ), 
Lettrs cf JA 8irniy, I# 418. 

r_ 
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wear more reasoned, more tactful, and more 'Christian' than 

the violent denunciations they produced in the Liberator. 1 

Garrison's attack on Lyman Beaah®r's orthodox ßabbath views 

in the year before, and his support of the ßrisko sisters 

in their towiniat and anti-clerical lecturing, had already 

produced euch heart searching about his leadership. 2 Rio 

scathing attacks on the well-known and well liked sinistern 

behind the 'Clerical Appeal' oust also have worked towards 

the later tomation of 'New Organisation' anti-slavery 

sooieties. 
3 Those sass ministers and their colleagues were 

T-1- 
to be the leaders of the later attempts to dieaeroctate 

abolitionism from William Lloyd Garrison. No doubt be 

remained leader of the "moral and piritual elite of sew England, " 

but the forces which were to direct the movement into new 

channels were gathering as early sr 1837. Apart from the 

clergy, the irresponsibility, implied in Garrison's hysterical 

counters to minor criticism such better ignored, horrified 

more tactful reformers. Stanton, for instance, previously 

under the spell of Garrison's remarkable aharo, büt appalled 

by the disunity the clerical controvery would produce, 

1 Thosas, The Liberator0 pp. 243-348 W. P. Garrison 
et. al., 2arison, II, 133.143,161.1ß1t J. A. Collins, 
Oar-fif auTTFýomc a. ong the Abolitionists of the United 
states= or, ; IMO wJeasa, PTlna1Dle" sea mums U vz 

the Original can Anti-Slavery (Re p hanged 
"agow, 'wl'tll an Introduction by ss neau, 1). 

2. Barnes, The Anti-Slavery Impulse, pp. 92.94,153-455 1 
Merrill, ans WInd and e, pp. 131-152,134. 
For an account ue aisters' early lecturing 
in New England, see 0. Lernar. The Orinke Sisters from 
South Carolina (Boston, 1967), pp. 1. 

3. Ibid., pp. 135-140; Darner, op. cit., pp. 91-98. 
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prophesied that the aan e nt would be rendered "powerless, 

and an easy prey from eont. ading against am another. '"" 

Iii friend Aiun+7 hitited unhappily that forcing Garrison 

to "sign might the best thisag we could do for the 

Gomm of Itasnoipstioo. "2 L. tt in an unenviable position 

by. the ortstop tames Tspps*, like most moderates, felt that 

the whole sorry incident would have been boat ignored. As 

lt was, be pointed out to Oarrisoa, that "the SPIRIT 

RXSIBITAD BY TO EDI? MA PRA-=#. (of the Liberatori 

MW 8O T1M S BY YOVUXLI, MS NOT 8a8X SU17ZCIENrLY 

, anD AND CN*I$T-LI, U" " so "dramatic" a reply to to 

iarooouous as attack could "poly 1ndiiao our opponents to 

beliaw that wo are weak, discordant, and Inefficieat. "ý 

Certainly the affair of the 'Clerical Appeal' did not 

break the institutional unity which charaotorised the nove- 

swat in the thirties. But the arguing, bickering, and 

slanging of later years had begun, and the controversy tell 

along the lines of later divisions. The old argus. nts on 

what was to be done for the slave were to be forgotten in 

the excitement of attacking or defending Garrison's views 

on the use of female laaturers, and the corruption and 

uselessness of action throesh existing church and political 

institutions. The torawl parting of the ways between the 

1. $tsoton to Btrery, 1.9.37, tatters of J. O. Birory, 
It 423. 

2. Biroey to L. Tappan, 14.0.37. ibid., I, 425. 

2. L. Tappan to Garrison l 21.9.37, is E. P. Ours tos at a2. , 
op. cit., II9 163. 
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wen who wished to take abolition respectable, and those to 

whoa respectability in what was then the accepted meaning of 

the word was unacceptable, did not cow until 1838, and the 

societies continued for eighteen months more in: gat least 

a working unity. M the clerical controversy looked forward 

to the fragmentation of the forties, and struck a substantial 

blow at the hope of working together to unite American Christian 

opinion in favour of the Negro. 

There are few indications that the threats to abolitionist 

unity in America in the late thirties were understood in Britain,, 

There is no evidence in periodicals or correspondence of any 

British awareness of the issues at stake. However, the open 

and disastrous-division, which would demonstrate the existence 

of tensions in the movement to those too far away from America 

to understand then for themselves, was not long in coming. 

Throughout the year and a half from the time of the 'Clerical 

Appeal' to the Spring of 1839, the breach widened as Garrison's 

paranoia and the influence of John Humphrey Noyes led his 

further towards giving the appearance of championing practical 

anarchy, and moderates became increasingly embarrassed bp the 

difficulty of dissociating the movement from bis more unacceptable 

heresies. The alternatives of the moderate leaders were three. 

They could more Garrison, they could attempt to explain his 

away, or they could disown him. The first two proved impossible; 

the third Was the final solution taken as the whole American 

"ovenont split down the middle in the open quarrels of 1839 

and 1840. 
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The events loading to the national split in the aoveaent 

began, as so many of its problems did, in Massachusetts. 

During 1838 Garrison's extravagances had become intolerable to 

conservative abolitionists. Abby Kelley had been elected to 

one of the standing committees at the May Quarterly Meeting 

of the Massachusetts Society, to the chagrin of the clerical 

abolitionists present. In September, Garrison had marshalled 

his female voting machine, captured a Boston Convention of the 

American Peace Society, and arranged to have its remaining 

members draft what amounted in conservative eyes to a 

'no-human-goverment' Declaration of Sentiments. The purpose 

was to launch a new Mon-Resistant Society under his own 

leadership, striking at the entire institutional basis of 

society by discountenancing all authority using force as an 

ultimate sanction. 
1 

From now on the Liberator concentrated 

less and less on the single issue of abolition. $ven a 

sympathiser could caution Garrison that "... every square inch 

of the Liberator which is devoted to subjects which have not 

the smallest reference to the anti-slavery controversy, is 

mischievous to the cause. n2 Among the abolitionist rank-and- 

file, the reaction to Garrison's dragging the cause in the wake 

of his own wider refor* interests strengthened. By the beginning 

of 1839, conservative Massachusetts abolitionists were prepared 

to break Garrison's power over the state society once and for all. 

1. Liberator, 28.9.38; Thomas, op. cit., pp. 257-260; 
W. P. Garrison et. sl., op. oit -, 11,226-239; A. F. Tyler, 
Freedom's Fermen Minneapolis, 1944), pp. 413-4141 
Merrill, op. cit, ' pp. 144-146 

8.0. Bourne to Garrison, 1.10.38, is N. P. Garrison et al., 
op. cit , 21,239. 

\/'ý- -- 
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The leaders of the anti-Garrisonians were Congregationalist 

clergymen deeply committed to the abolitionist cause, but appalled 

by Garrison's continual harangues against the churches, no doubt 

all the more so because their own livelihood and status were 

tied to everything he was attacking. Amos Phelps, Garrison's 

old friend, was one, dangerous because of his standing as one of 

the first well-known sen converted to the Massachusetts society. 
IQ 

Perhaps the most despicable in Garrisonian eyes was the Rev. 

Nathaniel Colver. Two years later his attacks on Garrison's 

British followers were to earn him the description of a "wolf 

in sheep's clothing,.... practical unbeliever to the Gospel.... 

unworthy of confidence or respect. "X.. ' Another of the Massachusetts 

rebels was the Rev. Charles Torrey, no lukewarm abolitionist as 

his later 'martyrdom' in a Southern prison indicates. 
3. 

Finally, 

there was a Alanson St. Clair, later prominent in the political 

abolition movement. It can be assumed that other clergymen had 

been alienated by Garrison's extremism. Those who attempted 

to take over the Massachusetts Society in 1839 were simply those 

who retained enough faith in the movement to try to rescue lt 

from the perils of perfectionism.. Actually their 'plots' made 

1. R. H. Zorn, 'The New England Anti-Slavery Societyt Pioneer 
Abolition Organisation', in J. N. H., XLIII, 1937, p. 170. 

2. Collins, op. cit., p. 47. 

3. E. Wighaa, The Anti-Slavery Cause in Aserica and Its 
Martyrs (Edinburgh and London, 11763). pp. 1- ; 
Tyler, -op. cit., p. 533; H. C. Wolf, On Freedom's Altar. 
The Martyr~Coaplax in the Abolition Movement (Madison-, 
1952), pp. 
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little impression on Garrison's control. Although supported 

by the visiting Stanton at the A. G. Y., the resolutions they put 

up on the inconsistency of abolitionist and nonresistant views 

were quashed fror the Chair, and Garrison's Report, unashamedly 

packed with extraneous issues, carried over their heads by a 

massive 'promiscuous' vote of 183 to 34.1 It seems core likely 

that this implies potential anti-Garrison voters had already been 

sufficiently alienated to wish to avoid all association with the 

cause, than that 87% of Massachusetts citizens who disapproved 

of slavery accepted the policy of linking abolition and more 

advanced reform causes. However, Garrison's position within 

the Society remained strong. The new York response to moderate 

appeals for help was ineffective. Birney and Stanton were 

shouted down at the March Quarterly Meeting of the Massachusetts 

Society, while the fund-collecting agents sent into New England 

by the National Society found abolitionists there zealously 

uncooperative. The only hope for the conservatives, with the 

possibility of capturing the local society gone, was in a new 

society devoted to the anti-slavery agitation alone, Significantly, 

it was to leave loopholes for political action. As the controversy 

broadened to the national level, Phelps and his sympathisers withdrew 

after the May Anniversary in 1839 to form their own 'New Organisation' 

Massachusetts Abolition Society. The new body was provided with its 

own organ, the Massachusetts Abolitionist, Initially Managed by 

Stanton, but later edited brilliantly by ßlizur Wright. 2 

1. Thomas, op. cit., p. 266-269; W. P. Garrison st al., 
op. cit., II, 271-283; Merrill, op. cit., pp. 148-150; 
Co lins, opp cit. , pp. 30-32. 

ý. Ibid., pp. 29.38; W. P. Garrison et s1-, op. cit., II 
SUM. 
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In Massachusetts at least, the discord latent in the movement 

since 1837 or sooner had broken out into active organisational 

disunity. Meanwhile, the National Society itself reached the 

point of disintegration under the strain of accommodating the 

increasingly wide range of abolitionist opinions. Just a 

fortnight before the Massachusetts conservatives broke away, 

Garrison's followers had appeared at the May meeting of the 

American Society, to vote down Mr ' Colver's notion for the 

exclusion of wogen by 180 to 140. Although leaving the comdttee 

In office, they had gone on to knife plane to send a fund- 

raising mission to England.. They narrowly failed to do the 

sass for Birnay's resolution in favour of conscientious political 

action. 
' Convinced by this as well as the subsequent open breach 

in the Massachusetts Society, and the lack of all financial aid 

fror their Now England auxiliaries, the New York Executive 

Coanittee proceeded to wind up the affairs of the American Anti- 

Slavery Society. By the time of the 1840 Mnnual Meeting, the 

Emancipator had been transferred to the New York Young Men's 

Anti-Slavery Society, and the Society's activities carefully 

brought to a standstill. Unfortunately its graceful demise 

was forestalled. The activists in Boston shepherded four 

hundred Massachusetts abolitionists, mainly from Essex County, 

to the Annual Meeting in Now York, on the steamer Rhode Island. 

Their expedition was managed by a new general agent of the 

1. Ibid., II, 297; Collins, op. cit., p. 30; Barnes, 
op. cit., p. 159. 

Cý 
`^ 

V 
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Massachusetts Society, John Anderson Collins, the future 

wrecker of British abolitionist peace. The A. G. Y. was duly 

swamped by enthusiastic Garrisonian females, and a new Committee 

voted in to replace Tappan and his lieutenants, complete with 

female members. The response of the unfortunate conservatives, 

ousted from control of the National Society they had built 

by what amounted to a bloc vote from Lynn, Massachusetts, 

was to withdraw to form the American and Foreign Society. I Its 

lines were more orthodox, with a direct cell for the use of the 

vote. From this point on, two organisations operated side by 

side in America. $either had a fraction of the strength of 

the old national society in its heydayl the abolitionist centre 

of gravity had shifted to state level once and for all. But 

the national split is of immense importance as the symbol of 

a series of divisions which split the movement right down to 

grass roots. 

Indeed it ras in national terms that the disagreements 

and divisions among American abolitionists appeared in Britain. 

British reformers were faced with the bewildering spectacle of 

two groups of American philanthropists of evident high reputation 

at loggerheads,; and in control of rival societies each claiming 

to work for the saue ends. The issues at stake could be and 

can be interpreted variously. Among Garrison's followers, 

the seceders were denounced as a cabal of power hungry compromisers 

determined to turn the movement to their own ends. Because they 

1. Ibid., p. 167.170l Merrill, op. cit,, pp. 157-160; 
W. P. Garrison at al., op. c p 297. 

L 
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had failed to persuade abolitionists less selfish than 

themselves that their views on political action were the 

correct ones, they had "resolved to drive the ploughshare 

of division through the entire Anti-ßlavery field. "' 

In Garrisonian eyes, the 'New Organisers' had simply failed 

to withstand temptation, and had forgotten the Negro in 

coating to terms with corrupt institutions. The Implication 

of Hirney, Stanton, and Gerrit Smith In the Liberty Party 

movement of 1840 gave colour to the accusation. From 

Boston, waverers were exhorted to be "distrustful of every 

measure tending to lower the anti-slavery enterprise iron 

a holy warfare into a struggle for place and power. "2 

The question of how abolition could be carried out without 

the use of power, and without the moulding of opinion 

through the churches, was glossed over with vague remarks 

to the effect that it was to be a work "analagous to 

conversion. "3 By comparison, the testimony of the moderates 

seems mild and well-reasoned. Perhaps because of a fear 

1. Collins, op. cit., p. 37 

2. Right and Wrong in the Anti-Slavery Societies; 

Anti-Slavery Society (Boston, 1540), p. 15. 
A similar standpoint against political action could 
be taken by an unaffiliated abolitionist like Jones 
Russell Lowell - sss M. Duberman, James Russell Lowell 
(2nd edition Beacon Books, Boston, 1963), p 75. 
A counter-argusent is put forward in E. G. Loring to 
W. E. Chsaning 17.8.38, Channing Papers, Massachusetts 
Historical Society "'rho vordly & corrupt would desire 
nothing more than that the good should retire in 
tear and disgust droh the sphere of politics! 

3. Right and Wrong in the Anti-Slavery Societies, p. 17" 

", ., r 
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of discrediting the movement, there were few public outbursts 

of personal feeling; from the beginning, any meekness in the 

controversy was on the side of the Now Organisation. Neverthe- 

less, conservative distrust of the violence of the Liberator 

and the new leaders of the American Society, remained. Most 

specifically, Tappan and his followers shrank from the range 

of side issues which Garrison, with his fine disregard for 

expediency, insisted on linking with the abolition movement. 

Wowns rights, anti-sabbstarianism, nonr*sistsnce, and 

temperance were all added to Garrison's objections to the 

course of the churches over slavery, and used an collective 

ammunition for his vigorous anti-clericalism. No doubt 

the conservatives disagreed with the line taken on these 

issues by Garrison hissolf, Collins, Phillips, N. C. Wright, 

Quincy, the Fosters, the Weston, the Chapeaus and the 

Childs. No doubt they also feared that the enthusiasm for 

Christian anarchy is Boston would strike at the foundation 

of the traditional society in which they had economic and 

other stakes. More simply than this, they also felt that 

the anti-slavery cause could only suffer in terms of public 

opinion, its only possible medium of success, by being linked 

with the series of heresies accepted by the Osrrisonian Society 

in Massachusetts, and its growing group of millenarian adherents. 

Even someone as interested in general reform as blisur Wright 

could go into opposition to Garrison because his commonsense 

told him that slavery had to be dealt with first, and that 
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an overnight declaration of universal reform was inpracticable. 

In their statement of the reasons for the split, reprinted by 

Garrison with horrified asides, the Committee of the American 

and Foreign Society also put rast emphasis on the argument 

that the country was not ready for some of the "reforms" 

proposed, and that support for the anti-slavery cause could 

only be lost by insisting on then. Most dangerous of all was 

the call to break up "existing ecclesiastical arrangements, " 

and the effort to make willingness to "vilify" the ministry 

a test of anti-slavory society ammbirship. 
2 No one sso" to 

hairs soon sosso's rights as the real cause of the split. 

This was only the controversy providing the issue on which 

both sides could fasten to argue over the direction In which 

the einrammt was being led. Tappan daselt wrote Weld to 

"sogst that it uns irrelevant, and sadly noted that "since 

he (Garrison] Introduced the question, the slave has been 

lost sight of. asiely. "3 The debate over who was to blame 

for the split, and what exactly was at stakes would go on 

for . any years. Although Weld could insist that he and 

bis wits felt gis lled to stand aloof from both of the 

d 
National AntJ, -Blanery Societies, "few others avoided taking sides. 

1. B. Wright to Garrison, 6.11.31, in W. P. Garrison at al., 
omit., II, 1811 . 

2. Statement of the Ixecutive Committee of the American 
and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, in Liberator, 5.3.41 . 

S. L. Tappan to Weld, 26.5.40, in Barnes & Dmwnd, (eds. ), 
Weld»Orisk. Letters, Its 836 . 

4. Weld to Gerrit and Ann. bath, 18.4.1 0, ibid., II, 843. 
See aiso Whittier tQ M. A. Cartlaad, 2.1.40, in Pickard, 
Life and Letters of Whittier, I, 259T960, 
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In tact the movement was divided from top to bottom by the 

time the scene shifted to London, Immediately after the 

disastrous May Meeting in New York. It was at the World's 

Anti-Slavery Convention organised in London in July, 1840, 

by the B. t. A4.8. that the disagreements among Americans 

were first presented clearly to British abolitionists. 

Their response dominated their own anti-slavery activity 

throughout the two decades remaining before the Civil War. 

The World's Anti-81au. ry Convention# rightly or wrongly 

so called. was reported in Erect detail at the tins, and has 

been described frequently in more recent secondary works. 
l 

Once again, the 'womn question' was the issue on which 

unity foundered, although not necessarily the only issue, 

or the main one, on which the two sides differed. When 

the Broad Street Committee first hit on their raster stroke 

of holding a coawution to unite abolitionists from all 

corners of the earth, they evidently assumed that only wale 

delegates would be most. The original call for the 

Convention, adopted in June 1839, simply invited "delegate. ", 

without any stipulation as to Bez. By May 1840, however, 

American events had brought home the danger that some 

abolitionists sight bring the Convention into ridicule by 

1. Proceedings of the General Anti Alavery Convention, 
Called ye ttee of the British a Foreign 
Anti-Slavery Society. and beld- In on. from 
Friday, Juxe iiin, io rueaasy, . tune wjra, iaav. 

radon, 1341); F. B. Tolles, redig 'Slavery Ind the 
'ºoaan Question" - Lucretia'Mott's Diary of the 
World Anti-Slavery Convention of 1840' 'Journal of 
the Friends' Historical Society, Supplement No. 23 
ýLVUWVUO. LVDAJ: aAf{ý1I . v. sv" i.. 

Patriot, iI. 0,24.6.40. 
"7*4ul wnaou 
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packing it with females. It was hurriedly resolved "that 

women can only be adnittod as Visitors under auch regulations 

as say hereafter be arranged. "1 A second circular was composed, 

referring pointedly to the prospective delegates as "gentlemen. " 

Almost simultaneously. Garrison reprinted an explanatory letter 

by Sturge, coaawnting editorially that "the spirit of new 

organisation has plotted to gratify its contempt of WOMAN, even 

In the World's Convention. "2 He could see no case for withdrawing 

the female delegates already chosen, perhaps due to a partial 

ignorance about British attitudes to women. As his ship lay 

anchored off Sandy Hook, he wrote confidently that British 

philanthropists could not insult their Queen by refusing to 

accept the American ladies, though he stated his intention 

of submitting a "protest" if the outcome was different. 3 

However, even his own followers were not convinced that it was 

vise to insist on sending female delegates. Sarah Grinke, of 

all people, wrote to Illisabeth Pease of Darlington, that "a 

discussion on the subject (of woman's rights] is greatly to be 

deprecated - it is.... all important that nothing should be 

done to divert the meeting from the great subject of human 

liberty which has called then together. " 4But Garrison's 

1. Minutes for 14.6.39,15.5.40, B. F. A. S. S. Minute Books, I. 

2. Liberator, 8.5.40. 

3. Ibid, 29.5.40. 

4.3. U. Grinke to E. Pease, ?. 5.40, Garrison Papers. 

hh, 
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determination that the females should sail was unaffected by 

delicate considerations of this sort. Although expecting 

to be late is arriving at the Convention, he instructed George 

Sradburn to "tail not to have the women recognised as equal 

beings" in the Convention. 1 In the event, the Philadelphia 

and Now England Societies sent a substantial nuaber of female 

delegates, among then many names of importance in feminist 

history - Sarah Pugh, Abbey Kisber, Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth 

Neall (Day), Rally Winston, Mary Grew, and Abby Southwick. 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton', Garrisonian wiis of the Now Organisation 

leader, was also present", }thö 'not as a delegate, 2 New 

Organisationists had every reason to echo Oaaaliel Bailey's 

malevolent wish for ßarrison's. party - "I hope unfavourable 

winds may delay then until the Convention In over. "3 

The tousle delegates were predictably excluded. However., 

by actually appearing at the Convention, they provided the 

issue for polarising American quarrels in front of a British 

audience. With representatives fror both American factions 

present, led by Birney, Stanton, and Colver on the one aide, and 

Phillips and Hradburn on the other, open disagreement was 

inevitable. The refusal to seat the women pushed Garrison 

into his silent protest of remaining in the gallery with then 

tihroughout the proceedings, after bis late arrival. It seems 

clear, however, that It was his condoning their coming in the 

1. Garrison to 0. Bradburn, 24.4.40, ibid. 

29 C. Co Cott Ia N. R. Shuler, Woman Suffrage and Politics 
(N. Y., 1933), p. 17. 

3, G. Dailey to Dirney, 18.4.40, Letttrscfj. G. Birney, I, 557. 
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first place which led to dissension at the Convention, and 

eventually the British fragmentation of the next twenty years. 

It was the World's Convention which first demonstrated to the 

British abolitionist public that their American colleagues were 

at odds. It was at this point that they began to take sides 

over Garrison's 'extraneous issues. ' Up to the time of the 

Convention, the ugly series of American slanging matches were 

carefully kept out of the British press, and presumably remained 

unknown to all but leaders like the B. F. A. S. S. Committee and 

those few enthusiasts with enough coney to subscribe to American 

periodicals. The Reporter printed no comment on the disagreements 

until June 1840, when the Convention events and the news of the 

formal split in the National Society in New York hit the Headlines 

simultaneously. The London Patriot, key to nonconformist reform 

opinion, took the same discreet course. Not only this, but when 

the divisions became open at the time of the Convention, it seems 

to have taken some time for the press to realise that there was 

disunity present among men who might logically have been expected 

to be united in pursuit of the some object. The Scotsman, for 

instance, covered the proceedings fully, but did not mention the 

women question. ' The London Standard took a similar course. 
2 

Most interestingly of all, the Scottish Guardian raised its 

Tory voice against the Convention as a faceless rabble of 

infidels, Jews, and females, but did not go on to consider whether 

1. Scotsman, 20.6.40,24.6.40,27.6.40. 

2. London Standard, 16.6.40,18.6.40. 

t x 
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it tight be disunited over the fora anarchy was to take. I The 

indications are that without having the issue set squarely before 

then in the Convention, and then played upon by later American 

efforts, British abolitionists would have remained united for the 

time being, leaving the disruptive forces among then to break out 

later. 

However, the process was a two-way one. There already were 

tensions in the British movement, frictions between groups who 

would respond eminently well to a quarrel of the kind begun at 

the World's Convention. The London Committee was to remain 

respectably New Organisation, while the Scottish radicals were 

to respond to Garrison's fanaticism and heighten their quarrel 

with the South. Ivan at the Convention itself, this tendency 

began to appear. When it opened, Mr. Farmer, the Convention's 

official shorthand writer, simply noted that the upper and and 

one side of Freemason's Hall was filled with ladies, "including 

several tousle abolitionists from the United States. "2 However, 

the now senile Thoma Clarkson had no sooner left the hall, and 

business srraoge oats bean explained, when the argument over 

the 'woman question' broke out in full force, over Wendell Phillips' 

resolution that a list of delegates should be compiled, including 

those with credentials from any anti-slavery body. 3 Members of the 

B. F. A. S. S. Committee cautiously explained that their standpoint 

1. Scottish Guardian, 26.6.40. 

2. Proceedings of the general Anti-Slavery Convention.... 
18400 p. 11" 

3. Ibid., pp. 23ff. 
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had been taken to meet the normal usages of British society. 

They were supported most effectively by the Rev. Nathaniel 

Colver, who insisted spitefully that 

HThat brother [Phillips] and others are from 
a society which allows of ladies sitting in its 
meetings; but a large portion of the delegates are 
from a branch who have resisted this attempt to 
change the customs of the country= and, but for 
the assurance that the Convention would be composed 
as it now is, a large number of us would not have 
been here today. "1 

The American response to this was the observation of George 

Dradburn, the friend of Garrison and a saber of the Massachusetts 

legislature, that a Convention which excluded half the world, could 

not, by definition, be a World's convention. 

Thus the argument over whether it was proper to include 

females as working ambers in a 'pro+aiscuous' conference, was not 

before the Convention by openly differing American abolitionists. 

But the ominous pointer to the future divisions among British 

abolitionists was that the threads of the arge nt between the 

quarelling Americans were immediately taken up by local delegates. 

The British and Foreign Society's standpoint had been explained 

as soon as Phillips proposed his resolution, and was supported 

by a letter from the eccentric Captain Stuart. British feeling 

in favour of the opposite side was best summarised da a long 

speech by George Thompson, ostensibly aimed at unity but in 

fact arguing for accepting the ßsrrisonian demands for the 

admission of the tonal* delegates. 2 Thoapson's aim was to avoid 

1. Ibid., p. 27, 

2. Ibid., pp. 33-35. Tboapson's spescb is suaaasrised in 
A. S. R., 17.6.40. 
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an open schism - no doubt partly because of a sincere feeling 

that this was for the good of the movement, but also because 

be was one of the handful of men to whom anti-slavery was a 

livelihood. He can hardly have failed to see that in the 

event of a final division of the American sort, he would be 

compelled, sooner or later, to come down on one side, thus 

alienating his friends on the other. He began by remarking 

that he "deprecated" the question of the women having been 

raised in the Convention at all. His way of avoiding possible 

harmful consequences was to suggest that the disagreement should 

not be pushed to a decisive vote, which could only make the 

delegates regard those voting differently as opponents -" (Cries 

of no, no)', *" Fros< this conciliatory point of view, he went on 

to dissect the Committee arguments against admitting women. 

it they could not be admitted because of usage and custom, this 

could only be so because of the objection that they were no 

longer "confessedly unequal with ourselves, " It the invitation 

to the female delegates had not been intended, then this was a 

direct affront to the American abolitionists who had sent them. 

The American ladies were as qualified as any delegates to sit 

in the Convention. However, since the circumstances meant 

that "nothl Is to be galled� and such may be lost by a vote, " 

his hope was that Phillips would withdraw the aotion. 
i 

Conciliatory or noto. Thompeon's speech was Garrisonian 

In its sentiments on the role of women in the movement. He was 

1, Proceedings of the General Anti-Slavery Convention.... 
1840, p. 35. 
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only-too accurate in insisting that an attempt to force the issue 

would only lead to disunity. The opposition to the Oarrisonians 

was as adamant on the position of women as any of the female 

delegates themselves could have been. The Rer. Alexander Harvey 

of Glasgow, for instance, fused that "my own decided convictions 

are, It I were to give a vote in favour of 0eaales sitting and 

deliberating in such an assembly as this, that I should be acting 

in opposition to the plain teaching of the word of Clod. "' 

Although the possibility of compromise with such attitudes 

appeared thin, Thompson's advice was ignored. After Birney 

had broken in dramatically with the news of the startling 

developments at the bay Meeting of the American Society, elaborating 

his account with an eaposd of the heresies of "Ito Human Government" 

and "Nonresistance" a vote was taken and the Committee amendment 

to Phillips' original provocative resolution carried 'by an 

overwhelming majority. "B 

With the 'woman question' disposed of, the Convention 

continued in comparative calm until its ending on June 23rd. 

There were further disagreements, over the role of the churches 

in withholding communion from slaveholders, on the vexed question 

of the sugar duties, and over the suggested abolitionist duty to 

abstain from the use of slave produce. 
3 None, however, had the 

long-term importance of the June 12th debate on the 'woman question' 

1. Ibid., p. 38. 

2. Ibid., pp. 41-43. 

3. Ibid. # pp. 56-76,396-413,437-447. 
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and the Convention's attitude to it. The facts remained that 

the American fessle delegates had been excluded, and that the 

debate remained open. Possible reasons for their exclusion 

were many, There any have been some truth in the suggestion 

that the wealthy and conservative Friends of the London Committee 

had seized the chance of excluding the women an a convenient way 

of striking at kawn Iiickaite Qaakera like Lucretia Mott and 

Sarah Pu`h. l Again, churchwa like the Rev. Alexander Harvey 

may have been struck by the'-unspoken fear that to agree to 

women appearing in the convention hall was only one step away 

from having them turn creation upside down by becoming elders 

of the Church or even entering the ministry. 
2 More simply, it is 

likely that the London Committee and indeed all but the most 

stalwart radicals shrank from the ridicule they would face for 

appearing in a Convention atignatiaed by so cranky an innovation 

as female membership. Even Daniel O'Connell gently reminded 

his American friends "of the ridicule which some ignorant 

persons might have thrown upon our proceedings" if the female 

delegates had been seated. 
3 

1. F. B. Tolles, (ed ), 'Lucretia Mott's Diary, "Introduction, 

pp. 5-6, entry for 12.6.40; Deborah Weston to A. W. Weston, 
22.8.40, Weston Papers; W. Bowitt to L. Mott, 27.6.40, 
in Ninth Annual Report of the Board of Managers of the 
Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society, presents an. 27,1841. 
(Boston, 1841). appendices, pp. VII-x; E. C. Stanton to 
T. Weld and S. Griake, 25.6.40, Weld-Griake Letters, II 
845-847. 

2. O. I. S. Annual Report, 1841, p. 20. For an example of the 

. 
kind of writing giving rise to ministerial tears, see 
[Sarah M. Griak. j The Spiritual Rights of Christian 
Females, advocated in a Letter by an American Lady, with 
Notes Appended by a Lady ist is Country Peter es ,I 9). 

3. Proceedings of the General Anti-Slavery Convention.... 
1840, p. 117. 
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But in the last resort, the iiaediate reason for the refusal 

to admit the women is not centrally important. For one thing, 

the woman question was only one of a number of points at issue 

between the various factions, and was a vehicle rather than a 

cause of the disagreements. It had not been the basic reason 

for the disunity at the Convention, and it was only one of many 

reasons for disunity in general. 
' As Sneal hinted darkly, "A 

separation from sundry staunch abolitionists must be effected, and 

a reason, of course, be assigned. "2 In fact what separated the 

factions was two entirely different conceptions of the pace and 

methods of reform. Again, the most instructive side of the 

controversy was its effect rather than its cause. The arguments 

at the Convention set the American disagreements before the British 

abolitionist public for the first time. For the purposes of this 

study, the debate on the 12th of June represents a turning point 

in the British movement. The responses of different groups 

of abolitionists to the different standpoints of their American 

colleagues lead back to varying origins and alas which had been 

obscured by the essential unity of the thirties, and look forward 

to the chronic schisms of the forties and fifties. 

The B. F. A. 9. S. Comittee's triumph in managing to have the 

ladies excluded had done nothing to solve the problem of discontent. 

The varying opinions of the members of the Convention covered 

disagreements over the miss and methods of the movement which had 

1. See for instance L. Tappan to Weld, 26.5.40, Veld-ßriaks 
Letters, II, 836; S. Griske to E. Pease, 11.2.420 ibid., 
II, 920-921. 

2. G. E. S. Annual Report, 1841, p. 10. 
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been open in America for some time, and which would soon ripen into 

disunity in British circles as well. American Garrisonian opinion 

was united in denouncing the Convention as a sham. Asearly as the 

day of opening, Lucretia Mott had written in the confidence of her 

diary about "The World's Convention - alias the 'Conference of the 

British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, ' with such guests as 

they chose to invite. "I As news of British developments filtered 

back to New England, Deborah Weston angrily wrote to inform her 

sister of the plot to make "the world convention the fag end of 

the yearly nesting. "2 Oliver Johnson's graphic editorial in 

response to the news accepted Mrs. Mott's theory that the Convention 

"has proved to be only a Convention of the British and Foreign 

Anti-Slavery Society. "2 In the some issue he printed a letter 

from Wendwil Phillips, bewailing the gathering's timidity over 

the church communion question, and concluding sanctimoniously that 

"the meeting which deprecated discussion for fear of division 

among such brothers as he (Roby] was not the World's Convention 

which Masnaahuaetts, at least, anticipated. n4 This criticism 

shrank into mildness in comparison with that of Garrison, whose 

first editorial after his return assured readers that "If there 

is any one act of my life of which I as proud, it In in refusing 

1. 'Lucretia Mott's Diary', entry for 12.6.40. 

2. DAeton to A. V. Weston, 22.8.40, loc. cit. 

0 

3. Liberator# 24.7.40. 
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to join euch a body. " U. went on to give a eulogy of his "worthy 

associates" who had followed the some course as himself, characteristic- 

ally forgetting the work of Wendell Phillips, George Bradburn, and 

Professor Adam, who had taken their seats at the Convention and 

done the cause in Ragland considerably greater good by doing so. 
l 

Rogers* con. ents were most pointed of all. ' After drawing sons 

awsxing parallels between the time when King Edward "come down 

[; ] to these glens and mountains to *new organise' Scottish 

independence" and the current struggle between the abolitionist 

factions in Now Hampshire, be went on to complain that the spirit 

of New organisation had "a snug abode in London. " What perplexed 

him most was that in spite of the British delicacy on the role of 

females,, his travels her. had shown his "woman 
.... toiling In the 

bay-field and the hoe-field, and even hawoering stone for Macadamising 

the road along the great highways. " Whatever Convention usages 

aright be, woman was evidently not considered out of her sphere here. 2 

At the Other end of the , scale, more conaetvative American 

abolitionists expressed cosparativo satisfaction with the results 

of the convention. At the simplest level, there was the standpoint 

of Mrs. Stanton, who EEarely felt that Garrison had made a fool of 

hiaself at the Convention and every time he spoke outside it. 3 

1. Liberator, 21.8.40. 

2. N. P. Rogers to P. Pillsbury, 22.7.40, repri*ted trog 
(N. N. ) Harald of Presdas, in Liberator, 21.8.40. 

............. 
3, E. C. Stanton to T. sad A. O. Weld, 25.6.40, Wld-Grindte 

Getters. II. 645-846. 
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Others even felt that the Convention had done positive good. 

Weld, for instance, though by no mans committed to the New 

Organisation, felt that the Convention had done such to continue 

the process of bludgeoning the South into "the certainty that 

they are becoming infamous in the eyes of the civilised world. "' 

Againj the Quaker poet John Greenleaf Whittier cautioned that 

irrespective of the wogen at the Convention, there must be no 

"depreciating and under-valuing its really glorious ANTI-SLAVERY 

character. " He dismissed Rogers' criticisms with the shrewd 

cosaent that "he went dreaming of setting the whole world free 

fron all kinds of oppression - mental, physical, social, 

religious, and political, " only to find himself "amidst quiet 

Quakers, sturdy impassive country gentlemen, and baronet M . P. 's 

settling down to the work of abolishing slavery.... as if they 

were engaged in reckoning the interest on the British National 

Debt . 
11*1 

Clearly the opinions of American abolitionists on the World's 

convention, and by implication their views on the woman question 

and the other differences which had arisen, varied widely. As 

was to be the esse so often in the future, British standpoints 

faithfully reflected those in America. British abolitionists 

had na reached the point of thinking in terms of forming rival 

societies working side by side, but the issues raised not then 

1. Extract of letter of T. Meld to C. Stuart, n. d., 
in A. S. R., 24.2.41. 

2, Letter of J. 0. Whittier to Pennsylvania Freeman, 
reprinted without date In A.. ., 27. . Whittier 
hea previously eulogised the Convention in 'The World's 
Convention'(1839), in W. 0. Border, The Poetical Works 
of John Greenleaf Whittier (thctord, 1915). pp. 309-312. 
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arguing along lines which could only conclude is this way as the 

months went by. Open disunity among the British leaders did not 

come immediately the debate over the Woman Question began. But 

the debate which followed, acting upon pre-existing rivalries, 

created the potential for division. Once worked upon by 

extremist American visitors ailing to destroy unity rather than 

preserve it, the situation could only produce a complicated series 

of schisms running right through the British movement, directly 

reflecting those on the other aide of the Atlantic. 

During the Convention and after it, the main supporter of 

the conservative or Now Organisation standpoint on the series 

of disagreements was the B. F. A. 8.8. Committee Itself, Its 

viewpoint was expressed on the opening day by Dr. Bowring and 

the Rev. Janas Burnett, and although its organ the Reporter 

printed the debate without comment, the implication of the 

Comittee"s course aunt have been clear. 
i If not, it oust 

surely have beoo, w so a fortnight later, when the Reporter 

again ignored the question of disunion, apart from a hint 

included as a half-display ad. - '4o Correspondents . The 

subject on which An English-woman has written to us will not 

be discussed in our paps. '" A less discreet course was taken 

by the Broad Street Coaºittee's ally in the national press, 

the London Patriot, which editorially saluted "so decided a 

condemnation of the mischievous attempt to introduce ear 

1. Proceedings of General Anti-Slavery Conveotioo.... 
1840# p. 26; . 8., . 

2. lbid,, 1.7.40 
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female delegates, " and incidentally hinted ominously at "other 

eutravag'ancies� in the New England states. 
1 

The London Committee's 

consistent opposition to the Garrisonians on the 'woman question' 

and the other distasteful issues they connected with the movement, 

was stated at the time of the 1340 Convention. This remained 

their policy right up to the Civil War. 

B. F. A. S. S. policy in effect tended to dominate local opinion 

throughout large sectors of the country. 
2 But in 1840, apart 

from abolitionists in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dublin, and the other 

future growth points of support for Garrison, there is evidence of 

some individual opposition to the Broad Street line. On June 

12th, no British abolitionist of stature delivered a full scale 

speech in favour of George Thompson's standpoint. However, 

during the later proceedings, O'Connell's important support was 

thrown behind the pro-female faction. 3 Immensely influential 

in the movement, in spite of political and religious views which 

must have been at best distasteful to many abolitionlats, hia 

defection was a serious blow to the Coamittee. The injury it 

did was made worse by his views being printed and reprinted in 

America. Although he admitted that he had once felt differently 

due to fears of the ridicule which seating the woman would produce 

in England, he later wrote to Krs. Mott coming out strongly in 

1. London Patriot, 17.6.40. 

2. Tenperley, 'The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society', 
passim. 

3. Proceedings of the General Anti-Slavery Convention.... 
1840, p. 117 . 
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Savour of their being given the rights as well as the duties of 

alien. His letter pointed out that "Mind has no sex.... We are 

engaged in a strife not of strength but of arguaent.... We rely 

entirely on reason and persuasion common to both sexes. "1 

Although O'Connell was ostenibly dealing with the question of 

the admission of the female delegates to the Convention, his 

attitude must have strengthened the disciples of Garrison in 

England in other directions as well. His countryman Father 

Mathew, the great leader of the Catholic Irish temperance movement, 

took a similar stand, to the great delight of the Liberator. 2 

Of similar importance was the startling though undocumented 

allegation of William Iiowitt, with his wife Mary perhaps the best 

known literary partnership in the field of didactic novels, that 

the exclusion of the women was a factor of their heresies rather 

than their sex. 
3 Again, at press level, if the Patriot could take 

one side, an exceptional paper like the Leicestershire Mercury 

could take the opposite, and attack the refusal to seat the fessle 

delegates on grounds quite acceptable to Garrison himsell. 
4 

1. D. O'Connell to L. Mott, 20.6.40, in Ninth Annual 
Report of the.... Managers of the Massachusetts A. S. Society, 
appendices, pp. v -v . 

2. R. Allen to Garrison, 1.9.40, Garrison Papers; Liberator, 
28.9.40. 

3, W. fowitt to L. Mott, 27.6.40, in Ninth Annual Report of 
the.... Managers of the Massachusetts A. B. Society, appendices, 
pp. vii-x, Whittier, an orthodox Friend, thought this 
accusation nonsense - Whittier toCartland, extract, n. d., 
in Ptckard, op. cit., I, 238. 

4. Extract, n. d., in Liberator, 31.7.40. 
.......... 
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The greatest opposition to the ß. 7. A. 8.8., however, came 

from more predictable areas, where there were traditions of 

friction with the London Society, and where British support for 

the Garrisonian movement was to be focussed during the next 

two decades. It has already been suggested that the disputes 

between the Scottish abolition societies and the national one 

in the thirttes prepared the way for the independent course they 

were to follow when the Garrisonian problem arose in 1840-41. 

The opposition to the exclusion of the women was concentrated 

in the two Scottish societies and in the new Hibernian Society, 

founded in 1837. Considering the distance between Scotland and 

London in contemporary transportation terns, the Scottish societies 

had been well represented at the Convention. Some delegates were 

men who would have been in London on business anyway - O'Connell, 

for instance, was interestingly sent as a G. R. S. delegate, 

Thompson as delegate for both Glasgow and Edinburgh, and the now 

suspect Rev. Dr. James Roby as representative for Aberdeen, 

Including cases like this, Glasgow seconded twenty-four delegates# 

including Saeal, Murray, and the two M. P. 's for the city of 

Glasgow, Jamies Oswald and John Dennistoun, Edinburgh had eight 

delegates, Greville and Dunlop among then. Aberdeen named two, 

though only the Rev. John Kennedy had actually travelled south 

for the Convention. Paisley had one as well as a halt-share with 

Glasgow in William Smeal. The little society of Berwick had the 

smallest delegation of all, sharing the services of the Rev. 

John Clarke, the Missionary, with Kingston, Jamaica. Other 

Scottish abolitionists appeared as the delegates of churches 

rather then anti-slavery societies, as in the case of the 
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Rev. Alex. Harvey of the Relief Synod in Glasgow. 1 

It should be stressed that by no means all of these men 

CAMS out against Coai*ittee policy on female delegates. 

John Dunlop, for instance, later led his section of the Edinburgh 

Emancipation Society into support of the B. F. A. S, S., and actually 

gained some status from bis pamphlet in support of the Liberty 

Party. 2 However, the aggressive majority in the case of the 

Glasgow delegates, and s vocal minority of the Edinburgh ones, 

with their Dublin Allies, became the most difficult opposition 

to the B. F. A. S. S. course in relation to Garrison after the 

1840 Convention. The action of Thompson, pleading for unity 

but effectively commending the Garrisoniana, no doubt had great 

effect in encouraging Scottish tendencies towards acceptance of 

Old Organisation viewpoints. At the meeting on July 27th to 

most Garrison before his return to America, Thompson was able to 

push through a G. E. S. resolution in favour of the women of America 

engaged in the abolition cause, clearly aimed at waking good the 

defeat at the Convention. 3 The position of Smeal"and Murray was 

more specific. Smeal pencilled enthusiastic lines of approval 

opposite the part of his copy of Garrison's Glasgow speech 

1. A list of these delegates is printed in the Proceedings 
- also in A. B. R., 1T. 6.40. 

2. (J. Dunlop], American Anti-Slavery Conventions! A Series 
of Extracts I ustrative of the Proceedings a Pr nc p "s 
of the "Liberty Party in the Mited Statics with the 
Bearings of the Antl-slavery Cause on Mussioae tiainuurgn, 
1846). 

3. G. E. S. Report, 1840, p. 12; Minute for 27.7.40,. 
G. E. S. Minute Books, II; Report of the Speeches and Reception 
of the American Wegatem at the Great a et ig of the 
Glasgow Emancipation Society (Glasgow, 1, p. --23a 

I 
I 
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I 

criticising the London Committee's behaviour. 
' 

Later in the 

year, the two Secretaries went on to set the cat among the 

clerical pigeons by embellishing the Annual Report with an 

account of the "pain" they had suffered at the exclusion of 

the<, female delegates. They went on to characterise the 

D. F. A. S. S. conduct in this and other directions as "illiberal, 

unauthorised, and overbearing. ,2 Even more interesting than 

this response within the Glasgow Society was the attitude taken 

by the Rev. Patrick Brewster, Church of Scotland minister of 

the Abbey Church in Paisley A Chartist with a personal 

flamboyance fit to oUt-Garrison Garrison,. Lt may be that his 

support for the participation of women in reform movements 

is connected with his experiences with the Scottish Chartists, 

whose female wing was especially stronZ. 
3 In either case, 

Brewster went on record as saying to Garrison that he would 

have given a hearty welcome to the women if he had been present 

4 
at the Convention. 

In Edinburgh, gaps in source material make it difficult 

to pin down responses to the events of the Convention. 

Certainly the briefness of Garrison's stay there - little 

more than twenty four hours - suggests that his welcome was 

not as great as it aas to be in Glasgow 5 Nevertheless, later 

1. Ibid., p. 0. Smeal's copy is preserved in the Mitchell 
Library. 

2. O. B. S. Report, 1840, pp. 17-18 

3. L. C. Wright, Scottish Chartism (Edinburgh, 1951), p. 41 

4. Liberator, 4.0 40. 

1. See below, P. 167. 
j 
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developments in Edinburgh, especially among female abolitionists, 

imply and at some points state opposition to what the London 

Committee did over the Convention. Before Dirney, Stanton, 

and Scoble came to visit Edinburgh in the autumn, John Wigham 

warned them of expected radical opposition It they at any time 

alluded to the 'woman question' or "to any point where there 

has been a difference of sentiment? To the distress of his 

Garrisonian wife and daughter-in-law, he himself remained relatively 

conservative on the anti-slavery question. lie associated the 

Edinburgh opposition to the London Committee with Thompson's 

influence - "Some persons in this end of the Island think that, 

George Thompson's merits have never been sufficiently appreciated 

by the London Committee. He is a great favourite in this country, 

and were anything said to leasen or injure him, it might lead to 

very unpleasnant results. "I In Edinburgh as in Glasgow, there 

are hints of differences between abolitionists even before open 

disunion was produced by the tour of J. A. Collins. Perhaps 

Garrison was implying a deeper approval when he wrote that 

"I like the people (of Scotland) better than I do the people 

of Englands they are more like Now Englanders In their appearance 

and manners. "2 ConversbLy. the people or Scotland were one of 

the few groups still left In Britain in 1840 who liked his and 

what he stood for. 

1, J. Wigham to Tredgold, 6.10.40, Bod. Brit. Emp. Mss. S. 18 
C10/178. 

2. Garrison to S. J. May, 5.9.40, Garrison Papers, 
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The other area of support for the Garrisonian viiiwpoint 

on the Convention was Ireland, more specifically Dublin. 

Although Dublin was to become the nerve-centre of British 

support for the American Garrisoniana, it had joined the fight 

against American slavery relatively late. Its leading abolition 

figure throughout the period was the doctrinally suspect Quaker 

printer Richard Davis-Webb. Like those other figures in the 

provincial reform world, George Gallie of Glasgow, George King 

of Aberdeen, and Charles Ziegler of South Bridge, Edinburgh, 

Webb's business was that of a printer, publisher: and bookseller. 

He appears to have been comfortable throughout his life, with 

his printing shop large enough to support three journeymen. 

Born around 1804, his secondary schooling was at Ballitou, 

an Irish liberal Friends' school. He distinguished himself 

there as the poet editor of a school magazine. While a 

pupil, he incidentally mat his wife, a niece of the uncle 

with whom he lodged. 1 His life from 1840 onwards can be traced 

through his massive output of semi-legible but charming letters 

to' the pprsonal friends in America made after meeting his 

hero Garrison at the 1840 Convention - Garrison himself, the 

Phillipsos, C. Miller McKim, Sidney Howard Gay, and above all 

the Weston sisters. 
2 Throughout the forties he virtually controlled 

1. Webb to A. W. Weston, 3.6.54, Weston Papers; Webb to 
A. W. Weston, 11.3.51, ibid., misplaced in 1857 file. 

2. The bulk of Webb's papers are deposited in Boston 
Public Library. There are also substantial numbers of 
his letters in the Gay Papers, Columbia University Library, ' 
and the May Collection, Cornell University Library. 

Aý / 
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the interchange of ideas (and men) between the British and 

American Garrisonians, and also made a considerable contribution 

to the American cause in his own right. His personal pamphlet 

publications are few, but the Anti-Slavery Advocate he edited 

was widely circulated in the States, and he was a regular 

contributor of unsigned articles to the Standard, first during 

the editorship of Mrs. Child, but increasingly so under his 

and Thompson's friend Sidney Howard Gay - so much so that 

the expenses paid to him for the postage of his letters 

to the Standard in 1848 alone amounted to ton pounds. 
I 

Webb was converted to the anti-slavery movement, by his 

own account, by one of George Thompsouts evangelising appearances 

in Dublin. 
2 

Webb's personal character had certain traits which 

eventually determined the course he took when the American 

disagreements were brought to his notice at the Convention. 

First, if the exclusion of the women aas in fact caused by the 

distrust of London Friends for the Hicksite heresy, it is worth 

noticing that Webb was by no means an orthodox Friend. Ile had 

little admiration for Itish Friends - "they are parrots" - and 

1. S. H. Gay to Webb, 6.6.48, Garrison Papers; Gay to Webb, 
31.7.48, ibid. Many of Webb's letters lo the Gay Papers 
have references to his contributions to the Standard 
and his work as its British distributor. T re is a 
complete file of the Anti-Slavery Advocate at Coliudals. 
Webb's only Importani pamphlet was The- National Anti- 
Slavery Societies in England and the United States, or 
Strictures on A Reply to Certain Charges Brought 4gainst 
the American and Fore gn Anti»S avory Society, etc0'*: 
by Lewis Tappan of 1(ew York, t States: t an 
introduction by John Scab e (Dublin, 1"2), 

2. R. D. Webb, op. cit., p. S. 

ý, 
ý 

1`ý 
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was aware of their distaste for him as a heretic. In 1844 he 

finally resigned from the Society over what he considered its 

cowardly course on the Indiana Yearly Meeting affair. 
1 He 

retained certain usages of the Friends in his family, but three 

years later had even "thrown off the Friend, " or abandoned 

Qualccr dress. 2 Webb is probably best characterised as being 

doctrinally unpiaceable and therefore without the stake in the 

orthodoxy backed by the leaders of the London Committee. By 

1860. like most American Garrisonians, he regarded himself as 

a theological pariah. 
3 

Tim other factor in Wcbb's character which uny have 

encouraged him to take a Garrisonian standpoint was a certain 

provincial distrust of control from London. Throughout the 

forties he seems to have thought of the success of Irish and 

Scottish abolitionists in forming an alliance with the 

Garrisonians as a sort of provincial coup at the expense of the 

metropolis. He once remarked to Maria Weston Chapman that if 

the B. F. A. S. S. Committee had been in their right minds, "they 

would have kept Garrison and the other ultraist delegates enclosed 

in their own exclusive circles, and only allowed provincials 

1. 'Jottings for Maria Weston Chapman, ' (Webb to U. W. 
Cbapmau, 22.2.421, Garrison Papers; Webb to U. V. 
Chapman, 29.2.44, ibid. 

2. Webb to S. H. Gay, 17.4.47, day Papers. 

3. Webb to C. Miller McKim, 10.9.60, May Collection, Cornell 
University Library - "I an only a very middling sectarian 
of any kind whatever. " 

.f /' 

1 
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9 
like himself to look at than from a distance, like the cat and 

the Bing. " An it was, the credit of the association with 

Garrison was transferred to plainer son like the Dublin 

abolitionista. 
1 In a later letter, he pointed out that the 

ddbacle of the B. F. A. S. S. treatment of Garrison had want 

that "the little men" were given a chance to meet and help 

Garrison and his friends, whoa they had expected to see 

constantly surrounded by the magnates of the Londoi Society. 2 

There is a definite feeling is Webb's letters of status gained 

by the visits of the Garrisonian leaders. Quite apart from 

the question of provincial distrust of London, there must 

have been a certain boost to the ego of the head of a middling 

Dublin household in entertaining the leaders of what was with 

all its shortcomings a national movement. As Webb once said 

of Garrison# "I never felt myself so groat a man as when he 

"3 was under my roof, 

The Hibernian Anti-Slavery Society through which Webb 

worked was formed in the summer of 1837, to replace the old 

Dublin Anti-Slavery Society in the fight against apprenticeship 

and for universal abolition. Although it never became an 

auxiliary of any London Society, its formation was carried out 

with the cooperation and advice of the Universal Abolition 

1. 'Jottings for Maria Weston Chapman', loc. cit. 
........... 

2, Webb to K. W. Chapman, 17.11.46, Weston Papers. 

3. Webb to M. W. Chapman, 26.2.46, ibid. 
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Society. l Its leaders were drawn fror the small group of 

reforming Protestant nonconformists in Dublin, whose social 

life centred round the hone of the well-to-do orthodox Quaker 

draper Richard Allen, a lukewarm Garrisonian of the future in 

spite of his staid religious background. In many ways this 

was a family circle; Webb and his brother Thomas were brothers- 

in-law of Richard Allen, and their sister Anne Webb Allen the 

brilliant hostess of the group. The circle was later joined 

by Eliza Wighaa of Edinburgh, who spent long sumer vacations 

in Dublin with her sister Paria Wighaw Waring, in turn married 

to Webb's wife's brother. The radical Unitarian Jaws Naughton 

completed their number. Their reform interests were completely 

central to their life. Webb's son later wrote that he 

remembered playing with the Allen children, and saying to their 

presumably devout dolls "Now thee's going to a slavery meeting; 

now thee's going to a temperance meeting. " Their endless 

interest in reform involved enthusiasm for any cause which 

was brought to their notice. Again Webb's son records that 

"slavery, temperance, British India, anti-opium, anti-capital 

punish*ent, anti-corn law, cold water cure" were their interestdr 

The Dublin newspaper joke was to roter to them as "anti-everythtng- 

arians. "2 But their main interest was in slavery and temperance, 

and this was the group who set about forming the Hibernian Anti- 

Slavery Society, with Webb and Naughton as Secretaries, and Allen 

as Treasurer. 

1. E. Baldwin to Stokes, 17.7.37, Bod. Brit. Eap. Mua. S. 18, 
01/13' Baldwin to Stokes, 29.7.37, Ibid. g C2/14 . 

2. Undated letter of A. Webb In H. M. Migha*, Richsrd Allen, 
pp. 13-14. Y 
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Predictably this trio, with their wives, and Webb's brothers 

and lather, formed the delegation of the Hibernian Anti; Slavery 

Society to the World's Anti-Slavery Convention in 1840. Their 

response to the policy of the London Committso in excluding the 

female delegates was smiler to that of Basal and Murray in 

Glasgow. Webb for one wrote to Mrs. Mott expressing sympathy with 

her in spite of theological disagreements which he Implied had 

caused dissension between her and certain other abolitionists. 
' 

Many years later he was to attribute the failure of the Convention 

to the high mager of clergymen present. 
2 The other two Dublin 

leaders also developed a distrust of the London Committee line 

on the women. Allen and Naughton later explained that they 

could not send delegates to any future World's Convention unless 

it was conwned"without reference to sex or seat. "3 When they 

Save their tormal refusal to send delegates in 1843, they remarked 

that the exclusion of vows had "cramped the action of the last 

[1e4ol Convention [and] neutralised its efficiency. " It does 

not follow fron the fact that this snail group of Dublin activists 

took the Garrisonian standpoint, that by any means all Irish 

abolitionists agreed with then. The Cork Society, for Instance, 

was at this stage thoroughly under the D. Y. A. B. S. thumb. 5 

1. Webb to L. Mott, n. d., reprinted . in. Tolles, (ed. ), 
'Lucretia Mott's Diary, appendix, pp. 80-81. 

Z. Webb,, op. cit., p. 6. Tb. sass view wa" expressed by 
Elizabe ady Stanton In Eighty Years and More (London, 1898), 
p. 80. 

3, Allen and Houghton to Stokes, 9.9.41, Bod. Brit. Rap, Kos. B. 18, 
C4/54. 

4. Allen to Scobin, 34.4.43, ibid., C12/94. 

S. Beale to Saoble, 13.9.41, ibid., C4/137. 

L .. e 
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The Belfast Society also, wedded to its Ulster Presbyterian 

conservation, was to remain a faithful auxiliary of the Broad Street 

group. 
1 

But the fact remains that in the area which was to become 

the centre of Garrisonian tooling in the forties and fifties, the 

1840 World's Convention produced attitudes directly conflicting with 

those of the London Committee, and looking forward to the later 

radicalism of the Dublin group. 

Thus the controversy over the tamale delegates at the Convention 

partly crystallised the viewpoints which were to lead on to the open 

schisms in the British anti-slavery societies a few months later. 

Opinions on the one question of women's rights, and by implication 

on the whole series of issues dividing the American parties, 

differed in Britain. On the one hawd the conservatives of the London 

Committee'refused to entangle the cause in inevitable complications 

by admitting the female delegates. On the other) isolated individuals 

and papers throughout the country, as well as solid organised 

abolitionistrýgroups in Dublin and Glasgow, and to a lesser exte. fit 

Edinburgh, saw this course as a rejection of the correct ethodology 

of enlisting help from all quarters. By the time the delegates 

returned fron the Convention, arguments on the correct course to 

follow were general. In the Scottish case at least, these fell 

along the line. of previous tensions and rivalries. What had not 

yet appeared, however, was any suggestion that a split in the 

anti-slavery societies, should follow from the disagreements. 

There was no thought of forming separate societies to carry out 

1. J. Standheld to Tredgold, 3.11.40, ibid., C10/59. 
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different plans, good motives were still admitted on both sides, and 

" the first desire expressed as a rider to all disagreeaents was for 

continuing united action. The potential for division was there, but 

it was only to be realised by the introduction of a new element, with 

the arrival of a an in a key position whose concern for unity was 

minimal. It was only with the visit of J. A. Collins in the next 

year that the arguments which had arisen at the Convention were 

projected into a sense of the urgent used to �come out and be 

separate" from those in the opposite abolition camp. 

The best proof of the initial desire to reconcile the differences 

of the Convention is the continuing willingness of the British 

abolition societies to entertain American delegates fron the aide they 

disagreed with. Several of the visitors did in fact tour the 

provinces, in three distinct groups - first Professor and Mrs. Mott, 

with Sarah Pugh and Abby Umber; secondly Garrison himself, with 

the faithful Rogers, a more unwilling Charles Remond, himself a 

Negro, and William Adams, the lapsed Scottish Quaker from Pawtucket; 

and finally Birney and Mr. and Mrs. Stanton, in company with the 

 uch distrusted John Scoble, the Secretary of the B. F. A. S. S. Kong 

of these groups was refused a hearing in the societies with views 

opposite m , theirown. Most striking of all was the enthusiasm of 

the Glasgow and Dublin groups, the later centres of Garrisonian 

feeling, for receiving the Birney and Stanton group. 

Mrs. Mott's reception was less surprising, since although 

she "as known to have peculiar views, she had no compulsion to 

express then in places where they were least acceptable Again. 

she did concentsat" her short visits on societies which would naturallY 
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have been most anxious to welcome her. Nevertheless, even in 

London she had not been ignored. Certainly urn. Mott's party were 

not given invitations to the huge receptions at Jonathan Backhouse'e 

and the Gurneys', though notice was given that "they would ask the 

others, but where there were young people they were afraid of our 

principles. i1 Nevertheless, she was encouraged to speak at a meeting 

after the Convention, when Scoble's characteristically spiteful 

attempt to thwart her was drowned out by cries of "No! No! - Mrs. 

Yatt: i8 Thereafter she was entertained in London by conservatives 

like Gurney and Dr. Bowring. 3 She was predictably well received 

during her later ten day visit to Dublin. 4 In Edinburgh she made 

no attempt to most abolitionists publicly, though she stayed with 

George Thompson in his cottage at Gorgie, and was introduced to 

the famous Edinburgh phrenologist George Combo. In Glasgar, 

though present with her husband at the O. T. B. Annual Meeting on 

August 8th and 10th, the attack on the American visitors came not 

from the minority of conservatives on the G. R. S. Committee, but 

from Chartist interlopers with whom Mrs. Mott at least felt a 

certain sympathy. 
a 

Certainly her warm Dublin and Glasgow reception 

1. 'Lucretia Mottos,, Diary'', entry for 13.6.40. See also J. Motte 
Three Months in Great Britain (Philadelphia, 1841)9 pp. 15-16. 

2. 'Lucretia Mott's Diary' entry for 24.6.40. 

3. Ibid., entries for 29.6.40,9.7.40. 

4. Ibid., entries for 22.7.40,26.7.40. 

5. Ibid.:, entries for 7.8.40,10.8.40; (Minutes for 7.8.40,10.8.40, 
G. E. S. Minute Books, II. Mrs. Mott asked to speak in favour of the 
Chartists, but was refwNdrJ. Mott., op. cit., p. 64. Mott (pp. 6649) 
also records strong Glasgow Quaker opposition to the party as Hicksites. 
This involved 8neal, aroi o`t er local Friends, in issuing a letter 
disassociating thomselves from the IIickeite heresy. This again 
supports the thesis that genuine intellectual differences between 
Sneal and the conservative,,,. =Quakers of the London Coanittee were not,.,, 
important, and that later support for the Qarrisonians was a con'Wenient 
way of projecting provincial distrust of London centralisationist 
leadership. 
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was to be expected; but the evident desire to hear and moot her 

among London abolitionists was not, while the failure of Glasgow 

anti-Garrisonians to argue with her suggests that they too still 

stuck to the old ideas of maintaining unity wherever possible. 

The reception of Garriaon and his companions given similar 

evidence. Unlike Mrs. Mott, their exclusion from the Convention 

had been their own choice and not that of the London Committee. 

In spite of Garrison's open distrust of the B. F. A. ß. S., he was 

entertained along with delegates of different views. No doubt 

what be said in public tended to repel his more conservative hearers{ 

at the party held in the Crown and Anchor for the foreign delegates, 

he succeeded in alienating most of his audience. "Forth came, " 

wrote Mrs. Stanton, "much folly. "1 Nevertheless, although the 

biasses against Garrison and his views were made clear by the 

actual course of the Convention, there was as yet no attempt to 

refuse social acceptance to him and his followers, no suggestion 

that the cause would best be served by publicly disowning those 

who disagreed. Garrison, Remond, Rogers and Adams were received 

with other delegates at the massive banquet. run afterwards by 

$amvei' Gurney. With his chronic tendency to grovel for the 

support of aristocrats, Garrison's head was quite turned by his 

reception. He reported gloatingly to his wife on the splendour 

of the occasion. The Duchess of Sutherland and Lady Byron, 

already showing their understanding of the social cachet to be 

gained by the inversion of values implied in entertaining black 

sen, had been charming to Remond. Also, Garrison wrote triumphantly, 

the Duchess "behaved very graciously and.... shook me cordially by 

1. N. C. Stanton to A. G. Veld and B. Griene, 25.6.40 , 
Weld-Griake Letters, 22,845-846. 
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the hand.... she has since expressed a wish to have an interview with 

me; but, " he concluded triumphantly, "i thin. it doubtful whether 

I shall find time to call. "1 Even in London, there were still 

directions in which Garrison and his friends were considered 

respectable members at a basically united movement. 

Garrison's tour of the provinces concentrated on areas where 

support for his faction was strongest. But even in Edinburgh, where 

the male Emancipation Society included a majority pro-London element 

on its Committee, his party's reception was cordial. He arrived on 

July 21st, and spoke at a temperance meeting that evening which 

went on devoutly and enthusiastically from seven till two. There 

were no signs of any disposition to argue that Garrison's cause 

was not the anti-slavery one. Dr. Grevillo introduced Garrison 

at a subsequent breakfast held for the party with the comment that 

"it would be little better than a mockery" to go into the details 

of their guests' exertions for the slave. 
2 Even the Evangelical 

Edinburgh Witness, later the absolute antithesis of an Old 

Organisation paper, wrote enthusiastically about Garrison's 

"tirmness.... inildness, gentleness and benevolence: " The Witness 

was evidently a little disappointed that Rogers did not fit its 

preconceived ideas of American editors as "a sort of fustian hercos - 

ignorant, impudent, and vulgar. " As for Remond, it was surprised 

that in spite of his black skin, Ibis utterance was quite as good 

as that of most well educated Scotchmen. "S In spite of the disagreements, 

1. Garrison to H. D. Garrison, 3.7.40, "Gsrrisou Papers. 

2. Extract from Scottish Pilot, n. d., in Liberator, 21.8.40. 

I. Witness, 23.7.40. Extract reprinted in Liberator, loc. cit. 
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it does not sees to have ocaurred to anyone that Garrison should 

be refused a hearing. Naturally this was even more the aase in 

Glasgow, where the three American travellers were received with 

overwhelming enthusiasm. There is no evidence that the future 

secessionists dissented, although the Rev. Alexander Harvey, for 

one, had spoken at the Convention against seating the female 

delegates. I Garrison himself thought the public meeting hold for 

his on the 27th August important and united enough to devote the 

first two pages of the first Liberator after his return to America 

to: °a reprint of the Glasgow Argun report of its proceedings. 
2 

The leaders of the G. E. $ printed the proceedings under the 

Society's auspices, without any opposition from conservative 

members. 
3 Even more striking, the great Dr. Wardlaw, a key figure 

among Glasgow's later pro-B. B. A. S. 8. minority, agreed to have his 

chapel used for the meeting, acted as clibirmau, and actually found 

himself eulogised In the Limator as one of the small band of 

"faithful" abolitionists in Britain. 4 In fact Wardlav had introduced 

Rogers with the remark that he was "- not from Harmony - (cheers) 

«. not from the viacamed cradle of aisnaaed socialism - (ch. ars)- 

but from Concord. n5 Evidently the view was still that any anti- 

1. Sue above º pp. (14+4.. 

2. Mbur$bor, 28.8.40. 

3. Report of the Speeches and Reception of the Aimerican Ds 
at the.. Glasgow Emanc pation Society, peas m. 

4. Liberator, 4.9.40. - 

ý. Report of the Speeches and Reception of the American Delegates, 
etc.,, p. 3. 
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slavery worker could help the movement, and that cooperation could 

and should continue within the same societies, irrespective of 

individual views on other subjects. The same was true of Dublin, 

where Garrison's party decided to lecture at the last minute, at 

Webb's earnest Invitation. Rogers had already visited Dublin, 

while the Motte were there, but on his second visit he was joined 

by Garrison, leaving Reoond and Adam In Glasgow. During the couple 

of days they spent in Dublin, there was no sign of opposition to 

Garrisonian views, although the Dublin audiences seem to have been 

largely working class. 
2 

Rogers and he left Dublin well pleased, 

on the government packet of August and, to sail how from Liverpool 

together two days later. C. P. Grosvenor, Blau Galusha, the hated 

Colver, and James Cannings Fuller went home by the same sailing of 

the Acadia, symbolically not apart by hhip's regulations from the 

two radicals, who went in the forward cabin at half price, "in a 

sort of second table condition" - no doubt consoled by being spared 

the company of the nameless "wine and brandy drinkers" in the after 

berths#3 

However, the significant tact about the Dublin society in 

1810, was not that it gave a welcome to Garrison and his friends, 

in a town where the movement was always to be dominated by a small 

clique of Old Organisation sympathisers, but that a similar welcome 

was given immediately afterwards to Garrison's known rivals, 

1. Webb to Garrison, 33.7.40, Garrison Papers. 

2. Ibid. The reason for strong working class. interest in 
min may simply be that so many of the poorer population 
there must have been actively considering emigration to 
America. 

3. Rogers to Webb, 3.8.40, Garrison Papers. 

14 
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8irney, Qtantoo, and 8oobte. In Edinburgh, as was to be expeatod, 

their welcome was enthusiastic, without any indication that future 

Garrisonians like Jans and Eliza wigh. a objected to welcoming than 

because of what had happened at the Convention. Indeed they were 

all invited to stay with old John wi$hsa, and were presumably looked 

after by the Wigha* womenfolk. 
1 Although Saoble'" distasteful 

character appears to have emerged even at this stage - Mrs. Stanton's 

wholehearted dislike for his developed at this early stage of their 

trips - it does not seem to have led to opposition to the three 

men at the receptions hold for thew. Birney's position an the 

only Aaericen ever to visit Edinburgh while an active presidential 

aaadidate does not mom to have been noticed by the Scottish preu. 
3 

on Ostober 14th, the Now Orgentsationist" wore given a successful 

public meting, followed by's breakfast on the 16th, both supported 

by the Edinbwgh Co tt.. and both p. 11 attended, 
4 In fact, the 

treatment of this party and Garrison's one was identical. 

it a good Edinburgh reception for these weit was to be expected& 

a welcome in Dublin and Olasgov was not. Indeed Garrison's earlier 

visits to Glasgow had stReagthened existing bissses. While in 

ldinburgh, John scoble wrote pessimistically that be had board 

"our friend Sasal is excessively sore about the woman's question. " 

1, J. Wighan to Tredgold, 6.10.40, Bod. Brit. Eap. DAss. 8.18, 
C1O/178. Mrs. Stanton recorded taty also 
mingled freely with abolitionists of both sides while in 
London - op. cit., p. 79. 

2. E. C. Stanton# op. cit., D. 104. 

3. B. Fladelaad, Jass Gillespie Birneyj* Slaveholder 6a 
Abolitionist (itbsca, 1950, p. 188. 

4. Hirney to Tredgold, 16.10.40, Bod. Brit. Emp. Uss. S. 18, 
C5/36= Scobl" to Trodgold, 15. ,i .g. 
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'Again, Thompson wrote significantly to Webb that they expected to 

be "favoured(? )" with a visit from the conservative group at the 

adjourned Annual Meeting oib the a. E. S. 1 Actually Dirney, Stanton, 

and Scoble did not cow north in August because of the difficulty 

of raising an audience in Edinburgh in the summer months, when all 

worthwhile citizens went off on holiday » but when they did arrive 

in Glasgow in October, a public meeting was called to bear then 

on October 20th, Garrisonian sympathies or no. The meeting was 

again held in Dr. Wardlaw's chapel, with Wardlaw himself in the 

Chair. Not only Thompson, but Charles Remond, whom an attack 

of lung inflammation had detained at Bowling Bays united with the 

visitors in attacking the Colonization Society. 2 In fact the 

welcome here was enthusiastic enough for Sabble to write happily 

that '! From all I could learn by inquiry and observation, I aua 

extremely happy to say that Garrisonla* has made but little way 

in Scotland. 0 

Alter short visits to Carlisle and Belfast, Scoble and 

his American companions reunited in Dublin, again to be complimented 

with a public meeting. Again, Dublin was hardly the place where 

they could most expect to have been received well, since Garrisonian 

leanings were already present there. However, although Webb 

wrote to Garrison that "We won't be so Bruch at our ease with then, " 

he did not go on to make any suggestion that the best course would 

1. Bcoble to Tredgold, 14.10.40, Bod. Brit. Emp. Mss., 8.18, 
010/281 ThvWson to Webb, 9,9,4 3, Garrison Papers. 

2.8ssa1 to Garrison, 30.7.40, Garrison Papers; Scoble to 
Trsdgold, 30.10.40, Bod. Hrit. Emp. Maa., 8,189 023/1171 
Extracts from 41axZc;; s 22.13.40v n rator, 
37.11,40,4.12.40; Minute for 20.10.40, G mute Books, II. 

3,8coble to Tredgold, 30.10.40, loc. cit. 
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be to refuse to help these aissionaries from the other side. 

Their public seating was adjourned for a second night, and was 

attended not only by the Anti-Slavery Society Organisers but 

by O'Connell himself. All the speakers joined In explaining 

Ireland's special role due to the large Wischer of emigrants 

to the U. 3. A. 2 Even In Dublin, it was still possible for 

sympathisers of Old and Nor organisation to work in cooperation. 

The evidence thus suggests that although the controversy 

at the World's Convention had played upon pre-existing tensions 

to make British abolitionists sympathise with different groups 

in the American abolitionist movement, disagreements had not yet 

reached the stage where united action between the two sides 

was impossible, No anti-slavery society had split in two, no 

society had declared its independence Of any other because of 

differing views. Oarriaouim was strong in so= areas, weak 

its others - but Garrisoulan abolitionists were still tolerated 

amoug the men who had rejected Garrison's ideas at the Conventions 

and vice versa. In short, it was still assumed that in spite 

of all the arguments, cooperation between sein and women bolding 

different views on the grans to the great con end of 

emancipation was still possible and desirable. 

In fact lt is possible that by the late eutuem of 1840, 

the asaory of the arguments among British abolitionists was 

fadiug, as the lest of the American delegates filtered hoss, 

and the Reporter continued to ignore points of disunity. 

1. Webb to Garrison, 2.9.40, Garrison Papers, 

2. Extract from Dublin Freeman's Journal, n. d., in 
Liberator, 27.11.40; Extract from D lin Monitor, 29.10.40 , 1 12.40. Sao also Webb to E. caso, 4.1.40, 
Garrison Payers. 
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Webb at least, with as such kaa, l4dC4 of the opposition case 

as anyone in Britain was inclined to blame the whole argument 

on 8ooble. Be had shared Mrs, 8tanton's "hearty well-grounded 

horror of bim, " and viewed hie personally as "a self-willed, 

tyrannically nan d, narrow-souped, clever bigot. "1 It had 

now been proved that differences of opinion on sabJects outside 

the movement need not destroy unity of action within it, and 

there it no reason to believe that the British societies would 

have gone on to fora two separate parties warkiag side by side 

it their disagreements bad not been resu atod and indeed 

sharpened by the intr dustioa of a new factor. In 1941 they 

did in tsot split into two factions, when they were pushed into 

a situation where awoo tance or rejection of one ein could be 

used as a test of arthodollgr. Tin one uaa wu John Anderson 

Collins, the Garrisooisn who had brought *be "boatload of 

nitrstso" to the 1*40 Ansosl Meeting of the Arrrisso Society. 

The situation brovht about by his visit is 1$41 was to do 

the soo for the Iritisb sovaisat sa bis ssrshslliag of the 

Itasssobuiatts forces bad already dons s year osrli. r for the 

Americas oar. 

1. Ibid. 
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JOIN ANDERSON COLLINS AND THE BRITISH MItCTION OF 

TILE U. S. SCHISMS 

By the time Collins' mission was decided upon, few of the 

American delegates to the World's Convention remained in Britain. 

Garrison and Rogers had sailed on the Acadia on September 4th, 1840. 

As for the other Old Organisationists, the ? lotts, Sarah Pugh, and 

Abby Kimber followed Garrison home on the 27th. 2 Professor Adam 

remained in the country, but with the campaign for British India 

reform gaining momentum, his attention was ta!: cn up by his Indian 

studies. 
3 Since Phillips and his wife had left Britain to tour 

the Continent immediately after the Convention, the only Garrisonian 

abolitionist who seemed likely to spend the winter in Britain was 

the Negro Charles Remond. At this time he was in Scotland, living 

as John Murray's house guest while being treated by William Smeat's 

brother Robert for some form of tubercular troublv. 4 

By the autumns of 1840, then, British abolitionists seemed 

disposed to accept one anther's shortcomings peacefully, and no Old 

Organisationist Americans remained active on this side of the Atlantic. 

No personnel was at Garrison's disposal for agitating. his standpoint 

in Britain. As soon as any specific issue led him to believe that 

1. Rogers to Webb, 3.8.40, Garrison Papers. 

2. James and Lucretia Mott to Webb, 16.8.40, ibid.; S. Pugh and 
A. Kimber to Allen and Webb, 26.3.40, ibid. F. B. Tolles, (cd. ), 
'Lucretia Uott's Diary', loc. cit., entry or 26.8.41. 

3. Adam to Tredgold, 19.3.41, Bod. Brit. Enp. Ms. 3.18, C4/6; 
Adam to Trcd old, 12.5.41, ibid., 5173- 

4, Smeal to Garrison, 30.7.40, Garrison Papers; Remond to R. Allen, 
7.1.41, Dod. Brit. Ems. Usa. 6.18, C154/202. 
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British support was essential, it would be necessary to send 

0 mm delegate across the Atlantic to acquire it. The specific 

Issue arose with his discovery of the 'plot' of the Tappan faction 

0 to steal the Eaaaneipatort the required delegate was found in 

John Anderson Collins, the Andover graduate who had become General 

Agent of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society. It was during 

the course of his visit to collect money to replace the 8mancipstor 

that the American schisms were presented in a light which made a 

similar division in the British anti-slavery societies inevitable. 

In this division Scottish abolitionists made a different choice 

from English ones, which decided the special course they were to 

follow for the next twenty years. 

Up to the beginning of 1840 the Eaancipator had been the official 

paper of the American Society, expressing Executive Committee 

attitudes in a fay which the Liberator, always Garrison's personal 

organ, had never done. As the Committee hardened in its opposition 

to Garrison and his supporters, the Emancipator had predictably 

cons out in support of Tappan and the moderates. The 'transfer of 

the Emancipator' had taken place just before the resignation of the 

old national Committee in May 1840, when the paper, for reasons which 

were stated as financial, was made over to the New York Young Men's 

Autt«8lavery Society. Even alter this, the Liberator still found 

ßauae for continual sniping at its subservience to the 'disorganises'. 

What the Liberator did not state until after Garrison's return, presumably 

beasuss it took him to adnse the opportunities for abuse implicit 

in the Executive Committee's disposal of Society property before their 

resignajrion, was that the continuity in policy was hardly surprising, 
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since the New York Young Men's Society was firmly Tappsuita. l 

The paper had effectively become the organ of the American and 

Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. In fact many of the old Executive 

Committee were also officials of the New York Society. This 

change of the ownership of the paper by the old Committee to 

themselves under another name was the "swindle" which Garrison 

son *a being the most untorgiveable of the mau sine of the Aecedsrs. 
2 

The question of whether or not the Emancipator had been stolen 

ýe became one Of the föaat points of debate between Old and New 

Organisation abolitionists in America. Unlike many of the previous 

differences, the question could be Dosed along simple lines of 

right and wrong. 

The facts of the transfer do not suggest the dishonesty Implied 

in Oarriaon's accusations. The later defences of the txocutive 

ßone ttee'e conduat seeffi more Convincing than the attempts to 

Mop the accusation of fraud alive. 
3 Certainly the Committee sss 

to have alienated the American Society's pamphlets, or, part of 

thou, because they needed cash. In April, for instance, Stanton 

had written that it was essential to raise funds by transferring 

ps phlet stocks to enable him to marry Elizabeth Cady. 4 On the 

other band, since long arrears of salary were already due him, the 

1. The first statement of the case as one of embezzlement is in 
the Liberator, 4.9.40. 

2. J. A. Collins, Might and Wrong among the Abolitionists of the 
United States, pp. 38-38= Ninth Annual Roport ote......... 
Massachusetts A. S. Society, Boston, 1041). pp. 9 -. 

3. Compare for instance the defence of the transfer in L. Tappan 
to M. Waring, 14.5.47, Garrison Papers, with the mudslinging of 
even so gentlemanly a Garrisonian as Quincy in An Examination 
of the Charges of dr. John Scoble and Ur. Lewis Tappan agaiäsß 
the American Ant -S avert' Society Dub n, 15. Te manuscript 
of this pamphlet is in the Oarrison Papers, Vol. 21. 

4. Stanton to Phelps, 17.4.40, Phelps Papers, B. P. L. 

E 
t 

1ý, 
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acceptance of payment in the form of virtually unnagotiablo 

pamphlets involved a substantial personal sacrifice. Again, 

as for the Emancipator itself, any fittber loss incurred would 

be taken personally by the individual Committee members, who had 

already sunk a substantial investment in it. The suggested 

alternative of using money raised by the sale of pamphlets and 

other assets was unworkable since there was no reason why the 

market for abolitionist literature should suddenly become so bullish 

that stocks could be disposed of overnight. By the time of the 

transfer, the item York leaders saw their course as the only 

possible solution to the paper's difficulties. Later one of 

the seceders, probably Leavitt, wrote that if the Emancipator 

had not been made over to the young Monts Society, s most of 

the subscribers would have deserted the paper after it tell into 

the bands of "the Interloping coaaittse. "1 The main point 

influencing the Coiaittee, however, must have been that in their 

then financial position the paper could not go on being produced - 

and if it could not go on being produced it could not earn money 

to pay off debts which it had incurred, and which were their personal 

responsibility. As arrangements for the transfer were *ade, 

Stanton wrote to Phelps, whom he had no occasion to mislead, that 

'here Is no trick, russ, or plot about this matter. We have, & can 

get, no msans. "a 

By the outset ofs., 1340, the national society ras finähaally moribund. 

Stanton's assessasnt was not unduly prestaistic. In Barnes' words, 

1, Cutting in Scrapbook labelled in A. Tappsn's handwriting, "Relating 
to the Division of the Abolition Body"9 Tappan Papers, Library 
of Congress. 

2. Stanton to Phelps, 11.4.40, Phelps Papers. 
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the 8o0iety had been "stewing to death" eint the previous 

year. 
x Due to the refusal of the state societies to send 

fuads,, the Cooittse genuinely had no money to use on behalf 

of the Emancipator or indeed anything also. The capital value 

of Society 'property was high, probably in the region of 815,0(0. 

But this sun could do little good since all of it was locked up 

in fixed assets, largely office equipment and the stocks of 

unsaleablo pamphlets already mentioned. The practical alternatives 

were to allow the Emancipator to sink, or to transfer it to an 

organisation with the capital to manage it. No doubt the 

relative conservatism of the Committee meant it was also aware 

that if the Emancipator failed, the only abolitionist papers 

surviving would be the Liberator and Rogers' extremist Herald of 

Freedom. In January, 1840, they accordingly accepted the offer 

of the New York Young Den's Anti-Slavery Society, largely 

controlled by themselves, the some men as the Committee of the 

National Society. The management of the paper was taken over by 

them, and its ownership transferred, while Joshua Leavitt retained 

its editorship. 
2 

on his return, Garrison thus found that in spite of bis earlier 

success in driving his opponents from than National Society, the 

E ncipappr had been put out of his reach. Moreover, given the 

fact that the New York Society's Committee was dominated by the 

1. Barnes, The Anti-Slavery impulse, g. 104. 

2. "Statement of the Executive Committee of the American 
and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society in relation to the 
Charges of the Executive Committee of the American 
Anti-Slavery Society and its Agent John A. Collins", 
Liberator, 5.3.41. 
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ma who had left the A»srican Society after the purge in Kay, 

and gone on to becows the Comittee of the now Aeerioan and 

Foreign Society, the paper was effectively being produced as 

the organ of the secessionists. On the other hand, the 

original American Society now had no paper but the Anti-Slavery 

Strd, and, mime the change of Cosrittee had not nagiaally 

made the society solvent, no money to run that. laced with 

this uncomfortable situation, Garrison began to enlarge on the 

theory of the plot to steal the 8aaooipator. In the limited 

sense that the paper had once been Society property but no 

longer was so, his accusation was justified. On the other hand, 

what Garrison did not choose to see was that the Enancipator had 

legally been transferred by currently elected members of the 

Executive ©ooittee, and that this had been done at a tine when 

the alternative was to allow it to go out of produstion. 

Collins' health gras always wantbonad as the reason for his 

trip to Britain. But in spit. of the Veil of secrecy kept round 

his aissioa - it was not ssntioned in the Liberator until Christmas 

day 1840, twelve wneks after he left AMrica* - it is clear that x 

the real reason Was Garrison's fooling that it was essential to 

got foreign Stoaooial help to put the äatiooal Anti-Slavery Atandard 

on 8 sound oaoth tootivv to aoapato with the RUancipator. The 

oredontials girren Collins graphically outlined the fraud over the 

Rasaaipator transfer, 3 The contrast batted the $11#000 

1. Liberator, 25.12.40. It was also stated that he had gone "in 
orders 11 possible, to recruit his shattered constitution", in 
the Ninth Annual Report... of the Massachusetts A. S. Society, p. 33. 

2. Ibid. 1 Garriso* to Collins, 16.10.40, Garrison Papara; Garrison 
tön. Pease e 1.12.40, ibid. I Y. W. Chapsso to E. Pias. l 30.0.40. , iý, 

3, Co, Marriott & J, Gibbons, for Aweriaan Anti-slavery Sooiaty, to 
the Abolitionists of Great Britain, 25.9.40, Garrison Papars, 
reprinted in Liberator, 5.3.41. 
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estimated capital of the society and its allowing the paper 

to go for want of $150 to save it was carefully playad on, 

Ignoring the facts that the #11,000 was held in the form of 

frozen or unmarketable assets, and that "saving" the Ewanoipator 

simply "ant getting out another issue, which acht take as bad 

" loss as previous ones. Again, the credentials pointed out 

that although the Executive Co maittes had failed to raise the 

$150, they had cheerfully voted Iwavitt's salary as Editor and the 

expenses of lirasy and Stanton to the World's Contention. 

It was not stats4 that Iaaritt"s salary had been eoutractsd for 

a year previously, or that the expenses were paid to Birney and 

Stanton in useless raid outdated treats which apparently never 

had an7rwns7 rosliaad on then. The letter want on to accuse 

Tappan and ble associates of further defrauding the Society by 

gutting its office of equipment and stocks and transferring than 

to the 
Baaaaaioniit American and Foreign 8oci. ty. It was not 
3 

mentioned that the costs of these "sets had originally come out 

of the pockets of the old Committee, or that the paopblats had 

been distributed to meet outstanding salary obligations. Evidently 

the hope was that this exposd, added to as account of the 

compromises of the New Organisers from the ti.. of the 'Clerical 

Appeal' onwards, would be enough to yaks British abolitionists 

open their purses to save the Standard. 

The event nhorsd that their hope was wildly opt1018tic. 

Collins was to run up against many obstacles, not the least of dich 

1. Marriott & Qibbons to Aboltionists of Ortat Britain, 
25.9.40, ioo. cit. 
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was his own character. In fact he was entirely the wrong man 

for the job, equalled in tactlesßness only by Garrison, Roger, 

and Wright themselves. His first abolitionist achievement had 

been to discover the 'Clerical Plot' against Garrison while 

he was an undergraduate at Andover. 1 Thereafter he had become 

the General Agent of the saacbusotts Society. Although the 

darling of radical females like the Weston sisters who formed 

its backbone, he was quickly to earn a reputation for unwillingness 

to compromise after his arrival in Britain. 2 its crossed the 

Atlantic with the distinction of having chartered the steamer 

Rhode Island to carry the "boatload of ultraism" to the Annual 

meeting of the American Society, to pack it for Garrison and 

'original abolition', 
3 Teetotal, rigidly anticlerical, and 

pacifist, like most Garrisonians, Collins was also beginning to 

show the social radicalism which later led him into Owenite 

experiments at Skaneateles and the editorship of The Coaununitist 

and the Social Pioneer and Harald of Progress. 4 Although he never 

publicly expressed his socialist principles in Britain, the accounts 

1, There is no biography or even useful sketch of Collins, apart 
from a short article in the D. A. D. Sea Thomas, The Liberator, p. 312. 

2, A. W, Weston to D, Weston, 8.3.39, Weston Papers; D. Weston to 
A. W. Weston, 17.3.30, ibid.; D. Weston to A. W. Weston, 3.5.30, 
ibid. = Webb to Garrison 30.5.41, in Liberator, 35.6.41. 

3, Thomas, op. cit., p. 290; Nye, Garrison and the Humanitarian 
Reformars, p *123; Filler, op. cit., p, 133, 

4. Skaneateles, 1843, and Boston, 1844, respectively - 
microfilm copies in Columbia University Library. - See 
L. 3. Cross, The Burned Over District (Ithaca, 1950), p. 332. 
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of his ieettuga at Glasgow, Ipswich, and elsewhere sham a 

sympathy with the Dritish labour movei*nt, hardly acceptable ar009 

the solid adddl" class philanthropists from whom he hoped to 

raise money. 
1 Some remarkable letters of his to Elizabeth Pease 

show just har near to socialism his sophisticated assessment of 

British society went. After boarding ship at Liverpool, he 

wrote assuring her that the slavery of her countrymen "has all..... 

grown out of the system of exchange, by which one class of tan 

can secure the fruits of the poor laborer without retureiag bin 

an equivalent. " 2P 
unably Collins' private correspondence 

to Miss Pease remained private, but attitudes of this sort can 

hardly have escaped the prosperous men on whom he called in his 

search for funds, and bis chances of success must have been proportion- 

ately xeduced. Indeed his stated opinion was that to remain silent 

about British oppression was to retard the principles of abolition. 

Again, the course of his visit was to show bow much the bitterness 

of Collins' language antagonised British abolitionists. Even 

Thompson came to be critical of the missionary's ineptitude as a 
3 

debater and public speaker, 

Apart from Collins' own shortcomings, Garrison's plan to raise 

British money to replace the Emancipator would have ! aced overwhelming 

i. Extract from ßlaaeoa Saturday Post, n. d., in Liberator, 
58.5.411 "Address of the Working es of Glasgow to o"lin A. 
Collins, $aq. ", ibid. = Extracts trog Ipswich Express, 5.1.41, 
in Liberator, 30.1.41,6.3.41. 

I 
2. Collins to U. Posss$ 4.7.43, Garrison Papers. See also 

Collins to 1. Messe, 16.8.41, ibid. 

3. Collins to Garrison, 27,12.40, Garrison Papers; Thompson to 
Webb, 8.2.41, ibid.; H. Oairdner to Collins, 20.4.41; ibid.; 
J. Sutton to Coins., 27,5.41, ibid. 
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handicaps. Tb* request for funds could not have been Dads 

at s norsb time, For one thing, the World's Convention had 

left most British abolitionists in no condition to help Colliis. 

A reaction into comparative apathy was bound to succeed the high 

pitch of excitement it had demanded. Apart from this, the 

financial strain of delegates' trips to Landon must have been 

great. Again, demands on British abolitionists i diately 

before Collins' arrival had been unusually high, siost of the 

men he approached were eager to remind him. Apart from the 

collections made by local societies, for the successive visits 

of the touring American delegates, a highly successful killing 

had been made by Dawes and Keep of the Oberlin fund-raising mission - 

in Bristol alone they had collected give hundred guineas. 
l 

Finally, a large part of the attention which might haw been given 

to Collins ras no- beug diverted to the fashionable cause of 

British India reform.. It was particularly attrabtlae as for as 

prospective Qarrisonians were concerned, because of Thompson's 

involvement in campaigning for the British India Society. Apart 

from the smaller fry, Thompson himself, even if he had t+at been 

beginning to show signs of balking at the nor* outrageous 'extraneous 

issues', would have been unable to justify the hopes placed in him 

by Garrison because of the amount of work he was doing for the 

British India Society. 
2 There was to be no full.. hrartod support 

1. Collins to (? 1,26.11.40, ibid. I Estlin to Webb, 
Chapman, 13.11.45, Weston i'epers. 

2. S. Pease to Co&lias. 24.12.40, Garrison Papers; 
Thompson to Collinag 3.3.41, ibid. 
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from Thomson. One of the many criticisms which Collins later 

asdi of British abolitionists was that Thompson was "in his 

nature timid and compromising, " I 

Add. d to the current poltttcel excitement over the Corn 

Laws and the Charter, these drawbacks would have made Collins' 

chances of success slim, even without the suspicion of heterodox 

views on the Sabbath, women, and political authority. This was 

carefully fostered by Scobls and Sturgis during the course of 

Collins' stay. Indeed most American abolitionists apart from 

Garrison could sae bow hopeless the British prospects were. 

Collins was given bis credentials by the Executive Committee of the 

American Society on 25th Septembers but they were Committee 

credentials and nothing more. None of the ordinary members or 

provincial societies were consulted or informed about the decision 

to send bim. Ivan within the Cossittea, there was dissension. 

Charles Burleigh, the Secretary of Foreign Correspondence, who 

composed Collins' credentials as an official duty, was unconvinced 

of the value of the mission. After writing the letter to the 

Abolitionists of Great Britain, he wrote that he would not authorise 

his name to be appended to it at all, if this aas to imply any 

approbation. of the plan of sending Collins abroad. 
3 Personally 

hsi*aisted that "I entirely disapprove of the whole plan.,,,. I do 

not wish to convey the impression t6 any body that I think Well of 

the Bissios. " No finally remarked that he was unsure whether the 

1. Collins to Garrison, 27.12.40, ibid. 

2. Charles Marriott i J. B. Gibbons to the Abolitionists of 
Great Britain, 25.9.40, loc. oit. 

3. C*C. Burleigh to J. S. Gibbons, 26.9.40, Garrison Papers. 
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president should sign the credentials for the society, since 

the Society members would probably be unw*lling to support Iwo. 

Hurleigh also warned Mrs. Chapman that the Philadelphia faction 

beaded by Mrs. Mott and J. Miller McKim agreed with him about 

the Committee action being highhanded, "especially considering 

that we have objected to the old Coaatt$cto for having at Lises 

taken too much upon th as. lres. " As for his homes state of Rhode 

Islands he knew of no abolitionists who would approve of the 

plan, "twhile most decidedly disapprove. " I' Ivan the ruap of 

the national society had no voice in Collins' mission, which 

in the last resort was sanctioned only by the Committee directly 

under Garrison's control. In Massachusetts, the secret of Collins' 

departure was so well kept, even from the Weston sisters, that 

the rank and file were riven no chance to dissent from what was In 

effect Oarrisou's decision. 
2 

]Ma Garrison hisself seem to have 

had occasional doubts about the decision. When he wrote to 

eulogise Collins to Elisabeth Pease, he felt obliged to explain 

the appalling straits into which the "original society", had fallen, 

and assure her that before sending Collins "we have.... strained 

every nerve to support ourselves. ", He was aware of the obstacles 

to Success in Britain, especially "the new organisation spirit among 

you", and had carefully warned Collins stammt them. 3 Later he 

1. C. C. Burleigh to Y. W. Chapman, n. d., Weston Papers. 

2. Speech of Rev. Nathaniel Colver at Massachusetts Anti"Slavery 
society Anniversary Meeting, in Liberator, 12.2.41. Apart from 
the letter to Mrs. Chapman mentions a vex there is no reference 
to Collins trip in the Weston Papers until letters trogt Collins 
himself began arriving in September 1840. 

3. Garrison to E. Pease, 30.9.40, Garrison Papers. 
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wrote to Darlington that ~........ nothing but the extreme 

exigency of the case. ...... would have reconciled me to 

his going to England for the purpose of procuring pecuniary 

aid. " 1 

This doubts of Msriaan abolitionists about the Collins' 

mission soon sank into insignificance beside the pessimism 

revealed by their British ayspathisers, After linking up with 

Remond, who had now recovered and named from Glasgow to London, 

be set up headquarters with him in a lodging house in Southwark. 

Until February, 1841, he was to rennin there apart from a discouraging 

visit to Edinburgh in late November. Thereafter, until his 

departure on July 4th, he spent his time among the radicals in 

Glasgow, Dublin, and Manchester, causing controversy which not 

British abolitionists in two camps wherever he went. The 

excellently documented division of the Glasgow Emancipation Society 

at this time is symptomatic of the disunity produced in the whole 

British movement by his visit, 
2 In fact the opening mo$bhs in the 

capital set the tose of disappointment for the whole Collins mission. 

Collins' sensitive nose for sectarianism was quick to tell hing 

that the majority of British abolitionists was as such dosinated by 

conservative tears and love of status as the 'disorganisers' at how. 

In tact as he wrote to Garrison, satisfactory attitudes to freedom 

were even lees likely to be found in Britain, where the whole system 

of govern sut was, "s vast and complicated system of slavery. " 

1. Garrison to 3. Pr*s", 1.12.40, ibid. 

Z. Bee below, pp.. tPUkf f 

/ 
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His experience of English industrial conditions was already 

beginning to push his towards-his experiments at Skaneateles. 

No had quickly realised that English society was based on the 

success of the possessing class in stealing the labourers' 

property in the fruits of their own labour. As for the B. F. A, 3. S., 

he had become convinced that their having Scoble, ßirney, and 

Stanton tour the country was simply aimed at fostering the belief 

that "the new organisation movement represents the sumaum bonun 

of genuine freedom, and that old organisation, of the Garrison 

school, is the climax of absurdities, " =A 
month later, he had 

become convinced that the British denominations were as much steeped 

in New Organisation, or pro-slavery, sectarianism, as their American 

counterparts - 

"The abolitionists I have met with, have been 
laced up in sectarian jackets, and screwed up 
like the bride in the ballroom, unable to step 
to the music. This country is all opposed to 
negro slavery, and it oust be abolished by the 
square and compass. It must be done.... without 
removing the dead carcass of a Quaker, Methodist, 
Baptist, atme i! perchance they stand upon freedom's 
track. The car must stop, or go 

found...... New Organisation is the panacea. " 

In the last resort, however, such conservatism was a cross 

which an ultra like Collins might have expected to bear. The real 

disappointment ras that not even the most extreme British abolitionists 

showed any enthusiasm for helping him in rousing the nation. 

Considering he seems to have made no attempts to hide the socially 

1. Collins to Garrison, 27.12.40, Garrison Fapors. 

2. Collins to Webb (? ), 28.1.41, ibid. 

/ 

ý, 
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alarming aspects of his own radicalise, this is hardly 

surprising. But they were also acutely swore of the disadvantages 

of trying to raise money at this time. Harriet Martineau, for 

instance, initially told Collins frankly that she did not wish 

to approach her friends for more assistance, in view of the 

way in which they had responded to her appeal for the Oberlin 

delegation. This was all the more so in view of the current need for 

energy in fund-raising on behalf of the British poor. she also 

jilt "certain that ...... an appeal like this, following upon their 

late liberal charity, would.... alienate then entirely from a cause 

wh:, -% they regard already as degraded by quarrels. " yinally, 

Miss Martineau rather unkindly pointed out that it was unlikely 

the cause would perish for want of a single newspaper. 
I 

Even in 

the O. E. $., 3Mal took a similar standpoint of kind apathy, on the 

sane ground that recent appeals to abolitionist generosity made 

a good response to Collins' demands unlikely. Even the two figures 

who were to be his staunchest defenders outside Glasgow, Richard D. 

Webb and Elisabeth Pease, wrote that although they would do all in 

their power to raise money, their hopes of success were low. 

Both were again aware of the apathy following the campaign of 

Dawes and Keep, while Miss Pisse also pointed to the involvement 

of the public in political issues at home. 2 

Thus on the one hand Collins' chances of success were to suffer 

from unsuitability of his own character and lack of a clear mandate 

1. H. Martineau to Collins, 0.11.40, ibid. 

2.3Mal to Collins, 10.11.40, ibid. 1 Webb to Collins, 7.1.41y 
"ibid;; S. Poses to Colliust- . 11.40, ibid.; B. Prass 
to Oällins, 6.12.40, ibid. 
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from America, and on the other from the peculiarly unpromising 

British situation. The pessimism of the handful of British 

Garrisonisns and his own complaints about the Now Organisation 

tainted British abolitionism was borne out byn: the failure of his 

early efforts in London. Thomas Powell Buxton, for instance, 

was able to plead that his time and money were entirely devoted 

to the African Civilization Society, and only gave Collins ten pounds 

on the written understanding that his sun should not be used in 

making future applications. 
i A kind letter from firs. Rill of 

Edinburgh, Rmland Bill's minter-in-law, enclosing five pounds, 

gat* several introductions which caw to nothing. 
2, Hopes of 

seeing Sir Charles Forbes, President of the British India Society,; 

and of approaching the Duchess of Sutherland, lik. wiso serer bore 

fruit. Certainly saswl Burney and Thomas $turge, probably out 

of personal distrust of the Broad Street Comaittee, subscribed 

fifty pounds each, but beyond this there was little positive response 

from London, 3 

The that excursion Collins and Raroad aids to the provinces 

were it anything even leer eosouraging. At the beginning of Bauembryo 

encouraged by More Tbo psont Co111as went north to stay with his 

in bis cotter at Duncan street, Newington. He went so for an to 

approach the edinbwrsh Emancipation Society Comesittes, and try to 

1. Collisu to (? ), 26.11.40, ibid.; Collins to E. Pease, 4.12.40, 
ibid. S Collins to N. pear-' -#x. 19.40, ibid. 

2. Collins to S. Hesse, 4.12.40, loc. cit. 

3. Thompson to Sir C. Forbes, 22 11.40, Garrison Papers; 
Thompson to (? ), 22,11.40, ibid.; Collins to Garrison, 27.12.40, 
ibid. ý"' 
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eaveigle Capta n Charles Stuart into a discussion of the 

American divisions in front of the Committee. Stuart initially 

quibbled about the rules of their debate, and subsequently left 

Scotland. Collins returned to London in disgustg leaving the 

winds of the members of the R. M. still''pb-isoned" by the 

previous talks of Hirney, Stanton, and Scoble. i 

lurthsr attempts to stir up interest outside London were 

equally unsuccessful. In spite of the Edinburgh adtback, Collins 

and Remond decided, at the end of December$ to make the pilgrimage 

to Ipswich to try to enlist the aid of Thomas Clarkson, now 

intermittently senile but still the father-figure of British and 

indeed Atlantic abolition. On their arrival Mrs. Clarkson refused 

them an interview. The local ex-coloniaationist Friend, R. D. 

Alexander wrote begging then not to trouble the old man with 

discussion of the upsetting divisions in the movement. On insisting, 

the two Americans were invited to dinner at Playford Hall, only 

to find that every allusion to the schism prompted Clarkson to an 

attack on "the great evils which would necessarily `row out of the 

destruction of the sabbath and of religion. He would also speak 

of the dangerous influence of Oweniss. " 2 
It may have consoled 

Collins to conclude that others had had the old man's ear before 

Rewaod and hei "nd'that "hie mied had been entirely preoccupied 

1. J. A. Collins, Right and Wrong woos the Abolitionists, pp. 70-73; 
Collins to Stuart, 8,11.40p Garrison Papers; Stuart-to Collins, 8.11.40, 
ibid. f Collins to LW. Chapwun, 3.12.40, Weston Papers. 

2, Collins to Garrison, 1.1.41, Garrison Papers; Collins to Mrs. 
Clarkson, 28.12,40, ibid. Collins' interchange of notes with 
R. D. Alexander is printed in Liberator, 30.1.41. Sei also 
Tenth Annual Report of the Boar o angers of the Massachusetts 
Anti-Slavery Soclety# Present an. 260 1842 stop, , 
pp" 47-60* 
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with the old cry.... of your [Garrison's] desire to subvert 

the State r&,, to prostrate all religion. " However, the 

awkward tact was that there was to be no endorsement from the 

most revered abolitionist in Britain. l Two highly successful 

meetings in Ipswich Town Hall taust have done something to restore 

Collins' confidence, but held out no hope for future success 

among middle class abolitionists. Order could only be kept by 

converting the meetings into what amounted to Chartist rallies. 

No Ipswich clergyman attended expept. predictably, the local 

Unitarian pastor, a Rev. Mr. Thomas. 2 

The final excursion from London made by the two Gartisonians 

was even more disastrous. The town chosen on this occasion, 

was Darlington. Although no one in Britain was to give him a 

fraction of the help which came fron Miss Pease, the general 

Darlington response to Collins' attempts to 'old organise' it 

was a complete defeat for the ßarrisoniana. After carefully 

preparing a resolution "censuring the London junta", Collins and 

Remond had the humiliating experience of seeing the meeting captured 

by local Now Organisation abolitionists. Their final resolution 

was to adjourn the meeting on the grounds that there was "no 

representative of the London interest present". 
3 By the end of 

January, then, Collins' attempts to raise money and convert British 

abolitionists to Garrisonian principles had not with nothing but 

_I r 

1. Collins to Garrison, k. 1.41, loc. cit. 

2. Extracts from Ipswich Express, 5.1.41, in Liberator, 30.7.41, 
6.8.41. Taking over middle class reform Knee tos for their 
own purposes was a method widely used by the Chartists, with 
particular success in Scotland. See Wright, Scottish Chartiss, 
p;. 80; London Patriot, 13.1.40; Scottish Guardian, i 
Scotsaant12.3.41. '-" Abolitionist fleet ngs were not orouna to this 
form o action. - t. 

3. Collins to Webb, 28.1.41. e. f. account in Tenth Annual Report oi.... " 
Mass. A. 8. Society, pp. 45,47. 
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disappointRsut, both at the level of personal approaches and in 

the attempts to support the Old Organisation case in public 

Meetings. Collins' early ineffectiveness, however, did not 

prevent his splitting the British anti-slavery movement In two 

during the spring and suer of 1841. 

The reasons for Collins' having such an enormous effect 

on the movement seen to be two. First, in spite of all his 

disadvantages, Collins' influence was increased out of all 

proportion by a single advantage, the friendship and assistance 

of the influential Miss Elisabeth Pease. Secondly, it Must be 

emphasised that the two groups of British abolitionists were set 

against one another in the later stakes of the visit, not by 

Collins' influence in itself, but by their response to the moral 

terms in which his appeals for support were framed. His eventual 

decision to approach the ß. F. A. S. S. directly to ask for endorsement 

meant that they had to come down for or against the case he was putting 

forward in pleading for funds elsewhere. Since this case was 

based on the premise that a crime had been committed by the Tappan 

faction, the Broad Street cheiae Was essentially a moral one. 

In terms of the Emancipator transfer and the manoeuvres which were 

said to have accompanied it, the *u. stion was no longer which group 

had adopted the most acceptable abolitionist tactics, but -which 

groupp was criminal and which was not. The possibility of some 

form of compromise on a middle ground, even in Britain, had gone* 

The B. F. A. 8. S. refused to support Collins, implicit&#; coodemniug his 

standpoint by doing so. Most English societies followed its lead. 

The Dublin one, on the other hand, accepted Collins' case. The 

Glasgow Society, alter extensive debate, did the same. British 
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abolitionist societies thus took different attitudes to the 

controversy over the acceptance or rejection of Collins. 

The detailed evidence available on the G. M. split with the 

London Society, and its internal divisions, suggests that this 

division was not solely the product of past rivalries and the tensions 

which had become evident at the World's Convention. The crucial 

point in Glasgow and elsewhere was that with an argument stated 

in Collins' terms of right or wrong, a case had finally arisen 

where it was no longer possible for men taking different standpoints 

to cooperate in the same movement or the same societies. Previous 

differences in opinion, even with differing backgrounds between 

English and Scottish abolitionist% did not split the British anti- 

slavery movement. Collins' mission did, because he was prepared 

to bring moral as opposed to tactical accusations against the wing 

of the American movement opposed to his own. It was because of this 

that British abolitionists, already differing in opinions, now 

felt forced to accept or reject cooperation with one American 

faction or the other. The Collins mission produced schisms on this 

side of the Atlantic out of all proportion to his earlier ineffectiveness 

in London. 

Without Miss Posse's help, Collins' campaign might well have been 

given up after his failure to raise enthusiasm in Darlington. Collins 

was remarkably fortunate in arriving in Britain at a time when she 

had newly emerged as one of the more energetic of Garrison's devotees 

in the British movement , and before sie out dawn on her anti-slavery 

work after the death of her father early in 1846. Joseph Pease 

and his brother Edward, 'the father of the railways', both of them 

Friends, had originally worked a substantial wool business in Darlington, 
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but Blisabeth'a father had retired as a merchant in early middle 

age. 
1 Thereafter, prost of his energy seem to have been expended 

in reform movements. In fact hiss Pease must have been familiar 

with anti-slavery ideas since childhood. Her father had been 

prominent in the 1833 campaign, and had developed advanced views 

on American slavery at an early stage. In the year of the 

Emancipation Act, he had Invited Cresson to his house at Feethaas 

to try to couverj his from coloni$ationiat ideas. 2 He had been 

involved in the campaign to shorten the West Iddian apprenticeship, 

but by the late thirties his interest was focussed aleost exclusively 

on British India. This is not to may that he or his family had 

lost eight of the Negro, since it could be argued that the practical 

way to end American slavery was to undercut its produce by promoting 

free agriculture in ladle. 
3 Thompson, for instance, once asked a 

G. E. S. Anniversary why they should"leave freemen famishing by millions 

on the banks of the Ganges and the Juana, that you may steal men 

from the banks of the Gambia or the St. Marys, and lash then to 

their bated task on the banks of the Mississippi or the Potomac. " 4 

1. There are sketches of both Pease br"ithers In the D. N. B. 
There is no modern biography of Joseph Pease. Tb. moat 
informative work on the family is J. R. Bell, British Folks 
and British India Fifty Years Ago: Joseph Pease and his 
Qon eaporar es (London, 1891), See also S en, Quakers in 
Cowuar0s, pp. 42-59. The family developed marriage ties 
the ackhouses and the Gurneys. Joseph Pease, the first Quaker M. P., 
was the son of Edward Pease, and Elizabeth's cousin. Sec dice 
A. M. 5+o.. lwrt, £il, z*bti6 Pc*ce ttic&a/ (to�deNý lý'ýý 

2. J. ä. Bell, op. cit., p. 8. 

3.0.1.8. Reports, 1839, pp. 60-671 W. Phillips to Thompson, ? July, 
1819, Garrison Papers, 

4. G. I. S. Reports, 1839, p. 65. Thompson"s ideas on India are beat 
summed up in his wi ely". oirculated 8i: Lectures on British India, - 
published in a nu*or of editions " ter 1940. 
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American abolitionists were Just as alive to the importance of 

the interest Pease was stirring up over India. Resond spoke 

extensively on India while in Britain, while Phillips' response 

to news of the formation of the British India society was to write 

enthusiastically of "the impulse that this new development of 

England's poorer will give the Anti-Slavery cause in America. " 1 

In either case, whether because of his early American interests, 

because of tree trade views, or because of simple benevolence towards 

India, Elizabeth Posse's father aided in forming the British India 

Society. Its other leaders were Sir Charles Forbes, Montgomery 

Martin, the Irish Hose Ruler, and Thompsons the Society's first 

agent. Pease lobbied for British India reform at the World's 

Convention of 1840. He was still one of the leaders of the Society 

when Indian slavery was legally abolished in November 1843,2 

Denoted to her father as she was - she was prostrated for several 
3 

years by his death, - Elisabeth Posse could hardly have avoided 

1. Phillips to Thompson, July, 1839, Garrison Papers; Liberator, 
4.0.40,25.9.40,13.11.401 extract from Port of Tyne fIöt 
n. d., in Liberator, 14.5.415 Speech of Professor as at 
Masssahuse s. Soc. AnniVsrsary, 18$0, roprintsd in 
Eighth Annual Report.... of the Massachusetts A. S. Society 

son; 1840), appendix, pp, sxL-xxii; "also- ee a so . Davis 
to E. Pease, 28.12.39, Garrison Papers; Garrison to E. Pease,, 
1.9.400 ibid. 

2. J. B. Bell, op. cit., pp. 17.41 and passia# An account of 
the lormatioo-n-orthe British India Sac ety is printed in 
Q. E. S. Annual Reports, 1839, pp, Olff; 'Lucretia Mott"s 
Mary ,# entry for 10.6.43. 

3. E. Pease to E. Nesll Gap, 29.1.48, Gay Papers, 
Columbia University Library. 

IV 
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enthusiasm over abolitionism. Nonetheless, it was only in 

her thirties that she became personally prouluent In the movement. 

She organised a Woman's Abolition Society in Darlington in 1831, 

and was responsible for an Address to the Women of England on 

apprenticeship. After 1838, she devoted such of her attention 

to American slavery, although she also acted as her father's 

secretary in his Indian work, 
1 At one stage she warned Collins 

that her first commitment was to the British India cause . "my 

heart is paraaountly in it r& I feel assured, that in aiding it, 

we are helping the poor slave, infinitely more effectively than 

in any other nay. " 2 However, she continued to put extraordinary 

efforts into working for the American abolitionists from 1839 until 

her father's death. Part of the reason for her absorption in good 

causes y have been a growing fooling that she was past the age 

when marriage could reaspoably be expected. 
3 Again, 1839 now 

the beginning of her close friendship with Wendell and Ann Phillips, 

with whom she corresponded regularly after their return to America%. 4 

At the Yearly Meeting of the seas year, she attempted to interest 

British Friends in denouncing American Quhker practices in relation 

1. Tolles fed. ), 'Lucretia Mott*s Diary'., p. 23a. 1 Dell$ op. cit., 
p"9. 

2. z. Pease, to Collins, 23.3.41, Garrison Papers. 

3. She was thirty-two in 1839. 

4. A. Phillips to N. V. Chapaau, 30.7.39, Weston Papers; 
Bell, op. cit., p. 69.; 0. Sherwin, Prophet of Liberty. 

S), The Life a Times of Wendell Phillips ew York, 19 
p, 116s pa long letters to Miss Pease are preserved 
along weth the rest of her abolitionist correspondence, 
with the Garrison Papers. 
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to slavery, Later the saoayoawly published a" series of 

letters fron Richard Bassett of Lynn, Massachusetts, tailing 

of bis disom ent by the Society, and incidentally szporiig 

quaker cowprowises over the Negro. i Sbs Went to London with 

bar father for the Yorid'" convention, where she not the 

Garrisonien leaders through Wendell and Ann Phillips and George 

Thompson. She struck Mrs, Mott as being a "fine, noble looking 

girl, " but also impressed her, presumably uniavourb ly, by 

s tendsooy to talk "orthodoxy. " 2 Apart fron hir fri. adahip 

with Thospion and the Phillipsss, Old and Now Organisation 

contacts hsd tried to influence her before the Convention. 3 

By the time it was over, her preference for Garrison gras complete. 
4 

Thompson could write that she seemed "quite in love with T. L. O. " 

Like Webb, she seen to have been glad that Garrison had been 

rejected by the D. F. A. B. B. Committee, so that provincials like 

herself could fraternise with him at the expense of Loodoit leaders. 

Later she wrote that "`hanks to nose who have barely taken his 

by the band..... I have been privileged with a such larger share of bis 

1. Be Passv to LW. ChspaWo, 23.4.40, Weston Papers; 
(E. Aerie, (ed. )) Society of Friends In the United States; 
their Vi.. on the Anti-Slaver-v at on and are 

Correspondence sr on, The copy In the Widener 
Crary has IIOT PteLISZID)" in bold type above the title. 

The originals of Bassett's letters are now in Boston. 

2. 'Lucretia Nott's Diary', entry for 6.6.40. 

3. A. Phillips to K. Y. Chapman, 30.7.39, loo. cit.; 
LV. 3011 to 8. Pease, 6.5.40,0arriso s. 

4. Thw soa to Webb, 9.8.40, ibid. 
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company than I over dared to anticipate would fall to my lot. " 1 

Her friendships and background, then, apart from a personal 

dislike of compromise evident throughout her life, left Elizabeth 

Pease sympathetic to the Garrisonians. She threw herself into 

working in Collins' support, now convinced, like the Garrisonians, 

that the choice of sides was not a question of preference but one 

of moral duty. She was also influenced by a personal liking for 

Collins and a common feeling with him over working class movements. 

She shared bis attitude to the Chartists and saw suffrage reform 

as being central to all others. Once she wrote to Phillips that 

"it is to class legislation that nearly all the evils which affect 

1: 01, At Britain,... Is [sic] to be attributed and so long as this 

hydra-headed monster is suffered to remain, it is vain to strike 

off one of its hoods ..... in the shape of Corn Laws, Monopoly, 

union of church and state of aught else. " 2 
It is hard to see 

how Collins could have made any progress at all without her daily 

correspondence with him, and the trouble she took to recommend 

him to her Quaker acquaintances. The Qarrisonian anti-slavery 

movement in Britain would have been considerably stronger if this 

remarkable Friend had gone on supporting it as she did during 

Collins' mission. After his departure, she continued to assist 

Garrisonian visitors, particularly Henry C. Wright. 3 But the really 

active period of her anti-slavery career ended in 1846. Joseph 

1. E. Pease to LW. Chapman, 17.7.40, Weston Papers. 

2. E. Pass* to Phillips, 29.9.42, Garrison Papers. 
See also E. Pease to A. W. Weston, 30.12.41, Weston Papers. 

3. E. Pease to A. W. Weston, 27.1.44, Weston Papers. 
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Pease died early that year, and bis daughter spent the next 

two years is sickness and convalescence of her own, 
I During 

Garrisons 1846 visit, she was unable to give him any assistance. 
2 

The link between this period of her life and the history of the 

Scottish Oarrisonians, is that part of her convalescence ras 

spent in Edinburgh with her friends Jans and Eliza Wigham. 
3 

Her anti-slavery activity here was confined to helping the 

Edinburgh preparations for the Boston Bazaar run annually by Mrs. 

Chapaan, but her Scottish- connection was'maintained for the rest 

of her life. In 1833, while at a water cure, she met John Pringle 

Nichol, the Professor of Astronomy at Glasgow. She married him 

in the same year, accepting disownment by the Society of Friends 

to do so. 
4 She was one of the few active fends ßarriaonians 

remaining in Glasgow during her stay there, and joined Mrs. Wighan 

and her stepdaughter in leading the Edinburgh Ladies Eaancipation 

Society after her huebandi`de : rfo. ced"ýhcrr+o . ie+ýýc: the 'Sfeºtgoº;, ` '_ , 

observatory. 
6 

She remained in Edinburgh ams after his death, 

although he never seems to have played anything more than a secondary 

part in her life. After a short visit to Dublin in l8ä7, Webb 

1. S. Passe to N. Neall Gay, 29.1.48, loc. cit. 

2. Garrison to H. H. Garrison, 11.8.46, Garrison Papers. 

3. ý. Prase to Garrison, 12.11.48, Garrison Papers. 

4. Phillips to W. bb, 1.6.53, ibid. 

3. Eliza Wigha* to A. V. Weston, 26.1.37, Weston Papers. 
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recorded that she was "as staunch and true and oponheartad as ever", 

but could only describe Professor Nichol as "passable". I Attar 

the Civil War, Mrs. Nichol bscaas president of the Ladios' 

8aancipation society in the final phase of its existence, 
2 In 

fact Elizabeth Pease Nichol, Jane Basal Wigbaa, Eliza Wigban, 

and Priscilla Bright Maalaren, John Bright's daughter and Duncan 

Maclaren's wife, the four ex-Garrisoniana, were still leading 

figure. of Edinburgh female reform in the 1870'.. $ Bell notes 

that this idea of writing his book about the Peas" circle was first 

put forward at a meeting in Uras Nicholls house, at which Urs. 

a 
Maclaran was present. 

An average of two letters per day written by Miss Pecae on 

Collins' behalf is preserved in the Boston Public Library collection 

alone. Her support must have been all the more effective because 

of the status attached to the none of her father in abolitionist 

circles. Unfortunately her contacts were mostly ienales without 

control over antislavery societies, but nevertheless their support 

was one of the few pieces of enoourageant Collins received until 

his now to Glasgow in February, Harriet Martineau, for instance, 

in spite of soss wo*ries about the basis of Collins' accusations, 

allowed her usw and work to be ua+ad on behalf of the Garrisoniana. 5 

1. Webb to M. M. Chop meng 24.7.570 Weston Papers. 

2. Annual Report of the Edinburgh Ladies Enanoipation Society, 
a8 et , to the Anti-Slavery Events and Co tion of j he 
Freemen (Edinburgh, IM), At s point its principal 
interest was Freedman'a Aid. ! 't- 

3. Eliza Wigham; a Briet Memorial. , ated and Revised from the 
"Annual donator-. t on, 1901), p. 11, 

4. J. B. Bell, op. cit., p. 2. 

S. U. Uartineau, introduction to Collins, op. cit.; 11. Martineau to 
Collins, 20.2.41. Garrison Papers. 

,4 
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Ann. Knight, the Chelmsford Friend who later became a plower 

British feminist, was also prepared to give her support to 

Collins. Harriet Gairdnsr of Edinburgh and Mary A. Rawson of 

Sheffield indicated their sympathy for him, although wither 

was in a position to have extensive influence. 1 Julis Smith 

of Norwich, another of Miss Martineau's friends, was also helpful 

until put off by Collins' artificial expansion of the list of 

subscribers to his later pamphist. 
a 

Baraa with Miss Posse's helps however, it is unlikely that 

Collins' ni, rnlon would have had so divisive an effect it he had 

not produced a situation whore British abolitionists mere forced 

to come out for or against him. It was during his stay in London 

that the issue required to crystallise existing ditieransts into 

formal disunion emerged. Remond and Collins continued their attempts 

to find influential contacts) until disnourapasnt led , Collins into 

the deliberate decision of forcing the 8.7. A. 8.8. to accept or reject 

the Oarrisonian rccusations. 
3 

Collins' first awntbs in this country 

had boom disappointing in the tutraas, His partnership with Remond 

i. H. 4airdner to Collins, 10.12.40,13.3.41, Garrison Paperss 
Y. A. Rawson to E. Pesse(? ), 5.2.41, ibid.; S. Pease to Collins 
13.3.41, ibid.; Yrs. Rawson had been Coerted to towiperanoe by 
Garrison in 1840, after the Convention, when be visited her in 
Sheffield - see Toliss, (ed. ), op. cit., p. 38, n. 3. Yrs. Oairdnar 
was a friend of Yrs. George Thorpion, but does not appear prominently 
at any point in the history of the anti-slavery movement other than 
the Collins mission. 

2. E. Jaass to Collins, 8.4.41, Garrison Papers. 

3. Collins to 1. Pease, 8.13.40, ibid.; Collins to Garrison, 
37.12.40g ibid. """" 
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soon proved unsatisfactory. Temperamentally, the two men 

were ill-suited to one another. By December Collins was writing 

to Miss Pease that she should not worry about Remond's doubts 

about his (Collins') health "as he is of a slothful temperament 

and he cannot conceive how an individual is capable of perfosrsing 

treble the labor to himself. " 1 Although the two man lived together 

in Southwark, and ostensibly worked for the same ends, their 

attitudes to the priorities of reform were widely different. An 

open quarrel between them was in progress by February, 1841, 

after which they agreed to work separately. Thompson sent the 

news of the disagreement to Webb accompanied by a denunciation of 

Collins' ineptitude in public. 
2 Webb summed up the difference 

after Collins had returned when he wrote that the reason why Remond 

had managed to collect more money in Ireland than Collins was that 

apart from his colour, manners, and charm "He had great tact and 

discretion. Collins has neither the one nor the other ..... no one, 

(not even himself) could comprehend his crotchets. " 3 It is true 

that Collins was the only Garrisonian apart from Douglass whom Webb 

ever brought himself to dislike. Nevertheless, the simple difference 

between Remond and Collins is that where one was prepared to come 

to terms with British abolitionists at their own relatively 

conservative level, the other refused to do so, Instead Collins 

1. Collins to I. Pease, 8.12,400 Ibid. 

2. Thompson to Webb, 8.2.41, ibid. 

3. "Jottings for Maria Weston Chapman, to be 
used in the Anti-Slavery Standard, but signed, 
addressed and dated as Wo to bt. . Chapman, 22.2.42, 
Garrison Papers. 
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insisted on preaching views advanced far beyond the general stream 

of middle class reform in Britain. on occasion Remond assured 

his correspondents that he did not share all Garrison's views, 

which was something Collins could never do. 1 In fact Remond had 

traditional ideas which even made it possible to come to terms 

with New Organisation British leaders. The chances of fruitful 

cooperation between these two men were low. Indeed Collins made 

his greatest impact on the British movement after they had separated 

and Remond was working with equal success in his own way in the 

Midlands and Ireland. 

Finditsg Remond no unsatisfactory an ally aas not the only 

problem which faced Collins during his stay in London. By the 

and of November, he was already homesick and greatly discouraged 

by his negative reception. He had called at Broad Street to put 

his case, only to find Sturge "cold and distant". Scoble, on the 

other hand, was surprisingly pleasant, and offered him the double- 

edged compliment of a complete set of B. F. A. S. S. publications. 
a 

By this point, in spite of Liss Pease's constant help, it must have 

been clear that nothing was to be gained by continuing along the lines 

which had already been tried. For someone of Collins' active 

temperament, being stuck with the thankless work of making constantly 

enubbad calls must have been intolerable. By early December any 

alternative seemed attractive. The idea of accosting the B. F. A. S. S. 

Committee, hitherto officially silent on the American divisions in 

1. Remond to It, Allen, 7.1.41, Bod. Brit. Emp. Mse. S. 18, 

ci54/202. 
2. Collins to ?, 26.11.40, Garrison Papers; Collins 

to E. Pease, 4.12.40, ibid. i 
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general, to force theta to take one standpoint or another, was 

first suggested by Thomas Sturge, a substantial Southwark shipowner 

with a marked distrust of the Broad Street leaders including his 

brother Joseph. 1 Up to this time, Collins and Remond had made 

no mention of the division in the American movement in their public 

appeals for funds. 2 Collins at once become enthusiastic about 

Sturge's plan. If the Committee refused their support, his intention 

was to ask them if their refusal was duo to the female delegates 

having been sent to the Convention. The day after dining with 

Sturge, after drafting his letter to Brad Street, Collins wrote 

to miss Pease that forcing the issue in this way would at least 

"give me an opportunity to get the subject of division before the 

committee etc. " He was to see Thomas Sturgo again that evening 

to discuss the text of the letter. 
3 

Two drafts of his letter 

have been preserved, much scored and altered and evidently composed 

with some care. 
4 The final version was sent off to J. H. Tredgold 

on Docembor 10th. 

In fact the letter of December 10th did not mention the 

divisions in the American movement explicitly. It briefly explained 

Collins' being deputed by the American Anti-Slavery Society due to 

1. Sturge had been a committee member of Buxton's African 
Civilization Society, the aims of which were very much outside 
B. F. A. 8. S. policy. 

2. "Appeal to the Abolitionists of Great Britain", broadsheot, n. d., 
Garrison Papers. 

3. Collins to R. Pen-so, 8.12.40,1oc. ait. 

4. Collins to B. F. A. S. S. committee and J. H. Tredgold, 
10.12.40, drifts in Garrison Papers. 
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its financial difficulties, and suggested that the sum of £2,000 

would enable the Society to carry on its work until the current 

depression eased and its own members were again able to support 

it. He finally insisted that it the B. F. A. S. S. were financially 

unable to make a grant, they should give "an expression of their 

cordial desire for the success of the.... Society. " 1 This letter 

could hardly have been better calculated to produce a situation 

in which Collins could divide British abolitionists for and against 

his opinions whenever he wished. Although the letter itself did 

not mentigt the American divisions,, the credentials to which he 

referred the Committee certainly did ea. 
2 

It must have been clear 

to the Committee that they now had the uncomfortable choice of giving 

support to Collins, or refusing it. In the first case they would 

tacitly appear as champions of the 'extraneous issues'. In the 

second, they would open themselves to a demand for a formal explanation 

of their disassociating themselves from the American Society. The 

consequent playing up of the issues which had led to disunity in 

America together with the new problem of the Emancipator transfer, 

could only lead to parallel disunity in Britain. No Garrisonisn 

on either aids of the Atlantic thought Collins' step a wise one, 

although many were to rally to his support as the controversy grew. 

1. This and all the rest of Collins' correspondence with Tred; old 
was reprinted in Collins, op. cit., Appendix L, pp. 56-59, 
and in Liberator, 5.3.41, =3771. Originals and transcripts 
are preserved in the Garrison Papers, and Rhodes House, Oxford. 
It was also circulated as a broadsheet, printed by J. & J. headman, 
Darlington. There is a copy in the B. P. L. addressed to Smeal and 
Murray on the back. 

2. Marriott and Gibbons to the Abolitionists of Great Britain, 
25.9.40, loc. cit. 
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Even Garrison himself later wroto sadly that applying to the 

London Committee "was an error of judgement..... We supposed 

he would make an appeal to the abolitionists at large, and take 

his chance accordingly. " 1 
Even Thomas Sturg© came to comment 

on Collins' Ignorance of British Abolitionists and the B. F. A. 3.3. 
2 

Committee. But for this ignorance, he would hardly have taken 

Sturge's own advice and precipitated an open schism by sending 

his letter of December 10th. 

The B. F. A. S. S. Committee gained a little time to make a 

decision by sending a courteous note acknowledging Collins' 

letter. 3 In the end, however, they naturally had to refuse 

Collins' request for support. 
4 

Its eventual reply gave no 

encouragement whatsoever to any hopes Collins may have had. 

What he was given was a great deal of room for manoeuvre if he 

wished to force the issue of disagreement tö be exposed in the 

luture. 5 Tredgold stated flatly "whatever the amount of their 

funds, they [the Committee] could not consider themselves entitled 

to dispose of them in the way you desire; so that they feel it 

their duty to decline altogether the consideration of a money grant. " 

1. Garrison to E. Pease, 1.3.41, Garrison Papers, 

2. T. Sturge to LW. Chapman, 5.4.41, Weston Papers. 

3. Tredgold to Collins, 11.12.40, Garrison Papers, reprinted 
in Collins, op. ccit., Appendix b, p. 57; Liberator, loc. cit. 

4, Minutes for 1.1.41,2.1.41, B. F. A. S. S. Minute Booka, 1. 

5. Tredgold to Collins, 2.1.41, Garrison Papers, printed in 
J. A. Collins, op. cit., Appendix L, p. 57; Liberator, loc. cit. 
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Collitt'alternative request for an expression of support for 

the American Society was refused even more decisively. 

"Painful" as they found the decision, the committee had instructed 

Tredgold to any "that the course recently pursued by the American 

Anti-Slavery Society has alienated their confidence. " Actually 

the decision to reply in this way had been made at a Committee 

meeting which had previously heard letters from Colver, attacking 

Garrison and Collins and taking pains to point out the alarming 

views ascribed to the Old QDrganisationists. 1 
But given the 

previous sympathies of the D. F. A. S. S., it is bard to see how 

they could have responded in any other way to Collin's approach. 

Be was now given the opportunity of asking the Committee to explain 

why they had discountenanced the American Anti-Slavery Society. 

Tredgold's reply reached him on the 4th, and he wrote again the 

following day, contrasting the Socöety's pledges to assist the 

victims of slavery and the : 41Tav. trade throughout the world, 

with their statement that they were not "entitled" to give help 

to the American national society. 
2 Ito passed the initiative 

back to Broad Street by demanding that "you will favour me with the 

charges implied in the 'course recently pursued by the American 

Anti-Slavery Society'which has 'alienated' your confidence. " 

Since he received no reply within two days, Collins sent off a 

second note insisting that a special Committee be called to discuss 

1. Minute for 1.1.41, D. F. A. S. S. Minute Books, 1. Colver's 
letters are Colver to Sturge, 30.11.40,1,5.40. Extracts 
are printed in Collins, ep. cit., Appendix A, pp. 45-46, also 
in Liberator, 29.1.41. 

2. Collins $o Tredgold, 5.1.41, printed in Collins, op. cit., 
Appendix L, pp. 57-58; Liberator, loc. cit, 
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his latter, so that he could be relieved from "so painful a 

state of suspense. " 1 After a brief response indicating that 

a meeting was to be held on the 15th, the Committee's real 

reply was finally sent. Tredgold wrote that he was instructed 

"to inform you that the Committee have brought 
no 'charges'. What has been 'alienated' from 
the American Anti-Slavery Society is the 
'confidence' of the Committee in the salutary 
influence of that Society on the Anti-Slavery 
cause since«the division which took place in 
May last: - that cause in the United States 
the Committee now consider as more truly 
represented by the American and Foreign 
Anti-Slavery Society. " 2 

The Broad Street Committee had now been forced to declare 

themselves formally for the A. F. A. S. S. and against the A. A. S. S. 

When Collins began holding public meetings at which he brought 

moral accusations against the American and Foreign Society, and 

the New Organisationists began to bring counter-accusations against 

ßarrison9s American Society, it would be impossible for them to 

avoid involvement. Once they had been manoeuvred into the 

declaration of January 15th, Collins was in a position to divide 

the British movement. His accusations against the rival of his 

American parent society also implied accusations against the British 

national society, which had gone on record as supporting it. 

The eventual outcome was that the Scottish and Irish abolitionists 

who accepted his facts split away from those in England and among 

their own countrymen who rejected them. 

1. Collins to Tredgold, 8.1.41, reprinted in Collins, op. cit., 
Appendix L, pp. 58-59, and in Liberator, loc. cit. 

2, Tredgold to Collins, 8.1.41 and 16.1.41, printed in 
Collins, op. cit., Appendix L, p. 59, and in Liberator, loc. cit.; 
Minute for 15.1.41, D. F. A, S. S. Minute Books, 1. -ý- 
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A 

Before Collins moved to Scotland in early February, 

however, the situation had been worsened by the work of more 

conservative American abolitionists. It was early in 1841 

that statements of Garrison's *infidelity' were first put before 

the British public. Like the accusation of sharp practice over 

the Emancipator, this was one od which there could be no compromise. 

British abolitionists could either accept this absolutely damning 

accusation and shun Garrison, or else assume that his opponents 

were lying and refuse to cooperate with them. The question 

of whether Garrison was or was not an itfidel is unimportant. 

The probability IDs that he was not, and that the tenets which 

his opponents insisted constituted *practical atheism' were 

only those quite acceptable in the Friends, but socially dangerous 

if applied universally. 
1 

This is certainly true of his pacifism, 

his views on the Sabbath, and his objections to a paid ministry. 

The connection between the last two beliefs and the bitterness 

of conservative clergymen against him is only too obvious. 

Nevertheless, the result of the 'infidel' accusation was to increase 

disunity in the same way as the moral charges made by Collins. 

Tho most important letters denouncing Collins and Garrison 

were written by the Rev. Nathaniel Colver. His accusations against 

Garrison were based on the events at the Chardon Streut Convention, 

held in Boston in November, 1840. Emerson's famous essay loosely 

1. This view was frequently put forward by Garrison and his followers. 
Soo, for Instance Garrison to E. Pease, 1.3.41, Garrison Papers, 
or H. C. Wright, First Day Sabbath not bö Divine Appointment, 
with the Opinions of Calvin, Luther, Me anct on, Barclay, 

' Pa-Iey, and others (Edinburgh, 1846), p. 9. 
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lists the groups it represented - "Madmen, madwo en, men 

with boards, Dunkers, Muggletoutana, Come-outers, Groaners, 

Agrarians, Seventh-day Baptists, Quakers, Abolitionists, 

Calvinists, Unitarians, and Philosophers. " 1 
Colver, who 

actually attended the Convention, reported dramatically to 

Sturge that 

so "He [Garrison].... /indentities himself with 
every infidel fanaticism which floats,..... 

an to have lost his hold on the good* He 
has recently headed a Convention to inveigh 
against the Sabbath, the chinch, and the ministry. 
It was affecting to see what a company he had 
identified himself with - the wildest of the no- 
marriage Perfectionists, Transcendentalists, and 
Cape Cod - all in harmonious effort against the 
Bible as our standard of faith, and especially 
in denouncing the ministry, etc. " 2 

No doubt Colver had sacrificed accuracy to his sesso of 

propaganda, since the Convention distrusted Garrison's 

leadership as much as anyone else*s, as the Liberator frantically 

ppinted out. 
3 Nevertheless, the accusations must have sounded 

sinister enough to British abolitionists. The sane letter 

mentioned that Collins had left America "under suspicious 

circumstances" and that he was "not entitled to your confidence. " 

Thloassociation with Garrison's 'infidelity' was obvious, and the 

circulation of Colver's letters was to do untold harm to Collins' 

mission. 

1. R. Emerson, "The Chardon Street Convention", Collected Works 
(Boston, 1933), X, 371-377, cited in J. Thomas, Wit. p. 301. 

2. Colver to Sturge, 1.12.40, loc. cit. See also Colver to Sturge, 
30.11.40. Both letters Wore pr nted and circulated round 
Sturge's abolitionist contacts in the provinces. 

3. Liberator, 29.1.41. 
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The circumstancos in which the letters wore printed are 

obscure. Collins and his allies assumed that they had been 

circulated by the D. F. A. S. S. Committee. Scoble replied 

equivocally to demands from Elizabeth Passe for further information 

on Colver's charges being released to the public. lie denied 

that the Committeo had circulated the letters, or sanctioned 

their circulation, but admitted that they had thoujht it best 

that prominent abolitionists should be made acquainted with them.. 

The most probable explanation is that Sturgo distributed the letters 

on his own initiativeg with the knowledge of at least some of his 

friends on the Committee. He had already shown a certain lack 

of scruple over the moans he used for abolitionist ends during the 

apprenticeship period, 
2 Colver's letters were discussed at the 

Committed teotiug on January lot, whoa the reply to Collins' first 

letter was also on the agenda, but there is no tontion of any plans 

to publish them in the Minute Books. 3 Presumably Sturge did not 

send out the circular including the letters without the knowledge 

of other Committee Members# but there does not seen to have been 

anything of the order of e Committee or Society decision to defame 

Collins systematically by ensuring that all abolitionists had access 

to the Colver letters. 

1, E. Pease to Scoble, 23.3.41, Bod. Brit. Emp. biss. 5.18, 
C8/70; Scoble to E, Pease, 2,., , 
original in Garrison Papers, Minute for 15.4,41, ß. F. A. 3. S, 
Minute Books, I, mentions the discussion of biss Pease's complaints. 
The whole interchan o of letters is printed in the Appendix to 
Tenth Annual Report of the ..,.. Massachusetts A. S. Society, 

2. Mathieson, British Slavery and its Abolition, p. 286. 

3, Minute for 1,1,41, D. F. A. S. S. Minute Books, I. 
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Whoever was responsible for circulating the letters, the 

ofiect. they would have was obvious enough to cause great 

consternation among Garrisoniana on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Nevertheless, this was by no moans the only serious attack on 

Collins. Stuart's circular, for instance, later ridiculed his 

mission in support of the 'Iwonan-intruding" Anti-Slavery Society, 

but did not cause anything like the same alarm, 
1 Again, other 

critical letters were to be made public, includis one from 

J. W. Alden, the Secretary of the Uassachusetts Abolition Society, 

Incorporating recent resolutions against =him 
2 None, however,, 

included the "infidelity# accusation, so that none werd as 

dtn, prous as the Colvor exposd. When the letters reached her, 

Was Pease began writing busily to her contacts, including John 

Scoble, to counteract their effect. 
3 When the letters became 

public in America, Jams Cannings Fuller at once wrote a testimonial 

which it was hoped would outweigh Colver's accusations. 
4 Garrison 

1. Stuart's broadsheet circular is preserved in the Garrison 
Papers, andireprinted in an Appendix to the Tenth Annual Report 
of the ..... Massachusetts A. S. Society, and in Collins, op. c t., 
Appendix Us pp. 70- 1. -"- 

2. Alden to Ex. Comm. of D. F. A. 3. S., 1.2.41, incorporating 
resolutions from Society Minute of that dato, printed in 
Collins, op. cit., Appendix M, pp. 60-61. 

3, E. Pease to Collins, 14.1.41, Garrison Papers. 

4. J. C. Fuller to E. Pease, 20.2.41, GarrisouPapern; J. C. Fuller to 
A. S. R., not printed, 20.2.41, ibid. This includes resolutions 
passed in favour of Collins by tM General Anti-Slavery Convention 
for Western New York, hold in Palmyra, Wayne County. Colver's 
remarks were said to be "as. groundless, as they are mean and assasin 
like. " Extracts from both letters were printed as a broadsheet, and 
Fuller was also cited by Collins, op. cit., p. 73. Miss Pease's 
correspondence with Scoble demanded tt atat the ß. F. A. S. S. Committee 
should circulate the Fuller letters to counteract the Colver ones, aod 
a copy of the letter of 20.2.41 sent by her is Bod. Brit. Emp. Mss. g018' 
CJ/? i. Fuller also wrote to Garrison, 28.1.41, defending Co i', 
this letter being printed in Liberator, 5.2.41. 
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himself ridiculed Colver in the lAberators while the Massachusetts 
.............. 

Society hurried to pass resolutions reaffirming confidence in 

Garrison and Collins both, although Colver actually appeared 

at their meeting and defended himself adroitly. ' In Haiti, 

Mrs. Chapman, collecting material there for her abolitionist 

writings, wrote frantically to Thomas Sturg©, Elizabeth Pease, 

and Harriet Martineau, to ask hoar the rumours of infidelity 

could be quashed. 
2 

The circulation of the Colvor letters was 

to be the greatest misdeed put at the door of the A, F, A. S. 8, by 

Collins' radical abolitionist allies in Glasgow and Dublin. 

Collins himself wrote home that "opposition is increasing in 

consequence of these letters to an inconceivable extent", and 

that it was becauso of their misrepresentations that his visit 

would have to be extended, 
3 The accusation against "that Papish 

Click (sic]" was now that it had criminally tried to fabricate 

evidence of Garrison's infidelity, as its allies in the A. F. A. S. S. 

had criminally etolou the Emaucipator. 
4 From this aide or the 

other, the outcome could only be complete frag ntation of the 

British anti-Slavery MOvemant, 

1. Liberator,, 29,1.41; resolutions of Massachusetts A. S. Soc., 

passec 27,1,41l 28.1,41, printed in Liberator, 5.2.41. The 
debate on these resolutions is printer In Ell iý rotor, 12.2.41, 

2, U. W. Chapman to Collins, 23.2.41, Garrison Papers. 

3. Collins to H. G. Chapman, 2.1.41, Weston Pspera. 

ýý Collins to Webb, 28,1.41, Garrison Papers. 
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By the time Collins moved to Glasgow, the London visit 

had only yielded a total of £195.1 The unfortunate thing 

for the anti-slavery movement, however, was not his financial 

failure, but the fact that his work had brought the movement 

to the point of splitting up to form groups operating as rivals 

or even enemies rather than allies. Certainly the events of 

1840 had prepared the ground for division, but unity suffered 

even more as abolitionists responded to the accusations brought 

by'Collins against the F3. F. A. S. S, and the A. F. A. S"9., and the 

counter-accusations brought by Colver against Garrison and the 

American Anti-Slavery Society. Wherever Collins sought support 

in 1841, abolitionists would be put in a position whore they had 

to withdraw their support from one organisation or the other. 

'When Collins arrived in Glasgow, the Emancipation Society 

was already in a state of crisis over past disagreements. 

Collins' visit provided the issue which split Glasgow abolitionists 

into two rival societies, the newer one cooperating with the 

D. F. A. S. S. and the older Emancipation Society refusing; to do so. 

I"rom 1841 onwards, Glas ; ow was to have two separate anti-slavery 

organisations, seldom cooperating and frequently quarrelling openly. 

As in America, the touchstone of which society individual 

abolitionists supported was their attitude to the advanced reform 

proposals put forward by Garrison and his disciples. 

The O. S. S. Secretaries, although biassed towards Garrison 

by temperament and the experience of the Worldly Convention, had 

1. Collins to F. Jackson, 3.2.41, ibid. 
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not at first tried to porsuado Collins to coma to Glasgow. 

Thompson had contacted Smoal during Collins' earlier visit 

to Edinburgh with Remond, but the only result was a discouraging 

letter saying that circumstnncc3 Made it impossible to back 

Collins' plans, but that they would be glad to sco hin in Glasgow. 
1 

G. EI . activity was always cyclical. 
2 In November 1840, Glasgow 

resources must have been seriously overdrawn after the demands of 

the Convention itself, followed by the successive visits of 

Garrison, Davos and Keep, and Dirney and Stanton, 
3 

By the early 

weeks of 1841, however, the situation had changed, open 

controversy over the future course of the Society had broken 

out. Controversy, in its early stages at least, *xant greater 

Interest and greater attendances at public meetings, and it was 

this interest which was to produce such enthusiasm for Collins' 

visit in February. By this point, Uurray and Smeal were bard- 

pressed by more conservative Committee members distrustful of their 

obvious sympathy for the Garrisonians. They must have been only 

too glad of an ally to help them keep the ß. S. 13, firmly aligned 

with the original American Society. Even so, no personal letter 

inviting Collins to Glasgow is extant, and there was certainly 

no official decision to have him come north as the guest of the 

Emancipation Society. Mother he was invited informally, or 

arrived of his own accord because the city's abolitionist reputation 

1. Smeal to Collins 10.11.40# ibid. 

2. After the great enthusiasa over the Free Church controversy 
of 1846, for instance, society activities virtually collapsed 
for several years. °s `" 

3. Minutes for 27.7.40,7.8.40,20.10.40, G. R. S. Minute Books, II. 

K 
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made it more attractive than London, Collins' visit came at a 

time when the Glasgow Garrisonian loaders werd under serious 

attack from conservative opposition. The situation was exactly 

the same as the characteristic Now England one in 1839 and 1340, 

with humanitarian but conservative clergy roactin against advanced 

ideas introduced by radicals who had no stake in quashing anti- 

clericalism. 

As Secretaries of #h4 ß. E. S., Smoal and Uurray woro:, rosponsiblo 

for compiling the Society's Annual Report. The annual meating had 

been postponed in 1840, in the hope that American delegates from 

the Convention would be able to attend. 
I 

The draft of the 1840 

Report was read at a Conmittea on 7th August, and was "unanimously 

approved". However, only Messrs. Connell, Hurray, Gunn, and Smeal, 

all Garrisonians, were present, although four did not forn a quorum 

under Society rules. 
2 At the public Annual Meting later in the 

evontug, the draft Report was aMain adopted. It was a later 

Cotittea meeting which drew attention to passages in the Report 

objcctionablo to the conservatives. A sub-coi ittec was appointed 

to revise these before the Report went to prese. 
3 Thu disagreement 

had apparently been settled amicably. Keep and Dawes of the Oberlin 

Institute were entertained later that evening, Dirnoy and Stanton a 

mouth later, and the affairs of the Society went on as before. 

1. Uiuuto for 27.7.40, i bid. 

2. Uinute for 7.8.40, ibid. = 
the First Meeting of the Ile 
Society G asgawv , p. 

Report of the Discussion at 

I 

tion 

3. Uinuto for 14.0.40, G. E. S. Minute Books, Jr. 
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The sub-committee met on October 21st, and agreed on paragraphs 

to substitute for ones criticising the conduct of the World's 

Convention. It was then Resolved that the Report should be put 

through the press as usual by the Secretaries. I When Collins 

arrived, the Report had not yet appeared, but it had already 

beon sent off to the printers' in a form bound to cause trouble 

with clerical moderates like Drs. Wardlaw, Heugh, and King and 

their allies on the Committee. The text of the passages which 

had first beenthe cause of the conservative complaint could' 

hardly have been more offensive than the ones substinnted. 

Actually the sub-committee appointed for revision was heavily 

weighted towards meA of Garrisonian sympathies - Henry Langlands, 

James 13cTear, Robert Kettle, hurray, Smeal, and Georgo Thompson. 2 

They seem to have made little alteration in Smeal's original 

text. The passage which was to be brought up as the rationalisation 

for secession when the Report was published, still criticised the 

conduct of the B. F. A. 3. S. Committee at the Convention soveroly: - 

"Several of the early measures of the convention, 
or of the D2anaging Committee, gave considerable pain 
to the minds of some of your Representatives. ..... 
The suppression of a large and important part of the 
speech of the venerablo president, Thomas Clarkson, Esg., 
(on the efficacy of free produce action as a way of ending 
slavery] and the exclusion of certain of the Delegates from 
America, may be mentioned as acts which, in the opinion of 
these Gentlemen, were of an illiberal, unauthorised, and 
overbearing character. " 

The 'substituted' passage which the seceding conservatives found 

co objectionable ran to no more than a page, but it gave the 

1, Minute for 21.10.40, ibid. 

2. Minute for 14.0.40, ibid. Kettle was the only one who later 
resigned when the co- tteo split. 

I-, - 
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impression of overwhelming G. E. S. a. -roement with the criticisms 

of the management of the l'oi s Convention. I Not only this, 

but Smeal and Murray had added an extraordinary series of appendices 

setting out the full Old Organisation case in the American schisms. 

The female delegates ezoluded wore listed, with resolutions of 

American abolition societies commending those who had refused 

to take their seats at the Convention. O'Connoll's letter to 

Lucretia ? sott attacking 13 oad Street policy on the fcmalo delegates 

was also printed. 
2 Finally, Ura. Chapman's Right and Wrong in 

the Anti-Slavery Societies was reprinted in full, prefaced by the 

claim that it "contained sentiments in themselves so excellent, 

, and the spirit which it displays is so thoroughly that of Universal 

Freedom, that it Is earnestly recomaiended to all, to READ WITH 

ATTENr10H. " 
3 ? frs. Chapman began by attacking tho British and 

Foreign Society over the Convention, bordered on nonresistance by 

coming out againdt all forms of political action, painted the 

American clergy as the gorst pro-slavery villains of-all, and ended 

by explaining that in the advances in tho Women's Rights campaign 

their opponents were "si ently.... witnessing the general progress 

of the age. " 4 Smeal and Murray can hardly have oxpccted conservative 

Comittee members to relish being implicated In puttin; forward ideas 

of this sort. 

1. G. 8 . 8. Reports, 1840 
. 
pp. 17-18. Clarkson's original speech 

was circulated separately as a broadsheet - copy in Mitchell 
Library, Glasgow. 

2. O. E. S. Reporte, 1840, pp. 28,33-34. 

3. [M. U. Chapmanl, Right and Wrong in tho Anti-Slavery Societies, 
The Seventh Annes Report of the Boston Female Ant - avert' 
Society ABoston, 2840)ß reprinted in G. S. S. Reports, 1840, 
pp. 3 ft. Smeal's personal copy is st-In the Smeal Donation. 

4. M. W. Chapman, op. cit., p. 26. 
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Collins was first received by the Glasgow Comsittee on 

February 11th. Attendance was small, and he simply outlined 

the position in the U. S. A., including the disagreements there. 

Both sides gained time by agreeing to wait until Collins' 

promised pamphlet was available before deciding whether or not 

to hold a public meeting to welcome hisp. By this time Now 

Organisation sympathisers in Scotland must have been well warned 

against Collins. Werdlew for one had been sent copies of the 

Colvor letters, and had certainly circulated than in Glasgow by 

the time of a second meeting. to discuss the reception of Collins 

on March 3rd, 
2 Again, it aas at this time that ppptain Charles 

Stuart produced another of hic letters, denouncing the women's 

rights ideas held by Collins and other "rhapsodists of the United 

States. " 3 An Infuriated Elizabeth Pease sneered that Stuart, 

"poor man..... needs a jacket as strait for his body as that which 

be wears on his mind", but the letter to Vardlaw wall dangerous enough, 

The Glasgow Committee felt that the best solution to the Collins 

problem would be to promote the debate with Stuart which had fallen 

through in Edinburgh, After this, they could decide whether or not 

to rocoive Collins otticiallq. 
4 

At the sarge meeting where Smeal 

was instructed to arrange the Collies/Stuart debate, he was also 

asked to write to the B. F. A. S, So to request an explanation of reports 

1. ?. anuto for 11.2.41, G. S. S. Uinuto Books III. 

2. Iiinute for 3.3.41, ibid.; Collins to Garrison, 3.3.41, 
Garrison Papers. 

3. Stuart to tlardlav, 0.2.41, printed circular in Garrison Papers, 
roprinted in Collins, op. cit., pp. 70-71. 

4. E. Feaso to Collins, 12,2,41, Garrison Papers; Minute for 
3.3.41, G. H. S. Minute Books, Ill. 
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that they had been circulating defamatory comments on Garrison 

and Collins. 'Both groups in the Committee shared a now 

understanding of the currant possibility of disunity. It was, 

resolved that "the continued cooperation of this Comittee with 

that of London, will very much depend upon the nature of the 

information now solicited. " 1 

Both attempts to unite the G. E. S. Committee by appealing 

to outside authority were to fail. Stuart flippantly refused 

Sieal's request. Perhaps his rather emotional accusations were 

more effective in print than in sober debate before a fact-finding 

tribunal. Responding to the invitationhe dodged the issue by 

stating that his charges were factual and therefore not worthy of 

debate. Ito went on to deride the impartiality of Sneal and 

"door John Murray.... knowing the total and deplorable derangement 

of your views' in this matter, both as to ! acts and principles". 
2 

The approach to the H. y'. A. S; S. was not only unsuccessful but 

positively destructive. Saeal's original curt demand for an account 

of Broad Street conduct over the Culver letters was made at 

approximately the soma time as Vebb's enquiries on behalf of the 

radical ItibenMan Society. Uumiliatingly, the G. E. S. was forced 

to be content with replies in the form of copies of Tr©dgold's letters 

on the same subject to James'Saughton and Richard Allen, and indeed 

no satisfactory answer was ever given. Tredgold insisted that 

Collins' attacks on firney and Stanton had simply lost him B. F. A. S. S. 

confidence. His second reply to Dublin and Glasgow ended the 

1. Ibid. 

a 

2. ' Stuart to Smea1,8.3.41, reprinted in Resolutions of the 
Public Meetings of the ß. E. 13. .... in Referonco to te 
Divisions among American Abolitionists, p, 25, 
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correspondence by stating abruptly that no further good could 

come of it. 
1 

In the and the final result was to be a complete 

breach of relations between Glasgow and the London Committee. 

Against a background of worsening relations with the 

B. F. A. S. S., the division in Glasgow was accelerated by new factors. 

One of these was the publication of Collins' Right and Wrong among 

the Abolitionists of the United States, a compendium of pro-Garrison 

propaganda combined with Collins' personal defence of his conduct. 

The work was published in the middle of March by George Gallia, the 

G. E. S. Committee member who owned a bookseller's business in 

Buchanan Street. Apart from Miss Pease even the most extreme of 

Collins' sympathisers seem to have had doubts about the violence of 

his attack on the Her Organisation. 
2 

Even Harriet Martineau, who 

wrote the pamphlet's preface, had felt chary about supporting it 

without proof for its accusations. 
3 Nevertheless, with the pamphlet 

published, the anti-Colver side of the case had been set before 

Glasgow abolitionists. Debate over the question of acceptance of 

Collins' credentials wan now greatly speeded up. On ? larch 10th 

he had drafted a letter officially asking the Committee for "auch 

a sum as it may be their pleasure to contribute, and also to give 

me the weight of its influence to collect funds In different parts 

of Great Briton (aid ". 4 
The issue could no longer be avoided. 

1. Smeal to Tredgold, 5.3.41; Tredgold to Haughton and Allen, 
12.3.41; Murray and Smeal to Tredgold, 29.3.41; Tredgold to 
Naughton and Allen, 17.4.41. This interchange ia. rioted in 
Resolutions....... of the G. E. S., etc., pp. 26il. Discussion of 
the letters is noted in Minute for 12.3.41, B. F. A. S. S. Minute 
Books, I. 

2. E. Pease to Collins, 24.3.41, Garrison Papers; H. Gairdner 
to Collins, 20.4.41, ibid. 

3.11. Martineau to Collins, 20.2.41, ibid. 

4j Collins to G. E. S. Committee, 10.3.41, draft in Garrison papers. 
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A decision would have to be made in the near future as to 

whether his creddatials should be recognised. In the light 

of the New Organisation accusations and his own pamphlet, the 

process of making this decision would inevitably split the G. E. S. 

Committee once and for all, 

Heanwhile, polarisation of the groups in the Society 

was being increased by the other publication which appeared at 

this time, the carefully 'old organised' Report for 1840. 

The first fruit of its distribution was the immediate resignation 

of Joseph Sturge from his position as a corresponding member of 

the Society. A series of letters intended to make him reconsider 

this decision, failed to overcome his distrust of a society which 

could circulate such material. In Glasgow the effect was as 

bad. Moderates reacted violently against the Report in the first 

instance, and were reinforced in their opposition to Collins' 

reception. After a period of jockeying for advantage within the 

Society, in which they were defeated, they were to resign from-it 

completely. 

The anger of moderate members at the failure to revise the 

Report satisfactorily first came out at a committee meeting on 

March 10th. It was ostensibly called to discuss a characteristic 

but more trivial offence of the Secretaries, who had recently sent 

out one of their routine circulars accompanied by copies of Harriet 

Martineau's letter recommending Right and Wrong, 2 After this matter 

1. Sturge to Smeal, 25.1.41; Smeal to Sturge, 4.2.41,20.2.41; 
Sturge to Saeal, 22.2.41; Smeal to Sturge, 24.2.41; Murray 
to Sturge, 25.2.41; Sturge to Smeal, 3.3.41. All printed in 
Resolution....... of the ß. 8. S., etc., pp. 7-10. 

2. Minute for 10.3.41, G. E. S. Minute Books, III. 
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had been disposed of, Dr. King complained that the Report "bore 

the appearance of the.... Society having taken the side bf the 

Abolitionists in America who are understood to be the :.. ".. 'W6man's 

Rights* party. " The Secretaries replied, a little unconvincingly, 

that they had had no intention of committing the Society, but 

had only wished to give the public an opportunity of Judging for 

themselves. Continued after adjournment, the Committee meeting 

discussed publicly resolving that the Report had not gone through 

the Committee, and thus did not bind the Society as a whole. 
1 

On the defeat of this resolution, the secession of the conservatives 

began with the immediate resignation of Dr. Wardlaw, Wardlaw notwith- 

standing, however, the moderate members had by no means given up 

hope of purifying the G. E. S., and returning it to the uncomplicated 

conditions of the past, 

The next meeting minuted came after all members had had a 

chance to read Collins' pamphlet. Its feelings were overwhelmingly 

Old Organisationist, and in favour of Collins. A resolution that 

he should be "cordially welcomed" was passed by 10: 4, over an 

amendment calling for an extension of the wait for additional 

information. It was agreed that the H. F. A. S. S. replies to Smeal 

had boon unsatisfactory, and resolved 9: 2 that a circular recommending 

Collins should be drawn up to counteract the effect of the Colver 

letters, At a shorter meeting four days later, such a circular was 

adopted, this time by 10: 5, again over an amendment calling for 

delay. On the face of it, the testimonial was innocuous enough. 

It mentioned the schisms in America, and stated that the Glasgow 

1.. Minute for 16.3.410 ibid. 
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Society would have liked to remain aloof from them. On the 

other hand, it continued, the Society felt bound to help all 

who were working for emancipation. Since the American Society 

had never done anything other than this, it (and Collins) would 

continue to enjoy G. E. S. support. 
1 

The obvious intention waS to 

endorse Q'arrisou while underplaying abolitionist differences as 

much as possible. 

Unfortunately for the future of the G. E. B., the more 

conservative clerical abolitionists were not long in launching 

a counter-attack on the discreetly Garrisonian position gained 

by Murray and Smeal. The meeting of March 29th had also discussed 

the resignation of the Rev. Dr., Bough, and agreed to depute the 

Rev. Dr. King, George Watson,, and the conservative loader William 

Paton to call on Bough and Wardlaw to try to persuade them to 

reconsider their withdrawal. The next Committee meeting showed 

to what purpose the deputation, all three vocal Tappanitcs, had 

"called on" dough and Wardlaw. On April 13th, Drs. IIeugh and' 

King appeared at the Committee, armed with a message from Wardlaw 

stating the conditions on which he would be prepared to withdraw 

his resignation. Enough conservative members were present for his 

conditions to be met. 
2 Paton reported that both Dr. Wardlaw and 

Dr, Hough would return to their positions as Vice-presidents If the 

Society accepted principles to be put forward by the Bev. Dr. King, 

King proposed three resolutions firmly committing the G. E. S. to the 

British and Foreign position of technical neutrality but practical 

1. Minutes for 25.3.41,29.3.41, ibid., 
circular is included in the minutes. 

The draft of the pro-Collias 

2. Minute for 13.4.41, ibid. 
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alliance with the New Organisation. First, the G. E. S. was to 

disclaim any judgement at all on the 'Woman Question'. 

Secondly, pending further information, no preference for either 

American society was to be expressed. Thirdly, the Society was 

to avoid identification with any publication or agent of either 

Society. The three proposals, seconded by Dr. Hough himself, 

were passed 1428. Naturally it was then decided that the circular 

in favour of Collins was not to be issued after all. It was 

further agreed that King's resolutions should be printed instead, 

to make the Society's true position clear to the public. The 

proposed use of these resolutions makes it clear that their. 

conciliatory aspects were more apparent than real. They were 

to be sent out as a reply to the fifty-nine abolitionists who 

had written to ask for the reasons for the delay in giving Collins 

a hearing, and also to the Glasgow Female Emancipation Society, 

whose members had expressed a wish to have Collins : lecture to 

them along with Thompson. The way in which the conservatives now 

in control of the Committee used their 'neutrality' to reject 

Collins indicates how far the radical 'extraneous issues' had 

frightened them into a definite commitment against Garrison and the 

extremist wing of the American movement. When the meeting of 

April 13th ended, Old Organisationists ýiled by characteristically 9N v-+ 

conservative abolitionist ministers, were again in control of the 

O. E. S. 

It was later argued by Glasgow Garrisonians that the 

conservatives had only gained this advantage by packing the Committee 

with impressionable members not previously active in the Society. 
1 

1. Report of the Discussion at the First Meeting of the Members 
of the . 8., p. l . 
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The sequel showed that it was necessary to do exactly the some 

themselves to regain control and commit the G. E. S. to support 

for the Garrisonians. On the 16th April, a public meeting 

was held in Albion Street Church, with McNair in the chair. 

Although the minutes of this meeting are terse, it was clearly 

held without the knowledge or presence. of conservative members. 

It was resolved, evidently without opposition, that the meeting 

was disappointed at the Committee decision over Collins, and that 

the Secretaries should call a public meeting to discuss the 

situation. ' What tollowed, 'on April 27th, was the so-called 

'Bazaar Meeting' at which the Garrisoniana were able to. commit 

the G, E. S. to radical sentiments on abolition and other issues. 

It was this meeting which finally frightened off conservative 

members unwilling to go outside the normal principles of middle 

class reform. From this point onwards, the G. E. S. was to be one 

of the leading areas of British support for Garrison. 

It is improbable that the conservative clerical Committee 

members attended the Bazaar ? fleeting. Its most interesting members 

were a strong body of Chartists. One of the most significant 

pointers to the sympathies of the Garrisonians, and the reason why 

they were seen as being so dangerous in Glasgow, is that the chairman 

on this occasion was tho Rev. Patrick Brewster. 2 Brewster Was one 

of the best known Chartist leaders in Scotland, although Establishment 

minister of the fashionable Abbey Church in Paisley and brothor of 

1. Minute for 16.4.41, G. E. S. Minute Books, III. 

2. Minute for 27.4.41, ibid. 
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Sir David Brewster, Principal of Edinburgh University. He was 

later tried before the General Assembly for his Chartist sermons. 

Like many of the Scottish moral force Chartists, he was also 

involved in a number of middle class reform movements, notably 

the temperance and anti-slavery ones. The Chartist movement was 

probably more 'respectable' In parts of Scotland than in other 

areas of Britain, and Brewster was by no means peculiar in linking 

non-violent support for suffrage extension with an interest in the 

abolition movement. 
I His extremist ideas on abolition remained throughout 

his career, while his friend the Rev. Dr. Ritchie of Edinburgh 

similarly becamo a Garrisonian and a motAl force Chartist. 
2 

Brewster was a better known figure than any other abolitionist 

in the West of Scotland, and his favourable response was one of 

Collins' few successes in this country. Apart from Brewster's 

chairmanship, Collins seems to have set about carefully packing 

the Bazaar Mooting. Dr. Ritchie was also introduced from Edinburgh, 

as one of the principal speakers at the meeting. 
3 

Aside fron Brewster and Ritchie, the Bazaar Meeting was very 

much dominated by Chartista. In the end, Old Organisation motions 

satisfactory to Collins were passed, but only in conjunction with 

resolutions in favour of the Chartist movement. The takeover of 

1. James Turner of Thrushgrove in Glasgow, and John Dunlop and 
Bailli© Turner in Edinburgh, are cases in point. Soo A. Wilson, 
'Chartis#t in Glasgow', in A. Briggs, (©d. ), Chartist Studios 
(2nd edition, London, 1962), pp. 253n., 287; Wrig t, Scottish 
Chartism, pp. 165-169; Garrison to Webb, 30.9.46, Garrison Papers; 

. B. . 
-Reports, 1841, p. 53; Liberator, 4.9.40. 

2. P. Pillsbury to S. May, 5.11.55, May Papers; Wright, op. cit., 
p. 166. 

3. Brewster to Collins, 5.4.41, Garrison Papers; Minute for 27.4.41" 
G. E. S. Minute Books, III. 
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meetings in favour of true trade, temperance, or abolition, was 

a recognised Chartist tactic, in Scotland as in England. 
1 

Indeed the meeting of the G. H. S. to welcome Mrs. Mott and her 

party in 1840 had been virtually broken up by Chartists, who 

were suitably denounced in the Liberator in return. 
2 What was 

peculiar about the Bazaar Meeting was that, for the first time, 

Scottish Chartists attended an anti-slavery meeting-and had the 

Six Points incorporated in the resolutions passed, with the 

knowledge and support of the middlo class organisers. Collins 

had formed a similar alliance with Chartists in Ipswich, but 

presumably because these Chartists were without middle class 

'connections of the sort present in the Scottish Chartist Movement, 

had failed to gain acceptance from any local middle class reform 

leaders. 
3 

In Glasgow, it was possible for a sizeable section 

of the G. B. B. Committee to use Chartist votes against a more 

conservative section to commit the Society to the Garrieonian wing 

of the American anti-slavery movement. At the same times the 

necessary support was exchanged for a commitment of one specific- 

meeting of the Society to Chartist' demands for suffrage extension. 

In Scotland, the connection between parts of the Chartist movement 

and middle class reform movements was close enough for occasional 

cooperation of this sort to be possible. In at least one Chartist 

periodical, Garrisonian abolition was glowingly endorsed, in contrast 

1. London Patriot, 13.1.40; Liberator, 22.1.41; Scottish 
Guardian, 16,3,41; Scotsman, J L2,5,41, 

2. Minute for 10.8.40, G. H. S. Minute Books, III; Liberator, 
2.10.40. 

3. Liberator, 30.7.41; See above, p. E191, ý n. 2. 
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to the hypocrisy of conservative British anti-slavery leaders 

like Gurney or Wardlaw. 1 Similarly, occasional visiting American 

abolitionists indicated their support for the struggle of the 

Chartists in Britain, in a way Which only Scottish abolitionists 

on this aide of the Atlantic were ever prepared to do. 2 Evan 

in Scotland, in spite of the high proportion of radical abolitionists, 

such cooperation was only a side-product of disunity among middle- 

class abolitionists. The Garrisonian group in Glasgow were 

prepared to use a Chartist alliance'to defeat more conservative 

opponents. To the conservatives, however, the willingness to 

sell the Society to the Charter must have been another factor which 

frightened them away from Smeal and the Garrisonians. Garrison's 

local supporters had introduced yet another 'extraneous issue'. 

The clerical conservatives Wardlaw, tieughV and King, and their 

followers, could refuse to cooperate with then, not only because 

they had heard they were committed to non-resistance, anti- 

sabattarianism, and women's rights, but also because of their 

willingness to endorse the socially and politically dangerous Six 

Points. 

Apart from a brief visit to Dublin, Collins spent the whole 

of April in Glasgow. His pro labour sympathies become fully 

evident to local Chartists as well as the G. R. S. Committee members. 

1. Chartist Circular, 20.5.41. 

2. e. g. Liberator, 6,11.40,12.2.41; 
Brit is 7-Friend, 30.4.44. 

I 
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Ile gained great notoriety for his part at the meeting of April 

16th. 1 A 'Workingman's Meeting' was hold on the 26th, the day 

before the bazaar Meeting, and an Address adopted for presentation 

to Collins next day. The attendance of Chartist sympathisers 

at the Bazaar was consequently great enough for the Garrisonian 

and Chartist resolutions lobe adopted together by acclaim. 

The first resolutions were proposed by the Rev. Dr. Ritchie, 

supported by a local Methodist minister, the Rev. George Rosa, 

and the aged Glasgow radical James Turner of Thrushgrove. They 

moved that all "friends of the slave" should cooperate, irrespective 

of. opinion on subjects other than abolition; that the G. B. S. 

Committee had committed an "act of gross injustice" to Collins in 

detaining him in town without a hearing; and that seventeen new 

(Garrisonien) members should therefore be added to the Cotmittee. 

The price of the support of the Chartist part of the audience was 

paid in the final resolutions 

"that 
..... it is the opinion of this meeting, that 

the People of this Country are entitled to those 
rights of suffrage for which they have been contending 
these last three years, and that we pledge ourselves 

use every moral and legal moans to obtain our 
own libery and the liberty of all mankind. " 2 

1. Collins to Editor of Glasgow Argus, approx. 20.4.41, reprinted 
as broadsheet, Garrison Papers= Collins to Webb, 13(7)4.91, 
Garrison Papers; Extract from Glasgow Post, 17.4.41, reprinted in 
Liberator, 14.5. $1. This account i cates that on the 16th Chartists 
were attempting to pass resolutions against all abolitionists, In 
spite of their later conduct at the Bazaar Mßeting. These may of courso 
have been different groups of the fragmented Glasgow Chartist movement. 

2. Minute for 27.4.41, G. E. S. Minute Books, III; Extract from Glasgow 
Post, n. d,, including or nen s X3d rasa and proceedings of 
Bazaar Meeting, printed in Liberator, 28.5.41; Resolutions of the 
Public Meetings....,, of the Gs . S., etc., pp. 2-5. 
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The Glasgar Emancipation Society, constitutionally or 

otherwise, was now committed to support for Collins. Garrison 

saw the Bazaar Meeting as an enormous triumph for unity on a 

radical platform, but any unity created on April 27th was in fact 

superficial. The Garrisonian Committee members had gained the 

support of Chartists who were not normally aligned with the movement, 

it the cost of making a further division with the conservatives on 

whom the Society depended for its prestige within the City Inevitable, 

The creation of a Chartist alliance must have horrified conservative 

abolitionists. The Rev. Mr. Harvey, who had denounced the women's 

rights agitation at the Convention as a violation of the law of God, 

had actually reported Collins' friendship with the Chartists to 

Tredgold a week before the Bazaar Meeting. 1 The next Committee 

Meeting of the Society was not held until May 19th. 2 The clerical 

members, or at least the more distinguished of them, wore by now 

thoroughly alienated. Harvey and Wardlaw began by challenging 

the right to add Committed members at all, but were voted down 23215 

by an amendment stating that the question should be referred to the 

"members and friends" of the Society. It, was finally agreed that 

all who had contributed five shillings to the funds over the last 

three years should be regarded as members for voting purposes. 

It was decided that a general meeting should be called to discuss 

the problem on May 31st. It was perhaps because of Collins' 

absence in Ireland that the pyblished proceedings recorded plaintively 

1. Harvey to Tredgold, 19.4.41, Bod. Btit. E®p. Mas. S. 18,07/95. 

2. Minute for 19.5.410 G. E. S. Minute Books, III. 
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that 'The Attendance was not very numerous". In spite of 

the arguments of Drs. Hough and King, it aas agreed that the 

new members should be added. 
l 

The next two months saw the gradual withdrawal of the 

conservative members of the Q. E. S. Anthony Wigham of Aberdeen's 

resignation was accepted on July 20th, those of Dr. King, Brown, 

Kettle, Blyth, W. P. Paton, Lethem, Macintyre, and David Anderson 

on the 30th. At the meeting before the 1841 Anniversary, the 

final blow came with the second resignation of the Rev. Drs. liotgh 

and Wardlaw, 
2 

Earlier in the your Collins had written that "Smeal 

and Murray mistook greatly when they thought that Wardlaw and that 

school would allow them to do what they thought was right, without 

regard to the interest of their cloth. " s In fact this was exactly 

what happened, It Was impossible for most clergymen to accept the 

threat to their profession implied in the social and religious 

theories of the Garrisoniaas, or the threat to their class implied 

in the alliance with Chartism. On the other hand, what seems to 

have divided the sides gras more an awareness of these threats than 

different religious or social backgrounds. John Murray bolon; ed 

to the Relief Synod, but so too did the Rev. Alexander Harvey. 

William Smeal maß a Friend, but Anthony Wigham, another Quaker, 

was among the first to resign. Strangest of all, Brewster belonged 

to the Church of Scotland, and was to remain in it at the Disruption. 

Again, there does not seem to have been any marked class split in 

the Committee; a breakdown along lines of occupation shows that all 

1. Smeal to Collins, 22.5.41, Garrison Papers; I. Reid to Collins, 
24.5,41, ibid.; Report of the Discussion at the First Meeting 
of the Memb of the G. E. S., pass n. 

2. Minutes for 20.7.41,30.7.41,2.8.41, G. R. S. Minute Books, III. 

3. Collins to Webb, 18(? )4.41. loc. cit, 
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but two of the men who had served on it prior to 1841 were listed 

in the Post Office Directory, with professional or shopkeeping 

occupations. 
1 As for the new members added at the Bazaar Meeting, it 

may well be they were less prosperous than the seceders on the 

old Committee in general, but the evidence available suggests that 

all seventeen of them came from some level of the middle class. 
2 

In spite of their implied Chartist sympathies, it is unlikely 

that any of them had labour or even labour aristocracy backgrounds. 

Even after 1841, all sectors of the Glasgow abolitionist movement, 

perhaps including the group of moral force Chartists which 

cooperated with it, were solidly middle class. This picture 

of relative social homogeneity adds weight to the theory that there 

was enough similarity of social origins in the Scottish anti-slavery 

movement, even in 1841, for it to have remained unified if it had 

not been presented with the problem of whether or not to receive 

Collins, in terms which meant no compromise was possible. 

In the other areas of potential Garriaonip n support where 

Collins tried to raise support, there was less raa; e of abolitionist 

opinion than in Glasgow. Here his influence only led local anti-- 

slavery societies into a breach with the B. F. A. S. S., rather than 

producing internal division. In Edinburgh, the male Society flatly 

refused to receive Collins after the ddbacle of his earlier attempt 

11 See above, pp. 69-70. 

2. See Appendix C. This is prepared purely from the P. O. 
Directory, and Anderson, (ed. ), The Burgesses....... ..... 

of 
Glasgow, and is not necessarily fully accurate, due to the 
duplication of common Scottish names. The most important 
single element to leave the Committee were its Congregationalist. 
clergymen. The one clergyman added was the Rev. Georte Rose, 
a Methodist. 
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to arrange a debate with Stuart. 1 The Edinburgh Committee 

contained as active a conservative element as the Glasgow one, 

without the complication of aggressively Garrisonian secretaries. 

John Wißham, perhaps in defdnce against the alarming. feminism of 

his wife and daughter, was and retmined cantankerously opposed 

to the 'extraneous issues', while Dunlop was personally convinced 

of the importance of the political abolition movement which 

0 
Garrison had disavowed. 

2 
The two secretaries, Dr. Grevill© and 

Alex. Cruickshau%, lacked the initiative and probably the wish 

to do in the Edinburgh Emancipation Society what Murray and Smeal 

had done in Glasgow. Finally, the city's two most energetic 

Garrisonians, Thompson, and the Rev. Dr. Ritchie, were more active 

in the Glasgow society than the Edinburgh one. Collins applied 

to the S. E. S. for an hearing in March, and Dunlop's message refusing 

hin was sent off a month later. 3 

Any Garrisonian success in Edinburgh at this period was to 

come among female abolitionists. This situation was exactly the 

reverse of the Glasgow one, where the Ladies' Auxiliary Emancipation 

Society remained in the hands $of the conservatives, and a 'New 

Glasgow Female Anti-Slavery Society' was formed by Collins as a 

Oarrisonian replacement. 
4 

In Edinburgh as in Glasgow, the response 

to Collins' pamphlet seems to have been mixed. hIarriet Gairdner 

wrote that it had "opened the eyes" of many Edinburgh abolitionists, 

1. Dunlöp to Collins, 20.4.41, Garrison Papers. 

2. M. F. atlin to M. W. Chapman, 27.10.55, Weston Papers; [Dunlop� 
American Anti-Slavery Conventions, passim. 

3. Dunlop to Collins, 29.4.41, loc. cit. 

"1. An Appeal to the Ladies of Great Britain in Behalf of the 
American 8 ave (dlasgowo 1-341)l pass n; First Annual iteport of 
the asgow Female Anti-Slavery Society largo, _18412 IT; P. 
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including, to some extent, John Dunlop, but also felt that its 

harshness had alienated others. 
1 

Collins never gave up his 

work in Glasgow to try to raise Edinburgh support. Perhaps 

an extended stay there would have produced exactly the some 

results as his Glasgow activities. Elizabeth Pease certainly 

became disillusioned by her 2tiend's apparently short-sighted 

concentration on one city. 
2 

As it weal the Edinburgh Ladies' 

Society came out in support of Garrison of its own accord. 

Under the domination of Mrs. Jana Smeal Wigham and her stepdaughter 

Eliza Wigham, later helped by Mrs. Elizaboth Pease Nichol, the 

Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation Society come to be one of the main 

British Garrisonian abolition societies, contributing, regularly 

to the Boston Bazaar, and feting any Garrisonians who happened to 

visit the city. The initiative among female abolitionists in the 

city remained with Garrisonians throughout the history of the 

movement, in spite of sporadic attempts to move towards the New 

Organisation in the fifties. 
3 

What seems to have happened in 1841 

was that conservative female abolitionists quietly dropped out of the 

lommittee, without the kind of publicised schism which was created in 

the ß. 8. S. 4 The situation was thus a little different from the 

Glasgow one. During and after Collins' visit, both Edinburgh 

1. H. ßairdnor to Collins, 20.4.41, Garrison Papers. 

2. E. Possa to Collins, 21.4.41, ibid. 

3. E. Wighom to Chamerovzor, 18.4.56, Bod. Brit. Emp. Mss, 3.18, C37/76; 
Louisa Cruickshank to Scoblo, 10.11.4d, I bid., C 16/126a; 
E. Wigham to A. W. Weston, 30.0.50, Weston Papers; A. B. R., May, 1856, 
December, 1857, 

4. This conclusion has been reached in spite of the fact that committee 
lists, minutes, and reports for the society during this period are 
unavailable. A controversial division of the Glasgow sort would have 

produced a body of pamphlet literature, and inevitably have been 
mentioned in letters to American abolitionists. Even Collins, whose 
complete British correspondence has survived, makes no mention of a_ 
schism among the Edinburgh ladies. 
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societies remained basically united, though their response to 

the issues which split Glasgow abolitionists differed. The 

Ladies' Emancipation Society became vehemently Garrisonian. 

The Edinburgh Emancipation Society proper, however, remained in 

cooperation with the B. F. A. S. S., and became known as one of the 

areas most receptive to New Organisation Araericam visiting Britain. 
1 

After a temporary collapse due to the st*ain of the Free Church 

controversy in 1846, it was reconstituted in 1854 as the Now 

Edinburgh Anti-Slavery Society, still illiberal by Garrisonian 

standards. 
2 As In Glasgow, the social and religious background 

of the two groups seems to have been similar, so much so that the 

dividing line between them was only one of sex. The most striking 

example of abolitionists of identical origins with differing 

viewpoints was the Wigham family, with old John Wights a leader of 

the pro-B. F. A. S. S. element, and his wife and daughter two of the 

most active Garrisonians in Britain. Possibly the Wighams used their 

abolitionist differences against one another in family disagreements, 

in the some way as the British churches later used their standpoints 

on slavery to assist them in preexisting disputes with their rivals. 

Collins' final area of activity was Dublin. Much smaller 

in number than those in Edinburgh and Glasgow, Dublin abolitionists 

were easily dominated by the secretaries of the Iiibernian Anti-Slavery 

Society, Richard D. Webb and the Unitarian James Iiaughton. Both men 

had returned from the World's Convention strongly prejudiced in 

favour of Garrison and his party. Although Dublin, like Glasgow, 

1. Phelps to E. Wright, 1.3.44, Elizur Wright Papers, Library of 
Congress. 

2. A. S. B., Sept., 1854; Anti-Slavery Advocate, August, 1834. 
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welcomed all the groups of touring- abolitionists after the 

Convention, it was with the Garrisonians rather than their rivals 

that the secretaries continued corresponding after the delegates' 

return to America. Nevertheless, Webb did not hoar of Collins' 

arrival from Miss Pease until January, and even then he shared 

her pessimism about the chances of a mission at this point, 

its insisted that Irish abolitionists were few and uninfluential, 

but at least strongly for Garrison. Collins and Remond were 

ingited to Dublin "to relax from your cold and thankless labours 

amongst the banded hosts of English 'New Organisation'". 
1 

Although unable to accept this invitation at the time, Collins 

did remain in touch with the Hibernian Society. By the and of 

March Webb was again pleading that he should coma to Dublin, this 

time to hold active public meetings. 
2 

Actually the Collins issue 

had brought the HibernkIn Society to the point of complete breach 

with the D. F. A. S. S. without his ever having visited Dublin. In 

the same letter Webb deplored their conduct as "shuffling and 

contemptible". He surmised that "they have all been led astray 

by Scobla, Who .... hates Garrison worse than he hates the devil", 

presumably he draw these conclusions from the interchange of 

correspondence the Hibernian Society had begun on hearing that the 

Broad Street Committee had been a party to the circulation of the 

Colver letters, Webb a! id Houghton must also have been aware of the 

Emancipator accusations, so that the whole situation was one where 

1. Webb to Collins, 7.1.41, Garrison Papers. 

2. Collins to Vobb, 28.1.41, ibid.; Webb to Collins, 24.3.41. 
ibid. 
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disagreements would involve moral principles and threaten the 

basis of cooperation between Dublin and London. Richard Allen 

had written to Dread Street on February 4th, and again a fortnight 

later, asking for the B. F. A. S. S, reasons for circulating slanders 

against Collins. Since there was no satisfactory reply, he and 

Iiaughton wrote on behalf of the Cosaittes insisting that Collins 

should be given a hearing, and that extracts countering the 

Colver and Uaassachuaetts Abolitionist extracts should be printed in 

the Reporter. The only reply gras the ono sent in duplicate to 

the ß. ß. S., stating that the Co=ittea had passed resolutions in 

favour at flimsy and Stanton, and that to endorse Collins would 

therefore "stultify their own ects". Stokes finally asked to 

be excused further correspondence. 
l' 

All that remnined, after 

Collins' arrival in dublin, was for Webb to write agreeing that 

correspondonco botveen the two societies should be finally closed, 

while expressis a wish for united action it this should become 

possiblo. 
2 From this point onwards, Dublin's small group of 

active abolitionists, led by Webb, were to operate completely 

separately, pledged to supporting the Garrisonians in America. 

Since Wcbb'a contribution , to . 
the Äznerican movement was greater 

than any Briton other than Thompson, the eeco aion of, the iiibernian 

society to of central importauao. 

Collins' later viait-to Dublin made little difference to the 

situation. The small group of ßarrisonian abolitionists had already 

1. Allen to Stokes, 4.3.41, Dod. Drit. Dmp. Uss. S. 18, C4/47; Allen 
to Stokes, 20.3.41, Ibid.; 7$T "Y auhton a Allen to Stokes, 
31.3.41, ibid., C4/5 bj Stokes to Allan, 16.4.41, copy, ibid., 04/510 

2. Webb to Tredgold, 10.5.41, ibid., C1O/158. 
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deckled in his favour, and against the Broad Street Committee 

and Its American allies, Collins actually found time for 

a short visit to Ireland while the situation in Glasgow was 

still fluid, just after the Albion Street Chapel meeting on 

16th April. 1 After one meeting in Dublin, he returned to the 

"great city of Bmo) e filth and suffering", travelling in company 

with 'Cobb's brother Thomon. 2 In spite of Emeal'n pleas for 

his assistance, Collins spent the second half of Lay and most 

of June in Ireland. His public activities were not great. 

It was perhaps only because of lack of coney that his return 

was postponed so Ionj. Although the Liberator stressed the 

magnificent reception he had had from "the small but faithful 

bond" in Dublin, it also mentioned that his return to Boston was 

expected at any time. 4 In fact no public neetinns were hold at 

this ticua. Garrison himself had been convinced for sorge time that 

Collins' return was overdue. 
a 

BY thtt time Collins' as$sou had clearly failed. 
He had raised little money during his trip, and it is 

probable that he had to borrow money for tits passage home 

from Phillips, who left Britain with him on the July 4th packet. 
6 

1. Collins to Webb, 18t? )4.41, loc. cit. 

2. Extracts from Dublin Freeman's Journal, n. d., in Liberator, 23.6.41, 
0.7.41; Collins to Web , 29.4.41, Garrison Papers; Webb to Garrison, 
20.5.41, ibid. 

3. SMC81 to Collins, 22.3.41, ibid. 

4. Liberator, 23.6.41. 

S. Garrison to Collins, 1.4.41, Garrison Papers. 

6. Phillips to Collins, 29.6.41, ibid.; Collins to R. Pease, 4.7.41, 
ibid. ; W. & A. Phillips to WebF ; '27.7.41, ice. ; Liberator, 27.7,41. 
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r 

In the history of the American anti-slavery movement as a whole 

his visit had been unimportant. The Standard survived as a 

rival to the emancipator on its own merits, and the 1841 squabbles 

in London, Glasgow, and Dublin did little to affect existing 

disunity in America. Collins himself soon faded out of the 

movement. He wrote bitterly on his return of "the oppressive 

incessant toil & drudgery which 17/20ths of your entire population 

are subjected & ...... the luxury, prodigality, & idleness which 

is saddled upon the other 3/20tha. " 1 Ilia analysis of industrial 

society had been for too advanced for the majority of British 

abolitionists. In another two years he found himsälf parting 

company from the most extreme of his American abolitionist 

colleagues. By mid- 1843 even Abby Kelley vas horrified by his 

support for communistic theories of property. 
2 Later in the year 

he resigned from his agency niter attacks from Douglass, Remond, 

and Gay, to move on to his uncertain future in Utopian experiments 

at Skanaatelea. 
3 

In the British movement, however, Collins' mission had 

provided the final factor leading to disunity between abolitionist 

societies or sections of abolitionist societies. There had been 

rivalries and disagreements before his arrival, but Garrison's 

decision to send an agent to raise Bunds produced a breakdown of 

cooperation between his supporters and those suspicious of him. 

1. Collins to E. Pease, 16.8.41, Garrison Papers. 

2. A. Kelley to H. W. Chapman1 28.6.43, Weston rapers; 
A. Kelley to N. V. Chapman1 2.8.43, ibid. 

3. E. M. Collins to U. W. Chapman, 13.8.43, ibid.; Collins to 
M. W. Chapman, 33.8.43, ibid.; Douglasstö-I. W. Chapman, 
10.9.430 ibid. -"ý' 
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In the light of the coral arguments over the rights and wrongs 

of the Emancipator transfer, aal the controversy over whether 

the D. F. A. S. S. had or had not spread lies about Collins, the 

alliance between abolitionists holding different views on these 

matters could not survive. A prominent American tousle abolitionist 

once wrote of the schisms that they 

"might have been prevented. A little forbearance, 
a little toleration, a little of that charity 
which 'never faileth' would have saved us all 
this trouble and dishonour..... I think that a 
spirit of conciliation was wanting on both sides..... 
they should have clung to one another, while they 
could, without sacrifice of principle. " 1 

Certainly forbearance had been lacking in Britain, and even more 

so in the Americana who influenced Britain. Few abolitionists 

had less tact than Colver and Collins. But "want of charity" 

alone had not produced the reflection of the American schisms 

in Britain. The real key to the disunity in the movement was that 

preferences had now become principles. With the rivalries in 

America stated in the moral terms produced by Collins' visit, the 

riltal groups which already existed began to accuse one another of 

malpractices which made continued cooperation impossible. 

Thus the effect of Collins' visit on exi$ting tensions in the 

British movement was to begin the extraordinary series of schisms and 

counter-schisms which characterised its history throughout the 

forties and fifties. The foundations of two opposed anti-slavery 

movements had now been laid. One was conservative, dominated by 

the B. F. A. S. S., and in alliance with the A. F. A. S. S. The other was 

far less so, Garrisonian abolition was now supported in Britain 

by the small but immensely active society in Dublin, the majority 

of the Glasgow Emancipation Society and the new Glasgow Ladies' Anti- 

Slavery Society, and the female society in Edinburgh. The division 

1. Mary Grew to E. Pease, 18.3.41, Garrison Papers. 
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was to become more elaborate in the fifties as new plans for 

abolition complicated the simple split between Old and Now 

Organisation. Again, although the Scottish and Irish Garrisonians 

were always taut important, they did not remain alone. Nevertheless, 

the emergence of an independent Garrisonian movement in these 

three cities was the beginning of the division of the British 

abolition societies along lines identical to the American ones. 

In this sense Collins' visit may have been the most influential 

and at the same time the most disastrous event in the history of 

the British movement against American slavery. This was even more 

so in the case of Scotland. At the same time as it created the 

Garriconian abolition societies, the Collins mission destroyed 

what unity remained among British supporters of the American 

abolition campaign. 

', a 
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CIZAPTER VI. 

TIME MVIES; THE I3ZITI3U QIt r3 AND TIM A= RICAN 
SLAVEUOI R 

John Anderson Collins' visit had been instrumental in 

formalising the divisions between British supporters of the 

Old and Now Organisation abolitionists of the U. S. A. Throughout 

the decade which followed, the issues which he had raised continued 

to absorb the attention of the anti-slavery societies in this 

country. The London Anti-Slavery reporter officially tried to 

ignore the disunity in the movement, but consistently disassociated 

itself from Garrison and his followers, The ßarrisonians in Dublin, 

Glasgow, and elsewhere continued to work independently of the Broad 

Str©at committee. 1 Certainly now of the ßarrlsonian distrust 

of the 13. F. A. S. 3. sprang from personal hatred of its secretary, John 

Z3coble, whilo the movement was further hamstrung by its divisions 

over the question of tree trade in slave-grown eugar. 
2 

The gain 

point at Issue, however, was the extent to which British abolitionists 

should cooperate with American reformers prepared to link the anti- 

slavery movczncnt with causes less acceptable to conservative middle 

1. A. S. R., 8.1.43,23.5.45,2.11.40; Glasgow Argus, 18.4.44Z 
urray to Soul, 22.11.41, Bod. Brit. Emp. isM. 'S. 18,0115/138; 

Eatlin to Webb, 13.11.45, Weston spars; Thompson to Webb, 
10.4.46, Garrison Papers. 

2. R. D. Webb,, The National Anti-Slavery Societies in England 
and the United States, eta., pp. -11; nti"s avery Advocate, 
Jan., 1835; Est n to U. W. Chapman, 26* 5.510 tort on Papers; 
Thompson to A. W. Weston, 15.8.81, ibid. For the effect of 
the sugar duties controversy on the British movcmcnt, sea 
ay cyclostyled paper on 'The Anti-Slavery Interest and the 
Sugar Duties, ' in the Edinburgh University Centro of African 
Studies Seminar reported rin The Transatlantic Slave Trade 
from West Africa (Edinburgh, 1UG5). This paper 1s to e 
pub sa in a revised form in historical Journal, 1970. 
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class philanthropists in this country. Trot 1841 owards, 

auch British anti-slaver: energy was dissipated in squabbles 

over this issue. 

There raaain d ono area in which British abolitionists, 

of whatever faction, cpuld still oooperate. All were aped 

that the bast way in which they could help the l(Kro was by 

putting pressu ro on the American churches, north and south, to 

testify against slavery. IA so. Can., they night hope to do 
this through personal influence during visits to AMwries. Sturg., 

for instance, mach his 1841 trip in the oxpactation of persuading 

leading A*ertcan Friends to strengthen their Bition to slavery. 

The Far" Cbuurob deputation of 1844, notwithstanding the charges 

of proslswry aooduct istsr aide Eiast thew, sees to harg aids 

personal attempts to demonstrate the siniulosss of tolerating 

slsve3yº. 
2 Mars formally, the various Eglish sind Scottish churches, 

since 1833, had continually sent memorials and reaonstraocss to 

the corresponding denominations in the U. S. A., urging thu to use 

their influence to bring slavery to an sod. The extremism of 

denominational attitudes night vary� but manifestos of this sort 

were still being seat regularly iwweliatsly before the Civil War. 3 

1. J. $turgs, A Visit to the Unitod States in 1841 (London, l8A2), 
pp. v-vi; Sturge to tt er, , In card, Sturgo, 
pp. 224.225. 

2.0. Lewis, ispressi©ns of America:;. and the Americas Churtals 
(Edinburgh-. 1=79 pp. 6" . 97" 119t 233. 

3. An asaspls of such late anthusiaa" was the atteapt to stir up 
British Methodist support for a docent issued by the Black River 
Methodist Episcopal Conference, New York, entitled "An Appeal to 
all Ysat"rs of the Great Methodist racily, Affiliated with the 
Methodist Episcopal Church throughout the World" (1858), reprinted 
in LB. Pullen, The Blast of a Truepat, calling upon Every Son and 
Daughter of Wesley, n Great Britain and ra a, to hýTTFIqFACOU 

Brethren in Purifying tr Anwrican Zion roe Slavery tLoncuut 1 

pp, 39-42 & passim. 

i 
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In some erases an individual night take it upon himself to 

write on behalf of his 'co-professors' throughout Britain. 
1 

In others, several congregations night adopt a memorial to 

send to America. Again, complete denominations manned on 

occasion to unite in expressions of horror at the countenance 

given to the slave system by their fellows In America, 2 

even agreement over church action broke down during the 18400s, 

as abolitionists began to quarrel over the problem of whether 

they should refuse communion and thus all cooperation to American 

clerputn connected even indirectly with slavery, Nevertheless, 

once Collins had returned to Boston, the only direction in which 

abolitionists in this country were still unified was their 

i. As in Pollen's case. Be. also J. Oturge, Letter to the Religious 
Society of priends in the United States, 1. ra , 

up on Library, Harvard University; R. Allen & A. Johnston, 
Your latter, to the Rev. Janas Caughey, Methodist Spiscopsl Minister, 
on Participation of r cap UstERIst p scope Church In 
the n of r can avert' (Nbllu, More co o y, v dual 
papers or writers sou ant indirectly by calling on their readers to 
unite in sending oeswrials to the States - e. g. Christian Reformer, 
Oct., Nov., 1846, reprinted as Aaarican Slavery n. ., copy n Weston 
Papers= S. A. Steinthal, Aaarican avery; a eroon, Preached at 

(8ridgwater, 11853p, C. Wickateed, The Englisbsae's Duty to the Free 
and rnslsved Aaerican. A Lecture. ce ve a s. n 

-1853 anuary. on s, . 
2. Remonstrance on the Subject of American Slavery, by the Inhabitants 

of a on and the Vale of wn asgow, 3 Utter-on r can 
eery. The Association of ongregational Church.. ae een a 

s res. to their `a ona Brethren in the e States of 
CA =Abessen, 1537), in ADerde"n Herald, 13.4.371 The aaruvaz 

ation of Christians of All Denominations in Montrose as 
t" Ch-ristimus of the Vjjjt; Z Stales of r oa Montrose 

at, J M-wrican Slavery. Remonstrance e 
tional Unionof Scotlan. p., 1840); Memorial and 
once Respective avery, to the Synod of the Un tei Secession 

asgow, ; ress of the Irish to an Christian 
to their Brethren nr cs (Boston. t An lxpost stion 

of the Unitarian 
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determination to attack slavery throWh their links with the 

American churches. This had always boon the most promising 

approach to the problem of British support for American saanaipation, 

in the absence of any political link between the two aountries. 
i 

Apart fror their shared hope of ooopsrativS over church 

standpoints on slavery, British abolitionists continued arguing 

along the sage lines. The group in control of the Aosrioan 

Anti-Slavery Society were assumed by their rivals to be the party 

in favour of female equality, abolition of the Sabbath, and 

destruction of the paid sinistry, as well as free low and general 

anti-social licence. 2 Indeed the mors thoughtful British 

Garrisosiaww were aware of the prejudice caused by the excesses 

of the zwo whoa Stuart once called the "Americas raphsodists. " 3 

By 1$46 Webb could write dubiously of the cold British roloo w 

which would await Garrison, because of the uctrawiaa which had set 

the Quakers ageisat hin "alaast to a sagt. " '4 fror the aarrisouiaus 

as a body, however, the Broad Street Co mitta" had sold the cause 

to a church ministry whose acquiescence was the asiestay of louthera 

slavery. 
5 More specifically& they could 'Ds attacked as allies of 

1. M. T"mperley, 'The British and American Abolitionists Compared', 
in Duberwan, (ed. ), The Anti-Slavery. Vanguard, pp. 343-361, stresses 
the absence of opportunities for wo n in any concrete way. 

2. A. Csaeron, The Free Church and her Accusers in the Matter of 
Aaerican Slavery; Ring a er to rg" Thompson Wording 
his Recent Appearances in this Cily (Nalub he , PP" " 
Tbase Nara were not entirely ounded. 8"e, for instance, S. C. 
Wright$ First Day Sabbath not of Divine Appointment, pasaiw. 
Even Ga son ans cou adult t ores es of their oo eagu"a, as 
did Bassi in British Friend, 31.1.45,38.3.45,31.3.45. 

3. Circular on J. A. Collins, 1841, printed in Liberator, 7.5.41. 

4. Webb to M. W. Chapman, 16.7,46, Weston Papers. 

5, Glasgow Fowls Raancipatipu Society, An Appeal to the Ladies of Great 

Britten Behalf of the American Slam asgow, UKU -P-P--5-8 
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the clique responsible for the 'theft' of the Eaancipatoro 

rinally but not least significantly, conservative British 

abolitionists could be accused of joining In the pro-slavery 

attempt to destroy the personality cult of Garrison. I 

One :: peat of the tensions between the abolitionists which 
emerged even more strongly during the forties was the way in 

which they reflected strictly British regional rivalries. 

By supporting the Garriionians, leaders in Scotland and Ireland 

were putting tMnsslvss in a position where they were douinatiug 

a self-contained reform movement* If they had remained in 

cooperation with the algnates of the cormervativs national 

society based on Landon, they would haßt been playing the 

subordinate role of minor provincial figure. controlled fron the 

metropolis. Given the realities of British politics then and 

now, this role wet already have been only too familiar to then. 

Webb's personal satisfaction at being able to work in cooperation 

with man who were, after all, leaders of a national Assrican reform 

ciopwi%e, my will be typical of other provincial reformers 

antagonised by constant central control of their affairs. 
2 

Certainly it wan la gely on Scottish and Irish abolitionists 

that the Arriosn Anti-Slavery $Misty depended for Its support 

tbroW Out thi decade. Mii Prase's Darliittou efforts had always 

1. J. A. Collins, Right and Wioos SIOMW the Abolitionists of 
US Umtod Ststss, PP" ._ . C. Wright, M sa Lloyd 
Garr Mai, Gttor to the Comitt+w of alas Fowls 4 
Slavery Soaiity wisagar, 1V45), p. 1f Latter 01 n. c. 

ght, "'73.45, in British Fritsd, 30.8.45. 

2. Webb to LW. Chap su, 17.11.46, W stop Papers. 

V., ý: 

, ý.. 
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been those of an individual, and on her father's death noon 

of ter the bitter exchanges of the Collins visit, she appears 

to have ban overcome with cwt to an extent which ruined her 

health. 1 The emergence of the group of extremist abolitionists 

centred on the Istlin family and the Bristol and Clifton Ladies' 

Anti"®1avnry Bocioty was only a development of the tittles, 

The Aor. Mr, 8tsinthal of Bridgewater had not yet developed 

abolitionist interests* while . the seas was true of the future 

great bsa.. tactor of the asrrlso*t. ss, Wilson Armistead of Leeds. 
Support for the Garrisoniaas was thus still focussed on Dublin, 

Glasgar, and Xdinburgh, where sympathatic groups were led by the 

throe erratically Quaker families of Mebbs, 8wals, and Wighase. 

support for the other American faction was centred on the 8. Y. A. S. 8., 

dominating its string of more or less docile auxiliary societies 

throughout the country. Until the avers complicated developments 

of the next diced., the schism . 
in the British abolitionist movement 

was perpetuated along provinaial/Astropolitan lines. 

Apart from the old srgue*ts of 1140-41, however, abolitionists' 

attention in the forties was largely taken up by 
, controversy over 

the correct abolitionist course of the British churches. All 

were agreed that working for the adoption of a correct church 

standpoint ors slavery was the greatest contribution British 

abolitionists could make to the cause. But the unfortunate problem 

1. Garrison to B. B. Garrison, 8.11.46, Garrison papers. 

2. Tor the activities of theme individuals in the next 
decade, ate bb1cr e Chapter VIz passier. 
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posed in considering church action was that the various groups 

of abolitionists failed to agree over what the correct church 

attitude to slavery was. The resulting arguments between 

abolition societies and the separate churches added a sow 

dimension to the already lamentable disunity in the anti-slavery 

movement. For the abolitionists themselves, arguments over the 

role of the churches reinforced the suspicion of conservatives 

for Garrisonians and vice versa, and were used in many cases to 

gain advantage in the continuing debates over the issues raised in 

1840 and 1841. In this way the controversy over church attitudes 

to slavery attracted more attention than any aspect of abolition 

in the forties - as a problem important in itself, as a new aspect 

of old disagreements strictly within the antislavery movement, 

or as a convenient way of focussing pre-existing tensions between 

rival groups of churchmen, and churchgoers. $ach of those levels 

of controversy appeared in the three major crises which coiled 

church policy into question during the decade " the Indiana Secession 

of the Society of Friends in 1843; the affair of the Free Church 

of Scotland in 1846= and the attempted formation of the Evangelical 

Alliance in the sage year. Examined in detail, each of these strikingly 

shows the extent to which the extraneous issue of slavery became a 

vehicle for tensions and rivalries between church and reform groups 

in mid-Victorian Britain. In each case conservative and radical 

abolitionists differed over the correct course to take. In each case 

their dittering. viewpoints were adopted by sections of the nonconformist 

public using the slavery issue as a raus of belobouxiug their opponents 

is past clerical controversies. 

Tina way to controversy trag opened by the failure of the bible 

to give any in ithiguous statement of the correct Christian attitude 
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to slsveholdiug churches,, or indeed to slavery itself. Since 

church members habitually saw scriptural references as giving 

the ultimate sanction for their actions, pamphlet controversy 

on such references to slavery continued inconclusively until 

the year of the Sanoipatioet Proolsa stion. 
1 

In some anass such 

argsmUts sight create dissension suoi m churchasu, as In the 

9 
exchanges of Fuller and Wayland, ft other cases, controversy 

aver tho course a given church should ioliav over ddiavsry might 

give rise to a flurry of publications on the related point of 

1. Unfortunately there is no study of the light cast on 18th and 
10th century intellectual history by the biassed use of 
subiguous scriptural tests to support preexisting attitudes 
to slavery. Partial studies of the scriptural controversy 
during restricted periods sre D. B. Davis, The Problem of Slavery 
in Western Culture (Ithaca, 1966), and more spec ca y.. 

anks# 'The Biblical Anti-Slavery Arent of the Decade 1830- 
1$40, ' in JILL, XVI, - 1930.8.8ewa11, The Selling of David. 
A Memorial (Boston, 1700), printed in Proceedings a the ssaohusetts 
Historical Society, 186344, pp. 161-14, a J. Hep urn, The American 

enge o the istian Golden hula or, an Essay to Prove the 
VnilawMuess of Making Haves o Men Mew Jersey, n. p., , 
reprinted in Proceedings 31 te rican Antiquarian Society, 1997, 
pp. 113-140, are bot early abo o st works suggesting at the 
tenor of the Now Testameat was at variance with the slaws system. 
on"tbe other hand a pro-slavery Jesuit could use scripture to defend 
not only slavery but the slave trade, in R. Harris, Scriptural 
Researches on the Licitnasa of the Slave Trade. Showing its 
bVLLLWKM&ry Ws%,.. W.. W a+awýV"W= W. N. an=jbasras waw wvwwciavv asýaýava., 

bellaostiR In the acr Writing* of t word verpoo , 1786). 
go'st r caa ars abo on as usa Biblical sanctions in 
the nineteenth century, the most Systematic attack being A. Barnes,, 
Inquiry Into the Scriptural View of Slavery, 1846, which I have 
not had the opportunity of reading. c aracteristic controversial 
work was Domestic Slavery Considered as a Scriptural Institution. 
in a Correspondence I-wtweez the give car Fuller athe v. 
Francs Wayland, revise a cor; act; d by the at ors ew Yo-rk, 1645). 
Many i2ditious to tcontroversy were pub s in connection with 
the incidents examined in this chapter, especially the ? roe Church 
affair - see below, pp. 329,337. A very late example is Qoldwin Smith, 
Does the Bible Sanction American Slavery? (Cambridgo, Ass., 1863). 
Notetat Scripture arguments were considered to be cost effective 
on waverers, and as such were distributed widely by the American 
A, 6.6., as in The Anti"Slavory Examiner, No. 5: the Bible ag*iwt 
Slavery. an Inv rv Into the Patriarchal aFad ss a vstear OD e 

ubject a Hwan ßigbts ew ork, ,A Scotts con i button Mee 
Dicke All ern avery Iudafenetble (Montrose, 1836). 

$, Domestin Slavery Considered as a Scriptural. In titntionr eta* 
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scriptural references. This Was : moat clearly so during the 

discussion of the Free Church's policy from 1844 to 1347.1 

Each argument over the role of the churches was parallelled by 

a renewal of argument over the old question of whether or not 

literal reading of the Bible made eatancipatiou obligatory. 

The ambivalence of Scripture on slavery no doubt made church 

arguments all the more difficult to settle, especially since 

the opposition In any given squabble could always be represented 

as being un-Christian in perverting Revelation for their awn ends. 

Discussion of church attitudes to slavery had not been 

central to the British abolition moveient prior to 1ß33. a 

After 1833, the now universal abolition movement set about 

bringing pressure to bear on the American churches. Nevertheless, 

although tension occasionally arose when individual clerical 

visitors to America were accused of shortcomings in their testimony 

against slavery, as in the case of Thompson"s crude attempt to unmask 

the Baptist ministers Cox and Roby during his 1834-33 visit, action 

remained united. 
3 Appeals to the American churches were normally 

couched respectfully and were restricted to courteous advice in a 

way which cads it difficult to differ over the approach which should 

Most obviously in D. Dick, In Favour of the Free Church, and also 
of the Abolition Causes or, on r can 8 very and th* Free 

uxa of Scotland, Inclusive of the Wrongfulness of all - 
Uddern Slavery (Edinburgh, 1 :ýf ýý i} . '. ý?. 

2. Although Church of England failure to look after the religious 
needs of the slave population was repeatedly criticised, as in 
J. A. Yates, Colonial Slavery. Fetters to the Right Hon, William 
Huskiason, on the Tresen ot on-of the aves, i -t1I Means 

st " to to t Mitigation r final uc on of 

Slavery lu the nritisn Colonies Uferpool, 1824), pp. 24-201 
Negro Slavery; or, a View o of the More Pro. inent rPoatW*s 
o Mat tats Of Soc ety, as it sts in the to at*s o Mrias 

and in s onies of the Weal IQlam, especially n ama a" 
(Loudon, 1823), pp. 42-43,56.58. 

3. Garrison, (ed. ), Letters and Addresses bfr CCeorgs Tbm! As°' p"74" 
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be taken. 
l 

It was only in the late thirties that a amore 

divisive issue was introduced with the suggestion that tormal 

sanctions should be used against churches and churchmen whose 

position on slavery was unsatisfactory, for example by refusing 

communion or $fellowship' to denominations which accepted slave- 

holders as members. The publication of Birnsy's The American 

Churches the bulwarks of American Slavery in 1839 had enormous 

effect, for Instance on the Glasgow Duncipation Society. 
2 

After 1841 the Garriaoniaos proposed taking the extreme standpoint 

of refusing comounion to Aasricans who were abetting alaveholders 

through their church policies. Lean radical British refor . rs 

refused to take so conclusive a step as excluding Americans 

connected with slavery from church privileges and activities. 

As a result, one aspect of the opposition between the factions 

of the British anti-slavery movement in the forties was disagreement 

over the degrao of harshness with which they should try to make the 

phurohes in the U. S. A. give up their proslavery practtices. In this 

way united action on church attitudes to American slavery was to 

break down at a point when the whole British movement had already 

gone through a process of fragmentation over other issues. 

***#* 

The first controversy in which the differing standpoints of 

the two wings of British abolitionists emerged was the one over the 

2. For instance the relatively gentle utters on Amrican Slavery. 
The Association of Congregational uro s is Aberdeen And Banff 
Shires to-We-ir Congregational ret n, etc., oc. c . 

2. Minute for 20.10.40, G. R. S. MInuto Books, U. 

- 
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accession from the Indiana Yearly Meatius of the society of 

Friends# in 1843. In this paar Frieuda in Indiana divided 

into two Meetings with different attitudes to slavery. Indeed 

by this time the harmony of most American denominations had been 

shattered or severely strained by the slavery issue. The 

division of the Presbyterian Church Into Old and New School 

in 1837 undoubtedly implied differing attitudes to the problem 

of discipline over the sin of slaveholding. 
1 Years Wart 

Harriet Beecher Stowe could satirise the clergy of both sections 

as being ready for reunification now that the northern wing had 

also abdicated its responsibilities over slavery, the one point 

at issue in the original division. 2 The forties were Oleo to 

see the disruption of the Methodists, first through the secession 

of the tiny Wesleyan Methodist Connection after the Utica Conference 

of 1843, and subsequently by the division of the whole dennination 

into the Methodist Episcopal Church North and the Methodist Episcopal 

Church Soutb. 3 Baptist abolitiouiats led by Elon Galuaha forced 

a similar division in their church in 1845, although the mil 

'rep»Wild. laptist group had previously made attitude to slavery a 

test for communion. An abolitionist Baptist Free Missionary Society 

1. I. B. Kull, 'Presbyterian Attitudes toward Slavery, ' in Church 
History, VII, 1938, pp. 10G407= C. H. Steiger, 'Abolitio sa 
a the Presbyterian Schism of 1837-1838, ' in LV. H1t., XXXVI, 
1940, pp. 413-414. Garrisonians condemned both cools an being 
equally pro-slavery, as in Anti-Slavery Advocate, Nov,, 1832, 

2. Dred: a Tole of the Great Dismal Swamp (London a Edinburgh, 1836), 
PP. 3T5-3"-. 

3. D. G. Mathews, Slavery and Methodism. A Chapter in American 
Morality, 1780+1 (Princeton, , pp, M-282; JoG o, 
1i am Lloyd Garrison and his Times, pp. 234-240; Pullen, 
r3last oa Trumpet, pp. .j Anti. -Slavery Advocate, Feb., 1853" 
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had been organised as early as 1843, Only the Catholics, 

because their hierarchical system of church government controlled 

squabbling, and the coegrejationa1iatu, because they were in effect 

confined to New England, remained relatively homog*nooue on the 

slavery issu0.2 Even in the latter case, controversy arose 

later to the decade over cooperation with southern churchmen 

in the national intordsnominational missionary societies. 
3 

As the forties opened, then, unity in the American churcbee was 

in the process of disintegrating over slavery. 

The Society of Mends itself was still-apparently unanimous 

in its disapproval of slavery. but ißt had begun to ohm serious 

diaagreeaents over the May in which slavery should be attackad. 

Friends were not united in wishing to cooperate with radicals 

distasteful because of their ideas on other social reforms, while 

some at least Shared the a! feat a strong abolitionist standpoint 

night have on their business relations with southerners. The 

Hicksito schism of 1827 greatly complicated quaker attitudes to 

slavery, A recent study suggosts that Hicksites were those Friends 

1. Johnaon, op. cit., pp. 243-246; Filler, The Crusade against 
Slavery, pp p. 124-125; Anti-Slavery Advocate, use, July* August, 
1O3. 

2, bi, H. Rice, American Catholic Opinion in the Slavery Controversy 
(Columbia, se aice# however, points to Me' con-temporary 
opinion that the absence of schien was due to the conservatism 
of the position taken by the Church, (p. 158), and her work reveals 

' a fascinating range of opinion kept within the Church, 

3. C. C. Cole, The Social Ideas of the Northern Evangelists (Columbia, 
1054)p pP. -i Anti-Slavery Advocate, t., 19541 A 
characteristic American pamph of on this controversy was &. Williston, 
Slavery not a Scriptural Ground of Division in Efforts for the 
Ia vat on of thß üeat can York. 1844). The most u iraatiPS 
Scottish coutr utiou was (J. DunlopJ, American Slavery; Q! ¬. eAlc 
Sing, etc. 

f 
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satt "allinstod' from the prosperous business society swrgiug 

in nineteenth century Aiwrias. 1 It may thus be significant that 

the tWWOUCy WAS for abolitionist Quakers prepared to cooperate 

with Garrison to be Hioksites. We. fbtt and her husband are 

obvious examples, as are Sarah Pogo,, Abby Kimber, and Isaac 

T. Soppsr. Although a Scottish Maud like 8M. l could register 

proper horror at lUcksite baUst" #ud yet cooperate with the Notts 

and their party in 1840. most $ritish Quakers a. e* to luve arnund 

that disruptive oarriaoniaa abolitiowiso was so show aonweatad 

with the dangerous radicalism of the Hiaksites. 2 On the other 

hand, Quaker abolitionists is both countries began to show growing 

suspicion of the failure of the orthodox Arriaao Yrettngs to 

maintain their testimony against slavery, whenever this sight 

involve donor to business interests or contact with nonuQuaker 

abolitionists known to hold sztraw social and religious views. 
3 

Indeed at least one abolitionist Quaker attacked bar follows for 

their eousuvatisa over the wow question, always a point at issue 

1. A. N. Doherty. The 8i0ksita Separation. A Sooio1ogical 
Aaa eis of Religious Bohlen in any na aan aa 

o" (new Brunswick, r pp, 33.34,, a passim. 

2. For documentation of the B, T. A. 8.89 attitude to 8iaksits 
visitors in 1840, Betr pp. 152,165 above. English Quakers 
were overwhelmingly orthodox. During Mrs. Mott Is Glasgow 
visit, Basal put his now to a aanitesto of the city's Quakers, 
dated 12.8.40, disassociating tbacselvse fron Riaksite is $., 
In ßlassov Argus, n. d., extract reprinted in Liýor# 9.10.40. 

3. see for instance the complaints in M. Bassett to A. Kelley. 
6.11.391 Abby Kelley Poster Piipers, American Antiquarian 
society; (E. Posse (ed)], Society of Friends In 
the United States$ their Views on n- soery question 

p wvsvo" 
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in the mutt-slavery movensnt, 
I Within orthodox Areriaan 

Quake circles, a growing eleasnt who shrank iron the 

Hicksitas but perhaps shared their sense of 'alienation' 

fron the Society in its new established position, began to 

question quaker unwillingness to launch a further antislavery 

oaapaigi. Such 'alienation' was signalised in 1843, in Indiana, 

by the first formal division within the Society itself over the 

slavery issue. 

The Indiana secession attracted great attention in Britain, 

as Indeed did all the splits in the American churches in the pre- 

Civil War period, British Quakers took different sides on the 

Indiana question according to their ideas on abolition, though 

certainly their preconceptions nay have been formed for reasons 

other than abolitionist ones. The indications are that the 

division of British opinion falls along the lines of the old 

tensions between provinces and metropolis, and between 

Qarrisonisns and Tappauites. Friends of the conservative 

London Yearly Meeting gave their support to the old Indiana 

sooting. Radical Quaker abolitionists like Webb and Basal, 

already disposed to distrust the leaders of the London Meeting, 

loudly called for recognition of the secessionists, largely through 

the Glasgow British Friend. Independent of varying ideas on 

abolition, these differing,; attitudes also seen to have been the 

product of disagreements and rivalries which had emerged before 

Indiana affairs and perhaps even the slavery question were over 

at Issues 

x. A. Oriake, Letter to Catherine B. Beecher in Reply to an 
loser-on Slavery and ray dress o. r a_s 
(ftston# 183% p, 119. 
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It the pattern of British attitudes to the secession 

fas complex, the reasons for the secession itself were even 

more so. The standard history of the Indiana events, written 

within ton years of their occurrence, assumes that attitudes 

to slavery were the, only point over which the two parties 

dissjreed. 1 Its author William Edprton, however, not out 

to daaouatrata that the new Yearly Meeting had only separated 

to maintain the Society's ancient testimony against slavery. 
2 

After being staunchly anti-slavery until at least 1839, he 

explained, the Indiana meeting bad been diverted from its 

principles by a coalition of colonisationists and businessman 

alarmed at the danage which would be done to their southern 

interests by the issuing of anti-slavery memorials, and the 

opening of Meeting Rouses to abolitionist lecturers. 3 The 

turning point in the history of the old Yearly Meeting had 

come in June, 1840, when the backlash from a visit by Arnold 

8uffus hod given conservative Friends enough strength to begin 

work against abolitionist activity. The Yearly Meeting had 

passed a general resolution against the extremism of the movement. 

Its Ci lttee for the Concerns of the People of Colour even 

began to throw out resolutions on abstinence from slave produce. 
4 

In 1841 the Yearly Meeting, on a recommendation treu its Meeting 

1. w. Edgortoa, A History of the separation in the Indiana 
Yearly Meeting Of R1, e s, we took place In sn er 
om, on the n svery question (Cluclunalla 1858). 

2. Ibid. * pp. 1-96. 

3. Ibid., p. 39. 

4. Ibid., pp. 41-47. 
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for Sufferings, instructed members not to allow nesting 

houses to be used for anti-slavery gathaztga. 
1 By the 

time of the 1842 Yearly ]ioetiug, sight abolitionist Friends 

had last their placer on the Ms*tiaig for Sutt. riugs. The 

abolitionist ainority were ejsctod from the Ueetiag House 

after strong protests, and subsequently agreed that secession 

was the only course open to then. 2 A General Convention 

called by this group, led by Charles Osborne, net on the 6th 

and 7th of February, and organised itself as the Indiana 

Yearly Meeting of Anti-Slavery Friends. A Declaration of 

Sentiments was issued and sent with epistles to other Quaker 

Meetings, suggesting the opening of correspondence. With the 

sending of the epistles to London Yearly Mesting, British 

Friends were introduced to the Indiana situation. They were 

urged to support the new Meeting, partly on the grouzads that 

the secession va the result of following the frequent Bpistle" 

of Advics sent to America by them Lu the past. 
3 

Edgciton's account stated the issue squarely interne 

of slavery and anti-, slavery. Nevertheless, it seems that this 

was not the only `round for division, though It was repeatedly 

stated as such. Even Edgerton ao*nanted on the extent to 

which economic interest moulded his opponents' evidently pro- 

slavery action, and it aeons unlikely that eight Friends would 

have been removed from the Meeting for Utierings between the 

1841 and 1842 Yearly Meetings purely because of abolitionist 

i, Ibid., pp. 49-50. 

2. Ibid., pp. 62-73. 

3, Ibid., pp. Toff. The 8pistls to London Yearly MUtin6 is 
printed, pp. 92-96. ý .. " ... 
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opiaioas. Thous X. Drake sent the secession as s reaction 

of rural Quakers to the domination of city conservatives closely 

connected with the Eastern and also the Southern business world. 
1 

Beyond this, the schiss may be seen as as. between 7rInads Concerned 

with maintaining the primitive testimonies of their moiety, 

and those prepared to cone to term with the nineteenth century 

world. Doing so would allow then to abaddon their old 

compulsion towards spiritual and even physical martyrdom, and 

compromise wherever the traditional testimonies would have Wade 

aaoaooia life difficult. Tb. ficksits saaassion itself had 
2 

bassi one aspect of this dualis*. Them is at least one 

Indication that in Indiana the slavery issue was used as a cover 

for personal and economic differences which were splitting the 

Yearly $. eting before tuff 's visit brought natters to a head. 

Although Charles Osborne was attacked for cooperating with 

usabers of other denominations ißt his anti-slavery activities, 

he had not been a member of an abolitionist society since leaving 

Tennessee forty years before. 
3 The criticise of Osborne thus 

appears as an attest to get rid of an articulate and popular 

friend who differed from the current leaders of the Meeting on the 

extent to which modern Friends should expose themselves to the 

snares of business success. The rags of the secessionist Friends 

at the declension from the ideals of the early Society implied 

in the admission of the kaoeu duellist and siareholder. Hentyi. rY 

1. Thomas B. Drake, Quakers and Blrnry (Now HaVen, 1930), 
pp. 133-1661 164--165. * supports this argument by 
citing Xdgarton,, op. cit., p. 39. 

9. Doherty, op. cit., paasio. 

ý. H. 11iakarsbaa to Z. Psaso, 30.1.44, Oarrison PMpIrs " 
f 
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Clay as a visitor to Meeting In 1842, also implies a difference 

of opinion . ider than the pure anti-slavery aa. 
l 

Whatever speculations sty be cud. about the backirouad 

of the Indiana secession, British abolitionists did respond 

to lt in terns of a simple difference within the Society over 

its attitude to slavery. Onto again the American division 

was reflected among British Christians. Some Friends in this 

country did not sympathise with the Indiana secessionists, in 

spite of their own dominant role in the abolitionist societies, 

past and present. Indeed they had repeatedly sent Bpistlee 

of Advice to the Yearly IM. tints in America through the London 

Yearly Meeting, exhorting thou to take the very standpoint which 
2 

the secessionists had adopted. British Friends, however, had 

been divided by the argr*ta of 1841. Garriaoaiao abolitionists, 

soap of then at least nominal quakers, noy bitterly criticised 

the conservative Friends in control of the London Yearly Smeting. 

Mtge Pease had launched an attack on the apathy of American 

and British Friends as early as 1840. Collins attributed many 

of his difficulties to the barriers they put in bis way in 1841.3 

Garrison himself complained of the way is which he was attacked 

by Sritirh Quakers for his opinions. "*y bitterest opponents 

in England, " he wrote, "are found in the Society of Friends. " 4 

1. Edgerton, oP. oit., Pp. 84-86. 

2, Ibid., p. 96. Epistle of the Meeting for Sufferings of London 
Teýisrly Meeting,, in ('lhilsdelphia) Friend, VI11,1833, cited 
in Drake, op. cit., pp. 142-144, al . pprinted in Liberator, 
25.4,33. For the full history of anti-slavery ow-ei r' A'iXIs 
on both sides of the Atlantic, see Drake, op. cit.; U. J. Cadbury, 
colonial Quaker Antecedents to the Abolition o Slain (Londons 1933) 
g. H. ee s, Sou ern Quakers w Slavery ßa t Nwre, 88, reprinted 
New York, 1966), c. . pt eker, 'IW@- Quakers and Negro slavery' 
In J. N. H. pXXV#r1940, pp. 331-362. 

3. [E. Pease, (ed. )], Society of Friends in the United States= R. Pea" 
to M. W. Chapman, 23.440, Weston Papersl Collins to Garrison, i: 1.41. 
Garrison Papers. 

4. Garrison to E. Pease$ 1.6.41, ibid, 
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Later he caw to the conclusion that their attitude was the 

assn obstacle to his success in Britain in 1$46.1 by l$520 

Mary Eat tin was convinced that the not* at would have been 

better off completely without the Quakers, 2 

An for an British Garrisoaiaia were ooncerwd, the events 

of 1841 made it clear that Quaker abolitionism had come to be 

less than satisfactory. On the other hand, there were Friends 

whose support for Garrison remised strong after 1841, and who 

took an independent attitude to the Indiana secession. The 

principal focus of opposition to the policy of the London Yearly 

Meeting was the British friend, " periodical edited from 1843 

to 1868 by William and Robert 8Mal. Founded partly because 

of the lack of coverage given to Aasriaan slavery by the London 

Fri, its first issue pledged an unblessed support for all 

abolitionist efforts in Britain and abroad, as well as "IMMRDIATB 

REPEAL" of the Corn Laws, and the spreading of information on 

the tesperanoe and peace rovewats. 
3 The new journal was intended 

to replace another provincial quaker periodical, the now defunct 

Irish Friend, which had also operated independently of the London 

Friend. The new British Friend took an umaorprorisingly 

Garrisonian tote, at least during the first few years of Its life. 

In the later forties and throughout the fifties, it gare less 

eororsgs to the American abolitionists and printed more articles 

1, Oarrison to N. D. Gsrriaon, 10.6.46, ibid. 

3, K. Bstlin to Be Weston, 24.9.52, Bstlin Papers, B. P. L. 

3. British Briend, 31.1.41. 
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on pserel aural ioprorr ssnt. 
x At the ties of the Indiana 

s. osssion, however, 8ra1'a paper beaaoe the rnbicle for those 

Quakers who disapproved of the Logdon Yearly Meeting's evident 

intention of ignoring the late of the Yearly Meeting of Anti- 

81av. ry Mends. Bacauss of the importance attached to British 

opinion aoaag Aasrioan friends, Its support gare great encouragement 

to the new Indiana Meeting$ disappointed by the failure of the 

London Y. srly 1NMting to "ndorai its position. 

William Basal and his brotb. r led protest against the 

action of the national body over the secession, possibly because 

of a Glaswegian distrust of the tendency of the London Yearly 

Meeting to legislate wholesale for Quakers throughoat the country. 

But they may have been eves more alarmed at the lack of support 

for the seceder. in other Meetings in Mario.. Tb. London Yearly 

Meeting was the only one which risked controversy by acknowledging 

or oven publicly reading the Epistle initially soßt out by the 

view Indiana Meeting. 3 Quaker atºti"slaeexy sentiment in London 

was Much stronger than sauvag the conservative Friends of Pennsylvania 

and Now Eacland, who simply rejected secessionist appeals out of 

hand.. In spite of the fact that the first Epistle, carried to 

London by , Arnold Buhe, was re iected$ a second was subsequently 

rent to the London hing for Bufferings, reiterating the posits on 

of the seceders. This time it also listed the charges of 

i. There are relatively tsar retsreaaes to slavery in the 
British Friend for the 1880's. Such comment as there was, 
however, was arrtsoaian. Star for instance the delighted 
review of the first number of the Anti-Slavery Advocate in 
British Friend, 1.4.53. 

2. Edgerton, op.,, 
ý. 

cit., pp. 209-227. 

3" Thid", pp. 74.96,209.8dg"rton prints this Bpistl" to 
S on Yearly Meeting, pp. 92-98. Also reprint .d in 

s sr r", 35.3.43. 
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inconsistency and care for business interests which could 

be made against those now in charge of the old Meeting. 

It the principle of knowing ma by their fruits was adopted, 

the secessionists argued, then the London Yearly Meeting should 

uphold than, since they had demonstrated their concern for 

the slave by leaving their religious fellowship on his behalf. 

In September 1844, the new Meeting made a final bid for the 

support of British Friends by issuing a third Address, this 

time directed to the individual members of London Yearly 

fleeting, rather than the Meeting in its corporate capacity. 

The arguments used were similar to those of the earlier Epistles, 

with the addition of same disparaging comment on the assumption 

that the majority should rule the minority, even in matters 

of, consoieace. 
2 

The Loudon response to these overtures remained 

negative, so doubt because of the irpolicy of destroying the 

unity of the Society by cooperating with a secession group clearly 

at odds with the conservative Mends dominant on the other 

side of the Allsntic. In toot it is difficult to see hair the 

most optimistic abolitionist could have expected " body now so 

institutionalised to shatter a unity considered valuable for 

Christian and social ends other than abolition, by taking the 

part of an obvious minority of a Meting four thousand miles from 

London. This must have been even sore the case, given the success 

of the old Indiana Meting in arguing that the seceders-wished 

to endanger the primitive integrity of the Society by cooperating 

1. Ibid., 31912,441 8dgtrtou, op. alt., pp. 304-311. 

2. Ibid., pp. 311-324. British friend, 31.12.44. 
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with nom-Prieuds known to hold extraordinary ideas on 

religion and society. 
I 

Perhaps what Is really surprising Is that the London 

Yearly Meeting did not refuse to cooperate with the Indiana 

seceders at once. As it was, noine of the Indians approaches 

produced any result. The whole matter was brought up for 

discussion at the 1813 Yearly Meeting, held from the 21st to 

the 31st of May. Avoiding any admission that the seceders 

were still Yrisuds, the )Meting adopted is Address to "those 

"bo have recently withdrawn from Indiana Yearly *sting of 

Friends. " It suggested, somewhat tactlessly, that the 

schismatic group should overcame their pride and reunite with 

the old Nesting 
2 

simultaneously, William Foster, Joseph 

Poster, George Stacy, and John Allen, all conservative Friends 

active in the LP. A. S. S., were appointed as a Committee to Visit 

Indiana as mediators. Arriving in Indiana in October, they later 

reported in favour of the old Meeting, in spite of complaints that 

they had listened only to the version of the sohisx put forward 

by its leaders. 3 Although this deputation fell far short of 

meeting the demands of the secessionists. its appoi*Sftat does 

at least indicate continuing British Quaker interest in slavery. 

This compares favourably with the refusal of the Americas Meetings 

to have anything to do with Friends who had broken the unity of 

the Society to cooperate with abolitionists outside it. 

Edgerton, op. cit., p. 3$. Garrisonians, however, repeatedly 
claimed that eir principles were simply those of the early 
Brio ds. Ste Garrison to B. Peas., 1.6.41, Garrison Papers; 
ä. C. Wright, William Lloyd Garrison. Latter to the Comittee 
of the Glasgow reale Emancipation Society asgw, " 

Edgerton, opp. oit., p. 335. 

3. Ibid,,: p, 332. L. Tappan to j. Q. Birney, 29 4.46, in 
ward, (ed. ), Letters of J. 0. Birney, II, 1012. 
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Notwithstandin6 the importance attached to Quaker unity 

on both sides of the Atlantic, a small minority of British 

Friends, encouraged by abolitionists of other denominations, 

chose a course very different from that of the London Yearly 

fisting. Broadly speaking, these dissidents were son and women 

who had already clashed with leading British Friends on the 

slavery issue in 1840 and 1841, following the Garrisoniss line 

where the Quaker-dominated ß F. A. 3.8. had taken the Tappanite 

one. Probably there was also an element of distrust of the 

national organisation because of regional sympathies, on the 

part of Seats like the 8mal brothers. Although an orthodox 

Friend, William Sensal was not only a Garrisonian abolitionist, 

but also a confessed nonresistant. 
I No doubt this made it 

easier for his to approve of the institutional anarchy implied 

in enapuraging the Indiana abolitionists to go their way, where 

conservative Friends shrank from imperilling the unity of the 

Society. Although the first issue of the British rrisnd which 

mentioned Indiana also included one- of a series of letters from 

Joseph Candler suggesting it was unfair to blame American Friends 

for indifference to slavery, t its editorial note expressed pleasure 

that the secession had taken place on grounds of "Christian duty. " 

Smal's comment was supported by a letter from a respected English 

Friend who had emigrated to Skaneateles, James Cannings Fuller, 

at that time visiting England for the 1843 Anti-Slavery Convention. 

Fuller sneered at recent mention in the London friend of the 

"p culi r difficulties" of U. S. Friends, and came out strongly 

1. $msal to Garrison, 1.2.41, in Liberator, 12.3. x. 

#g 
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in favour of the decisive mottos of the Indiana sepsrstiatO. 

The same issue of the British Friend carried an unusually 

radical letter from Joseph SturEe, which had been refused 

publication in the London Friend, due to its scathing attack 

on the refusal of American Quakers to allow meeting houses to 

be used for anti-slavery purposes. 
i Smeal's next issue was 

even more controversial. The whole of the minutes of the 

Indiana secession Convention of 6th February were printed, 

together with a letter which members of the new Meeting had 

asked Fuller to set before the British public. It suggested 

that if the body of British Friends allowed itself to be duped 

by lukewarm American Quakers, "it will undoubtedly do more to 

impede the progress of the present Anti-Slavery enterprise, than 
rue  ý "ýý. ýýýiý. ýiwýýrýýýýrýýýýýrr. ýý 

any other act which can be accomplished by any other Society 

in Christendom. " Bawsl's editorial disclaimed any wish to be 

identified with either side in the Indiana schism, but pointed 

out a little optimistically that until the old Meeting had justified 

itself, British sympathies would be with the new, Be called 

for an immediate start to official correspondence with the new 

Indiana Meeting. 
a 

By this time William and Robert Basel, and 

presuaably $ proportion of the growing readership of the British 

Friend, bad formed their opinion in favour of the Indiana separatists 
.......... 
at the expense of the old meeting, 

Until bseal's attention fes diverted to affairs nearer home 

with the controversies over the ? res church and the Evangelical 

1, Äritish Eieid, 29.4.43. 

3. Ibid., 31.5.43. 
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Alliance, the British Friend filled its col' s with material 

calculated to show the case of the Anti-Slavery Indiana Meeting 

in its but light. This Course was opposed to that of the London 

Friend, which mirrored the cautious opinions of the London Yearly 

Meeting and Its Meeting for Sufferings. I The Epistle which had 

been rejected by the London Yearly Meeting was reprinted for the 

benefit of readers of the British Friend, accompanied by an editorial 

ridiculing the annual Epistles of the various American Meetings 

because of their failure to mention that "they have done anything. " 2 

Characteristically, Smeal also admitted material from the old Meeting 

1. In fact the standpoint of the London Friend was less 
conservative than ßarrisonians insistedd. The 
difference from the British Friend was that its loyalties 
to quaker unity preve-ut-earecognition of the new 
Meeting, though it constantly castigated slavery and the 
failings of Indiana Friends in the old Meeting. See 
London Friend, August, 1843, which actually defended the 
secessions against the Philadelphia Friend of 29.4,43 
"the charges there spoken of cannot have been wholly without 
foundation. " The Friend, Oct. and Nov., 1843, was less 
favourable to the seceders. Private attitudes to the old 
? Seating were also sometimes critical. A letter to it 
dated 7.9.43, in London Yearly Meeting Casual Correspondence, 
Ms. Letterbook, Friends' House, insisted-that the name 
the new Hastings by mentioning slavery, "implies a surrender 
on your part of the Testimony of the Society against Slavery. " 

2. British Friend, 30.6.43. 

_ýý 
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to his colunar, but atta ikad it por. onally tbirouub his 

editorials, 
I By YAwamber, he had made up his mied completely, 

and went directly against the opinions of leading British 

Friends by suggesting that correspondence with the Indiana 

Hooting should be begun, "Whatever may be the treatment which 

they may receive from other similar bodies in America. " 2 

In the new year the Glasgow paper continued printing secessionist 

documents, together with the hostile ooment of the irren Labour 

Advocate "What a yielding up of principle to the shrine of 

expediency! "3 Although interest was temporarily diverted 

by the sensational news of the imprisonment of J. L. Brown and 

extended controversy over McGregor Laird's proposals for free 

*migration from West Africa, the July issue returned to the 

Indiana question byipublishing letters from Osborne and Butiun 

themselves, attacking the sophistry of the declarations of the 

old Meeting. They were accused of trying to take credit for the 

past anti-slavery activities of those who had now seceded. 
4 

The second Epistle of the ne, Meeting to the London Yearly Meeting 

Meeting for Sufferings, together with its Address to the individual 

Friends composing London Yearly Me tinge was printed in the 

December number. 
3 Pram this point on, however, Smeal'a interest 

1. e. g. Ibid., 31.10.43, where he published a letter from 
the o eeting complaining of the false intor'ation 
in sections fron the British Friend reprinted in the 
Free Labour Advocate. For the connection between these 
papers wringt controversy, see Edgerton, op. cit., p. 227. 

2. British Friend, 30.11.43. 

3. Ibid., 29.2.44. 

4. Ibid ., 31.7.44. 

5. Ibid., - 31.13.44. 

x 
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seems to have declined, although he printed letters before 

the 1845 Yearly Hosting suggesting that a mediating committee 

should be appointed to go to Indiana. 
1 

Editorial tooling Was 

to favour of the work of the comittaa, and . ae s to have 

remainAd so. 
2 It reports of its one-sided approach did 

reach Glasgowg no mention of they was made in the British 

Friend, 

Although the British Friend was the principal vehicle 

of support for the new Indiana Meeting, its editors were by 

no means alone among British Friends in doubting the sincerity 

of the old meeting. Their most unlikely ally was Joseph Sturge. 

Although a known Now Organizationist, and a man close to the 

leadership of the London Yearly Meeting, he helped the British 

Friend throughout the period of the controversy with material 

attacking the abolitionist deficiencies of American Frio pde. 
3 

Similar oorrespondence was submitted by an unidentified Friend, 

over the signature J. O., possibly the initials of the great 

banker John Gurney, though the disregard for the unity of the 

Society shown in some of these letters would have been 

uncharacteristic of his. 4 Elisabeth Pease, too, tried to help 

the $meals, although bar work &m severely curtailed Rflcr 

the death of her tatter. Asked to use har influence among 

British 8riends by an Indiana separatist correspondent, she 

1. Ibid, * 30,4.43. 

2, Ibid., 31.8.45,30.8.48,31.10.45. 

3. Ibid., 29.4.43,29.2.44,30.4.43. 

41 Ibid., 31.5.44,29.6.44,30.8,44,30.4.45. 
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passed on one of his letters to the British Friend with a 

covering letter calling for sympathy with the new Yeetins. 

In Ireland, too, Webb predictably dissented from those who 

refused to recognise the Anti-Slavery Meeting. For once he 

joined Sturge in attacking the various American Yearly Meetings 

through the British Friend. 
2 

By this time, perhaps because of 

the combination of aany other factors with the slavery issue, 

he had resigned his membership in the Society of Friends, officially 

over its behaviour over Indian#. After he and Allen had been asked 

to use their influence in favour of the separatists, he wrote 

bitterly that his correspondent 

".... poor dear innocent man.... could not have 
written to worse people unless he had written 
to as alone. Richard is a good Friend & has some 
character to loss, I an a gone man - being 
suspected to be a Unitarian and a heretic of 
the worst etaap....... [British Friends] will 
be led by the nose and what better could be hoped 
for whilst George Stacey and Josiah Foster are 
their Moses and Aaron.... I gave up all sects 
since the London Yearly Meeting have eschewed 
the Indiana separatists (who took their advice 
and were true to the slave) and for the sake 
of a hollow unity &a respect to dead rules 
preferred the mob of formalists and hypocrites 
constituting the old Indiana Yearly Meeting. " " 

The separation from Indiana Yearly Meeting gave rise to the 

least important of the throe controversies of the 1840's over the 

J, 0. Wickersham to E. Pease, 18.10.43, Garrison Papers; 
Wickersham to E. Pease, 30.1.44, ibid.; British Friend, 
30.11.43. 

2. Ibid., 29.6.44. 

, 

ý. 

3. Webb to Y. V. Chapman, 29.3.44, Oarriaon papers. 
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relationship between the British churches and the slave 

syste*, in spite of their disproportionate importance 

in the antislavery movement, the Quakers were relatively 

few in number. Again, their tendency to settle internal 

differences by themselves meant that the Indiana controversy 

was never publicised in the some way as the controversies 

over then policy of the Free Church of Scotland and the 

Evangelical Alliance. In the last resort, too, those who 

differed from the London Yearly Meeting in this case Were a 

very small minority of a very small denomination. Nevertheless, 

the Indiana controversy sheds some interesting light on the 

role of the British churches in the American anti-slavery 

movement. First, the behaviour of both groups in Indiana 

indicates the great importance attached by Americans to British 

approval of their actions over slavery. Secondly, setting the 

case of Sturge aside, those who challenged the London leadership 

over Indiana were abolitionists who had already done so in 1840 

end 1841, although in that case they had been doing so as rivals 

of the 13. F. A. S. 8. rather than as dissident elements within the 

Society of Friends, Thirdly and most important, the Indiana 

controversy showed that where Garrisonians in Britain were prepared 

to ignore the problem of unity within and between the churches, 

moderate abolitionists, who were also church leaders saw the 

preservation of this unity as a consideration which might and 

should dictate the way in which antislavery principles were to be 

advanced. Thus the Loudon Yearly Meeting had seen unity within 

the Atlantic coamunity of Quakers as being of first importance, *hIA: 'O" 

the Garrisonians who wished to recognise the Separatists had been 

prepared to ignore the affect of taking this radical abolitionist 
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standpoint upon their Society. These three trends - hunger 

of Americans for British approval of what they did over slavery, 

the use of slavery as an issue on which to pin old rivalries, 

and the tendency of Oarrisonians to not abolition before the 

maintenance of church unity - dominated the behaviour of the 

British churches on the slavery issue up to the Civil War. 

More clearly than in the case of the Indiana Secession, these 

trends are demonstrated in the more complex publics controversies 

over the free Church of 8ootland and the Evangelieal Alliance. 

*""** 

The implication- of the Free Church of Scotland in the 

Quarrels of the anti-slavery movement issediately followed the 

Disrupt$on of 1843, which marked its secession ftbia the Church 

of Scotland. The history of the emergence of the evangelical 

group within the latter, and of the "Ten Year's Conflict" and the 

final schism of 1843 has not yet been fully written. 
1 The motives 

fbich led the Evangelicals to break away from the Bstablishaent are 

still very much open to debate. Given the social conservatism which 

their leaders linked with a distrust of the patronage system in the 

1. W. O. Henderson, Heritage, a Study of the Disruption (Edinburgh, 
19ä8)i is a *odern Contribution written In soaow at general 
terms. See also T. Brown, Annals of the Disruption (3 Vols., 
Edinburgh, 1876-1877). The verdict on t soot wes behind 
the Disruption will be dependent on a series of studies of 
individual congregations or at least individual cities. For 
the events of 1843 at national level* the beat source is the 
Edinburgh Witness for that year, especially May - Junt. 

TThe pamphlet terature is enormous, gping right back to the 
second decade of the century. A partial Lodern study of 
this early phase of the controversy is J. W. Craven, 'Andrew 
Thomson (1779-1831). Leader of the Evangelical Revival in 
Scotland'. 
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old church, the most persuasive "rplacation is that until 

the very lost miaute the future Isadore of the Free Church 

rer. confident enough of their ore strength to feel they would 

be able to retain control of the Bstablishanat on their own 

teraa. 1 They were sharply opposed to the Voluntaries, and 

rasaiwd is a state of veiled antagoaias towards the Voluntary 

denroaiwtions. 2 
Whatever the real reasons for the Disription, 

it left the new Tree Church of Scotland without church buildings 

or wens of livelihood for Ito " tinisters. The first General 

Assembly of the Tree Church authorised the establishment of a 

"Sustentatioo ? und' to make good the losses of ainisters' salaries. 

It was to be adaiinistored from Edinburgh, but made up of contributions 

from individual congregations - incidentally by no moans voluntary3 

and of funds raised by canvassing outside Scotland, The amt 

1. Chalmers, for instance, was an arch-conservative on almost 
every political issue, including his wish to retain political 
power for the Church. See Wright, Scottish Chartisa, p. 116; 
J. D. Mackie, A History of Scotland Pengu n, , p. 335. 
Although he had published one psap i"t on slavery, this only 
suggested a schese of gradual emancipation, by which the 
property rights of the wasters were to be left undamaged - 
A Few Thoughts on the Abolition of Colonial Slavery, originally 
published as an introduction to C ar son s bou3 is on the 
Necessity of Improving the Condition of the- avoiin-TU-British 
Colonies, with a View to their Ultimate nc pa on, repr nted 
in Chalmers, ! arks, X11,31D. 

2, Loadon Patriot, 1.10.40,22.5.43. This paper's only satisfaction 
at the Disruption sprang fror the way in which it showed the 
futility of the establishment principle - London Patriot, 
2 9,5,43, See also J. itacnaughton, The Pre. ' urc . srican 
Slavery. Slanders against the Free urc diet and , in a 
Speech, ......... Delivered a ou urc Sa res, Paisley, 
April, (Paisley, 1&44)1 p, 7, 

3. *. A. Naclarea, "Presbyterianism and the Working Class In a 
Yid-Nineteenth Century City, $ in 1, XLVI, 1087, pp. 128-i30" 

ýy, ý 

`ý 
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promising area to begin collection was clearly Aourica. The 

Scottish Presbyterian Church was already admired by Presbyterians 

in the U. B. A. After the Disruption, the ? res Church appeared 

to have given up its funds$ property,, livelihood and status for 

the anti-patronage principles on which primitive Presbytsrianisa 

had been toundsd. l It also appeared to have embraced the voluntary 

principle which was the basis of American church g6vernment, although 

nothing was further fron the otxds of Chalmers and other his 

Church leaders. 2 To capitalise on the approval of Asariosn 

PresbYterisas, a Comaission riss appointed to tour the U. 8. A. 

raisins mosey for the 8usts*tstioa Turd. The Commissioners ifeleoted 

were the Rer. Dr. Burns of Paisley, the Rev. Dr. Cunningham, of 

Edinburgh, the Rer. George Lewis of Oroiston, Thaws Chalmers' 

son the Rer. William Chalmers, and the Dundee merchant Robert Ferguson. 

Their efforts were moderately suoaessiul, to the tvrA of some three 

1. T. $i th, The Clair of the Free Church of Scotland to the 
Sympathy sad "s aoao of roan Christians nclon, 

reprint" MGM s, S. U. -$-TM)p III9 482-505t 
Dalivesanca of Synod 0-rT w York and Ifsw Jersey, printed in 
Witssas, 14.2.44. The same sastption was made by Asarican 
aot onists, as in Letter of the American and Foreign Anti- 
Slavery society to the Can-desioners of Cbwch of 

" use , p, 4. 

ý. See for instance the statement of the Synod of LT, and N. J. 
on the Free Church, reprinted loo. cit., from $. York 
Observer, 13.1.14. Their incb-aMRency hers Is )-Wed 

o ut in A Latter to the Rev. William Cunningham, D. D. , on the 
question Regarding communion with 8 ave ag Churches (Ndlab 
18400 pp. - pass ..: a so . rsy, WOMILavery 
Character of the Am-Re-an ChurcLes, and the Sin o RodTng 
Christian-Communion with ture.... ver at the 
Rues o ree Church - avert' Society (Ndiaburgh , 
P0150 

IL 

t 
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thousand pounda, 
1 

such of it raisil among alav. holdiai Old 

School ftesbyterisns in the south. 

Abolitionists without any iatsr. at is the aaoaomia 

survival of the Free Church responded sharply to this betrayal 

of the antislavery 'ovement. The result was a controversy 

matched for bitterness in nineteenth century Scottish history 

only by the Disruption Itself, A great deal of research on the 

enormous body of pamphlet and newspaper sources for the 'Bend 

Back the MOUSY Caapaigt' ban already boon dons by Professor G. A. 

8happarsou. 
2 Like the Indiana controversy, the Pros Church 

*ne shoos the anxiety of American abolitionists to have British 

denn instions stick to tiro anti slavery principles. Again, 

during the two years of the controversy, the spats in Scotland 

, which disliked the Free Church, from radical Voluntaries to the 

conservative rump of the Church of Scotland, adopted extras. anti- 

slavery principles as a weapon, to settle old scores with the arse 

cam. Again, the Ures Church itself obviously took the standpoint 
it did because of a natural wish for institutional survival. 

1. Witness, 25.9.44,25.11.44 = Proceedings of the General 
Asse y of the Free Church of Scot and, Fold in urgh, 
in May, 1344 , MM)g pp" "i ", 
I. pres s na of America and the American Churches (Edinburgh, 1845), 
panels. 

2. 'Broderick Douglass and Scotland', J. N. H., XIXVUI, 1953; 
'The Free Church and American Slave ,'S. H. R., 19311 

'Thomas Chalmers, the Free Church of Sco sad and the South, ' 
J. B. Q., XVII, 1961. So* also his general comment on this 
07"6f situation to 'Writings in ! Scottish-American äistory= 
s Brief Survey, * is 1 . 1[. 4. , 3rd for., XI, 1954, p. 173 where 
he suggests that "oas""''(Bcotland'sj favourite games 

[was] 

the use of events in the Now World to bring into focus its 
own situation in the Old. " The present account simply expands 
on that of Professor Shepprrson through the use of America* sourcss" 
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American and British Oarrisonians were not prepared to edoit 

this as an excuse for setting back the anti-slavery movement. 

Finally, the 'Seed Hack the lbnsy" campaign was one of the few 

junctures at which abolitionists enlisted British working class 

help. The visiting Oarrisonians, especially Frederick Douglass, 

specifically set out to use the general public of Edinburgh, Dundee# 

and other Scottish cities against the Free Church. 

The Coamissiotisers set out for Aserios in the autumn of 1*43. 

They toured America extensively. Their reception was generally 

good, and they were even presented to president Tyler - hinsah 

a slav. holder - while in Washington. 
I 

During the mission it 

appears that Lewis, the leader of the Coanission, at least made 

no attempt to avoid discussion on slavery. In his retrospective 

account of the travels of the deputation, his chapters on each 

southern city included unfavourable convent on the cruelty and 

debasing effects of the systen. 
2 

On the return voyage from Boston 

to Liverpool, he and the other Comaissioners got up a petition against 

tb. exclusion of a Haitian Negro from the cabin denk, only to be 

foiled by a coumtor-pstition caUt g for the admission of the 

whip's canto the saloon. 'Thar Jest,...... was not relished by 

" the passengers. Ianis" final chapter, sue arising th" condition 
of the American churches, argued forcefully that their main 

shortcovine was their refusal to act over slavery. 
4 Indeed his 

1. l awls, Impressions of America and the American Churches, p. 78. 

2. Ibid", pp. 62,83,97,119,121431,147,167-8,183,207.219, 
888. 

9. Ibid., P. 391. 

d. Ibid., p. 415. 
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stand na so unequivocal that the Prao Church's critics were 

later abis to compile a series of extracts d. nonutratiog the 

inconsistency between the deputation's awareness of Presbyterian 

failings and acceptance of slareholders" sonay. 
i Actually a 

great deal of concern over slavery was expressed during the 1844 

aensral Assembly, after the return of the Cos iasionsrs. A 

committed "as appointed to consider approaching American 

Presbyterians in this direction. When it reported at the next 

Assembly, hanver, external abolitionist pressure had mad* webers 

anlthing but receptive to rsduders of their snti"slahry duty. 
2 

British and Aa, ricin abolitionists without Tres Church 

conaectiou were quick to ass the effect of the mccegtsnce of 

alavaboidtns money by a denomination with such great international 

prestige. This was all the nose so at a time of near equilibrium 

between the forces for and against slavery, which prodnasd abnormal 

sensitivity to overseas opinion. 
3 In the early stages of the controversy, 

diaapproral Of the use of Boutbsrs money for religious purposes was 

a feeling in which Old and Now Organisation abolitionists could join. 

In fact the first attack on the Free Church was launched by the 

Tappsnits Aosrican and Foreign Anti slavery Society. Their Litter 

to the rites Church was forwarded to Scobls by Levis Tappan$ and 

subsequently circulated 89 a separate tract in BQotlaad. 8a described 

tiu position of the her Church as "a sonrtrow ear,..., tending to 

1 Q. Lewis, Slavery and Slareholdera in the United States of 
Amorioa OiMurghg- . 

2. Proas. dings of the General Asssably cl the ! nee Church, 1844, 
" pp. M-M; PrOCOOGIUgS the nsra ss y or the 

, i84ä), church of Scot ,a Fay. -1845 
Fp'. 91 253o 

3.8hspperson, 'The Free Church of Scotland and American 8la"ry', 
looo. oi:., p. 131. 
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paralize [sic] the efforts of Christian abolitionists in 

this country, "' Tappan's sensitivity to British church policies 

was symptomatic of the importance which American abolitionists as 

a whole set upon the standpoint of the Free Church. His New 

Organisation allies in this country quickly responded to the appeal 

for assistance. The Reporter reprinted and commanded the A. F. A. 8. S. 

Letter at the first opportunity, and went on to harry the Free 

Church continuously until the summer'of 1846, when the ß. F. A. S. S. 

itself issued an Address to its General Assembly. 2 
After this 

point the Broad Street Committee became increasingly alarmed at 

thp--4! excessive vigour with which Garrison and his fellows were 

attacking church institutions in Scotland. During the first phase 

of the controversy, however, it temporarily swallowed its distrust 

of extremist abolitionists. The activities of the Old Organisation 

G. E. S. were fully covered in the Reporter, as were those of 

individual Gartisonian orators like Thompson or Douglass. 
3 

1. L. Tappan to Scoble, 10,4.44, in Abel & Klangberg, (eds. ), 
A Side-Light on Anglo-American Relations, p. 182. The Letter 
of the American and Foreign nti-S avery Society was first 
published in the Now York Commercial vier, reprinted in 
Anti-Slavery Reporter, 15.5. , and reprints as Letter of the 
American e Foreign Anti-Slavery Society to the Commissioners 

2, The Reporter, which printed the A. F. A. S. S. Letter on 15.5.44, 
follow his on 1.7.44 with the B. F. A, S. S. ws own Address to the 
Free Church. This had been adopted at a committee meeting on 
16,5,46, entered in D. F. A. S, S, Minute Books, II. See also A. S. R., 
16,10.44,11.12.44,25.12.44,6.1.449 22.1.44,11.6.45,1.67.9-0 
1.10.46,1.6.47,1.7.47,1,11.47. 

3, Ibid., 21.6.44,1.6.4ßi 1.10,46. 6 

z 

Tappan to Scoble, 29.0.44, in Side-Light on Anglo-American 
Rolations, pp. 104-185. 
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After all, this was a splendid test case for church behaviour 

on slavery. It was only as hysteria in Scotland mounted that 

the British and Foreign Society withdrew into its usual hostility 

towards tho GDrrisonians. 

The conviction that it 'was casontia1 for the Frco Church 

to change its position was by no tcana confined to the New 

Organisation, For Instance Gerrit Smith, at this time uncoi itted 

to citimr of the national Anti-Slavery Societies, also considered 

that the decision of the Free Church to accept Southern money had 

been a �groat error. " I Among Garrison's personal following, 

_the attack on the Free Church was more bitter. Garrison hi=elf 

vas to chooso the autumn of 1846 for his third visit to this country. 

Aided by henry C. Wright, Frederick Douglass, James N. 13uifum, and 

their Britidh ally George Thompson, he personally led the *Sand 

Back the itanay Campaign' at its most exciting stage. He gras 

actually invited to coma to Scotland for this purpose by the Glasgow 

Emancipation Society. 2 The bulk of the lecturin; work in Scotland 

was actually dono by Douglass, Wright, and Thompson, but Garrison 

6 et onough amphasi8 on tho Scottish Situation to tour ext©natvßly 

1. Smith to T. Clarkson, 1,1,45, in AS_:., 5.2.45. 

2. Thomas, The Liberator, p. 339, deduces that Garrison 
"manufacture a reason for a British visit out of the 
Free Church issue. c. f. P. Foner, Frederick Douglass (2nd. 
Edition, Now York, 1964), p. 67j errs , Against tad 
and Tide, pp. 103-109. The decision to invite Garr son 
to-this country was made at a G. S. S. Committee in April, 
and the formal suggestion of a visit made in a resolution 
proposed by Thompson at an anti-Free Church meeting the 
next day. See ttinutes for 20.4.46,21.4.46, G. I. S. Minute 
Books, III. Garrison Cave extensive coverage to the-so 0. "&" 
meetings in Liberator, 29.5.4G. 
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there in September and October. This was in spite of the 

fact that he had become involved in England in organising the 

new Anti-Slavery League, in lecturing pro-slavery divines at 

the World's Temperance Convention, and in castigating the 

Evangelical Alliance. I Indeed the despatches from Henry C. 

Wright he printed in the Liberator had made Garrison's attitude 

to the Free Church obvious long before his visit began. " 

Garrisonian abolitionist societi©s in this country, like 

the D. F. A, S. S., were quick to respond to the call for pressure 

on the Free Church, obviously Glasgow and Edinburgh wero the 

two cities in which abolitionists came to be most concerned with 

the controversy. Fron 1844 to 1847, the former was the most 

active in anti-Free Church activities. Although the Garrisonian 

Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation Spaiety was to play an important 

part in helping American abolitionist visitors to Scotland, the 

more conservative gentlemen's Edinburgh Emancipation Society was 

hamstrung by an awkward Free Church membership,, and actually refused 

to cooperate with the O. E. S. in organizing meetings to attack the 

Free Church during 1846.3 In the Glasgow Society the situation 

was different. A small group of Free Church committee members first 

tried to cooperate with the Society in attacking the American 

Garrison to H. B. Garrison, 17.0.46, Garrison Paperaf 
Garrison to Wright, 21.9.46,23.9.469 ibid. = Garrison 
to Webb, 25.9.46,30.9.46,24.10.46, iSTd. 

2. For an account of Wright's role as in effective foreign 
correspondent of the Liberator during this period, see 
Morrill, op. cit., P. 183 s =p. 358, n. 3. Many of Wright's 
letters are preserved in the II. P. L. 

3.. U. Welsh to 8. W. Chapman, ' 25,4.44, Weston Papers; 
ILinute for 10.4.46, G. B. S. Minute Books, IV. 
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Presbyterian churches, and then either left the ß. 8. S, or 

continued resistance within the Free Church, in at least one 

case ruining a promising career to do so. 
1 The Glasgow efforts 

to attack tho Freo Church were enthusiastic enough to bring the G, E. S, 

to a stato of near bankruptcy, which left it in a state of enforced 

inactivity from 1847 until 1853.2 The last stages of the 

controversy also saw the national Scottish organisation of the 

more radical elements within the Free Church as the Free Church 

Anti-Slavery' Society, aimed at changing the Church's standpoint 

on slavery from within. 

In the Glasgow Emancipation society, always the focus of 

opposition to the Free Church, 1844 paradoxically saw continuing 

cooperation with abolitionist Free Church members* At the A. G*U. 

on August 1st, the Rev. Dr. Burns of Paisley, newly returned from 

his visit to America with the Commissioners, spoke in tabour of 

resolutions against cooperation with American churches implicated 

in slaveholding. Although he did caution that "he did not think 

they would give back the mänoy", his position was respectably anti- 

slavery - "Ho believed that If the Free Church deputation were 

called upon to go over to America again, they would find it their 

duty to assume a much higher Position in regard to the matter. (Cheers). "3 

1. That of the Rev. Mr. UacBcth, who was eventually ejected 
from the Free Church ministry for-supposed Immorality, 
See A Real Statement of the Secret and Concluding, Debate 
in the Assembly in Ur. MacBeth's Case..... by a Lover of 
justice and a Lumbar oo Free Churs Broa s oet, t3 asgow, 
T"9), See also below, pp. ui., 329,3 2.1& 41) 331. 

2, Smeal to Chaaerovzow, 16.4.53, Dod. Brit. Bap, mss. S. 13, 
C3ß/32. O. E. S. Minute Books, I , indicates that the O. E. S. . 
was unable to meet from 25.8.47 until 0.5,48. 

3, Ltinutos for 1,. 8.44, G. E. S. Minute Books, III = G- . 
Reports, 1844, pp. 18- . 
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Burns and the Free Church were subsequently attackod from, the 

floor of the meeting, most significantly by the Rev. Dr. John 

Ritchie of the United Secession Church, a Voluntary denomination 

with old grievances against the Evangelicals. Nevertheless, 

Burns' refusal to be pushed into a pro-slavery position by his 

opponents, indicates the extent to which individual Free Church 

leaders wore prepared to go to meet abolitionist criticism. 

Again, at this stage the speakers of the Q. S. S. avoided giving 

the impression of a vendetta against the Free Church. This 

same Anniversary Meeting was attended by Elizur Wright, Like 

all American abolitionists, he was anxious to point out the 

importance of the British churches giving a good example on slavery. 

Yet he actually proposed a resolution expressing satisfaction that 

the attention of the Tree Church had been drawn to the whole matter. 
I 

Previous to this, the ß. T, S. Committee had appointed a delegation 

to question Dr. Burns at a public lecture he had given on his 

American tour. They later reported a little sheepishly that his 

abolitionist principles seemed "perfectly sound. " 2 Another Free 

Church minister who continued cooperation with the Q. E. S. even 

after 1844 was the Rev. Dr. 'M'. Willis, who maintained his attendance 

at committee meetings until 184ß. a Later he became President of the 

1. Ibid. 

2, Entries for 1.7.44,1,8.44,0. E. 8. Minute Books III. 

3. The latest minute retarrin to his attendance at a 
committee meeting is one for 10.6.46, G. R. S. Minute 
Books, IV, Willis afterwards emigrated to Canada 
where he became a leading abolitionist and Moderator 
of the Canadian Presbyterian Church. 
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Free Church Anti-Slavery Society, and put forward the ultra- 

abolitionist position from within the Free Presbytery of Glasgow. 

Another Glasgow Free Church minister who continued his antis' 

slavery work, although he was not on the G. F. S. Coiitteo, 

was the Rev. James MacBoth, also subsequently an official of the 

Free Church Anti-Slavery Society and the man who was victimiscd 

by the General Assembly for its activities. 
2 The cases of Uacßeth 

and Willis, however, are ktypical. Dy the and of 1844 it had 

become impossible for most Free Church ministers to work alongside 

the ultra-abolitionists. At this point, the Glas. -ow Society 

embarked upon a course of much more specific antagonism towards 

the Free Church. Its neat Anniversary was given over to an 

attempt by Henry C. Wright to link condemnation of the Free Church 

with a demand for the dissolution of the American Union. 3 Dy this 

time Smeal, Murray, and the other Garrisonian Committee members, 

egged on by their American contacts, had called a series of public 

meetings specifically to criticise Free Church policy. The result 

1. Strictures on the Proceedings of the Last General Assemb 
of the Free Church of Scotland. reize ina Co=union w-j"t'fi 
the Slavenolding unurcncs ox America, Kespoctlully 

Addrossed to the Oti co-Bearers and Members o7 t at Church 
tdiuburgli, 1847), p, l; A. º. R., 2.11.46; Glasgow Argus 

21.11.46, offprint in Snioal Donation. 

2. MacBeth also published No Fellowship with Slaveholders: 
a Calm Review of the De ate on 8 avery in t Re Free Assembly 
of 1846 E urgh, h For comment on the c arges o 
Waorality later made against him in the Free Synod of Glasgow 
and the Assembly see A Real Statement of the Secret and 
Concluding Debate, etc.. 

3. ?. knute for 1.8.45, G. E. S. I3inute Books, III, 
- 
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was to opencthe door to alliance with elements normally 

without interest in abolition, but more than happy to use 

a foreign issue of this sort as a convenient handle to beat 

an old rival. The later stages of the campaign against the 

Free Church tended to attract individuals and groups indulging 

the old grievances of the years loading up to 1843 by plunging 

into what still appeared, on the surface, to be a controversy 

over slavery. 

The work of the Free Church commissioners had first been 

brought to the notice of the G. E. S. in March, 1344, at a Public 

Meeting to discuss the imprisonment of John L. Brown, in Charleston, 

for helping the attempted escape of his slave mistress. During 

the discussion, the Rev. George Jetfrey, a Committee member who 

was a minister of the United Secession Church, resolved that the 

Free Church should "acquit themselves as becomes Christians and 

Scotchmen it and send back the money. 
1 

This resolution was probably 

not sponsored by the committee, since there is no previous mention 

of it in the minutes. Jeffrey undoubtedly had a personal grudge 

against the Free Church. 
2 

However, the Secretaries acted on the 

instructions of this public meeting and forwarded the Jeffrey 
3 

resolutions to the Free Presbytery of Glasgow and the General Assembly. 

A fortnight later, Smeal and Murray wrote to the Rev. Dr. Henry Grey. 

then Moderator of the Free Church, insisting with some brusqueness that 

1. ? linuto for 14.3.44, ibid. 

2, George Jaiiray [sic], The Pro-Slavery Character of the 
American Churches, and the Sin of Holding Christian Communion 
wit them, etc. 

3, Minute for 23.3.44, G. E. S. Minute Books, III. 
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a reply should be sent them by return. 
l Grey's eventual reply 

assured then that the question of slaveholders' money would be 

taken up at the next General Assembly. Nevertheless, they 

migrated to Edinburgh in May to distribute five hundred copies 

of the A. F. A. S. S. Letter to the Commissioners of the Free Church 

of Scotland outside the Assembly's meeting place in the Cabonmills. 

Foiling to find any mention of the Free Church's intentions in the 

press reports of the Assembly, they renewed the correspondence 

with Grey, who wrote encouragingly that slavery in the Southern 

Status was "the most melancholy...., feature..., of their Religious 

Profession. " 2 
The full report of the General Assembly did is 

fact montion the getting up of a sub-committee to consider the 

whole question of communion with slaveholdera. Relations between 3 

the Free Church and the Q. E. S. thus returned to relative harmony. 

The ß. ß. S, adopted the more decisive policy of holding public 

meetings attacking the Free Church on receiving news of the lpeliverance 

of the Commission of the Free Church on the slavery issue, supporting 

findings of the May sub-committee. Its equivocal report had been 

accepted by the Commission, and forwarded to the American Presbyterian 

churches. Although the report insisted that `There is no question 

hero as to the heinous sin involved in the institution of American 

slavery, " it negated this by rousing to accept that slaveholding was 

"per se an insuperable barrier to the enjoyment of Christian privileges. " 4 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Smeal and Murray to Bkey,. 30.3.44, in G. E. S. Minute Books, III. 
The copy in the Minutes is endorsed "No rep y, however, came to hand. " 

Minute for 1.7.44, O. E. S. Minute Books, III; Grey to Smeal 
and Murray, 21.6.44, i bid, 

Proceedings of the General Assembly.... May, 1844, pp. 163-64. 

Proceedings of the General Assembly... May, 1845, pp. 256 58" 

ý_J 
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This was the very principle Garrisonian abolitionists were 

convinced the British churches had to uphold. The Glasgow 

co=ittee therefore decided to hold a public meeting criticising 

the Free Church position so soon as the Dolinerab o reached them. 1 

The =eting held in the City Nall the next day shows the extent 

to which Scottish Voluntaries, responding to the earlier hostility 

of. Frec Church ministers, were prepared to unite in attacking them 

on the slavery issue. 
2 

Of the six speakers, one was floury Co 

Wright, and another the Rev. Dr. Willis. The remaining four were 
had 

all ministers of denominations which/come under heavy attack from 

Chalmers and bis colleagues in the past - the Rev. Drs. Ritchie 

and Jeffrey of the United Secession Church; the Rev. Dr. Bates of the 

Reformed Presbyterian Church; and the Rev, ß. S. Ingram, a 

Congregationalist. Of these four, only Jeffrey had previously 

been associated with the G. E. S. It is thus reasonable to argue 

that the others had ouddonly become enthusiastic abolitionists 

because doing so In this case coincided with their hostility to the 

Free Church. This willingness to use the slavery issue to attack 

the Free Church, for reasons which actually had little to do with 

slavery, dominated the controversy for the next three years. 

Until the spring of 1846, the O. E. S. continued its efforts 

to persuade the Free Church to return its Southern funds. 3 

Meanwhile, Wright managed to persuade the Committee to help spread 

his ultra-Garrisonian views on the dissolution of the American Union. 

Actually original Glasgow interest in this doctrine probably arose 

1. Minute for 17.10.44, G. ß. ß. Minute Books, III. 

2, Minute for 18.11.44, ibid.; A. S. R., 11.12.44,25.12.44; 
Glasgow Argus, 21,22,14-4-p -broadsheet copy in Smoa1 Donation; 
extract or Scottish Guardian, 22.11.44, in WYitnesa, 27.11.44. 

3, Minutes for 10.2.45,17.3.43, G. E. S. Minute Books, 111, 
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from close contacts with Garrison himself, and with the 

Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society - the Reports of which are 

still preserved in the Mitchell Library. Indeed the adjourned 

Anniversary of 1844, in spite of the visit of the relatively 

conservative Elizur Wright, had resolved to send its congratulations 

to the American Anti-Slavery Society on adopting the principle of 

"NO U; TION WITH SLAVEUOLDERS. "o 1 
By the next year, however, 

Wright had induced the Committee to commit itself to the anti-union 

position in its own right. At: r tho 1845 Anniversary, he introduced 

a series of resolutions with a preamble explaining that the 

American constitution and courts explicitly permitted slavery and 

the internal slave trade. Be went on to propose "That it is the 

duty of the friends of liberty & equal rights in Great Britain 

and throughout the world to combino, Si by Christian, peaceful, & 

bloodless means, to seek the Dissolution of the American Union as 

the gigantic enemy of Freedom and the Rights of }San. " 
2 

. Wright 

had apparently lost his sense of proportion in putting forward these 

resolutions in conjunction with his attack on the Free Church. The 

news of Scottish support for such sentiments could only intensify 

the existing American antagonism against abolitionists. As Governor 

IIauond of South Carolina put it, "if vociferation is to carry the 

question of religion, the Worth and possibly the Scotch have it. " 3 

1. G. E. S. Reports, 1844, p. 26; Minute for 2.8,44, 
G. E. S. Minute Books, III. 

2. Dtiuute for 1.8.45, ibid. 

3. d. ii. Hammond, Two Letters on Slave 
States, Addressed to Thomas Clarks 
Tum. P. 11. 

in trio United 
Esq. Co ubia 1 
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Wright's use of the G. E. S. as a platform for his ideas 
marks the beginning of the phase in which the Free Church 

controversy was dominated by visiting abolitionists. Just as 

Scots used the slavery issue to attack the Free Church, these 

visitors were to use the Scottish situation as an opportunity 

to put forward propaganda against both the pro-slavery party 

and rival anti-slavery factions. Wright was doing just this 

in seeking backing from Scottish abolitionists antagonistic to 

the Free Church for disunion principles which had nothing to do 

with it. Soon afterwards, Garrison, Douglass, Duffum, and 

Thompson appeared in Scotland with similar intentions. Certainly 

they wished to ensure that the practice of recaivin5 money from 

slaveholders was appropriately pilloried. But they intended to 

do this in a way which would strengthen Old Organisation abolitionists 

at the expanse of their rivals, It is significant that when 

Garrison first not the G. E. S. Co itteo in the Eagle Temperance 

Hotel in September, the discussion took linos which reassured them 

that their decision to support the Aiarican Anti-Slavery Society 

had been "perfectly sound and consistent. " x 

The tendency to use the Scottiah situation for soricau 

purposes is clearest in Wright's work, it only because he spent 

longer in Scotland than the other visitors, lie had trained as a 

minister at Andover Theological Seminary after a abort and discontented 

spoil as an apprentice hatter. In 1833, however, he left his church 

at West Newbury due to a growing conviction of the corruption implied 

in the institution of a paid ministry. II© spent the rest of his 

11 Minute for 21.9.46, ß. E. S. u1nute Books, iv, 
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life working in the anti-war and anti-slavery movements. 

By the time he was sent to England as the agent of the Now 

England Nonresistance Society in September 1842, he was already 

vying with his close friend Garrison in the extremism of his 

comments on the 'extraneous issues, ' At least one abolitionist 

considered his and not Garrison's heresies to be at fault as the 

split between the factions in'the American movement grew. 
1 

Before coming to Glasgow, the enthusiasm with which he took tip 

the continental Sunday during the European tour he recorded in 

Six Months at Graetanberg had caused much critical commant. 
Z 

lie quickly von the friendship of Smeal and Murray. At the end 

of 1845, he astonished Scotland with the publication of his pamphlet 

The Dissolution of the American Union Demanded by Justice and 

humanity. 
3 In 1846, his anti-Sabbath views were presented to the 

public in a violent letter to the conservative cooraittee of the 

1. Phelps to Whittier, 17.8.37, Phelps Papers, D. P. L.; 
Whittier to S. S& A. Grimke, 14.8.37, in Barnes and 
Dumond, (eds. ), Weld-Grimko Letters, I, 423; 
Weld to S. & A. Grimlce, 18.8.37,10.10.37, ibid., it 
426,454-456; 8irney to L. Tappan, 23. ß. 37,, iä Dumond, (ed. ), 
Letters of J. G. Dirney, I, 418; There is an excellent 
short sketch of r get and his influence on Garrison in 
Morrill, op. cit., pp. 184-186. For an example of his 
radicalism, see H. C. Wright, Christian Church; Anti-Slavery 
and Nonresistance Applied to Church Organisations oston, 1841). 

2. British Friend, 31.1.45,28.2.45,31.3.45. 

30 The Dissolution of the American Union Demanded by Justice 
and Humanity, as the Incurable Enemy og-tiberjy, with a 
Lettor to Rev. Drs. Chalmers, Cunningham, and Ca s, on 

its an Fellowship viih ave o ors, ea Latler to te 
Umbers of Free Churelf Recommending them to Send Bac 
the money G asgow, 1, 
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Edinburgh Emancipation Society. 1 
His use of foreign controversies 

to, publiciao his views in this way was not confined to Scotland. 

By 1847 he ras ! laying the M otin; for Sufferings of the Yearly 

Meeting of the Society of Friends In Ireland for their acceptance 

of Southern money for famine relief. 
2 However, Vright'a putting 

forward the extremist ideas he felt were connected with the 
i 

anti-slavery cause by no means alienated all the British abolitionists 

with whott he worked. Elizabeth Pease, for instanco, commended 

his work at an early stage in his visit. 
3 Scottish and Irish Garrisoniang 

at first encouraged him enough to believe that "they see with 

anointed eyes. " 4 
In 1844 Scotland must have seemed a most promising 

field for him. Later it became oll the more attractive, partly 

because of the nature of the Free Church affair itself, but partly 

also because of the convenience of the O. E. S. as a platform tap 

ultraist opinions aimed at the clergy as a whole. Its more 

enthusiastic supporters Gave him a more favourable reception than 

he could have hoped for among any group of British middle-class 

2, ß, C, Wright, First Day Sabbath not of Divine Appointsnont, eta, 

Z. H. C. 'Wright, Slaveholdars or Playactora, which are the 
Greater Sinnora? To Joavp r er ey, Jonathan Pimp 
Janos Perry, iiichard Allen, henry Russen, and Others, the 
Central Relief Con itt©o of the Society o Friends In Ire and 

D n, 134 . 
M. the cottparative moderation of On loon 

to Webb, 1.7.47, Garrison Papers. 

3, E. Pease to Garrison, 17.6.43, Garrison Papers; E. Pease 
to A. W. Weston, 27.1.44, Weston Papers. c. f, E. Pease to 
W. Phillips, 29.4.42, Garrison Papers, in which she expresses 
fears for the effects of his extremism. 

\', 

ký 

4. Wright to L. W. Chapman, 23.11.43, Weston Papers. 
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reformers outside Dublin. 

The other abolitionist visitors of 1846 shared Wright's 

tendency to preach anti slavery in the form endorsed by their 

awn Lastion in America. Douglass, for instance, showed enough 

sensitivity to loyal opinion not to flout it as Wright had done, 

it indeed he would have wished to do so in the first place. 

Although still connected with the Garrisonian movemont, his 

conduct during his 1845-46 visit shows a willinZness to cooperate 

with Garrison's enemies which looks forward to the bitter quarrels 

between the two man in the 18500s,, - Unlike Wright'sshis enthusiastic 

attacks on the Free Church at least concentrated on the slavery 

issue. Douglass had left America for Liverpool in August, 1845, 

along with James N. ßuttun and 'The Iiutchisone', the Negro singing 

group. Ile began his tour with a highly successful aeries of 

lectures in Ireland. Although Douglass attached himself to Father 

Untheov'e temperance movomont, he avoided controversy over the more 

volatile issues of nonresistance# women's rights, and the Sabbath. 

no was lionised even by the conuervativo New Organisationiats in 

ßeliast. 
2 The only city in which lie failed was r'lateriord, where 

the population had been suspicious of Negroes ever since Moses 

roper had turned up to lecture then in a state of intoxication. 3 

Indeed Maria Weston Chapman wrote Webb cautioning hin against his 

1. C. Paton to UW. ChapMan, 2.11.4gß 17.11.40, both Weston Papers. 

2. U. Quarles, Frederick Douglass (Now York, i9-183), pp. 38ti. ; 
Foner, Doug aas, pp. 62-G ; F. Doiclass, "Y Bondage and 
my Freedom ew York t Auburn, 1855), C. XXIY, passim,; 
I. Jennys to U. W. Chapman, n. d., Weston Paporo; -71-HWebb 
to LI, W. Chapman, 18.10.45, ibid.; J. A. Calder to Scoble, 
24.12.45. nod. Brit. Emp. IG7678.18, C14/124; British Friend. 
31.12.45; A. S. RR., 12.11,45. 

3, Webb to L3. W. Chapman, 12,10.45, Garrison Papers. 
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possible defection to the D. F. A. S. S. Since Webb's forthright 

response was to show Douglass her letter, the result was an 

unpleasant deterioration of relations between the two men. 
i 

In tact Douglass seems to have been the only one of Wcbb's 

iaany abolitionist contacts whom he come to dieltko, His personal 

feelings were no doubt influenced by difficulties over the printing 

of the Narrative of the Lite, of-Fredorick Douglass; which his firm 

was currently handling. 2 Several years later he wrote that 

Douglass "outhorods all tho New Organisation Herodo in bitterness, 

oxtravagenca, and malignity. " 3 Even in 1840, Dou; lass-did not 

accept the ultraist position that there-should be no cooperation 

with the allies of the American und Foreign Society. This was 

=do evident by his reception in Belfast, and con irmed. in May, 1846, 

by his accepting an invitation to spook at a mecting organised by 

the I3. F. A. S. S. 4 For Garrison or Wright to have done this in the 

mid-forties would have been inconceivable. Again, Douglass' 

a; reenaut that British sympathisers should colloct uouoy during his 

visit to buy his freedom, implied a recognition of slaveholders' 

1, A short account of thid incident is given to Foner, Douglass, 

pp. 05-66. Mrs. Chapuan's letters are M. W. Chapman to 
Webb, 29.6.45,23.1.469 24.2.46, copies of relevant sections 
preserved in May Papers. Douglass' dignified response, 
written from Kilmarnock, is in the-Weston Papers,, Douglass 
to U. W. Chapman, 26.3.40, Webb, nar'vely, was horrified by 
Douglass' failure to take Lire. Chapman's supervision in 

good part - see Webb to LW, Chapman, 16,5.40, Weston Papers. 

2. Webb to L!. W. Chap=an, 2G. 2.44, ibid.; sea also Webb to 
? 1. ', Chapman, 16.5.46,31.10,46, ibid. 

3, Webb to Gay, 1.3.51, Gay Papers. 

4. Foner, Douglass, p. 66; Quarles, Douglass, pp. 44-45; 
c. f. Douglass to LW, Chapman, 18.8.46, Weston Papers; 
A. S. R., 1.6.46; Report of a Public Meeting Reld at Finsbury 
Chapel, Moorfields, to 1 ece vo Frederick u ass, t 1® mor can 

Savo, on Friday, May 22nd, I M6 (London, 1846). Doug ass speech 

on this occasion is printed in Foner, Life and Writings of 
Frederick Douglass (4 Vols, Now York., 10,50), 1 

, 15 6ý" 
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property rights which horrified Gright and others. 
' 

Douj1sss' growing tendency to disagree with other 

Garrisonians was equally evident in his campaigning against the 

Free Church. Even while in Ulster, he began to attack the 

course of the British churches, especially the Presbyterians, 

in relation to America. In Cork he had already criticised 

the Methodists, which attracted other denominations, including 

the local Church of England u zbarzi, to the zaovcceat, 
2 

In the 

north, hovever# where the Presbyterian Church of Ireland was 

$tron;, his exposure of tho Free Church was malapropos, and 

marred his othorwiso favourable reception. 
3 By tho s3=or of 

184G, in fact, anti-abolitionist citizens of Belfast were displaying 

thcßsolvca in sadly racist colours by placarding the city with 

notices inscribed "SEND T3AM TI NIGGER. " 4 Years later, 

Motor abolitionists still complained that it. had bcen, itipossiblo 

to raise any anti-slavery onthusiasm since the attack of Douglass 

and his colleagues on the Frees Church, though of courwo this referred 

l=oly to their activities in Scotland. 5 

1, Fonor, Douglass, pp. 72.73, nn. 23-25; Quarles, Dom, 
pp. Mott to Webb, 21.2.47, Garrison Papcra, c. t. 
Garrison to E. Paoso, 1.4.47, ibid. 

2.1. Jennings to M. W. Chap nn, Ad., Weston Papors. 

3. Dou, ̂, 1uss to Webb, 14.11.45, Garrison Papers. 

4. Webb to L. W. Chapman, 10.7.40, Weston Papors. 

3. F. A. Calder to Dolton, 0.4.40, Dod. Brit. E ap. Ma. 3. lß, 
C? 4/122; Calder to Chvaarovzov, ,3., C2.7) O; 
Calder to Cbamerovzoa, 15.11.54, ibid., C2 2. . 
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By lato 1846, Dough=s" interest had been thoroughly 

aroused by letters and reports fron Glasgow. 1 What is significant 

about his response to these is that he initially refused to 

coma to Scotland because of his distaste for working with Wright. 

After receiving the O. E. S. invitation to work in Scotland, he 

wrote that he intended to go to Scotland to work with Buffum, 

but that he did not wish to be in the position of acco«pauyiug 

Wright. He pointed out that he was "by no menn3t' in agreement 

with. Wright "as to the importance of discussing in this country 

the disunion question. " - lie also differed from Wright ou the 

general point of associating the leatranequts issucs' with the 

anti-slevcry cause. "Friend Wright", he wrote, "has created against 

himself predjudices (sic] which I as an abolitionist do not feel 

myself called upon to withstcnd..... 2 think my duty calla no 

strictly to the question of slavery. " 2 The intorcnco was obvious. 

Dou3lsss' growing sense of the politic would incroasitUly hold him 

back from identification with the ztiacollaneous set of reforms 

tacked onto abolitionism by the Garrisonians. Ills resentment 

of Wright's course looks forward to his career in the fifties. 

He then split array from the Garrison camp and devoted himzeif to 

preaching specifically anti-slavery views, tinged with hopes for 

political action, from his base in the Rochester Anti-Slavery Society 

in upstate New York. In 184G. his behaviour in Scotland was markedly 

1. The G. E. S. Committed Invited Doujlass to G1asaow in 
October + minute for 17.10.45, G. E. B. Minute Boors, III. 

a. Douuluss to Webb, 10.11.45, Garrison Papors. 
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different from that of Garrison and Wright, though hia final 

breach with their group was yet to come. 
l 

In the winter of 

1845 and 1846, however, the rancour of the long quarrel between 

Dou. 1aas and Garrison was still in the future. His auszpicion 

of Wright notwithstanding, Douslass had met the Glasgow 

Emancipation Society Corittoc and begun porsonal canpaigniug 

in Scotland by the end of January. 2 

It Douglass distrusted the extremism of Wright, the same 

ray be said of his travo11iu companion J. N. Dullurm. Duflum, 

auch legs flamboyant than the other orators of I84ß, was o Quaker 

carpoutar from ? aaaachusatts, vho had accumulated a pod©st pribvato 

fortuna, 3 No had sailed with Douglass on the Cathria, and later 

accompanied him on much of his travelling in Ireland and Scotland, 

In spite of his lack of education and occasional Cauchoneas, he 

made a auch better impression on Webb than the noro arrogant 

Donglass. 
4 

Although always overshadowed while in Scotland by 

Douglass and Thompson, the position he took on the anti-slavery 

1. Soo Foner, Douglass, pp. 136-154; Quarles, Douglass, pp. 70-79. 
The Douglass/Garrison split was by far the b tterest in the 
fragmented history of the anti-slavery movement. A typically 
vindictive Garrisonian onslaught on Douglass, unusual for its 
levelheaded writer, is S� tiny (Jr. ) to S. J. May (of Syracuse), 
4,4.55, May Papers. Garrison was still denouncing Douglass 
in the relative mellowness of 1860, as in Garrison to S. J. May, 
28.9.60, Garrison Papers. Thompson remained friendly with 
Douglass throughout his life. See A. S. R., April, 1860. 

2. Douglass to Webb, 30,1.40, Garrison Papers; Douglass to 
r. Jackson, 20.1.46, ibid. 

3. Quarles, Douglass, p. 3Z. 

4. Webb to I. W. Chapman, 30, D, 45, Garrison Papprat Webb to 
C. Pease, 25.0.45, ibid. For a characteristically laboured 
and misspelt letter Ty 13utfum, see Button to Webb, 23.1O. 45, 

. 
ibia. 
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divisions was theirs rather than Wright's. Although respectful 

to more heterodox abolitiorauto throughout the campaign, he 

did not go on record at any point as supporting the issues which 

Wright insisted on dragging before the unreceptive Scottish public. 
l 

The same was true of Thompson, whose Garriaonian sympathies 

did not affect his uudcrct: dit of what was possible is this 

country, 
2 By late 1845, be was taking an active interest in 

the Free Church controversy, and combining agitation against it 

with raising money by lecturing on his recent visit to India. 3 

For the period from 1843 to 1¬5, Thompson's career was'dominated 

by his need to make money as paid apeechraaber for his Indian 

client, the Rajah of Sattarab, and thereafter as an apolitical 

lecturer on India. 4 In 1840, howev©r, ho was drrmn fully back 

into the more congenial frealanca carapaignin of the Free Church 

controversy, 

Thompson first exprassed his disapproval of the conduct of 

the Free Church in the autumn of 1845, and from then on appears 

1. A typical matter-of-fact, supportia; speech by hin is in 
Pros Church Alliance with 1lanatealera. Send Back the 11oue: 

re-at nti=8ilavery Lloctin; in the City 11a11., Glasgow, Cont 
Spcsc ve Delivered By essrs. Wright, Douglass, an Bu um 
from America, and by Ocorgo Thompson, Esq., of on a 
i ý- pp. 24-20. 

2, Thompson had now returned from his Indian visit, which 
is fully described In G. H. S. Reports. 1843, appendices, 
pp. 44-68, and in the files of the British Friend for 1843. 

3. For instance in G1nsgaw, Lazy, 1346. These lectures wore 
not hold as Society ones, but as public affairs charging 
an. t admission Leo for Thompson's pocket. Sao Minute for 
10.4.46, G. E. S. l4inuto Doors, IV. 

ini 

t 

A. Th=pson'a Indian lectures ticrv given as a course of live or 
six evening performances in most major British towne. They were 
published is several editions, the commonest of which is Five 
Lectures on British India..... Delivered in the rrionds' ee: ing 
Houso, Mancheat©r (Wanclostcr, 1845). 
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to have done what he could to encourage the Glasgow Emancipation 

society*I Hoaevers he shrank from Wright's univcrcal reform 

ideas. This is not surprising in that Thompson was a professional 

agitator who had to remain acceptable as an employee to leaders 

of the more conservative reform campaigns. In IS43 ho was still 

retained by the Rajah of Sattarah and a faction of the East India 

Court of Proprietors, and bad recently been employed by the 

doctrinally conservative businoasman of the Anti-Corn Law League. 

To put forward sentiments of Wrikb a sort would have bean to ruin 

his livelihood. To quoto the gentlemanly E. 3. Abdy, who admittedly 

hated him, "when be boasts of his generosity and disinterestedness, 

he wishes his hearers to forgot that he has a retaining fee in his 

pocket. " 2 At o less cynical level, Thompson was also sensitive 

to the traditionalist prejudices of the Scottish clergy und the 

con; rcgations under their control. Although at first he became 

friendly with Wright, he soon began to balk at the violence of his 

sttacics on Scottish minist©rsaas a group. 
3 By Atgust, 1845, he was 

writin of Wright's recant attack on Dr. Wardlaw that "it gras undeserved# 

and uumitilatedly bad. " ' Lilco DouSlaas and IIu. itum, his own tendency 

in 1846 was to avoid offending Scots in general by attacking their 

1, Thompson to Wright, 23,7.45, Garrison Papers, 

20 Abdy to [Webb? ) 
0 My, 18? G, fra ont' in Weston Opera, 

31 The first preserved interchango between them is Thompson 
to Wright, 23.11.35, Garrison Papers. Actor his return 
from India, Thompson at first did all he could to help 
Wright, including inviting hißt to his home - Thompson to 
V/right, 22.1.45,23.5.45, Garrison Papers. The letter of 
23.5.45 is cited in Fon 9r, Douglass, p. 66. 

4. Thompson to Webb, 12�8.45, -Reston Paporß. 

fi4, 

ý`ý4 
ý. 1. 
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basic assumptions on the ministry and the Sabbath. Tbia 

difference did not extend to a refusal to cooperate with Wright. 

Nevertheless, from his arrival in Uay, 1840 onwards, his speeches 

were aimed at the Free Church standpoint on slaveholders' money, 

not at a generalised exposure of the corruption of organised 

churches. Again, like Douglass, he was still not adverse to 

cooperation with the New Organisation B. F. A. S. S., and attended 

the meetings hold in his honour in Uay - indeed ho had been used 
1 

as an intcrediarp in inviting Dou. lasa to them in tha ftrat place, 

In Scotland at least, a relativo mellowness of this sort is even 

apparent in Garrison's own 1846 trork. Althou3h ho had boon Invited 

to ßritalu by the G. E. S. in its first flush of enthusiasm over the 

controveray, exciting developments in $rgland soon cfter his arrival 

mount that his attention c'aa partly diverted from the Scottish situation. 

When he arrived in Liverpool on July 31st, he was not not by the 

officials of the Glasgow Society but-by Wright and tcbb, They 

travelled to London imsodictoly to be reunited with Thoipson, 2 

Garriaou'a first public appearance was at the World's Temperance 

Convention on August 4th, where he helped Douglass in his onslaught 

on its American delegates for their connection with churches condoning 

ng. A little later, Thompson and hisUegan alavery and slaveho1di 
3 

the work of organising the short-lived Anti-Slavery Leaguo as a 

national Old Organisation counterwoigt to the D. F. A. S. S. Its 

1. Foner, Douglasa, p. 66. 

2. Ucrrill, op. cit, pp. 19 .. 1O1; Garrison to u. ß. Garrison, 
various dates' beginning 25.7.430 Garrison Papers, 

3. Merrily op. cit& p. 13w; Faner, Douglass, pp. 67-60; 
Quarles, läse, pp, 46-47; Dau; la ss # ! fir Dondaga and vY 
Froedara, pp. 36 -382. 
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inaugural ne®tin; condo=cd tim standpoint of the 1roo Church 

as wolf as that Of the Evaa; clical Alliance, but boyond this 

Garrison devoted little attention to the Scottish controvorsy 

before he went north to Glasgow on September 18th. 1 Indeed, as 

Merrill points out, ho tended to avoid public mcctinc s wherovor 

possible, with the intention of cpanding as much as possible of 

his time in England widening his circle of contacts. 
2 Among his 

new friends were the moral force Chartists 11onry Vincent and John 

Lovatt. Vincent had attended a Glasgow meotin; 'attuctin the Free 

Church in the previous year, and was actually prescut of the : first 

rscoting of the League. 3 Garrison was probably aware that his 

association with Chartists might cost him support in more orthodox 

abolitionist circles, After being received well at a meeting of 

moral suasion Chartists in the National Hall in London, he noted 

that "this will probably alienate some 'good society folks' from 

mo, but no, matter, I know that the cause of my enslaved countrymen 

cannot possibly be injured by my advocacy of the rights of all men, 

or by tray opposition to all tyranny. " 4 Like Collins in 1841, he aas 

prepared to enlist British political extremists as his allies in tho 

anti-slavery noveiont, irrespective of the British or American 

1. Garrison to U. D. Garrison, 18.8.40; Garrison to Webb, 
10.3.4ß, ibid.; London Patriot, 17.9.46, cutting in 
Thompson Scrapboo s, VI. 

2, Garrison to H. D. Garrison, 3,9.46, Garrison Papers; 
L orrill, op. cit. , pp 193-194, 

3. Minuto for 1.8.48, G. E. S. Minute Booics, III; Garrison 
to 11. D. Garrison, 1 . 8.46, oc. c t. 

ý. Garrison to U. ß. Garrison, 3.9.46, Garrison Papers. 
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responses to his doing so. Six weeks later the Bristol Unitarian 

J. B. Estlin, who had nothing but good wishes for him, wrote 

nn rily that in view of the likely upper middle class response, 

"Henry Vincent was by no means a choice person for Ur. G. to 

fraternize with. " 1 

Indeed the whole of Garrison's visit, in and out of Scotland, 

was marked by his 11nkinZ tho downfall of slavery with other 

reforu . Although by and his American friends icro1y considered 

this conncction consistent, itsresults were disastrous, 
2 

The two 

issues of the conduct of the Evan; elical Alliance and the Free 

Church thu3 became hopelessly ; involved 
with British disapproval 

of the other causes which Garrison, in his American role of universal 

teforncr, attached to then. Again, both issues were distorted by 

Garrison's plan of using all his public noetings to help gain support 

for the Anti-Slavery League. The implied - and often evert - tension 

between the League and the Tappanite British and Foreign Society 

also tended to the destruction of what flimsy unity there may have 

been among British abolitionists in their attitude to church 

relationships with America, Together with Garrison's pan-reformist 

ideas the League must have repelled many conservative abolitionists 

with Broad Street sympathies but otherwise anxious to express their 

disapproval of the Fron Church and the Evangelical Alliance. 

Looh: ing at Garrison's visit restrospectivoly, the perceptive Estlin 

1. Tßt1in to May, 1.10.46, May Papers. 

2. Ibid. 
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remarked that the League could not survive Garrison's tendency 

"to mix himself up unnccocsarily with vexed English questions, under 

so= sort of quixotic notion.... that the more unpopular he nado 

hin3olf with the middle classes of society in this country, the 

more he should promote the A. B. cnu3c. " 1 

For Garrison, tho campaigns against the Frco Church and the 

8vazý; o13ca1 Alliaaco, tho lextranoojs iauuoo", and the support 

of the . inti"2lavary League were one and the name triu;, Exclusively 

aarriconian in support, tho Lea4zua'a organisation had bocn workod 

out at a series of aoctiu a at tho various London lod,; i ;s of 

Garrison, Wright, Thompson, Estlin, Webb, Ja=s Hau Mon, and 

Richard Allen, 2 It was fixet publicly launched on August 17th 

at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, characteristically at a public 

=atin; to discuss the position of the EvatCelical Alliance, 

Thompson bacama its presidcut, and Vincent was present along with 

tost of the regular ßritich Garriconians, but neither this mcetitg; 

nor later ones produced support from the kind of abolitionists 

who would have made the League fashionablo. 4 Its best known leader 

gras Thompson, but even this was a mixed blessing, In Estliu's words, 

"ho is looked on as a sort of Adventurer, tradinj by his wits in any 

cause open to him.... iu 0 word he carries no moral influence with him. " 5 

1. tstlin to May, 2.11.409 ibid. 

2. Estlin to May, 1.9.46, ibid. 

3. Garrison to 11.13. Garris on, 18.8,40, loc. cit. 

4. Estlin to May, 2,11.40; loc. cit. 

S. Estlin to May, 1.0.46, lo c. cit. Sao also Tom parley, op. cit., 
p. 3G1. 
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Naturally enough Broad Street regained aloof from the League. 

The first notice of its activities in the Reporter was not hostile, 

but was covered by an editorial remarking that the ß. F. A. S. 8, would 

continua to support the American and Foreign Society as "more 

legitimately expressing their views than any other organisation 

In the United Statos. " 1 
In the following month the Reporter 

was pushed into defending the British and Foreign Society against 

accusations that it had "assailed Abc. Garrison, " =do at the 

2 
Increasingly hostile meetings of thr League and its auxiliaries, 

Thompaon's bitternAas over this editorial indicates the extent to 

which the League's leaders saw themselves as beiz in a position 

of diract antagonism to the Broad Strout Committee. 
3 

Garrison's energy during hia tour of the provincos want 

towards providing the League with a network of auxiliary societies. 

Ha moved from London to Bristol on August 24th. Until mid-September, 

Zia spout his time holdin ;n ootin; s in the main Ez ; lish cities, to 

denounce the Evangelical Alliance cud call for support for the League. 
4 

What followed was his first visit to Scotland, where ho was the guest 

1. A. R. R., 1.10.46. 

2. Ibid., 2.11.46. 

3. Thompson to Webb, 10,11.40, Weston Papers, 

4. Estlin to May, 1.9.46, loc. cit. _ U. Estlin to U. J. Chapman, 
1.9,48, Weston Papers; Gn to Wright, 20.3.46, Garrison 
Papers; Garrison to Webb, 5.9.46, ibid.; Garrison to 
fI. D. Garrison, 3.9.46,10.9.46,17.3-. U, ibid.; A. S. R., 
1.10.40; London Patriot, 17,9.46, cuttit , ý-foc. cit. ý 
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of the radical Andrew Paton. Apart from spooking in favour 

of the League in Glasgow and Edinburgh, he attempted to provide 

it with auxiliaries in Greenock and Paisley. ' At tho cud of 

the mouth he moved to Dublin, but returned to England in tine 

for a great mass meeting in tianchcster on October 10th. 

Ma second visit to Scotland laatod from October 20th until 

the 24th, when he crossed to Ireland again for meotin3s in 

Belfast and Dublin. Ile returned to Liverpool at the beginning 

of November, and sailed on the Cambria on the 4th, after attending 

a public breakfast at which Douglass, Wright, Buffum, and tost 

of'the leading British Garrisonians were present, 
2 At each 

meeting in this scrambled month of campaigning, the search for 

support for the League was combined with the attack on the 

Evangelical Alliance. In the case of the meetings held in 

Scotland, the situation aas even more complicated, Garrison 

was determined to combine the Free Church issue with his drive 

to gain as much support as possible for the new national organisation 

be had oat up. 

The Scottish events of 1N4ß, than, were seriously affected by 

the tendency of visiting abolitioaiats to use the Free Church 

1, Garrison to Wright, 21,0,46,23.9,46, Garrison Papers; 
Thompson to Garrison, 23.9.46, ibid.; Garrison, to Webb, 
25.9.40,30.9.46, ibid. 

2, Garrison's complete schedule from the Manchester testing 
until his departure is sat out in Thompson to Webb, 
13.10.46, Garrison Papers, und in part in Garrison to 
M. II. Garrison, 17.9.40, loc. cit. See also Garrison to 
EO Peaso, 12.10.46, Garr son apere. 

I 
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controversy to put forward their own particular brand of 

anti-slavery principles. Douglass, Duitum, Garrison, Wright, 

and Thompmon were not by any means agreed on raising other 

issues in the agitation over the specific issue of slaveholding 

contributions to church funds. This together with the 

enthusiasm of the Free Church's local rivals for attacking 

it on abolitionist grounds is the most interesting aspect 

of the Scottish agitation of 1846. 

Excitement over the Southern money rose to a peak in the 

summer of 1646. Wright, who remained active in Scotland 

throughout this period, was temporarily joined by Douglass 

and Buffum in January and April. In May all three joined 

with Thompson in a concerted attack on the Free Church throughout 

Scotland, in the hope that a show of abolitionist force before 

and during the General Assembly would force it to reconsider 

its attitude to slaveholdors* contributions. Indeed, there 

had been a great deal of interest in slavery at the 1845 Assembly. 

In 1846, however, the slave question was one of overriding 

importance. Two complete days of the Assembly were sot aside 

to debate overtures on the slavery question. The published 

account of these days' proceedings runs to more than fiftjr pages. 
2 

1. J. Dunlop to Scoble, 15.5.48, Bod. Brit. Emp. Uss, 8.18 
016/84; Proceedings of the General Assembly of the Free 
Church....... May, 1845# pp. 256-258. 

2. Free Church. Report of the Proceedings of the General 
Assembly on Saturday, May 3U, and Monday, June 1,184: [1 
Regarding the Relations of the Free Church of Scot n 
a the Presbyterian Churches of America (Edinburgh, 1846), 
printed as a separate appendix in Proceedings of the General 
Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland, hod at E in 'r 
stay, lii4 (Edinburgh, 
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The 1846 General Assembly was seen by all parties as being 

crucial. Early in May, Douglass wrote that its imminent 

opening made "this the time, and Scotland the place for all 

my efforts. " 1 Thompson felt that a situation had now emerged 

where the Assembly faced the alternatives of sending back the 

money or splitting the Free Church. 
2 

By May, 1846, the 

abolitionist agitation of the past few months presented it 

with the most serious crisis of the first three years of its 

life. 

From the outset, the Free Church's critics aimed at forcing 

it to return the funds it had gathered, as an example to American 

Christians. Failing this, they would do everything in their 

per to destroy the Church's position as the leading evangelical 

denomination in Scotland, eithor through playing bn the existing 

distrust of other Scottish churches, or attempting to dostroy 

unity within the Free Church Itself. Abolitionist attacks 

continued in 1846 in spite of the apparently adequate anti-slavery 

content of the letters sent to America by the 1845 Aasembly. 3 

Again, Wright began to ally with its old enemies, as well as 

combining his criticisms with the expression of his own unorthodox 

views. Although he had published anti! -Free Church material earlier 

1. Douglass to Scoble, 9.8.46, Bod. Brit. Emp. Mss. 8.18, 
C16/75. 

2. Thompson to Scoble, 14.5.46, ibid., C22/61. See also 
Thompson to Wright, 7.5.46, Garrison Papers. 

3. Although Tappanite abolitionists were quite satisfied with 
the report of the Committee of the 1845 Assembly. See 
A. 9. R., 11.6.45. 

I 
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in 1845, this had been confined to an exposure of the 

abuses of the slave system which acceptance of southern 

money was calculated to encourage. 
' Even when taking a 

Garrisonlan standpoint, his early writing was defensive rather 

than being a positive attempt to link the Free Church affair 

with the 'extraneous issues. ' 2 
Alter the O. E. S. activities 

of August, 1845, however, the Free Church's responsiveness to 

abolitionist persuasion was considerably lower than it had been 

3 
in the past. - 

Wright remained in Glasgow for some time aftor his 

remarkable denunciation of the American Union at the 1845 G. E. S. 

Anniversary. It was agreed on October 17th that Douglass and 

Thompson should be invited to speak in Glasgow at future meetings 
1°4 

against the Free Church. Wright's influence must have been 

groat by this time. ¶fhon the Committee next met, it agroed to 

give its sanction to a pamphlet he had prepared during July and 

Augusto originally as a series of letters to the Glasgow Argua. 5 

It firmly linked the attack on the Free Church with the most 

1. H. C. Wright, American Slavery Proved to be Theft and 
Robbery, which no Circumstances can Just y or Palliate, 
with Remarks on a Speeches o the itev. Drs. Cunningham 
and- Ca s before 

_t 
the Free Presbytery o Edinburgh inburgh, 1845), 

2. William Lloyd Garrison. Letter to the Committee of the 
Glasgow Female An-tT--, -S avary Society ß es; ow, 1845). 

3. See above, pp. 283,287. 

4. Einut® for 17.10.45, Q. E. S. Minute ßooke, IV. 

S. Minute for 5.11.45, ibid. The pamphlet was published 
as The Dissolution 611-the American Union Demanded by 
justice and Human ty, etc. 

r-- 
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advanced American ideas on nonresistance and disunionism. 

The first eight letters printed argued that the only solution 

to the pro-slavery character of the Consitution for those 

Americans not connected with slavery was withdrawal from a 

corrupt Union. The duty of Dfitish abolitionists was to 

give them all the assistance in their power. 
1 The anarchistic 

conclusion to be drawn from these argumentz; must have boon 

alarming enough to conservatives - "when our obligations as 

members of a-ýparticular nation conflict with our duties as 

members of the human family, the former cease. " 2 Two further 

letters t' set Wright's Ideas in a Scottish context. The first 

concluded dramatically with the Rev. Dr. Duncan'a then well- 

known apothegm - "Is every Free Church to have a SLAVE-STONE 

in it? " 3 The aeoond argued that if the slave money was retained 

the Church would never again be able to give a serious testimony 

against slavery. By implication, however, this sensible criticism 

was linked with the less orthodox sentiments of the earlier 

part of the pamphlet. Neither level of argument was thus likely 

to be effective, especially since Scottish radicals had been 

accustomed to see the Constitution as a model of political perfection. 

They must have been somewhat bewildered at suddenly being assured 

of its total corruption. The publication of the Dissolution of 

the American Union with the blessing of the O. E. B. meant that it 

1. Ibid., pp. 3-5. 

2. Ibid., p. 4. 

3. Ibid., pp. 39-40. 

t 
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aas committed to the ideas put forward by Wright, and to 
ik 

the tactless way in which he set about trying to reverse 

the Free Church's policy. Indeed this pamphlet seems 

mild when compared with soso of Wright'a productions in 

1846,1847, and thereafter. however, together with the 

resolutions of August tat, it must have done much to reassure 
f 

Free Church members in the belief that their critics were 

Irresponsible fanatics. Even someone as sympathetic to 

Wright's aims as J. B. Estlin became suspicious of his attacks 

on the Scottish clergy and his agitation of the 'extraneous 

issues' by the beginning of 1846.1 Among Free Church members, 

contempt for Wright's fanaticism increased throughout the year, 

as he and his colleagues became more extreme, and wore joined 

by local figures with little interest in abolition beyond using 

it to indulge their hostility towards the Free Church. 

During the second week of January, Wright was joined in 

Glasgow by Douglass and Suttun. In spite of Do ; lass' earlier 

refusal to involve himself in the issues raised by Wright, 
2 

all three abolitionists were received by the G. E. S. Committee 

on January 12th. 
3 

A meeting had already been advertised for 

the 18th, and It was agreed that other meetings should be held 

before Douglass and Buff um moved on to Perth on the 19th. Since 

none of these meetings was ever entered in the Uinutes, it may 

1. Estlin to May, 29.1.46, May Papers. 

2, Douglass to Webb, 10.11.45, Garrison Papers. 

3. ulnute for 12.1.46, ß. ß. s. Minute Books, IV. 
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be inferred that Douglass did not : rely, on the Emancipation 

Committee, already associated with Wright's heresies, to 

organise his meetings, He preferred to act independently, 

and cover costs through the sales of the Narrative of the Life 

of Frederick Douglass, which was providing his only income at 

this time. 
l Although Douglass and Buffum romain©d in Scotland 

throughout the spring and summer of 1846, apart from a short 

visit to London for the benevolent society anniversaries in 

the latter half of May, much of their work was done independently. 

Douglass himself gained greatly in stature during this period, 

and without crippling abolitionist efforts through extremism in 

the way Wright had done. 2 This did not prevent his being attacked 

for the very viers from which he had tried to disassociate 

himself. Even at this point the free Church was defending itself 

by exposing the unorthodox religious views of its opponents. 

After the., Glasgow meetings Butium and Douglass travelled north 

to lecture at Perth, Dundee, Montrose, Arbroath, Aberdeen, and a 

number of improbably small market towns. Dundee Free Church 

members were quick to attack the religious character of all three 

10 The Narrative was currently being reprinted by Webb, 
to the accompaniment odi considerable animosity between 
the parties. See Webb to N. W. Chapman, 26.2.46,10.5.46, 
Weston Papers; Dpculass to Webb, 10.4.0,20.4.46, Garrison 
Papers. The first edition was Narrative of the Life of 
Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, written by Himself 
(Boston, A. 3. Office, 1845). 

2, Foner. Douglass. p. 73; a. C. Taylor, op. cit., pp. 85-86. 
Douglass' growing stature was most obvious in his Scottish 
work, where he showed such enormous personal initiative in 
organising the population against the Free Church. See belowt 
ppa 332-3, also Shepperson, J. N. I1., XXXVIII, 1953, p, 317. 
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American visitors. An editorial of the evangelical 

Northern Warder, and $poecho st tho Free Presbytery of 

Dundee reported in the Dundee Courier suggested that the 

criticisma made by Wright, Douglaag, and Buff= could be 

ignored because of their known raligioua irrcapou. ibility. 
i 

The G. E. S. Committea's optimistic response was to publish 
2 

and circulate testimonials to the character of the three men. 

Uavertholess,, attacks of this kind continuedy At Its April 

mating the Free Synod of Ani and E3oarne adopted rau overture 

to the General Assembly demanding that the Church should continue 

in "the course on which it has already entered, in relation to 

the churches in the United States. " 3 The principal speaker, 

the Rev. Mr. William Nixon of Montrose, referred to the infidelity 

of 1 rican abolitionists and their representatives in this 

country. 
4 Even more bitterly, be denounced the inconsistency 

of their allies among the Voluntaries, who had provioualy held 

the American churches up to exnnple as being the tost Christian 

in the world, and now demanded a broach of relations with them 

over alavery. 
5 This was to be the stock defence of the Free 

Church throughout the st or. Great capital could be made out 

1. Northern Warder, 12.2.46 aas reprinted as a paa blat, in 
central lAbr ry, Dundee. See also The Free Church and 
Slavery... a Series of Papers from the ce Courier 
(jWees . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Utnuto for 20.2.40, ß. L S. Minute Books, IV. The 
taatiiaontala were repr nc in . E. s. ltpporta, 18&16, p. 7. 

Eelation of the Free church to the Maericau Churches: 
ipcechos De verc is by Free Synod of X= U3 a arns, 
on 9 1i ifi)1 ps ; is 

Ibid., pp. 3,19. 

Ibid., pp. 5-9. 
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of the suspect views of the abolitionists and the inconsistency 

of the Voluntary ministers who joined them. 

Douglass spent most of the first three months of the 

year touring the Scottish provinces. He then returned to 

Glasgow for a mass meeting against the Free Church in April. 

Greatly warmed by the enthusiasm of his welcome, he developed 

a tendency to project his knowledge of Scottish history against 

the struggles of his owu race. lie enthused that Scotland 

had 'bot a h111 that is not associated with soma fierce and 

bloody conflict botween liberty and slavery. " Again, he 

found the Scots lacking in colour prejudice, if anything showing 

an inverted bias against poor Buitum for bis unexcitin; 

whiteness. Its wrote that "it is quite an advantage to be a 

'nigger' here. I find I am hardly black enough for British 

taste, but by keeping my hair as woolly as possible I make out 

to pass for at least a halt negro at any rate. " 1 The farthest 

north he travelled was Aberdeen, where he held three meetings 

early in March. 2 A series of meetings at Montrose, Arbroath, 

and Perth on the way south was followed in Dundee by one of the 

largest gatherings of this period. This met in the chapel of the 

voll-known littJrateur, the Rvv. Dr. George Gilfillan, significantly 

enough an Independent Whose Voluntary sympathies must have inclined 

him to take full advantage of any issue which would leave the Free 

1. Douglass to F. Jackson, 29.1.46, Garrison Papora. 

2. Douglass to Webb, 2.3.46, ibid. 
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Church in ill odour. 
I The Voluntaries and the Church of 

Scotland alike seized on this heavensent issue for attacking 

their old enemy, and paying off old scores. An abolitionist 

brosdsheat reprinted from the Fifeshir© Journal in May includes 

the aside that Free Church ministers had striven 

"to rob servant girls of the hard-won money 
that ought to have gone for ribbons and 
gum-flowers, and washerwomen of their 
savings-bank accumulations - and all to 
reward thom for their disinterested contempt 
of lucre. We all know the blasphemy, the 
prostitution of Scripture, the pious frauds 
which (they]....... have resorted to for 
this base end. " 2 

DouUlass boasted that he had organised the apprentices of 

Dundee to run through the streets shouting 'Send back the 

money! ' and that it the Free Church had known it would be 

mocked so, it would never have accepted the funds in the first 

place. 
3 All he had done -i. however;: was unite existing opponents 

of the Free Church over the convenient foreign issue of slavery. 

At the Free Synod of April, Nixon laid the principal blame for 

the furore over the money at the door of the Voluntaries. Eqqally 

1. R. A. 4 E. S. Watson, George Gilfillani Letters and 
Journals, with a Homo ra on, 1892Y, p. 79; 
Report of Speeches ivered at a Soiree field in Honour 
o Messrs. DouII ass, Wright. and B fine on ut Mar ES. 

Bý i u)" 

2. Fifeshire Journal (of 7th L 14th May, 18461 Send Back 
the Money Bros a eet, UmWee, 1846). 

3. Douglass to F. Jackson, loc. cit., reprinted in Poner, 
Life and Writings of Dou ss, I, 136; Douglass to Webb, 
la-. 2.96, Garrison apere, reprinted in Foner, op. cit., It 
133. "ý. "ý. "' 
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conspicuous, he thought, were 

"a few upholders of the Establishment who 
mistake themselves for gentlemen, and who 
are full of the venom engendered in their 
corrupt natures by local, religious, 
controversies, small burgh politics, a 
wretched education, and generally unhealthful 
social habits, as well as by an intense hatred 
of evangelical truth and vital godliness... * 
these 'gentlemen' may be seen associated with 
the younger and worse-conditioned of our 
mechanics, in hounding on, in his fierce and 
unprincipled assaults upon us, any miserable 
adventurer who hires himself to the work, " 1 

This form of controversy appeared in several of the 

smaller Scottish towns during 1846. In Montroso the result 

of Douglass' visit was the publication in the Ziontrose Standard 

of a burlesque letter, in dialect, which was appended to a poem 

entitled 'The Boy Tammmy's Meditations, ' Taiaoy being Dr. Chalmers. 

The most cutting stanza had him musing that 

"I've played money a queer pliskie, I troy, in my day; 
I've belauber't Dissenters - weal, wevl, let that gae; 
I've run aft free my Granny, but I've stained my fair name; 
And I'}&-"never ha'e peace till that siller's sent harre. " 2 

This allusion to Chalmer's previous castigation of the Voluntaries 

is obvious enough. Even within so small a town as Montrose, 

however, the Free Church did not go without defenders. Mr. Nixon's 

onslaught on the abolitionists has already been mentioned, and in 

the next year the much-loved Rev. Dr. James Dick published a 

definitive collection of Scriptural citations to prove the 

1. Relation of the Free Church to the American Churches pp. 3, 
4-12. Nixon s sneers at the Voluntaries 'ink up' with his 
reputation as one of their bitterest critics. Ile later 
wrote Free Church Principles as Opposed to Voluntayism 
(Aberdeeno ß. 

2, Reprinted from the Montrose Standard in Anti-Slavery Songs 
(pamphlet, n. p., 184 - copy in Bodleian Library. 

.Ii 
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correctness of the Free Church's position, 
1 In Aberdeen, 

too, local publications added to the controversy, as in the 

case of the dignified pamphlet published by 'Ilumanua'. 2 

The local press, however, tended to ignore the abolitionists 

in its current excitement over Corn Low Repeal. Even 

Douglass' visit in March was ignored by the Aberdeen Herald, though it 

was briefly and favourably reported in the anti-Frey Church 

Aberdeen Journal. 3 

The smaller Scottish towns produced more pamphlets of 

their own as the year want on. After Dou; laas and Wright 

toured south-vest Scotland in April, one of the most effective 

defences of the Free Church vas published in Paisley by the 

Rev. James Macnaughton. 
d 

Maenaughton pointed to exactly the 

some Voluntary inconsistencies as Mr. Nixon of biontrose. 5 

Appended to the pamphlet was an interchange of correspondence 

between Macnaughton and an elder of the local Secession Church 

who had asked him to moot either Wright or the Rev. Patrick 

Brewster of the Established Abbey Church. He flatly refused 

to see Wright, and wrote cruelly of Brewster that "it is not a 

little ludicrous to find you, the elder of a Secession Church, 

setting forward as a champion of freedom, the minister of a 

1. In favour of the-Free Church and also of the Abolition 
Gauze* 

2. An Appeal to the Uambers of the Free Church on the Subject 
of Fellowship with ave o ers, by lIumanus (Aberdeen, 1846). 

3. Aberdeen Journal, 11.3.46. 

4, J. Liacnaughton, The Free Church and American Slavery, 
Slanders, etc. 

5. Ibid., pp. 5-?. 
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church which you desiguato as enslaved, and bondn; ed, and 

erastianised. " 1 Although a little unfair to Drewator, 

whose strange career had previously involved him in many 

reform causes, this coctment characterised the response of the 

Free Church to the bizarre alliance which faced it. A rather 

different attitude within the Free Church, though one which 

later commanded substantial support at national level, was put 

forward in another local pamphlet published at Linlithgow in 

June. 
2 The anonymous author actually commanded denominations 

likö the Baptists and the United Secession Chirch, Who were 

"going the way of the times" by breaking. relations with unsatisfactory 

Southorn churches, 
3 On the other hand, he criticised Thompson's 

trying to dictate to the Free Church, while he pointed out that 

the American visitors' sending street urchins crying "Send back 

tho money: " after Scotland's most respected clergyman would harden 

1. Ibid., p. S. 

2. Should the Free Church Hold Fellowship with Slavoholders? and, 
sou the Money lately iteceive from 8 avo- io din; Churces e 
Sent lack?...... by aL ci bor of the Free urc (Lin it igow, 1046). 

3, Ibid., p. 8. Northern and southorn Baptista had formed separate 
si sionary Associations In 1845, while the United Secession 

Synod at Glasgow resolved on May 8th that a Memorial to the 
American churches should be drawn up, after' overtures from 
Kirkcaldy, Glasgow, Porth, Dundee, Selkirk, and Gala. This was 
adopted as Memorial and ßemonstrance Respecting Slavery, to the 
Churches of the n to States of America, by the 3y-n-od o the 
United secession unurcn wiesgow, lb4u). Tile iiev. u. Jexirey 
and the aev. Dr. J. ttitchio wore both on the committee which 
drew this up. Sea also Deliverance of the Reformed Presbytery 
of Edinburgh on American Slavery a Church )/e owahip with 
t3 aveho ers (Edinburgh, 1845). In July, LET, the Reformed 
Presbyterian Church as a whole made capital out of the continued 
attack on the Free Church, by agreeing to compose a similar 
remonstrance, published as An Expostulation with those Christians 
and Christian Churches in the United States of America, t at are 
im seated In t ho rinn ý2 Ave o nr' _ by n rnr"-4 t nn ote Synod 

ýYII 
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the Assembly against chaining its course. 
I His own criticism 

of Church leadership was that the Assembly had not given enough 

attention to the subject, and that Dr. Cunningham was wrong 

in arguing that it was possible to become a slaveholder 

"innocently. " a 

The most entertaining local controversy connected with 

the agitation, however, arose in üawick because of Wright's 

enthusiam for the temperance movement. Wright's superlative 

tactlessness had once horrified even the Garrisonian Mrs* Child 

into writing that "he appears to ma as little calculated to do 

goodR as almost any parson they could select, " an opinion which 

his Uawick visit amply bore out, 
3 Accustomed to denouncing all 

those not committed to cold water abstinence a3 'tipplers' and 

$drunkards', he soon alarmed more cautious abolitionists by 

referring to ministers of the Free Church in these terms. 4 

In May or June, his car©lcasnoae or malice towards tho Free 

Church leaders in Hawick led to his having to apologise for 

statements made about them in the Liberator. Correspondence 

over the whole affair was reprinted from the Border Watch and, the 

Northcrn Warder by the Deacon's Court of the Ilawich Pree Church 

ad'a'striking illfiatration of leasrs. Wright and Co, $a veracity. " 5 

1. Should the Free Church Hold Fellowship with Slnveholders?, 
pp. 9-9. 

2. Ibid., pp. 15-17. 

3. L. U. Child to Ellis G, Loring, 6.4a12, Child Papers, 
N. Y. Public Library. 

4, ? atlin to May, 2901.46, gay Papers; Thompson to Webb, 
12.8.45, Garrison Papers. 

5. Agitation against the Free Church. Acknowledged Slander by 

, C. Wright against the Ministers, Elders, and Cos regst ou 
at III w ick ß asgow, 196)o 
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Along with bis despatohcs to the Liberator, Wright had 

forwarded e letter from a itawick currier, Robert )Lichte. 

Amon3 other indiscretions, it referred to the "tippling 

habits" of the local aºiniator, and goaarally to "a tipplit3 

church and ministry, " 1 LUabio, with uo rcaolloatton of 

nakia. such statements, was forced by his Daauona' Court to 

dcmind oatiatoatioo. Wright wall finally forcod to write 

that ho now found "with triot and astoniohzaat.... 6 that any 

own running notes, apart from your latter entirely, are by 

the printers inserted as part of your letter. " 2 
The pamphlet 

concluded with some justice that it was on aright'e back that 

"the heaviest load of obloquy should rest. " 3 
He cure out 

of the Uawick affair very badly. Three viatha later Glasgow 

abolitionists tried to repair the daaaga done by reprinting the 

Glas. -row Argus account of Dr. Synth of Charlnaton'o withdrawal of 

eomo incautious atatoaonta he had made about the character of 

Dotulass, 4 But thid could not cancel the proven irresponsibility 

with which Wright had handled the accuaatioms a�ainßt the Free 

Church in u3wick. 

1. Liberator, 1.5.40. 

2, Wright to itichie, 6.6.40, Agitation against the Frau 
Church, p. 9. 

3. Ibid., p. 9. 

4, "Acknowledged Blander" Again! Free Church. Amaanbly 
and Slavery Zontrasted with the Malii caa v mrn 
$lavory, m 
Dotg; ass, 
pp. 11-12. 

WACGZQ 
v* Dr, 

or against tsr. Frederick 
of iar cston (Ulosaow# i0 

I 

-'. 
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Although the provincial literature on the Free Church 

is characteristic of the whole controversy, the bulgy: of the 

polemical pamphlets published appeared in Edinburgh and 

Glasgow. On a national level, the example set in smaller 

towns was followed by voluntaries and the Establishment, 

who made all the capital they could out of the lapse of their 

common rival. Again, the Free Church fell back on pointing 

to the inconsistencies of Scottish critics and the heresies ; 

of their American allies. As for the three Americans themselves, 

their work was still characterised by the brilliant oratory 

and organisation of Douglass and the fanaticism of Wright. 

immediately before the Assembly, the latter assured the Free 

Church that 

'VYou sold your Saviour for £3000:: 
You betrayed the world's Redeemer into the 
hands of slave-breeders and slave-traders for 

money::.....,.. You insist that those who breed 

and rear man for the market as brute boasts, are 
one with Christ, a part of His body, have His 
wind, are partakers of his natura, and-that Christ 
is one with them;;;..... Christ repudiates the 
manstealing confederacy into which you would bring 
him.,.. You have..., betrayed Christ into the hands 

of His deadly enemies. " 1 

Wright aas to continua speaking and writing in this vein. 

Late in April, in good time for the General Assembly, Douglass, 

Buffum, and he were joined in Scotland by Thompson. In ?, SBptember 

the party of visiting abolitionists became complete with Garrison's 

arrival. His tour of northern Scottish towns ended the work of 

1. The Free Church and her Accusers in the Question at Issue. 
=Letter from George Thompson, Esq., to Henry C. Wright;, 

a one from Henry C. Wright to Mi sters and b ers of 
to -Free-Church of Scotland (Glasgow, 1846), pp. 1,1" 
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the Americans, although agitation continued fruitlessly 

into 1&17 and beyond. 

Abolitionist efforts in Glasgow and Edinburgh were 

geared to putting maximum pressure on the Free Church 

General Assembly at the and of May, These efforts were 

largely those of the Americans and the 0. E. 8., eine the 

male Edinburgh Emancipation Society tended to lose interest 

in the attack on the Free Church in proportion to Wright's 

growing extremism. Their refusal to work with the G. E. S. 

during the 1845 Assembly has already been noted, but at first 

they too did their best to influence the Free Church in their 

own way. Their Secretary, John Dunlop, had corresponded with 

Chalmers in 1844, and was the first to suggest republishing 

the works of Andrew Thomson against the Free Church, a plan 

later adopted by the Christian News office In Glasgow* 1 

A treat published in 1845 by Dr. Greville also tool: pains 

to point obliquely to the short-comings of the American churches. 
2 

Again, both Dunlop: -, add Edward Cruickshank, a relative of Alexander 

Cruickshank now prominent on the E. E. S. Committee, reported 

10 %7ltnoas, 1813.44,25.12.44,1.1.45; Dunlop to Hinton, 
23, %, 44, Bod. Brit. Emp. ; das. S. 18,0156/256. Thomson"s 
speech of tD. 0.30 was repr nted oa Abolition Principles 
Proclaimed in 1830 by the Late Rev. rew 'Monson of 
Edinburgh, in Striking Contrast with t 9d Pro-3 avory Practices of 
the Free church o scot a at t ho Present Day (Glasgow, 1846 . 
ldojýe, however; an early complaint o E. E. S. subservience to 
the Free Church in M. Welsh to U. W. Chapazn, 25.4.44, 
Weston Papers. 

2. R. K. Greville, Slavery and the Slave Trade in the United 
States of America. (Edinburgh, 18453, pp. 13-20, 
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Edinburgh activities to Broad Street throughout the 1845 

Assembly. 1 
Early in 1846 Dunlop published his collection 

of articles from the Christian Investigator on the conduct 

of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Uissions, 

which was germane to the Free Church affair. 
2 

By 184ßi 

however, the E. E. S. had become largely inactive. It again 

refused to cooperate with the G. E. S. at the time of the Assembly. 
3 

Its contribution was simply to continue correspondence with 

Broad Street, 4 
The attempt to form a Scottish Anti-Slavery 

Society based on Edinburgh to replace it was unsuccessful. 
5 

The 'Send Back the Money' agitation thus took the form of large 

meetjng organised by the local Society in Glasgow, together 

with Edinburgh rallies whenever the visiting abolitionists were 

in the city. Activity there was naturally highest in May, 

immediately bifore the Assembly, though Douglass and Thompson 

spent part of the month in Loudon. ß 
In Edinburgh, what local 

assistance they got care Iron the small Garrisonian Edinburgh 

Ladies' Emancipation Society. Unlike the male Society, it harried 

1. E, Cruickshank to Scoble, 31.5.45, Bod. Brit. Emp. Use. 8.18, 
C15/120; Dunlop to Scoble, 15.5.45, ibid., CIO/849- 

2, American Slavery; Organic Sins, etc. 

3. G. E. S. Reports, 1840, p. 7; Minute for 10.4.46, G. E. S. 
nute Books, IV. 

4. E. Cruickshank to Scoble, 8.6.46,13.6.46, Sod. Brit. Emp. 
119s. 5.18,015/1300,015/130. 

5. G. E. S. Reports, 1846, p. 7. The Society had no permanent 
organisation, alt u6, h Douglass campaigned as its 'agent: 
See Quarles, Dpu; lnas, p. 50. 

0, Ibid., pp. 44-45; Poner, Douglass, pp. 6G-68. 
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the Free Church to the exteut of its power. As late 05 the 

1647 Assembly it was still tryiu to enaoura; a remonstrances, 

with tho Assemb y. I 

The Glasgow Emancipation Society had published a pamphlet 

of its own against the Free Church in 1845, apart irocº the 

ones by Wright which it sponsored. Like Dunlop's reprinted 

ciiristian Investigator articles it attacked the compromise 

1845 Report of the Americas Doard of Commissioners. Unlike 

Dunlop, however, Uurrtay and Seal wont on to make a specific 

exposure of the extent to which the position of the Free Church 

lenders encouraged the theory Qf organic sins. 
2 

they'vere attacking the Freo Church sore directly. 

By 1846, however, 

The first 

nass meeting of the year was hold in April 21st, when Thompson 

was in Glasgow on a briet visit and Wright, DouSlass and Duffum 

had returned from their tours round the smaller Scottich towns. 

It adopted resolutions in favour of the Tiirminnham Evangelical 

Alliance Coassittse'n recent decision to exclude alavoholdors, 

1. Report of the Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation Society.... 
Passed at their Annual Meeting, He may 21t h, 1846, wit 
an Appendix Containing their I onus rancc to Ua An 

a Free Church of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1t34u), pp. U-fl 
1 ýtaport o the irburR Ladies' traancipation Societ 
a Supplement Ro at nZ; to the rocee n, ja In the Treo 
h Genara sse Y. on the 23th of May Last; Adopted 

9 

by tucir Anauat ievtin,.... 3rd of Juno, io %Lu&nDurgn, 
ISM O pp. 14-21. ' hs S. L. E. S. itcconstranca, Printed ibid., 

pp. 13-13, was submitted on April 1st. Their Circular, 
"? o the Anti-Slavery Societies and the Friends of the Slave 
throughout Dritain", dated 4.3.47, aas frankly ridiculed by 
Candlish at the 1847 Assembly " Proccodinas of the; f,, *11, 
Genoral Assembly of the Free Churc o Scotland, v at 
Edinburgh, May, 143.17 (Edinburgh, 1847)s pp. 2+'1-a d, 

2, Tho Amriaan Board of Comr issioners for Foroign Uissious 
a the Rev. Dr. Csa rs, on tristen Fe ows in ýr t 
1 avo orn: on Addiana to r stians of Ill no nations, 

Sigow, LU4I ). 
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and against the Free Church. Thompson presented the plan of 

inviting Garrison to this country to join in the Scottish campaign. 
l 

The proceedings of this rally were published by the Society, in the 

Argus and in pamphlet torm# as well as being spread all over the 

pages of the Liberator when the Thompson invitation reached Boston. 
2 

The memorial of the meeting to the Assembly was printed and circulated 

as a separate pamphlvt. 
3 

After this meeting, C. B. S. activities wore suspended to give way 

to wort: in Edinburgh preparatory to the meting of the General 

Assembly. On their arrival on the eveuitg of 27th April, with no 

encouragement from the E, E, S., the visiting abolitionists organised 

meetings for themselves in the Voluntary Secession Church in Rosa 

Street. 
4 They were then welcomed in the Waterloo Rooms by a meoting 

of the Ladiee' Society. Probably out of deference to the pro-Fron 

Church sympathies of somo of the Committee members, the resolutions 

passed did not rotor specifically to the Church itself. 5 
It was only 

at the end of May, that the Annual Meeting of the Ladies' Society 

adopted a remonstrance to the Free Church demanding that it should 

1, Minutes for 20.4.46,21.4.46, Q. S. S. Minute Books, IV. 

2. Liberator, 29.5.46; Extract from Glasgow Argus, n. d., 
in Aberdeen Journal, 29.4.46; Free Church Alliance with 
Mähstealers. Send back the Money. Great Anti-Slaver 
Meeting in teC ty Ha, G asgow asgow, 1 6. 

3, 
_Memorial of the Glasgow Emancipation Society, in Public 
Meeting Assembled, to the General Assembly of the Free 
Church of Scot and, rege ng Christian Fe owship with 
S aveho ders, ax id oring t : en to NO Back the Money 

G asgow, 1819), 

4, A summary account of the first Edinburgh tiaetinga is printed 
in Free Church Alliance with Manstealora, pp. 45ff. 

51 Report of the Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation Society.... 18i6, 
p. 7. 
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cease to hold fellowship with slaveholders. 
1 The 1846 Report 

later committed the Society to an anti-Free Church position, 
the 

as did/Circular of March 4th, 1847, the Remonstrance of April 

Ist, and above all the polemical supplement to the 1847 Report. 
2 

The Society probably lost soma of its local support due to this 

even firmer alignment with the Garrisonians. Among Scoble's 

correspondence in Rhodes' house there survives a slightly 

pathetic letter from Louisa Cruickshank asking for help in 

combatting the Garrisonian leaders of the Society, and their 

accusations against other abolitionists. She hoped that "thou 

will be able and kindly willing to give us a satisfactory 

explanation. " 3 

Ucanwhile Thompson and his friends remained in Edinburgh 

throughout the first part of May, before Douglass and he went 

to London. 
4 

Even there they continued the attack on the Tree 

Church. At a meeting to receive Douglass in Finsbury Chapels 

with Sturge in the Chair, a resolution was placed at the and of 

the ananda demanding that the money be sent back. ' Thompson at 

least was still confident of success. While in London he wrote 

pointedly to Wright that "Wo must be high-toned, temperate, and 

reaolutot and by persuasion wo shall triumph. " 6 Unfortunately 

1. Ibid., p. ß. 

2. Annual faport of the Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation Society 

...... * 1847, pp. 14-21. 

3. L. Cruic1 ahank to Scoblo, 10.11.4ß, Sod. Brit. EL. 5.18, 
c15/12&. 

4. Aberdccn Journal, 13.5.46. 

5, Report of the Edinburgh Ladles' Emancipation Society.... 184G* p. 6. 

6. Thompson to Wright. 14.5.46, Garrison Papers. 

4 
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his advice to be "temperate" was not accepted. While Douglass 

and he were flirting with the New Organisation in London, Wright 

set about making his opinions on the Sabbath known to the whole 

of Scotland. After the Q. E. S. had refused him all help duce to 

hiscr unsatisfactory religious opinions, he had produced his 

pamphlet defining and defending his opinions on the Sabbath. 

Wright's hints at anti-Sabbatarien opinions in Six ? lonthu in 

Grmofonbcrg had dismayed oven William Smoal eighteen months 

before. 
i 

Stated boldly under the provocative title First Day 

Sabbath Not of Divine Appointment, they must have struck the 

conservative Scottish clergy, whose social position depended 

largely on the observance of Sunday, no anarchical. 
2 When 

Thompson and Douglass returned to Scotland by the overnight 

snail on tday 24th, they had to face a Free Church ministry who 

now had Wright's views comprehensively sot before them to increase 

their revulsion for the Garrisonians and provide them with splendid 

polemical ammunition. 

It was under this handicap that the four visiting speakers 

began their series of Edinburgh rallies in the last week of May, 

before and during the opening of the Assembly. The It. G. UU, of the 

Ladies* Society was held on the 27th of May, and mass meetings organised 

in the Music flail on the 25th and 29th, and on the 2nd and 4th of 

June running parallel with the aootings of the Assembly. When the 

1. Iritish Friend, 31.1.45,2$. 2.45,31.3.45. 

2. First Day Sabbath not of Divine Appointment, etc., passim. 
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account of all these activities was published Douglass did nb$ 

have his name put to the pamphlet, or his speeches printed in 

it, though he had been active In Edinburgh throughout the 

period. 
I Ho may have felt that Thompson and Wright's extremism 

had already brought the abolition movement into sufficient 

disrepute, Indecd much of the content of Thompson's Music 

nail Speeches was defensive. Soon before his return to Edinburgh 

the Rev. Andrew Cameron had published his brilliant Latter to Tyr. 

George Thompson, which turned the tables by ignoring the charges 

against his Church, and concentrating on the weaknesses in the 

position of Wright and Thompson th olves. 
2 

After exposing 

the inaccuracy of their claim that other churches did not maintain 

contacts with the United States, he showed the past admiration of 

their Voluntary allies for the American churches. Iie went on to 

show the apparently willful falsehood of some of their statements 

on Dr. Candlish and the Free Church's American deputation. 3 
His 

most telling sections, however, concentrated on lowering, the 

stature of his opponents as reputable witnesses. Thottpson, ha 

suggested, was guilty wither of defending the opinions of Garrison 

and Wright on the Sabbath, or of sharing them him3eli. 
4 

As for 

nonresistance, he accused both men "of holding views which..., would 

necessitate the excommunication ,.... of almost every professing 

1. ß. Thompson and H. C. Wright,, The Free Church of Scotland and 
American Slavery. Substance of Speer es Lw ivercd in the Music 
Hall, Edinburgh, - durlnj May and June, 1846 Edi ur; h, 1816 . 

2. A. Cameron, The Free ChUrch and her Accusers in the Matter 
of American Slivery; boing a Lotter to Mr. Goorgo Thompson 
Regarding his Recent Appearances In this City "i urge 11846). 
Note that this pamphlet was published in at least five editionst 
the earlier ones being published anonymously under the pseudonym vA Free Churchman. ' 

3. Ibid., pp. 11-24. 

4. Ibid., pp. 24-27. 
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Christian in this country, " since Wright was known to consider 

all soldiers, policemen, and magistratca, as well an those 

who employ tuen and organiao the Stato, as murderers. Cameron 

concluded "that you and your colleague are altogether undeserving 

of public confidence. " 1 He closed with a series of crushing and 

unanswerable "Queries" on the points raised earlier. The most 

snobbish asked whether Thompson was aware that the Rev. Dr. Ritchie 

had received his D. D. "'from a log-college in the Western States" 

which held communion with slavaholders, and whether Ritchie should 

therefore "sand back the degree. " Cattiness apart, however, 

most of Cameron's arguments were unanswerable, given the opinions 

already made known by Wright and connived at by Thompson? 

Thompson delivered full speeches at two consecutive claw meetings 

to try to refute Cameron"a accusations. 
a Although he was able 

to correct him on two specific points of fact, tie could only 

dismiss Wright's all-important heretical views as beinw "a red 

h erring. 04 

Cameron*s pamphlet was the most effective example of `roe 

Church anti-abolitionist propaganda. During May, the some arguments 

were used elsewhere, The Witness, for instance, had now coved from 

Its comparative responsiveness to abolitionist pleas in 1844 and 1845, 

1. Lbid., pp. 29-31. 

2. Ibid., pp. 33-34. 

3. Similar points to Cameron's were made in A Lotter to the 
Managers of the Rose Street Secession and Co ege Street 
Relief urc es. Denouncing their Conduct for Admitting - 
In ido sa Sabbat Breakers to Slander the Free Church 
F urg ,, tough this also aneera at te Free 

Church and was probably written by a member of the 1 atabliabmOnt 
trying to make capital out of the affair by attacking the 
evangelicals and Free Church alike. 

4. Thompson & Wright, The Free Church.... and American Silveryt pp. 7-34. 

5. Ibid. $ p. 32. 
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to bitter opposition to the irresponsibility of its critics. 

By the beginning of July, indeed, it had moved into an 

effectively pro-slavery position. 
1 The same change of opinion 

is apparent in the sentiment displayed by the Free Church lenders 

at the 1&iß Assembly. They were now prepared to ridicule the 

activities of the anti-slavery societies. By the ttho the 

Assembly debated slavery on May 30th, it was faced with several 

addresses from Anti-Slavery associations and meetings, as well 

2 
as the physical presence of Thompson and Douglass. The Moderator 

had also been presented with an Address from the 'Inhabitants of 

Edinburgh' or perhaps those inhabitants with past grudges against 

the Free Church, adopted at the Music Hall meotin; of the previous 

evening. 
3 

Set against these communications, the Assembly had to 

debate the overture from the Synod of Angus and Mourns Introduced 

in April by the Rev. W. Nixon. A counter-petition from the 

Dundee area, presumably organised by Douglass, asked that fellowship 

with the offensive American churches should be broken, as did an 

overture from the Free Synods of Sutherland and Caithness, 

It was agreed that since the external petitions had not passed 

1. Witnesa, 8.7.46. c. f. ibid., 25.12.44, An article from the 

, toter issue was reprinted as Letter on American Slavery, 
Addressed to the Editor of the Witness, 8th July, 184-6'7 -by an 

rican (Edinburgh, 1640). Signed S. E. M., t is may have been 
wr tten by the Rev. Sidney E. Morse, Congregationalist minister 
from New York, who was currently in Britain for the Evangelical 
Alliance meetings. It was strongly nativist (p, 12). 

2. l)otWlaso,, My Domlage and ry Frecdom, pp. 383-384. 

3. Address Adopted at a Public DieotinX of the Inhabitants of Edinburgh, 
Convene in the Music la .... to the Rev. the b erator and 
licm here 71 the General sserab yo the Free Church i?. din urgh, 1846). 

4. Appendix to Proceedings or the Genernl Assembly of tha Free 
Church..... May, 1&16, reprinte as Free Churn 2 iieporrt the 
Procf eodiris ot ý® Ganeral Assembly on Saturday, May ýG, 
? So ay, June 1,1846, ßegard nt Fie Relations of the Free 
Cisurch And the Presbyterian Churches of America Edinb"ur h, 1846))p. 12. 
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through the Assembly Committee on Bills, they could not 

be presented. Debate therefore began with the speech of 

the Rev. Dr. Candlish in support of the Report of the 

Standing Committee on Correspondence with American churches 

appointed at the previous Assembly. 1 
Candlish spoke brilliantly. 

He enlisted his audience's known anti-Voluntary sympathies by 

remarking that those who were in favour of a breach of fellowship 

had ignored the interdependent duties of church and state 

"it seems to rye that they have run to an extreme toria of 

voluntarism. " 2 
He actually argued along abolitionist lines, 

but equivocally remarked that as for as the question of whether 

the alaveholdor could help his sins was concerned, 'rho 'onus 

probandi' lies with the slaveholder. " 3 
The only reply to 

this speech was an unsupported attempt by the minister of 

Laurieston Free Church, Glasgow, the Rev. Mr. James MacBath, to resolve 

that slavoholders and churches accepting them into communion 

should be excluded from fellowship. He used the same arguments 

as those of his later pamphlets, contrasting Free Church opposition 

to an Erastian establishment in this country and its subservience 

1. Ibid., pp. 13-23. Part of this speech was printed to 
doE*nstrate Candlish'a strong abolition feeling in 
W, Wilson, Memorials of Robert Stith Candlish, D. D. 
(London, 1880). pp, 378-382. lie was attacked bitterly 
in Toronto Banner, 3.7.46, and in "Acknowledged Slander" 
Again. , pp. 3-3. 

2. Free Church: Report of the Proceedings, etc., p. 25. 

3. Ibid., p. 23. 
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to the more sinister Ernstianisra of the Southern clergy. 
1 

During his speech, the leading conservative abolitionists 

in the Assembly, Drs. Candlish and Cunningham among them, 

ostentatiously ignored the proceedings around them, Candlish 

for one making his point by reading his copy of--the Witness. 

With no further support forthcoming for MacBeth"s motion, the 

Report or Candlish"s committee, in effect suggesting that policy 

should continue as before, was accepted. On the tionday, the 

Assembly also approved of the Latter composed by the Committee 

in accordance with the recommendations of their Report. It 

stressed points of agreement with Americans, but went an to exhort 

them to work for the alteration of harsh laws on slaveholding. 

It remarked somewhat naYvely that no Christian could consider 

his slave an such, whatever their respective standing might be 

in the eyes of the law. 
a. 

1Iowevar, clear the Letter might Malte the Free Church's 

disapproval of slavery, it was quite innocuous. It fall for 

1. Ibid., pp. 30ff. Macßoth had already published one extremely 
l arned pamphlet, The Church and the Slaveholder; or, Light 
and Darkness: an Attempt to Prove, from the Word (it dod and 
from Reason, that to Ho Property in Man is Wholly Destitute 
of Divine Warrant, is a Flagrant Crime, a Dema s Excommun cation. 
Earnestly and Respect uy Addressed to the Members of the 
Approaching Assembly o the Free Churc of Scot and E inburgh, 1845). 
This took the advanced ground of suggesting that the spirit of 
New Testament revelation had superseded the Old Testament, and 
was received with delight in A. S. R., 11.6.45. After the 1846 
Assembly lacBeth published his3=o Fellowship with Slaveholders: 
a Calm Review of the Debate on S revery, ett. Subsequently ha became 
a vice-president of the Free Church A. S. S. In 1849 he was charged 
with immorality in the Free Synod of Glasgow and Ayr and in the 
General assembly. The brondshoot, A real Statement of the Secret 
and Concluding Debate in Mr. MacBet s Case, suggests tate 
c arges had been trumpo up against him as a punishment for his part 
in the 'Send Back the Money' affair. 

2. Free Church; Report of the Proceedings, etc., pp. 50-52. 
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short of meeting demands that it should symbolise a complete 

breach of fellowship with alavoholdors by sending back the funds 

from the south. The reasons for refusing to go thus far were 

several. First, the actual 'Black Dollars' could not practicably 

be separated from other currency in the Church's College Fund and 

Susteub. tion Fund. Secondly, even if this had been possible, it 

was out of the question for the Free Church to surrender any money 

at all, far less divert possible future contributions, at this 

critical juncture in its financial history. Thirdly, it was 

unthinkable that the Free Church, which was so generously provided 

with enemies at home among the Voluntaries and the old Establishment, 

should add to its problems by alienating the few friends it possessed 

abroad. Finally, in terms of institutional prestige, especially 

thus early in its life, the Free Church leaders cannot seriously 

have considered climbing down over a foreign issue which had been 

skilfully capitalised by enemies whom they had good reason to suppose 

could not have cared less about American slavery. 

Tim logic of the situation, then, made Free Church intransigence 

likely. This gras greatly increased by the methods and attitudes 

of the abolitionists themselves. Free Church leaders had once been 

relatively receptive to suggestions, that their standpoint was at fault. 

By 1846 only the occasional isolated individual like James MacBeth 

was willing to brook any criticism of the moderate abolitionist position 

taken by the Assembly. By this point the agitation had hardened Free 

Church attitudes in three ways. First, the alliance with Voluntary 

clergymen bred suspicion of abolitionist motives. Secondly, the 

extrwism of men like Wright produced fear of the distasteful social 

consequences which might arise from encouraging abolitionist efforts. 
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There is however a third factor, perhaps most interesting of 

all as far as Scottish history is concerned. before 1346, 

only John Anderson Collins had deliberately set out to enlist 

non-middle class elements as allies in his struggle against a 

middle class faction of the movement. The American visitors 

during the Free Church controversy, who were also Garrisonians, 

wt out to do exactly the same. The effect on a Church whose 

leaders firmly believed in keeping the lower orders out of. 

decision-making in religious and benevolent enterprises can 

hardly have been to increase their faith in the Old Organisation, 

which they already knew to be responsible for dangerous religious 

and social ideas. 
1 

In this light, the later vendetta against 

MacBeth may have had nothing to doc: with his being an ultra- 

abolitionist. It is more likely to have resulted from his distrust 

of the top-heavy system of church government through the Assembly. 

As early as May, 1845, he had written that 

"our people themselves will not permit a great 
principle to be abjured, without claiming to 
be hoard, congregation by congregation. 
An appeal to the people, in high and special 
emergencies, is part of the Presbytery. 
It is, perhaps, certain, that a wrong 
decision by the Assembly, instead of ending 
this matter, will only begin it. " 2 

After the arrival of the Americans, there had been einieter 

indications that tho enemies of the Free Church wore latent on 

1, Sec for Instance Cameron, A Letter to George Thompson, 
pp. 24-31. Striking illustrations of the conservatism 
of Free Church government are given in A. A. Maclaron, 
B. H. R., XLVI, passim. 

2. J. Macßath, The Church and the Sluveholder: or, Light 
and Darknoea, p. 39. 
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whipping up the working clasp ngainst the clergy. Wright 

soon won the reputation of wishit to spread anti-slavery 

ideas among the "people'. " 110 was also known to have worked 

with Vincent, the moral force Chartist, and on one occasion 

appeared with him in Glasgow. 
2 

His preaching of nonresistant 

views in Edinburgh shocked oven a comitted abolitionist like 

Dunlop. 
3 Garrison began to behave with similar indiscretion 

as soon as he arrived in this country. Like' Wright, he 

fraternisod with Vincent and Lovett, and managed to persuade both 

to support the Anti-Slavery League. The implication must have 

been obvious to conservative Church members. No doubt they felt 

even more strongly than a Unitarian like Estlin that Garrison 

had sot out to antagonise the middle classes. 
4 

Ironically onough, 

the activities of the gentler Frederick Douglass may have been 

the ones which created the worst impression. It was he who 

marshalled the apprentices and young non of Dundee, Edinburgh, and 

Glasgow, to parade the streets demanding the return of the money, an 

apparent Scottish approximation to the urban mob of the continental 

revolutions. Nixon cannot have been alone when he sneered nervously 

at the abolitionist alliance with "the..... more ill-conditioned 

portion of our mechanics. " 5 

1. C. Paton to M. W. Chap=u,, 2.11.45, Weston Papers. 

2. Minute for 1.8.45, G. E. S. Minute IIooks, IV. This was the 

meeting at which Wright first preached disunion viers. 

3, Dunlop to A. Phelps, 10.6,46, Phelps Papers. 

q, Estlin to May, 2.11.460 May Papers, See above, pp. 

5. Relation of the Free Church to the American Churches, p. 3. 
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The best indication of the extent to which the abolitionists 

aimed. at marshalling those socially oppressed by the Free Church 

is the substantial ballad literature left behind by the controversy. 

It was Douglass who became most involved in enlisting the working 

classes against the Free Church. The Establishment was also 

prepared to use the issue to play on distrust of the Tree Church's 

practice of extorting as much as possible from its poorest 

members, For Instance, The Free Kirk and the Biller, a ballad 

published in Edinburgh, expanded on the theme of the slave money 

to concludes 

'The Auld Ana's the best o' them, Kate, 
Althot muckle ill they've put till her; 

To have only to pay for your seat, 
An' they ask for use mair o' your silier. 

The same point was made in another ballad entitled bfr Faith, 

We'll Keep the Money. 2 Again, at least one working class ballad 

took the standpoint that the money should neither be sent back, 

nor used by the Free Church, but distributed among the poor. 
3 

There is no question, however, of all the ballads and broadsheets 

published beim opposed to the Free Church, At least one verse 

drama parody of the relation between Thompson and Douglass showed 

1. Free Kirk and the Si11er (Edinburgh, May, 284ß), 
copy in Bodleian. 

2. My Faith, We'll Keep the Uonoy (Edinburgh, May, 13{10), 
copy in Ndlelan. R310--t a during the Disruption the 
Establishment had often used dialect forme, as in the much 
circulated tract A Crack About the Kirk for Ckntra Folk 
(Various editions, 184-3). 

3. Db, Don't Send the Money Back Again (Edinburgh, nd. ), 
copy in Bodleian. 

r 
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awareness of the unprincipled way in which the Establishment 

was using the issue against the Free Church, and sneered at 

Thompson as a professional agitator. 
I 

He was portrayed as 

musin; that: 

"I1re trimmed my sail in many a tack, 
But Douglas [sic}, my imported black, 
And this o 'Send the money back, " 

Thq beat perhaps; 
They'll till my poc%eta in a crack, 

th' Established chaps. " 

Douglass was depicted along the preconceived lines of the 

Sombo storsotypo: 

"Ah: Massa Thompson, what you tink? 
I heard do sound of money's clink, 
So widoub noise I in did slink. " 

Thompson ended by giving DoWlass, "pale with rage, " twenty 

of the fifty pounds he had collected. lie was further satirised 

in a squib of higher quality than the others, published as The Yankee 

booking Glass, or "Measure for iiaasure, " Containing a Report of the 

Speeches delivered at the Disorderly Mooting hold on rridoy Last, in 

the Music Hall, with a Letter front Torxkcins to his Friends in Affliction 

in Edinburgh, 
2 

Full of parodied Shakespearian imagery and phrases, 

it was possibly aimed at a student audience. "Air. Vright" was 

reported to have said that "All shades of opinion should join me - 

Sociniana, Infidels, Mahometans, Jews, Christians - the more the 

merrier. " Poor gentle "ßutfcm" began his speech by shouting that 

1. Sena Back the Money -A Now Version (Edinburgh, 1346), 
copy in De an. 

2, stay, 1846, copy in Bodleian.. 

ý- 
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"As I'm property-man to the deputation, I'll show you some 

of our Yankee jewellery. " He closed by reading a letter from 

"Mr. Tomicins. " It satirised Thompson as an egocentric buffoon. 

lie began, "My Dear Sir, I am a tower of strength.... when I ope 

my mouth, no dog barks, " and wont on to report the Finsbury Park 

meetings 

"Chalmy and Blackie ran a race, 
Chalmy fell and broke his face, 
Quo' Blackie I have won the race, 

And the sow's tail till him yet, 
And the saw's tail till him yet, 
And the sow's tail to Chalmy. 

My Dear Sir - Forgive this ebullition of my joy. " IIa closed 

by exhorting his Edinburgh allies to continue their efforts - 

"let the collar and tawse be exhibited every night, not forgetting 

the Doctor's bare back, - it pleases the Voluntaries. Their 

rancorous spirit towards the Free Church will make them swallow 

anything, " 

Apart from ballad writers and satirists, the Free Church also 

had to face attack from poets aiming their more 'dignified' productions 

at the anglicised sectors of the Scottish middle class. A 

characteristic one began by culogisin; the early Free Church, but 

continued: 

"Now, alas! her bright morn has been covered with gloom, 
And the voice of the save issues forth from the tomb, 

On the wings of the tempest it sweeps o'er the soa, 
And in anguish arraigns thee, thou Fair and thou Free. 

Stilted Victoriana of this sort had none of the strength of the 

dialect ballads written against the Free Church or the parodies aimed 

1. The Sighs of the Slave in the Free Church of Scotland - 
A Poem (Edinburgh, 1846), copes in B eian ab rdeon 
University Libraries. See also 'Send Back the Money, ' in 
Anti-Slavery Songs (Edinburgh, 1840). 

}' 
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at its attackers. The most effective ballad of all was an 

adaptation of the traditional r Son David used extensively 

by Douglass. 
1 

In the printed broadsheet The Kirk and her Boy Tammy 

the ballad was presented as a piece of dramatic action, which 

had been the intention of the original, Chalmers was shown 

being interrogated by "Mother Kirk" on the effect of Douglass 

appeal, and replying: 

"Be merciful: An' say nae mair, my kind matey; 
Yell drive me headlong toto despair, my kind ma=nj; 
'Send back the --' Oh! it canna be; 
Ye're Byte! that would destroy, ye see, 
The Kirk's Infallibility 

Ca canny - Oh. Ca' canny; " 

Informed by Mother Kirk that 

"merots aye some crotchet in your views; 
YOU stain my robes - ye'11 toom my' pews - 

They're flockin' back to Granny! " 

and startled by the arrival of Dou lass, Tammy fleas from the scene, 

leaving Dotglass and Mother Kirk cordially shaking hands. 

No such rapprochement between the Free Kirk and the abolitionists 

ever took place. The decision of the 1846 Assembly showed that 

Free Church policy was to remain unchanged, Nevertheless, 

abolitionist agitation continued into the second halt of 1817. 

After the 1846 Assembly, on the 6th of June, Thompson was presented 

with the Freedom of the City by the anti-Free Church element in the 

Town Council. 
2 

Thompson's beiz ; undo e Freeman was not, however, 

enough to protect him from criticism. In granting him the Freedom. 

the Provost had made it clear that he was doing, so principally because 

Thv Free Kirk and her Boy Tammy (Edinburgh, 1846), copy 
its Scottish Nat ona Library. 

2, Thompson and Wright, The Free Church of Scotland and American 
Slaver pp. 79-82, 

9 
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"we cannot forgot your valuable services in advancing the cause 

of commercial emancipation. " At a meeting on the 16th, however, 

Councillor Lothian, a Free Church member, pointed out that it had 

previously been agreed that this honour should not be conferred 

on those giving rise to religious strife in the community. Ho 

added spitefully that "I do not know that the circumstance of a 

man being hired to conduct a public discussion marks him out for any 

particular reward. " The Freedom could not be withdrawn from 

Thompson, but regulations were sot up to prevent its being conferred 

in future except through the Provost's committee. 
1 LSoonwhilo, 

outside the Town Council, debate was continuing. Two relatively 

learned pamphlets appeared soon after the end of the Assembly, 

criticising. its course but nevertheless apparently written by 

students of the New College, the Free Church theological college 

of which the Rev. Dr. Cunningham was principal. " Their publication 

hints at the uneasiness felt among the Church's younger intellectuals 

at the position taken by the 1846 Assembly. Professor Chepperson 

has already pointed to the animated correspondence between the New 

College Missionary Association and the students of Princeton 

Theological Seminary over the slavery issue, which shows a disagreement 

between the students and the Church's leaders. 3 The two pamphlets 

1. Review of the Proceedings of a Minority of the Town Council 
of urg , in Presenting We" ree om of the City to Mr. 

Norge Thompson, being a Report of the Speeches Deliver e at 
a Subsequent eating of that By (Edinburgh, , pp. '7,10. 

2. Slavery in the Gentile Churches During the Apostolic Aga, 
and the Present Duty of theFree Church of Scotland, Isspecially 
Addressed to the StMents of the rev Church of co a, ya 
Fellow-Student E urg ,; Five Minutes tov ew oe 
Scriptural r9rgument in Favour of Fellowship with avc o ers 

E in urn ,. 

3. Shepporson, J. S. L , XVII. 
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of Juno differ sharply not only from the Assembly Deliverance, 

but also from the personal position of Dr. Chalmers, elucidatad 

LSacl3etV. s second in a letter to the Witness in the previous year. 
i 

pamphlet was also published at this tim©. There was thus plenty 

dissension left inside the Prcc Church as well as outside it 

attar the 1816 Assembly. 

Between this time and the 1847 Assembly, the controversy 

was extended by the visit of Garrison in the autumn, and the 

formation of the so-called Free Church Anti-Slavery Society early 

in the following year. Garrison's visit was much less exciting 

than might have been expected. By the time he arrived the Free 

Church had effectively shown that it would not respond to outside 

pressures. There may also have boon a reaction into relative 

apathy after the exciting anti-slavery events of the summer. 

Finally, Garrison himself, with characterisitic unpredictability, 

spent much of his short visit denouncing the Evangelical Alliance 

and its Scottish supporters, and trying to whip up support for the 

new League. By the time he came to Scotland, he had already brought 

himself into disrepute by the company he kept. He reported to his 

wife that Unitarianism was as odious in Britain as infidelity in the 

U. S. A., and remarked blandly that "thus far, those who have most 

zealously espoused my mission have bean the Unitarians, " 2 His 

Scottish visit was very much a sideshow, divided into two by the 

demands of campaigning against the Evangelical Alliance in the Midlands. 

1. This was partly reprinted and scathingly dealt with in A. 3. ß., 
28,5.45, in an article later reprinted as a tract entit eT - 

Dr. Chalmers' Letter On Christian Fellowship with Slaveholders 
Fd n urgh, 1 British Friend, 31.5.45, dis ssc tlo Chs9lmers 

Lotter as "a miserable tissue ofinconclusive sophistry. " 

1, 
'i 2, Garrison to H. ß. Garrison, 10,9.46, Garrison Papers. 
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lie travelled to Glasgow on the night of the 18th of September, and 

developed as ora throat during thci harrowim night Journey 

north. 
I 

Finding ho could not ucss tho City Hall until tha 30th, 

he planned to fill in time lecturing in Paisley, Greonocic, 

Edinburgh, and Dundee until than, Wore procoading to Do Last, 

Although he list©r cancelled his plan of going to Ireland in favour 

of spoudtn time in towns like Uanchcator, Rochdale, and Dariin5ton. 
2 

IIv returned to Scotland for o mooting on October 20th at which 'the 

ladies of Edinburgh' presented him with a silver tea nervico - the 

one which later caused enough difficulty in the Custoi at Roston 

for Garrison to become an ardent free trader overnight. On the 

22nd he minngcd to raise an inexplicable audience of between aix 

and atglst hundred at Kirkcaldy, before movie; on to Dunndao. 3 By 

tho 25th lie was in Aarth, by this tixm, not surprisinjly, quite 

exhausted, Ilse planncd vimit to Aberdeen had to be cancelled because 

Douglass and he could only got outside coats on the night coach. 
d 

Garriaon"s ücottish visit actually caused less sensation than that 

of leas prominent abolitionists earlier in the year. Thu Free Church 

ailair was ncxv loss important to him than the promotion of the Anti- 

Slavery Irn guo,, whatever the terms of his original invitation to 

Scotland. 

Navarthaless, Garrison's September and October visits no doubt 

did much to lcoop anti-alovery intornst alive until 18.47. Certainly 

1. Garrison to Wright, 21,0,461 ibid. 

2. Garrison to Wright, 23. O, 901 Garrison to Webb, 25.0.40, 
30.9.40; Garrison to E. Pease, 12.10.46 - all Garrison Papors$ 
G. E. S. Reporte, 1846" pp. 0-10; Lünuto for 30.9.40, ©. E. S. minute 

oat 1 

3. Garrison to Webb, 24.10.40, Garrison, Papers. 
a 

4. Garrinon to E. Pease, 25.10.409 ibid. 
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the G. E. S. seems to have been tost encouraged by the rallies at 

which Garrison appeared on September 30th and October 23th, nlthouh 

its financial problems were now overwhoiraing. 
1 

Edinburgh Ladies' 

Emancipation Society activities continued vigorously in the now 

year. Again, several months after Garrison's visit, the Free 

Church Anti-Slavery Society was founded in May, 1847, It was by 

no means a Garrisonian abolition society, and was strongly endorsed 

by John Itigham, the prominent F4inburgh Now Organisationist. 
2 

Its 

Indies' secretary, Anna Burn Murdoch, complained to Scoblo of the 

tendency to identity the Society's work with that of the Garrisonians. 3 

Subsequently, the Reporter stron ly cor,, nded its work in preparation 
4 for the Assembly. What the editor in Bread Street did not realise 

was that although the Free Church Anti-Slavery Society had disassociated 

itself from the distasteful ideas of the Garrisonions, it had not 

broken the alliance with the Free Church's denominational enemies. 

Although the Society's Committee, heeded by Willis and Mcßoth, was 

composed of Free Church mambers, there was little further support 

for it mithin the Church. After the 1847 Assembly a Society pamphlet 

complained that since only two of the seven hundred Free Churvh ministers 

"were 
, found faithful to the cause of justice and humanity, " it had been 

essential to find support elsewhere. 
5 

The real driving power came 

1. Minutes for 30.9.46,28.10.460 G. E. S. Minute Books, IV. 

2. Minute for 23.5.47, D. F. A. 9. S. Minute Books, II. 

3, A. Burn Murdoch to 5coble, 1.6.47,25.5.47, Dod. IIrit. Emp. Mss. S. 181 
c20/27, C20/26. 

4. A. $. ß., 1.6.47. 

ý. Strictures on the ProceedlMs of : the Last General Aeaomb 
o Me- Free Church of Scot u, Regarding Co u on with 

ova od ü� Churches a riea. Re3pact uy reiisc 
UffIce-licarers and Liemz s of that Church dinbur i, " P. 9. 
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from the ministers of the Dieaontors and the Establishmont, who 

wrote series of colourful pamphlets published by the Society. 

The only exceptions were the vigorous Address to the office- 

ßearars and Members of the Free Church, written before the 

Assembly, and the Strictures subsequently published to criticise 

Its proceedings. 
1 

Beyond this, all its pamphlets were produced 

by clergymen with known grievances against the Free Church. 

One was written by George Gilt than, the Dundee Conjregattonalist, 

another by George Jeffrey, the minister of Lothian Road Secession 

church, in Glas; ow. 
2 The Rev. Dr. David Young, an Establishment 

minister of Perth,, contributed a paiphlet dogmatically entitled 

Slavery Forbidden by the Word of God. 3 Finally, the society 

published a lecture by the Rev. Isaac Nelson of the Presbyterian 

Church of Ireland,, which had already projected its tensions with 

the Free Church by issuing a strong remonstrance with the American 

churches and refusing to admit Chalmers' friend the Rev. Dr. Smyth 

1. An Address to the Office-Bearers and Members of the Free Church 
of Scot and, on her Present Connexion with the S aveho ding 
Churches of America, from the Committee of t ha Free Church 
Anti-Slavery society (Edinburgh, 1847). 

2.0. Giltillan, The Debasing and Demoralising Influence of Slavery 
on All and on Everything Connected with it. A Lecture... Delivered 
at the Request of the Free Church Anti-Slavery Society (Edinburgh, 
1847); G. Jeffrey, The Pro-Slavery Character of the American 
Churches, and the Sin of lUo ing Christian Co=union wit them. 
A Lecture..... Delivered at the Request o the Free Church Anti- 

3 avery Society (Edinburgh, - 1847). 

3. D. Young. Slavery Forbidden by the Word of God. A Lecture 

..... Delivero at the Request of the Free urc nt - avery 
1; 5c ety Edi urgh, 1847). 
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of Charleston to its 1846 Genoral Assembly. 1 With allies of this 

sort,, the Free Church Anti-Slavery Society could hardly expect 

to overcome the distrust of abolitionists bred by the cooperation 

botwoon Garrison1Ans and Voluntaries. 

The outcome of the whole 'Send Back the Money' agitation 

was thus a defeat for the abolitionists. By tho time of the 

1847 Assembly# Garrison and Dou; laashad returned to America, while 

Wright was occupied in denouncing the Society of Friends in Ireland 

for receiving Southern money to distribute as famine reliet. 
2 

Yet the remaining local opposition must have seemed odious enough. 

The activities of the Free Church Society were overtly treasonable, 

while the continued struggle of the Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation 

Society was an outside force which could be safely ignored, as the 

sneers made at them by Candlish during the Assembly indicate. 

The F. C. A. S. S. petition to the Assembly he characterised as farcical, 

it only because it had only produced 1871 signatures, lie wont on 

to read lon; sections of the Edinburgh Ladies' Society circulars, 

to the great amusement of the Assembly. lie closed by taking the 

opportunity of sneering at the motive behind the Irish Assembly's 

recent abolitionist enthusiasm. 
3 

The Rev. Dr. Cunningham, who 

1. I. No]son, Siavory Supportod by the American Churches, and Countenanced 
by Recent Procoo ngs in t Free aura o &cot n .... a cturo 
Dc vere at t ho Request of the roe Churcri Anti-Slavery Society 

2. 

3. 

ud uburR ,. To Utter from the 1-rish Aase y was signed and 
sent 11.6,40, after some interchanges printed in "Acknowledged Slander" 
Again;, pp. 8M11. 

Garrison left as arranged early in November, and Douglass at the 
beginning of April. It was at this time that Wright published his 
extraordinary Slaveholders or Playsctors, complaining because the Friends 
Relief Cot ittee had refused money co sated in the Queen's Theatre. 
London, and accepted that trop the South. 

Proceedings of the General Asscibly of the Free Church.... Mayo, 1847, 
PP. 2 -ßßa. Cand is was attacked or th s spec in . ý" ", "`17" 

t, 
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followed Cnndliah, maintained that the whole agitation had 

been "an ingenious device of Satan to injure the Church. " 1 

Finally, it was resolved that the Assembly "find it inexpedient 

to pronounce any judgement in the matter invelved in the petitions. " 2 

Although the unpleasantness of the whole affair was resurrected 

in the arguments over John Knox's House,, and in 1IacI3ath's 1849 

trial,, the tatter ended hero. 3 
There was no mention of the 

4 
funds frost the South in the 1848 Assembly. 

In retrospect, the effects of the campaign against the 

Free Church disappointed abolitionists. Their efforts had failed 

to make this venerated Scottish denomination se44 tho required 

example of religious breach with alaveholders. Indeed the fact 

that the Free Church leaders had' specifically refused to end 

communication with the churches in the South, must have enormously 

strengthened the pro-dlavery elements in all the American 

denominations. If there was any positive result, it was that the 

disgruntled Free Church ministers MacUoth and Willis, subsequently 

emigrated to Canada to continuo their abolitionist work there. 

It has also boon suggested that the Rev. Dr. William King, later the 

organiser of the Elgin Settlement, decided to engage in this work 

duo to stirrings of conscience over the Free Church affair. 
4 The 

1. Ibid., pp. 272-273. 

2. Ibid., p. 277. 

3. O. A. Shepperson, S il. R., 1931, pp. 138-142. 

4, V. I1. Posse & J. H. Pease, Black Utopias, Negro Communal 
Experiments in America (tad son, 1963)j pp. 84f ft 

-d 
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effects on the abolition u wement within Scotland were even 

worse. The G. E. S. hold sovoral maetinga in 1847, but the load 

of debts from its publishing activities curtailed agitation until 

1851, In Ulstor, the bitterness left over by the controversy 

made it impossible to raise any abolitionist enthusiasm until 

at least 1833.2 In Edinburgh, tho men's Emancipation Society 

seems to have collapsed under the strain of losin; its Free 

Church m6mbership. 
3 

As for the Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation 

Society, it remained alive up to the Civil War and beyond. 

However, Wright was remembered in Edinburgh, for bettor or worse, 

and the Ladies' Society suffered along with his other adherents 

from the growing vehemence of hieß articles in the Liberator. 

They reported to Boston that his writings were the root cause 

4 
of their woefully small local cootribut$ous to the Bazaar, 

On the other hand, Biss Wigham herself retained her bitterness 

towards the Free Church leaders. In 1853 she was writing about 

the time when they had had to choose between 'the anti-Christian 

conduct of Drs. Candlish and Cunningham and.... the fruits of 

O. E; 3. Reports, 1851, passim.; Smoal to Chamerovzow, 
16.4.33t Bod. Brit. Emp. Uss. S. 18, C36/52. 

2. Calder to Chumarovzow, 26.9.53,19.10.53, ibid., 
029/20,029/21. . ý"ý 

3. Its last known zicctiu was Eno against African ezaigration, 
reported in A. S. R., 1.0.47. 

4. Jane Wigham to A. W. Weston, 18.11.52,9,11.53, Weston Papers; 
E. Wigham to M. Estlin, 23,4.53, 

, 
ibid. See bolow, pp, 387-389. 

<<ý 
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Christianity from Stigmatized iniidols. " 1 Dy the following 

year, she was suspicious of a Free Church plot to collcct 

Moro glove money. 
2 

Throughout the fifties, the tendency 

anion� Scottish Garrisonians was to distrust both New 

Organisationists and the clergy who had betrayed the movement 

in 18-14.3 

The most important aspect of the Free Church controversy, 

however, is not its results. More than any other incident 

in the history of the British anti. alavory movement after 1833, 

it en, hasisas the extent to which sections of the middle classes 

here were prepared to use the foreign issue of American nlavery 

in domestic quarrels. Thus the Free Church was opposed by a 

bizarre alliance of Voluntaries, Rcsiduaries, and Garrisonian 

abolitionists. Of these opponc*ts, only the last were primarily 

interested in the welfare of the American slave. The other two 

groups were avenging themselves for the secession of *843 and the 

constant opposition of the Evangelicals to Dissenters before and 

since the Disruption. The use of the slavery issue In this way 

iss not unusual during the period, indeed it is characteristic. 

What makes the Free Church affair especially significant is the 

wealth of printed material it produced, the direct involvement of 

American abolitionists, and the Casa of studying its development 

due to the neat denominational rivalries of Victorian Scotland. 

1. E, Wigham to Chamerovzow, 15,11.53, ßod. Brit. Erap. has. 8.18, 
C160/218. 

2, E. Wigham to Chamorovzow, 13,5.54, ibid., C37/04, 

3, See bolow, pp. 369ff. 
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In this light, the study of the 'Sand Back the Money' campaign 

is central to the history of the Scottish effort against 

American slavery. 

s*s 

Neither the Indiana aeceaaion nor the Free Church affair 

Clive much comfort to abolitionists, Who finally had to accept 

that thOOchurches they were attacking intended to treat relations 

with America in thoir awn way. In the case of the Evangelical 

Allianco, they were more successful. Dedicated to ecumenical 

cooperation though not union between the 'evangelical denominations', 

in Britain, Europe, and America, the Alliance would have been 

subject to internal stressen nw/way, including as it did all 

EnSItsb and Scottish sects Establishment or dissenting, except 

the Catholics, Unitarians and Friends. I 
The exclusion of the 

Priouda. Who dominated the Broad Street Comaittc©, and the 

Unitarians, who later provided wich of the rack-ut d-lila ntrenc; th 

1. A lint od denominations whose members attended the conference 
is given in Evangelical Alliance. Minutes or the Proceedings 
of the Conference 11c la in Freemasons Ua , London, August 15# 
1446 (London, 847)0 appendices, p. xcvil ,A statuary of the 
alms of the proposed Alliance is given in Brief Statement of the 
Proceedings of the Conference in Liverpool for Promoting Oiristion 
Union, and of the ject of the Proposed Evangelical A anco out 
1840). Anti-catholic feeling was strong in the organisation of 
the Alliance. Thera is a useful short account of its origins in 
LW. Dale, (cd. ), Life and Letters of John Angell James, Including 
an unfinished Autobiography ndon, 18613, pp. 3W-423. 

5 
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of the provincial Garrisouian societies, 
1 

meant that the 

Alliance sat off wi=th two groups of onoralcs. Both had enough 

interest in the plavery issue to pinpoint any abolitionist 

shortcomin; s and use than an it basis for criticism, The result 

wva that when the Alliance began to show signs of indifference 

towards slavery, it was attacked enthusiastically by a peculiar 

alliance of Old and New Organisation abolitionists. Treated 

more tactfully than the Free Church, the British branch of the 

Alliance finally mustered internal support for lecturing the 

Americans on their abolitionist duties. Ast a result, the original 

intention of having a homogeneous body to unite the evangelical 

efforts ot_the Atlantic churches aas abandoned. The final compromise 

of having autonomous 'branches' in Dritain, Europe, and America, 

to avoid clashes over slavery, made the Alliance ns originally 

envisaged unworkable. To this limited extent, its abolitionist 

critics were successful in forcing its British mentors to make 

their anti-slavery position clear. 
2 

2. Miss Taylor has demonstrated the thportance of Unitarians in 
the Garrisonian tmovoiont, op. cit., p. 3Q. See also Webb to 
Gay, 25.12.49, Gay Papers. This was especially significant 
since the Unitarians, like the Friends, maintained unusually 

" clone contacts with their counterparts in America. The Friends, 
however, were completely opposed to them doctrinally,, which is 
significant because of they strength of Quakers at Dread Street. 
From 1839-1868,32 out of 68 committee members were Friends, 
and the proportion of active ones was oven higher. See Temporley, 
op. cit., P. 50. 

3. G. C. Taylor, op. cit., pp, 79-81; Pant, Dam 1ý, pp. 70-71; 
Richard, Joseph 5turge, pp. 374-383. 

f '. 
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TIio original plan evolved by the British loaders of the 

new Evan. alical Alliance at the Liverpool Conference on Christian 

Union in October, 18 5, had boon to hold its World Convention 

in London in the summer of 134G. By itarch, howavor, the 

D. F, A. S. S. Committee had become suspicious of Alliance intentions 

as regards communion with Southern churches tolerating slaveholding. 

This sentiment was certainly lined with the annoyance of Quaker 

members at its "disposition to lengthen the creeds and shorten 

the commandments. " Thus the former were so strict as to exclude 

Friends, and tho lattor so lax as to encourcgo slaveholdin . 

Sturgo felt strongly enough over this to write publicly and at 

length to the Congregationalist the Rev. John An; oll James, one 

of the moving spirits behind the Alliance,, questioning the decision 

to exclude all those denying orthodox views on the Sabbath and 

water baptism. I Outside Quaker abolitionist circles, the Alliance 

was criticised-tor having asaumcd "u much narrower basis than 

Christianity, " that of orthodox Calvinist thcolo y. 
2 

Whatever the real reasons for attmckir the Ivan olical Alliance, 

the Broad 3tract New Organieationieta were among the first to do so 

on the nlav©ry issue. The April Reporter called for the exclusion 

1. Ibid., pp. 374-376. 

2. London Inquirer, 8.9.4G. 
ý. 

Philip and Theodore; o 
ea 

Dialogue 
on the Evangelical Alliance Lon ou, 1846), too y urchis tic 

posit on that the sectarian spirit could only be overcome by 
aockkng Christ individually. This may be compared with the 
noro moderate doubts about over-stringent doctrinal tests for 
admission, as in Evangelical Alliance. A Scriptural Principle 
and a Practical Object for the Evangelical Alliance, ya?: c=b© 
of the Scottish Divisions Committee London, 1846 9 

-p-p-. -U--12 7. 
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of all connected with slavery from the World's Convention 

proposed for Juno. l meanwhilo, tho Glasgow Society waa also 

enquiring into the intentions of the proposed Alliance. 

Perhaps Impelled by the Quakerism of Smeal and the vigorous 

anticlaricalism of men like Andrew Paton and Wright, the 

Committee agreed as early as November, 1845, that the Secretaries 

should try to find out what standpoint the successor of the 

Liverpool Conference was to take on slavery. 
2 Their letter 

to the provisional committees of the Alliance aas published 

in pamphlet form early in 1840, though there is no mention 

in the Minutes of this having been authorised by tho Committee. 

This argued that the way to force the U. S. churches to end 

slavery was through the censure of denying them Christian communion, 

it pointed out that James himself had suggested auch a complete 

brock of fellowship during the 1843 World's Convention, 3 At 

the soma time, the writing of Dunlop on "organic sins' was 

implicitly donouncing the form of relationship which tho Alliance 

was lilcoly to slip into. 4 

In fact the Rev. Dr. Jamea himself enjoyed a substantial 

reputation as an abolitionist, Apart from his speeches at the 

I 

1. A. S. R.. 1.4.46. 

2. Minute for 5.11.45, G. E. S. minute Hooks, 11. 

3. The Evangelical Alliance. Will Slaveholdern be Admitted 
to Membership in it?...... Letter,..., toto Rav. John 
Angel James, D. D., t Rev. Dr. King, the Rev. Dr. Candlish 

(Glasgow, 18-46). p. and passim, 

4. Dunlop, Organic Sins, etc., passim. 
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World's Convention, he had boon one of the earliest supporters 

of universal emancipation, and had been oulogisod by the 

Liberator for his attitude to church fellowship, l It was 

perhaps because of his influence that the Birmingham division 

of the provisional Alliance committee responded so well to 

abolitionist pressure. At a meeting on March 31st it, resolved 

not to admit those "guilty of holding men as slaves. " 

Unfortunately abolitionists were not likely to be content with 

the exclusion of those who actually held slaves. In any case, 

the invitations to the summer conference had already been issued, 

delegates had been appointed, and in some cases had actually 

nailed. 
2 

Nevertheless, the Birmingham resolution was at first 

well received by abolitionists. 
3 On the other hand, the 

Birmingham resolution was ambiguous, and adopted too lat©. 

When Garrison, Douglass, and, Thompson, joined forces in London, 

they were faced with a situation where the British branch had 

shown signs of wishing to reject those in communion with slave- 

holders, but had given no guarantee that it would do so. 

Indeed the visiting abolitionists clashed with the American 

members of the Alliance before the Wbrld"s Convention assembled 

In mid-August. Douglass' onslnught on the American delegation 

at the World"a Temperance Convention in London involved him in an 

1. Richard, Joseph Sturgo, pp. 176-177; Liberator,, 
- 10.4.40,11.9.40. 

2. Richard, op. cit., pp. 276-278. 

3, Minute for 21.4.46, G, 1. S. Minute Books, IV. 
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acrimonious debate with the Rev, Dr. Samuel Cox of IIrooklyn, 

later the most intransigent of the pro-slavery party in the 

Allianco. 
1 The Anti-Slavery League founded by Garrison and 

Thompson a week later, at once committed itself to opposing 

any connection between the Evangelical Alliance and American 

churches tolerating slavery. 
2 At one of its meetings the 

moderate Rev. Dr. Kirks of Roston himself appeared, probably 

to indicate hic acceptance of reasoned abolition principles - 

"but lie found the atmosphere too watm for him, and left the 

room. " 3 

When the Alliance Convention saßt on August 19th, it also 

had a vocal group of abolitionists among its own members. Among 

them were the Rev. J. 1I. Innton, Baptist editor of the Anti-Slavery 

Reporter, Isaac Nelson of the Presbyterian Church of Ireland, 

James Standtield, secretary of the Belfast Anti-Slavery Society, 

and Thomas Farmer, the professional shorthand reporter who had 

long been associated with the anti-slavory movement. Another 

member was Sir Culling Lardley Smith of the Aborigine' Protection 

Society, an anti-Catholic and later chairman of the Central 

anti"4'? tyuooth Committee. 
4 The proceedings continued peacefully 

1. loner, Douglass, pp. 67-69; Quarles, Douglass, pp. 46-47; 
Douglass, My Bondage and my Freedom, pp, 83; -83. Cox 

; tsbsequently reported tote Naar York Evangelist, complaining 
bitterly about the conduct of the "coloured Abolition agitator 
and ultr3ist. " Douglass wrote his reply to this on 30th October, 
for the Liberator, both letters being reprinted as Correspondence 
betw©enteil. Samuel H. Cox, D. D., of Brooklyn, L. I., and 
Frederick Douglass (Now York, 16. 

2, Garrison to I1. ß. Garrison, 18.8.40, Garrison Papers; Garrison 
to Webb, 19.8.46, ibid. 

3, Garrison to 11.13. Garrison, 18.8.46, loc. cit. 

4, B. R. Norman, Anti-Catholicism in Victorian England (London. 1968). 

p. 30. 
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for soso ton days, The explosion came during the morning 

session of the 28th, when the constitution and final terms 

of nenbarship were beine drawn up. At this juncture Hinton 

rose to propose an amendment to the First Clause, on membership - 
'That in the First Clause, after the words'thosa persons, ' the 

words 'not bein;. Slaveholdora, ' be inserted. " Apart from 

more polite objections he argued 
_simply against the admission 

of man-stealers, classed by the 1704 American General Assembly 

as "sinners of the first mark, " to a Christian Union, I After 

this, Sir Culling Eardley Smith, from the Chair, pointedly 

suggested thanking God for granting th: e"= grace 'which had enabled 

Brethren to.... listen in silence to statements which had just 

been made. " 
2 Dr. James promptly suggested the appointment of 

a Committee on slavery an a ground of membership. l for long and 

confused debate, the last speech of the nprning - which actually 

ended at 5 p. m. - was given by the Rev. Dr. Smyth of Charleston. 

Ile argued that introduction of the subject of slavery was inexpedient 

as involving, the Alliance in political questions, as well as the 

problems of organisation and discipline of individual churches. 
3 

1. 

2, 

3. 

Evangelical Alliance. Report of the Conference, pp. 290-290. 
A condensed account is given in Evangelical A iance. 
Minutes of the Proceedings of the conference, HQ d in 
Freemasons Hall, London, August -1-9-, 1846, a fo caving 
days (London, 1840)o A largely useless abstract was published Mn Abstract of the Proceedings and Final Resolutions of the 
Conference held in Froemiasons Ha London, on August 17, -1846, 
and the Following Days London, 1846). 

Evangelical Alliance. Report of the Conference, p, 297. 

Ibid., pp. 304-309, 
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The debate continued in the evening session, when Dr. Wardlaw 

briefly argued against removing the meliorating influence 

ot, Chrietianity by denying communion to slaveholdera, for which 

he was later greatly camplthented in the Edinburgh Witness. 
1 

Finally, it was agreed that the whole problem should be referred 

to a large committee including Dre. Cox, Patton, and Boucher, 

of the Amorican party, but also Hinton, Nelson, and Standfield. 
2 

Dr. F. A. Cox of Hackney vas to be Chairman. 

Eventually this Commsittee submitted a resolution of "confidence, 

that no Branch will admit to Membership alaveholdora, who, by 

their own fault, continuo in that position, retaining their 

follow-man in slavery, from regard to their own interests. " 3 

The obvious loopholes in this rubric were at once attacked 

by Isaac Nelson. After auch opposition from the floor, be was 

permitted to suggest an amendment, seconded by Standfield, "That, 

whereas it is impossible for the Conference to legislate for 

particular cases or exceptions, no Slaveholders be admitted to 

any Dranch of the Alliance. " Finally, the original motion 

of the Committee was carried all but unanimously, 
4 During the 

morning session of Monday 31st, however, the Rev. Dr. Olin, $othodist 

delgato from Uiddletown, added to the confusion by insisting that 

1. Ibid. v pp. 322-325; Witnoos, 2.9.46. 

2. Evangelical Alliance. Report of the Contorcnco, p. 340. 

31 Ibid., p. 371. 

4. Ibid., pp. 372-335, 
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in America the Resolution would make than "the scorn of the 

Papist and the Universalist. All the low ieelitgs of the 

country will be raised against us. Its patriotism, its 

nationalism, will be regarded as assailed. " 1 Almost all 

the speakers took the aide of the Americans until Hinton again 

rozo to point out that if Saturday's motion had been one to 

exclude them, any motion to overrule it was one to exclude 

British abolitionists. 
2 

He than treatened to walk out of 

the meeting, and was iraaediatoly backed up by Dr. Silardlow, 

who stressed that they had already conceded auch by admitting 

the possibility of exceptional cases of pious slaveholdors On 

the loopholes to Saturday's resolution. It was then resolved 

to. roZer the whole matter to the same Co=ittoe, 3 Next day, 

they submitted a Report indicating that since the detailed 

orran; amenta for the Alliance in each country could not be 

settled, "it is expedient to defer the final and complete 

organization of the Generfl Alliance.... till another General 

Conference. " They went on to recommend that the Alliance should 

be divided into six division, namely the U. K.; U. S. A.; British 

North America; France, Belgrium, and French Switzerland; North 

Germany; Southern Goruauy and German Switzerland. A new division, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Ibid., pp. 3861f., 390. 

Ibid., pp. 422-425, 

Ibid., p. 432. 

_ý 
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the test Indies, was later added to this list. An attempt by 

the Rev. Isaac Nelson to move u resolution binding all IIranches 

to exclude slaveholdors was squashed, and after the most 

acrimonious debate of the whole Conference, the Report was 

adbpted. In effect, the insistence of abolitionist members 

on cormnittina the Alliance as a whole to a critical position 

on alavory had destroyed the tiopa of total union. The American 

branch of the Alliance would now be autonomous. But at least 

the American churches had been denied British clerical support 

for. tbeir compromises on slnvary. 

Tko abolitionist response to these deliberations was sharply 

divided. New Organisation supporters in this country were 

T 

well content with the negative triumph of preventing the emergence 

of an Alliance coimnittcd in principle to the aCCOptanca of slave- 

holders and their apologists as Christians, Innton himself eventually 

spoke in favour of adopting the ßoport which recorriondod the 

sottin; up of autonomous branches for this reason, The Broad 

Street Committee seems to have shared this attitude, The September 

Reporter, which wont to press over the weekend, was suspicious of 

the loopholes in the compromise Committee resolution of the Saturday. 

Subsequent issues expressed pleasure at the exclusion of the slave- 

holders from the British branch. 2 The Coamittoe ratings of the 

D. F. A. 8, , indicated greater approval of the aollpp3o of the 

1. Ibid., pp. 436-459. 

2. A. 1. R., 1.9.46,1.10.46,2.11.46,1.12.46. 

J 
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Alliance plans. In mid-September it agreed that the terms 

of the final Report meant the effective exclusion of slavo- 

holders, though subsequent meetings worked to adopt an Address 

to ensure continuing correct action from the British brannch. l 

By and large, the B. F. A. 3. B, secs to have been vontent with 

preventin the Alliance from uniting in a general organisation 

co=itting all members to acceptance of alaveholders. 

The attitude of more extreme abolitionists was vary 

diiforont, The Reporturls criticism was nothit like as violent 

as that of the Garrisonions. They continued to hold mass 

i3aotin; 3 against the Alliance throughout September and October. 

They were aided by substantial press support. The London Patriot 

diverged from its usual align ent with Broad Street, perhaps 

because of Garrison'sru sw friendship with its editor Josiah 

Condor. 2 In the same way, Garrison's acquaintanceship with the 

rov. Edward Wall, editor of the Nonconformist, produced at least 

one article in favour of the Old Organisation position on the 

Alliance. 
3 

To Garrison's followers, the acceptance of even a 

federal connection with the American branch of the Alliance implied 

condoning slavery. This was the position taken at his various 

moctivs In the provinces and London. Occasionally one of the 
Garrisonian lenders would have to rush to hold uz sting in some 

1, Ulnutes for 13.9.4G, 30,10.46,2.11.46, D. F. A. S. 6. 
Alinute Boobs, II, 

2. London Patriot, 3.9.46,17.9.46; Merrill, op. citt,, p. 104. 

V'. 3. Cutting from Nonconformist, 23.9.46, in Tlio ºpson Scrapbooks t 
Note that Miafl was close to the Chartist novenant - Normane 
op. cit., p. 40n. 
............. 
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En; 11ah town to counteract the effect of rallies held by 

aympathisera of the Alliance, as in Norwich. 1 The most 

successful gathering was undoubtedly that of September 14th, 

in Exeter Hall, to Which an audtanca of six thousand were 

attretted. 
2 A disproportionate amount of attention was 

given to the provinces, however, na was usual in Garrisonian 

campaigns. Apart from Scotland, most of the substantial 

towns in the Midlands and North Country wore visited, apart 

from Garrison's and Douglass' trip to the Wost Country at the 

and of August. 3 They were particularly successful in denouncing 

the Alliance in Bristol, where the local anti-slavery society 

was almost enalusivcly compo3cd of Unitarians and Friends, and 

its activist members were Unitarian. In Later years, Wry 

Estlin remembered their meeting" as rekindling the serious 

Garrisonian abolition movenont in Bristol. 4 In Rxater, too, 

the town's most helpful abolitionist was the Unitarian Rev. John 

Bishop. It is debatable whether the touring of the Garriaonians 

1. Great Anti-Slavery RSeeting at Norwich, 2nd October, 1840, 
when the Proceedings of the Evangelical A anco in Connexion with 
American Slavery-, were Reviews in the speec of George Thompson, 
Usq. Norwich, reprinted from Norwich Adverttser, 1616). 

2. Garrison to II. ß. Garrison, 17,9.46, loc. cit,; Patriot, 17.9.46. 

3. Soo the itineraries in Garrison to H. D. Garrison, 17.9.46, 
Thompson to Webb, 13.10.46, both Garrison Papers. 

4, LI, Estlin to M. V. Chapman, 1.9.46, Weston Papers; Webb to Phillips, 
1.0.46, ibid.; Garrison to Wright, 2G. 8.46, Garrison Papers; 
It, Carpenter to Garrison, 3,9.46, ibid.; Liss Estlin stressed 
the importance of the 1840 visit in Special Report of the Bristol 
and Clifton Ladies' Society, etc. (London, ., p. 7. 
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had much effect on public opinion via-vii-via the Allianco, 

which was MOM closely echoed by the Editor of the Great 

Western Local Chronttl© who regarded "the sweeping denunciations 

of the slaveholders..... as intemperate and illiberal. 1,1 

Tiright was still publishing his most Inflammatory =tcrial 

against the Alliance in Liverpool during the farewell mootings 

for Garrison early in November. 2 
Though the British Alliance 

ajreed to exclude slaveholderG, it is likoly thzt this was out 

of doference to the views of man like Hinton, Wnrdlaw, and 

Nelson, c. iad;, not a, reaction to, extornal abolitionints pressure,, 

Garrison himself considorcd that his agitation a; atnnt 
3 

the Evangelical Alliance had been an unqualified success, 

in fact this estimate was wildly innacurat©. Firnt, the 

religious public had only partly disavowed slavery. They had 

not made any attempt to prevent American churches treating 

alaveholding as they wished, and would continuo to cooperate 

with them as an Alliance through the federal structure. All they 

had done was harm the unity of the Alliance, to clear their own 

connciences. As the editor of The Watchman assured abolitionist 

ovangalicala, they could now be assured that a member of the 

1. Cutting from Great Western Local Chronicle, 10.10.40, in 
Thompson Scrapboo a, - this ref erre apocitically to 
a moatinj Fold in mroad3maad Chapel on the 7tl,, by Estlin and 
Thompson. 

2. Two of his broadsheeto are preserved in Columbia University 
Library. They are 1u rican Slavery. Two 3 hers from Henry 
C. Wright to the Liverpoo Aiarcury, respecting the Rev. Drs. 
Cox and Olin, and A rLcan ianstea ers, and Row, Urs. Cox aUd 
Le c and hreor crn tfanstoole-r-s, -T-both Llvcrpoo , 1i3ý26 . 

3, Garrison to May, 19-12.46, Garrison Papers, 
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Alliance "will be in no wise implicated in [slavery], and 

his conscience, however sensitive, may be at rest, so for 

as his individual responsibility is concerned. $11 Again, 

the American Branch of the Alliance, though much weakened as 

as body, continued in its awn way. Perhaps it was even closed 

to abolitionist argument by the resentment of foreign interference 

of which Dr. Olin had spoken. 
2 In any case, the conduct of 

British evangelical leaders probably arose from internal influences 

and was quite unconnected with external pressure fron the 

Garrisonians and their allies among the denominations excluded 

from the Alliance. Garrison's triumph over the Evangelical 

Alliance was thus a hollow one. 

***** 

The aggregate yield of the campaign to comfit the British 

churches to non-communion with ulaveholders woo disappointing. 

Certainly isolated bodies like the Secession Church and the 

feiorred Presbyterian Church changed their standpoint on the issue 

during these years. But it is likely that they were doing so 

because of a wish to emphasize their hostility to less enlightened 

denominational enemies, On the oOher hand, at leaat the dlavery 

issua was kept constantly before the public eye. The commotion 

created by men like Thompson and Douglass was good prass. it 

attracted extensive coverage even at a timo of absorption in the 

1. Cutting from The Watchman, 2.9.46, in Thompson Scrapbooks, VI. 
Thompson had a iýa passage h av . 

2. A. S. 1L, 1.6.47. 
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campaign for tree trade. Nevertheless, even the Anti-Slavery 

IAague lost impetus after Garrison's return as excitement over 

the Alliance and the Free Church died down, and Thompson returned 

to his usual political activities, In January rstlin wrote that 

due to the lack of respectable leaders, or indeed any loaders, 

it "gets on but little, " 1 Beyond this, the visits of the 

relatively dignified DouGlass were later to be remembered as the 

root of new abolition movements in several cities. But his work 

was counterbalanced by Wright's instinct for flouting the 

prejudices of the middle class public. In Scotland at least, 

the Garrisonian movement was less strong after the agitation against 

the churches had died down than it had been even after the disaster 

of the 1841 achisms. 

Once again, the real historical interest of the study of 

British Garrisonianism in the 1840's dens not He in its effects 
i 

on either side of the Atlantic. The dominant issue which' interested 

abolitionists in this period was the relationship between the churches 

and slavery. Differences over this abolitionist conundrum came 

to be inextricably involved with the existing rivalries and schisms 

among British Christians. The abolitionists themselves continued 

to differ along the Old and Nov Organisation lines of 1841. In 

turn they chose allies who were prepared to join in their agitation 

against various sections of the churches. Thus provincial Friends 

attacked metropolitan Friends over Indiana, Voluutsriea and Residuraries 

1. Eatlin to Uay,, 2.11.469 12.1.47, May papers. 
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attacked the Free Church in the Scottish controversy, while 

Friends and Unitarians attacked the Evangelical Alliance, 

from outside, aided internally by Baptists like ILinton already 

at odds with the predominantly Calvinist leadership. In each 

controversy some anti-slavery progress was made, as one side 

tried to emphasize its abolitionist virtue at the expense of 

the other. Meanwhile the two main factions within the anti- 

slavery movement continued to quarrel over their different 

methods. Occasionally they would reinforce their differences 

by reference to the points at issue between the denominations 

or seats with whom they allied, for abolitionist reasons or 

their own strictly religious ones. The very general picture 

of tension between extremist provincial abolitionists allied 

to American visitors, and their more conservative rivals in the 

national organisation, was still applicable. All these processes 

are characteristic of the history of the British anti-slavery 

movement as a whole. At no time, however, do they appear more 

clearly than in the 1840's. 
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CIIAP ER VII 

THE FIFTIES; BRITISH ABOLITIONISTS, THE GREAT EXHIBITION, 
AND OLD CA AR. 

The issues which concerned British abolitionists in the 

fifties were essentially those of the forties. Chronic 

squabbling still weakened the movement. Indeed aggregate 

support during this period lall as a result. Only the modified 

abolitionism of Harriet Beecher Stowe was able to capture the 

enthusiasm which the complex arguments of the old anti-slavery 

societies had lost. I The main theme of the decade was the 

hardening of the rivalries between Old and Now Organisation. 

Their disagreements were often channelled into controversy over 

the great issuo of the relationship between the churches in 

Britain and America. The difference between the moderate appeals 

of Broad Street and the extreme anti-clericalism of the ßarrisoniana 

still reflected their attitudes to the three major church crises 

of the forties. This became, evident in the two new controversies 

over church policy which arose after 1850 - the national one 

over the reception of clerical visitors to the Great Exhibition, 

and the Scottish one over the conduct of the missions'of the 

United Presbyterian Church in Old Calabar. 

British abolitionists still agreed that it was their duty 

to criticise the American churches for their failure to tale 

adequate action on slavery. This was their principal role, 

on which they had been repeatedly briefed by the leaders of the 

1ý See below, C., IX, passim. 
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American movement. 
1 At the 1840 World's Convention George Bradburn 

had assured the audience that it by British help "we could only get 

the 17,000 ministers in our land... right... it would give the 

monster slavery a blow, that would send him staggerin; to his own 

place. "2 Exactly the same attitude to the importance of pressure 

on the American churches was taken in the 1850'x. In 1854, for 

instance, the Garrisonian visitor Parker Pillsbury wrote to the 

sympathetic Leeds Mercury calling on the IIritish press to remonstrate 

with the American clergy over the "appalling unanimity" of their 

support for the Fugitive Law. 3 British abolitionists responded 

in their own way to those pleas for assistance. The controversies 

of the forties had demonstrated how much they differed over the 

approach to the church question, but this did not result in the 

problem being shelved. Both the Broad Street Reporter, now a 

monthly, and the new organ of the British Garrisonians, the Anti-Slavery 

Advocate, continually criticised the American churches. Both 

demanded that British churches should make this criticism known 

through their institutional contacts with the other side of the 

Atlantic. Though the two periodicals varied in the extremism of 

their attacks, they werd united in the Importance they attached to 

the subject. In August, 1850, for instance, the Reporter complained 

at let th of the resolution of the New School Presbyterian General 

Assembly that "the holdin; of our follow men in slavery, except in 

1. e. g. Phillips to 0. Johnson, n. d., in Liberator, 24.7.40. 

2. Proceedings of the General Anti-Slavery Convoution..... 1E40, 
p. 133. See also speeches by Stanton, Phillips, Keep, Colver, 
and J. C. Fuller, ibid., pp. 121-129,135-146. 

3. Leads Mercury, 8.7.54. 
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those cases where it is unavoidable by the laws of the State, the 

obligations of guardianship, or the demands of humanity, is an offence 

in the proper import of that term as used in the Book of Discipline. " 

The Reporter naturally felt that this rubric provided too many loopholes 

for the slavehold®r. It insisted that "the burden of showing the 

existence of such circumstances rests upon him (the slnveholder). �1 

The Anti-Slavery Advocate, too, attacked the American churches from 

the time of its foundation in 1852 onwards.,. Indeed one of its 

regular features was a front page article dealing with a different 

American denomination or benevolent organisation each month, outlining 

its general history and its previous attitudes to slavery, and in 

cost cases pointing to the shortcomings of its present standpoint. 
2 

As the fifties opened. the issue of communion was nlgain drawn 

to the attention of the British public because of the Great Exhibition 

of 1851. It was rightly assumed by abolitionists that large numbers 

of Americans would visit the country for the exhibition. Again, 

an unusually large number of American clergymen were expected to 

combine business with pleasure by attending the May Anniversary 

meetings of the British benevolent societies while in London for the 

Exhibition, or vice versa. It was therefore urgent for abolitionists 

to insist that churches and benevolent societies should refuse 

communion or follo ship to all Americans connected with churches whose 

standpoint on slavery was unsatisfactory. The Broad Street Committee 

spent some time discussing what measures should be taken to influence 

visiting Americans. Subsequently it printed ten thousand copies of 

1. A S. R., 1.8.50. See also ibid., 1.5.51,2.8.51,1.9.51, 
1.4.53,2.5.53,1.11.54,1.3.37,1.5.60. 

This feature continued from October, 1852, to August, 1854, with W. 
a few exceptions in times of current excitement. 
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an Address to Christian at the Great Exhibition, prepared by 

Samuel IIcwlcy of Gloucester. I This was not only aimed at American 

visitors, but outlined the correct conduct to be observed towards 

then by British abolitionists. Effective testimony must be 

borne against slavery in all dealings with them, especially through 

the churches. 
2 

Subsequently the U. F. A. S. S. held a soiree to 

remonstrate with viaitora from the U. S. A., and carefully followed 

the proceedings other religious and benevolent bodies were taking 

to mark the Exhibition. 3 

In fact the Broad Street Committed was less alone in its 

standpoint than it liked to lumgine. Later in the year the 

Bristol and Clifton Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society, now under the 

Garrisonian leadership of Uary Estlin, carefully outlined its 

local activities to demonstrate hoar little of the abolitionist 

success at the Great Exhibition had resulted fron the efforts of 

Broad Street. 4 An appeal to visiting Americans printed in the 

Morning Advertiser during February had produced no response from 

tue national society. The Bristol co=ittee accordir; ly resolved 

to as.: city ministers going to tho May meetings to consider action 

i. Minutes for 7.3.51,4.4.51,21.4.51,2.5.51, D. F. A. S. S. 
Minute Books, III. The same technique was later used 
against L in-American slave traders expected to visit 
the 1862 Industrial Exhibition. See Espaäa y el trdtico 
de negros, observaeiones que dirigo is oc ear ca y 
etranlero contra Is esc avitud a los sa ores Espauoles 

on, 1862), cited in A. Corwin, Spain and the Xbol ition 
of Slavery in Cuba, 1817-1886 (Austin, 108), p. 144. 

2. A. S. ß., 1.5.51- 

3. Ibid., 2.6.51. 

4. Special Report of the Bristol and Clifton Ladies' Anti-SlavarY 
S oc%fy, during Eighteen Mouths' from January, 1831, to Jun©, 

from 183 ; with a Statement of the Reaoons for its Separation 
the ON s and Foreign AR-1: 7-Slavery Society London; S. 
pp. 16-21. Hereafter referred to as Bristol Special Report. 

_ýý 
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against American clergyman who had not denounced the Fugitive 

Slave Law. This was circulated among thirty-two local dissenting 

ministers. A similar resolution was passed at a gathering on 

April 0th to receive the fugitive couple William and Ellen Crafts. 

Subsequently these resolutions were sent to fifty-three anti- 

slavery associations, many religious bodies, and a hundred and 

twenty-three dissenting ministers known to be going to the May 

meotiuga, to ether with a broadaheot entitled Clorical" Teachings 

on American Slavery. i Although Broad Street claimed that its 

appeal of April 21st produced appropriate resolutions from the 

Congregational Union, the Baptist Union, the Evangelical Alliance, 

and others, the Bristol Report pointed out that most of them had 

been passed before the circular was printed in the Reporter on 

Wy ist. 2 
Certainly the Special Report was correct in arguing 

that the B. F. A. S. S. had not boon alone in campaigning for the 

Negro at the Great Exhibition. Apart from the Bristol Society, 

the Newcastle free produce lenders had devoted the April issue 

of their little periodical The Slave to outlinin; recommended 

troatment of American visitors. 
3 

In its turn, The Slave was 

only writing in support of an article in the British Banner 

for Uarch 8th. Its orders wore to "Tell the slave-holder 

his faults faithfully; and it he hear us not, then place him 

under the ban of social exconnunication. " 

1. Clerical Teachings on American Slavery (broadsheet, 
ßr sta , 1851) ';. nopp in Garrison Papers. 

2, Bristol Special Report, pp. 26.23. 

3. The Slave, April, 1851. 
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The Groat Exhibition marked one of the auccosses gained by 

British abolitionists in their Campaign for a stron clerical 

testimony against blavvey, Individual denominations and 

institutions had been active, naking known their disapproval of 

American apologists for slavery. The Bristol and Gloucestershire 

Congregational Union, for instance, agreed not to admit any American 

ministers to their pulpits unless they first avowed their hatred 

of slavery. 
1 By June, the Reporter was able to print a substantial 

list of dissenting congregations and religious bodies which had 

taken action. It was hinted that this sample was only given 

"by way of illustration of the reception likely to be accorded 

to Americans visiting England for the Great Exhibition. "` 

Distrust of visitors was also shown by larger religious and 

bunevolent bodies. The Temperance Demonstration Committee, for 

Instances resolved 

"not to welcome. -, to any conference which may be 
hold on the subject of temperance, any minister of 
religion, or other gentleman, whatever his reputation 
in his own country, who hesitates to avow his 
abhorrence of slavery, and his earnest desire for 
its abolition, or who acts under the influence of 
the unnatural pra, u4ice against the coloured portion 
of the population. " 

This resolution mutt have seemed ironic to Acorlcau ministers 

who had wondered whether teapereuco principles should be made a 

test of fellowship in the organisation of the Evan; clical Alliance 

five pears before. 4 
The Sunday School Union, too, devoted part 

1. Bristol Special Report, p. 13. 

2. A. S. R., 2.6.51. 

3. Ibid. 

4. Evangelical Alliance. Report of the Proceedings, 
- . 1846l 

pp. X307,314. 
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of the proceedings at its anniversary on May 8th to recording 

its "utter abhorrence" of slavery. 
1 

Perhaps the greatest 

triumph was the action of the Congregational Union of England 

and Wales. The Scottish division of the Congregational Union, 

probably because of the influence of the Rev. Greville Loring and 

Dr. Ralph Wardlaw of the G. E. S., had remonstrated with American 

congregatianalists as early as 184O. 2 
In 1851 the issue of 

slavery was again raised at the national May meeting. In its 

debate on slavery the American Negro leader Henry Highland 

Garnet, demanded abolitionist action over the Groat Exhibition. 

His reward was the adoption of a resolution that slaveholding 

"creates, in the judgment of this Union, an insuperable barrier 

to Christian fellowship with then on the part of all who reverence 

the authority of God. "3 No mention was made of those connected 

with slavery other than the slaveholders themselves. However, 

this position was a substantial advance on the Scottish Remonstrance 

of 1840, when persuasion alone had been suggested and no mention 

made of sanctions against Southerners or their apologists. The 

same was true of the response of the British branch of the 

Evan; elical Alliance, which was prompted by the Groat Exhibition 

to abandon its 1846 compromise position. The project of a 

world Alliance in one organisation had been shelved by 1851, 

and the British division was new able to take the same attitude as 

1. A. S. R., 2.6.51. 

2. American Slavery. Remonstrance from the Congregational 
1ä9V). 

3. A. S. R., 2.6.51. Garnet was later coamcnded by L. Tappan 
in Ä. 8. R., 1.10.51. 
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the Congregational Union -" esolved,.. that slave1 lders shall 

not be admissible as visitors to the proposed Conference. "' 

Nevertheless, the shortcomings of this ruling were demonstrated 

when the 1851 Conference of the Alliance met in August. The 

prescription of slaveholdors did not exclude their sympathisers. 

When the Old School Presbyterian the Rev. Dr. Baird, of Nerv 

York, rose to report on the state of the Alliance in the U. S. A., 

be began a bitter debate by explaining that since the British 

criticisms in 1846, remonstrances on slavery had been "a 

deplorable failure, " He attributed the Allianco's inadequate 

progress solely to the slavery question. The whole matter was 

finally referred to a committee. A weak later it recommended 

hopefully that in future intercourse between the two countries, 

"all uncharitable actions and expressions be Avoided. "2 

Elements within the British division of the Evan elical Alliance 

had again raised the slavery issue to create much ill-feeling 

between themselves and the Alliance in the U. B. A. In this 

and other organisations, abolitionist sympathisers had completely 

avoided welcoming American visitors who might be connected with 

slavery. 

Abolitionists were thus successful in brining potential 

American opponents into disrepute at the time of the Great 

Exhibition. They were less so over the second Church/slavery 

1. Ibid., 2.6.51. 

2. Extract lrcm Christian Times, n. d. , in A. S. R., 1.9.51. 

I 
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controversy of the 1850's. This concerned the United Presbyterian 

1 
Church of Scotland, and its missions in Old Calabar. In 1854 

Scottish abolitionists discovered that Calabar society depended 

largely on slavery. The converts which U. P. missionaries were 

enthusiastically making were alaveholders without the slightest 

intention of abandoning their bondsmen. Slavery in Old Calabar 

was not anabgous to that of the U. S. A., but abolitionist spo]: os- 

men were less interested in the slaves in the Delta than in the 

repercussions of missionary activities in America. They began 

to argue that the reception of slaveholders into communion in 

one area implied acceptance of the practice of doing so elsewhere. 

in effect, their conclusion was that if the U. P. missions accepted 

converts without persuading them to liberate their slaves first, 

they would encourage churches in the American South to continue 

sanctioning slavery by granting communion to slaveholders. 

Scottish arguments over Old Calabar showed all the characteristics 

of the great church controversies of the previous decade. Dissident 

elements within the Church quickly leagued with its enemies in 

other denominations to attack its standpoint on slavery. 

Again, since the New Organisation leaders in Glasgow had a high 

proportion of U. P. members, the attack on the Church by the 

Garrisonians re-exposed many of the internal tensions in the 

anti-slavery movement. Although it attracted little attention 

outside Scotland, the Old Calabar affair is another excellent test 

case of the way in which abolitionists responded to the problems of 

church relations with America. 

1. The Old Calabar mission had been founded in 184G, by the 
United Secession Church - W. P. Livingstone, Mary Slessor 
of Calabar, Pioneer Missionary (London, 1016), pp 
Attar the co nat on wtht hg Relief Secession Church, it 

remained in the hands of the now U. P. Church. 
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The key figure in the abolitionist denunciation of the 

U. P. Church was the Rev. Dr. William Lillie of Edinburgh. 

Not previously involved in the anti-slavery movement, or at 

least in its controversial divisions, he remained poised between 

the Garrisonians and their opponents throughout the incident. 

Although cooperating with his Church's more extreme opponents, 

like Eliza and Jane Wigham, he maintained a close liaison with 

the Reporter and later became a close friend of Lewis Tappan. 1 

The illusion of cooperation between the two factions was maintained 

by the improvement in relations between them since the resignation 

of John Scoble from his post as B. F. A. S. S. Secretary in 1854. 

Since 1840 Garrisonians had been denouncing Scoblo as the 

man who had duped the Broad Street philanthropists into ignoring 

the corruption of the American and Foreign Society. 2 Thompson, 

for instance, tried to guard against the effects of Scoblo's 

1851 Canadian trip by writing that Garrison should "expose 

him unsparingly... I1is malignity can do'no more harm [; ) his 

pretended friendship.... would bring a disgrace and a curse 

1. L. Tappan to Lillie, 20.5.57,29.8.57, Latterboo. s VIII, 
Tappan Papers. 

2. Their accusations may have sprung from awareness of 
Scoblee's extraordinary conservatism on the race issue. 
After painting his composite portrait of the 18-i0 
Convention, Benjamin Iaydon recollected that when he 
wished to place Scoble together with Thompson and a 
Negro delegate, "lie sophisticated immediately on the 
propriety of placing the Negro in the background. " 

"- 
i3. iiaydon, Life, Letters, and Table Talk, cited in 
E. D. Dykes, The Negro in En; si Romantic Thought 
(Washington, 1915), p. x33 

\ýrý. 
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upon u3. "1 As early as 1&41, tiiobb felt that the Broad Street 

Co=ittee had been "led astray" by Scobl©. 2 Ten years later, 

J. D. Eatlin was still cotplainin; of the harft done to good 

man by the process of ": coblei. ing, " And of "the shameful 

injustice systematically perpetrated for years against Mr. 

Garrison by Jos. Sturge & John Scoble. "3 Probably Scoble's 

success in turning the B, F. A. $. S. against Garrison was partly 

due to the structure of the national benevolent societies, 

where paid secretaries were gives unlimited power due to the 

recurrent absence of their coramittee. 
4 In either case, Scoble 

finally resigned to go off to permanent work in the Dawn 

settlement is Ontario. 5 His replacement as Secrctary at 

Broad Street was Louis Alexis Chaiºorovzow, a =an much more 

acceptable to the Garrisouians. Apart from remodollinj the 

1. Thompson to A. W. Weston, 13.8.51, Weston Papers. 
The Garrisonian case against Scoblo is best suxmod 
up in E. Quincy, An Examination of the Charges of 
Ur. John Scoble and ws Tappan against the 
American Anti-Slavery Society Dub n, 1052). 

The manuscript of this pamphlet is preserved in the 
B. P. L. 

2. Webb to Collins, 24.3.41, Garrison Papers. 

3 Est1in to U. W. Cliaptan, 3.4.52, Weston Papers. 

4. Webb to U. W. Chapman, 28.1.53, ibid. 

5. For an account of Scoblo's subsequent quarrels with 
Josiah Henson, see W. H. & J. H. Pease, nlaclc Utopian, 
pp. 77-81. 
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Reporter, he devotedly sat about trying to heal the division 

in the British movement. American abolitionists remained 

suspicious. Mrs. Chapman, characteristically scenting 

conspiracy, was convinced that Chamorov. oar was a tool of the 

B. F. A. S. S. aliqu©, while Parker Pillsbury punned that "I 

sea no hope of any but a CFA. union. "' Only Sarah Pu ; h, closely 

uudcr terry Estlin's influence, gave Chazaerovzow credit for 

his intentions, and called for an end to the cavilli � against 

him. 2 Among British abolitionists, however, Chrncrovzow's 

Initial reception was auch bettor. Liary ratlin in particular 

was enthusiastic about Scoblo's replacement, and sho and har 

father entertained him regularly at their lodgings throe pout 

their usual spring visit to London. 3 Even Webb approved 

of Azumorovzow's plans to convert the B. F. A. S. S. Comuittco p 

though he had little hope for their success. 
4 By the end 

of 1853, however, open conflict between Pillsbury and Chamerovzow, 

which came to a head at the General Anti-Slavery Conference of 

ilovau or 1854, had made real unity impossible. 5 But relations 

between Bristol and London remained somewhat better for the 

rest of the decade. This and the uncor fitted position taken 

by Dr. Lillie partly disguised the tensions between abolitionists 

involved in the Old Calabar controversy. 

1. U. W. Chapman to Garrison, Oct., 1854, Garrison Papers; 
Pillsbury to May, 5.10.54, day Papers. 

2. S. Pugh to S. May, Jr., 3.10.54, Garrison Papers. 

3. U. Estlin to A. W. Weston, 4.3.53, Weston Papers; 
Pillsbury to Garrison, 5.10.54, Garrison Papers. 

4. Webb to H. W. Chapman, 29.5.53, Weston Papers. 

5. Sea below, pp. 457-462. 
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In October, 1854, Dr. Lillie first draw abolitionist 

attention to the Old Calabar missions in a letter to Chamorovzow. 

He explained that he wished to stir up feeling within the Church 

against the lines on which the Nigerian missions were being run, 

and asked that the case should be fully reported in the next 

Reporter. The November issue actually carried a second letter 

from Lillie, denouncing an article in the October Missionary 

Record which stated that the Old Calabar mission only required 

local slaveholders to sign a declaration of intention to treat 

their slaves well before admitting them to communion. FIa 

explained that the Church had previously rejected contacts with 

suspect U. S. churches. The conduct of their missionaries would 

bring forward ten thousand Southerners to sign a declaration 

similar to the one made in Old Calabar, send money to the mission 

there, "and, in doing so... rightly judge that they have made a 

capital investment for the interests of slavery. "` Lillie's 

accusations must have caused some excitement in Scotland. The 

U. P. Church, though small, had not so far fallen behind the other 

Scottish denominations in its position on slavery, while the 

Relief Secession and Original Secession churches which formed it 

in 1847 had previously led the Voluntary agitation against the 

Free Church on the slavery issue. Indeed it had been sufficiently 

involved in the abolitionist movement to send Henry Highland Garnet 

to Jamaica as one of its missionaries after his Scottish tour as 

a free produce agent in 1852.3 On the other hand, a respectable 

1. Lillie to Chsraarovzow, 11.10.54, Bod. Brit. Emp. USs. S. 13, 
C33/100. 

2. A. S. R, 1.11.54. 

3. The Slave, July, 1852. 
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body of Christian opinion hold that differing attitudes to slavery 

should not be allowed to create disunity in missionary activities 

abroad. This had been the attitude of the American ! rd of 

Commissioners for Foreign Missions before its division in 1846, 

and at least one pamphlet had boon published in America specifically 

to argue that slavery was irrelevant to the conversion of the heathen. 
1 

The controvery. within the A. B. C. F. M. in 1845 and 1846 had largely 

revolved round the reception to be given to slaveholdin; when it 

was found entrenched by custom in heathen societies, though the 

attitudes to the controvery were formed by the relation of the 

parties involved to slavery at home. The lines of the arguments 

over Lill. e's exposures had already been laid down in the American 

controversies of the previous decade. By the beginning of 1855, 

Eliza Wighati reported that "we are quite in an excited state here 

about the United Presbyterians and their Calabar converts, " and 

looked forward to the storm expected to break out at the U. P. 

Synod in May 2 

1. S. Williston, Slavery not a Scriptural Ground of Division 
in Efforts forte Salvation-Of- a vation o tie Heathen ewYork 1344). 
This position was attacked by A, Phelps, dress to the Friends 
of Evangelical Missions, in Syracuse Liberty Intelligencer, 
26.2.49, , 

79-printed in Scotland in tJ. Dun op , rican 
Anti-Slavery Conventions, ate., pp. 11-40. Dun op attacked 
the . B. C. F. . in American Slavery. Organic Sins, passim. 

2. E. Wigham to Chamerovzow, 27.2.55, Bod. Brit. Emp. Mss., S. 18, 
C37/67. 
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Just as the Free Church Assembly had done in 1346, the United 

Presbyterian Synod of 1855 made no concession to the abolitionists. 

It testified to its horror of slavery and maintained its old policy. 

The similarity in its response to abolitionist pressure is most 

significant, since the U. P Church had been formed by the amalgamation 

of the two denominations previously most active in assailing the 

Free Church for its inadequate testimony against slavery, the 

Relief Secession and United Secession Churches. 1 In 1840, as 

Voluntaries, they had been prepared to attack a denominational rival. 

In 1855, they allowed their institutional loyalty to their Church 

to prevent them from Joining abolitionists of other church loyalties 

in their criticisms. W, II. Lillie was the only exception to this 

tendency, and it quickly emerged at the 1855 Synod that he was 

not influential enough to produce any change in policy in Old 

Calabar. 
2 

Perhaps remembering the anti-Fron Church outcry from 

the Secession and Relief Churches in 1846, Lillie wrote of the 

Synod decision as a "compromise of Anti-Slavery principle - by 

a denomination which had hitherto borne a consistent testimony 

against admitting Slaveholders to Christian fellowship. " They 

incident confirmed his suspicion that the loaders of the British 

churches "are quite ready to sacrifice their Anti-Slavery 

principles, for the sake of standing well, with their 'American 

1. W. Ii. McKelvie, Annals and Statistics of the United 
Presbyterian Cburci E nburgz, 1S7' , Intr uctory 
Chapter, passim. 

2. United Presbyterian Record, June, 1835. 
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Brethren'. "i Ila might have added that the U. P. Church Also wished 

to stand well with its Old Calabar converts The attempt to 

connect the spread of Christianity there with the destruction of 

African slavery would have brought all missionary efforts to a 

halt. This would have been doubly serious when missions were 

not only an end in themselves, but also an essential outlet for 

the surplus manpower in the clerical profession. The U. P. Church, 

because of its composite origins, controlled five theological 

colleges, with an annual enrolment of twenty-nine students, all 

destined for employment in a denomination consisting of little 

more than four hundred congregations. 
2 Indeed overcrowding at 

the top was a factor is most Scottish denominations at this stage. 

It was perhaps because of an understanding of this implication of 

the adoption of the ultra-abolitionist standpoint on missions that 

the bulk of the Scottish press, by Lillie's account, remained 

"dumb. " The only exception was the Tdinburgh News, the conservative 

organ of the Church of Scotland, which had had few excess ministers 

since the Disruption, and naturally accepted a chance of denouncing 

the Voluntaries. 
3 In the following year, Lillie was also able 

to persuade the Glasgow Chronicle, a paper which had been critical 

of abolitionist activities since changing hands in 1839, to print 

some of his correspondence against the U. P. Church and itn, ally 

1. Lillie to Chai*orovzow, 4.6.55, ßod. IIrit. Emp. t s,, 8.18, 
C3Z/1o1. 

2. UcKQlvic, op. cit., pp. 678 U. 

Lillis to Clzaru3rovvow, 4. G. 55, loc. cit.; Edinburgh News, 
19.5.53,2.6.55. '-"ý' 
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the Glasgow New Anti-Slavery Association. 1 

Apart from these isolated newspapers, the abolitionists 

and Dr. Lillie, carried on their agitation alone. At first both 

Old and New Organisations cooperated, as in the early stages of the 

Free Church controversy in 1845. Mrs. Kynoch of Edinburgh was 

speaking for abolitionists of all shades of opinion, other than 

U. P. ones, when she wrote that the May Synod had "acted shamefully" 

over Old Calabar. 
2 

New Organisation abolitionists were first to 

denounce the U. P. Church, through the columns of the Reporter. 

Indeed Lewis Tappan himself had written Lillie at length insisting 

on the importance of the precedents being set by the Church. 

Tappan had received information from Lillie, together with a 

copy of his pamphlet on the question of communion with slaveholders 

in relation to the U. P. missions. 
3 

Ito pointed out in reply that the 

American Ziissionary Association mission at Kaw-Mendi, originally 

the Mendi Mission begun by the unfortunate Amistad captives, had 

been operating, for some fifteen years on the principle of refusing 

communion to all slaveholders and slave-traders. He then 

outlined the efforts of the Rev. John J. Fee and others at 

setting up churches in Kentucky and North Carolina on the principle 

of denying communion to slaveholders. His conclusion was a 

1. Lillie to Editor of Glasgow Chronicle, 27.3.50, reprinted 
in A. S. R., 1.11.56. From Aprils 1838, until the demise 
of o rgus in 1847, the G. E. S. published its proceedings 
there rather than in the Chronicle ", Minute for 10.4.38, 
G. E C. Minuto Doo: cs, H. TI., d1onicle's friendly editor, 
David Prep hn' died in October, 1837, and a memorial 
to his services was adopted by the Committee -- Minute for 
X1.10.18: 37, ibid. 

2. C. Itynocb to Chamerovzow, 10.7.55, Dod. ßrit. Emp. LV3s. g. 13, 
Cam; /63. 

3. Lillis to Tappan, 14.2.55,23.2.55, Tappan Papers. The 
pnnphlet has not been traced. 
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directive for the British churches in relation to slavery - 

"Nothing.. will have so beneXicial'[ ni effect 
on the consciences and hearts of slaveholdera, 
who are Christians, as denying them church 
privileges until they free themselves from all 
complicity with slavery and slaveholding.... 
Lot not the United Pros. Chh. of Scotland weaken 
our hands and obstruct our usefulness by a 
contrary practice. "1 

As for the adverse decision in My, Tappan later wrote that 

it had "filled the hearts of thousands of anti-slavery people 

In this country with anguish. "2 Some of his New Organisation 

counterparts in Britain, however, did their beat to put pressure 

on the United Presbyterian Church. Although the Broad Street 

Committee did not discuss the Calabar incident, much interest 

was shown by Cliamerovzow hi elf . Like Scoble, he was very 

much in control of the Society's affairs. After printing Lillie's 

letter in the November Reportor, 
3 

his next issue did not mention 

the Us P. Church. However, most of its space was devoted to 

denouncing the Rev. Cuthbert Young, the agent of the A. B. C. F. M. 

in this country. 
4 

Since the main point under criticism was the 

Board's policy of admitting Indian slav©holders to its Choctaw 

Mission, the line of the Reporter on foreign missions and its 

implications for Old Calabar were clear. The paper's interest 

in the activities of Lillie and the Scottish abolitionists was 

1. L. Tappan to Vt. Lillie, 16.3.53, Lottorbooks, IR, 
Tappan Papers. 

2. Extract from letter o L. Tappan, u. d., A. S. R., 
1.11.56. 

3. Ibid., 1.11.54. 

4. Ibid., 1.12.54. 
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maintained into 1856, when the Reporter temporarily joined the 

Garrisoniens to attack tho GlasGoW New A3sociatlon for the 

Abolition of Slavery, which had u high cnouZh membership of 

U. P. ministers and sufficient native conservatism to have endorsed 

the decision of the 1855 Synod. 1 

Probably because the new Glaste Association was in the hands 

of U. P. idniateru tonguetied by their own Church loyalties, the 

initiative within Scotland in the Old Calabar controversy remained 

with the Garrisonians. The N. E. S. had been largely inactive for 

several years, and no Now Organisation society was effective until 

the tornation of the New Edinburgh Anti-Slavery Association on 

June 20th, 1854. From the outset, Garrisonians considered it' 

too sectarian, and its aims too general 
2 Its committee contained 

many of the members of the old Emancipation Society, including 

Edward Cruickshank, Henry Wigham, Dr. Greville, and the Rev. 

James Dallautyne. At least two Free Church lenders, the Rev. 

Drs. Duncan and Candlish, also joined its committee, as did 

Dr. Lillie of the U. P. Church. Duncan TcLaren, the Provost of 

the city, became its president. Its aim was stated to be immediate 

emancipation and it was to con&iat of "ail persons, vithout 

distinction of creed, country, or complexion, " who agreed on 

this principle. 
3 Notwithutandin this apparently liberal 

constitution, the Advocate objected to the failure to monttou the 

1. Ibid., 1.5.509 1.11.66. 

2. Anti-Slavery Advocate, August, 1854. This con. eusos a, - Tull account ot iss proceedings at its inaugural in 
Scottish Press, 23.6.5A. 

3. Extract from Scottisýr Press, n. d., in Anti-Slavery Advocate, 
August, 1854; A. Ste., 1.10.54,1.11.64. 

"fi 

i 
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American Garrisoninns, and concluded that "A society hampered at 

its outset by dislikes, Jealousies, and bigotry,... con never 

labour with much heartiness and efficiency. 1#1 It was certainly 

the case that the now society made no effort to denounce the 

U. P. Church during the next two years. The probable reason 

for this was that the Free Church ministers who had halfheartedly 

returned to the anti-slavery movement, however enthusiastic they 

felt about discrediting Voluntaries, could not afford to hamstring 

their own church's foreign missions by setting a precedent of 

opposition to the conversion of slaveholders. 

The formation of this Now Organisation successor to the 

E. E. S. did not materially affect the Scottish situation since it 

mat only sporadically and was little heard of for the rest of 

the decade. The more permanent addition to the conservative 

Scottish anti-slavery societies in this period was the so-called 

Edinburgh Ladies' Now Anti-Slavery Association, founded by 

Douglass' agent Miss Julia Griffiths In the spring of 1856. 

Committed to support of Frederick Douglass' Paper and the 

Rochester Dazaor, it held exactly the same position between 

Old and New Organisation as the Rochester Ladi©s' Anti-S2avory 

Society. 
2 Just as Douglass' followers were most hostile to 

Garrison in America, however, the Edinburgh Ladies' Now 

Association was more directly in rivalry with the Scottish 

Garrisonians than with Broad Street. A society Sounded by 

ý. Anti-Slavery Advocates Augu2t 1854. 

2. ibid., May, 1858; E. Wighaa to Chnanorovzow, 18.4.56, 
brit. E=P-Mss., 5.18, Cf7/76; Report of the Edinburgh 

--g ud Mies' mw ME-S mvery Association, for t He ears 18 
f: 17 inburg, 13-SR), p. 2-7. 

{ 
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Julia Griffiths in Scotland had to compete directly for produce 

to wend to the Rochester Bazaar, with the Garriaonian ladies' 

societies which already sent their sawing, basketwork, and other 

knick snacks to itrs. Chppman's Boston Bazaar. 
' 

Competition of this 

sort was to continue until 1859, when lira. Chapman unaccountably 

and offensively announced that anti-slavery bazaars had outlived 

their usefulness, and directed that all Scottish goods collected 

should be sent to Mrs. Mott's Philadelphia Bazaar, rather than 

allowing than to fall into Douglass' Anti-Garriaoniau hands. 2 

However, the now Edinburgh society took no part 

in the Old Calabar controversy. Eliza Wighna once wrote 

bitterly of Julia Griffiths that ''she has acted on the prejudices 

of thoroughly conscientious raligioua people to so groat an extant 

that they are forging a Christian , anti-Slavery Society in Edinburgh 

and 10avin; on the left hand our poor Society which truly has been 

innocent enough. " As for its nembareship, she reported that it 

was "principally" from the U. P. Church. The ladies involved "to 

prove their Anti-Slavory have formed their Socy to help Julia. "3 

1. Compare for instance the oulo; y of the Boston Bazaar in 
Report or the Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation Society.... 
together with some account of the Two-Itt Dolton Anti - 

lavary a : aar (Edinburgh, , pp" j1_13, a tja iposi 
or taochester Anti-Slavery Bazaar in the postscript to 

F. Douglass, The Nature, Character, and History of the 
Anti-Slavery vement. Lecture Mlivered o ore to 
Rochester Ladies n- revery sec at on D asgow, xor 
the New Association for t he bol t on o Slavery, 1855), 
pp. 31-:, 2 . 

2. U. W. Chapman to M. Estlin, 3.3.58, Estlin Papers, B. P. L.; 
Hay to 'Webb, 13.4.530 May Papers; Note the bitter resentment 
at this in E. Wigham to May, 16.4.58, ibid. 

3. E. Wighsza to May, 4.4.5G, ibid. 
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She enclosed a copy of a note from Lillie making the same 

suggestion. On another occasion she mentioned that its members 

were largely U. P. 9 
'with the addition of some Free Church ladies 

who are glad to show anti-slavery in opposition to a troublesome 

association like ours. "1 Neither the new ladies' association nor 

the new Men's society in Edinburgh thus joined Lillie's campaign. 

As for the New Organisation in Glasgow, this was even less likely 

to stir. It was now represented by the Glasgow New Association 

for the Abolition of Slavery, which had been formed by J. W. C. 

Pennington in 1850 as a body working in opposition to the 

atrophied but still Garrisonian G. E. S. With male and female 

branches working in close cooperation, its main aim was to 

contribute to the IIazaar hold in aid of the New York Vigilance 

Committee. 
2 

Its membership was dominated by Voluntary ministers 

who had joined in the Free Church agitation, but distrusted the 

Garrisonian views of the G. E. S. Unlike the new Edinburgh 

Society, it throve greatly, especially through inviting Mrs. 

Stowe to visit this country. 
3 

By 1853 the Glasgow New Female 

Association for the Abolition of Slavery alone claimed receipts 

of £711: 10: 6, almost four tires the figure for the old Emancipation 

Society, and five times that of the G. F. A. S. S. 4 On the other 

1. E. Wighem to Chamerovzow, 3.5.56, Bod. Brit. Emp. Uas. S. 18, 
C37/75. 

2. Smeal to Chamerovaow, 16.4.53, ibid., C3G/52; Bristol 
Special Report, pp. 23-26; A. S. R., 2.5.53. 

3. See ý: b'e1ow, pp. 483-485. 

4. A. S. R., 2.5.53 
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h. d, the U. P. swsbership of the Now Association *We it uuwi111ng 

to quarrst over Old Calabar, its 1835 Report specifically endorsed 

the decision of the May Synod. i This was not surprising considering 

Its Comittee consisted mainly of U. P. ministers "who are bound 

as an A. $. Association to endorse their own sots as a Mission Board. " 2 

Sims the Female New Association in Glasgow was firmly under male 

control, Now Organisationists there remained as silent ever Old 

Calabar as their Edinburgh counterparts. The difficulties created 

by the church aftiltation - of members *. de it impossible for 

ßoottish Tappanites to take the lead sgeated by the Reporter 

and Tsppsn himsslf* and remonstrate forcibly with the U. P. Church. 

Tb. wholehearted Scottish attack on the United Presbyterians 

thus caste troaa the Boottish Garrisoaians. They too were spurred 

on by the exposures of their national newspaper, the nerv Anti-Slavery 

Advocate. Edited by Richard D. Webb and supported by funds fron 

John Bishop Estlin and Wilson Arnistead, the quaker philanthropist 

of Leeds, it was quick to respond to Lillie's accusations. It ray 

be assumed that Li11le was not in direct correspondence with Webb, 

since their letters would otherwise have been preserved with the 

Garrison Papers in Boston. The Advocate nevertheless greeted 

the news of the May Synod with an article entitled "A Delicate 

Question Respecting Slavery at Calabar, "3 Webb reported that slavery 

was universal at Calabar, and that it was "impossible" to esanaipate. 

1, Ibid., 1.11.56. 

3. E. Wighas to Chsasrovzow, 3.3.56, loc. cit. 

3, Anti-Slavery Advocate, June, 1835. 
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The Rer. Alrtaoder Baoervilla had explained to the Synod that once 

converts pledged their belief that all sen were equal in the might 

of God, and that they would regard those placed under then as servants 

rather than property, they effectively ceased to be slaveboldera 

the slaves became a sort of d" facto hired labourer. Although 

Webb wrote that he did not "feel competent to decide on the niceties 

of the case, " the Advocate strongly comended "the godly jealousy 

shown by some members in their watchfulness to keep their body free 

from contamination. " Finally, it warned against the "danger in 

giving slavery the slightest foothold in the church. " Later the 

Advocate was stirred to stronger opposition to the U. P. Church by 

the revelation of its connection with the No Organisation in 

Glasgow and ldiuburgh. i The other active British Oarrisonian paper 

showed less interest in the Old Calabar controversy. The British 

Friend, oddly enough. sad* no mention of the U. P. Chuech at all, 

although 8aeal spent the years from 1834 to 1856 complaining about 

the conduct of the Glasgow New Association in other , respects. 

Perhaps this was because the 0.8.8. was tow so weak that any public 

protest was impossible. Its last report had been issued in 1831. 

In 1853 Smeal had little to tell Chaoerovuow about its activities 

apart from its popular 'Uncle Tow Penny Offering' rally and the 

ooe$&nual attempts to have it "altogether swamped by those of 

1. Ibid., May, 1836. 
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new views: 
' 

Although G. B. 3. activity continued sporadically 

until after the Civil War, the Society was in no position to 

repeat its action against the Free Church over delinquincies of 

the U. P. 's in 1852. As for the English Garrisonians, national 

leaders like Thompson and Armistead were absorbed in the project 

of founding a new national society in the form of the Manchester 

Anti-Slavery Union. 
2 

Again, the extremist group in Driatol were 

temporarily hamstrung in 1355 by the death of J. B. Estlin. 
3 

For various reasons, then, the attention devoted to the United 

Presbyterian Church by Garrisonians, even in Scotland, was not 

great. What there was was concentrated on the Edinburgh Ladies" 

Emancipation Society, led by Eliza Wigham, later assisted by 

Webb. Even its reaction fully demonstrates the tension between 

Old and New Organisation abolitionists created by crises of this 

sort. 

Although personally ßarrisonian, Eiiaa and Jane 'igham 

had reacted well to Chamcrovzow's initial efforts toýbring 

the provincial societies back into alignment with the D. F. A. S. S. 

1. Smeal to Chamerovzow, 16.4.53, Bod. Brit. Emp. s. S. 18, 
C36/52. After a alight revival from 1851-1854, the 
G. E. S. began to suffer from the counter-attraction 
offered by the Glasgow Now Association, which It had 
decided to ignore at a committee meeting on 26.4.52, 
minuted in G. E. S. Minute Boots, IV. Vol. IV of the 
Minute Books contains no reference to Old Calabar, 
although only one meeting was held in 1835, and none 
thereafter until 1859. 

2. See below, pp. 440-451. 

3. Extract trim Bristol Mercury, 16.6.55, in Anti-Slave 
Advocate, July, 1835. For an assessment of Estin s 
imp o rt ce se© W. James, Memoir of John Bishop Estlin,, 
F. L. S., F. R. C. S. (London. 1855, -reprinted from 
C1ristian Reformer), pp. 16-17. 
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After first meeting him Eliza wrote that "I hope that our 

understanding somewhat of our relative positions any assist us 

in working more effectively for the good cause. "' Prou this 

point onwards, she corresponded regularly with him about the 

work of the S. L. E. S. By 1855 she was even asking him for an 

article on the Boston Bazaar to the Reporter on the grounds 

that "whatever may, be said of it or its supporters it is a 

grand national demonstration which commands attention Iron 

friends and Soes. "2 A compromise position must have been all the 

more attractive because of the difficulties of allaying local, 

distrust of pure G srrisonian abolition. The T. L. , £, Lad 

a substantial membership less catholic in reform tastes than 

their Boston allies, and both Eliza and Jane Wigham constantly 

complained of the damage done to their support by the Liberator, 

Jage WiEhaei once explained that the hardest part of their labour 

was meting the objections made ogßinat the American Society. 

She was sure that Garrison 

"cannot be aware of the injury he is doing the 
cause of Religion and humanity, by inserting the 
writings of Foster, Barker. Eillsbury and B. C. 
Wright regarding the Holy Scriptures ... I wish if 
thou heat any t fluenee with N. L. G. thou would 
advise him to leave the bible alone - If all 
acted to its instructions there would neither be 
war nor elavery... It is a sad mistake to six 
up anything with anti-slavery action that has 
auch a tendency to alienate its true friends. " s 

1. E. Wighas to Chamerovzow, 19.10.53, Bod. Brit. Emp. $1aa. S. 18, 
-ff 037/63. See also E. Wighäft to Ch®erovzow, , 

ibid., 037/61. 

2. F. Wishate to Chsmerovzow, 14.7.53, ibid. , C37/70. 

3. J. Wighas to A. W. Weston, 18.11.52, Weston Papers. 
s.. also E. Wi$has to M. Estlin, 28.4.53, Ibid.; J. Wigh5X 
to A. X. Weston, 9.11.53, ibid. 
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The conservatism of Scottish attitudes to revelation and clerical 

status made it difficult to raise wide support for the men behind 

the Liberator. It was certainly because of this genuine difficulty 

that the Edinburgh Ladies' Society decided to stop sending its 

annual box to the Boston Bazaar in 1850.1 Eliza Wigham herself 

wrote that this had arisen from "a progressive feeling of 

dissatistaction.... respccting the religious arguments of the 

American abolitionists. t, 2 At the beginning of August, the 

Ediuburgb Ladies adopted a aeries of Expressions of Sentiment 

on the American abolitionists. Three main criticisms were made 

hero. First, sentiments considered derogatory to the character 

of the Bible had been put forward on the anti'-slavery platform. 

Secondly, leading members of the American Society had expressed 

principles "infidel in their opinion, and blasphemous against 

God. " Thirdly, "by holding such sentiments, we could not expect 

the blessing of God to rest upon our efforts. ,3 Accordingly, it 

was agreed that the sending of a box by the Society should be 

ended, though individual members might continue to make their 

contributions through the box organised in Glasgow by Catherine 

Paton of the Garrisonian Glasgow Female Anti-Slavery Society. 

1. c. l. Paton to Garrison, 7.2.51, Garrison Papers, which 
nccussa the Wlighanes of having been influenced by the 
Richardson family of Newcastle. 

2. E. Wigham to It. Estiin, 13.9.50, Estlin Papers, n. P. L. 

3. Minute of E. L. E. S. for 1.8,50, and Expressions of 
Sentiment Tendered by Members of te tad burgh Ladies' 
Emancipation Society & the Meeting of Committee, copies 
in YWcston papers. thoug deports were g Ulished by 
the Society during this period, these have perished 
along with the minutes. Events have to be reconstructed 
from correspondence. 
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The latter was the course followed by Eliza Wigham. She shared 

the distrist of the'anti-Biblo heresies but argued that this 

need not mean stopping contributions. 
1 

Perhaps because of a 

gentle letter from Miss Weston pointing out that all bazaar 

money went to the support of the Anti-Slavery Standard, which was 

a very for cry from the Liberator, 2contributions 
gradually picked 

up again over the remaining eight years of the Bazaar's existence. 

Nevertheless, the whole incident is indicative of the difficulties 

which faced the Garrisonians in rdinburgh in the fifties, and the. 

necessity to "mollify" the conservative committee. ' A favourable 

response to Chamerovzow's overtures was thus the obvious one for 

the leaders of the Ludies'Society to make. 

When the Old Calabar controversy developed, Iitss Wighnut 

was still corresponding with Chanmerovzow, and with Lillie gave 

him the material for the feporterls coverage of the Scottish 

situation. However, the behaviour of the Now Organisation 

societies, in Glasgow and Edinburgh, soon pushed her into a 

more familiar standpoint of opposition to the allies of 

Garrison's enemies among the Scottish clergy. This did not 

necessarily negate Edinburgh cooperation with Chamerovzow 

but strikingly shows the depth of rivalry between Old and New 

Organisation abolitionists within Scotland. 

1" E, tiighan* to A. W. Weston, 30.3.50, Weston Papers. 
An identical position is taken in A. W. Weston to U. 
Estlin, 7. D. 50, tstlin Papers, II, P. L. 

2. A. W. Weston to E. Wigham, 15.9.50, copY, Weston Papers. 

3. It. Estlin to A. W. Weston, 8.5.51, Ibid. 

_ __. ý. 
i: 
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In larch, 1855, an 'Edinburgh Now Ladies' Anti-Slavory Association" 

was founded under the patronage of alias Julia Griffiths. 1 According 

to Eliza Wigham she had approached the old Ladies' Society for 

contributions, and had been refused "because or little funds could 

not afford it. " She had therefore formed a "more Christian" 

Association to "punish" them by drawing away "the sincere among 

us who are more jealous for orthodoxy than for the slave. "2 

Although she mildly stated that "wo intend to maintain no hostile 

relation., the emergence of the now Ladies' Association embittered 

her sufficiently to notice its connection with the U. F. Church. 

No doubt it was partly from chagrin at Julia Griffiths coup 

againat the Garriaoniana that she wrote to Chamerovzoi and May 

dcnouncinZ this connection. ` 

The effect of the Glasgow New Association's apathy over 

Old Calabar was similar. The female New Anti-Slavery Association 

had been touuded in 1850 by Pennington and the male one in 1852, 

to the annoyance of the G. E. S., which he had simultaneously tried 

to conciliate. 
5 It may well be that his organising a new society 

1, A. S. R., May, 1656. Uiss Griffiths was a Newcastle 
abolitionist who had emigrated specially to help Douglass. 
For an account of. her relationship with Douglass see Foner, 
Douglass, pp. 87-92; Quarles, Douglass, pp. X37-95# 103-107. 

2. E. Wigham to CJ1amerovzow, 18.4.56, Bod. Brit. Etilp. Mss. S. 18, 
037/76; Anti-Slavery Advocate, May, 1856. 

3. E. Y1igh8rn to Chniaerovzow, 18.4.56, loc. cit. 

4. Ibid. = E. Wigham to May, 4.4.56, loc. cit. 

5. uinutes for 18.2.52,26.4.52, G. E. S. Minute foo: zs, IV; 
A. Paton to A. W. Weston, 10.11.50, Wegton Papers; Sracal 
to W. W. Brown, copy, 12.12.50, ibid. 
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was a reaction to the G. E. S. refusal to contribute money towards 

purchasing bLA freedom, which would have gone quite outside the orthodoxy 

of Garrisonion abolition. 
1 

The bitterness loft behind from PenniUgton's 

conduct had been accentuated by the success of the Ladies New 

Association in Inviting Mrs. Stowe to this country in 1853, although 

the less ambitious Emancipation Society had opened local 'Stoweite? 

proceedings in the previous November, when it had hold on enormous 

rally to launch the 'Unhle Torn Penny Offering' in the city. 
2 It aas 

perhaps because of the prestige thus gained by the New Association, 

that Glasgow Garrisonians had such difficulty in raising support 

thereafter. But although the G. E. S. was too weak to attack the 

U. P. Church, this did not prevent the more flourishing Edinburgh 

Ladies' Society from linking the wrongs done to the Garrisonians 

by the Glasgow Now Association with its apathy over Old Calabar. 

Their hostility must have been increased since Pennin; ton's 

influence ensured that any American contributions made by the 

Glasgow New Association were to go to the New York Vigilance 

Committee. American Garrisonians saw this as a New Organisation 

clique carrying out piecemeal benevolence to avoid facing the 

fact that slavery could only be overthrown through a breach of 

1. Minute for 18.2.52, G. B. S. Minute Books, IV. 

2. Shepperson eug eats that this increased tension between 
the two bodies, S. H. R., 1053, p. 44. See also Sateal 
to Chamerovzow, 16.4.53, loc. cit.; Smea1 to Garrison, 2.3.93, 
Garrison Papers; Minutes 1ör ? a. 11.52,16.11.52,15.2.53, 
G. E. S. Minute Books, IV, ,>, '-,. 
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connections with the South. I 

After the May Synod decision, the New Association made no 

attempt to condemn the U. P. Church. On the contrary, its Annual 

Report, published in the spring of 1856, seems to have justified 

the suggestions made at the Synod that the way to win over the 

slaveholder from his opinions wa3toindoctrinate him from within 

the church, incidentally exactly the position taken by the Free 

Church in 1846.2 At the end of March Lillie himself had prolonged 

the controversy by writing tp the Glasgow Chronicle about the 

American effects of the U. P. decision, He gave extracts from 

one of Tappan's letters to prove that the pro-slavery churches 

"hail it as evidence of a new light having dawned on the United 

Presbyterian Church o" while abolitionists felt "as soldiers 

when a standard-bearer fainteth. "3 Richard D. Webb reprinted 

this letter in the Advocate together with his own criticisms 

of the U. P. Church and a loth; denunciation of the New Associations 

in Glasgow and Edinburgh. 
4 

Eioanwhilo, Eliza Wighom had also 

1. Printed circular Appeal of the New Glasgow Ladies' Anti- 
Slavery Association provisional committee, May, 1850, Weston 
Papers. For Garrisonian criticism of this support for the 
Vigilance Committee, see Marts Weston Chapman to the Glasgow 
Female Seceders (printed c reu ar, 8.3.50, Par s. 

2. No copy of the Report appears to survive in a major British 
library. Its controversial sections are most conveniently 
condensed in A. S. R., 1.5.56. 

3. Lillio to Editor of Glasgow Chronicle, 27.3.54, loc. cit. 

4. Anti-Slavery Advocate, May, 1854, Note Webb's close 
connection with Edinburgh through Mary Wigham Ednundson, who 
had become secretary of a Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society founded 
by Irish friends in 1851, With Webb as secretary of the male 
branch. Soe Webb to 11. W. Chapman, 3.4.51, Weston Papers. 
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written to Chamerovzow asking him to insert a copy of the 

Chronicle letter. 1 Finding that the May Reporter contained 

no mention of Calabar, she wrote more brusquely a month later 

to find out why this was sat especially sinco the letter must 

certainly have arrived in time and would have been "very useful" 

since the U. P. Synod for 1856 was to meet in a few days time. ` 

She appeared to have lost hope of converting the Glasgow 

Tappanites, but at least felt that Li llie's letter would have 

"rebuked [their] shallow opinion. " It is possible that 

Chancrovzosa had simply omitted the letter due to a crush 

cf copy, since Miss Wighari's April latter comas after her by 

one in the Chanerovzow letter files, perhaps suggesting that 

it remained in the printer's hands with Liliie's press clipping 

until after the second latter arrived. In either case, 

C1%c2icrovzow finally found room to print what Miss ''ighatt 

had asked for in November. Although not including Lillie's 

letter, the May Reporter had commented on the support for the 

action of the U. P. Church in its review of the Annual Report 

Of the Glasgow New Association. 3 
The November issue, however, 

went further, printing the complete text of Lill. io's Ltarch 

Glasgow Chronicle letter, including an extract from the 

indubitably pro-slavery New York Observer lauding the action 

1.1. ligham to Chamorovzow, 18.4,86, loc. cit. 

2. . IYigltam to Cbamerovzow, 3.5.56, loc. cit. 

3. A. S. R., 1.5.56. 
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of the U.?. Church, and the extract from Tappan's latter on the 

genoral bad effects of its refusal to change mission policy-1 

The implied condemnation of the Glasgow New Association by the 

Ileport©r was obvious enough. 

Tiiss Wigham's efforts over Old Calabar thus }md the peculiar 

result of caliatit ; the help Of a conservative En; liuih abolitionist 

against his own ally in Glasgow, Beyond this, however, the 

effect of her own and Dr. Lillie s agitation against the United 

Presbyterian Church Was alight. As a smaller denomination its 

shortcomings, unlike those of the Free Church, had not seeped 

important enough to attract American visitors. Again, the 

nature of the U. P. 's 'pro-slavery' action was such that ministers 

of rival denominations would have been hamstrung in using the 

Old Calabar issue to launch an attack on it. Doing so would 

have created precedents likely to make their own missionary 

enterprises unworkable. Few Scottish churches received financial 

assistance from Charleston, but all sent their younger divines 

to missions in slave-ridden heathen societies. For these 

reasons, the direct importance of the U. P. agitation is small. 

The Old Calabar mission continued as it had done in the past, 

wil no abolitionist criticism of its policy on the admission of 

slavchglders was board after 1656, 

Nevertheless, the Calabar controversy showed all-the 

characteristics of the greater crises over slavery and the 

churches in the previous decade. The clergy of the U. P. Church, 

1" Ibid., 1.11.56. 
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for reasons of institutional loyalty, took a standpoint on 

communion with slaveholders complotely opposed to the one they 

had championed as Secession and ßaliet Secession ministers in 

1F4 6. Again, close contacts with the church under criticism 

muffled opposition from the New Associations in 41argow and 

Edinburgh, just as the old E. E. S. had remained 1u; sewarm in 

1846,1 and the Q. F. A. S. S. had remained silent over Indiana. 

Finally, the abolitionist rivals of the anti-slavery societies 

which remained quiescent over Old Calabar, were quick to point 

this out to pay off old scores and press home an advantage against 

enemies within the movement. It was doubtless for this reason 

that Eliza Wigham and the Advocate, defensive over the emergence 

of frankly anti-Garrisonian societies in both the main Scottish 

cities, used the Old Calabar affair to demonstrate the venality 

of their opponents. Interestingly enough, the main ally they 

enlisted, due to the change of leadership and intentions at 

Broad Street, was the Secretary of the ß. F. A. S. S. But, it was 

only in this last respect that the Calabar controversy was 

atypical. As in the forties, the characteristics of a dispute 

of this sort were the use of the anti-slavery issue as ammunition 

in church rivalries, and the use of the church issue as ammunition 

in anti-slavery rivalries. The Scottish arguments over the 

1. OZ known B. E. S. Corsiitteo members in 1840, at least 
Ziegler and Tod were Free Church members. The composition 
of the Committee also meant that many of its members moved 
and had acquainttn^. on in professional circles, where the 
Free Church was extremely stron;. 
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organisation of one West African mission have little long term 

i ; artanco, but the way in which these argum©nts were used provides 

another example of the importance of church relations with slavery 

in the British abolition movement. 

'¢ 
ý> 
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CHAPTMR VIII 

ALLIES FOIL THE SC02TISI; GARAISONIANS, AND 

TIM SURVIVAL OP ABOLITIONIST DISUNITY 

Unfortunately the British Garrisoniaas of the fifties 

did not confine their squabbles to controversy over the relation 

between slavery and the churches. An the decade oponad, 

support for the anti-slavery socißties was declining, and they 

warn faced with now and more virulent fords of racism. 
1 Yet 

abolitionist leaders dissipated the movementb energies through 

constant exchange of accusations over the old quarrels of 1841. 

Chamorovzov'a task in trying to patch up such bitter disagreements 

was a thankless one. His chance of success was all the lower because 

the schisms gradually became oven more involved than they had been 

in the forties. The division between the Old and New Organisation 

was complicated by the launching of new anti-slavery societies in 

the provincial cities. Gartisoniansa in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and 

Dublin found new allies in Bristol. Leads, and elsewhere in the 

North and West Country. On the other hand, they wore faced with 

bitter rivalry from new anti-Garrison bodies in Edinburgh and Glasgow. 

The rivalries between Garricontun3 sind their, opponents retained 

enough romontaa to be continued an an end iý. thon olvos. They 

survivod locally, as well a salon; the lines of tension between 

provinces and metropolis. Tho new development was that support 

for Garrison aas no longer by any means confined to Scotland and Ireland. 

1. P. Curtin, The Ima; a of Africa. British Ideas and Action, 
1780-1850 (Madison, , pp. Sao a so 0 otx, pp. 510-511. 
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The main theme of the history of the anti-slavery movement 

in the fifties was still one of discord. The grievances felt 

were basically those of the previous decade. Garrisonians 

still referred to their Broad Street opponents as the stealers 

of the Emancipator and the wreckers of the 1840 Convention. 

The D. F. A. S. S. and its sympathisers still countered by trying to 

expose the Old Organisation as subscribers to female equality, 

infidelity, and practical anarchy. As late as 1852 Webb set 

Quincy's version of the Emancipator transfer before the British 

public. lie informed them that Scoble'a guidance had reduced the 

D. F. A. 8.8. to an exclusive, uninfluential corporation. " 

When Pennington's Glasgow Now Ladies" Anti-Slavery Association 

was founded in 1850, its first action was to explain that rival 

Garriscnian abolition societies were committed to Wright's alarming 

ideas on the Sabbath, the Christian ministry, and the authority 

of Scripture. Their Appeal astutely played on Scottish fears 

of becoming besmirched with unorthodoxy by pointing out that 

the `Infidel American abolitionists'bntail on all in this country 

who cooperate with then, no sill share both of the odium and the 

responsibility which attach to their irreligious views. " 2 
Webb 

pointed out In return that the American Society had nothing to do 

with the peculiar view3 of its individual members, or indeed the 

1. Webb, The National Anti-Slavery Societies in England and 
the to States, or Str ctures etc., pp. U-110 31.0& 

2. Circular Appeal of provisional co=Ittee of Glasgow hetz 
ladiaa' Anti-Slavery Association, hay, 1830, laa. cit. 

r. ý 
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management of the Liberator. 1 Mrs. Chapman, enjoying liar 

literary exile in Paris but no doubt glad to return to writing 

Garrinonian polemic, more cruelly pointed out that the American 

and Foreign Society was now "morally dead, " and majestically 

assured the "Glasgow Female Seceders" that 

"for the slave's sake we shall most heartily forgive 
the injury already done, it you do but aid us with 
all speed in the removal of its evil conscqueucea... 
You have been in the wrong. Do not hesitate to nay so, 
and you will be in the right again. " 2 

Indeed,, harmless though the opinions of eight unknown Blas; ow 

ladies may seem, the influential and scholarly John Bishop Estlin 

of Bristol rushed to publish a full-length pamphlet rotutinj their 

segusations. Zia also insisted that the American Society *'is 

opposed to slavery, and to slavery alone. It makes no attack 

upon Christianity, nor upon any denomination:. of Christinns, nor 

upon the aabbath, the Uinistry, or the rights of any human beings. " 3 

Although Eatlin, Webb, and lira. Chapman were all at pains to 

disassociate themselves from the heresies of Wright, nevertheless, 

the Glasgow Indies' New Association made groat capital out of the 

fears of 'heresy played on in their 1850 Circular, to an extent where 

they and the later gentleman's 21cw Association virtually put the old 

Garrisonien G. E. S. out of buaincss. Theca arguments werd characteristic 

of Vic intorchaagas botweon British Old and IZcw Orgnni5atiou 

1. Webb to Jane Barclay, 3.6.50, copy in Hannah Webb's 
writing, Weston Pappre. 

2. Maria Weston Chapman to the Glasgow Female Socodara, 
circular, Paris, 8.6.50, 

3. Association for 

1850), p, 4ý' 
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abolitionists throughout the fifties. Those intorchan es ran 

along lines laid down as early as 1841 in this country, oven 

earlier in the U. B. A. They indicated the difficulty of making 

good the differences between the Tappanite national society 

in London und its Garrisonian rivals in the provinces. 

In spite of the tensions within the movement, the fifties 

ear short-lived attempts by each side to reunite the Garriaonian 

and anti-Garrisonian societies in purpose it not in orjaniuation. 

In 1353, English Old Organidation loaders attempted to form a 

united national society in the Manchester Anti-Slavery Union. 

It was to have the attraction of a largely provincial leadership 

combined with the advantage of catering for all shades of anti- 

slavery opinion. At the oai time, Chamerovzow was endeavouring 

to allay the Garrisonlan hatred built up against his predecessor 

John Scoble. its opened the pages of the Reporter to Garrisoniun 

societies and individuals, and invited them to cooperate in any 

schemes afoot at Broad Street, Perhaps the impulse towards 

reunification resulted on both sides from the national decline in 

enthusiasm for anti-slavery, except in the romantic form preached 

by Urn. Stowe. 1 Disunity was an expensive luxury at a tim when 

support for the anti-slavery societies as a whole was falling off. 

Nevertheless,, the grievances and suspicions of twelve years proved 

too much to make either plan workable.. chamarovzow's intentions of 

reconciliation were finally snubbed by American extremists without 

any inkling of the difficulty of taking a strictly Gaarrisonian 

_, 13, ßc Uelow1 C. VIX, passim. 

4 
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standpoint in Britain. The Manchoator Union quickly collapsed 

duo to the failure of its organisers to produce any compromise 

appealing to both sides. The disunity of the British anti- 

slavery societies continued to hamstring their efforts. Only 

the shared experience of horror at the Civil War they had helped 

to cacao partly reunited then in organising Drittah contributions 

to Freedmen's Aid. 1 

The failure to save the anti-elavory movement from its own 

disintegrative tendencies was linked with new factors akinU for 

disunity. In the 1840'8 there had only been one national society 

run on New Organisation linos, cozspoting with rival Garrisonian 

bodies in Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Dublin. Dy 1847, tho situation 

was further simplified by the near collapse of the Glasgow Emancipation 

Society after its efforts during the Free Church controversy. 
2 

Durin3 the early fifties, however, the pattern of abolitionist 

schisms developed greater complexity than before. Now disagreements 

were introduced by the omargenca of a vocal free produce movement and 

the reflection of Douglass' brand of anti-slavery in the thirteen 

Associations founded by Julia Griffiths. Beyond this, the G. E. S. 

revived slightly after 1881, but it was now opposed by active male 

and female New Associations, partly in alignment with Broad Street. 

Unpublished Ph. D. thesis, London, 1966, by C. A. Dolt, 
'British Attitudes to , Reconstrt Lion in the U. S., 1803-1877, ' 

pp. 17nft. 

2, Goal to Chaaºarovzovi, 10.4,53, Dod. Drit. Emp. 1L3a. S. 11, 
cJG/52. 
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Similar bodies worn founded to threaten the Edinburgh Ladios' 

Emancipation Society. However, Scottish and Irish 

Garrisoninns were now joined by n number of small but active 

groups of sympathisors in the English provinces. In Bridgeport, 

gor instance, the Unitarian pastor S. A. Steinthal began to work 

energetically in favour of the American Society. A more 

important recruit to the British ©]d Organisation was the great 

Quaker philanthropist from Leeds, IVilson Armistead, Ma local 

society was the Leeds Young Men's A. S. B. ' His wealth gave its 

publications a distinction which would otherwise have been out 

of the question. His capital was also behind the foundation of the 

Anti-Slavery Advocate, the nearGarrisonian monthly edited from 

Dublin by rlobb. Perhaps above all, the structure of the British 

anti-slavery societies was changed by the emergence of a new 

focal point for Garriaonian ideas in the Bristol and Clifton 

Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society. It was completely dominated by 

J, ri. Fstlin's dauwhter Mary and largely Unitarian in membership. 

Fror, the time it broke away from the D. F. A. D. S. in 1051, it 

replaced the Glasgow Society as tho main ally of the Dublin group 

in opposition to Dread Street. 

John Bishop Datlin, the most influential figure amen; Bristol 

abolitionists, enjoyed a national reputation as a pioneer 

opthalmologiat, Ile seems to have boon deeply respected in the 

city, perhaps partly because of his father's influential position 

as unitarian minister of Lowin'n oad Chapol. I The Iav. Dr. Estlin's 

1. Unless otherwise stated, tho following information on 
ratlin is taken from IV. Jcnoa, Memoir of John Bishop Estlin. 
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circle had included many of the luminaries of the titan, 

Priestly, Coleridge, and Southey among them. His son was 

educated at Bristol infirmary, Guy's, The Royal Collate of 

Surgeons, and Edinburgh University, before returnin to Bristol 

in 1812 to found and manage its first opthalmlc dispensary. 

Ilia work here made him famous among the poor iron the surrounding 

districts, mainly because of his operations for cataract. 

Within the city, Estlin soon became involved in many general 

reform organisations, He was a founder of the Bristol Institute, 

and was also active in support of the Bristol 11cchanica' Institute 

and the local Asylum for the Blind, as well as the city's movements 

for ragged schools, domestic Emissions, and temperance. Above all, 

Estlin cams to be involved in the abolition movement, especially 

after a health trip to St. Vincent in the winter of 1832-33 gave 

shim personal insight into the condition of a typical slave 

population. His Interest-, in American slavery seema to have 

begun after meeting Samuel Play, Jr., of Leicester when he visited 

the Western Unitarian Association in 1843.1 These two tan formed 

a close friendship which was maintained through a monthly exchange 

of letters until Estlin's death in 1855, incidentally caused by a 

strotze suffered while conducting an anti-slavery meeting in his 

house. 2 Estlin's short but widely circulated American Slavery was 

1. Samuel May should nbt be contused with hiS cousin B. J. May# 
vi Syracuse. who visited Britain in 1359. References throughout 
this thosia are to the former, unless initials era given. 

2. Jutica, op. cit. " p. 17.. 
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a work which fully supported the Garrisoniaus with whom he 

was Ik®pt in touch by May, though it avoided attacking the 

13. F. A. S. S. In this country. 
1 

Ile wrote apologetically that 

"Sturga is looked upon bore.... aas such a violent uncompromising, 

mcddlesoma, attacker of Slavery in ovary form or pinca, that your 

charge of his bcin; lukewarm..,.. would be unintelligible. " 2 

From 1831 onwards, partially rotisdad from modical work, he 

dsvotvd his time to spreadinrJ proper Garrisonian ideas throughout 

Britain. 
3 It waft is in niiui ; kuat be sat about organising 

tho publication of the national Anti-Slavery Advocate, as well 

as continually wolcomin; Garrisonian visitors and encouraging 

them to preach against Broad Street. Ile also tried to put 

pressure on British Unitarians to testify as a Church against 

American slavery. The reasons for Estlin"o enthusiastic support 

for Garrison are obscure. At the simplest level, he may have 

been moved by his friendship with Samuel May. On the other hand, 

it may be significant that Eatlin came from Bristol, a city with 

strong local traditions which may have made him all the more 

resentful of dictation from London. More important, he and bis 

associates were staunch and influential Unitarians, m ors of 

a denomination regarded with suspicion by the orthodox; English 

1. J. 13. Eatlin, A Brief Ilotico of American Slavery and the 
Abolition Liovemont ea,, for the Leeds A. 3, t3., 1851)g 
pp. 28-35, The first edition was published nnonyioualy 
in 1&46. 

2. nat11n to LW. Chapman, 23.3.46, Weston Puper5" 

j 

3. 'E'i. Jaws, op. cit. , P. lß. 
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churches. They mare particularly ouspoct to the conservative 

Friends who were in a majority in the Broad Street Cooraittoc, 

and who iu3t have seen a dangerous aimilartty between thniterianism 

und the views of the Hicksitaa. I It was natural that Unitarians 

like Eitlin should cooperate with the American faction of 

abolitionists who welcot od them Irrespective of their opinions, 

rather than with a British national society whose leadership 

regarded theta with abhorrence. Ubather or not Eztlin's anti- 

gavcr7 loyalties were connected with his unorthodox religious 

beliefs, after 2850 the lritiah Garrisonian movement gaiDd 

incalculably from his support. M did not share all this opinions 

of lmaricau extrcmistq Ltary E¬ttlin once wrote that Whan ®ho 

road him the American papers "Ito goes to sloop over Mr. I1. C. 

Wrigh is letters, wh. is a crest comfort to ma as I can s kp 

the greater part without detection. " 2 
Nevertheless, whatever 

his doubts about zwn like Vright, he was wholehearted In support 

of their work for the anti-slavery movement. The glowing terra 

of his obituary in the Advocate are a measure of bis importance 

to the Garrisonian party. 
3 

In no araa was Estlin more active than in supporting hie 

dachtcr ? Mary's work in the X riutol and Clifton Ladies' Anti-Slavery 

1. Vabb to U. W. Chap an, '2'0,2,44,, Garrison Papora. 3cO also 
abovo, pp. 152,165. 

ýr U. E t1in to 3i. W. Ghmpanr 13,2.51, Weston Faper5. 
J 

3, Anti-Slavery AdwUato, July, : LOSS. 
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Society. Wary Estlin was an only child, from a short marriage 

which had ended With har mother's death in 1923.1 She never 

married and remained close to her father during the last years 

of his life. The relationship batwoen them may have become 

closer after a narrow escape in 1846, when Mary had mistakenly 

tried to "cure" her father of a "dysenteric attack" with 

laudanum instead of rhubarb draft's Her Interest in Amarican 

slavery seems to have be. -= in her teens, attar reading the 

Reports of the Boston Fc lo Anti-Slavery Society and examining the 

Liberators forwarded to Catlin by May. 
3 

At this stag sho 

began collecting for the Boston Bazaar, and annually entertaining 

Bristol abolitionists to see the Bazaar contributions before they 

were cent off. Enthusiasm for the Garrisoniann nuat have boon 

hopt alive in Bristol by the mootinga hold in 1840 by Doi lass 

and Garrison, in spite of old ä1r. t. tlin*s alarm at the latter's 

tactlessness. 
4 

Garrison actually stayed with the Eatlina, 

though ho noted sadly of his host's wealthy friends that "so 

much formality and selectness takes all the warmth out of no. "' 5 

1. W. Jfra3s,, op. cit., P. Q. 

2, Estlin to Uay, 29.1.46, May Dupers. 

3, U. Eßtlin to U. W. Chapman, 23.10.44, Weston Papers. 

4. Fanvr, Douglass, p. 70; Webb to Phillips, 1.9.46, 
Weston ? apera;; U. Eßtlin to U. W. Chapman, 1.9.46, ibid. ; 
L1ary Carpenter to Garrison, 3.9.40, Garrison Papers For 
E3tlin'e criticisms of Garrison, see above, pp. 299-300. 

S. Webb to Phillips, 1.0,40, loc. cit.; Garrison to Wright, 
20.8.40, Garrison Papers. 'ý'"` 
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After Garrison came Douglas, and the Eatlin"s attempt to tarn 

a Bristol auxiliary to the Anti-Slavery Longue. 
1 

In spite 

of the disappointment of the Leacuo's collppso, Catlin and 

his daiahter continued worlcir an the Garrisonion side of 

the abolition movement. For the rest of the decade, their 

main activity apart from continuous correspondence with their 

American friends, was the collection of contributions for the 

Boston Bazaar, In this, ]bry was aided by several ladies 

who were later to join her in 'old organising' the Bristol and 

Clifton Ladies" Society. Most important was fury Carpenter, 

the dac hier of a 2aadin� West Country Unitarian rd. nt tar. 
2 

Apart from the work of biss tstlin and her friends, however, 

the hove nt in Bristol seem to havo weakened by the late 

fortios. The Bristol and Cltfton Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society 

Itnd been founded in Septcther, 1340, as a B. F. A. S. ß. Auxiliary. 3 

At thin stage the society was subaarvient to Broad Street, and 

was to remain so until the visit of Douglass and Garrison, 4 

They called for local contributioua to the Boston 13nzaar,, no far 

raada by Miss Lstlin alone, an a private individual. Thereafter! 

with tho Anti -Slavery i snyua under discussion, tine Dristo1 committee 

1. Eatlin to May, 12.1.47,2. ßy Papers; Tot1in to May, 2.11.46, ibid. 

1 

2, Later one of the most pror inant educational reformers in 
Enland - D. Owen, English Philanthropy, 1GC+0-iO3O (Cambridge, 1965), 

pp. 150-156. 

3. Bristol Special Report, pp, 5-7; Minute for 11.0.40, Bristol 

and Ci ton Anti-s avary Society L3inute Doda. j, Catlin Pape . rs 
Dr. Wi ! nuts L1 rary. 

4. c. t. Lars. G. Arm3trong to Say, 10.2.46, May P3gors, 

r 
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wrote to Scoble asking whether he thought they could consistently 

join the now League and also retain their connection with the 

ß. F. A. a. B. Since Scoblo ignored this enquiry, they wrote again 

in the auzer of 1847 to have an advertisement for the Ioston 

Bazaar put in the Reporter. This was refused without further 

explanation, when the Bristol Ladies had the opportunity 

of meeting Scoble personally, he loftily assured thorn that the 

American Society was only supported by "individualrs whose 

religious opinions were not orthodox. " The result of this 

proscription of the Garrisonians, given the fact that there 

was no concrete way of helping the A. F. A. S. S., was that the 

Bristol and Clifton Society was "loft destitute of. azzy field 

for anti-13lavary labour, " 1 
During the period of frustration 

ad Inactivity which followed, the Society switched ita loyalty 

to the Garrisonians. The visltu of William Wella ßraam and 

William and Ellen Crafts in 1350 and 1851 prompted the Cotnmitteo 

to "study the history of the cause from the outset. " Sub$oquently 

they gained a more balanced view by subscribing to the Anti- 

Slavery Standard and Frederick Doualnao' North Star. 
` 

It may 

be aasd, however, that the Society's new opcu new to Garriaonian 

ideas arose from increased activity on tue part of the Estlina, 

especially Mary, tranl85Q onwards, The Crafts originally 

visited Bristol as their personal guests. Drown wan later to 

bcco a one of the abolitionicts Ent1in most admired, to the extent 

1, Bristol Special Report, pp. 7-10. 

2. Ibid., pp. 13-15. 
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of considering him an a possible editor of the new Anti- 

Slavery Advocate. l They tunst have been only too Glad to use 

Scoblo's snubs as a way of turning the complacent local 

abolitionists against Broad Street. On February 13th, 1851, 

the Bristol and Clifton Ladies' Committee resolved that they 

symaathiced with the objects of the American Society, and would 

send annual contributions to Its Boston Bazaar. A fortnight 

later they decidcd to ask the Garrisonian Uro n und the Crafts 

to the city, as their official guests, to hold a great rally 

against pro-slavery visitors to the Great Exhibition. 
2 ßy 

this time,, they had become fully committed to tuet Garrisonian 

faction. 

The change in the Bristol £ocioty was almost wholly due 

to the work of diary Estlin and a few helpers. She had. the 

most unpromising material to work with. Tip to 1646, the Society 

had been "more a nominal than an active one. " 3 Thereafter Estlin 

repeatedly complained of the difficulties of carrying on serious 

anti-slavery work in Brictol'a conservative atmosphere. The 

local Friends be thought particularly ignorant and close to 

Broad Street. On one occasion hei prophesied (wroualy) that 

Douglass would fail in his visit to Bristol due to quaker suspicion 

1. D. Quarles, 'Jlinisturs without Portfolio, ' XXXIX, 
1053, p. 30; Estlin to 11, W. Chapman, 2.7.52; älin Papers, B. P. L. 

2. Bristol Spacial Report, p. 15; Minutes for 13.2.51, 
11793951# in Dr eto and Clifton..... Minute Book. 

3. Jira. 0. Armstrong to Liay, 10.2.46, loc. cit. 

ýý 
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of his Garriaonian conncctiona. 
1 Novortholoaa, curly in 1850 

Ataxy Estlin et rgotically sat about 'old organisiuj' the little 

Lndics' Society. Probably duo to the intercession of hor 

trio 1$ary Carpenter,, She Was placed on the Con-sittco only 

a acct, botare the commitment of tl-w Sociaty to support for 

the A. A. S. 3.2 By February she wf3 writing of the revolution 

under way "in a lifeless thiur; in this town called a Ladies' 

Anti-Slavery Society. " Mary Carpenter had always boon on its 

cor itteo, together with tire. Arm trot;, wifo of tho Uait3rian 

mi, n: Mar Dr. George Armstrozza. Spurred on by Mary Estlin, they 

had spread a great deal of literature on the Garrlsonian 

abolitionists. They specially stressed the Glaagoi controversy 

over the defamatory circular issued by the Ladies' Ncw Association 

there. 3 The result had been the Bristol resolutions of the 

13th in favour oZ the American Sooty. The gradual chazz; a in 

t1o Driatol Society's attitude watet on throughout 1631.4 On 

April Jth its great rneotinn for the Crafts und Willinri Wells 

Crc t was held, and they remained in Bristol at 1enat Until oarly 

My, 5 

it Estlin to May, 7.11.45, May Papers; Estlin to to'cbb, 
13.11.45, Weston i iperu, 

ý. lUnute for 6.2.40, Bristol and Clifton.... LUnuto Book. 

3. L. E tlin to A. W. Weston, 13.2.51, Weston Pipora. 

4. Ewtlin to AM. Wcstou, 1,3.51, ibid. 

5, rstlin to E. Wighai , 3,5,51., ibid. 
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Manvihile, l stlin and hin daaurjhtor were also working 

in ", tarian circles to arron ca testimony against American 

slavery for the bcatit of visitors to the Great exhibition. 

The Bristol and Clifton Society also bombarded West Country 

ministers of all denominations with their resolutions and 

other propaganda on communion with alaveboldera. 
1 Their 

most interesting publication wns the broadsheet Clerical Teachings 

on American Slavery, a compendium of apparently pro-slavery 

quotctions from leading Americwn divines, 2 The implied 

Implications of the dono: ainatior to which these teen belonged 

Involved an anti-clericalism which would have been unthiuiiablo 

for D. F. ASS. supporters, I'ithin the Dristol Society, where 

the four activist leaders, Uiss3 Estlin, Miss Fanny Tribe, Miss 

Carpenter, and Urs. Arnstron. 1were all Unitarians, the greatest 

support for the Society's new radicalism came fvom Daptists and 

Congregationalists. Incidentally theao were denominations which 

word to testify collectively against slavery during the course 

of the Goat Exhibition. 3 The Unitarians therusolves were 

particularly active as a denomination at this time. Approached 

by the ßriatol and Clifton Society, the Western Vnitarian Christian 

Union meting at Dridgcwatcr on April 22nd, had Moved that 

2. Bristol Special Report, pp. 1G-204 Minute for 27.3.31, 
tiriata atid Cl fton.... iiinuto Book; Estlin to E. lffigham,, 
5059oo. c t. ec also above, pp. 365-366. 

................. 

2. Clerical Teachings on American Slavery, Selected from 
fear can Pub icat ou Briste , broadsheet, 1851)p copy 
in f, L. L. 

3. U. at1in to A. W. ticston, 8.5.51, 'Weston Papers. 
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discussion of slavery was irrelevant. Tho Lowin'a gaud 

Society in Bristol at once passed resolutions thanking 

Eatiiu's friends the Rev. 17. James and tho Rev. George 

Ar troy( for refusing to admit nlaveholders' apologists 

to their pulpits. The British and Foreign Unitarian 

Association were asked to make the sama decision at their 

cominj anniversary. After thin au, -, Testion was rejected, 

Estlin persuaded a substantial number of Garrisonitn Unitarians 

to meet in London to disctua the connection between Unitarianism 

and slavery. 
1 

57.11. Ashurat was present, an was the Rev, Dr. 

Hutton of London, but the greatest Garrisonian force came 

from l+a$t Country Unitarians. The most important wore tstlin 

bt Q1Z, Rev, George Arrzztron;, and Rev. R. L. Carpentor, 

all of I3rictol. Another was the Rev. Francis Diahop of 

Dridgemitor, a clos© pars=a1 friend of the Estlif ftilp and 

later a Garriaonion leader of aono importance. Among the 

ai4ienco worn five visitors from /narica. Drawn appeared, 

as lie did at most abolitionist functions to which ho had access. 

Another Cuest was Susan Cabot, tho Boston Garrisonian than 

iivin� in London %vith tare. Eliza Liao Pollen, the close friend 

of Lady Byron and widow of the Harvard biologist. Most 

significant, however, was the presence of Dirs. Chapman and her 

1. American Slavery. Report of a Heating of tl; o rabarß of the 
Unitarian Body, Held at k'ree sons Tavern, Juno -13th, liý5l, 
to DeliU erate on t re Duty of English Unitarians in Qot iireuce 
to S every in te United States London, 1851L pp, 3' 7. 
See also Report o Vie Fiftivt Anniversary of the Southern 
Unitarian Society, Adopted at the Annual Mactiiýj at Wareham, 
for mta ro, July 9,7W-4 n. p., 11. 
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sister 4arolie. and En» Westo*, who were viaitias $ritwin 

before beginning a : poll of literary fr elanatu c in Paria. 

In this cG *u7, the irIiwntial Unitarian. prei**t agrsad 

to sand copses of their resolutions against the Tugitive 

8la" law to 9aaiual May of Litositsr, and to express their 

support for the Boston 8azaar. I If Unitarians in general 

�Sr. wt prepared to support Oarrisonlen sbolitioniwa, a 

respsetablo aatioo of thou were. 

it was perhaps because of-this that Mary Estlln had so 

Auch saasas in converting bar Society to her own way of 

thin` isg* Zara important, however, was the fact that she 

was prepared to *ducats her abolitionist pgppla slowly, 

ratbar than alarming then by an early display of extremism, 

As late, as October she wrote that what needed to be dons was 

"dtnM* A*U-a1. very alphabets and grsamars Into raw bogianors. " 2 

But her O'dinntu&" "as always done tactfully, with a sensible 

understanding of what was possible in this country. Zu response 

to are. Chapman's unrealistic attack on Eliza Wigbe* for her 

"betrayal" of the cause to allowiz Brown and Pennington to 

speak on the same platform in Edinburgh, she explained that 

methods of pertiai conciliation ware the ones most suited to 

attacking the New Organisation in this country. It Ilias wigham 

1. American Slavery. Report of a Meeting, eta, pp. 16-ßt3. 

ý. U. Estitu to E. Xeestous 15.10.51, Bstlin Paper., L. P. L. 
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was to be discounted, no too were she and her father. 1 

On another occasion she stressed the virtue of making haste 

slowly - "I have an instinctive recoiling from every 

manifestation of... (the Spirit of New Organisation]..... 

still I have no hope of extinguishing it here by starting 

with the viplent measures you prescribe. " 2 
Mary Eatlinla 

confessed aim was simply to prepare the ground for the visit 

of Mrs. Chapman in the autumn of 1ßZ1.3 Thin was more than 

achieved by the success in converting the Bristol and Clifton 

Ladies' Society during the spring and summer. 

Mtor her visit to Bristol, Mon, Chapman fancied that the 

church balla of the city were ringing "Sturge In done. " 4 

Zier satisfaction at tue growing disrepute of the New Organisation 

was not entirely misplaced. She and her sisters were dirat 

rccoivcd by the Bristol Ladies' Committee on September 11th. 

On this occasion they simply apoI: o for the 'fidelity' of 

Garrison. At a second ncetina they denounced a letter from 

Sturgo in favour of the American and Foreign Society. Dirs. 

Chapman than resurrected all the accuaationz of 1839-1ßi1, 

1. U. Eatlin to C. Weston, 3.6,51, ibid. 

2. U. Estlin to A. W. Taaton, 8.5.51, Weston Papers. 

3. U. Eatlin to A. W. Woatan, 13.2.51, ibid. 

4. U. W. Ciiaptan to M. Estlin, ?. D. 51, Estlin Papers, A. P. L. 
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malting a great deal of the Emancipator transfer and the 

"dishonesty" of Lewis Tappan. She concluded by blithely 

assuring the Committee that all abolitionists were united 

in the American Society, and that their opponents wore a 

"harmless" remnant made into "instruments of mischief" by 

the patronage of the D. F. A. S. S. At a third meeting on the 

28th, before their departure, Mrs. Chapman outlined the 

Garrisonian interpretation of the schisms of 1840 in fuller 

detail. She finally reminded the company that thchr real 

duty was to "disabuse the public" over the claims of Droad 

Street. 
I 

These exposures, although ono-sided, had the dcaired 

effect. It must have been difficult to resist the combined 

Personal charm of Mrs. Chapman and Miss Estlin in a body as 

mall as the Bristol and Clifton Committee. Again, Miss Estlin 

had already subjected members to gradual but prolonged 

indoctrination with Garrisonian Ideas. Bristol was also still 

excitcd over a firmly Old Organisation rally held there at the 

beginning of the month by George Thompson and the visiting 

Daptiat preacher from Kentucky, the Rev. Edward Uathewn. 
2 

Finally, Mrs. Chapman must hcve boon helped, an other Oarrisonian 

leaders had been in the past, by provincial distrust of the 

1. Minutes for 11.9.51,16.9.51,28.9,51, Bristol 
and Clifton.... Minute Book. 

2. Bristol Special Report, pp. 31-32. Uathows was in this 
country collecting unds for the abolitionist American 
Baptist Free Mission Society. 
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centralised national benevolent societies. Later one of 

bliss Estlin"s friends described the Bristol and Clifton 

split as arising from tho fact that "the London Society 

have treated the provincials as they almost invariably do. 

Vide British) & For(eign) Schools - Roma and Colonial 

Infant Schools - etc, eta, etc. " 1 
This kind of attitude 

muat have given Mrs, Chap=an a lino chance to convince her 

hearers that the metropolitan anti-alnvery society was not, 

actor all, entitled to their obedience or support. 

At a farewell meotiu; for the three American ladies 

on October 2nd, the Bristol cud Clifton Committee further 

resolved its sympathy and support for the American Society. 

They went on to discuss separation from the national society, 

which was now accepted as necessary. Mrs. Tribe brought 

forward a statement and resolutions on separation which ehe 

was aka. ed to revise for the next lull meeting of the Society. 
2 

The Society was nav to form a separate anti-slavery body. 

A series of accusations were made against Broad Street, mainly 

concerning its systematic denigration of Garrison. These 

resolutions were adopted in mid-November at a meeting in the 

vestry of Bridge Street Unitarian Chapel. 3 News of this 

abolitionist declaration of independence was sent to Scoble. 

the national press, and anti-slavery societies throLhout the 

1. Z. U. Dawson to M. Estlin, 5,10.52, Weston Papers. 

a. Minute for 2.10.51, Bristol and Clifton.... Minute BooI;. 

3, Linuto for 13.11.51,4bid. 
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country. Only Dublin, Glosrjovi, and the Uancheator Ladies' 

Anti-Slavery Association replied in friendly terms, 
1 

In 

April of the next year, bfrs. Tribe became its Prosidant and 

Miss Eatlin its Corresponding Secretary, and the tranaitior 

to a fully committed Garrisonian body was complete. 
2 By 

January of 1853, Hiss Estlin could write proudly that the 

merriora "have long since finished their education & so= 

have outstripped their teacher, ..... it is pleasant to 

have no anxiety about them. " 3 

Unlike the authorities at Broad Street Miss Entlintat airy 

was to malte anti-slavery work as active and interesting as 

possible. From the beginning of 1352 onwards, the Society 

publiahod more than any comparable organisation in Britain, 

Its most important work was the long Special Report of the 

IIristol and Clifton Ladies' Anti-Slavery society, which outlined 

its history, described the vokk of the American Garrisonian3 

in the most favourable light, and justified the branch from the 

D, F. A. S. S. with a Statement of the raasous of its Separation from 

tho British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. 
4 it concluded 

that aiw: c the Society warn not directly attached to any American 

body, its energy would he bast expanded "in diffuaina anti-slavery 

1.111nutcs for 19.2.52,4.3.52, ibid. 

2. Minute for 8.4.52, ibid. The process of division 10 
fully described in 3r stol Spccial Report, pia. 32-38. 

3, U. Estlin to H. W. Cbtapzn, 10.1.53, Weston Papers. 

4. Published in London, July, 18312. 
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truth, [and] in removing obstacles to its progress, " 1 

This had no doubt been the reason for the Society's earlier 

full-lon th publication in April, an onslaught on tho Dritish 

Banncar for its disapproval of tho Garrisonians as heretics. 
2 

This wasp also a general compondiun of information which could 

ba circulated nationally to counteract the conservative smear 

cc paigu against the Garrisonians, 7p a lesser extent, the 

name was true of a pamphlet written for a Bristol readership 

by Eftand Quincy. 
3 Addressed to the editor of the Bristol 

Examiner, Quincy had written it from his home in Dedham. 

Although refuting Scoblo's specific charges that the American 

Society had changed in character through developin an "infidel 

tcndcncy}" this also doubled as a piece of Gartisoniun propaganda 

for goncral circulation, 

Exactly the same wish to aptaad as much correct anti- 

slavery luformmation as possible was behind the British initiative 

in 1aimching the Anti-Slavery Advocate in 1832. Its aaaunption 

was that It the public were given uccurat© facts they would 

1, Bristol Special Report, p. 53. 

2, Statements Rospectirtt; the American Abolitionists: by 
t air Opponents and t Heir Friends: Indicating the Ir 
struggio vo; ween u. Lavcry awl r"roeclom in tue unit vu DUL: J 

bsn,, 1852). 

3. E. Quincy, An Examination of the Charges, etc. Quincy was 
attacking the same work by Scob e as Webb in The National 
Anti-Slavery Societies in England and the thiito : taten r, 
Str cturea, etc. No surviving copy of Scob oa Pamphlet 
lies Seen traced, though it was certainly published and 
circulated in this country, possibly privately. 
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automatically move over to the support of the Garrisonlan 

party, The foundation of the Advocate was by no moans the 

work of the Bristol Society. The plans for its emergence 

were laid in November, 1C52 by old )4r. Estlin himself. The 

editorship and publication were taken over by Webb in Dublin. 

Financial support also came from Eatlin's own pocket at the 

outset, and later morenmunific©ntly from Wilson Armistead 

of Leeds. 1 Nevertheless, many of the ladles in Dristol$ 

led by liary Estlin, took part in administration, and oven 

wrote for the early iasuos during the winter of 1852-53.2 

Since the Advocate was a national paper, 
3 

this must have given 

them a sense of participation they had never enjoyed while 

auxiliary to the British and Foreign Society. Again, they 

helped and were helped throughout this period by a genuine 

American abolitionist - Lucretia Mott's close friend Sarah Pugh, 

the Unitarian from Philadelphia who was travelling in Europo 

with Abby Kimber and was to begin her life-long connection with 

1. W. Jazies, op. cit., p. 17. Plans for the Advocate were under 
discussion throughout the saner - E. Mitchell to ?j 30.8.52, 
Weston Papers; Bstlin to 11.11. Chapman, 2.7.52, Estlin Papers, 
II. P. L. f Webb to C. Westout 10.9.52, Weston Papers; Bristol 
Special Report, p. 33. 'ý- 

2, ß. Pugh tp Webb, 14.12.52, Garrison Papers; S. Pugh to 
Di. Estlin, 14.12.52, Estlin Papers, Dr. Williams' Library. 

3. Tim Advocate quickly collected American subscribers, and by 
itss British circulation included a salo of 200 copies in 

Glasgow alone. May to %ebb, 11.11.58, May Papers; imeal 
to M. Estlin, 17.5.53, Weston Papers. 
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Mary Estlin by spending thin wintcr as her chief assistant. 
1 

An abolitionist of cores cxporionco, she had appeared as one 

of the rejected female delogatea at the 1840 World's 

Convention. 
2 

Apart from working with bliss Pugh on tho 

Advocate, the Committee also remained absorbed in work for 

tho Boston Bazaar. As in tha other female abolitionist 

societies of the 1880'x, bazaar work was the largest single 

activity of the Bristol Society, The superbly produced 

Anti-Slavery Album which Liary Carpenter sent to Boston as 

Carly as 1848 is an axampla of the painstaking work which weht 

into the halting up of the annual box for bfrs. Chapman, 
4 

Since 

the anti-slavery movement was alt: ays a way of consumin� the 

ample spare time of middle clues Victorian ladies, the attraction 

of working for a good causa in this way is obvious. The 

American and Foreign Society, with which the ß. F. A, S.. ß corzesporded, 

She first arrived in Bristol in August, after meeting 
the Eatlins previously in Dublin, and decided to stay 
there for the winter a month later. S. Pugh to C. 
Weston, 27.8.52, Weston Papers; S. Pugh to tiebb, 25.0.52, 
Garrison Papers; entry for 21.10.52, Bristol and Clifton..... 
Minute Book. By Dec. 31st she was writing to from Le s 
that 1852' had been a noteworthy year, "if only that it has 
associated me with your own self" - S. Pugh to U, Estlin, 
31.12.52, Estlin Papers, Dr. %%i hams' Library. 

2. G. Lernar, The Griml: o Sisters from South Carolina, pp. 250,296. 

3. Bristol Special Report, p. 13. 

4, titan Carpenter's Anti-Slavery Album has recently been 
acquired by the B. P. ier work on it is mentioned 
by Estlin in Estlin to stay, 2.10.48, Uy Papers. 
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ran no bazaar. The Bristol and Clifton Society, once it 

had abandoned its loyalty to Broad Street, thus had tavgiblo 

activities to offer its members. 

Aüss Uatiin'a Society was always comdtted to support 

of Garrison aftor 1033, Oven Moro so after the visit of the 

sensitiva and tactful Philadelphia abolitionist J. Miller 

McKim in Eßptember of that year. 
' 

Close contacts with 

other British Garrisonians like R. D. Webb, Elizabeth Pease 

Nichol, and Jane 19ighan, had a similar affect. - They 

frequently visited Miss Estlin, nnd took the opportunity of 

attending the Society's committee meetings to discuss whatever 

was cfrrrently happenin , on the anti-$lavory scene. 
2 However, 

tFts iss not to say that the Bristol and Clifton Society 

rs ined closed to suggestions for reuniting the abolition 

movement, Both Estlin and his daughter were less fanatical 

Garrisonians than the leaders of the American movement, Late 

in his life Estlin wrote that the Advocate was intended to 

"make people Garrisoninns without lotting them know they are 

such until they are thoroughly innoculated. " Tb a degree this 

Stn riaco the relatively calm ßriatol attitude to the spread 

of anti-slavery ideas, 
3 

The Estlins, like the S7ighwma in 

1. Minute for 30.9.539 Bristol and Clifton.... Minute Book; 
U. Estlin to Lars. J. LJ. Mcx; in, 11.6.3, Iiay Go octin, 
Cornell Univereity; S. A. Steinthai to McKim, 1.10.53, 
J. Miller UScKin Papers, N. Y. Public Library. 

2. e. g. Minutes for 12.5,54,18.4.55, Bristol and Clifton r 
... Minute Book. 

3. Estlin to M. W. Chapman, 2.12,52, Weston Papers. 
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Edinburgh, initially accepted Chumorovzowlo attempts to 

restore the abolitionist unanimity of the 1830'eß and 

ensured that the local society did the same. 
1 Like other 

Garrisonisns, However, Bristol abolitionists tools Pillsbury's 
2 

side in his vendetta against Chancrovzow. The result W23 

Estlin' c resignation from the D. F. A. S. S. , niter the publication 

of a damaging open letter on its continuing shortcoming, .3 

Though Estlin died three weeks later, nothing more was hoard 

of plans for a renewal of contacts between Bristol and Broad 

Street. Thus although the Bristol and Clifton Society showed 

itself open to talk of unity, it remained staunchly Garrisonian. 

Its conversion by Mary Estlin, in fact, aas the most significant 

dcvclopmont in the history of the Garrisonien movement 

throughout the decade. 

The emergence of the Society as a etron; Garrisonian 

or; nnination was all the more important because of its influence 

in spreading its own form of anti-slavery ideas in other Lest 

Country towns. The Estlins and their followers warn closely 

in touch with Webb"s Croup in Dublin and the Wigham familyi: kn 

Edinburgh, but their most important contacts were with abolitionists 

in the cities of Liverpool and Dridgowat©r, Garrisonian 

1. Minutes for 21.4.53,15". 12.53,16.11.54, Bristol 
and Clifton.... Minute look. See also E3t1Into 
Chanarovzowt 23.4.53t u. Brit. Eiap. U3s. SAO* 
030/129; I4. Estlin to H. W. Chapman, 10.1.53, Weston 
Papers; It. Estlin to A. W. Weston, 4.3.53, ibid. 

2. See bolow, pp. 461-463. 

3, Estlin to Chamorovzow, 21.5.55, Bod. Brit, Enp, Z, tss. ß. 19, 
C157/37l reprint©d in Anti-Slavery Advocate,, July, S. 
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visitors to Liverpool were regularly entertained by its 

Unitarian pastor the Rev. Francis Bishop, who had boaun 

his work as a minister in the West Country town of bx©ter. 

Ile had tried to organise an Exeter auxiliary to the ill- 

fated Anti-Slavery League in 1846,1 By 1850 he was working 

in Liverpool as a missionary among the poor,, keeping in close 

contact with Mary Estlin. lie warned her that he was having 

great difficulties in making abolitionist converts because 

of the gsi tal abhorrence of the heresies connected with it 

by Wright, whose conduct he personally distrusted. He found 

that Liverpool abolitionists were conservative,, and that 

they were afraid to compromise their orthodoxy by supporting 

the Amorican Societq. 
2 At least, however, he managed to 

organiso a small annual Livorpool contribution to thv'IIoston 

IIazaar. After a trip to the U. S. A. in 1852 he returned to 

England as one of the most radical Garrisonian spokesman in 

Britain. 
3 

During McKim's visit he managed to organise a 

Liverpool public meeting for him. 
4 

But he was never able to 

got up any permanent anti-slavery organisation in the city. 

1. Garrison to H. C. Wright, 26.3.46, Garrison Papers. 

2. Bishop to U. Estlin, 30.9.50,4.10.50, Estlin Papers, D. P. L. 

3. C, Wicksteod, The Englishman's Duty to the Free and Enslaved 

American. A Lecture, twice Delivered at Leeds in January. 
lijau (LOULiof & Leea , 1t55JI, p. 1; d. 

9. F. Bishop to J Kim, 1.10.53, Garrison Papers. 
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Evan in the year when contributions should have boon 

increased by the excitement over MciCim"s visit, Bishop had to 

write to Garrison apologising for the smallness of the Bazaar 

box and explaining that it was cause for rejoicing to have 

Liverpool with any place at all in the list of contributors. 
l 

Pillsbury's visit in the following year brought out Bishop's 

Garrisonian sympathies much more clearly. At the 1834 

General Anti-Slavery Conference organised by Chamorovzow to try 

to heal the divisions in the movement, he vociferously 

seconded Pillsbury's attempts to wreck the gathering by 

complaining of previous Broad Street crimes against the Old 

Organisation. 
2 

His speech and Pillsbury's were missed out 

of the Proceedings of the Convention published inter in the 

year, much to the rage of the Advocate. 3 
By this time, Bishop 

was nationally known for his Garrisonian sympathies. The 

peculiar difficulty of opposing conservative Liverpool abolition- 

ists like the Croppers and the Rathbones meant that ho never 

had a local Old Organisation society at his command. Nevertheless, 

his work gives further proof of the close ties between 

Unitarian and Garrisonian thought, and also of the groat influence 

of the Estlin family in the West of England. 

1. Bishop to Garrison, 23,11.53, ibid. 

2, Anti-Slavery Advocate, January, 1855; Bishop to ii. Estlin, 
30.11.54, Garrison Papers= Bishop to Garrison, 9.12.54, ibid. 

3. Anti-Slavery Advocate, Uay, 1855. 
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Much more significant than Bishop's long support for 

the ßarrisoniana was the work of another Yost Country 

Unitarian minister, the Rev. S. A. Steinthal of Bridgewater. 

Unlike Bishop, Steinthal was directly converted to the Old 

Organisation by the Estlins, who occasionally camo to visit 

one of Mary's uncles Dagohot near Taunton, a short distance 

from his pariah. 
1 

Steinthal tits into the pattern of West 

Country opposition to the D. F, A. S, S, which had begun with the 

secession of the delegates from Bath and Devizes in 1843, during the 

crisis over the sugar duties. 2 
The raw material with which 

he had to work was more promising than that which faced Bishop 

In Liverpool. Sympathy for Garrison had been reported among 

Baptista in Bridgewater in 1840, and contribution3 were cent 

to the Boston Bazaar at least then and the year after. 
S 

In May, 185; Stointhal began to preach to his own congregation 

on the duty of testifying to American Unitarians against slavery. 

This aormon was subsequcntiy published and circulated as a 

panmphlet. 
4 

A few months later, licICim's tour throujh the 

West Country, largely mapped out by tue=, iRstlins, gave Steinthal 

1. U. Estlin to McKim, 4.9.53, M Kin Papers, N. Y. Public Libraryt 
Steinthal to H. U. Cbapnan, 28,12.53, Weston Papers. 

2. SOG C. Duncan Rice, 'The Anti-Slavery Interest and the 
Sugar Duties, 1841-1853, ' in Seminar on the Transatlantic 
Slave Trade from West Africa cyc osty ed report, versity 
of Edinburgh Centre of r can Studios, 1465), pp. 54-56. 

3. U. Trend to U. N. Chapman, 5.10.46, Weston Papers; L. Browne 
to L1. W. Chapman, 17,11.46, ibid.; L. Drowns to LW. Chapman, 
1,11.47, ibid. 

4. S. A. Steinthal, American Slavery. A Sermon, preached at 
Christ Church Chiape 

, Bridgewater, on Sunday, Uay the First. 
1853 (Bridgewater, 1853). 
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wider scope. His original intention had been to hold a 

rally at which McKim and the Kentucky Baptist the Rev. Edward 

Uathows would appear together, but in the event fathewa spoke 

independently on September Ist to an audience of a thoudand 

Sabbath school scholars, followed by an adult meeting. 

Steinthal was hopeful that his work would do good, since 

the local Baptist Church was at that time without a pastor, 

and he would have the opportunity of using Its pulpit., 
I 

McKim was than able to speak at a public meeting on September 

26th. 2 Both meetings had been hold with the knowledge and 

support of the old anti-slavery society. However, the most 

outstanding result of L%cI, im's visit was its remodelling as 

a now and fully Garrisonian society. Steinthal himself came 

to Bristol to report on the foundation of this now society 

in aid-November. Ile was introduced to Garrison* ns there 

with the glowing approval of Sarah Pugh's friend Emma Uitchell. 
3 

It was at this point that Mary Estlin began to exert 

pressure on Steinthal by bombarding him with Garrisonian 

newspapers and pamphlets. 
4 

The result was that when the new 

1. E. Mathews to ?, 2.9.53, Weston Papers; Steinthal 
to U. Estlin, 8.8.53, ibid. 

2. 
- 

U. Estlin to )ZcKim, 4,9.53, W im Papers j 11, Y. P. L. ; 
Steinthal to McKim, 1.10,53, ibid.; Steinthal to U, Estlin, 
8.8.53, Weston Papers, 

3, E, Mitchell to A. W. Weston, 20.11.53, Weston Paptrs. 
N. D. This letter is misfiled in the 1833 file of the 
Weston Papers. 

4, Steinthal to LW. Chapman, 28.12.53, Weston Papers. 
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Bridgewater society was aalcod to join the II. F. A. 3. G., it 

refused, like the Bristol one, to do so. The test of 

CSiamcrovarnv' o aincority, Stainthal thought, would coma at 

the conferences planned for the next two years. 
1 Uaanwhila, 

he began to indoctrinate the woefully ignorant Bridgewater 

members,, many of whom did not know there were differences 

between abolitioniata, and all of whom had been "hoodwinked" 

by the Ii. F. A. 8.8. By the airt. umn of iß54, ho appears to have 

been satisfied that the local society was appropriately 

Old Organised. He appeared as their representative at the 

conference of the Garriconion UUanchoat©r Anti"t3lavery League 

which had seceded from the short-lived Anti-Slavery Union. 3 

Like Estlin, however, he Vag conplotely disillusioned with 

Chrmerovzow"b attempts at unity by the fracas of the 183.1 

General Anti-Slavery Coularenco - though he hin elft had 

talsscd the Conference through illness. 
4 

The result was his 

resignation of all connection with the D. F. A. S. ;. lie simply 

wrote that it was no lonncr possible for him to cooperate with 

a society which was prepared to suppress news of the word: of 

1. Ibid. 

2. Steinthal to Uay, 7.11.53, May Papers. 

3. Anti-Slavery Adyocata, Atnust, 1854. 

4.9tointhal to Chumarovzow, 27.11.54, Abd. Brit. Em. Has. S. 18, 
C3ß/99. 

/ 
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Garrison, for the sake of the loss important work of the 

French, Dutch, and Gorzan abolitionists. 
1 Prom this point 

on, the Bridgewater Society continued working as an indopondant 

anti-slavery association supporting the American Society and 

its Bazaar. It lapsed into obscurity, however, when Stointhal 

: moved to Liverpool to b in work there as a Unitarian missionary, 

incidentally takic the post previously held by Bishop. 
2 

The 

remarkable similarity between its history and that of the Bristol 

Society was no accident. It arose partly fron shared Unitarian 

domination, and partly fro= shared West Country origins which 

bred distrust of a national benevolent society based on London. 

Above all, however, it leads backs to the remarkable personal 

influence of the Eatlin family over abolitionists who shared this 

religion and background. 

The influence of the Entlins was not restricted to the West 

Country. They were also involved in organitzin abolitionist 

activities in Leeds, the other inportant growth-point for 

Garrisonr ian idaus during this decade. Althau ;h the Lupton family, 

their most important contacts in Deeds, actually were Unitarians, 

Leeds abolitionists were by no Means all drawn frort one denomination. 

Notwithstanding the anti-slavery conservatism which afflicted 

London Quaker slanders, the most important figure in Leeds was 

Wilson Armistead, a wealthy local nu3tard miller bolon in; to the 

Socioty of Friends. After hin conversion to the Garrisonian 

tnovomont Leeds abolitionists began to distribute tracts on a scale 

1. Steinthai to Cha rov ow, 44.55, ibid., 6/iG3. 

2. Webb to ?, 14.1.57, Weston Papers. 
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which constituted a now experiment in the British anti-slavery 

movement. No serious attempt had previously been made to 

male wori. tng class converts. 
I 

Estlin was typical amontj 

13ritish abolitionists in his aszumption that the 

"lower, & lower-riiddlo classes have not sufficient 
,p personal in uno induce them to taIto it [abolition] up 

warmly, & if they did, they would do little or no 
good. It is not the kitchens & workshops that need 
Anti-Slavery agitation for America's came, but the 
drawing rooms and the salons of the wealthy, &a tlx 
libraries o `"the lo rned. " 2 

This was completely at odds with the plans of Armistead, whose 

Uche s to flood Britain with the mngiaal tiiu o of half a 

million simple anti-slavery tracts implied a ttmi williM. UOSS to 

accept literate working tan aas allies in the Ymov©aaent»3 The 

snzx was true of his nupport for F. W. Chc®son'a Manchester Anti- 

Slavery Watchman, which began its short career by nnnotuncin; that 

its object was to communicate, with the people of the surrounding 

manufacturing districts. 4 

1. An exception is the radical brondsheet distributed to 
Irish emigrants by the Hibernian Anti-Slavery Society and 
preserved as lod. Drit. Etip. Mas. 3.18, Cd/52o. C. Griffith 
to Scoble, 4. . 400 bid., C1? 3, suggests that Walsh 
abolitionists tried to influence emigrants in the auao 
way, though they wrote in their own lan ua. Except for 
extremists like Collins, even schoolchildren were gare 
popular material to work with than workuon. Sea U. Ireland 
to MEW, 3O. 10.83,26.4. CO, flay Collection, Cornell University. 

:. Estlin to May, 1.10.46, May Papers. 

3. Complete sots of these tracts were published in book form 
nj Vivo Hundred Thousand Strokes for 1 reedon (Lccdo, 1833). 

4. Anti-Slavery iiatcl n, November, 1853. sae nano chesson to 
M. teat in, 18.9.53, Uay Collection, Cornofl Vnivarsity. 
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Novorthalaaa, Aruiatocd'a enthusiasm for proselytizing 

the working classes never aado thin forget the i ortunco of 

converting his own social equals. An accomplished scholar 

of extraordinarily wide readin , he contributed extensively 

to propaganda aimed at the middle classes. In 18&1 ho 

produced one longish pasrphlot of this sort, a cc endiun of 

co u nt against slavery and the slave trade by respected 

thinkers of tho past and pr©zcut. 
1 

Ho had already nude a 

collection of stories of individual Negroes who had attained 

cmineiw e in one walic of lilo or another. This conatitutcd 

an attempt to demonstrate the improvability of the Negro once 

and for all, and was the tlicuc of his earlier full-lex th boots, 

A Tribute for the Negro. 2 Armistead was also willing to try 

i oro novel methods in winning middle class converts to abolition. 

no had a thick voles of uma: iu ly stilted poetry dealing with the 

wroraa of the slavo published as a supplement to the Leeds Anti- 

Slavery Tracts. 3 Again, at ono point ho tried to convinco othor 

abolitianiats that funds could be raised by lithaaraphing 

¬oii tionist autographs and selling them at in: lwtcd prices. 
4 

ý. W. Armistead, A Cloud of Witnesses against slavery and 
Oppression, Conti nine; the Acts, Op n on: j, a ant1zacnts 
ov uasA . loco of All ©g on. IM). 

2. W. Armistead, A Tribute for the Negro Manchester, 1843). 

3. TIM® Garland of Frecdomt a Collection of Poems, Chiefly 
iVxtti 81avcry, acloctcd from Various ho3zs-, --icy -a Friend of 
U Negro (London, 2 parts, 11153). 

4, Armistead to C. 15 r, 8.11.54, Ilou; hton Literary, Harvard 
University. 
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More custainod ware his efforts to gain support for cnciowin 

an annual prize essay on almvory+. 
1 By 1837, ho ovum 1usuin 

a companion to the Five Thousand Strokes for rrocclom in a new 

series of Leeds Juvenile Anti-I3lnvery Tracts. 
" P rmistond'A 

plans were not only remarkable for the attention lie paid to 

the working classes, but also for the ingenuity with which 

ho worked to hold the intereat of other sections of tho public. 

Navartholoss, support for the Garriconiana had existed 

in Loads since the idd-forticn. The most interesting local 

loaders were the Lupton fcrslly, Unitarians closely in touch 

with the Estlins of Bristol. Garrison and his friends had 

tried to foziz an auxiliary to the Anti-3lavory Lougw in Leach 

in 1&1ß, and from than until the 1030'a Harriet Upton and her 

father Joseph Lupton, who described himself as a "stuff merchant", 

had been the most important Garriaonian contncta in the city. 
3 

Throughout this parioc3, an annual box was orginiccd by Mrs. Lupton 

to twnd to the Boston Bazaar. 
4 

At the beginnitig of tho dcoado, 

enthusiasm in Lards aase increased by indiction rtainzt the 

Coupro lso of 1850 and the rcuitivo Slave Law. By 1853, Mary t atlin 

1. Armistead to Cf nr o ovzow, 15.4.54, Iiod. Brit. Pup. Mott. S. 18, 
027/58; A. G. R. , 1.6.54. 

2. Ibid., 1.4.57. 

3. U. Lupton to UM, Chapman, 12.10.46, Weston Paars; 
Garrioon to H. D. Garrison, 10.9.46, Harrison Papers. 

4. Lupton to Uaiy, 11.7.51, stay Papers. 
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Could advise I MU that Lesdi Urar "'the cost hopeful place 

for y ow planting a stronghold just at this season. " 
1 

In this saw year, Joseph Lupton reported to May that support 

for the narement had expanded greatly because of the large 

pqmbOr of x sent visits fror Aasvicaz* abolitionists. 
2 Ward 

had lectured in Leeds that week, while interest had also 

been atioulated by earlier visits from McKim and Mrs. 8tow*'s 

party. Sarah Pugh worked In Leeds for several weeks during 

the minter of 1852 to 1853. It was she who provided the link 

botw ox Uary Uatliu, and the gro iag group of Loads ßaxrlso#i»na. 

fier early, work for the Advocate, In December 1852, wail dome While 

she and old Hr. Estlin stayed with they Luptous at äeudi *le7, 

outside Leeds. 3 The ladies Who formed the Leeds Bazaar Contittao 

did not find Garrisonian loyalties inconsistent with an sdniration 

for lira. ßto*o, and their interest gas currently being taken 

up with gathering signatures in support of the Stafford Houso 

Address Inspired by her work. Miss Pugh spent her time in 

Leeds assisting them in this, on the grounds that she did not 

think Sturge and Gurney could do any positive harren by being behind 

the Address. 4 Harriet Lupton and her mother were the at 

i. M. Ystlio to Malin. 25. $. 53. Main Papers l, X. Y. P. L. 

2 Lupton to Mai, 12.10.83, My Pspera. 

3,8. Pugh to U. Estlir, 14.12,52,, ßstlin Papers, Dr. Williau' 
Library. Mary Estlin was currenttq visiting Dublin. 

4. S, Pugh to K. Batlin, 18,12.52, Estlin Papiers, Ar. Willisas' 
Library, 
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important of her allies, but nc names which ahw thought 

important were those or Rirs. irilson Armistead and sirs. Wickstoed, 

the wife of the local Unitarian minister. Por1ipjs the most 

influential was Urs. Edward Baines, ne wife of the well-known 

editor of the Leeds ik. raury, Who later delighted abolitLonists 

and enraged nativist I' arieans by publishing an Addreas to 

American editors on the iniquity of the Fugitivo Glove Law. 
' 

ttis conclusion was ono which lay at the basis of most QArriaonian 

thought - 'I Chrintinnity must conquer slavery or Slavery will 

conquer Christianity. " In 18.152 his wife seems to have boon 

recognised as the most important female abolitionist in Leeds. 

She gras in the chair at the mooting of sixty ladies organised 

by Lira. Lupton and Mss Pugh to launch the Stafford Rouse Address. 2 

Two mouths later, Was Pugh reported a meeting to form a regular 

Anti-Slavery Association. 3 

The composition of this tow Association rraa extraordinary. 

it was the only British anti-slavery body to adopt t1 o dull 

Garrisouian principle of Ihavin an association for abolitionists 

of both saxes, governed . 
by a similarly 'proraiscuotj3f committee. 

1. Leeds Mercury, 1.7.54. A. S. R. , 2.10.54, noted that 
aines Address red ss was to be reprinted with Amtctend's 

comments in the Leeds Anti-Slavery Tracts; a copy 
is preserved In the Widener Library. Pillsbury greeted 
Haines' writing with a rapt letter of than': a - Pillsbury 
to Baines, 5.7.54, Leeds Mercury, 8.7.54. Sao also Pillsbury 
to ?, 8.7.54, Manclheetor 11. auiner, 19.7.54. 

2. S. Pugh to M. Eatlin, 24.12.52, Estiin Papers, Dr. 
Williams' Library. 

ý5 

3. s. Pugh to U. Estlin, 22.2.53, ibid. 
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A copy of the prospectus of the Leads Association has boon 

preserved in the May Collection at Cornell, fortunately with 

manuscript notes, probably Lupton's, on the professions and 

church loyalties of the Comcaitteo members. Armistead was 

President, and Joseph Lupton Vice-President; Ilarriot Lupton 

was one of the Secretaries, and a Mrs, Guest, wife of an 

Independent minister, the other; the Treasurer was Lira. Hamilton 

Richardson, married to a local Baptist lawyer. won the 

Committee members were a large number of clergymen, of several 

denominations; one was the nºav. William Sinclair, described 

as "the principal Fv[nngclical' clergyman of Leeds. " The 

others were the Rev. Thomas Sturgeon, also an Evanjelical, the 

Rev. William Guest, "a very orthodox Independent, " and the 

Rov. James Walcott a Baptist. The other gentlemen on the 

Cozunitteo were Dr. F. W. Irvine, a 'homeopathic doctor, " and 

Mr. Hamilton Richardson, the Baptist. Baines himself did not 

servo on the Committee, although his wife did. The remain M 

lady members were Mrs. Lupton and Mrs. Walcot; a Lira. Brower 

who was married to another of Leeds' Baptist ministers; Mrs. 

Coxen, an Independent widow; M *s. Naylor, a high church lawyer's 

wife; Mrs. Ward of they established church, also married to a 

lawyer; and a Mrs. Scholefield, who was described as the wife 

of a stuff merchant without mention of denomination, but who 

1. Prospectus of Leeds Anti-Slavery Association, 22.2.53, 
y Collections Cornell University Library. 
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was, probably a Unitarian. Perhaps it was because of tho 

enormous difficulty of ever reaching unanimity unong such 

a varied group, that Arnistead's main abolitionist schemes 

eventually had to be oxecutod through the later Leeds Young 

M. n's Anti-Slavery Society. 

Anti-slavery feeling in ? needs was increased throughout 

the year by the visits of other American abolitionists. 

lira. Stowe's reception was doubtless the greatest. nut the 

most important in Garrinonian terms was that of =1m,, who 

lectured in Leads in September before embarking with Sarah Pugh 

fand Susan Cabot for an extremely stormy autu= paßsaüa home in 

the following mouth. 
2 

. Uriall ile, the Rev. Charles Vicksteed came 

out in support of the radical abolitionists. 
3 

Perhaps sensitive 

to arguments that in industrial Leeds at least, raiarity should 

begin at how, he stressed that tmost provincial abolitionists 

were also well known as leaders in domestic philanthropy. 
4 

Slic". 9tecd'a advice was to support the 'Stoweito' Stafford House 

Address. Uavortholeas, ho also came out in favour of the Bazaar 

work which had previously bon done only by firn. Lupton, hor daughter, 

1. Lupton to May,, 12.10,53, My Papars. 

«. S. Pugh to U. Estlin, 23.10.53, Estlin Papero, Dr. 
WWilliaus' Library. 

3. C. Wickatead, The En 1ishann's Duty to tho P me and 
Enslaved JL=ricnn. A Lecture, Twice Dv vercd at eda, 
in January, 1853 Londou C Loeda, 1853). 

4. Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
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and the handful of other female Garrisonians In Laads. 
I 

By the time Wickstccd'a work wan in circulation, early in 

January, 1853, plans for the formation of the Leeds Anti- 

Slavery Association must have been well Advanced. Armistead's 

project for mass circulation of tracts was for onouuh on to be 

advertised, at a price of £3-10/- for fifty copies of each 

tract. 
2 

Later In the year, Richard D. tWebb, delighted at Armistcad's 

sugeztion of reprintit a recent speech of Garrison's as one 

of the Tracts, expressed great surprise at his boing so liberal. 3 

Armiston9 was by no means On Inevitable Garrisonian. It is therefore 

not surprising that in his first efforts to aid the r ovemont 

nationally, he worked through Uroad Street. Dy April, 1833, 

perhaps impressed by the net format of the Reporter, Io was writing 

tlitncrovzow to explain his reasons for embarking on the Tract 

scheme, and ask for the nano and support of the D. P. AS. S, in 

their distribution. 4 110 explained that since Scoble had discouraged 

his plans for cheap publications, he had begun producitj eighty 

or ninety tracts on his own responsibility. No also told 

Charwrovzow of the formation of the new independent Leeds Association 

1. Ibid., p. 18. 

2. Ibid., pp. 20-24. 

3. Webb to M. Estlin, 23.7.53, Weston Papers. 

i 

4. A=ißtcad to Cho oorovzöw, 7.4.53, Doti. Brit. Emp. )Xau. 8.18., 
C27/40. 
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because-of the iee1in, that sot thing must be dono during 

this period. Yot he still wrote cordially, and au1aoquontly 

sogt sets of the Tracts for review in the Rop rtor. In return 

for coverage in the Reporter, he made personal efforts to boost 

its circulation in Lcod3. All who subscribed half a crown 

to the now Association xacnivcd the Advocate free. Five shillings 

also entitled thbm to copies of the Reporter. Since the 

Association's foundation, the local circulation of the latter 

had thus gone up by thirty copies. 
2 

This curious plan to atop up the circulation of two mutually 

opposed journals was characteristic of Aruistead'a asseution, 

really foreign to zealots on both wings of the movement,, that 

all Zorns of abolitionist activity were contributinr3 in their 

way towards the overthrow of slavery. When the Tracts were finally 

issued, the Advocate In turn printed a eulogy of h1 work bn 

Five Thoudand Strokes for rrcodon - 

"Thera in a man in Leads, and his na is Wilson 
Armistead. No is a member of the Society of Friends. 
Thera is another of the same society in Bristol... 

use name is Joseph Eaton... In the vollaxes before us 
wo have evidence that what Joseph Eaton has done for 
the temperance cause in England is here attempted - 
for he is not a rich man - by Wilson Arniatedd for 
the abolition of slavery. " 3 

The response of the Manchester Anti-Slavery Watc1man was similar. 
4 

1. Armistead to ChAnarovzo r, 13.4.33,10.8.53, ibid., 
""""- 027/50, C27/53. 

2. Armistead to Chcmarovzov, 9,0.83, Ibid.. c27/54. 

3. Anti-Slavery Advocator October, 1853. 

4. Anti-Slavery WatcIxman, December, 1853. 
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Initially Armistead's plans were well received by both 

ruins of the movement, while ho aimed at conciliating both. 

In November 1853, he even sent the Leeds IIazear Box to Garrison 

with a request that he should forward similar contributions to 

the rival Philadelphia one, and, even more narvoly, olio Douglass' 

gated Rockester one. 
1 As late as mid-1854, Armistead was 

able to air his plans for an anti-slavery essay in the ße; ß r. 

Which went on in October to compliment abolitionists in Leeds 

by reprinting Baines' Leeds Mercury Address in full. 2 
i rmistead's 

plan was still to encourage Dritish abolitionists to wr ric in 

unity wherever possible. When prevented from attending 

Ciiamerovzaa's 1834 Convention by the illness of a relative, he 

wrote with admirable detach: ncnt that the inovemant'e Greatest 

difficulty was "a lac:: of cordiality and mympathy with one another. " 

It should be accepted that although there were "different mbdva 

of operation yet all may tend towards the promotion of the same 

great end. " 3 

As in the case of Eetlin, Steinthal, and Bishop, what brot: c 

down Armist®ad's willit4ness to cooperate with the Broad :. Street 

Cocnuittco was his discontent at the way this ýn a Convention was run. 

Ile was greatly offended at the way in which ilia latter of advice 

1. Armistead to Garricon, 11.11.53, Garrison Papers. 

2. A. i3.13., 1. G. 54,1,10.54. 

Z. Armiatend to Clzazorovzow, 27.11.54, 
Dod. Brit. Ern. U. 3.18, C27/62. 
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to the Convention was disregarded. Ater calling for united 

action, it deplored the lack; of cooperation between anti-slavery 

societies and "the American abolitionists who have long been so 

nobly bearing the burden and heat of the day. " ßy going on to 

defend them fror the charge of infidelity, he made it clear 

that he had the Garrisonians in mind. He insisted that it was 

essential to unite with them. The real infidels were the 

Doctors of Divinity who supported slavery, "Who bring the Dible 

to support such wickedness. " lie vent on to mention the schemes 

for tract circulation and prize essays, and finally to call 

for abstinence frone slave produce. 
1 

Since the article he held 

most important was cotton, and the II. F. A. S. C, had consistently 

shrunk from calling for a ban on the slave cotton on which 

Lancashire depended, Armistead'e manifesto would have been 

embarrassing to Broad Street quite apart from Its endorsement of 

the darri®oninns. It was certainly not read out at the Convention. 

Arra38tctd's ch ip at this slight was great, the morn especially,. 

as he plaintively wrote, ainco "It was purposely not long; and 

legibly copied, " 2 Fror this point on, `there iss little evidence 

of cooperation with Dread Street on the part of Armistead end 

otlicr Leeds abolitionists, though the Reporter did give the Juvenile 

3 
Anti-Slavery Tracts favourable reviews on their appearance in 1&57. 

Z'i Ibid. 

.. irr 

2. Ariistaad to Ctitrscrov. ow, 4.12.54, ibid.: 097/03. 

3. A. S. R., 1.4.57. 
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As in tho caso of Bridgc ester and Bristol, the epoll of good 

rolations butweon C2ha wrovzar'n romodollod D. F. A. S. L. and 

Loads Garrisonian5 canto to an and in rvsponsio to tho obvious 

flew Organisation character of the 1854 Convention. 1 For the 

rest of the decades Armistead Worked independently. Perhaps 

his most important period of activity contrcd round Eillsbury's 

second Leeds visit in Uoccmber, 1855.2 Armiatead's personal 

contribution to the movass nt during this period was the planning 

of his own highly scholarly abolitionist works, which allowed 

an appreciation of the existence of the Negro'raco an an entity 

with collective historical traditions, much beyond that of his 

generation. A Tribute for the Negro remains the most important, 

thoujh it is interesting that unliko the Tracts, it was published 

by Armistead in an edition tauch too expensive to circulate among 

the generality of abolitionists. lie continued organising 

publications on the Negro and abolition until the end of the decade. 

fluch of Armiatcad'a importance in the Garriaonian movement 

of the fifties lies in the stress he laid on unity between the 

various factions of abolitionists. Like Chamcrovzo7, his hope 

van that the schisms of 1041 might be healed. Certainly the new 

1. Sao belawO pp. 458-463. 

2. Guilty or not Guilty? A Few Facts and Feelings 
Rega ii the Religious I3odi" of Acaorica in the 
Matter 1T$ vary; Ming a Report of an-Anti-Slavery 
Uoeting hold in Bo grove Chapel, Ueda, c. 10t # 
1855... Levis iron the Columns of the Loeda Mercury 

oda, 1853 , Pro o uc y Armistead. 
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decade saw the emergence of now darrisonian bodies in Leeda, 

ßrid cuater, and Bristol, and the creation of Tappanito societies 

in Glasgow and Edinburgh. However, attempts were ales bein5 

made to check the disintegrative tendencies which the British 

movement shared with the A orican one. Chumarovzow"s plans 

have already been described. The second or Carrieonian 

project for reunifying the movement, went along the entirely 

different lines of organiuitg a new national anti-slavery movement 

to break Broad Street's claimed monopoly of abolitionist orthodoxy 

in the country. At the same time, however, it was hoped to 

induce D. P. A. 9. S. members and all other abolitionists to cooperate 

on a platform wide enough to accomuodato all eludes of opinion. 

This plan, like Chamerovzow'a, tailed completely, The desire 

for unity is illustrated by the attempt to found the itanchestor 

Anti-Slavery League, but this attempt was quite unauccosaful. 

The 1841 schisms had now reached a point whore dioaj*reemonts were 

irrcconcileable, with the boat of intentions. 

The leading figures in the formation of the 1854 Manchester 

I. eaguo were Thompson and his son-in-law Fredcrick W. Gleason. 

Thompson had returned fron his 1850-51 trip reinforced in his 

sympathy for the Garrisoniaus. He had quickly lost his seat at 

Tower Hamlets. He than plunged back into the anti-slavery novenant 

until his financial difficulties drove hin into taldn; a poet in 

a dubious and ill-fated Indian commercial house. i 
Their efforts 

1. See below, ppa 464-465, monpson's 1850 visit i ices 
important than his 1334 ono, and cannot be examined here 
duo to lack of space and surplus of evidence. 
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in orianising the Lea uo arose out of the diaintc; ration of 

the Unnchestor Union [Anti-S1nvcryj Society, a multi-factional 

but local body founded in the autumn of 1833. The most active 

figures in its formation had boon Sturge, Chumcrovzow, and Thompson, 

as usual willing to cooporato with British Nm Organisation 

loaders at times when the sides were not at odds over any 

specific issue. At thin sta; v, the Union made no attempt to 

take an independent national role, and remained formally an 

auxiliary of the B. P. A. S. 3. I Partly because of this, and partly 

because it had been founded with the help of Ilov. Frcdcrick Ilemr ing, 

an t rican Wesleyan understood to be an event of the A, P. A. S. S., 

Chanson at least was doubtful about the wisdom of becoming 

connected with the Lianchcstar Union, although it was avowedly 

unsecterian. 
2 

On the other hand, the influence of Charnerovzow 

and Thompson ensured that the Union was by no nouns closed to 

Garrisonians. Cheaaon finally did givo hic support to the now 

Lianchostvr Society. Be also used Union funds to publish his little 

paper, the Anti-Slavery Watchman, until its short life ended with 

his own and his father-its-law's resignations. After the Union's 

meetings were over, and its cowititution had been drawn up to be 

prevented to u first public rally on November 24th Chosson wrote 

approvingly of its term. 3 At this same meeting on the 24th, he 

1. A. fl. it. # 1.12.53; Anti-Slavery Advocate, 
Oat. 1853 9 Jan. i 1U4. 

2. Ibid., Oct., lß53. fde ing was actually agent for the American 
&3iaý ionaryuAaaocisition. , but had agreed to accept funds on 
Tappan's behalf if theuc actually came his way - 1t. 3.1t. , Uay, 18$4. 

3, Anti-Slavery Watchman, Dec., 1853. 
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became its Secretary. ' 

It wes not lone, howovor, before the Union Anti-Slavery 

Society began to split into its component parts. Chanson 

made no secret of his strong Garrisonian sympathies. When 

the first number of the Watchman came out in November in 

preparation for the Union inaugural of the 24th, it was 

uncompromisingly Old Organised, and Cava no hint of the interest 

in reunification shown by Cha=rovzow at the preliminary meeting 

of the previous month. 
2 Although this me©tinjs hold in October 

10th in the Friends' Mating House, was briefly reported, most 

of the paper's thirty paces was given over purely to Gaxrisonian 

propaganda. The first pago hoadin; carried a quotation from 

Thompson, The loader promised that the Watchman would "Carefully 

exhibit (thaj dark treachery [of the churches) to Christ",, and 

expozo the falsity of thoir cry of infidelity. It would also 

denounce all saatarionicts within the anti-slavozy movement, and 

attack any "roan who refuses to cooperate with another in the 

overthrow of the monstrous curse of slavery..... because they 

hold different opinion on certain theological points. " The very 

next article, naming tenet assured readers that Garrison was 

"a moral end intellectual giant in the contest with the iron- 

hearted tyrants of the coloured race. " The tone of the Anti- 
3 

Slavery Watchman was the sane in each of its two rcnair tj issues. 

1. Anti-Slavery Advocate, Feb., 1834. 

3. Anti-Slavery Watch =n, Nov., 1853.. 

3. Ibid., Dec. t Jan. # 1833. 
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Even Eliza ligham, always sympathetic to those who hoped 

for unity, vzroto to her new friend chamerovzow that "I quite 

like Chesson, but I think his zeal so times oversteps 

prudence. "ý 1 

Apart from the recogniecd difficulty of accomnodsting 

Masson, however, the now Union also failed to attract support 

from some of the most influential Garrisonians in the country. 

There is no mention of its existence in any of J. B. Estlin or 

Mary Estlin's letters, probably because the old man was at this 

time recovering from a serious illness,, More significantly, 

the G. ®. 8., at this stage enjoying; a temporary revival, was lass 

than cordial to the new Society. The Coztitto© had been 

prepared to meat Chamerovzow during his autumn visit to : cotland, 
2 

After Cheaaon had written givinj information on the proceedings 

in Manchester, however, they tact on December 20th to discuss a 

reply prepared by Professor Nichol, now the husband of Elizabeth 

Pease. 
3 

Nichol's Address, which was finally adopted, accepted 

Cheason'e claim that the ground of the Union should be "broad, 

clear, and unmintakeablo. " It went on to examine the Itanchoster 

constitition, noting the inconsistency of its retaining the, status 

1. F. Wigham to C uMtrovzow, 15.11.53, Bod. Brit. Inri). Uz s. 5.18, 
Ci60/218. 

2. Minute for 17.10.53, G. L. S. Minute Books, IV. Actually 
Chamorovzorx did not appear at this emoting, duo to being 
detained in Edinburgh after misunderstanding information 
given him by Eliza EYighan. Sea E. Wigham to Chaaarovzow, 
15.11.53, loc. cit. 

3, Minute for 20.12.53, G. E. S. Minute Books, IV. 
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of a B. F. A. S. S. auxiliary and yet reserving the right to 

"special and independent action. " Broad Street's past 

policy had been such as to lose it the leadership of the 

cause. It had repudiated British India action, and rejected 

the influence of America by throwing its only effective anti- 

slavery agency overboard. Again, during the sugar duties 

crisis, It had tried to commit British abolitionists to 

"restricted commerce. " Finally, Nichol was suspicious of 

the fact that although the Union constitution opened membership 

to all sects, it made no mention of the "irreligious, " or those 

who might be considered to belong to "no sect. " Experiänce 

showed that this kind of phrasing had provided a loophole for 

the orthodox in the past. This document creates the suspicion 

that it was impossible to win in conciliating committed 

Garrisonians. But it also gives an indication of the failure 

of the Manchester Union to find the ground of compromise ohich 

its broadly-based constit Lion was aiming for. At the name 

time its troubles with Chesson were loading rapidly to the 

disruption of the Society. 

Tho third and last issue of the Anti-Slavery Watchman had 

the unpleasant tarsi= of reporting tho collapse of the Union 

Anti-Slavery Society under the strain of trying to acco n]odate 

both the views of Cheason and those of Dread Street syrapathisora, 
1 

The issue which was discussed at a series of mcotit s in Doca r, 

and which finally produced gieason's resignation as Socrotary on . 

1. Anti^, 31nvory Watchman, Jan., 1854. 
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January 6th, was the appointment of the Rev. Frederick 

Ilecsning as its agent, IIo was elected by the casting vote 

of the Chair, after debate over his prejudices against Garrison. 

Subsequently he turned on his critics by malting specific charges 

against Chesson, whom he claimed had personally attacked him 

in the Advocate and the Watchman, although he was not an agent 

of the A. F. A. 3. ß. At the Qama tuna, he admitted holdita the 

opinion that Garrison was an Infidel, The aºeotintj was closed 

before Chosson could iaako any reply, and the final mault was 

his resignation,, followed soon after by Thompson's. I With 

these resignations the Manchester Union effectively collapsed. 

Nothing torarg was seen of the flamboyant little Watchmn. 

With a frnnkcnosa which would have been totally foreign to his 

predecessor, Chamerovzow had a full account of the schism in 

? Janchasstcr Inserted in the Reporter, with a list of the names of 

the seceding ninority. 
2 

tie concluded characteristically that 

"we deeply regret this rupture, believing that division Wong 

abolitionists... tends to stronnthen the hands of the slave poser. " 

They samo issue of the Reporter izncludod a notice that a "North 

of Enalmnd Anti-Slavery and India reform League" had just been 

formed, in Manchcater. Later referred to simply as the ganchoster 

Anti-Slavery League, this took the place of the Union Anti-Slavery 

society. It was constituted by Manchester and other Garrisonisan 

loaders its an independent organisation to counterbalance the 

1. Ibid.; Chosson to %%ebb, 16.1. i, printed in Anti-. 1Qvcrp 
Mvocnto. Feb.. 1854. 

2. A. J. R., 1.3.54. 

y4 iL. 
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B. F. A. S. S, nationally. It was also hoped its appeal would 

be wide enough to act as a force for unity in the incroasingly 

fragmanted movement, Garrisonians undoubtedly shared some of 

Chanerovzow's wish to be done with old rivalries. Even the 

American McKim considered Chanson had been too impulsiv© in 

the controversy over the Watchman, the foundation of which he 

thought had been not only " ve. xy ill-advised" but "entirely 

un-advised", 
1 

I11so Pugh wrote unhappily of "the poor 'Happy 

Fa: ailyý at Uanchoster - scattered to the four winds of heaven. " 2 

Mary Estlin, too, referred to the coilpase of the Union Society, 

unmistakeably regretfully, as "the Uanchcater muddle. " 3 

Chosson actually began to work for the now League itucdiatoly 

after his resignation, and reported that it was "in embryo" as 

early as nid-January. 
4 Miss Estlih was pessimistic about its 

chances of success, and prophesied that it would fall to piccos 

"for want of a soul in the three 1: ingdoma qualified to take the 

holiF. " Cheßson described the proposed League an nimii to 

"originate a iaovemcnt in the manufacturing districts" and unite 

friends of the American society throuchout the country, Ila spant 

most of the summer working to organiso a national Conßorenco to 

1. IJcKim to Webb, 8.1.54, Garrison Papers. 

2. S. Pugh to Webb, 24.2.54, Garrison Papers. 

3. U. Estlin to E. Weston, 16.1.54, Estlin Papers, B. P. L. 

4. Cihosson to Wabb, 18.1.54, loc, cit. 

5, if. Est1it to E. Weston, 10.1.54, loc. cit. 

6, cheeeou to M. W. ChUpI n, 17.1.51, Weston Papers. 

r 
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be hold in Manchester - under the Louguo' a auspices, In August. 
I 

The avowed aim of the Manchester Conference was to work towards 

restoring unity in the movemcnt, and it was wholeheartedly 

supported and attended on this ground by Armistead. Nevertheless, 

even the long suffering Chamorovzow suspected with some justice 

that it was being organised as a Garrisonian plot to subvert 

the national Conference planned by the D. F. A, S. B, for November* 

lie had received several bewildered letters showing that the 

abolitionist public saw the Manchester Conference as having 

been got up in opposition to his one. lie personally feared 

that it had been arranged to give Pillsbury and his friends 

"the opportunity of abusing the Broad St. Cozmaittce, openly, 

as they have done privately. " Many of those whom they wished 

to attract to the causa would have supported one Conference, 

but would now be deterred by the presence of "two Richmonds 

in the field. " Although Lary Estlin replied that the alms 

of the two Conferences were not mutually exclusive, and that all 

the landing, lights of the Manchester League - Chosson, Est2in, 

and the Rev. Dr. Guthrie - were in favour of union, Chanarovzow 

remained unconvin+ced, 
3 

T ho Broad -. 8trect SccrctDry'ß fears were only too well based. 

Alttiocuh Clinmorovzow was Lair enough to cover the Ltanclteator 

1. Anti-Slavery Advocate, Feb., Au., 1854. 

2, Cüruaarovzow to LI. Estlin, 24.7.54, Garrison Papers, 

3, U, E tlin to Chamerovzoar, 31.7.54, (copy), Garrison 
papers; chamarovzow to U. 1atlih, 1.8.54, ibid. 
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Conference in the ßo orter, it was Atto2H1ed by many ä arrisoni in 

cclobritica, including Pillsbury, Dizhop, Stointhal, and 

Armistead. 1 The delegates resolved initially that the Conference 

should be composed of all those believing that slavcholdi't 

was a sin, irrespective of sox, sect, or party. They than 

went on to debate five topics - the result of the 1833 Emancipation 

Act, the Nebraska Bill, "the charges preferred against the 

American abolitionists, " the t ovonont for the dissolution of the 

American Union, and British cooperation with America. The last 

three topics were discussed in such terms an to give rise to 

a violent controversy on Sabbath observance in the Scottish Prosn. 

With a fine blindness to Scottish distrust of Unitarian., 

Pillsbury had presented it with cormionto from S. J. May dofcndin; 

American abolitionist rallies hold on Sundays. 2 
In spite of 

this und other disagreements, iwvrovor, Chanson was convtnccd 

that the Conference had been a bt a success at the cxpcw e of 

the D. F. A. fl. 9. fa wrote delightedly to May that its activities 

"worn, I trust,, the co= ncolent of a now era of revival... for 

the lo n(; Anti-Slavery cause in this country. 

1. A. 9. RR., 1,9.54; Fxtrscts from Blanchester Exnmincr, n. d., 
in Anti-Slavery Advocate, Sept.,, 1i154, 

2, Scottish Press, 22.9.54, extracts and correspondence keprinted 
in An ' ov©ry Advocato, Nov.,, 2034, 

3, C1wsson to ? Say, 28.8.54, Uay Papers, 
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After November he expected they would be able to found a 

national organisation, "unlash an oxtraordinary light ahouid 

down on Now Broad Streot, " Stainthal wau lass optiTnitatic, 

but felt that good had been done in apxoading information, 

and especially in bringing the A=ricon Society "prominently 

before the public. " 1 

U tartunatoly the Lianchcatcr Lcn; uo ran into oc wholzdx 

difficulties even before Cbnia rovzow'Q NNovcabor contoronca. 

Like the old Anti-Slavery Las uo, It lacked the foresight to 

croate a pcrmanont national organisation and the gunds to 

maintain one, Pillsbury, its only prominent American supporter, 

was too for gono tu tho charaotoriatio informality of a millonial 

reformer to think in those terms, British adherents of national 

ttatuai llkO Thoup3oT, Bishop, Did Stointhu]. soon rettrnod to 

thoir haus and loft tho Loaguo to its own dovicon. Tho only 

prominent person connected with it vrlw rcmainod in Manchester 

was Ch ssom. With a wife to provide for it was impossible for 

him to wort; permanently for an organisation which had no incoao 

qnd paid no salaries. Soon aftor tl a ho continued hißt career 

an a journalist by joinin; with Tho on to flout their ill-fated 

paper,, The Empire. 
2 Luck of taanoy was the Lowe =in t wjbcar. 

Without ttuIs in the first in3tanco, it was impossible to found 

A na rnpaper, pay lacturera and ngonta to fort nw iliurien, or 

1. Stotntluil to May, 17.8.54, ibid. 

2. Saat Of C sson'c articles In The Empire are prescrved in 
Thompson Scrapbooks, VII, Cheßiuný' bsequently becnmo 
pu Locrvtary OT-the Aborig, non' Protection Society. 
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" 
provide calories for perruanant cxi'icials, Without tliaso 

bonefita, thorn wan no hope Of acquiring any funds in tho 

future. The only two men in Enalnnd with Garrisonian 

sympathies and the knowledge, administrative ability; and 

above all money to set the Lcarºua on its foot nationally worn 

Eatlin and Armistead. Both apparently wished the venture Wee, 

but ono aase fatlint; in health, while the othor was absorbed in 

his sciiczaea for cheap abolitionist puhlicntion3. In any case 

they were less alosöd to aonsideriM t attorbvzow'a plan] for 

unity than a psychotic like Pillsbury or a tactless enthusiast 

like chanson. As Mary Estlin had prophesied, the League suffered 

dismally from lack of sound leadorahip, It was in a precarious 

state by mid-November. AlthotCh the bitternea3 created by 

Pi11abur r'a prasanca in Ltanchostor had abated, and fw apparantly 

had no other rcason for shunniu; Cbnzncrovzow's Contaronca, 

Chasson was forced to write that he could not attend it because 

the LP, ugtK3 was too heavily in debt to pay the expenses of a 

representative, Although he finally raiacd money to attend 
2 the I3. F. A. 8. S. Conference, as dole ato for both Uanchostor 

Looguo and HancI o fiter Conlcroncc, this was tho last official 

act of cithor. The atteant to Siva both national atatus had 

been prcn taro, and perhaps o (Ivan more difficult by the 

1. Che3son to Chamerovzow, 10.11.54, Dod. Brit. Emp. Mo. S. 1S1 
C20ä/OO, 

2. Chanson to A3amoravzov, 29.11,54, ibid., 029/07. 
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acrinon7 ohaam by Pillsbury to all non-0arrisonlans. Chos3on'a 

lottorn to Cha=rovzow roturned to cordial terms after 

Pillsbury loft lzancheeter, a tho Loagno daclined. 1 TItß 

attci pt to not up n united national organisation separate fron the 

ß. i. A. S. S. failed. Iiavinc two Ilichnonda in the national 

field was simply not practical, nut at leant the ovante in 

Manchester made it clear that Garricanians shared tho basic 

deairo to consolidate national anti-slavery energies, oven 

it this involved making limited concessions to the other aide. 

C1iamorovzow's plane for reunification of the movetaout 

failed for vary different reasons. Liho Chanson, his hopes 

wore finally shattered after an attempt to organics a national 

Conference in the autumn of 1834, He encountered groat difficulties 

in the intransigence of Garrisonian opponents, especially 

American ones currently visiting this country. British 

Garrisonians, loft to themselves, might have been Clad to respond 

to his ovortur s, as the reactions of ISary Estlin, Eli--a tii8ham, 

Armistead, and Estlin to his early char; os in the working of the 

Broad Street *aachincry indicato. Evan tho now thoroughly radical 

Bristol and Clifton Ladios' Anti-5livory Society sent hin a 

resolution approving off hiss work2 In fact British Gnrrisonians 

had to have poor Cham©rovzow'a 'hypocrisy' demonstrated to thcat 

by M aricau visitors whoso adtico they wore untortunatoly too 

prone to tako. 

1. Ibid. 

2. Minutc_"for,, 21, -,, 4.53, Bristol and Clifton.... Minute Book. 
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It is Oasq to sae Why American aarrisonians woro so 

quick to misunderstand the changes coda by Chamarovzov. 

Unaccustomed to thinking in national terms, in spite of the 

names of the American and American and Foreign Societion, they 

did not take allowances for the latitude given to profcsaional 

secretaries of the national British benevolent societies. 

Without any day to day supervision from their employers, they 

were able to put forward many of their own ideas ae thoao of the 

Society, and in effect turn it in whichever direction they 

thought best. The tendency of committee members not residing 

in London to receive information through their Secretary, mount 

that his control over propaganda gave hire the power to maintain 

the policy he selected. Monthly or quarterly committee meetings, 

again because of the power of Secratatioa to select information, 

were not necessarily an affective check on their power. The cane 

was even true of Anniversary Moot tugs, whore the membership of a 

Society seldom did more than approve of the actions of the Committee, 

whose ideas and plans wore frequently those of the Secretary. 

In this sense there was doubtless coo literal truth in the accusation 

that Scoble had "duped" the D. F. A. S. S. loaders. 1 The corollary 

missed by Jtnarican Garrisoniann was that if Scoble could deceive 

the Co ittoo it was fair to aaeusm that Chamorovzow could undeceive 

them, The evident chanZa in the national society's attitudes from 

1853 on+vards was not another banifestation of New Organisation hypocrisy. 

1. e. g. let11n to M. W. Chapman, 26.5.51, Weston Papers. 
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The case was simply one where the businessman in charge of 

the D. F. A. B. S. were again taking the short-cut of accepting 

the views of the man in charge of the day to day running of 

the Society. The change in its policies may have arisen from 

intellectual laziness. But it should not have been dismissed 

as a now plot to gull the philanthropic public. It was because 

they roalisod this that British Garrisoniana responded to 

Chamarovzo's overtures. It was became their American friends 

tailed to realise this that those overtures toiled to reunite 

the movement. Pillsbury was thinkitk; within the mistaken 

assumptions of all American Garrisonians when he wrote retrospectively 

that 

"what they could not affect in Broad Street through 
the lies & slanders of Scoble, they meant now to 
achieve through tho spacious & snoothfaced diplomacy 
of Chamarovzow "- but the utter ruin of our repiltation 
in this country & the alienation of our few roainjhv 
friends & coadjutors tine the object sought 
beyond all controversy. 

To vindictiveness of Pillsbury do =cd Chuuearovzow'c efforts 

throughout the second year of his Socrotaryship. IIa had nailed 

from ßaston in January, and was cnthusiastically wolcomod by tho 

March Advocate, 2 Among the leant tactful of the American 

GarrisonL*na, second only to Wright in his red-hot anticlericalism, 

1. Pillsbury to May, 2.2.53, L! y Papura: 
^y-., to Webb, 25.10.54, ibid. 

See also 

2. Anti-. 31awry Advocate, March, 1854, 
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he gras predisposed to distrust Gha=rovzow's plans for unity. 
I 

his May in Britain was Complicated by his sistioring iron COvoro 

psychological disorder. Even Mary Eatlin commented on 

"the diseased way in whibh his lind fastens upon erroneous 

views of a suhject, " 2 
Evidently a manic depressive, Pillsbury 

swun; backwards and forwards between periods of normalcy and 

spells when his hatred of other abolitionists made any kind 

of workit compromise or oven nano dobato impossible. Janes 

Russell Doll cast him in the Lottern from Boston an an Old 

Testatlant prophet - 

"a terrible denouncer ho 
Old Sinai hums unquonchably 
Upon his lips; he tdjht well be a 
Hot blazing soul trat Siercn Judea, 
Habakkuk, Ezra, or Itosca, of 3 

The dc=uds of prophothood ;, md. th un7 fora of dialogue with the 

Coast isp o tiblo, During 1054, ? ilisbury'n rancour eroded and 

finally dcstroyod much of tho c or trg Goodwill between Cliamarovzow 

and thu British Garriuonians, 

Pillsbury's attitudo to, plan for unity was m ado cloar in 

his rcapona4 to Chamcirovzo: v'a Invitation to attand tho ß. F. A. 3,0. 

1. Pillsbury had first becamq prouinont as a colleague of 
l ogars in New Hampshire, and later did auch of his itinerant 
2aaturin as the companion of the oxtrsaiat Stephen Forstar. 

Ui:. noto on rotation bot v on Pillsbury and Cbanerovwow, 
? rclx, 1853, My Papors. 

3. J. R. Uwall, "Notes from Boston, " in ConP1ota Lb ticnl 
tt'orics (Boston, 1806), p. 112, quoted by ©. Shona n, 

Eop xat of Liberty: the Life and Times of Wendell PIU11ips 
!. ", 

Ims) 
, pp. 70-. O. 
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Anulvoronry in My. Previous to thin ha had done littlo 

active worl;, - due to becoming ill during an early visit to 

Dublin*I On being approached by t crovzow, ho refused 

to attend without reason, although Brown and Thompson did 

in fact appear, Subsequently he ridiculed the invitation 

in a letter written to stay for publication in the Liberator. 
9 

no claimed that ho had known nothinj of the D. F. A. S. S. Sccrotary, 

and that his invitation "appoared a farce -a tiara malo-bcliove - 

&I thought it was generally so regarded. " Chamerovzaar'o 

account was more destructive to Pillsbury's reputation for 

civility. Los before the A. G. L1., ho had asked him to visit 

his at homo, The invitation was cordially accepted, although 

the party subsequently had to be cancelled duo to Tho °asou's 

b®iuj unable to Como, lWombile, Pillsbury had begun uttcckiug 

him in the prass. Ila rejected the invitation to the Anniversary 

on the published grounds that "ha regarded it as an insult. " 

Finally, he did coma to the meeting, although he steadfastly 

refused invitations to speak. As Clamaarovzow corapli2incd to Miss 

Lstlin, it was difficult to know how to please her friends. 11o 

had tried to oblige those who co plained of McICii"a not being 

invited to the previous anniversary by issuing the invitation to 

Pillsbury, only to find that he appeared to take credit for his 

refusal. 
3 Miss Eatlin meanwhile arranged for hips to meat bra. 

1, Webb to Ray, 8.3.54, stay Papora. 

2. P111sbury to May,, 2. G. 54, ibid. 

3. Clean orovzow to Ld. Estlin, 24.7.54, Garrison Papers. 

-- 
9 
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Chapman and bar entourage in Paris. on visiting har there the 

previous year,, Sarah Pugh had found her without any confidence 

in the chanco of Secretaryship and policy at Broad Strcot, 
1 

A year later, ums reached her that Airs. Chapman was about to 

"deal with" Chamerovzow, and convince him "that this lovit 

harmony which he fondly hoped.... [tors.... is a thing iwpoa iblo. ', 2 

2davertholcsa, thera to no doubt that lUss Eßtlin aar the tua©tinC in 

Paris as a way of exposing Chamorovzow to unadulterated Old 

organisation abolitionism. Mra. Chapman, unlike Pillsbury, 
3 

see=. to have been uncharacteristically pleasant to ChatiroVz . 

on the other hand, her personal attitudes were little affected, 

Although she had found Chammarovzow hi= alf well-disposed, sho 

still felt that Garrisonian power as a group arose fron "ctayin 

snubbed. " She hoped he would soon realise he aas beirr; used 

tins a tool" 
4 gor Pillsbury, however, the fact of an interviow 

having been given by the much-adulated lira Chapman was enou ;h 

to increase his hatred for Chamerovzaw and breed distrust of the 

gstlins, who had first conciliated him, no complained that 

Chamerovzow never gave Garrisonian introductions to the Sturges 

and Alexanders; of his own Eceeutive Committee, but could still ask 

for letters "to our most distinguished personages and fancies himself 

1.0. Ingh to U. Eetlin, 2E. ß. 53, Ectiin Papers, Dr. Williams' Library. 

2. S. Pur h to U. Estlin, 28.8.54, ibid. 

3. C. Voreston to U. Estlin, 20,8,54; Chamerovzow to U. Estll. n, 
24,8.54, both Garrison Papers, misplaced in 1883 file. 

ý! 

4. UU. VV. c1 opman to Garrison, Qct. , 1854, Garrison Papers, 
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quitt good enough to associate with them. " 1 

Cy the time the question of attending the November 

Contcrouao arose, Pillsbury was thus thoroughly at odds with 

char rovz0w,, In fact it was somewhat out of character for 

him to Co to the Conference at all. Ila only did so bocauso 

English friends had insisted that 'day course Gave our foal 

great advanta e. " He had actually attended as 
,a 

witness, but; 

found that "the anomy" had numerical strength, with the added 

advantage of having Thompson "fast in their fangs. " Ila therefore 

felt obliged to help the few Garrisonians who were trying to 

"stem the torrent, " by speaking in juntitication of the realigned 

abolitionists in the U. S. A, 2 A1thouZh Pillsbury's account or 

the Convention was biasacdg it certainly wan predominantly 

Now Organisation. The quiet dropping of Wilson Arraiatead's 

letter of advice has already been mentioned. Urs. Chapman wrote 

anxiously to Garrison that it was boin(; organised as part of a 

wider plot to tamer with the loyalties of their supporters in 

Dritain. 
3 on tho other hand, Chanarovzow does appear to have 

made an honest effort to attract Garrisonion delegatca, though 

these efforts produced loss real return than they deserved. 

Armistead and Stointhal were unablo to =1o the trip to London, 

though both sent letters of advice. Stainthal suggested that 

1. Pillsbury to Garrison, 5.10.54, ibid. 
2. Pillabto7 to Rl. W. Chapaan# 7.1.85, Weston Pcpcra, L41datcd 

x854. 

3. L1. W. Chapman to Garrison, Oct� lout Zoc. cit. 
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the basis for ndaisaioa should be =do as wide a possiblo, 

mW that cvanGecr Jacob tiolyoalzo, the athoiat, should be aontod 

it he applied for a place. 
I Unry Estlin and har father also 

biased the Coni'oronco, probably because of a diainclinntion 

to riu1 lir. Eatlin's precarious hoaith by making the trip to 

London in the uncertain travolUine conditions of the winter. 

Again, although both the Q. E. S. and the N. L. N. S. choao dolcgatca, 

they were not thanseivea loading Garriconiana but, with the 

exception of Proiessor, Nichol� simply prominent local figuroa 

who happened to be conveniently in London at the appropriate 

tino. 2 The outcome of Cha=rov: owta oftort to rounito tiro 

movement through the 1834 Contorcnco wa modest. Te only radical 

British Garrinoniana who attended Vero Nichol and Bishop,, 

accoc )anicd by an undecided Thompson, Sazuo1 R. Ward, and the 

dtc runtled Pillsbury. T 1w last, it his subsequent behavior 

is any guide, approached the Conference with the form d intention 

of wrecking it. 

The Qcnarvi1 Anti-Slavery Conference of Novoinbor, 1C54, was 

a considerably loss grand affair than its predecessors of 1¬40 and 

1543. A1thouh it toot; over sk , year to arra , o, tim CoafOrCnco 

had first boon eootad and approved at a preliminary r. oatii� hold 

1. Stointhal to Char$erovzaw, 29.0.63,4.11.53,27.11.53, 
Darf. Drit. Ezap. gas. 4.189 C30/D2, C36/04, C36/0D. 

2.13=al to Chanarovaow, 18,11.54, Bod. Brit. Ezp. fast. 3.18, 
C30/50; E, Wigham to Chamexovza 7.1i. , ibid., 
ciao/20. Minute for 15.11.54, Q. E. S. Minutc Bä zn, We 
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in Edinburgh,, probably as a concession to provincial distrust 

of the London-dominated national Society, after the Ponca 

Conference there in October of the previous yoar. 
I The small 

scale of the 1854 Conference indicates the decline in national 

support for the movement since 1840. Nevertheless, it might 

have contributed favourably to public interest if it had not 

been for the dissension caused by Pillsbury. Ile was now thoroughly 

embittered and morbidly convinced that nothing but good could 

arise from an all-out attack on the UJ, A. S. $, and the religious 

bodies with which it was connected # certainly a defensible 

viewpoint, but not ono likoly to increase public support for the 

abolitionist iaovem3nt in this country. Although Pillsbury was 

later prepared to admit that the Conference had bean called "on 

very catholtt grounds, " 2 he took an early opportunity to demand 

that the Conference give a Opcciiic endorsement of tho American 

Society, He was noon d3scrted even by Bithop, Thorapaon, and 

Ward, who decided not to aupport his call for a resolution endorsing 

the American Society utter bcinn assured that the absence of one 

did not imply hostility to it. 3 All ucceptcd the new D. F. A. S. S. 

po#ttiou of general support for 11norican abolitionist efforts 

e . plsined by Duncan ?t claren of Edinburgh, Pillsbury, nevertheless, 

rose in the nftornoou_of the first day to continua his demand for 

1. neinutes for 19.8.83,5.10,83,9.11.53,7.4.84,4.8.54, 
6.10.54,20910.54,17.11.54,27.11.54, IJ, F. A. 8. S. Minute Books, III. 

2. Pillsbury to May, 21.12.54, May Papers. 

3, Bishop to Garrison, 30,11,54, Garrison Papers; Bishop 
to Wobb, 30.11,54, In Anti-Slavery Advocate, January, 1855. 
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commitment to cooperation with the A. A. S. S. Later ho presented 

the icoting with an account of the Indiana accession, and an 

exposure of the failure of the British and Foreign Society's 

deputation to expose the conduct of the old Yearly ISootiat. 
I 

The outburst of Quakerly indignation at what was in effect a 

denunciation of London Yearly Meting in frout of a gathering 

containing a high proportion of its members, gras so Croat that 

Pillsbury was aquaslu d from the Chair by Join Cropper of Liverpool, 

himself a Friend, and incidentally a local opponent of irancia Bishop, 

After the closing cession, an observer noted that Pillsbury 

disappeared into the crotid, but that Bishop ronained to chat with 

members of the Corxinittoo. 
2 

ßlshop personally thocwht that the 

whole Conference would do a groat deal of Cood, 
3 2Tavcrtholoas, 

the recurrence of open squabbling revealed that even Cha=rovzav's 

dc gcd work for reunification could do nothing to hoal the splits of 

the previous decade. The affect gras all the more harmful, since 

the average Dritiah reformer, could hardly understand an attack 

on the Society of Friends, whose zaembers were known to be foremost 

in the good causes of the day, national and local. Pillsbury's 

1. Ibid. The deputation was actually one fron the London 
fly Looting although all Its members were prominently 
connected with the D. F. A. B. E3. 

"A (Manchoator) Doleiate" to Webb(? ), 21.12.54, in Anti- 
Simvary Advocate, January, 1834. 

3, lisbop to Garrison, 30.11.54, loc. cit. 
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npoochos did nbthing to vin support for hin own faction, though 

they did not imply that any of his hearers would increase their 

sympathy for the Quakers or for the D. F. A. fJ. 9. 

In turn, the Garrieonian response to the evontual harsh 

tr®stzuant of Pillsbury st tlo Conference brought the brief 

honayuttaon of cooperation with Chamorovzaw to an and, Perhaps 
had always been slight. the hope of brin; inj about a reconciliation, Even a year before 

the ddbacio produced by Pillsbury's behaviour at the 1834 Conference, 

there had been indications that Broad Street still rogarded Garrisonians 

as the second-class citizens of -abolition. In the case of the 

soiree organised to receive Birn. Stowe, for Instance, L cKin, Brown, 

Sarah Push# Mr. and Mrs# Crafts and Thompson were given invitations 

but pointedly seated at the back of the hall whore their presence 

could cause no cmbarrasz cnt. 
I 

The snubbing of Pillsbury at 

the 1854 Convention, however such he may have gone out of his way 

to provoke it, must have finally mado it clear that all expebtations 

of hoalinJ the schisms were illusory. The-January Advocate 

romarfed that its hopc3 for the change in Broad Streut leadership 

had narr been "totally disappointed, " As for the accusation that 

Pillsbury hid irresponsibly upset the harmony of the Conference, 

17ebb scathingly pointed out that the movement "is a real struggle 

with the powers of evil, and not an intellectual Turkish bath for the 

pronotion. and indulgence of pleasing states of tranwuillity. " 2 

1. S. Iah to S ebb$ 23.5.53, Garrison Papers, 

Z. Anti-Slavery Advocate, January, 1854, 
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Pillsbury himself concluded that the course of the Convention 

proved that Chamorovz(Wo cordiality had simply bean another 

Nov Organisation conspirncy to further the vendetta stgain3t 

the Garrisonians. 
1 

his British allies were less melodramatic 

in their interpretation, but oqually disillusioned with Cha1erovzow 

and his employers. Richard Vobb had now lost all faith in the 

D. F. A. B. S. 
` 

After a pcriod of indecision, Stainthal simply 

resigned his connection with London, taking his ßridamater group 

with him, because of t1w failure of the Conference to testify 

for Garrison. 
3 

Estlin similarly resigned from the ß. F. A. 3. S, on 

scoin; that the published pamphlet account of the November 

Conference co i tted the apcochcs of Pillsbury and Bishop, the 

very sections of its proceedings he thought most Important. 4 

Quito apart from Old Orannisation chagrin at the troatnont of 

Pillsbury, at least one British Garrisonian was deeply offended by 

the failings of the Conference in another direction. Wilson 

Armistead had been unable to come to London duo to the illness of 

a relative. Althoch it is conceivable that his letter of advice 

failed to rech London in time to be read to the Conference, it in 

1. Pillsbury to fag, 2.2.55, May Papers. 

2, Webb to 11. Eatlin, 5.2.55, ibid. 

3. l3tointhal to Chncrovzow, 4.4.55, ßod. Brit. Ettp. Uss. S. 18, 
C36/104. 

4, Ez3tlin to Chap rovzcnv, 21.5.55, ibid., 0157/57, 
ropy nted in Anti-Slavery Advocate, 1855, For further 
criticic; of the o not Report, see Anti-Slavery Advocate, 
Uay, 1855. 
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not likely that the Broad Street Cor=itteo would have given it 

consideration. 
I 

Certainly the Conference hoard nothing of 

Armistead's views. 
2 Fron this time onwards, he concentrated 

on putting forward his various schemes through the Leods Young 

lion's Anti-Slavery Association, and working generally in support 

of the Garrisonian Advocate. There is no evidence of his 

cooperating with the 13. P. A. f3.3, until 1800, when lie approached 

it in the hope of raising funds to publish Pullen'a Blast of a 

Tr=pct in Zion. 
3 

George Thompson was also oli®nhtcd from Broad Street at the 

tito of the 1854 Conferenco, After speaking at the Conference 

in favour of cooperation between the two canipa of abolitionists, 

he was subsequently accused by Pillsbury of having been bribed 

by the New Organisation not to force a division over the American 

Society. It was than suggested that he had printed a falsified 

account of the Convention Proceedings in the Empire, in which he 

described himself as having eulogised Garrison and his colleagues, 

In a speech which other Garrinonians who had been present could not 

rcmocber. 
4 A2thouh the controversy over Thompson's course at 

tha Convention probably arose from the fantasies of Pillsbury, the 

1. Armistead to du rovzov, 27.11.54, nod. Drit. Eia. Eiaa. S. 18, 
c27/62. See rabovel, pp. 437-438. 

2, Armistead complained of this in Armistead to Clmwrovzow, 
4.12.54, ibid., c27/G3. 

3, ? Z. nutc for 3.2.60, B. F. A. S. S. Minute Boo:. s, III. 

4, Anti-Slavery Advocate, February, 1855; Pillsbury to May, 
2.2.5, c. c t. ; A. 17. Weston to U. Eatli, g, 21.1.55, Es tlin 
Papers, D. P. L. ; Thoupaon to U. Lstlin, 16.7.55, ibid. 
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most favourable Interpretation put on hie behaviour by a 

Garrinonian seems to have been Anne Warren Weston's belief that 

it had been that of "a foolishly generous man, " 
1 This criticism 

did not brim, him any closer to the II. F. A. S, S. No largely 

dropped out of the organised anti-slavery movement until 1859. 

In the intervening period ho gave up his interest in the struggling 

Empire to make a second trip to India, on this occai on retained by 

a tcetilo business to investigate new forms of fibre. Due to 

the failure of his firm, he completely ran out of money, and very 

nearly died of "bilious fever" followed by some form of paralytic 

attack. 
2 On his return, although other Garrisoui0n3 had forgotten 

the i iuted treason of 1 854,, the breach with Broad Street was no 

nearer being healed. In 1850, after rocovcrii from his stroke, 

and being partly restored to prosperity by efforts made on his 

behalf by Garrisonian sympathisers,, 3 he become the president of the 

1. A, W. Weston to U. Estlin, 5.2.85, Catlin Papers, 

2. May to Garrison, 17.1.591, Garrison Papers; Thompson 
to S. IL. Gay, 24,1.59, Gay Papers, Columbia U. L.; Chesson to 
Garrison, 16.1.5G, in The Empire, 8.2.50, cutting In Thompson 
Scrapbooks, IIII. 

3. A testimonial raised for Thompson in the U. S. A. was probably 
Quito successful. Mrs. Chapman, for instance, personally sent 
t50 "- U. W. Chapman to Garrison, 12.2.59, Garrison Papers. An 
undated letter in the Iostor Papers, American Antiquarian Society, 
mantions that a testimonial to Thompson, probably this one, had 
succeeded in raising $2100-42200 

« W. Phillips o A. Kelley 
roster, n. d. Although The Empire had failed for $5000, Thompson 
only had 050 of debts by January, 1839 - May to Garrison, 17.1.59, 
loc. cit. In 1GGü, too, a British Garrisonian testimonial was 
organised by sympathisers in Newcastle. Their circular, To the 
Friends of George Thompson, 9.8.60, Garrison Papers, succeeded iis- 
rnsing snot r -5Q0. See also Ellen Richardson to Garrison, 
12,12.60, ibid. 
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London Emancipation Cocittco, Thompson remained firnt and 

foremost a Qarrisonian, and firmly rojoatod foolors put out by 

the D. V'. A. S. S, with a view to organising a joint August Ist rally, 

An in the case of most British Garrinoniuns, the 1854 Convention 

had been the last point at which he entertained hopco of a 

roconciliation between the two wings of the noveuient. Ilk his last 

letter to Chamerovzow before the war, he threatened to complain 

to the- S. F. A. S. S at lame about his "prostitution" of his official 

position to malicious personal slanders at Broad Stroot, 2 

This breakdown of pvraonal rolationn botwean Thompson and 

Churre 'ovzow uwy act as a symbol of tho tailura of the British anti- 

s1avm movement to haul the divisions of 1841. " The Convention 

of 1SM marked the effoctlva und of Chaaaerovzow'o well-meaning attempts 

to roatore unity. Indood his hopes for reunification had been 

grounded in a aeries of over-optiraiatic assumptions about the 

British movement# Quito apart from Disund©ratanding the rancour 

carried over fron the squabbles of the previous decade, he failed to 

understand the extent to which this rancour was intensified by the 

1. Thompson to Cliamarovzow, 25.7.59,28.7.59, Bod. Brit. Emp. 
U s. 8.13,037/7, C37/7a, c. i. A. 5. ß,, 1.9.59, which reports 
Tli om s attendance at one B. x?. A. $. 8, rally in 1350. By 18G4 
the two societies adre quarrelling openly. An Emancipation Comittea 
Mdress criticising Broad Street, Dod. Brit. tnp. s. S. iß, C37/7c, 
was discussed in Coz¢ittco cordial !7-. E nute or : 3.8.60, B. F. A. S. S. 
ULuuto Books, 111, The Bnancipation Bocivty's next meeting was 
mwered favourably in A. S. R. , 1.9.60, By into 1860, a new quarrel 
had broken out over George B. Cheever. Sea resolution of Emancipation 
Co tittee, 17.11.00, Boß. Brit. Ftp. Uss. S. 13, C37/7d. 

2, Thicnpaon to Chawrovzow, 23.7.60, ibid., 037/8, 
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advice of Americans with whoa British abolitionists continued to 

correspond. Genuine Misunderstanding and resentment of the 

'betrayals' of the 1£40's, rude it difficult for Aiaortcan 

Garrisonians to sec any British tendency to forget thew for 

the sake of unity as bolt serious, Their rcpoatgd advice was to 

spurn overtures of the hind mnd4 by Chamarovzov suj probablo New 

Or anioation conspiracies. 

Tho dice viere alao 1ozdod agaitut Charaerovzow because of the 

growizn complexity of the uchisms within the apýi-nlavcry movement. 

The apparent anxiety of leaders like Estlin niRd Armistead to have 

done with the constant Infighting and bickering of the past, 

disguises the extent to which the fifties saw the emergence of 

challenges to D. F. A. S. S. 4eadership other than the Garrisonian one. 

In Britain as in Arica, ' this was the decode of now panaceas for 

the civic disease of slavery. Although Britons could not share 

in the growing tendency for Americans to express their attitudes 

to slavery through politics, they could and did react against the 

impotence of old-style abolitionism. In doing no, they could join 

in the swelling enthusiasm for the romantic ncgrophilin of Mrs. 

Uarriet De©chor Stowe, and transfer their charity to 12rs. Stowe 

herself or Vigilance Comaittaos designed to aid the escaping Negroes 

of whom she wrote. Alternatively, they could turn to the 

increasingly pular ruovomonta for abstinence from clove produce or 

4 

support of Negroo education. In either case, support was being 

diverted from the older Tappanito and Garrisonian societies alike, 

witted as they WCro to the huidrun activities of potitioning 

ministers and spreading propaganda. C1umarovZOW*s OZfOZ is to unite 
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all British abolitionicta did not fall only because of the 

intransigence of the Garrisoniana. Ito also had to contend 

with a now situation In the coati-alavary movcrosut. Both the 

A. F. Ao« . 8. and Its old rivals now had to compete with societies 

presenting novel and interesting ways of carrying on abolitionist 

agitation. 

After the Comp cite of 1050, Britain wes visited by numbors 

of American abolittonlots with neither Old nor Now organisation 

co toants. The most influ3ntial of teas wait the aºithoress of 

Uncla Ton's Cabin, ahoso tours cncournCcd an entirely now Porn 

of abolitionist enthuaiaaa. Its roots were emotional, and its 

attitu»ea far removed fron the old rational assumptions on improvability. 

Apart from Urs. f3towa, however,, the atreujth of the old antilslavery 

societies aas being eroded by the work of visitors attempting to 

gather funds for new abolitionist agencies in the Uaitcd Statca. 

not 
'hay were/primarily Interested in the division botwoen Old and New 

Organisation, and tended to take their standpoint on it according 

to the audience whom they were addressing, Such unto ittcd 

visitors received charitable contributions which would normally 

have gone to the older 'British societies. Whether auch contributiona 

wont to lira. Stove's personal purse, free produce Varehouaes; 

vigilance Committees, or manual labour schools, they represented so 

much cncy lost to societies like the O. E. S., the Bristol and Clifton 

Society, or the D. P. A. S. 0. Itself. Pillsbury was for once assassin; 

the British xc®na shrewdly tann he wrote bitterly that by had fodnd 

"allisorts of ciaaturea traveling� (siel in the nazo of American 

Anti O avcry, and picking that people's pockets for Vigilance CommittcOs, 
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Canada Missions, Chaplain Funds, Coloured Schools in-the 

West, I Coloured Churches in Canada... they are an outrage 

on all decency, &a scandal to the name of Anti-Slavery. " x 

All the causes of which Pillsbury wrote so contemptuously 

have a place in the history of the American movement, and all 

were represented in Britain during the decade before the Civil 

War. 
2 

The N. Y. Vigilance Committee supporting the rÖa ntic 

work of the Underground Railroad was represented in this country 

by its agent the Rev. Dr. J. G. C. Pennington. 3 Again, Vigilance 

Committees of other American cities, and the various schemes for 

ork helping the Negro through educational and missionary ,( had their 

claims sot before the British public by a growing stream of 

abolitionist visitors, many of them coloured. 
4 Bnthusiasra for 

1. Pillsbury to May, 5.10.54, May Papers. See also Pillsbury 
to Glasgow Sentinel, 9.9,54, reprinted in Anti-Slavery Advocate, 
October, 1854, 

2. The Underground Railroad add the fight against the Fugitive Slave 
Law are beat described in LU. Siebert, The Underground Railroad 
from Slavery to Freedom (New York, 1898, reprinted, 1967), See also 

twack, North of S avery, pp. 248-252. There is a short account of 
the main cases dealt with by northern vigilantes in Filler, The 
Crusade against Slavery, pp. 201-217, A recent study of settlement 
work wit h educational and missionary aims is LII. & J. It. Pease r 
Black Utopias. For Mrs. Stowe's attitudes to these causes, see 
below, r 10' 

3. Pennington had visited Britain in 1843 as agent for the Union 
Missionary Society at the General Anti-Slavery Convention. He 

returned from 1850 to 1854 as agent of the N. Y. Vigilance Committee. 
For his organisatäbn of socioties. in Glasgow and Edinburgb, smapp. 3g34,390 
above; Taylor, 'Some American Reformers and their Influence on Ref on 
Movements in Great Britain, ' p. 85. Pennington was savagely 
attacked in Anti-Slavery Advocate, Sept., Oct., 1854. There is a 
sketch in D. A. B. 

4.4. Pillsbury to May, 5.10.5 cite 'Ministers without Portfolio, ' 
loc. eit., passim.; Taylor, op. cit., pp. 83ff. Ama jcan Negro 
visitors to Scotland are presently being studied in an M. Litt. 
thesis to be presented to Edinburgh University by E. Dixon. 
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aiding the Negro who had escaped or was escaping from slavery 

linked with the feverish interest in Dirs. Stowe's works, and 

as such drew proportionately more support away from the old 

abolitionist societies. 
1 

More dangerous to them than any 

of these, with the possible exception of the indefatigable 

Dr. Pennington, was the work of the Mandingo Henry fighland 

Garnet, who set about organising a chain of British societies 

specifically committed to abstinence from slave produce. 
2 

Although this abolitionist method had been under consideration 

in Britain since the eighteenth century, 
3 it had always been 

1. Josiah Hanson, of Dawn Institute, exploited this connection by 
posing as the 'original' of Uncle Tom, a claim partly supported 
by firs. Stowe. See Uncle Tom's Story of his Life. An Autobiography 
of Josiah Henson. 1789-1877 on, 1677, E, edition), pp. 1 6-163 
and passim. 

2. Garnet had been an advocate of violent revolution in 1843. See 
Litwack, op. cit., pp. 244-245. His British visit as a free produce 
lecturer ran from 1850-53. 

3. The only scholarly history of the free produce movement is R. K. 
Nuermberger, The Free Produce Movement, a Quaker Protest against 
Slavery (Durham, N. C., 1942), w ch mentions British aspects only 
incidentally. This method had been urged in Britain na early as the 
1780's, as the pains taken by pro-slavery writers to anaor at sugar 
boycotts indicate. See Slavery No oppression: or, Some Now Arguments 
and Opinions against the Idea of African Liberty, Dedicated to the 
Committee of the Company that Trade in Africa on, n. d., -c----1V8-6)s- 
pp. 24-25t 35. In the colonial emancipation campaign, it again became 
fashionable. The British India Society and the African Civilization 
Society were variants of the free produce idea, hoping to provide 
alternative sources of cotton supply to those of America, In 1847 
free produce was again forced upon the notice of British Friends by 
the work of the American Quaker Samuel Rhoads (British Friend, 
30.10.47), and Blihu ßurritt of the peace movement, ritt was the 
author of Twenty Reasons for Total Abstinence from Slave-Labour 
Produce, Xbroadsheet, various editions, 1853). reprinted from mend 
of Brotherhood, July, 1853, in A. S. R., 1.8.53. Henry BBibb's 
mission in 18848 kept the idea alive in Britain until Garnet's 
arrival in 1850. 
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soon as subordinate to the work of changing the Southern 

social system through moral persuasion and diplomatic contacts. 

Although Rhoads' influence led Sturge to present the 1847 

Lyndon Yearly Meeting with a memorandum on free produce, the 

whole plan had already come under severe criticism from both 

factions at the 1840 Convention, and Sturges individualistic 

efforts to create supply-lines of free cotton failed. 
l 

Dy the 

end of the forties, Garrisonlans were still pleading that free- 

produce had no other and than that of attracting attention to the 

Negro, 
2 Although the Reporter could hardly exclude free produce 

from its coiurans, its interest was in discussing plans for finding 

alternative sources of cotton supply, rather than in calling for 

total cbatinance from slave-grown raw materials and foodstuffs, 3 

The new free produce societies must have been distasteful to all 

the older societies. They had the unfair competitive advantage 

of giving their adherents the satisfaction of making genuin 

sacrifices for the American slave. They also drew attention to 

the hard fact that it was unthinkable for many of the businessmen 

prominent in the anti-slavery movement to sot the Midlands idle by 

1. Nuermberger, op. cit, p. 58; Proceedings of the General 
Anti-Slavery Convention.... 1810, pp. 419a; _420, ; 
tj hm , Joseph Sturgo, pp. 384-302. 

2. E. Pease to E. Neall Gay, 29.4.48, Gay Papers; U. Nstlin 
to u. W. Chapman, 21.8.52, Wegton Papers; Anti-Slavery Advocate, 
Jan, O 1853, Nov., 1854; Anti-Slavery Watchman, Dec., 1853. 

3. A. S. R., 1.3.53,2.5.53,1.10. ß3o 1.1.57.1.10.57,1.3.53. 
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refusing to use American cotton. In 1846, the D. F. A. S. S. 

had been greatly embarrassed when the free trade lobby 

circulated a squib written by Cobden demonstrating the dualism 

between Sturge's concern for abstaining from Latin-American 

sugar and his habitually dressing in clothes made from American 

yarn. 
1 The Batting up of Garnet's free produce societies exposed 

them to similar sneers from within the abolitionist wovoniont. 

The free produce movecrant gained alarming strength in the 

early ftftloa, partly because of Garnet's success in gaining an 

ally in the Quaker philanthropist, lire. Anna f. Richardaon of 

Newcastle, incidentally a cousin of Eliza Wighani. 2 She and her 

tacitly came to play somethitj similar to the role of the Estlins 

among the Garrisonians, in relation to Garnet's campaign. Their 

greatest achievement was the publication of a small monthly 

1. J. E. Ritchie, The Life and Tinca of Viscount Palmerston, 
(London, 1866-67)1, II, 743-744,, quoted in H. Williams,, 
Capitalism and Slavery (London, 1984 edition), p. 161. 

3. Urs. Richardson had shown an interest in free produce rising 
above the old/New Organisation schism, although she was largely 
Tappanite in sympathy, before Garnet's arrival. Although 
sneered at by Istlin for her love of "ostensible" philanthropy 
and bigotted hatred of the Unitarians, she had been responsible 
for asking the Garrisonian Negro William Wells Brown to this 
country to attract attention to the free produce cause. See 
Eatlin to May, 30.11.48, May papers; Nstlin to 11äy, 30.1,49, 
ibid. Mrs. Richardson was no doubt all the more suspect to 
Oarrisonians as a close personal friend of Julia Gritiitha', 
Douglass' great ally. 
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concentrating on free produce, The Slave, from 1851 to 1830.1 

Small bodies of free produce enthusiasts gathered in most 

major English cities. On the other hand, the movement seems 

to have made little impact on Scottish abolitionists, who remained 

engrossed in the triangular tension between the Garrisoniane 

and Tappanites, and J. W. C. Ponnington, although Garnet hold 

five meetings in Edinburgh and two in Glasgow in November, 1851, 

alon©. 
2 Nevertheless, the vary first Issue of The Slave could 

............... 
boast that twenty-six independent 'Free-Labour Associations' had 

been organised in cities throughout the country. 
3 Free produce 

supporters spread as much printed propaganda as possible on the 

sin implied in, --. using the produce of American slave labour, including 

cotton, Beyond talking about free produce, however, Garnet's 

converts gat about materially implementing their principles. The 

beat explanation of Mrs. Stowe's appeal in this country is that 

she offered har readorspparticipation in America's problcn3,4 

and this was an advantage enjoyed to an even greater extent by the 

1. rounded as a successor to Illustrations of American Slavery, 
n monthly broadsheet full of s avc old ng atrocities intended 
for circulation to British newspaper editors. A few individual 
copies survive in the B. P. L. The editorship of The Slave was 
taken over by Burritt, in January, 1855. A full ibis Veld 
in the British Museum. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Tbv Slcvo, Feb., 1852. 

ibid., Jan., I831. 

N. W. Senior, American Slave 
"Undo Tome Cabin. ' OTi 

nt of an Article on 
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free produce Societies. First, individual abolitionists 

gained satisfaction from their own abstinence; The Slave 

regularly carried lists of businesses selling free produce 

only. They had long been assured that if through buying 

auch merchandise 'pro may not succeed in starving the monster 

to death,.., we may reduce his strength, and render him less 

formidable. " 1 
Secondly, 'tree labour' abolitionistß sot 

about the absorbing work of organising warehouses to pool 

and distribute raw materials from emancipated countries, 

the first of which was set up in itanchostcr in 1857.2 This 

form of business doubtless gave unscrupulous entreprencurn an 

opportunity to sell Inferior merchandise at inflated prices. 

But it also gave abolitionists the satisfaction of creating 

something concrete which might genuinely affect the American 

slave system. The free produce societies could even attract 

businessman without a trace of abolitionist feeling, who had 

become interested in . ppening the African territory discovered 

by Livingstone, as a roans of removing the dependence of Lancashire 

on the whims of Washington. 
3 

The line between the free labour 

1. A Revolution of the-Spindles for the Overthrow of American 
Slavery (Newcastle, n. d. , p. 6. 
............ 

2. The Slave, Jan,, 1851, Attempts at organising similar 
warehouses in London are mentioned in A. S. R., 1.1.1.50, 
2.. "5.53. 

3. lira, Richardson herself tried to cash in on this hind of 
feeling in Anti-Slavery LSeunoranda (for Private Circulation 
Only) to the Friends of tho Slave (Newcastle, 1=W, A 
converted pro-slavery wr ter demanded support for the opening 
of Livingstone's discoveries in now to Abolish Slavery in 
America, and to Prevent a Cotton Famine in England, wit .- marks 
upon Coo i© and African Labour, by a Slave-Driver London, 1"W e 
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devotees and the old-style abolittonists was by no weans a 

rigid one. Even so, most of the financial and organisational 

1 
.<ý: 

support given to free produce represented a loss to the D. F. A. S. S., 

and perhaps even more so to its Garrinontnn opponents. 

Apart from the old grievancoa of the 184O's, then, 

reunification wait made morn difficult by the growing support for 

methods of abolitionist agitation other than the traditional 

ones of the Tappanite and Garrisonian factions. Both those 

factions lost strength as now abolitionist agencies sprung up. 

As they proliferated it came to be more difficult to channel all 

forms of abolitionist activity into a common organisation. 

The disintegrative tendencies of the British movement were 

increased by the insistence of American abolitionist missionaries 

that thctr own chosen line of activity was the only true Qtv, 

and that their disagreements should be made fully public. 

Pillsbury's scathing attacks on non-Garrisonians are an extreme 

case, but a fine illustration of the American abolitionist 

assumption that truth could not be compromised by alliances between 

philanthropists whose agreement over the pace, methods, and 

leadership of reform was not complete, 

Chomorovzow aas not the only British abolitionist who was 

castigated for his attempts to smooth over the divisions in the 

movement. Another example was the odium cast on Eliza Vigham 

for liar organisation of 8 mooting at which Pennington, Drown, and 

the iratts 
appeared together. This was done for the good local 

reasons that more citizens of Edinburgh would core to sec four 
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ex-slaves than throe or one, and that a combined rally 

would avoid the public scandal of condciasation of Pennington. 

Yet Miss Wigham was scathingly attacked by Andrew Paton and 

Mrs. Chapman for having thetomcrity to connect the Old 

Organisation with one who was a suspected Now Organisationist 

and a known agent of the Vigilance Committee. Only hurried 

letters from the influential bktry Nstlin saved Eliza ivigham's 

reputation in Doston. 1 This atmosphere of mutual suspicion 

gave Chamerovzow'a activities little chance of success. Even 

it he had managed to accommodate both Garrisonians and Tappanitea, 

he could hardly have persuaded either to tolerate the new 

variants of abolitionism Which proliferated as the fiitioa 

wont on. 

Throughout the 185O's, then, the rivalries in the British 

anti'alavory movement grew in complexity. Tim issues raised 

by British and American abolitionists in the 1840's were still 

alive. Much attention was still davoted to ensuring that the 

Protestant churches should take a satisfactorily anti4slavory 

position. Again, the schisms of the forties survived the attempts 

of Chamorovzow and others to reunite the movement, and rovers 

perpetuated by the intransigence of the continuing stream of 

1. Neither Paton"s letter telling tales to Mrs. Chapman, nor 
the letters of complaint written to 7ebb and Miss Estlin by 
Mrs. Chapman or her sister, seem to be preserved, The 
British letters of defence are M. Estlin to A. I, Weston, 
8.5.51, Weston Papers; E1. Estitu to A. W. Weston, 1ß. S. 81, 
ibid., misfiled under 1857. Sae also Webb to U. Estlin, 
13,5.81, Estlin Papers, A. P. L. 
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American abolitionist visitors to this country. As for the 

Garrisonians, the Scottish radicals were relatively w©aker 

and no 1ouf,, or alone in Britain, The apparent strength of the 

Old Organisation was increased by the emergence of influential 

new aympatbisors like Estlin, Armistead, Stointhal, and Bishops 

the foundation of the Anti-SlavcryMvocate under the capable editor- 

ship of R. D. Webb, and the institution of sympathetic bodies 

like the Bristol and Clifton Ladies' Society. But the focus 

of. Garriaouian activity was no longer on Scotland and Ireland. 

On the other side, the appearances serest that the American 

und Foreign Anti-Slavery Society gained British support with 

the reorganisation of the B. F. A. S. 5, under the dynamic Chamerovzow, 

and the organisation of sympathetic now bodies 111ce the New 

Associations in Glasgow and Edinburgh. Finally, the whole anti- 

slavery situation was complicated in the fifties by the arrival 

of American visitors preachin; new forms of anti-slavary activity, 

notably abstinence from slave produce. This together with the 

huge British enthusiasm for bars. Stowe and her works further 

d3monstratea the extant to which the history of the anti-slavery 

movement in this country mirrors that in America, duo to the 

extraordinarily close community of interest between the middle 

classes on both aides of the Atlantic. All in all, too, the 

superficial impression given is that this was a time of expansion 

in the anti-slavery movement. 

All in all, the superficial impression is that the fifties 

were a time of prosperity or oven expansion in the anti-slavery 

movement. Such an impression is actually Illusory. It is true 
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that the visit's of ? Ira. Stowe attracted huge crowds to 

abolitionist rallies. It is also true that the feudal of the 

anti-slavery societies retained momentum. But the British 

and more especially Scottish contribution to the American 

anti-alevary movement was far less In the fifties than betone. 

The remainder of this dissertation will argue that the 

"Stowcites' were divorced in background and outlook from the 

nonconformist reforczietd who had maintained their interest in 

American slavery since the Emancipation Act of 1833. As for 

the old abolitionist societies, they were actually finding it 

more and more difficult to carry on their work, perhaps because 

of the vary disagreements which create the illusion of vigour. 
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CilAPTER IX 

"TO lONOU; "i I1RR IS SMALL ANTI-SLAVERY" - HARRIET BEECHER STMVE 

AND THE BRITISH ARISTOCRACY. 

The British anti-slavery movement of the fifties presents the 

paradox that while the characteristic middle class abolitionism 

of the previous two decades was going into decline, the country 

was being swept by a now form of romantic enthusiasm for the slave. 

Both Garrisonian and anti-Garrisonian societies, although they 

continued their squabbles, were suffering from seriously declining 

attendances by the end of the forties. Yet after the appearance of 

the first edition of Uncle Tom's Cabin, anti-slavery meetings were 

able to attract audiences as huge as those of 1833 or 1838. This 

now phase of the movement can readily be studied with special 

reference to Scotland, where Mrs. Stowe herself formed controversial 

friendships, and excellent documentation is available. It is clear 

that in Scotland as in the rest of the country, although the 

abolitionist societies revived slightly after the outbreak of the 

Civil War, they never recovered from the de6line in support which 

is overshadowed by the enthusiasms of the 'Stoweite' period. 

The growing complexity of the rivalries of the anti-slavery 

societies has been described in the previous chapter. However, the 

increase in the number of societies was not accompanied by expansion 

in the aggregate number of their supporters. Indeed there is no 

mistaking their chronic difficulty in making ends meet. In Old 

and New Organisations alike, the complaint was of lessened membershiP 

and funds. For instance the reduction in size of the Reporter. 
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is an indication of the difficulties faced by Broad Street. 
I 

Attendance at its A. G. M., too, was now less than it had been 

in the 1840'x, except when interest was whipped up by the 

attendance of Urs. Stowe, more as a literary lion than an 

abolitionist. 
2 

When the Reporter tried to encourage the 

provincial societies by printing a series of accounts of their 

history and present activities, it was only revealed that all 

were finding it hard to raise money and attract audiences. 
s 

In northern Ireland, the New Organisation in Belfast complained 

that no one would attend abolitionist meetings, and finally the 

D. F. A. S. S. auxiliary there was to collapse. 
4 

In Dublin, in 

spite of Webb's continuing great importance for the American 

movement, his helpers were few, and the Iiibernian Society 

had dwindled till it was represented only by the immediate 

family of the Webbs and liaughtons. In Scotland, the G, E. S. 

all but collapsed in the winter of 1847-48, and scarcely revived 

before the Civil War. 
5 

Smeal's perception of the changing interests 

of the provincial Quakers for whom he and his brother wrote is 

1. This change came in 1833, when a Third Series was begun. 
See also Temperley, opýcit., pp. 818-321. 

2. A. S. R., 1.6.52,1.6.54,2.6.56. c. f. Anti-Slavery Advocate, 
Juno, 1853. 

3. A. S. I., 2.5.53,1.7.53. 

4. Calder to Chamerovzow, 26,9.53v 19,10.53, Bod. ßrit. Emp. 
Mss. S. 18, C29/20, C20/21. 

5. G. S. S. Minute Books, IV, has a negligible number of 
entries for t -We fifties. The Glasgow Ladies' New 
Association did less badly, at least in 1853, when it 
sent £400 to the Vigilance Committee. - A. S. R., 2.5,53. 

.ý 
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best expressed in the British Friend, which made emancipation 

the issue of the day in the forties, and all but ignored it 

in the fifties. In Aberdeen, it was impossible to hold any 

meetings after 1850, except when Mrs. Stowe was in town. 
1 

The activists of the old abolitionist societies were'still 

there, but their support was not. Their declining fortunes 

are best exemplified in Chamerovaow's General Convention of 

1854, which was a pale imitation of the great affairs of 1840 

and 1843. The enthusiasm with which the movement's remaining 

members fought among themselves is one of the many reasons for 

this decline, which will be discussed in the final chapter of 

this thesis. The old-style abolitionist societies continued 

to reflect the rivalries among their counterparts in the States.. 

But they were rapidly losing in strength by the time a new 

mass abolitionist movement arose in this country with the 

publication of Uncle Tom's Cabin and the visits of Harriet 

Beecher Stowe. 

Mrs. Stowe's triumph with the British public coincided 

with unpromising conditions for the anti-slavery societies. 

Yet her two visits to this country produced mass enthusiasm. 

The press showed enormous interest in her work, while-Uncle Tom 

had unprecedented European sales. 
2 

The explanation of her 

success at such a time is that her followers came from different 

backgrounds from the abolitionists of long standing in the 

anti-slavery societies. With some exceptions, it also seems 

1. Macallan to Chamerovzow, 16.9.53, Bod. Brit. Emp. Ddss. 8.18, 
033/127. Note, however, that Miss Griffiths manage to 
form a small Douglassite society there in 1857 - A. S. R.. 
1.4.53. -""' 

2. J. C. Furnaa, Goodbye to Unclo Ton (New York, 1956), 
pp. 59-60. 
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that their attitude to the Negro differed from that of the British 

nonconformists who had painstakingly worked to assist American 

abolitionist efforts for the previous twenty years. Early in 

Uncle Tom Mrs. Stowe stated her preconceptions clearly in the 

aside that the "African [is] naturally patient, timid, and 

unenterprising. "' It was from this point that the interest of 

the fashionable new recruits to the British anti-slavery movement 

began. This is not to say that the lenders of the earlier 

abolitionist movement did not remain interested in the cause, 

or even disapprove of Mrs. Stowe, although indeed some did. 2 

Nevertheless, the leadership and initiative of the more popular 

'Stoweite' movement was in different hands. It is difficult 

to imagine Mrs. Stowe's comment on the characteristics of the 

African in the mouth of, say, Wilson Armistead, much of whose 

writing had set out to show his improvability. 3 Men like hin 

certainly continued their abolitionist work. 
4 In Glasgow, Edinburgh, 

and Leeds, Garrisonian abolitionists and their opponents both 

worked hard to boost the total of the 'Uncle Torn Penny Oitering. ' 

But their agitation was a sideshow relative to the fashionable 

abolitionist entertainments organised by the aristocrats and 

socialites who now formed the vanguard of support for bfrs. Stowe 

and American emancipation. The 'Stoweite' movement was not led 

1. Uncle Tom's Cabin (Edinburgh & London: Gall & Inglis: 
c. 1904)g-P, 60. All references are to this edition. 

2. U. W. Chapman to U. Estlin, 4.7.53, Estlin Papers, B. P. L.; 
Antii3lavery Advocate, Jan., 1853, c. f, the reference of 
E. wig am to "that marvellous book" in The Anti-Slavery 
Cause in America and its Martyrs (London, 1868), pes. 

3. A Tribute for the Negro, passiv. 

4. G. Thompson, A Lecture Delivered in the Music Hall, Store 
Street, Monday, Dec. 12th, 1852... 'Proving, by goes one ie 

v ence, the Correctness o Mrs. Stowe 's Portraiture of 

_American- aer n ter' ný n Tom sý ah ýý 
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by any of Britain's existing abolition societies, but by the 

ladies of Stafford ITouse, the Duchess of Sutherland's London 

residence, 
1 

The first of sirs. Stowe's three visits to Europe later 

became the subject of her part-travel, part-anecdotal Sunny 

Memories of Foreign Lands. ` 
fier general impact on Britain 

has also atti'acted some attention from modern historians. 
] 

Of her three visits, in 1853,1850, and 1859, the first had 

the most extraordinary effect on the British anti-slavery 

movement. Uncle Tom was still a current best-seller, and 

Mrs. Stowe was also aided by continuing benevolent interest 

in the atrocities resulting from the enforcement of the 

Fugitive Slave Law, Her arrival in Glasgow in 1853 revived 

declining anti-slavery interest overnight. Her presence 

at the D. F. A. S. S. May Meeting of the next year attracted 

an unprecedented audience of six thousand. 
4 

Even the Glasgow 

Society, which was later humiliated by the coup of the rival 

Glasgow Now Association for the Abolition of Slavery in having 

Urs.. Stowe accept its invitation to visit Britain, managed to 

1. Taylor, 'Some American Reformers and their Influence 
on Reform llovenments in Groat Britain from 1830 to 
1860, ' p. 92. 

2. U. B. Stowe, Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands (Various 
editions in one and two Volumes, 1954), 

3, F. J. Kling'aerg, 'Harriet Beecher Stowe and Social 
Reform in T n; land, ' in A. U. IL, XLIII, 1938; 0. A. 
Shepperson, 'Harriet De hr Stowe and Scotland, ' in 
S. II. R., XXXII, 1553. 

4. A. S. R., 1.6.53, 
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raise an audience of three thousand at a meeting to discuss 

a. testimonial to liar. ' 
During her early stay in Glasgow and 

Edinburgh, and her later time in England, Mrs. Stowe was 

! ¬ted by abolitionists, but also lionised in the salons of 

the wealthy and fashionable. Evan in Glasgow, Garrisonian 

abolitionists later complained to Pillsbury that she had 

been "as inaccessible to mortals like the Patons and others 

who Oct with us, as though they had seated har on top of 

Olympus. "2 Combined with the evidence of the hugs enthusiasm 

for Mrs. Stowe in Glasgow, the situation here also seems to 

have been one in which mass interest in the visitor was 

linked with her relationship with a closed group of socialites. 

This picture is markedly different from that of the forties, 

when visiting American abolitionists had met rank and file 

supporters of relatively lower social or , gins, and worked 

side by side with them within the anti-slavery societies, 

Kirs. Stowe certainly drew support from the some social groups 

who had helped Garrison and Wright, or IIirney and Stanton, 

but she was also feted to a much greater extent by socially 

higher groups whose contacts with the nonconformist middle 

classas were at best sporadic. 

1. S meal to Cluuaerovzow, 16.4.53, Bod. Brit. Emp. Uss. S. 18, 
C36/52. 

{ 

2. Pillsbury to May, 27,4.55, Uay Papers. 
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Pillsbury's complaints also covered the veiled tension 

between British Garrisonians, always suspect for their heterodox 

ideas, and abolitionist rivals who had now taken the initiative 

by lionising Mrs. Stowe. In no sector of the British movement 

were these tensions so evident as in Scotland. In the first 

place, sirs. Stowe had been invited to this country by Glasgow 

abolitionists. But her hosts were not the old Glasgow 

Emancipation Society, now in a period of relative inactivity, 

but the Glasgow New Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society and the 

Glasgow New Association for tho Abolition of Slavery. 
1 

Thoroughly committed to opposition to the Old Organisation, the 

New Ladies' Association had been founded by Pennington in the 

previous year, had supported Garnet as a free produce agent, 

and later cane under Douglass' influence through the agency 

of Julia Griffiths. ` Shpppcrson is probably right in 

suggesting that Mrs. Stowe was only invited to Scotland because 

of the spite felt by the Now Organisation for Smeal's Society. 

One obvious explanation of the decision to send the invitation 

is that the New Association ladies wished to steal the limelight 

from the G. E. S., which had already exploited the literary 

enthusiasm for Uncle Tory by holding a mass meeting to sponsor 

1. A. 3. R. t 2,5.53. 

2.5maa1 to Chumerovzow, 16,4,53, loc. cit.; A. Paton 
to A. W. Weston, 19.11.50, Weston Papers; Bristol and 
Clifton Special Report, pp. 23-24; The Slave, Feb,, 1852t 
April, 1852; Glasgow New Association Circular on behalt 
of Douglass, n. d., May Papers, loc. cit.; A. 8. ß., 2.5.53. 
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the'Uncle Tom Penny Offering' in the previous November. 
l 

The invitation was actually sent through Wardlaw, now a 

leader of the New Association. Ile iaad the clergyman whom 

Collins had found the most dangerous of the Glasgow 'priests' 

in the disagreements of 1841, and was in fact an arch-conservative 

on all issues but slavery. 
2 

Smeal had already written to 

Garrison explaining darkly that Wardlaa and the others were 

using Urs. Stowe as a pawn against the Old Organisation. 

The use of her name, he thoughts would convince the public 

that by supporting the Vigilance Committee and the A. F. A. S. S. 

they would be doing the best thing to attack slavery "in a 

Christian way. " They would also be deluded into believing 

that helping the American Society and the Boston Bazaar would 

be "to aid infidelity. " He insisted that Mgrs. Stowe should be 

told this before her departure. Smeal enclosed the 1851 

Report of the rival Association to illustrate its New Organisation 

tendency. 
3 

In spite of Smeal's warning, sirs. Stowe's visit was very 

much a triumph for the Glasgow New Assocation. She sailed on 

March 29th, on the Canada, and stayed briefly in Liverpool 

before coming north to Glasgow on April 13th. At Buchanan 

Street Station she was met by the seven hundred members and 

1. G. A. Steppperson, loc. cit., p. 44. See also Saieal to 
Chamerovzow, 16.4.33, loc. cit.; Minute for 16.11.52, 
G. E. S. Minute Books, IV. 

2. Chartist.. Circular, 29.5.41; Collins to Webb, 28,4.41, 
Garrison Papers. 

3. Smaal to Garrison, 4.3.53, ibid. 
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friends of the Ladies' New Association, Speaking on their 

behalf was Dahlia William P. Paton, the conservative 

businessman who had resigned from the G. H. S. with the King- 

Wardlaw- group in 1841.1 The Stowes were Paton's guests 

while in Glasgow, and were taken to the great soirdo hold 

for them on the 15th in Dr. Wardlaw'a carriage .2A second 

evening was spent at an entertainment which Mrs. Stowe 

described as "another soirde gotten up by the working 

classes, � She remarked on the similarities between Scots 

and New Englanders, perhaps influenced by the fact that at 

this tooting "there was more nationality than at the other? 
3 

Although the authoress thus had an opportunity to meet 

the social inferiors of the leaders of the New Organisation 

societies, she seems to have been carefully shielded from 

those of their own class who disagreed with them over ebolitionist 

tactics. S meal did not mention having met her in his next 

letter to Garrison. The G. E. S. certainly had no chance to 

organise any Scottish entertainment of its own. The complaints 

later made to Pillsbury arc symptomatic of an unwillingness 

to invite Garrisonians to the anti-slavery functions at this 

time, 
4 On her arrival, Mrs. Stowe was presented with an 

1. A. S. R., 2.5.41. 

2. Sunny Memories of Foreign Lnndrj (1 Vol. Sampson Low: 
London, 1854), pp. 38,42-43. All references are 
to this edition. 

3. Ibid. r pp. 48-49. 

4. Pillsbury to May, 27.4.55, loc. cit. 
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address from the Glasgow Female Anti-Slavery Society, simply 

restating the Society's willingness to cooperate with all 

abolitionists. Her reply was cordial though brie!, and ended 

by expressing admiration for Garrison and his American Society. 

But there is no evidence that the Old Organisation committee 

ever met Mrs. Stowe. She eoncludeduhee reply with the rider 

that "I do not, in some important respects, agree in opinion 

and practice with that branch of the Anti-Slavery party to which 

you adhere. '; ' 

It Lirs. Stowe's visit to Glasgow amply born out 3moal's 

fears, her reception in Edinburgh was arrange' by the 

Garrisonian Ladies' Emancipation Society. The schisms in 

the Edinburgh movement were always lass violent than in Glasgow, 

and Garrisonians like Ltiss Wigham had contacts with conservative 

male abolitionists which made it possible fcr all factious to 

cooperate in welcoming Mrs. Stowe. No doubt the association 

with the most popular novelist of the century added to E, L. E. S. 

prestige in the same way as the Glasgow events helped the 

conservative ladies' organisation there. Mrs. Stowe and her 

party went to Edinburgh by rail on April 18th, and spent the 

next few days in the city, 4ronically as the guest of Sraoal's 

sister, Mrs. JaneW'ighum. She was also patronised by Provost 

Duncan MacLaren, the husband of the lending Garrisonian 

abolitionist Priscilla Bright ? lacLaren. 2 
On the 20th she was 

1. These letters dated 14.5.53 and 17.5.53 respectively, 
were reprinted in. A. S. R., 1.7.53. 

2. Sunny Memories, p. 60. 
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entertainbd at ahmt was described as a "temperance banquet. " 

The occasion was groat enough" for the Rev. Drs. Guthrie, 

Alexander, Peddie, and Brown to be present, but it is noteworthy 

that on this occasion the Garrisonian organiswra had thought 

it appropriate to invite the O. E. S. to be represented. 

Smeal was recorded as one of the platform party. lira, Stowe 

was presented with a silver salvor and the first thousand 

pounds of the Scottish contribution to the 'Uncle Tom Penny 

offering. '1 Her Edinburgh reception was overwhelmingly good, 

and the initiative in arranging it remained with the old 

E. L. L. S. " which had been Garrisonian since the divisions of 

1841. It was only two years later, during the attempts of 

Julia Griffiths to organise British female support for 

Frederick Douglass and the Rochester Bazaar that a ne Edinburgh 

Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society was founded to oppose the one 

under the Wighama" domtination. 2 Until then, anti-a1cvar7 

disagrceutnts were much less marked in Edinburgh than in 

Glasgow. In 1853 it does not seem to have occurred to the 

organisers of the soirde for ire. Stowe that the committee of 

the weak but certainly anti-Garrisonisn men's Emancipation 

Society should not be invited to cooperate in making the 

1. A. S. R., 2.5.53; Smesl to U. Rstlin, 17.5.53, Weston Papers; 
Smoal to Cüaiterovwow, 16.4.53, loc. cit. This soirdo is 
described but inaccurately dated Sunny Memories, pp. 
61-63. 

2. r. Wigham to May, 4.4.56, May Papers; E. WJigham to 
Chaixorovzow, 3.5.56, ßod. ßrit. Emp. Uss. S. 18, C37/75; 
E. Ydigham to Chamcrovzow, 18.4.56, ibid., C37/76; 
Report of the Edinburgh Ladies' New Anti-Slavery 
Assocation, forte Years 1855 a 1857 Edinburgh, 1858); 
Scottish Press, 23.6.54. 
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arrangcmonts for the visit. 
I The relative consarvatism of the 

Indies# co ittees occasionally criticised by more extreme 

Garrisoniann, suggests that there was no reason why it should 

have done. ` Nevertheless, the Edinburgh situation was different 

fron the Glasgow one. If any abolitionists gained prestige 

by the association with Mrs. Stowe, it was the Garrisanians. 

on the other hand, when dirs. ütowo progressed to other 

Scottish cities, those who received har and made the most of 

har visit were New Organisationiata. In Aberdeen, her host 

was the orthodox Friend, William Cruickshank. The group 

in alignment with the D. F. A. S. S. who dominated the local 

aociaty took advantage of her visit to hold one of their 

infrequent meetings. 
3 After one night in Aberdeen, she 

progressed to Dundee, where she was a3ain ®atertainad by 

a solidly pro-D. F. A. S. S. society. 
4 At the meeting hold for 

her in the city's Steeple Church, one of the noteworthy 

figures present was the Congrcgationalist littdrateur 

George 01111llan, the friend of Emerson and Carlyle, and 

hero of L1cQonaghal. Ile afterwards wrote with characteristic 

flamboyance, that whatever "the Exeter Hail Idiots" might say 

1. M. Estlin to A. W. Weston 8.5.51, Weston Papers. 

2. Ibid.; A. Paton to Garrison, 7.2.51, Garrison Papers; 
Jana Wigham to A. W. Weston! 18.11.52, Weston Papers. 

3. Sunny Memories, pp. 73-74; D. Iacallan to Chamorovzcw, 
26.0.5. x, Bod. Brit. Em2. Usa. 5.10, C33/127; Abordnen Iieri1d, 
23.4.53. 

4. Sunny ? Icmories, p. 90. 
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her reception in Dundee "seemed a minute of the Uillanium 

sent before its time. "1 In these cities, unlike Edinburgh 

and Glasgow, the movement was not highly enough developed 

for rival orgunisi*ations to exist side by side. Both were 

under the control of men cooperating with the D. F. A. S. S. 

Their public support was at least temporarily increased 

by the association with Mra. Stowe, whose attitude to the 

way in which her compromise comments on the divisions were 

interpreted was, to any the least, permissive. 

After their night in Dundee, Mrs. Stowe and her 

husband paused briefly in Edinburgh before making their 

way south to the even more enormous audiences of London. 

Here again, one section of the abolitionists, the dominant 

13. F. A. S. S. one, captured her, and took good care that 

their rivals had no chance to run counter-entertainments. 

The Broad Street Coamittee first discussed arrahgemanta 

for their reception of Airs. Stowe on May 221 and adopted 

an Address to her two days later. 2 
Her appearance at the 

Annual Hoetin; was marked by an unheard of attendance of 

six thousand. At the beginning of June a D. F. A. S. S. 

soirda for her made the very substantial profit of 2179. 

1. ß. üiliixlan to S. Doboll, 31.5.53, in R. A. and E. S. 
Watson, George Gilfillan: I. ottcrs and Journals, with 
a Memoir on, , cited In apperson, oc. c ., 
p. 40, 

2. Minutes for 22.5.53,24.5.53, ß. i. A. S. S. Minute Bootes, III. 

3. A. S. R., 1.5.53; Uinute for 3. G. 53,73. F. A. S. S. Mnutc Boo; cs, 
III. 

i 
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Under the ncýr Charaerovzow rdgiao, the Society had wade an 

attempt to be magnanimous to its opponents and invited 

several loading Garrisonians, including Pugh, Drown, aicKimp 

Uathews, and the Crafts, to put in an appearance at the 

Anniversary. The concession was more apparent than real, 

since all were seated pointedly at the back of the hall, 

When Chamerovzow was challenged over this slight at a 

meeting at the Estlins' lodgings, ho gave no reply to 

Thomp: on's coaacnt that h© believed the gulph (siel that 

separated them to be im, nssable. "1' Chn crovzow or no Chumerov'ow, 

the B. J. A. S. S. aas still inclined to use qtrs. Stowe's visit 

to point up its advantage over the Garrisonians. Mrs. Stowe 

herself acorns to have been indifferent as to which side she 

was identified with. Perhaps reine rin; the intellectual 

acrobatics of her father's abolitionism in the thirties, 
2 

she carefully avoided committing herself one way or the other. 

Her alliance with the D. F. A. G. S. did not prevent her from 

cooperating with Garrison or Mies Weston after her return 

to America. Nevertheless, lira. Stowo's visit, like that 

of most American abolitionists,, brought out the views of her 

hosts in each of the towns she visited, particularly in Glasgow, 

but also in the other Scottish cities and in London. Given 

the opportunity, both factions were prepared to use her visits 

against those abolitionists who disagreed with them. 

1. S. Pugh to Webb, 23.5.53, Garrison Papers. 

2. See L. Beecher to A. Tappan, 23.4,33, quoted in D. U, ý 
Cross, (cd. ), The Autobiography of Lyman Deecher (2 Vols., 
Cambridge, 1961), II0 242. 

3. Ii. D. Stowe to Garrison, 22.12.53, Garrison Papers; 
A. if- Weston to 14. Eatlin, 20.12,53, Weston Papers. 
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This aspect of Mrs. Stown"m 1853 visit Is not, ho ever, 

the most significant. First, the ituonse popularity of her work 

meant that although there was friction between Garrisonians and 

non-Garrisoul saa over who was to have the privilege of entertaining 

her, the British public remained ho oneous in its approval. 

of Uncle Tom and its authoress. The question was not whether 

lionising Urs. Stowe was right or wrong, but who aas to have 

the tactical advantage of acting an her host. Secondly and 

more important, the middle class jealousies over Mrs. Stowe's 

visit are less interesting than the emergence of the new und 

fashionable form of abolitionism inspired by Uncle Tom. 

Leadership of the group of abolitionists who had the initiative 

in popularising Mrs. Stowe's . Izomantic irrege of the Negro lay 

with the genteel 'Stafford House' group. Since those were 

drawn from the Scottish and English aristocracy, the change 

in background of the movement was immense. In turn, the 

resurgence in aristocratic interest in the alavo, dormant; 

since 1838, altered the form of working class opposition 

to the anti-slavery movement. Such opposition had always 

been apparent, particularly among the Chartists, but found 

new opportunities in 1853. This gives yet another example 

of the use of the foreign issue of American abolition to 

crystallise pro-existing social, political, or religious 

rivalries. Similar examples had arisen in 1841 and 1846. 

In 1853 the measure of the hostility between the aristocracy 

and the working classes was their different attitude to the 

cause of abolition, as exemplified by We. Stowe. 
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As is the case of the Old and New organisation tensions 

over Mrs. Stove's visit, no area shows the working class 

attitude to the aristocratic craze for abolition so clearly 

as Scotland. I 
Ihrs. Stowe's contactsoutsido the middle 

class had begun while sha was wor: cing in Edinburgh. it 

was after her arrival there that she received her first 

letters from the Duchess of Sutherland, her future patroness, 

and from the Earl of Carlisle. 
2 

By the time sehe pawed 

through Edinburgh again on her way south, her social 

life, symbolically, had pissed out of the sphere of the 

middle class Wighara family. Indeed Bias Wigham had 

complained even during her first visit that she had had 

little chance to tali: to Mrs. Stoswo because she was always 

restln or attending meetings. 
3 Although she did find 

time for another'worktng class soirde', her second stay 

in Edinburgh was spent principally in calling on local 

landed magnates, and intellectuals who ranked as celebrities 

with reputations as great as her own. Sir William Hamilton 

of the Chair of Moral Philosophy at Edinburgh was one, 

George Combo, the phrenologist, another. She also called 

on Sir James Walker Drummond at tiawthornden, and on the 

Earl of Gainsborough in Edinburgh itself. 4 
Once in England, 

1. This connection has already been made by K13rgberg, 
loc. cit. The specific use of the Scottish example is 
this of Shepperson, loc. cit. 

2. Sunny Memories, p. 60. 

3. E. Wigham to U. Entlin, 23.4.53, Weston Papers. 

Sunny Memories, pp. 220-7,123. 
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this tonduncy to cultivate the rich and powerful continued. 

The synopsis of the part of Sunny Memories dealing with her 

activities after her short stay vrith Lturgo on the way to 

London rands like a general list of the oocial and intellectual 

celebrities of the ago. It was with this. class that the 

initiative in entertaining tire. Stowe really lay. The immense 

response to the call for signatories to the Stafford House 

Address depended largely on the social cachet it gained fron 

the names of the ladies and gentleman who organised it. 

The British working claesos had always been auspicious 

of the middle class reformers who dominated the anti-slavery 

movez nt. 
I Thin was never so truo as in the time of the 

Chartist movement, when abolition, even more than the Anti-Corn 

Law League, was seen as an effort to distract attention from 

the abuse of the domestic poor. The physical force Chartist 

Peter ßussey, for instance, once couteniptuously dismissed 

Edward Baines' strongly abolitionist Leads Mercury as the 

"Leeds Poison. " 2 
In 1833, British labour sympathisers 

attacked abolitionism with as much vehemence as in the 

forties. The aristocracy had now moved into the causa, and 

could fruitfully be attacked through it in the soma way as 

the middle 095909 had been in the past. A widely circulated 

pamphlet by 'A Briton' for inatanco, bitterly attacked the 

1. And possibly also Qt the Negro. See 'Eliza and her 
Black Lian, ' (broadsheet, n. d. ), Firth Collection, 
Dodleian Library, copied in Appendix D. 

2. Northern Star Extraordinary, I0.10.38. See also 
Scotts Patriot, 

.. o, 
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futility of hoping that "Uncle Tourism! ' could produce any 

good affect in America. Ito sneered at the aristocratic 

furore over Mrs. Stowe's visit as "one of their periodic 

fits of benevolence, " and want on to allude to the contrast 

between the philanthropy of the Duchess of Sutherland towards 

the Negro, and her -treatment of the victirms of the clearances - 

"the case of such unfortu ato white wrotche3..... cannot coma 

home to har Grace of Sutherland and the other tender 

benavolonts of England. Their sympathies demand aotcthiug 

binc! ar and more distant. "' The nano accusation of inconsistency 

was characteristic of American pro-slavery defences ogainat 

Dxitißh abolitionists, and had been fully exposed by an 

expatriate British workuan two years b©fore. a Durtuj Ica. 

Stowc'n visit, the pro-slavery response to the news of her 

enthusiastic reception by British abolitionists was similar 

to that of labour on this side of the Atlantic. One vorso 

polomic outlined conditions among the British working classes, 

and went on to play on Irish suspicion of the British aristocracy 

by outliniss; England' a tyranny over "Erin's slave. "3 Another 

1. The Fashionable Philanthropy of the Days saga Plain 
Speaking about AmericanSlavery -a Letter address 0 
the Stowe tes o Ef, Tiu and Scotland, by a ur ton. 

London, 1953)9 pp. 7.8,20. C. T. Slavery Past and Presort; 
or, Voted on Unclo Tom'u Cabin, kite by a Lady (EM oý. 1852). 

2.11. IIamadorn, A Contrast of American and British Slavery 
(Now York, 1851 , pans m. The Mied accusation t isst iiritish 
business involvcM07` in producing cotton buttressed ljrican 
slavery was a coumon one, boing repeated as into ns 1065, as 
in Uncle John's Cabin (Next Door to Uncle Toº'n Cabin). 
Conto n an Answer to awry On. an nzwor o Otbors, 
s an typo chmmnt Ln out 1tcp. ", 

3. Tho Patent Key to Uncle Toml m Cabin; or, &Icu. Stcnw "i. n England, 
by La y in Now or ew or c, 1$5 , pp. s -ý In is Crside 
uu na ö avaxyºº ' er cites similar arguments from 'British 

tai of n pro"" py and American Slavery,, ' Ike Bow's Review, n. a., 
(1853)v 253-230. 
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authoress pointed out more tactfully that slaves auctioned 

in t1to South were treated thus for reasons which would have 

atadc Ung1is2z labourers convicts. 
1 

In spite of criticism of this sort from American 

sympathizsaars with slavery und British labour opokosOn, it 

gras urfair to accuse Mrs. Stave of blindness to the difficulties 

of the Tt ; lish working classes. Certainly she never penned anathemas 

on the structure of British society similar to those of Rogers 

or Collins, but she did make Conine attempts to moot what she 

referred to as 'working men; * however unrepresentative they may 

have been. ' However, the specific psina she took to record 

cases of workingncn who did not disapprove of abolition as 

beint; secondary to roform at homo, seems to indicate an 

awareness of constant opposition from those who thought the 

opposite. 
3 Again, perhaps out of genuine lack of understanding, 

her account of the 1353 visit did not mention those workers 

who were not 'respectable, ' or did not wish to be thoujht so in 

the middle class sense. The 'peculiar situation in Scotland 

at this time, where tensions between the poor and the aristocracy 

had boon accentuated by the Clearances, actually created distrust 

of all those connected with Urs. Stowe much beyond t1lat she seems 

to havo uo+dorstood. 
4 The most ntrikioj st nary of ciorkkili ulns3 

1. U J. 1k Intosh, Letter on the Address of the Womcn of 
En alaud to their Sisters or ca in Rolat one o avert' 
Z2 aw York, 

, p. 98. 

2, Sunnq Memories, pp. 40-50,03. 

3. Ibid. # pp. SOS 100. 

4. A. Itickenzio; The Nistory of tho Mghiand C1anrnnco ; Containing 
a Itcprint of Dona s oou y mores o ,. t io Iig xns' 
Isle o ye n, a Verbatim Report of the Tridl of h© 
Fr-aas o ers nverncso, 1933), PP. orn oa'r' 
Tribu tion is J. " Prebblo. Tho ILi[; hlatxi Clearances (London. 1903). 
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attitudes to dirs. Stowe's mission is an anonymous letter 

sent to her during her trip to Aberdeen. She had this 

reprinted in Sunny Memories, though not without asides 

which suggest a willingness to make literary capital out 

of its Scots dialect and its "old testifying spirit. "' 

It presented Mrs. Stowe with miscellaneous prison statistics 

and an cxpos6 of the defects of Scottish female and pauper 

education. Its most sweeping claim was the information 

that: - 

"I ken brawly ye are a curious wife, and 
would like to hear a' about the Scotch 
bodies. Weel, they are a gey ignorant, 
proud, drunken pack; they manage to pay 
Ilke year for whiskey one million three 
hundred and forty-eight thousand pounds. " 

Much more important than this attempt to enlighten 

Mrs. Stowo over the abuses she had missed was the work of 

Donald McLeod, a Sutherlandshir© stono-mason. His writings 

specifically used the Duchess' enthusiasm for the American 

Negro as a propaganda device to attack her harshness towards 

her Gaelic=speaking crofters. 
2 

Mrs. Stowe herself eulo; iaod 

the clearances as a "sublime example" of progress, and to this 

extent brou; ht &bLcod's attack upon herself. 3 As far as the 

1. 'An Old Bachelor' to II. D. Stowe, 21.4.53, dated 
Stonehavan, reprinted in Sunny Memories, pp. 73-50. 

2. Donald WLeod's Gloomy Mcuorios in the Highlands of Scotland: 
Versus Mrs. Stowe's Sunny Memories in ng aa Foreign 
La : or a Faithful Picture of the Highlands of Scot la 

Toronto, 1857). partly accurate version is repr ný tee 
in A. Mackenzie, op. cit., pp. 1-161. 

3. Sunny Memories, pp. 210 ! f. 
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Scottish opponents und victims of the olearancos were 

concerned, she could hardly have begun her account more 

ineptly: - 

"As to those ridiculous stories about the 
Duchess of Sutherland, which have found their 
way into many of the prints in America, one has 
only to be here, moving in society, to see how 
excessively absurd they are.... tho Earl of 
Carlisle.... her brother, has boon a leader of 
the people, particularly during the time of the 
corn-low reformation, and she has boon known to 
take a wide and generous intoraat in all these 
subjects .... Imagine, then, what people must 
thinly when they find in respectable prints the 
absurd story of her turning her tenants out 
into the snow, and ordering the cottages to be 
set on fire because they would not go out. "l 

She went on to comment on the advance of agriculture since 

the clearances, and examine and dismiss the charges made over. 

the atrocities of Patrick Seller. This whole passage of 

Sunny Uemories, above all the innocent reference to "moving 

in society, " most have seemed ironic to the victims of the 

clearances. Evan outside Scotland, there in evidence 

of opposition to biro, Stowe's friend and patron. 'A 

nriton's' has already been noticed. Again, Harriet 

Martineau zooms to have distrusted'tho Duchess, Sarah Pugh 

for one found this out after a talk with Eliza Lee Folien, 

the Widow of Charles Pollen of Harvard and a Garrisonian 

sympathiser, who spent several years in England at this time, 

and later cane to be a close personal friend of both tho 

Duchess of Sutherland and Lady I3yron. 
2 

Urs, Pollen rend her 

1. Ibid., pp. 219-220,227-228. c. f. I. Grihble, The Trial 
of Patrick Schar (London, 1963). 

+- 

2. L. M. Child to T. Tilton, 9.9.69, Child Papers, N. Y. P. L. 
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a letter from ? Miss Martineau, "denouncing in no uncertain 

terms 'the Duchess' and all her anti-slavery works. "' 

UcLeod'a attack on the Stowe/Sutherland alliance 

was more extensive and more bitter. During Mrs. Stowe's 

visit, his correspondence and that of others in the Scottish 

press pointed carefully to the Duchess' hypocrisy in 

distinguishing between Negroes and crofters as objects of 

benevolence. 
2 After his emigration, however,, he published 

his (hooray Ue rtrs, the first systematic volume-length 

attack on Lira. Stowe written by one without a stake in 

upholding slavery. He threatened that although 

'Doubtleas the cruel dealings of the ; lighland 
aristocracy to the downtrodden sons and 
daughters of Caledonia, will find apologists, 
and oven at the present time they have procured 
an American literary luminary, who promises well 
to whitewash their foul deeds, particularly the 
Sutherland shire d©populators (of the long purse); 
and endeavouring to make it appear that a the 
author and others have written about the 
Sutherlandshire Clearances, were malicious 
accusations and groundless grievances; but she 
will not get Scot free away with it. "3 

The first part of this book is a simple reprint of an earlier 

collection of LcLeod's letters to the Edinburgh Chronicle, 

dealing with the history of the clearances, and first published 

1. S. Pur-, h to U. Estlin, 10.3.53, Eatlin Papers, Dr. Williarns' 
Library. This quotation is followed by a long passage 
which is carefully obliterated, but which presumably 
expands on Miss Martineau's criticisms of the Duchess. 

2. Letters to Northern Ensign, 25.12.52 & n. d., reprinted 
in llcLeod's Gloomy Memories, pp. 105-109,110-112; 
letter to E inburg Guardian, n. d., ibid., pp. 84-87. 
See also Royno da Newspaper, 15.5.53, cited in 
Kliugberg, loc. cit. , p. 549, 

3, JSctood, op. cit., p. 1. 
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in 1841. The last hundred pagan give a general description 

of the devastation of the Ilighlands by the combined effect of 

the clearances und the now Scottish Poor Law. ' The remainder, 

however, formed a specific exposure of the fallacies in 

Mrs. Stows's description of the Sutherland experiment in 

Letter XVII of Sunny Memories, and of the inconsistencies 

between the home and foreign policies of the Stafford House 

leaders. 
2 

McLeod's attack on bfrs. Stowe was related purely to 

her alliance with the authors of the clearances and others 

of their social class. It had nothing to do with support 

for Negro slavery. "Slavery, " he wrote, "is damnable, 

and the most disgusting word in the English or any other 

language. " The British aristocracy, however, had no real 

interest in Negro slavery, since their own system of 

slavery was too enormously profitable. The classes which 

lionised Mrs. Stowe were the ones which had most bitterly 

opposed West Indian emancipation. In fact she had accepted 

their support together with the myth of their benevolence, 

either because she was their dupe or their paid hack. 

"It is characteristic of British aristocracy, " he noted, 

"to be the tost liberal sympathisers with foreign victims 

of oppression, injustice, and barbarous, ungodly, laws... 

but.... huving reverse qualifications at home.,, 3 The whole 

1. Ibid., pp. 1-70,113-212. 

2. Ibid., pp. 71-112, 

2. Ibid., p. 76. 
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burden of McLeod's writing was the illustration of the 

"reverse qualifications" of Mrs. Stowe's patron. As for the 

novelist herself, McLeod pointedly asked how the sovereigns 

entrusted to her had been spent on the slaves' behalf. lie 

went on to ridicule the inconsistencies in the philanthropy of 

the Rev. Thomas Guthrie, who had most impressed her at the 

Edinburgh soirdo. MScl eod's explanation of her compliments 

to him was that like her he had been bought by the Duchess 

of Sutherland, his parishioner, whose gifts of "cart loads 

and hurly loads of dear carcases and of fowl" made it well 

worth imitating her abolitionism. 
1 63aLood's finest comment 

was his reply to the unfortunate comment in Letter XVII of 

Sunny Memories that the clearances had been "an almost sublime 

instance of the benevolent employment of superior wealth 

and power In shortening the struggles of an advancing 

civilization. " He agreed that this was "the shortest process 

of civilization.... in the history of naticc. s.... the whole 

interior of the county- of Sutherland.... in eight years 

converted to a solitary wilderness. "2 

Donald McLcod's indictment was telling, and there iss 

no evidence that either Mrs. Stowo or any other apologist 

ever replied to it. Indeed bar attempt at whitewashing the 

clearances had been inept, and not one likely to be repeated. 

As Mcleod himself pointedly wrote "for the sake of aristocratic 

adulation and admiration. .. . you have exposed yourself to be 

1. Ibid., pp. 82-88. The way in which the Penny Offering 
y was spent was never disclosed. See Furnas, o,. cit., 
p, 54 n.; F. Wilson, Crusader in Crinoline: the Lie of 
Harriet Beecher Stows ew York, 1941), p. 371* 

2. McIAOd's Gloomy Memories. p. Dl. Mrs. : towe's convent is in 
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publicly chastised by an old highland Scotch broken down 

stono mason. '11 In tact "aristocratic adulation and admiration" 

dominated the reception of Uncle Tom's Cabin and its authoress 

in this country. It is in this sense that the British abolition 

moveraant chanced in 1853. Certainly there had been elements 

of aristocratic support for the anti-slavery societies before 

this time. The B. F. A. S. S. usually mana; cd to have some pear 

accept its invitation to the May Annual Doting, ßuxton'a 

African Civilization Society had gathered --many aristocratic 

supporters, and the Duchess of Sutherland herself had become 

known to a possible patron for visiting American abolitionists 

as early as 1840,2 Again, some abolitionists had always 

lived in hope of persuading sections of the aristocracy to 

throw their support behind the movement. Estlin, for instance, 

insisted on the need for the support of the rich and powerful. 
3 

Again, after trying to gain support: *tor an address to the 

later Stafford Dowse one, Susan Cabot noted that "There were 

two lists of names made out, [one ofj those of whom work was 

expected, and the other whose names and station entitle them 

to consideration. "4 

1. Ibid., p. 71, 

2. A. S. R., 18.8.41,19.8.41; T. F. Buxton, The African Slave 
Trade and its Remedy (London, 1840), p. 11; Tolles, '-red, -), 

Lucretia Mott 's Diiry, ' loc. cit., entry for 24.6.40, p. 45. 

3. Estlin to May, 1.10.46. May Papers. 

`i 

4. S. Cabot to U. Estlin, 30.10.51, Estlin Papers, Dr. Willian3' 
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The reception of the first English edition of 

Uncle Tom, however, was such that aristocratic support of 

anti-slavery activity came to be the norm rather than the 

exception. The Stafford Rouse Address, as its being 

named after the Duchess' London residence indicated, was 

organised and supported by individuals whose titles and 

social status gave the movement a prestige it had never 

before enjoyed. This is not to say that the Address was 

not supported by the nonconformist middle classes who had 

always been the mainstay of British anti-alavory. Indeed 

it was signed by almost half a million females, few of whom 

would have been considered eligible for admission to Stafford 

House itself. Nevertheless, the text was composed on 

relatively conservative lines by Lord Shaftesbury. The 

group of signatories whose names were used to secure further 

signatures were drawn exclusively from backgrounds which would 

have been atypical of the earlier movement. It is doubtful 

if any of those individuals, with the exception of the Duchess 

of Sutherland herself, shd shown more than passing interest 

in the Negro prior to reading Uncle Ton. As it was finally 

circulated, the Address was exclusively subscribed by 

females earryjug titles. At the and of his Cloud of Witnesses. 

Armistead produced the trump card of the list of three duchesses, 

one marchioness, fifteen countesses, seven viscountesses, and 

seven ladies of baronets plus On "etc. " who had added to the 

tostinony of his witnesses by signing the Address. 1 This 

W. Armistoad, A Cloud of Witnesses against Slavery, and 
oppression, p. M. 
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support, drawn from the wives of men with characteristically 

landed interests, was far removed from the urban nonconforMlsta 

who had typically been the lenders of the British movement 

since 1833. In turn, the accession of such a group of 

fashionables must have done much to create further interest 

in the movement among middle class groups not previously 

interested in slavery but bent on imitating the aristocracy. 

Only this can explain the hwje support for the Stafford 

-louse Address, since many abolitionists of much longer standing 

than its aristocratic organisers were firmly opposed to its 

sentiments. Certainly some were prepared to cooperate, 

in spite of the gradualist ideas written into the Address 

by Lord Shaftesbury, The competition of Scottish abolitionists 

to help Mrs. Stowe has already bcan described. Even the 

Garrisonians Harriet Lupton and Sarah Pugh want round from 

door to door in Leeds collecting signatures, helped by 

Mrs. Armistead, Urs, Wicksteed, and Mrs. Baines. 1& Armistead 

and Wicksteed themselves also did what they could to boost 

support. 
2 

Outside Leeds, however, attitudes of existing abolitionists 

to the Stafford House Address wore more doubtful. The pson" 

in one of his frequent fits of indecision, strongly approved of 

Uncle Tom, commended the work of "the high born ladies of 

Stafford hIouse, " but felt less than satisfied with their 

1. S. Pugh to H. Hatliu, 15.12.52,24.12.52, ioc. cit. 

2. Armistead# op. cit., pp. 142-143; C. Wicksteed, 
The En; lishEauTs-Duty to the Pree and Enslaved American, 
pp. 13-07 . 
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Address' admission of the 't danjors" of abolition. 
I The 

New Organisation 13. F. A. 8.8. shared Thompson's doubts. An 

attempt was even =ado through the Iteportor to got up support 

for aaU Adiress runninJ parallel to the Stafford IIouso one, but 

without the admission of the difficulties of immediate emancipation 

mentioned in the original text. 
2 

The Slave gave its approval of 

the Address as a supplement to subverting slavery by boycotting 

its produce, but cautioned that it laid the aignatories opý2a to 

V, 

the accusation that they were guilty of the very things they were 0 

asking Americans to abandon. 
3 

The ultra-Garrisonian Bristol and 

Clifton Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society, after some soul-searching, 

refused to coperate at all - which must have been a difficult 

decision considering the excitement in British abolitionist circles 

at the time. 
4 Perhaps the apathy of those British Garrisonians 

resulted from the feelings of Mrs. Chapman. After composing a 

fifty page cautionary letter to Eliza Lee Folien, she had written 

to Mary Estlin denouncing any plans for an address which did not 

embody the principles of the American Society. These, she 

remarked, "are the only true and pure ones; The Anti-Slavery 

Advocate, dodged the issue by avoiding any reference to the 

Stafford House Address. 

1, Thompson, A Lecture Delivered in the Music Rail, Store Street, 
Dec. 13th, 1832# p. 43. 

2. A. S. R., 1.1.53,1.2.53. - 

3. The Slave, February, 1853. 

4. Minute for 17.12.53, Bristol and Cliitou...... Aiinute Book. 

5. U. W. Chapman to U. Estlin, 7.12.5aß Estiin Papers, B. P. L. 
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Nevertheless, whatever abolitionists of long standing thought 

of the Address, it was successful in gaining the support required, 

in terms of raw signatures. But since it left the abolitionist 

leaders of the past at best divided, the conclusion must be that 

the real initiative behind it was coming from now groups - from the 

fashionable figures whose interest in the Negro had been stirred 

by bfrs. Stowe'u writing. This is emphatically not to say that 

Mrs. Stowe was without middle class support. On the contrary, 

even veteran leaders saw that the mass interest roused could only 

be beneficial if properly directed. Al] combined to collect the 

'Uncle Tom Penny Ofßaring, ' which was the basis of Mrs. Stowe's 

considerable financial success in this country. 
1 Again, although 

many middle class reformers were suspicious of the watered down 

ideas of the Stafford House Address, there were plenty of ladies 

from the same social background to ta1. a their place. Finally, 

the audiences at the soirdes hold for Urn. Stowe were predominantly 

middle class, though their attitudes to the Negro were probably 

different from those of comparable meetings in the past. out 

whatever the social origins of the huge numbers of British 'Stoweites, ' 

at this juncture the British anti-slavery movement was being led 

by new groups. The Influence of Uncle Tom had been to draw 

aristocratic elements into the movement, and it was with thew that 

the initiative lay during Mrs. Stowe's 1833 visit. Nothin; measures 

this change so much as the circles in which Mrs. Stowe moved from 

the time she left Edinburgh until har return to America in Octobers 

During this period, apart from her brief stay with Sturga, ehe 

moved exclusively in gentry and aristocratic circles rather than 

Minute for 16.11.52, ß. E. S. Uinute Books, IV; Sunny memories, 
p. 63; Minute for 28.11.82, Bristol Gud Clifton . 

mein e oo1z+ 
Sad, pl to LI. Eatlin, 17.5.33, cs on 1aporu. 
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middle class ones, apart from the occasions when she visited 

literary and scientific celebrities of comparable standing to 

herself? Iicr rang© of contacts would have been unthinkable for 

a normal abolitionist visitor. The slanted interpretation of 

the clearances which, McLeod later tore apart was produced by 

constant association with the glasses who would have acccptcd it. 

Thus Mrs. Stowe's new friends in this country came from 

backgrounds different from the can who had led the abolition 

movement in the past. There is also some evidence that the 

latter were suspicious of the ideas behin. Z the Stafford House 

Address and the general outburst of aristocratic enthusiasm. 

The explanation of her success in attracting support to make 

up for theirs lies partly in the simplicity of her attitude 

to the Negro, which cut out much of the dullness which had 

been associated with previous abolitionist work. Not only 

this, but it may be that the aristocratic enthusiasm for 

Z8ting Mrs. Store had nothin to do with American slavery. 

It is difficult to challenge Senior's conclusion that "She 

taught us how to prove that democrats may be tyrants, that 

an aristocracy of caste is more oppressive than an aristocracy 

of station. "2 No lesson could have appealed more to Stafford House. 

1. Sunny Hamoric , Letters XIII, XIV, XVI, XVIII, XIX, 
Xx,, XXI I I, X Y"XXVI I, XXX. 

2. Massau W. Senior, American Slavery: A Reprint of an 
Article on "Uncle Tom's Cabin', of which a Portion was 
Inserted in the 206th Nnnbar of the inburch Reviews 

. : 3uzflcr' 9 upaech... with a 
135b) , pp. . its-Jts. 
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This appeal was all the greater because of the fact that 

Mrs. Stowe had the cachet of a literary celebrity, as the 

beat received novelist of the century. 
1 Even a Times 

reviewer, who distrusted the craze for abolition, admitted 

that Uncle Tom "is at every railway book stall in England, 

and In every third traveller's hand. "" Certainly much of 

this interest was popular, as the enormous, flood of popularis- 

ations, dramatisations, and even parodies of Uncle Tom on 

both aides of the Atlantic indicates. 3 Reviews in the abolitionist 

press were ovarw olmingly favourablo, while most individual 

abolitionist thought it bound to do good. 
4 Much of the British 

excitement over the book must have been at least connected 

with the old Anti-alavery movement, all the more so because 

of the impact of such a novel on dissentere normally banned 

from reading fiction. 5 But this hardly explains the interest 

on the part of the Stafford fousa group and the imovement'a now 

1. The reception of Uncle Tam by the British press has 
been painstakingly studied in Klitgborg, loc cit., 
pp. 544-547, nn. 10-18. 

2. London Times, 3.0.52, reprinted as Uncle Tom in England, 
The pond on Times und Uncle Toras Ca n, A Review from 
the London Times of . Friday, �eptc bor ; 3rd, 1852 (New 
York, 853 , p. 1. 

3. Furnas, app. it., pp. 257-2851 Klu barg. loc. cit., p. 246, 
U. 18. 

4. Anti-Slavery Advocate, Nov,, 1852; A. 9. ß., 1.10.52,1.1.53; 
The Slave, July* 1 52; Phillips to E. Peasa, 21.11.521 

arf 1sä Papars; Thompson to A. W. Weston, 4.3.53, Woaton 
Papers. 

5. Soniorl, op. cit., p. 36. 
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allies. An Mrs. Richardson wrote in The Slave, the "sensation" 

produced by the work was "most extraordinary. 'a The only 

explanation for the interest of the aristocracy in Mrs. Stowe 

and her wort. must be that the anti-slavery movement had at last 

produced a figure high enough in literary status to be fashionable. 

It was because of this, and not any preconceived attitudes to 

abolition, beyond the very vaguest, that Mrs. Stowe was given 

her taste of London salon life. 

The enthusiasm for Mrs. Stowe nay also be linked with changing 

British attitudes to the Negro. Recent worst by J. C. Purnas has 

laid great stress on Uncle Ton's assumption of Negro interiority, 

while the modern tendency is to discount Urs. Stowe's stereotyped 

characters as the product of two racist assumptions. 
2 

The first 

of these is that the Negro is not a fully rational beine, capable 

of improvement of the sort which the nonconformist abolitionists 

like Armistead and Estlin had envisaged. The second In that 

the Negro is childlike in characteristics, unable to reach the 

highest level of civilization, and dependent on the superior 

intellect of those of stronger racial stock. Although it is 

difficult to reject Furnas" textual evidence that the stereotypes 

of Uncle Toms can support such assumptions, 
3 

is seeress unlikely that 

lira. Stowe herself consistently adhered to them. In two direc ions 

her work elsewhere shows the opposite assumption, that the Negro is 

1. The Slave, July. 1832, 

2. Furnaa, op. cit., pp. 47-51. 

3. Ibid., pp. 43,40. 
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fully rational and perfectible. The firnt is the production 

of Dred: a Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp, one of the sub-plots 

of which centres on slave insurrections. At least one of its 

editions, too, carried a reprint of The Confessions of Nat Turner 

as an appendix. 
I The second proof of Urn. Stowe's hope of 

improving the Negro is the stress she intermittently laid on 

settlement education, much to the chagrin of Garrisonisn 

abolitionl6ts. 
0" 

Although the Negro school she promised her 

British ayxapathisors never materialised, and she seems to have 

been somewhat muddle-headed over the whole issue, she did 

extensive settlement work at Mandarin, Florida, during the 

reconstruction period. 
3 

The temptation to argue that the stereotypes presented 

by Lira. Stows deliberately enshrined esse rtions of white 

supremacy, which a racist British aristocracy enthusiastically 

adopted, must therefore be rejected. On the other hand, it 

should be noted that the rise of 'Stowoito' abolitionism, 

and the decline of the old anti-slavery societies, coincides 

with a period of startling growth in anti-Negro feeling. 

1. Drcdt A Tale of the Groat Diaaal Swamp (London, & Edinburgh, 
1, Appond x. 

2. Anti-Slavery Advocate, July, 1853; L. Wigham to U. Estlin, 
5.3.4.53, ti aston Papßra. 

3. Quarlca, Laote, pp. 130-131; Litwsck, North of Slavery, 
pp. 133.139. Mrs. Stowe tended to gloss over the subject 
of Negro education when speaking to British Garrisonian 
audiences - E. Wigham to ii. Eatlin, 28.4.53, loc. cit. 
The Llandarin s©ttleui nt, or4anised personally byy Mrs. Stowe, 
is described in a series of letters to Miss Estlin in the 
Estlin Papers, Dr. Williams" Library, especially II. B. StoMro 
to M. Eatlin, 21.12.68. 
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In the van of those who now not about dctidin; the rationality 

of the Negro were two Scrota, the Edinburgh surgeon Robert 

Knox and the more famous Thomas Carlyla, 1 
The publication of 

The Nigger Question signalised a aidoapread British 'dizillusionmant 

with the attempts of the past halt-century to icprove tho lot of 

the Negro in Africa and. olsewhoro. Tho contempt of Dickens for 2 

Mrs. Jellyby and the coifed-growing Africans of Borriobooln-Glia 

carried the soma implication. 3 It coincided with the rise of 

a scientific racism much more davZorously 'modern' than anyt1iing 

dreamt of by the pro-slavery opolowisto of 1833. 

Indeed it to logical to mate a connection between the 

increasiu; hostility to the Negro in ßritoin in the fifties, 

and two aspccts of the 1: 3toweites' enthusiasm. First, the 

Stafford House address may have adopted a conservative or 

gradualist position because of Urn. Stowe's admirers no loner 

accoptit that the African was fit for freedom without a prolonged 

period of white tutelage. Secondly, it may be that the 'Stoweitos' 

rejectod the painstaking efforts of the old abolition societies. 

1. Knox's Tho Races of Elan was first published in 1850, its 
second cd tion n1. see Curtin, The Image of AfricA 
pp. 377-330, which stresses the comparative popularisatlon 
of those lectures. ` 

Z. Cariplo, 'Occasional Diacourso upon the Nigger Question, ' 
Fraser's M. ̂gazino, December, 1840, reprinted as a paitplhlet, 
London, M`-. Note the desperate responses to this in A. S. Ft., 
1.1.50,1.2.50,1.3.50. "~ý 

3. B1cn I10uso (London: the Oxtord Illustrated Dickens, 1VoG), 
pp 44. c. i, tho bitter attack on Dickens in Thomas: , Lord 
Donn, Uncle Ton'a Cabin, ßlcai: House, Slavery and tim Slave 
Trade. :; x Articles .... Reprintetromp the Standard, wir -wit -9 an 
Article Conta nin; Facts Connected with Slavery, by Sir Gook 
Stepson, Reprinted from the orthanpton rcury i on, 1853), 
pp. 5-a, 1 i- 4. 
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to demonstrate the rational natura of the African, became 

they no lou cr accepted that ho posueSCcd auch a nature. 

They ware no lon or interacted in the laboured abolitionist 

propaganda of the pant. Perhnps the conclusion on the 'racism$ 

of Urs. Stove is that because of her extraordinary lack Of 

a consistent attitude to the Ilogro, the assumption of white 

supremacy is there in Uncle Tom for those who sat out to find 

it, as Fur=s has done. - Na doubt Dritich aristocrat$ rho 

had been fully exposed to Carlyle And Know could do then zoo. 

Asaumina that the Ucgro was interior to the white, howovor, 

did not prevent a foolin of pity., towardu him which could' L, c 

projected into dosultory good worlhs on his behalf. These 

did not involve labour of the tort connocted with the old 

anti-slavery vement, although thoy could Siva rind to 

harmlessly conservative petitions like the Stafford Ilona 

Address. Tir. c result was that the Duchess of Sutherland a. id 

her circle could respond to Mrs. Stosve's simple ossago of pity 

for the Ne(rro. But this dich not imply that they accepted the 

assumption siunrod by Garrinonians and Tappanites - and cc1ti=s 

even by M *G* Stowe -- that pity for the Nero involved a great 

deal of hard wor'i., in helping 
. 
14n dotonstrite bin potential 

t1uoubbx education, or patiently' labourin to convert the world 

to abolitionist principles. hin tc t)er with the cachet 

of lionizin a literary celebrity vhoso work nupported 

ass= , ptions on the corruption of rioao democracy, nuct 

have made Urs. Stowe irresistible to the aristocracy. 

I. 
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On another level, Uncle Tom's popularity depended on new 

British awareness of the cxcitt aspects of the struggle between 

slavery and freedom. There had alwnys boon an olemont of romnnticism 

in British attitudes to the NNegro,, in which the Negro was aeon as 

being rich in the primitive vilrtues, but not, unfortunatoly, in 

the ability to adjust to life to settled society. 
1 By the 1850'sß 

however, now dovelopments lind accentuated British sonsitivity to 

the romantic aspects of the oppression implied in slavery. 

Richard Iiildroth's The White Slave had already had a Nuccoas in 

this country which gras atrihing by any standard other than comparison 

with Uncle Tory, when Mrs. Sto io+a work was released here. 2 Popular 

interest had been heightened by the Compromise of 1850, since 

the enforcomant of the Ftjitivo Llavo Law produced a flood of 

stories of heroic slave escapes to Canada - Uncle Tom was only 

one of zany attempts, fictional, semi-fictional, or historical, 

to ma1o literary capital out of stories of escapes to Canadian 

freedom. Indeed this kind of influence was already coming 

to bear on the British public well before lß50.3 With 1650, 

however, the trend was accentuated. Even the rash of escaped 

slaves who came to Britain would have kept the o. citing aspects 

1. E. U. Dyka , The Negro in E 
1D40), passim; U. ii. vavirb 
Culture Ithaca, 1064)� pp. 

lx Romantic Thought (Washington, 
Protz em of t nvorv in Western 

2, Thompson to Webb,, 10.9.52, Garrison Papers. 

e. g. Narrative of tho Lita of Frederick Douglass, an American 
S1Avo, Wr tton by iira 7o Y Uoaton und Dublin, x t3lG ;h Negro's 

igtx pro mor c ry to Gritisli rroodom. The Brothers. 
u; t yv on Free. Fins u ory täoma rlcs By Georgo Wo-Upson, Esq. " 

Lf. '. (Loudon, 1344. 
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of America slave escapes before the Dritich public, 
1 1lgnin, 

the sheer call-out of democracy implied in the Compromise 

impressed Dritons, especially those syupethetic to the loft, 

unfavourably. In Glasgow, news of the Conppomiso prompted a 

workers' protest meeting. 
2 

Jonathan IIarkvr, the North Country 

tempcranco worker, claimed to have dccidcd against emigrating 

to An erica because of the lxzw. 3 Writers naturally tell into 

the habit of Wsit Fugitivo Slave Law stories to add romantic 

interest to their indictments of slavery. 
4 to T110 Law, " 

Thompson assured Bristol abolitionists, ".., has turned aouth- 

eastern Pennsylvania into another Guinan coast, "5 Again, 

the Reporter litbitually filled its colunna with morbid 

anecdotes of the operations of escapers and slave-catchers alike. 
ß 

1. Re© V. Quarles, tiiinistcrs without Portfolio, * J. N. IIr 
XXXIX, 1054, Typical published pieces, which sold well 
in this country, were W. and R. Crafts, Running a Thousand 

- Hiles for Freedom (London, 1051); W. V. Brown, free 
Years in Europe, or, Places I have scan and People -1-iavo 
iet..... with a mo r of the ut or, by W. Farmer London and 

Edinbur ; h, =52). Later ones wore U, R. % ard, Autobiai; rarihy 
of n Fugitive Nero; his Anti-Slavery Labours iu tx tod 
States, Canada, and Eng, and London, 1Uj ; J. 1Lanspn, 
Uncle Tom's Utory (Various editions after 1353). 

2" U. Welsh to A. W. Weston, 29.11.50, Euston Papers. 

3. J. Barker to Garrison, 24.10.50, Garrison Papers. 

4.0. Thompson, A. Lecture Delivered in the Music Hall, Stare 
Streut, etc, g pp. 12-33; C. Y ckatca , op. cit. , pes . 

5.0. Tlior ps on, Speech. * ... Delivered at the Anti-Slavery L1cotit .;, 
P IIroadmad, Bristol, September t i, la 5i (Bristol; 10531) ,. 1. 

6. A. S. R., 1.2.51,1.3.52,1.4.51,1.3.51. 
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The Glasgow New Ladies' Assoc tation for the Abolition of Slavery 

under Pennington'a influence, were oven prompted to consider 

founding a now periodical called The Anti-Slavery Record and 

Friend of the Fugitive. 1 
Abolitionists of the sort who tamed 

fuZitive 5153 propaganda had very different attituden to those 

of the later mdmirers of Urn. Stowo - but by using fugitive 

slave propaganda, it was the latter they propagated. The 

slave had bccomo a simple but heroic creature fleeing romantically 

from his oppressors. By doing so, fie was providing news which 

was exciting as well as being spiced with sexual or other physical 

atrocities. In short, fugitive slave stories were good press 

as well an good propaganda after 1850, and as auch were extensively 

reported in the ncw8papors, without the riders on Negro perfectibility 

usually included by authors and editors thoua interest was in 

abolition rather than in lurid stories brining high circulation. 

Two years of bombardment with fugitive slave material presented 

in the most dramatic and sentimental Way must have prepared the 

British public well for the romanticises of Kirs. Stowe's portrayal 

of broken 2dagro families. 

The ictiva abolitionists who had kept societies to attack 

American nlavory alive ttxrougliout the thirties and forties disapproved 

of the Fugitive Slave as much as anyone also. But there are 

indications that in spito of their qualified approval of Uncle 

Tom's success in attracting thousands to the cause, they wore 

sceptical as to VJhothcr the ideas of fro, Stowe and her allies 

1. ibid., 2.5.53 
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could do any lonC-terct good to the public mind. Phillips, for 

instance, thought that the fuss raised by the book was nothinj 

more than "mega scntihantal oxcitcs cnt. "1 The most incisive 

comment on the new abolitionism car, from Eliza Wigham, who 

wrote that "lira. Stowe seems the general pivot of effort :&I 

do not regret it at all, although to honour her in small anti-alavory. "2 

Other abolitionists commented on the complete ignorance of slavery 

and the Nero r howu in the compassionate but simplistic ideas of 

Uncle Tom. ̀  Although Webb kept silent over any misgivings he nay 

have had about bfrs. Stowe, the Advocate later pointedly asked why 

the money raised in 'Stoweito' testimonials should be given to 

one individual rather than spent for this cause through organisations 

with an established history of work for the No; ro. 
4 

In fact the kind of appeal made by Harriet Beecher Stowe 

and the ladies of Stafford house was different from anything 

which had appeared in the earlier British anti-slavery movement. 

Before Urs. Stowe had been heard of as anything other than one 

of Lyman XBeecbar's daughters, Stephan roster had written to 

Garrison of the oratory of George Thompson that "His appeals 

1. W. Phillips to E. Pease, 21.11.53, Garrison Papers. 

2, G. Wigham to M. Estlin, 23.3,53, Weston Papers. 

3. U. V. Chapman, to U. Estlin, 4,7.53, i atlin Papers, 
D. P. L.; S. Pugh to U. Estlin, 20.6.53, Entlin Psapers, 
Dr. Williams' Library. 

4. Anti-Slayary Advocate,, January, 1553, 
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arc to tho in erStnnding 4 tho: "conscience ,1 not to the syt13athicja, 

hence the impression he creates will be portanont, CA will not, 

hie that of too many popular spcckerti, quickly pass away: 

This asscss=nt of Thompson goon right to the root of the attittidos 

of the noucwniormist abolitionists for whom Thompson spoke. 

Harriet fetcher Stawa'n preconception on the Negro left little 

. '; xim for the application of "understanding, " or "COnsciOnOO" to 

his position. Miatovor her own attitudes to African equality, 

Uncles itself was singly an attempt to generate roaautia pity 

for the Negro. The aim of the nbolitioniet movement Thompson 

represented so wall, was tt> apply the institutional energy of the 

anti-slavery societies to the conversion of the individual. This 

might be done by rational argument to prove slavery was inexpedient, 

or by moral and theological argument to prove it was irreligious. 

One part of the proof in each case was that the Negro was potentially 

it not actually the equal of the white. 
2 In her moat famous worth 

at least, Urs. Sto°o Q. aitted this last lime in the equation. As 

a result, Mole Tom could only affect the moveizent by creating 

a high enough level of pity to v-ieep her readers into a now thoughtless 

form of abolitionism. It was because it wan based on pity, and not 

on the "undo atundt g, " that the old leaders had doubts about the 

permanence of tl . 'Stowoitn' movement. 

1. S. S. Foster to Garrison, 31.4.510 Garrison Papers. 

2. Bee for Instance Armistead, A Tribute for the Negro, passim. 
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On the other hand, it was because o2 the simple attraction 

of her ncssa, e of pity that Urs. Ctowo was able to raise the 

mass support which the old societies, partly because of their 

complex rivalries, could no loner ettrAct. /gain, for Stafford 

Iiouac, pity was a ladylike emotion, whoreae the inten.: oly felt 

responsibility for individual conversion implied in the old 

attitudca was not. Such pity say well have been connected with 

comfortablo nca tions of race superiority. It also carried 

the satisfaction of buttressing anti- crican ideas with the 

awareness that American republican tyrants oppressed the defence- 

less Negroes, thus exposing a flow in democracy to the satisfaction 

of lira. Stowe' a supporters. The old anti, -slavery movement was 

rooted in edzairatioi for American institutions=, the now saw 

slavery as the final proof of their inadequacy. I Harriet Docc er 

Stowe thus revolutionized the Enn11ah and Scottish anti-slavery 

movements. She attracted now leaders to the cause. And stirrod 

up iaonse populnr und fashionable intercut in slavery. But 

sho only did no at the cost of sbsindonina the firm assumption: of 

non like TJcbb, 5aa3l, Estlin, and Armistead, that the Negro was cis 

rational a beim as the white, prevented only by his slave onvironracnt 

from roalicit thin potential. 
` 

For this reason, the 'Stowcito' 

enthusia= did not =and the declining-, fortunes of the Old and Now 

1, U. martindau, Tho Liartyr Ago of the United Status of America, 
with an Appeal on Behalf of the Ob3sr n Inatituto in Aid of 
toAa tion of Slavery 1 cwcuut o, l& , p. 42, c. . : ýcuior, 
op. cit. , pp. 38 -39:. 

2, c. f. G. GiUillau, The Debasing and Desaorali. ing Influon^. c 
of Slavery on All and au Everything Connected wit it, pp. 2-5, 

Mole To-m's Ca 1n, p. 113. 
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Organisation aüti-alavory societies, As for the Garrißaniuna, 

they fared even worse than their rivals, it was only in Edinburgh, 

whore no Tappanito society had yet been fort d, that they manaCod 

to gain the prestige of working with the authoress of Uncle To=. 

indeed Mrs. Stowe's 1853 visit fully bore out Thorspson's gloomy 

prophecy that she would "be alnoat wholly In the hands ... Of 

those who have eou ht to depreciate and oven dostvoy the true 

Anti-Slavery party in the U. ß. "1 

The cattcltwioß i8 that while goßt-Uncle Tort Britain had more men 

and women who could ba loosely classified no abolitioniat, it 

had far leas who were habitually involved to the extent OX 

regular attendance at society moettt)ja, or even regular reading 

of the heavier forms of non-fictional anti-slavery propaganda. 

On the other hand, it would be wrcu y to overstress thin dualimn. 

The older anti-slavery movement was in no sense replaced by the 

work of tho 'Stcvojtoc, ' and it is not t1le intention of this 

dissertation to nu=or3t auch a bream in continuity. For a\a 

thing, the lino between the two levels of mbolitioniam, was b no 

means clear. No doubt many enthusiasts for Undo To# were 

Inspired to join local anti-slavery societies, Osrrisardanr 

Tappanito, or free produce, and it to certain that many of tl ß 

abolitionist veterans of the iortion, even Garrisonian ow3, 

thought that the furore over Urn. Gt "n visit would dc)'. nueh 

good$, In apito of this interaction, bowover, what is clear 

1. Tliompzon to A. W. Weston, 4.3.53, {loston Papera. 'ý 
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is that the IStoweite movement did not represent a strennthhenieü 

of the old Garriaonian and Tapaanito uociotiea. Anti-slavery 

societies of all shades of opinion, fr(= the D. P. A. 3. S. dow=ards, 

were n ca geien seriously affected by a. genoral loos of interest 

among the nonconfornist public who had been their mainstay in 

the previous decade. 

In corcluctiu; this chapter, ! 1owovor, it rust bo stressed 

that this decline was relative, and that the old movement 

survived in a truncated form up to the Civil War and indeed beyond 

it. The n. F. A. S. So is still in operation at the present day, 

while many of the provincial aocietiea, includinj several of the 

Garrisonian ones, were kept active by visiting Anorican'abolitionists, 

on whose vo, k they had indeed depended for stipulation In the 

paste 

The In 3t year before the Civil War, 1830, was a vintage 

year for tours by American abolitionists. For instance Martin 

R. Delany, the Negro agent of the African Aid Company, was 

supported in this country by Dr, Iiod, ein, once a loading sup+ortor 

of Auxton's African Civilization Society. No toured Scotland 

and the provinces trying to raise interest in the exploitation of 

Africa as a competitor of the slave South, otter appearing in 

July at the International Statistical Con ; ream in London, where ;ý 

i 
ýý 
x 

, ýý - 

.ý 'ý, 
-ý 
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he read a paper to an audience including Prince Albert. 
1 

Another important Negro visitor in this year was Sarah Parker 

Remond, the sister of Charles ße1ond. Loss radical than her 

Garrisonian brother, much of her work was done under the 

p3tronago of the D. F. A. S. S., and part oX liar tiao aua spent 

touring the Midlands with Douglass, although she had arrived 

in this country with testimonials from Garrison. 2 Douglass' 

own visit suggests a slight rapprochement botwcon the factions 

in Britain. Douglass was also well received by the Leads 

Young Zion's Anti-Slavery Society, in spite of its domination 

by the Garrisonion Wilson Armistead. 3 He later toured briefly 

1. Unpublished Edinburgh University Ph. D. Thesis, 1056, by 
U. fotsford, 'Scotland and the Merican Civil War, ' p. 
105; B. Quarles, 'Ministers without Portfolio, ' pp. 
37-381 Information from Ur. Edward Dixon. Delany becarc 
a form of crypto-colonizatiouiat, as explained in his 
The Condition, Elcvation, Emigration, and Destiny of the 

Dy t F110 t De os MUSH trip :Qd moved towards hopes 
of cxploitin Livingstone's discoveries. After the out- 
býreak of tar, he was finally co aaioned an the first 
Negro Major in the U. B. Axiy. Sao D, T. Cornish, The 
Sablo Arta. Negro Troops in the Union Ar&V, 1ßG1-f, 5`-"' 

nd o s$ New York, i" pp. 216-117, Later r7 
published a counter-attach on rising white scientific 
racism, Principia of Ethnology the Origin of Races 
and Colour (Rdladelphin, 167 . Thera is a : etc of 
Delany in-the D. A. D. 

2. A. S. R., 2.1.00,1.11.60; Garrison to 'Webb, 28.12.58, in 
Ant "&inyory Advocate, Feb., 1858. 

3. A. S. R., 2,1.60. 

0 
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with Th+npson, who had recovered from hie paralysis and 

recoi cnccd anti»alavory lecturing, but had not yot fully 

patched up relations with the Britiah and Foreign Society. ' 

One of the tost interesting things about the visits 

of Douglass and Lien Remond is that they tended to behaVO 

differently in conservative England and Garrisonian Scotland- 

Although U9iss Remond was supported by the f. F. A. S. S. in En; lando 

in Edinburgh she xiuaagad to raise an audience of two thousand 

at a meotint; organised by Eliza Wtghcu. ` Again, although 

Douglass and Thompson had toured amicably enough in England, 

when they appoared together in Scotland, the ß. E. 8. encouraged 

Thompson to attack Dou, lass' current views on political 

abolition. The result was an unsavoury debate reminiscent 

of the virulence of the early 1L140'8, which was published 

in full b TThompson's Loudon Enanoipation Cor. ittvo. 3 This 

unpleasautncrs, however, was an isolated incident. Scotland 

was now atypical in Its strong Garrisonion tooling. By 1i6O 

the British movement had roturncd to a state of relative harmony. 

1. Ibid., 2.4,60,1.640; Ponar, Douglass, p. 183; 
Anti-Slavery Advocate, June, 1ß i.: . '., 

2. A. S. R., 1.11.60 

3, Botsford, op. cit., pp. 84-831 Poner, op. cit., p. 407, 
n, 2. The peaches were published as Lo Stu onn Emancipation 
Committee, Tract No. 5 (London, 1860), which included 
G. Thompson, Lecture on the Constitution of the United 
States.... Do1 vors in the City Ia , Glasgow, February 27th 1 
i-4-of- K. t ass, cturo... n Reply to dir. Thompson, 

vorod in the Queens Rooms, G ssgow, r. 2G, 1&; ü, 
" G. Thompson, Reioinder.... a cture 1 vered in the City " 

Ball, Silas oi, Apr SM, O. The Scotts attic c- 
c osa y re ec s Garrison s own continuing hatred oZ 
potClasa, as in Garrison to nay, 28.9.60, Garrison Papers. 
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Porhaps quarrels were being shelved by British abolitionists 

becauso of a co=ou consciousness of woaJ: noss, and a common 

uwaretwss of tho impending crisis in Anorica. This j ression is 

borne out by tho conduct of the last important American visitor 

of 1860, the Rev. George D. Chaavor of Now York, 
1 The pastor 

of the Church of the Puritans in union Square, New York City, 

he-closely resembles floury Ward Boochor in being ono of tho 

American clergytacn whose namo had becormo a household word duo 

to his activities as an abolitionist. 
2 His 1840 to 1061 Uisit 

was produced by the objections of his fashionable conzrc ation 

to the anti-slavery views which he publicised, for instance over 

the tiarper's Perry Itaid. lie finally pushed his congregation 

to the point of rebellion over the specific issue of the Dred 

Scott decision. 3 Perhaps due to the personal nature of his 

cause, he was cblo to gain support fron all British factions at 

one ttho or another, although a certain amount of friction 

between Old and New Organisation was produced by his presence 
4106%t 'llii T Li124{sýf: ý VO&NS+MKC. 

in this country. In 185D0 hkLvas received equally wall in 

1. Cheover had already visited Britain in 1837. Sea 
G. E. 8. Reports, 1837, pp. 12c) if. He was the author of 
the original temporauca tract, The True History of Deacon 
Giles' Distillery. There in a short sketch o his life 17U 

t 1w v. A. II. 

2.0. Frederickson, The Inner Civil War. Northern Intellectuals 
and the Crisis of the Union Near Yorrk, 1j)63) , p. 45. Cheover 
was also associated with eechcr in the temperance crusade. 
See L. Abbott, Henry 'Ward Beecher (Boston, 1003), p. 214. 

3.0. B. ChcoVCr, The Curse of God against Political Atheism.. " 
(Boston$ 1839), p. 24, quoted in Filler, The Crusade wgaiust 
Slavery, p. 373. 
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Scotland by Garrisonians and their opponents. Even the 

Reb. Dr. Candlish joined with other Scottish abolitionists 

in wolcolin hir, as did his old critic Oiltillan. 1 On a 
Chcc"r f, i«, cc If la/-tr 

national level, ha appeared at the annual mooting of the 

Garrisonian T', Iiu Emancipation Conucittea, and yot was 

fully supported by the Report©r, apart fron a brief interlude 

whon its editor was circulating- rumours that the Church of the 

Puritans contained a Negro pew 
2 During hie awmand visit to 

Scotland in 1860, ho continued to try to win over all 

abolitionists. 
3 his conciliatory behaviour probably did 

much to remove the unpleasant impression loft by the Inter- 

changes of DotClass and Thompson, and thus force Scottish 

pro-Northern opinion for the coming war. 
4 Chccver'a work 

1. Botsford, op. cit., pp. 29-34; W, Wilson, Ltemoriels 
of Robert St Candlish, D. D. (Edinburgh, 1830)o 
p. 400; 2.1.60. Cheever's tour is described 
with great sensitivity in Taylor, op. cit., pp. 139 tf. 
hiss Taylor argues that he receive much nora support 
in Scotland than in England. 

2. Annual feport of the D. F. A. S. S., 1889 (Supplement to 

. S. 11., 1. .; ibid., : d. . t; 0. The accusations ware 
pr nted in the lauge-for Feb., 1GG0, and he was partly 
exonerated fron thew in that of Uarch, 1860. Thompson 
and other Garrisonions did not consider this qualified 
apology sufficient, and a printed circular containing 
his interchanges with Cooper und Dinns of the D. F. A. S. S. 
is in Garrison Papers, with Thompson to Garrison, 16.11.60, 
scrawled on the reverse. Most significantly, the circular 
is hooded The Following Letters are Printed for Strictly 
Private Circulation, See also Londoij Emancipation 
Com itteo Roso ut ons, Dod. Drit. Enp. Ilan. 8.18, C37/7d. 
In spite of this quarrel, AS. It., 1.9.60, devoted seven 
pages to Choover's speech at the August Emancipation 
Co uittco meeting. 

3. A. B. R., 1.11.60. 

4, BotS O d, op cit., PP- 105-118. 
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thus gives further woight to the thesis that tensions between 

British abolitionists had become wreaker by the ova of the 

Civil 'tar. At the same tim©, the interest which Choever 

created suggests that however much the institutional anti- 

slavery campaign had been weakened in the fifties, it had by 

no means disappeared. 

Indeed several British abolitionist aociotiou remained 

active tbrotuhout the War and even after it. After Fort 

Sumter ranks ware closed even further, and old rivalries 

largely for; otten, in an attempt to of'goniao uaximum 

British support for the North. This is not to say that 

arguments between abolitionists did not takte place after 

1861, for instance over approval of the war anon; reformers 

atrc lp incliz i to pacifism, or over the simpler question 

of whether the North should be supported irrespective of its 

early attitude to slavery. 
1 But these teere not the quarrels 

of earlier decades, and they were not virulent enough to 

hamstring abolitionist activity, perhaps partly because of 

Phillips' lach of contacts in this country. 

iVhat is cortain, however, is that the liberal twiddle 

classes werd solidly opposed to the Confederacy. Their 

opinion aas habitually channelled throuab the old anti-slavery 

societies and a series of auxiliaries doponding on the London 
a 

Union and Inanoipation Committee, incidentally dominated by ThonPson. 

1. Ibid., pp. 549 it. The best treatment of the American 
c4ivvisions during the tsar is in J. U. McPherson, The 
Struggle for Equality. Abolitionists and the Negro in 
the Civil War and Reconstr=tion (Primaton, 1.! , 
passim. 

2. E. D. Adams, Great Britain and the American Civil War 
(2 Vols., London, 

riD. 3o an J. 
Pratt, Europe and the American Civil War (Bonton, 1931), 
--1_+ _i 
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The thesis that the British provinces were most active in 

the fight against American slavery is borne out by the great 

revival of the G. E. S. and the E. L. E. S., both of which eventually 

became largo local Freedman's Aid Societies. 
1 This was also 

the period when the flow of reformers across the Atlantic began 

to go in the opposite direction. Thompson made his last trip 

in 1864". "- Next year he accompanied Garrison Into the 

South and was received in the White House by Lincoln. Hiss 

Estlin visited America after tho War to be reunited with her 

friend EU. ss Pugh, Webb toured the country in 1868, only to 

spend most of his time abroad in a Detroit hospital recovering 

from iriLrics ho bad received in a railroad accident. 
" As for 

support for the North outside the body of abolitionists 

enthusiastic enough to organise themselves into societies, it has 

been noted that although the Liberator cited large numbers of 

British newspaper attacks on the Confederacy during the early 

part of the War, the greater part of these were provincial. 
3 

Organised abolitionist activities survived or even expanded 

during the Reconstruction period, when Britain came to provide 
4 

a substantial sector of support for the Freedman's Aid movement. 

I. G. E. S. lUnuto Books, IV, shows a return to relatively 
frequent meetings of the Society after 1861. The 
activity of the E, L. E. S. during the War, and its bad 
reaction to the pacifist Garrison coming out in favour 
of the War, is described in Botsford, op. cit., pp. 549 ff. 
The G. S. S. accepted his chat fl of position more readily. 

2. AUucPhcrson, op. cit., pp. 300-301; Webb to Gay, 2G. a. G3, 
Gay Papers, Co umbia University Library; U. Estliu to 
n. d. - 1IIGS, Uay Collection, Cornell University Library; U. Estlin 
to UcIKim, 14.7,68, ibid.; Webb to Wiim, 6.4.68, ibid. 

3. E. D. Adams, op. cit., 1,47. 

4. C. Bolt, 'British Attitudes to Reconstruction in America, ' 
PMssih. 
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2 

Although tho history of this movemant in Scotland has still 

to be studied, it seems that the tradition of disproportionately 

strong Scottish Interest in the Negro was maintainsd. 
1 In 

an exact reflection of American developments, the enthusiasm 

over the success of the abolitionist movement meant that the old 

schisms of the forties and tii'tioa were quietly forgotten or 

replaced by than new and less disruptive iesuos described 

above. In 1867, it was posaiblo Sor Garrison to be welcomed 

tunultuoualy in Britain by all abolitionists, Old Organisation, 

ZteW Organisation, and 't3towaite. '2 A year later Eliza Wigham 

could write a history of tho movaracnt which complotoly ignorcd 

the question oZ disunity. 3 The anti-slavery movement survived 

into the postwar period, but it did so trithout the rancour 

and backbitin which had characterized its earlier history. 

Althou; h the history of the British abolitionists during 

the period of Civil War and Reconstruction does not fall within 

the scope of this study, it indicates that the abolitionist 

societies by no moans collapsed in the fifties. Yet the 

third decade of their work for universal emancipation was by 

far the most frustrating, and the one in which their support 

was lowest. Neither the constant growth of now and schismatic 

anti-slavery societies, nor the public excitement over Mrs. Stowe " 

1. Edinburgh University U. Litt, thesis in progress on 
'Scottish Attitudes to Reconstruction, ' by II. Finnic, 

2. Prococdiua at a ßroaktast to Rcccivo William Lloyd 
Gar aou aclou, 1067), passim. 

3, E. %7ighz i, The Anti-Slavery Cau. o in Anorica and its 
LIartyro. 
ter.. 
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"0 

can disguise their difficulties, Perhaps dissension in the 

movement declined in the sixties, not simply because the final 

American crisis had coma, but because the events of the previous 

decade had Dade it painfully clear that chronic factionalism 

made fruitful abolitionist activity impossible. The 'Stcmoito' 

abolitionist movement drew its support from backgrouncb different 

from those of the old anti-slavery loaders, and its success does 

not affect the conclusion that fro= ic3o until the Civil War the 

Tappanito and Garrisonian societies teere languishing. Disunity 

had been their main difficulty since 1841, and it was at its 

worst in the fifties, when the movement could least afford 

it. Notwithstanding the superficial impression of prosperity 

created by the visits of Urs. Stowe, the last full decade of 

British activity against American slavery shows that the old 

abolitionist impulse was runnipj down. Disunity and the other 

factors which ws. kened it will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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CIIAP7MR X 

IN CONCLUSION: THE FAILURE 0? TIM. DAItUISONIAN ABOLITIONISTS AND 

THEIR RIVALS, AND ITS SIGNIFICANC. 

The success of Urs. Stowe in this country, then, should not 

be allowed to obscure the fact that after 1850 the British anti-slavery 

societies were falling on hard times, Their revival during tho Civil 

War notwithstanding, 'old-style' abolitionists, whether Scottish or 

English, Old Organisation or New Organisation, found it more and more 

difficult to raise support for their activities. This chapter will 

suggest reasons for their growing weakness, which may be associated 

among other things with distrust of the ideas of the Garrisoniana. 

Finally, it will suz arise the effect and significance of the work 

of the Scottish and other provincial Old Organisation abolitionists 

during the whole period from 1= 0 until the Civil War. 

The reasons for the decltnln; interest in the movement as a 

whole are several. First it suffered from its own disunity, secondly 

from the unfavourable impression created by its standpoint on the sugar 

duties, and thirdly from public alarm at the roform3 proposed by the 

ßarrisoniana in Scotland and elsewhere. Again, part of its difficulty 

in the fifties was that issues which had previously been live ones 

had now been resolved or else passed beyond British control. None of 

these factors, however, was as significant as the movement's failure 

to reach the harmony which was later forced upon ißt by the crisis 

conditions obtaining from 1801 onwards. One of the interesting aspects 

of the British movement is its very disunity, and the close correspondence 

between this disunity and that of American abolitionists - but there can 
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be no doubt that this characteristic provides the key to its failure. 

The decline of the movement in its old form in the fifties has 

already been pointed out by Miss Elsie I. Pilgrim in a brilliant 

study of the period from 1841 to 1854.1 Miss Pilgrim concludes 

that abolitionists were suffering from the fact that their own 

colonial controversies were overt the sugar duties had finally 

been removed and the West African Squadron had clearly survived 

the challenge to its methods. Although America remained interest- 

ing, neither the II. F. A. S. S. or any other body could provide the 

public with a clear anti-slavery purpose, or save the abolitionists 

from their own divided aims and loyalties. 2 

The history of the movement throughout the fifties indeed 

demonstrates that it could not survive the dissipation of 

resources implied in constant subdivision of ]Labour. The 

divisions of 1841 were bad enough, but made more complex and 

perpetuated over the years their effect was disastrous. Within 

the old framework, the organisation of an emancipation society 

was an expensive business and a time-consuming one. Apart from 

the B. F. A. S. S. itself, no British anti-slavery organisation 

ever employed a permanent salaried official. As for speaking 

duties, the appointment of paid agents fur lecturing purposes 

had boon a very occasional luxury since the feverish campaigns 

1. Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, Cambridge, 1952, by 
E. I. Pilgrim, 'Anti-Slavery Sentiment in Groat 
Britain. Its Nature and Decline, 1841-1854, ' 

passim. 

2. Ibid., pp. 273 if. 

ýýý - 
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of 1833 und 1838.1 In short# apart from the tiny secretariat 

at Broad Street, the work of the British roovcment was carried 

out by dedicated middle class reformers who received no 

rcnuneratiou unless they were lucky enough to write profitablo 

paapblots, a tost unlikely event in a cause where most 

propaganda was distributed free. Even Webb would never accept 

anything more than postal expenses for his wort:, and was; often 

out of pocket on these because of his endearing unwillingness 

to keep an accurate tally of what payments he =do. 
2 Yet he 

contributed more to the American movement than any other 

British abolitionist. By the late forties he teas spending 

all his limited spare time managing the distribution of 

Garriaonian periodicals in this country, editin; the Advocates 

and panning- articles for the sophisticated Anti-Slavery Standard. 
3 

Thompson is the only real professional who figurcz lcrgoly in 

this study. ilia setivities were frequently interrupted due to 

his need to find work. in whatever cause had tine means to pay 

1. Thompson's American agency for the G. B. S. and T. E. 8. 
Was one of the exceptions. It is significant that 
his 1850-51 visit was financed by himself in the 
hope of earning money to pay off his debts, and not 
supported by grass-roots contributions frost the 
movement. See TIsompson to Garrison, 3.10.30, 

-Garrison Papers; Thompson to A. W. Weston, 26.3.51, 
vc3ton Papers. Althou h the G. r.. S. nppointcd 'agents' 
in 1346, there is no evidence that they were actually 
paid. 

2. Gay to Webb, 6.6.4A Garrison Papers. 

3. Gay to 'ebb, 31.7.43, ibic,; Webb to Gay, 2,7.47, 
Gay Papers, Colu bin University. IIa sico rota 
regularly for the Liberty y Bell .. Webb to A. V. Weston, 
20.10.48, Weston Papers. At one point Uay gave hits 
the ofiiaial tLtle 01 Foreign Agent of the futi Slavery 
Bazaar. See Uny to Webb, 19.2.80, May Papers. 
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him. 
1 

Even his failure as reform M. P. for Tower Hamlets was 

widely attributed to his lack of private means and necessity 

for finding salaried employment. 
2 

The lack of paid officials in the old anti-slavery 

movement was the more serious because its methods were so 

much lass dilatory than those of the 'Stoweites', who confined 

themselves to holding the occasional public martin: and passing 

round unexceptionable petitions at ladies' tea-parties. Each 

abolitionist society which aspired to an independent existence, 

whatever shade of opinion it catered for, had to have regular 

committee meetings, and cot ta! the services of an unpaid 

secretary prepared to carry out continuous correspondence 

across the Atlantic. He ras also expected to draft carefully 

considered petitions, appeals, and resolutions to send to the 

1. Thompson's fascinating rango of employment deserves a 
gull biography. At one point or another he as er ent 
of the Agency Comxdttea, the G. B. S., the Aborigines' 
Protection Socicty, the Britiah India Society, the 
Anti-Corn Law League, and the Universal Suffrage Union. 
At other times he was U. P. for Tower Hamlets, legal 
representative for the Rajah of Sattarah, editor of 
the British India Advocate and The Empire, cud traveller 
for an unidentified r: ug s textile firm in India. In 
1°. G0 he became an (unpaid) agent of the American Anti- 
Slavery Society, in recognition of testitaoniela from 
the U. S. A. References to all these facets of his 
career are given in this thesis, except for hie 
Suffrage Union woe,,. This in best studied through a 
group of tracts in Columbia University Library, G. 
Thompson, National Reform Tracts, Nos. 1,2, , 4,8, 
9,10 (A1 Lon on, 1355). 

2. 'ebb to E. Quincy, 27.3.51, copy from private collection 
of Professor Merrill; L!. W. Chapman to H. t: atlin, 
^9.10.55, F. stlin Papers, Dr. Williams' Library. Ile 
went to America because in debt, and returned to lose 
his seat. Sao Thompson to Garrison, 24.9.52, Garrison 
Papers. 

_ý 
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proper quarters in Britain or America. Aside from this, the 

leaders of each society had to keep themselves familiar with the 

flood of detailed controversial literature on slavery and 

emancipation. The most obvious characteristic of the old 

movement, unlike the '3toweita' one, was that it involved a 

great deal of work. Since each anti-slavery society required 

officials able and willing to carry out this work, and since 

the number of such officials available was limited, the effect 

of repeated division of ranks could only be to leave tnallor 

antislavery bodies without the moans of carrying on a itatiou. 

No doubt the open disagreements between abolitionists, and 

their all too frequent lack of charity towards one another 

tended to repel a great deal of public interest. Probably 

this was even more so in the case of the Garriaonians, whose 

attacks from the left on man generally considered the most 

extreme of radicals must Often have seemed incomprehensible. 
I 

Ilorrever, the practical damage done by the schisms was greater 

than thie. each division meant that fewer capable ten were 

left in charge of any given society, so that it beano more 

difficult to keep any of them running efficiently. It the 

societies had not lost a single member between 1350 and 1860, 

the probability is that tho effect of the schisms in simple 

institutional terms would have been to reduce them to a fraction 

of their former strength. 

Cat11n to U. W. Claopnan, 2a. 2.40 # 'Weston Papers; Webb to 
U. W. Chapman, 20.5.53, ibid. 

.. 
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Unfortunately the anti-slavery movement had to cope with 

other factors which added unpopularity to the working difficulties 

created by its disunity. Although the question of sugar protection 

was not an American one, it absorbed much of the attention of 

British abolitionists, whether ßarrisontan or Tappanite, from 

1840 to 1846. The subject was particularly difficult because 

it presented abolitionists with a distinct conflict of loyalties. i 

They were free traders almost to a man, and shared the assumption 

of The League that next to protection for boxe-grown grain "the 

sugar (raonopoly).......,. in the most scandalous and oppressive. "2 

on the other hand, they could hardly tail to sea that opening 

British markets to cheap Latin-American aujar would ºvo: sen the 

lot of the slave in Cuba and Brazil, and give a sharp stimulus 

to the Atlantic slave, trado. William' nsscrtion that the 

abolitionists remained true to their economic nature, und threw 

Latin-American slaves overboard to further the free trade 

legislation which was their primary objectivol3 is not borne 

out by the detailed history of the anti-slavery societies during 

this period. In fact a largo section of the abolitionist public, 

1. The iollowinZ paragraph is a condensation of nice, 'The 
Anti-Slavery Interest and the Sugar Dutia3l, loc. cit. 

2, TIio Lcaguv, 11.11.431 ibid., 4.11.43,9.3.44. 

3. ttilliams, Capitalism and Slavery, pp. 160.161. 
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led by .a ipajority wird; of tha n. P. A. 8. S., entered into a 

peculiar alliance With diehard 'West India protectionists 

in an effort to keep British markets closed to slave produce. 

The fact that this was inconsistent with their cmbarraased 

silence over American cotton was made much of by their 

opponents. The latter Included man like Cohdcn and Aright, 

who were not at any time members of the institutional anti- 

slavery movement, an well as a substantial clczcnt within 

the abolitionist societies themselves. The latter used 

the somewhat weak arg= . ent that the only way of oudin 

slavery aas to expose it to competition with the more 

economic system of fron labour now happily in force in 

the Went Indies. I 
Abolitionists of this opinion, who did 

not oppose the inexor : bla movement to%yards the Sugar Act 

of 1843, tended to be members of provincial societies, principally 

in the West Country, The O. E. S. showed its tsu` l Scottish 

tendency towards nonconformity by adopting an irr probable 

scheme of John ? Surrey's. He argued in favour of having 

British inspectors on each plantation in Latin-Micricag 

stam2iug hogsheads as free or slave produce, which could 

then be taxed accordinglq. 
2 

The controversy over sugar 

may thus be another cxaMle of the way in which tonsiorswithin 

1. All viewpoints on the subject were aired in Proceedings 
of the General Anti-Slavery Convention, called by Ue 
Coimittee OZ the Brit I511 and- Foreign u -S avery Society, 
and hold in London from 1'r dap, June 1$t4 to Tuesday, 
June 20th, 1843 *ond u 1544 , pp. 127-173, cots ensr-d 
in A. 5. tt., 21. U. 43. See also Pilgrim, op. cit., na 169-162, 
1r, G-170. """""~ 

2. G. E. S. Circular, 24.4.44, Bod. IIrit. J p.? 43g. S. la, C17/76. 
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the cnti-slavery movement reflect rivalries and difforencos of 

opinion between the provinces and London which hcd nothing to 

do with the Negro at all. 
t In either case, the result of the 

campaign for free trade in sugar was another disastrous division 

of abolitionist forces, Uany local societies 'cro ngain split 

internally, quito apart from tho onaa which diaaentod from 

13road Streut policy. 
2 

The effect on diddle clcss confidence 

in the anti-slavery tovanent must have bean cevcre. The class 

! rori which the movement could bopo to gain future converts was 

over '"o1mingly free trade in sentiment, as Wiliia correctly 

crzuoa. After 1841, however, the national cuti-slavory organisation, 

and many of its t local auxiliaries, appeared in the uncottfortable 

and, bcurildoring position of being allies of the West India and 

Tory interest in the defence of protection. 
3 

As well as the repellent effect of the D. r. A. S. S, stand on 

this unwanted controversy over su ar, the British anti-slavory 

societies declined in attractiveness due to suspicion of the views 

of Garrison and the Amaricau group who were supported by 

Scottish and Irish abolitionists like Stteal and 'ebb. All the 

evidence gathered in this study suggests that Garrisonian abolition, 

, with its insistence on the connection between the anti-slavery 

causa und the alarming 'extraneous issues, ' did not draw the 

Driti*h middle cingsea towards tho movement but drove teen away 

1. Sea nice, op. cit., pp. 53-59. 

3.11. Cross to Tredgold, 18.6.41, Bod. Brit. Emp, L! 3s. 3.13, 
CG/435; A. ' Wighat to Scobiv, ; 0.4.44, ibid., -C-2,77153- 

1. Pilgrim, op. cit., pp# 129-151. 

._ 
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from it. This was certainly the case in Scotland and Ireland, 

and it was perhaps even more so in the less extreme reform circles 

of the nation at large. Some of these antagonised by Garrison 

and his disciples simply closed ranks round the British and 

Foreign Society. In other cases, however, the harm done was 

irreparable, since some abolitionists were sufficiently determined 

not to be associated with the 'cwtraneous issues' to break their 

connection with the movement altogether. An examjle of the 

former tendency was the response to Collins' mission, an instance 

of the latter the behaviour of the Free Church clergy after 

Vright's 1340 campaign. After it they dropped e; rtcnsivo anti- 

slavery agitation until the visit of their clerical colleague 

Dr. Cheover on the eve of the war, 
I In British to zs, the odium 

attached to the 'extraneous ässuoa' was such that there must 

have been a general tendency to cry a plague on both houses, and 

fail to understand that the D. F. A. S. S. was an; n; ed in an uphill 

battle to disassociate itself from Garrison. Indeed it iss not 

li'. ely that Broad Street would have risked the enormous institutional 

disadvantages of disunity by taking the stand aaainnt Collins 

which led to the groat schism of 1841, if it had not thought that 

the loss of prestige caused by being associated with Garrisonian 

heresies would have been an even Creator evil. Bven as it was, 

in the uneducated public eye, the tendency was to assume that the 

A. '. t. S. 5. as somehow connected with these heresies anyway, whether 

it liked it or not. 

1. ece above, pp. 524.. Dr. Candlish, however, was s atin; 
against the slave trade ns early as 1851, and in response 
to Pennington's apparently conservative demands for the 
Vigilance Committee by 1854. A. S. R. , 1.2.51; Anti-Slavery 
Advocate, August, 185 4: w, %1i 'n" ", Memorials oT7 o cart Sm th 
C. iiir 41, pn. '1VG, 4 l-. 4D1/. 
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What made the 'extraneous issucs' of interest to Garrison 

and his followers inappropriate for discussion in this country 

gras the extraordinary conservatism of the middle classes during 

this period. In modern terms, most of the Garrisoniun heresies 

have either been implemented or else appear harmless. There was 

no truth whatsoever in the charge that Garrison wished to 

overthrow the family unit; apart from his frequent outraged 

responses to those opponents who insisted that he did, the 

closeness of his own tics to wife and children are enough proof 

of his traditionalism in this respect. As for the unorthodox 

vier pints which he did hold, his distrust of a-paid ministry 

has been made irrelevant by the modern decline of the churches 

which ha attacked, while his rejection of the Sabbath is no 

loner an issue except in the Celtic Presbyterian world. All 

the rights he would have given to women have been granted. His 

views on temperance are as much those of a minority as they ever 

acre, but are no longer considered socially dau crous. IIis 

ncnrlaistant ideas, the ones which horrified contemporaries 

most, are no nearer being implemented. But they can now be 

fitted into the modern framework of the widely tolerated abstract 

theories of the classless society and the tenets of twentieth 

century anarchism. They show a connection with the rnetIodsu 

of passive resistance perfected by Gandhi and cdoptcd by substantial 
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sectors of the Lott in the West, 1 
To Garrison's own gcnnration, 

however, these ideas appeared to strike at the whole basis of 

middle class social control. 

There are many reasons for the doubtful welcome given to 

Garrison's universal reform ideas in this country, many of 

which were fully understood by his sympathisers. A recent 

perceptive essay on the psychological basis of abolitionist 

commitment suggests that it was the firm opposition to the 

anti-slavery movement in America which gave its leaders their 

compulsion towards championing unpopular reform causes in general. 
2 

In Britain, where abolitionism was all but universally accepted, 

such opposition was not present to an ettent which encouraged 

commitment to the whole wide front of universal reaffirm. 

Atypical British areas were provincial ones, especially Scotland 

and Ireland, where defensive consciousness of the tensions with 

the metropolis may have been partly what produced substantial 

1. Garrison's advanced nonresistant ideas are discussed in 
W. P. Garrison et ei., William Lloyd Garrison, II, 144-161. 
His first mention of J. II. Noyes 'no-government' ideas 
is in Liberator, 23.6.37. See also the summary accounts 
in Barnes, The Anti-Slavery Impulse, pp. 92-05; H. H. Simms, 
Emotion at High Tide (Baltimore, l36O), pp. 171-174; 
Morrill, Against Wind and Tide, pp. 144-146,269-270; 
Thomas, The Liberator, pp. 22 -235. The work of Noyes, 
from whom most of Garrison's nonresistant ideas were taken, 
is summarised in Tyler, Freedom's Ferment, pp. 184-195. 
Garrison's association with oyes was all the more 
unfortunate because of his connection with the outwardly 
communistic and adulterous Oneida settlement. Sea C. Nordhoff, 
The Communistic Societies of the United States, from Personal 
Visit and Observation (New Yor , 187 , pp. 25i25ii-238. 

2. S. S. Tomkins, 'The Psychology of Commitment; the Constructive 
Role of Violence and Suffering for the Individual and for his 
Society, ' in Duberman, (ed. ), The Anti-Slavery Vanguard, 
pp. 270-298. 
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support for Garrison against more conservative abolitionists. 

Beyond this, there were good reasons why the British middle 

classes as a whole should have been suspicious of the Garrisonian 

reforms. Indeed British Garrisonians were well aware of this, 

and accordingly spent much of their time trying to shield their 

ppblio from the universal reform enthusiasm of men like Collins, 

Rogers, Wright, and Garrison himself. Only Smeal, Murray, and 

Paton were extreme enough to avoid all cavilling at'whatever 

American reform ideas were presented to them. Noyes hiuself 

could not have asked for anything more than the devastating 

indictment of the Union adopted at the G. E. S. Anniversary in 

X1345.1 However, the loading Garrisonians, Webb, Estlin, and' 

Miss Wighan, from time to time advised caution in urging the 

#extraneous issues' on an unresponsive British public. The 

morality inculcated by the churches was central to the middle 

class control of the working population. Estlin repeatedly 

argued that the institutions which were their twin pillars, 

the Sabbath and ministry, should trot be irrospon3ibly attacked. ~ 

Even the British Friend attacked the ideas on the Sabbath 

presented in Wright's Six Months at Graefenberg, slthou; h it is 

probable that this was duo to Robert Snoal'a influence rather 

1.1lnute for 1.8.45, C. E. S. Minute Books, III. The 
G. E. S. also had Writ ts pamphlet, e Dissolution of 
the American Union Demanded by Justice and Humanity, 

published under its auspices. 

2. Estlin to May, 29.1.46, May Papers; Estlin to May, 
23.2.46,1.10.40, ibid. The importance of the Sabbath 

as a way of preserving piety among the public at large 
is demonstrated by the fact that many Friends, who did 
not themselves observe the Sabbath, took a leading 

part in trying to prcaerve it. See Richard, Joseph Sturge, 
p. 232. 
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than Williams'. 1 As for women's rights, there is no doubt 

that this was the issue which was the final cause of the split 

in the British movement. Like the Sabbath and the ministry, 

the inferior position of women was part of the great complex 

of relationships which preserved middle class society. 

Elevation of women would modify the family, which was the 

basic unit of community life. It was for this reason that 

the 1840 Convention feared the "ridicule" which would result 

from seating female delegates. 
2 

The word was actually used 

by Daniel O'Connell, often considered one of the greatest 

Irish Garrisouians though his political work left little time 

for work in anti-slavery societies, 
3 As for nonresistance, 

nothing could have appealed less to a class whose economic 

existence deponded on the maintenance of stable legal and 

political conditions. Although a significant vein of 

nonresistant activity has been found in Britain, this depended 

vary much on an apparently cranky minority. 
4 

Webb could write 

that the dominant S. F. A. 8. S. Committee were "no nonresistants 

and their vision is clouded by wealth and worldly importsnce. "5 

i. British Friend, 31.1.45,28.2.4gß 31.3.45 

2. Proceedings of the General Anti-Slavery Conveution.... 1840, 
p. 117. 

3. J. H. Hernon, Celts, Catholics, and Copperheads. Ireland 
Views the American Uivi War U io, 1 WO), pp., -62. 

4. Conversation with Mr. L. Billington, author of unpublished 
M. A. thesis, Bristol, 1064, 'Some Connections between 
British and American Reform Movements in the Nineteenth 
Century. ' 

8. Webb to'-M. W. Chapman; 20.11.41; Garrison-Papers;,. 
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Again, John Dunlop of the E. E. S. published his pamphlet on 

the political anti-slavery movement to counteract the current 

Scottish impression that all abolitionists shared Wright's views 

on the Union. I It these were the opinions held within the 

relatively conservative section of the anti-slavery movement, 

the fear and censure of nonresistance among the public at large 

must have been overwhelming. 

Webb for one was fully award of the loneliness of holding 

Garrisonian views in Britain when be wrote "I feel half my 

time is an ice house - the more sympathy one has with the true 

Garrisoniane the fewer you find to agree with you. '"" Eire. 

W9igham and her stepdaughter, for their part, spent mach of 

their anti-slavery career explaining to American Garrisonians 

that they had to take a moderate-standpoint in Edinburgh, since 

discussion of the 'extraneous issues', especially the deficiencies 

of the clergy, would kill the local movement completely. 
3 

Garrisonians themselves were aware of the support lost by their 

radical views, British Tappanites made their own distaste evident 

by the maintenance of the schisms which are the subject of this 

study. Unfortunately the personal orthodoxy of these Tappanites 

did not prevent their being tarred with the some brush by a 

1. J. Dunlop, American Anti-Slavery Convention3, etc. 

2. Webb to Gay, 7.6.50, Gay Papers. 

3. See above, pp. 474-475. 
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somewhat ignorant public. For instance the Witness insisted 

on blaming the D. F. A. S. S. for American universal reform theories 

during the 'Send Back the Money' campaign. 
1 As Fraser's 

introduced Carlyle's Nigger Question in December# 1849, it 

explained that it included 

"peculiar views of the Rights of Negroes; 
involving, it is probable, peculiar ditto 
of innumerable other rights, duties, 
expectations, wrongs, and disappointments) 
much argued of, by logic and by grape-shot, 
in those emancipated epochs of the hinan 
mind., 

In doing so, it was playing on the public's hazy impression 

that the anti-slavery movement was dedicated in toto to the 

series of sinister reforms actually addpted by a minority within 

it. One of the main reasons for the gradual weakening of the 

movement was the genuine horror caused among the conservative 

middle class by what appeared to be abolitionist attacks on 

the whole established order of society. 

Institutional disunity and distrust of the issues raised 

by the anti-slavery movement, however, do not fully explain the 

difficulties of the fifties. The final factor working towards 

abolitionist weakness was a general change in the climate of 

opinion in relation to slavery, exemplified by what Williams 

somewhat loosely calls the "neo-fascism" of Thomas Carlyle. 3 

1" A. S. 1., 3.1.45" 

ý. T. Carlyle,, "Occasional Discourse on the Nig; cr Question, " 
in rraser's Magazine, Dec,, 1849, reprinted in Critical 
and Mlace uneoua Essays (7 Vols., London, 18723# VII, 
70 Y U. 

3. E. Williams, British Historians and the West Indies 
(London, 1966Y, pp. 57- See also Curt n, e mage 
of Africa, pp. 363-387, ""-. -. -- 
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Apart from new hierarchical or even racist views and their 

possible influence, however, abolitionists had to deal with a 

new situation in which the old issues which had kept them in 

the public aye were either dead or resolved. For one thing, 

it was only natural that support for the movement should 

decline as the chronological gap between 1833 and the present 

widened. Kept alive by the crisis of 1838 and the publicity 

given to the internal brawls of the forties over free trade 

and church behaviour, public interest weakened as the colonial 

struggles were forgotten. It may even be suggested that the 

movement against American slavery depended for its popularity 

on having roots in at least some sector of activity which 

directly concerned the Negro within the British dominions, or 

the public themselves. Miss Pilgrim argues that by 1854 all 

such issues had been settled, so that those concerned over the 

Negro in the South were left to struggle on in diminished 

numbers against a foreign institution which affected neither 

their pockets, their politics, nor their national pride. 
i 

The British movement had always given much of its attention to 

the problems of slavery and the slave trade in territories under 

British control, especially in the case of the B. F. A, S. S., whose 

resulting lack of concern over America had produced repeated 

Garrisonian complaints that it was only "playing at anti-slavery. "2 

1. Pilgrim, op. cit., pp. 273ßt. 

2. Tomperley, 'The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, 
1839-18682, passim.; Estlin to Chamorovzow, 21.8.85, 
Bod. Brit. Emp. M3s S. 18, C157/37, reprinted in Anti-Slavery 

vocate, July, 160 97 Estlin to Webb, 13.11.45, Weston 

Papers. 
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The universal euanncipation movement in this country had 

been , one general cause with many specific issues. By 1854, 

only issues which concerned the British public indirectly, 

those of slavery in Latin-America and the U. S. A., remained. 

The controversy over the tariff barriers against slave sugar 

had been settled once and for all. It was now generally agreed 

that the West Africa Squadron, reformed in organisation, should 

continue patrolling until such time as it managed to crush the 

slave trade. 
1 

The phantom of a new form of the slave trade 

emerging as 'African emigration' was one which produced 

desultory alarm, but did not bold abolitionist attention 

permanently. 
2 

The horrors of the slave trade in East Africa 

only reawakened the British abolitionist conscience in the 

into seventies. 
3 

The lack of anti-slavery issues was all the 

1. C. Lloyd, The Navy and the Slave Trade (London, 1939), 
p. 113 and C. VIII passim. 

2. Free emigration never again became as much of an issue as 
it had been during 61caregor'Laird's 'toll-free bridge' 
campaign in the early 1840'a. See A. S. R., 29.1.40, 
12.2.40,26.2.40,11.3.40,25.3.40, X40,15.7.40, 
4.11.40,8.3.41. The Reporter's coverage of free 
emigration debates, due to consistent D. F. A. S. S. 
opposition to all forms of such schemes, continued 
throughout the forties, although the paper all but ignored 
it thereafter. Nevertheless, the D. F. A. S. S. still showed 
desultory interest, as in Minutes for 4.6.52,19.11.52, 
3.7.57,6.7.57, B. F. A. S. S. Minute Books, III. The G. E. S. 

was in favour of Lards schemes, Fa -ignored the question 
in the fifties. See British Friend, 31.5.43,30.9.43; 
Murray to Scobla, 12.8 3, Bod. Brit. Emp. lsss. S. 18,020/38. 

3. The movement was stimulated by the discoveries of Livingstone, 
and two widely read books, E. F. Berlioux, The Slcb3 Trade 
in Africa in 1872 (trans. and ed. J. Cooper, Lndon, 1872 , 
and J. Cooper, The Lost Continent, or Slavery and the Slave 
Trade in Africa in 137', 3" La on, 1875. ). For t He outcome, 
see Loy , op. cit., pp. 187-274.. 
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more serious because of the nature of British history during 

this period. It could be argued that the weakening of the 

anti-slavery movement reflects the growth of middle class apathy 

due to the state of political equipoise which characterises the 

mid-Victorian era. Certainly the Scottish abolitionists 

suffered from a reaction into apathy after the exciting events 

of the Disruption decade, and severe exhaustion from the 'Send 

Back the Money' campaign. But in fact the movement probably 

suffered more from the one issue which was of importance during 

this period. The Crimean War diverted much philanthropic 

attention to the peace movement, and indeed to charitable work 

on behalf of those who suffered from its distant campaigns. 
1 

It may be that the sttength of British support for American 

abolitionism in the thirties and forties was a product of the 

historical accident that these were decades without involvement 

in any major war. The Crimea redirected attention to the 

problems of maintaining pence. The Quaker missions which 

Sturge led to the Court of St. Petersburg and the Paris.. 

Conference were symptomatic of growing interest in pacifism. 
2 

1. E. L. Woodward, The Age of Reform (Oxford, 1933), 
pp. 254-255. c. A. Briggs, Victorian People (Penguin 
edition, London, 1963), pp, 659f,, which argues thit 
the Manchester School as a whole were pro-war. This 
ignores its significant quaker wing, who were supported 
by Bright's pacifism over the Crimea. See G. D. Smith, 
The Life and Speeches of the Right Honourablo John Bright, 
1I. P. (4 Vols., on, 1884), II, 235,! 28-31 I. Ausube , 
John Bright, Victorian Reformer (London, 1DGG), pp. 65-77. 
The war, however, may initially have led to patriotic 
distrust of pacifists, thus creating greater odium against 
the abolitionist movement in which so many of them were 
involved. 

ý. Richard, Surge, CCa. XXII, XXIII, passim. 
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Absorption in the problems raised by the War, and the 

settling of controversies over slavery and the slave trade 

as it affected British territory, would not have been so 

harmful to the anti-slavery societies, if it had not been 

for the fact that the foreign events which concerned them 

were moving beyond the point where they could have any 

rational hope of influencing them. Latin; AmetIcan slavery 

had always been somewhat remote from the grass-roots abolitionist 

movement,, which continually concentrated on the United States 

because of the close ties which are emphasised throughout this 

study. The abandonment of protection for free-grown sugar 

removed the last slim hope of starving the Catholic slaveowners 

into submission, although slavery and the slave trade remained 

a central issue in British diplomatic relations with Spain. I 

Even the Brazilian slave trade was clearly on the way to 

extinction by 1853, By 1850, the North American situation had 

become as remote as the Cuban or Brazilian one. Even the 

Scottish and Irish Garrisonians, who were not likely to be 

troubled by the shelving of British colonial issues which they 

has always seen as secondary, suffered from the fact that the 

American situation had passed the point where it mattered what 

they said or did. By 1850 the American controversy had become 

a political one which extended for beyond the organised abolitionist 

movement, Garrisonian or Tappanite. Again, as westward expansion 

gained momentum, American concern over British attitudes must 

inevitably have lessened. The abolitionists had done their 

1. Corwin, Spain and the Abolition of Slavery in Cuba 1317-1886, 
pp, 123-128s 244-249,259-260,3W# 

2, P. A. Martin, 'Slavery and Abolition in Brazil, ' in hispanic 
American Historical Review, XIII, 1933, pp. 1G0-1G5. 'ß 
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work of polarising opinion over slavery, and the appeals and 

remonstrances of foreigners without votes had become meaningless, 

especially in the case of those who specifically rejected all 

political solutions in favour of moral persuasion. This did not 

prevent outbursts of sympathy for escaped slaves, and sentimental 

interest among the reform dilettantes of the 'Ntcnveito" movement, 

but it reduced the careful work of the old' abolitionist societies 

to impotence. The neakenin; of the institutional movement after 

1850, in Britain as in America, is closely connected with the 

new American political situation. Even If British abolitionists 

had not reduced their strength through factionalism and tactless 

championing of uppopular issues, they would have found it much 

more difficult to keep active anti-slavery societies functioning 

during the 'Stowoite' period. In terms of giving help to 

American abolitionists, the years before the Civil rar were ones 

when there was little loft for such societies to do. Scottish 

abolitionists shared the problem3 of those in the nation as a 

whole, and were left without a viable role until thecmergance 

of the Freedmen's Aid vmventent. 

**** 

In the lost resort, the question which mu3t be asked about 

the Scottish and other Garrisonimn abolitionists in this country, 

is whether they achieved anyth*n-. The answer is certainly 

negative. The anti-slavery societies which flourished in the 

thirties, quarrelled in tute forties, and went into a relative 

x 

decline in the fifties, certainly influenced the American situation. 
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Unhappily they did so in ways which did nothing to forward the 

it diate but peaceful emancipation they demanded. Partly due to 

their difficulties as foreigners attacking an American institution, 

their painstaking and voll-nennt efforts only had the damaging 

effect of hardening the lines of conflict between the groups 

for and against slavery. It to highly doubtful whether any 

Americans were converted to support for abolition by British 

appeals on slavery, although many doubtless joined the American 

movement because of the realisation that the West Indies had 

survived emancipation without descending into anarchy. That 

British work did, perhaps especially in the case of the Garrisonians, 

was confirm Americans in opinions which they already held. There 

is no batter example of this than Thompson0s mission of 1834-35, 

which assured abolitionists of British moral supports and gave 

pro-slavery writers splendid ammunition to use ngairwt their 

critics. 
1 

It is in this ne; ativo direction that the important 

effect of the British abolitionist movement lies. American 

abolitionists became assured that their opinions were right 

because of the support of the respectable British public, while 

their opponents were able to use the new charge of treasonable 

anti-slavery alliance with a foreign power in their own defence. 

The gulf between the two sides was thus widened, and compromise 

became less likely. The British anti-slavery movement from 1833 

to 18G0 may therefore be seen as contributing to the dangerously 

polarised situation which produced the Civil War. 

1. Soc RiCOl J. A. 3. " TI, pp. 13-31, and above. pp. 105ff. 
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The connection between strong pro-slavery feelings and 

nativist distrust of Britain wau always cloßo. 
1 Thia 

Was not only no in the South itself, but also Umn; the northern 

working classes, whose largo Irish element and natural fear 

of Negro labour competition predisposed them againat abolitionism. 
` 

Distrust of the abolitionists because of thcir alliance with 

British-reformers was also a recurrent themo in pro-slavcry 

literature. Nothing was si alor than arguing that the British 

had been responsible for introducing slavery, and had now 

launched the abolition campaign to divide and destroy the 

republic. Again, it was easy to draw a contrast between well- 

fed Southern slaves and the starving British poor, or simply 

indicate (correctly) that the British misunderatood the system. 

These were standard arguments In pamphlet literature, and ones 

constantly repeated in the extracts from the pro-slavery press 

which Garrison triumphantly printed in the 'Refuge of Oppression' 

column of the Liberator. 3 As for popular feeling# Lewis Tappan 

1. Thorn Iss an interesting attempt to explain Anarican 
Anclophobia to the British Public in J. L. Nichols, 
Forty Years of American Life (2nd Ed., London, 1870), 
pp. 398-409. In pp. -' . t7 the author had already 
shown his pro-slavery feelings. 

2. Rice, American Catholic Opinion in the Slavery Controversy, 
pp. 81-t3ä, 1Q -] 2 Dann, op. cit. , p" a" 

3. A Letter to Lord Broughams on the Subject of t rican Slavery, 
by an Aar can a on, -18 30) " pp. 40-41; _ 1Yau , 'moo tters. . .. 
AU dressed to Thotuaa Clarkson, Esq.; pp. 14-15,27-337; 
is a arn, A Contrast or can and British flavcry, passim; 

Nackintosh, Letter onto ress ot lay omen o n; 1and, ppp. 7, 
22-20; The Patent Rey to Ea-le ones Cm n, pp. i, v, 13-20; 
Liberator, 11.10.54, , . 3a... . 3.33,31.7.40, 
2 

. 1ÜÖ, 12.2.41. Note that the "Slaves without äiasters" 
to whom Fitzhugh refers are wage-slaves in the North and 
Britain - 0. Fitzhugh, Cannibals All! Or, Slaves without Masters 
(C. Vann Woodward, cd. ,ßx ge, 16, pp, 19a; " 
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once irrote that Mexico would infallibly be annexed it it 

became known that Britinh abolitionists were against th u. 
1 

3o abolitionists fully understood that British work would do 

harm. The Baptista Cox and foby were aware of American nativist 

distrust. 
2 

One American even aho 1d an understnndirg of increased 

sensitivity to foreign interference in times of crisis, and advised 

against Thompson's proposed 1ß5f? trip on the grounds that 'STho 

appearance of a Foroignor in the field tin an occasion of peculiar 

excite out gives the advocates of slavery an opportunity to 

change the issue. "3 Ile could not have been more right. When 

Thompson appeared to lecture in Springfield, Massachusetts, 

in February, 1851, a hostile mob hung his and john Dull's 

eifigics side by side on the trees of the town cow on. 
4 

For from rejecting British help because of the strength 

it added to the pens and hands of the slaveocracy, A, r rican 

abolitionists consistently shoved the conviction that British 

approval implied the nonconprotiso course they had chosen was 

the right one. Perhaps because of their position an a conscious 

minority in America, they were openly grateful for the support 

of allies from abroad', irrespective of the tactical harm this 

1. Tappan to Thompson, 2.12.44, Tappan Papers, Library 
of Conaresas. 

2. F. A. Cox & J. IIoby, The Daptiats in America; a Narrative of 
tho Deputation from Old NaptIst on in n; a to He n ed 
States and Cana 3a (Mad5no , p. 110. 

3. J. Sargent to J. U. Dstlinr 6.12.50, Estlin Papers, Dr. Williams' 
Library. 

4. Thompson to Abby i-0110Y Foster, 17.2.51, Postar Paporn, American 
Antiquarian Society. 
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might do their cause at home. Not only this, but they hoped 

against all hope that the moral power of their British friends 

would convert others to the movement, and therefore paraded 

their potentially treasonable connections in front of the 

public at every opportunity. In tortaa of financial support, the 

contribution of the British povenont was negligible, since so 

many of its resources went into distribution of propaganda 

in Europe. This was even more the case with the Scottish 

societies, which wore controversially orientated and in any 

case lacked the fund-raising potential of a national organisation 

like the D. F. A. S. S. Certainly the small contributions across 

the Atlantic by the Garrisonian Bazaars wore Insignificant enough 

for Mrs. Chapman to cast them aside without turning a ; fair after 

1839.1 The real importance of British support was moral, all 

the more no in the case of the minority v9 Garrisonians who had 

such a paucity of friends at hone as to be doubly Clad of those 

they could find in Britain. The work of the Wobba, the Wighaa , 

the Seeale, the Patons, and the Estlins was of great emotional 

importance to the Old Organisation, not only because of this, but 

because it provided a reassurance that Garrisonian abolition 

was moving with the tide of history. It was bccauao of this 

that they thought nativist opposition irrelevant, Pillsbury 

could write that "your moral influence against the awful iniquity 

is a voice of seven thunders in the car of the oppressed. " 

1. U. W. Chapman to E. P. Nichol, " 25.1.60, Garrison Papers. 
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The slaveholders were at bay against the world "- "fit the world's 

stern rebuke pursue them" - and the work of the British Garrisonians 

was "coals on their troubled consciences. "'. Unfortunately the 

"voice of seven thunders" fron Britain never reached the slave, 

but it did reach those of his friends the abolitionists, and 

further convinced them that they should persevere in their chosen 

way, It also reached the cars of the oppressors, and gave them 

irrefutable proof that their opponents were not only in league 

with the Devil, but also with the English. The result of British 

support for American abolition was thus an increase of confidence 

in both of the sides which were at odds. Conpraaiso cauc to be 

impossible. The anti-slavery movement in this country can therefore 

be soon as one of the innumerable factors which brought about 

the alignment of forces leading to secession and war. 

If the effect of British abolitionist labours as a whole 

was negative It not destructive, it may be asked what value there 

can be in studying their societies, especially those of the 

Garrisonians. On the latter count, the question is all the more 

searching because, it muat be stressed, the Gurrisonians in the 

pp)vincetJ, who are the subject of this dissertation, were always 

a minority of the movement atrt%=lieg against the relative conservatism 
4aºwrr 

of most reformers In this country. They were fully i of this 

thcmolvcs. 
2 

Nevertheless, it is of great interest that this 

1. Pillsbury to F. N. Tribe, 1.5.54, in Anti-Slavery Advocate, 
June, 1854, 

2. Webb to U. W. Chapman, 20.11.41, Garrison Papers; U. Pease 
to A. W. Weston, 9.2.52, Weston Papers. 
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minority did exist. The real importance of the study of the 

British anti-slavery movement for the history of the Atlantic 

co=unity is not in fact its achievements or lack of them, but 

its survival and very disunity. This disunity is best exemplified 

by the tension between the minority of Garrisonian abolitionists in 

Dublin, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Bristol, and the more powerful 

national organisation based on the British and Foreign Society 

in London. 

The study of these reformers produces one or two peripheral 

conclusions which are pertinent to British history alone, 

In brief, it illustrates the tendency for pressure groups in 

Britain to argue out their differences in American terms. 

British radicals had done this since the Revolution, in holding 

the Constitution up to admiration, while their Tory opponents 

pointed with horror to the unpleasant aspects of American society 

as standard effects of an excess of democracy. 1 The present 

thesis illustrates this tendency on two levels, first on the 

level of tension between provinces and metropolis, and secondly 

on that of rivalries and loyalties within some of the cities 

and regions where the movement flourished. The history of the 

Garrisoniana shows that they were concentrated in the West 

Country, the North Midlands, Ireland, and Scotland. All were 

areas with strong local consciousness, the least likely in Britain 

0. D. Lillibridge, Deacon of Freedom. The Impact of 
American Democracy upon Great Britain, pass m. 
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to accept direction from London unquestioningly. The Old 

anisation was strongest of all in Scotland, where there 

was not only local loyalty Uut a tradition of historical 

independence, apart from certain local similarities to 

conditions in Now England. It can be concluded that all 

these areas, especially Scotland, were prone to accept 

views which disagreed with those of the central abolitionist 

authorities, when the schism in the movement was presented 

to then. While the B. F. A. S. ä. remained Tappanita, they 

went Garrisoniun. 

it may also be argued, following Hiss Taylor's findings, 

that tinny of the Garrisonians in the provinces were either 

doctrinally unclubbablo, or come from religious denominations 

which were peculiarly unacceptable to the highly orthodox 

Friends dominant at Broad Street. The result was a wish to 

form anti slavery organisations of their own, and because of 

the facts of the division the side they took was the Garrisonian 

one, it was thus because of pro-existing regional tensions 

And religious loyalties that the national fr . tlsh--: ant4-slavery 

movement divided as it did. Beyond this, local communities of 

abolitionists chose their Old and New Organisation affil: a t1ön 

in 18.11 und thereafter because of old rivalries within their 

townships which had nothing to do with the anti-slavery cause. 

Turning this process the other way around, they would thou use 

their disagreements as abolitionists as ati unition in controversies 
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over further unrelated zsubjecte. What ºakes the Scottish 

movement so fascinating in the way in which its relatively 

full documentation makes this process visible. In Glasgow, 

the Emancipation Society divided in 1841 because one section 

of abolitionists had political views which allowed them to 

cooperate with the Chartists, and another had not. In Edinburgh 

and the nation at large, the 1846 crisis saw the unfortunate 

Free Church being harried by Voluntaries and the Establishment 

for rersons which were only ostensibly abolition ones, it 

counteracted by using New Organisation arguments against the 

heresies of the Garrisonians who were allied with its old 

Scottish enemies. By tho fifties, Scottish Free Churchmen 

were trying to regain status by supporting Pennington and later 

Cheaver, and using, thou as sticks to beat the Voluntarios of the 

Garrisonian"t societies in Glasgow and Edinburgh, The, importance 

of this study of the Garrisonians for British history is that 

it shed3 no much light on the way in which ten American 

issue was used in this country to project national and local 

rivalries. The tension between Scotland and London, and the 

tension between different groups of churchmen in Scotland, 

could equally well be fought out in terms of loyalty to Old 

or Trog Organisation. 

As regards Atlantic history, the conclusion of this study 

has been too often repeated to require much elaboration. It 

is an intcrestiu proof of British concern for America that 
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an abolitionist movement flourished in this country after 

1833 and even after 1838. It is even more interesting that 

it reduced itself to impotence through violent internal quarrels. 

These quarrels exactly mirrored the development of abolitionist 

disagreements in America itself, until they were partly resolved 

by the Civil War, and the mutual burying of old grievances in 

the substantial British Freedzen's Aid movement. Inch division 

and sub-division of the American societies, at any given point, 

acquired an exact counterpart in this country after a short 

time-plag. The only activity which did not spread to this 

country was the political one, and even thou Britain produced 

a vast band of 'Stoweites' who followed events in Washington 

with new interest, and hoped daily for the election of a 

president who would be the Negro's friend, The British and 

American middle classes of our own time are no closer in 

outlook than they were in the 1850's. It is tempting to 

suggest similar reasoi . for the choice of anti-slavery 

loyalties, perhaps by drawing an analogy between Bostonian 

distrust of Now York, and Glaswegian tension with L udon. In 

either case, nothing can illustrate the presence of a genuine 

Anglo-American community in this period better than the fact 

that both sides of the Atlantic thought of slavery in the same 

way. When they differed among themselves, for mono or less 

virtuous reasons, even their disagreements were identical. 

, ýý . ý- ý. 
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This thesis on support for Garrison in Britain, especially 

in Scotland, then, does not argue that this support achieved any of 

the aims with which it set out. On the contrary, it hampered theso 

aims by working to destroy any basis for co i+omiso and thus producing 

violent emancipation through the Civil War. Few succumbed to moral 

persuasion, and indeed many of the evils against which the Garrisonian 

abolitionists worked remain with us today. What this study does 

su, st, however, is a remarkable closeness in outlook among the 

middle classes on both sides of the Atlantic, made no less real 

by the fact that variant viewpoints were used here for non-abolitionist 

reasons, just as they were in America. It was partly because of 

this closeness that the United States continued its rush towards 

secession. Perhaps Garrison himself realised that the process 

of persuasion on which ho'and his helpers in both countries had 

relied had gone awry, and that emancipation could only be brought 

by surrender to violence, Exactly twenty-five years after the 

day he had been mobbed in Domton by "gentleman of property and 

standing, " thirsty for George Thompson'e blood, and sheltered 

by the authoritarian hand of Mayor Lyman, he wrote to McKim that 

"The conflict between free institutions and slave 
institutions is seen and acknowledg& to be 
irrepressible - not of non's doing but of God'a 
ordering - and it is deepening in intensity daily.... 
all this is a sign that the end is rapidly approaching, 
ftageably or by a bloody process, the oppressed will 
eventually obtain their freedom, and nothing can 
prevent it. Trusting that it may be achieved 
without the sheddin of blood, I remain, 

Yours, for liberty and equality for all mankind. 

Vs. Lloyd Garrison. "1 

1. Garrison to McKim, 21.10.60, Garrison Papers. 
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AM. I, EVIATIO: NS i1SED IN APF1 NDICCS. 

P. President 

V. P. Vice-President 

S. Secretary 

T. Treasurer 

C. M. Cocauittee Member 

U. Manager 

D. Director 

0. Governor 

Ts. Trustee 

Dp. Depository 
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APPZIIDIX A. 

Philanthropic Aotlvities of S. S. S. Co mitten Menberx, 1835. 

The Cumttt. a liatad Is printed as that of the ""dibburgh 

society for the Abolition of Xegz o Slavery (throughout the 

Vorld j" in Oliver i Boyd' " Zdioburgh AlRanec or Uniraroal 

Scots and I. p rial Register for 1838, ' p. 453. - Intonation 

corns froc* tbs sections on "Charitable Institutions" 

'#Religious and Missionary Societies, " and "Misceilae awe"' in 

the s issue of the Almanac. - 

Kne and position to ß. E. 8. Ihtlanthropic'Interasts 

Lord Moncrieff P. 

Rev. Dr. Robert Gordon V. P. M., Orphan Hospital; D., 
Scottish Bible Soc. = V. P., 
Edinburgh Assoc. In Aid of 
Moravian Missions; C. Y., Gen. 

.I sembly Cocaas. for Propagating 
Gospel in Foreign Farts; 
Edinburgh Soc,, for Promoting 
Religious Interests of Scottish 
Bettlers in British Worth 
America; C. Y. 8 $oo.; for the 
Sons of the Clergy j C. U. , Edinburgh Soo. for the Diffusion 
of Information, on Capital 
Punishments. 

Rar. Edward Craig # A. U. Vs P. p. , Church of Ingland Yissionary 
Assoc" I S. i Edinburgh Aux. 
Bible Soo. S V. P., Edinburgh 
Assoc. In Aid of Moravian 
Ddisatons 1 'Rxamdnator, r 
Edinburgh City Yiasiou; C. Y., 
Edinburgh Boo. for the Dtffusion 
of information on Capital 
Punishments; V. P., Edinburgh 
Soc, for the Suppre3sion 
of Intemperance. 

Lord Cockburn V. P.. 
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iii. 

Wanur nrd Position to Q. S. S. Philanthropic Iutez'eets 

IN 

A. Cr dakshau 

R. K. Greville, I. X. D. 

As. uaitsulay, 1t. D. 

J. catIvy 

ß.. Tod, W. ß.. 

TO 

se 

Be 

Bo 

at 

fiat, Christopher Anderson G. U. 

Peter Crooks f. t., S. C. Y. 

H.. Do. D t"s C OM. 

Dr. John ü*ston C. M. 

D., Edinburgh Educ*tion Soc., 
C. M. « Edinburgh two for the 
Diffusion of Inforiation on 
Capital puniabmwatsal C. L ý 
Edinburgh Boo, for the 
Suppression of Intomparoi s. 

T., Church of England Dtusionary 
Aaaoc. { D. 0 Scottish Missionary 
Boa. s C. U., Edinbux h Education 
Soo.: 8., 88iuburgh Boas for 
the Diffusion of Information on 
Capital Puaiahmonta; VOPO, 
Edinburgh Soo, for the Suppression 
of Inteapraoce. 

ß., Georgs Watso*'a rpitsl 
G. , Merchant Maiden 1U)opitall 
D., Parochial Institutions for 
feligtous Education of children, 
of the Poorj C. Y.; Edinburgh 
Bible Soo.; D., Scottish Missionary 
Soo. 

C. L, Sao. for the 8uppo rt of 
Gaelic Scboolat C#L i Edinburgh 
Soc. for the Diffusion of Information 
on Capital IU ishmagta" 

I!. 0 Irish Soc. i 1ditabt i Aux. I 
L.,, goo, for Prottiui 
Christianity amore the Jews; 
C. No voluntary Church Association. 

C. X. , Ediabtr$ DJ bie doe. 1 
D., Edinburgh A=* Bible 
Bm.; T., baptist e Zsaiocary 
aas. 

C. M. , Ediubugh Biber Boo,; 
D., Edinburgh Boo* for PromatIve 
Rellgious Interests of Scottish 
Settlers in British North Amariaa. 
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Name and Position in S. E. S. Philanthropic Interests 

Ions 0. Dx Erskine C. M. D., Edinburgh Aug. Bible Soc. ; 
elm., Edinburgh Soc. for the 
Diffusion of information on 
Capital Punishments= Cox. * 
i dinburgh Soo. for the 
Suppression of Into rsoas. 

J. A. Malden C. g. C. M. , Edinburgh Bible Doo. 1 
S., Baptist the missionary 
Boa.; D.. Edinburgh Gratis 
Sabbath School. Soo. 

Robt. ßaldano, Y. S. C. M. S., Baptist flow missionary Soc. 

R. Buie, D . D. C. M. M., Charity Woe lzoueo; 
Physician, Magdalen Asylum; 
C. M., Edinburgh Assoc. In Aid 
of Moravian Missions; Cox* $ Edinburgh Education .lD., 
Edinburgh Boa, for Promoting 
Religious interests of Scottish 
Bottlers in British Worth 
America. 

A. Hutchison, S. S. C. C. M. U. t Charity Workhouse; D", 
Parochial Institutions for 
Religious Education of Children 
of the Poor. 

Rev. Prof. at Paxton C. * R., Friendly Solte of Dissenting 
Ministern. 

D. Purdle Cox. 

J. So More, Adv. C. U. CU., Edinburgh Bible Soc. ; 
e. P., Edinburgh Gratis Sabbath 
School Soo.; Do# Edinburgh 
Som. for Promoting Religious 
Interests of Scottish Bottlers 
in British North America; Coq., 
Edinburgh Soc, for the Diffusion 
of Information on Capital Punishments. 

J. MCA 
, 

1. i. C. Come 

0. * Callum# M. D. C. K. 

a. Bald C. M. 

I 
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Nase and Position in E, E. 8. L i1antbropic Internste 

fir. Dr, J. Ritchie C. x. D., Edinburgh Education Soc.; 
A«, Friendly Society of 
Dissenting MLnisters; C. ti., 
Voluntary Church Association; 
Y. P., Edinburgh Soco for the 
Suppression of Intemperance. 

T. It, Robertson Cox. 

Capt. No Rose Covo of C. U. 0 Edinburgh bible Boa.; 
Prison C. M. D., Scottish Uissionary Stagy.; 

C. ti. , Boo. for the Support 
of Gaelic Schools= C. M. x 
Edinburgh Soo. for the Suppression 
of Intemperance, 

Andrew Scott C. M. 

Patriot: Taancnt, V. 8. C. M. D., Scottish Missionary Soo.; 
D. # Sabbath School Union for 
Scotland; 8.0 Edinburgh Soo. 
for Promoting Religious Interests 
of Scottish settlers in British 
North Amerioat I). s Anti- 
Patronage Soo. 

J. Wighan, Jr, C. 1Q. D.. Edinburgh Aux. Bible Soc.; 
C. M., Soo. for the Support of 
Gaelic Schools; T., Edinburgh 
Education Soc.; C. I., Edinburgh 
Boo. for the Diffusion of 
Information on Capital Punishments; 
C. M. , Edinburgh Soc. for the 
Suppression of Yntenperance. 

rI 
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APPENDIX 13. 

Philanthropie Activities of G. E. B. Co"- tteo Umbers, 1333. 

Tha Co ittoa list used belovr ism entry for 23.2.35, 

G. D. S. 1! i. nuto Dooka, I. Unlo3a footnoted othorwiso, all 

information is taI: on from D. Robartcon, The Woctcru 3u7plct ant 

to [Oliver La Doyd'aJ Edinburgh ctd County Almanac of Scotland 

for 13: 5. Uxfortunatoly this does not list all benevolent 

inatitutiona in Olcagow, which may explain why the interiocl: in 

of cox ittao meubarships does not appear to be ns taarl. ad ns 

to the Edlnburih cases With roferenco to the strcn. th of 

Voluntttrics in the ß. i. 3. , nontioned in Chapter II, rota the 

numbor of sabers involved in the nulti-donor inational Glasgow 

Vo1untarf Church "Society. 

0.1?. S. Name and Position in 

Ro'bort Gra23aa, Eaq. 

Rev. ßr. rerdler 

Anthony Wiihum 

ßev. Drf üctu; h 

James 1ohnßton 

Jahn 1S my 

William faul 

J=co V=al 

P. 

Y. P. 

V. P. 

V. P. 

T. 

S. 

3r 

aR 

P2iilnnthro is Iutarcats 

TG.; Atutar&onicn Uuivorsity; 
P., Glnsgov Religious Tract 
woo. ; P. * Glasgar Voluntary 
Church Soc. 

C. U. , Abordeon Aux. Bible 
, o+c, tls3ýo7, ý 

3. j Glasgow Voluntary church 

so. 
C11U. , Glasgow Volunt2ry Church 
Coc. 

C. Bi. , Glasgow Voluntary church 
Soc. 

1. Aberdeen Almanack, 1840. 
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Name and Position in G. E. S. Philanthropic Interests 

Rev. W,, Anderson C. U. v. P., Glas ; oz Religious Friendly 
Soc. , C. LU., Glasgow Voluntary 
Church Soc. 

Rev. W. Auld C. U. C.? t. , Glasgow Voluntary Church 
Soc. 

Rev. C. J. Brawn C. A. 

Rev. Ci Campbell C. U. 

Rev. J. Duncan CyU. 

Rev. J, Edwards C. U. C. L!., Glasgow Voluntary Church 
Soc. 

Rev. 0. hing C.?.. Cif., Glasgow Voluntary Church 
Soc. 

f�ov. G. iisrvey C. ". C. 11. o Glasgow Voluntary Church 
Soc. 

Rev. Do Kickten C. L!. Ts., Andersonion University; 
Soo Glasgow Missionary Soc. 

Rev. D. Rim; C. lj. C. M. , Glasgow Voluntary Church 
Soc. 

Rev. W. Lindsay C.?!. C. 12a, Glasgow Voluntary Church 
Soc. 

Rev. P. MoOwan C. H. C. 11.., Glasgow Voluntary Church 
Soc. 

Rev. J. ? bcTear C. Y. 

Rev. U, Willis C. L. 

D. Anderson C. M. C.?!. , Glasgow Voluntary Church 
Soc, 

J. Leith C. M. C.?., Glasgow Voluntary Church 
Soc. 

H. min, Jr. C. 11. 

W. Brown C. I3. C. Li. Glas , ow Public Library f 
C.? 1. , Glasgow Assoc. for 
Promoting Interest of Church 
of Scotland. 
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Nerac and Position in ß. N, S. 

116 Connell 

TI. Craig 

GA Colickc 

17. Fer uson 

J. Fleming 

G. Gallic 

R. Kettle 

it. L nr1anth 

P. Loth n 

Ji Max, o11$ U. D. 

T. Uuix 

C. LstDou 
A. ; tcCco gc 

D. I1 CIut3t C 

A. Uc.. euud 

D. 1 oLP rcn 

iýr. 
L! Lc4'U 

JR M Lcod (Argyll) 

J. Reid 

ciJ. 

cil+f 

C4116 

C. I. 

c4u. 

0.114, 

C. M. 

C. u" 

c, u. 

C. P. 

C. LX. 

C. 13. 

C. P. 

C. U. 

C. U. 

V. N. 

G. Ut 

C. i. 

Milanthropic Interests 

Si, Glasgow Public Library. 

C. I. , Glasgow voluntary Church 
Soc. 

G., tiilsou't School. 

Di. j GlasZov Rcligiaus Tract 
Soc. ; Temperance t'or:. cr. 1 

Ty Glasgow RcIigia Tract 
M Soo 

*; 
Temperance Worker. " 

T., Scottish Tcripcrcncc Soc.; 
C31. ., Gi zg yr Voluntary 
Church Soc. 

Professional Attendant, Glasgow 
34ying-In IIQ3pitnl. 

S«, Glasgow flc1iZIOUS Trqrt 
Soc.; C. M., Gl ts; o Voluntary 
Church Sots. 

C-14 s Gln ; vor Voluntary. Church 
Soc. 

1. T1: 0 Autobiography of John Dunlop (London, 1032)# p. 101. 

2. L. J. Saunders, Scottish Deomocr cy, 1815-18 40 (I dinburgh, 1950)) 
p. 234. 
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Now MW Position in ß. 8. ®. I Philanthropic tnt. rrata 

R. Sandersom COX # 

T. $lstlr Cam. 

ID. sdth C. L 

J. C. tt "i 
come 

J, Stewart C. X. 

P. Tho*aon C. L 

0. Thor'burn C. I. 

0. Watson C. $. C. U. t Glasgow Voluntary Church 
StO, 

A. Watson Cam# 

A. Young C. M. C. C. , Glasgow Voluntary Church 
ßoc. 
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APPENDIX C. 

Changes in G. E. S. Co=itteo Membership, 1841. 

Since resignations were not noted in G. E. S. Minute Books 

except for the leaders of the Society, it is not possible to 

give dates at which individual members resigned. Data has 

been gathered by comparing, the lists of committee in G. E. B. 

Reports, 1810 and G. E. S. Reports, 18411, in the table on 

additions to the Committee the seventeen members who joined 

it at the 'Bazaar Meeting' are identified with an aatariak. 

Other not members appear in the list in G. E. S. Report, I841, 

having been added at the Anuiveraary Lieoting on 2.3.41. " 

Information on occupations has been gathered from Glasgow Post 

Office Directories and J. R. Anderson, (ed. ), The Burgesses and 

Guild Brethren of Glasgow (Edinburgh, Scottish Record Society, 

1035). Ministers are identified by denomination. The 

cases where duplication of nahes leaves occupation in doubt 

are indicated by a question 1wrl:. 

I. Members who resigned from Coaanittce. 

Name and Position in G. E. S. I Occupation or Denomination 

Rev. Dr. Wardlaw V. P. Congregationalist. 

Rev. Dr. IIcu; h V. P1 Congregationalist. 

Anthony Wighan V. P. Ironmonger (Aberdeen). 

W. P. Paton Y. F. Co=ission Merchant. 

Rev. Spa. Brash C. U. United Secession Church. 

Rev. John Duncan C. x!. Established Church 
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Name cnd Po. ttion In G. E. S. Occupation or Dcnoiination 

Rev. G. Ewing C. M. Congregationalist. 

Rev. Alex. Harvey C. U. Relief Secession Church. 

Rev. John Johnston C. M. United Secession Church. 

Rev. D. - Rini C. M. United Soccsaion Church. 

Rev. W. Lindsay C. UU. Relief Secession Church. 

D. Anderson C. U. Merchant. 

J. C, - Blyth C. U. Boot and Shoe maker. 

Hugh Brown C. U. Manufacturer. 

J. - C. - flick C. U. Manufacturer. 

A. Fullarton C, U. Publishers and Bookseller. 

0. Gallic C. LC. - 
Bookseller. 

R. Rattle C. U. Cotton Yarn 1erchant. 

P. Lethen C. M. Manufacturer. 

N. WcGilp: C. U. ? 

D. lIcLaron C. U. Accountant or Co mission Merchant. 

Ii. lXcxabero who did not resign from Committee. 

Nam and Position in O. E. S. (1841) 1 Occupation or Denomination 

Robert Gra1u or Rcq. P. Tobacco IL"orchaut and Landowner, 

Rev. Dr, Kidaton Y. P. United Secession ChurCb. 

Thomas Grah ma, Esq, Y. P. Tobacco Marchaut and Landowner. 

J. biurr: sq S. Landowner. 

W. Smcal S. L T. Grocer. 
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xii. 

Name and Position in G. B. S. (1841) Occupation or Denomination 

Rev. W. Anderson V *P, Relief Secession Church. 

Rev. V. Auld C. ZS, Relief Secession Church. 

Rev. J. Eadie C. TU. United Secession Church. 

Rev. J; Edwards C. M. Relief Secession Church. 

Rev, J. Graham Colt. Original Secession Church. 

Rev. Jas. MacTear C. U. ? 

Rev. Thos. Puller C. U. Congregationalist. 

Rev. U, Willis C. tt. Original Burgher Secession 
Church. 

W. Irodia C. U. Company nao only in Directory. 

W. Brown C. U. Bootmaker. 

W. Buchanan C.!!. Newspaper Editor. 

R. Connell C. L!. Teacher, 

V. Ferguson C. U. Accountant or Mue Liorchant. 

J. Flenfug C. Lt. ? 

U. Gunn C. U. Bagpipe Maker. 

II. Langlands C. U. Partner in Reid, Robertson, 
& Co. 

A. IScIleand C. U. Warehouseman. 

J. McLeod C. U. Bookseller. 

C. McDougal C. M. Manufacturer (4). 

R. ! Sathie Coll. Agent and Howe Factor. 

Dr. Maxwell C. M. Medical Doctor. 

J. Reid C. li Bookseller (? ). 

R. Sanderson C. II. Ship and Insurance Broker. 

J. Stewart C. ? 

G. Thomson C. it Saved Muslin Mnnufacturor. 

i 
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N3mo and Position in G. E. S. (1841?. Occupation or Denomination 

A. Thtsoa C. 11. 

O. 7nti'on C. U. 

J. tr at son C. ". 

T. saatrau C. 2. 

W. i hite C. 3. 

A. Youn; C.! 4. 

Partner of Flerdn5, 
Uatson and IZairn, 

Librarian and Doo'. wcllcr. 

Tobacco Pipe Maker or 
Glass Merchant. 

21ote that the nonce of four of the above five unidentified 
lay committee Liornbors appear In the Post Office Directory, a*tth 
prosperous occupations, but repeated too often with the correct 
initial for reliable Information to be given. I'Ietin' Iw 
definitely not listed at all. 

III. Lcxbers added to the Co ittee. 

llama and Position in O. F. S. Occupation or Dcnomisiation 

/ 
/ 

/1 

J. M7uttistoun, Baq., H. P. V, V, Lawyer and Politician. 

J. Oswald, E q. r U. P. V. P. Landowner and rolitician, 
Sea. of Glasgow East India 
ASSOC. 

Rev. 0. r6030 C. H. Zw thodiat. 

B. lmdcr on C. M. Listed in Directory without 
profession. 

IT. Barr C. U. Weaver. 

T. Brtmn 

J. Bruce C.!!. rar (? i, 

P. Bruco 

J. Dunn C. M. Baker or Sewed Muslin 
nufacturer. 

V. Leta C. U. Pwrchant (? ). 

W. Lochezd* C. ti. Wright. 

W. i--T. ---(4 C. it. Weaver. 
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xiv. 

Noma and position in ß. E. 3. I OccL%, )ntion or Denomination 

J. Peilau C. II. 

11, Muir* Ciu. 

A. Paton* C. SA 
00 

D. Russell C. T. 

J. Turner, torj. , of 
Thruthhrovo C. ". 

J. Ure, Eq., of Croy C. U. 

no Wright Cd!, 

Merchant, 

Teacher. 

M ltzan t7?. 

Printer. 

L ui d 7nor and Tobacco rchant. 

Laudowners 

Provision Merchant. 
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APPENDIX D. 

*ztraots i'rc Elise and tor flack Man (Broadsheet t Disley, 
16 Arthur St., Wo Ott on, a. - copy in rirth 
Collection, fodleian Library. 

(81iza falls in love with a black tan] .» 
'e's as ugly so the devil's brother, 

ho sever had any father or brother, 

AM was won at a raffle without any brother. " 

"Oh he gets lots of tin they say, 

$aeotimea eleven shillings a day, 

Pour tines as such as an Engiishnan's pay, 

to given away to the blear man. 

They can have both Women and wine, 

While a poot mechanic remains behind, 

Yor he may beg till he is blind, 

And not get as much as the black mans 

She could not be reclaimed of course, 

He feeds her on steak and oyster sauce, 

To leave his most she'll foal the loss, 

Eliza loved her bloch man. " 

[tonally Eliza was convicted of some cr1mq, and trsuported. j 

"She void he was her duck, oh law, 

And then she kissed hin dirty paw, 

My belly will never get filled an Ymore, 

Eliza loved her bleck mn. 
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Sm she mast go to Australia's sty, 

To do her diggi with blacks by the scor, 

Have plenty of gold It she wintx any more, 

Nara lots of meet frith the black m*n. 

Such as black puddtta$a Ion and nice= 

8nvcioye and curried rice, 

Lctu of things made of spice o 

And fall In love with the black man. 

L. 

So mothers now must all byre0 

If they get e taste I do declare, 

They are struck with the head o' hair, 

And bolt away with the block non! " 
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xvii. 

3m: ` an souac s 

tost of the ooaoluastons of this thesis have boon rasohed 

ir« renterob cm as*uscrtpt and pa h1. t »o«tel« 

The most isportaat collection of anti-slavery manuscripts 
x 

ins British-Library is the holdin& of Rhodes 'owe, oxford. 

This includes all the preserved correspoodenao of the British 

end Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. Although the history of the 

B. T. A. A. 8. is not the subject of this thesis, all its letters 

have been read in my search for Oarrisonian and other complaints 

against its leadership, as have the relevant volume of 

LF. A. 8.8. Minute Books, also in Abodes Some. hors !, portent 

for the history of Scottish abolitionists is tho saalisr holding 

of the Mitchell Library, Qleagor. This aontsias the tour 

volumes of rza. s. Minnte $ooics, which are doubly important since 

a proportion of Esaneipation society correspondence to copied 

into thew. A third relevant British collection is in 

Dr. William* 1 tbrarj , London, which possesses the Minute Book 

of the Bristol and Clifton Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society, together 

with a section of Miss Eitlin's letters from British and American 

abolitionists. 

Much larger deposits of useful manuscript Material have 

been studied in American librAriee. By for the greatest Is 

the collection of papers in Boston Publia Library. This 

includes a startlingly Ian* narr of letters trop British 

abolitionists, but also letters iron Assriaaan to Richard 

Webb, Elisabeth Posses and J. B. 8atlin, which appear to have 

been sent back across the Atlantic to help Ws de11 P. Garrison 
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in writing the tour-rolums biography of his father. I have 

road through the complete li1"s of the Garrison Papers, 

May Papers, Weston Pipers, Phelps Papers, und Estlin Papers 

picking out utorisl relevant to the tbssis. 

Other American Libraries have groups of litters to and 

from British abolitionists, ospsaially Richard Webb. The 

most important material has been found in the Gay Papers, 

Columbia University Library the 8. J. May Collection, 

Xll ttaivwrsity Library l and the Abby Ealiar Foster Papers, 

Aaarican Antiquarian Aoaisty. Relevant Stow have also been 

found in the Tappan Papers and E1izur Wright Papers, Library 

of Coagreasf the Charming Papers, Massachusetts Historical 

8ocirtyf the Main Papers and Child Papers, Now York Public 

Library l and the general Manuscript Collections of the New 

York Historical society and the Boughton Library of Harvard 

University. 

tlnsxpectodly interesting information emerged from voark 

on broadsluats, printed circulars, and newspaper cuttings. 

Way of these are filed with the manuscript collections mentioned 

aborts, especially those in the Boston Public Library, fast 

of the ballads referred to, however, are preserved in the 

Bodleian Library, aoI Lis the Firth Collection. Bubstantial 

numbers of relevant newspaper cuttings sind reprints art preserved 

in the mal Donation, Mitchell Library, Oiastow, and with 

the Estlin Papers in Dr. lillisasf Library, The tost Important 
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collection of cuttings, broadsheets, and memorsuds has provided 

as. of the most fruitful areas of research for this thesis. 

This is the nineteen volute series of Scrapbooks Collected by 

George Thompson sad IN, W. Chssson, in the Library of Congress. 

The first six volumes were collected by Tyson, and shed r 

great deal of light on his otherwise badly documented career. 

The most important printed material for research on the 

British Garrisostan abolitionists has been totmd in collections 

of pamphlets aid reports of the abolitionist societies. 

Unotrtunately reports are only available unawuir. A 

oo pletö not for the Q. E. B. is available in the $aeal Donation. 

For other societies, ionluding the ]Cdinbt t'gh osoa, lever have 

survived, al0o40 Isolated copies have been discovered in 

groups of ersl paaphlet rateriai. 7b collections of such 

material most widely used have been those its the Widener Library 

of Harvard University; the Library of B. v College, Edinburgh; 

the British fhwu l the seal Donation, Mitchell Library; 

the Thon wn, King,, and 1Mrald Collsotiwu, Abayde en fAdvwrstty 

l ibrarj { and the 0o1104io0 of John ariande Library, Yauabrrster, 

studied in this case on a ricroiiln in the possession of 

Professor Ab pporsou. 

The number of pamphlet items consulted is too mat, and 

their titles too lsngtbr# to list in full. swo"r, a ten 

have been absolutely central sources in the areas to which they 

reiste. For Instance J. A. Collins, aipt sad Wrong among the rrýrrý nrýýrýinýrrr  

Abolitionists of the United Stets.; or the Objects, Principles, ýi r  ýrýýnýrrr. rrrrýrýrrnýi wrr.. rrýirrlrýar. ýýrýurrrrýu navel rr rrrrrýn. rrrý. ýrý. ýrr. r 
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and Measures of the Original American Anti-Slavery Society Unchanged 

(Glasgow, 1841), originally made it possible to reconstruct the 

British divisions of 1841. Similarly, the history of the 

Garrisonians in Bristol would have been incomprehensible without 

using Miss Estlin's Special Report of the Bristol and Clifton 

Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society; during Eighteen Months, from 

January, 1851, to June, 1852; with a Statement of the Reasons 

of its Separation from the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery 

(London, 1852). An important source for Mrs. Store's visit, 

in the same way, was Donald McLeod's Memories in the Highlands 

of Scotland: Versus Mrs. Stove's Sunny Memories in (England) x 

a Foreign Land: or A Faithful Picture of the Extirpation of the 

Celtic Race from the Highlands of Scotland (Toronto, 1857). 

Again, occasional items of book length, but with the polemical 

connotations of the pamphlet, have been of great help. Such 

a work is W. Edgerton,. A History of the Separation in the Indiana 

Yearly Meeting of Friends, which Took Place in the Winter of 1842 

and 1843, on the Anti-Slavery Question (Cincinnati, 1856). This 

contains a great amount of general material on the connection 

between Cgakers in Britain and North America. 

Most of the periodicals read in the course of this study 

have been ones issued by the abolitionists themsolves, though 

many press references to their work have been tracked down; 

-> 
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"12ewbere. The journal produced most oaallatently during 

the period wader review was the British and ft ICU Anti-8larnrry 
rrirrrýrýrrr. rrnrýrrrrýýýrý. rýr 

Reporter. Its tiles from 1840 to 1860 are an essential source 

for the history of the 8. F. A. S. S., but also have inliapensible 

references to its Garrisoulan opponents. UWortunate1y the 

British ßarrisonians did not produce a paper of their own 

in the forties# although there is a great deal of information 

about their activities in William Sa. al's British Friend, 

published from 18 43 onwards, It In tar leas useful to the 

fifties, when the periodical source used most extensively 

in this study has been the Anti-Slavery Advocate, a paper 

which set out- specifically to cater for the ßarrisonian 

abolitionists in the p vines. The Slane to another 
............. 

monthly which was of *am use,, although its natural concentration 

on the tree produce movement at times produces distorted 

reporting of anti-slavery events. As for American periodical 

sources, the one used most extensively bore has been the 

Liberator itself, although it had not been examined for the 

vhole period, but only at times of special controversy, or 

in search of partiaülar'reterenoea. Garrison's habit of 

copying sections , frost British and American paper's has revealed 

saterial which would otherwise have been mined. Amon( papers 

other than abolitionist ones, the relevant years of the 

Zdinburgh Witness provided ow of the first areas of research 

on the Free church affair. The London Patriot has been used 

0 
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hero aura widelyl it was probably tbs newspaper closest to 

, ha covenant throq&out for country, and proved extremely 

useful in setting the relationship between provincial and 

metropolitan abolitionists in perspective. Beyond this, a 

large number of British periodicals have provided minor 

references, Hawever, as sources theca are secondary to 

strictly abolitionist periodicals, and no attempt has been 

ands to provide a thoroqCb study of British press opinion on 

American slavery, 

Study in tbs ge i a" a at cooperation between British 

and American abolitionists is facilitated by the relatively 

large amount of prissy *atsrisl which fas bsea reprinted. 

For example, the mast 1slptul source for the events at 

the World's Anti-Slavery Conventions spart from its Proaoadings" 

Is !. B. Tolles, (. 4. ), 'Slavery pad the "NOM» Question. " 

Luor ti" IMott's Diel of her visit to asset 8ritstn to Attend 

tb. World's Anti-Slavsr1 Coavsntion of 1840, ' Journal of the 

Friends' Historical $oct*ty, Supplement No. 23 (t. ondou. 1952). 
K 

ftwr important selections of reprinted corraapo*rds are 

also available. The first is a selection of letters from 

the Tappan Papers is the lAbrary of Conijrasa, which de nstrat. *r 

the cooperation between the *Now Organisation' and the B. Y. A. 8.8., 

although it has little to add to the staly of the provincial 

abolitionists. It Is published as A. B. Abel & I. J. K1i09bsrg, 
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(eds. ), A Side-Light on Anglo-American Relations, 1838-1858. 

Furnished by the Correspondence of Lewis Tappan and Others 

with the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society (Near 

Yorl., 1927). The second important collection is D. L. Dumond, 

(ed. ), Letters of James Gillespie Birney, 1831-1857 (Now York, 

1038). Although this concentrates on Dirney's own allies in 

the movement, it was found most helpful in providing references 

to the divisions of 1837-1841. The same is true of the third 

published group of letters, D. L. Dumond and G. It. Barnes, 

(eds. ), Letters of Theodore Dwight Wald, Angelina GrimIze Wald, 

1822-1844 (2 vols., New York, 1934). This was all the more 

relevant for the purposes of this study because of the closeness 

between the Grimke sisters, Garrison, and Henry C. Wright. 

Another useful though slightly more random modern collection is 

P. Foner, (od. ), The Life and Writings of Frederick Douglass 

(4 vols., New York, 1950). An important new collection in the 

some area will become available in the near future with the 

publication of Walter Merrill's complete edition of The Letters < 

of William Lloyd Garrison. 

A pseudo-primary form of source which has been rewarding 

in the research for this dissertation is the contemporary or 

near-contemporary biography, Of such works, by for the most 

important is Si. P. Garrison et al., William Lloyd Garrison, 

1803-1879. The Story of his Life Told by his Children (4 Vols., 

London, 1833-1839). This contains long excerpts from manuscript 
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material now in the D. P. L. Although these are somewhat 

cavalierly presented, and the authors tend to ignore their 

father's failings, this book has recently been very much 

underestimated. At least it does not undorstress the 

importance of Garrison's work in Britain, and it is certainly 

the place to begin work on any study of the Atlantic anti- 

slavery connection. Unfortunately the children of British 

abolitionists were not so generous in providing material 

on their parents' careers. Uowever, there is much worthwhile 

material, obviously with a Tappanite bias, in It, Richard Memoirs 

of Joseph Sturgo (London, 1834). One biography of an Irish 

abolitionist:,, which describes the life of Webb'g circle 

of Dublin reformers eminently well, is U. U. Wigham, 

A Chttstian Philanthropist of Dublin. A Memoir of Richard Allen 

(London, 1886). A number of important references have also 

been found In the biographies of lending Scottish churchmen, 

for iustanco W. Wilson, Uamorials of Robert Smith Candlish 

(Edinburgh, 18134). The best biography to give general 

background on the Scottish reform community is J. B. Uackie, 

LiXo of Duncan Maclaren (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1888), although 

It Is strangely useless for uatcrial on the abolitionist 

work of Uaclaren and his wife themselves. On the other 

hand, an indispenaible family history in studying Elizabeth 

Pease Nichol and her circle in J. II. Bell, British Folks and 

British India Fifty Years Ago. Joseph Pease and his Contemporaries 

(London, 1891). 
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As for secondary source; used, some of the most useful 
11 

era unfortunately unpublished. A large number of other 

unpublished theses have been consulted in preparing my own 

dissertation, The most important of these iss II. R. Thorley, 

'The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, 1839-1868, ' 

'Ph. D., Ynlo, 1960. This is currently being prepared for 

publication, and will form the standard history of the 

B. F. A. 9. Si. An excellent study of the later phase of the 

nolrement is E. 1. Pilgrim, 'Anti-Slavery Sentiment in Great 

Britain, its Nature and Decline, 1841-1854, ' Ph. D., Cambridge, 

1052. As for the general connection between British and 

American reformers, the most interesting of the relevant 

Edinburgh Ph. D. theses on file is Uisa G. C. Taylor, 'Some 

American Reformers and their Influence on Reform Movements 

In Great Britain, 1830-1860. ' This forma a good introduction 

to the subject, and carefully explores the importance of 

regional characteristics in moulding the various reform 

movements with which American visitors were in contact. 

Other relevant unpublished material is referred to in footnotes. 

Due to a series of misunderstandin, it was not po3sib2O 

to consult what is probably the best unpublished thesis 

in the whole field until after the present work was at 

the stage of proofing. This Is 'Some Contacts between 

British and American Reform Movements, 1830-1860. With 

Spacial Reference to the Anti-Slavery Movement. ', L1. A. # 
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Bristol, 1966, by Louis Billin; ton. In spite of somewhat 

imprecise documentation, this is an incisive work which 

generally covers most areas of British abolitionist activity, 

although it only examines the Scottish and Irish societies 

peripherally. Mr. Billington's conclusions do not affect 

my own, but he has several sections which add to information 

in this thesis. His work has an excellent appendix on the 

British Free Produce movement. It also contains an 

exhaustive survey of British church responses to slavery in 

the thirties, and a fine biographical sketch of Henry C. Wright. 

Mr. Billington makes the interesting point that after 18.10 

British Garrisonian enthusiasm may have been rooted in mis- 

understanding of William Lloyd Garrison's weakness in 

America itself. General criticisms are that he underestimates 

the extent to which the American issue was used in standing 

domestic rivalries, and also misses the importance Of regional 

distrust of the D. F. A. S. S. Uowever, his study is to be 

more strongly recommended than any full-length secondary 

work in the field. 

Printed secondary material on the subject of this 

diaaertation is not plentiful. On the general British- 

American connection in the nineteenth century, the logical 

placa to begin in with F. Thistlethwaito, Amorica and the 

Atlantic Community. Ang1o-Arcrican Aspects, 1790-1850 

(1059. Harper edition, London, 1063). This is unlikely to be 
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replaced an a general study, and has been of immense help. 

On the connection between Scotland and America, there is 

a number of fine articles by professor G. A. Shepperson. The 

most general one is a brilliant etLLaant on the sources available 

- 'Writings in Scottish-American History: a Briet Survey, ' 

William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd Series, xi, 1954. His more 

specific articles in the field are 'Frederick Douglass and 

Scotland, ' J. N. n., XXXVIII; 'TL'e Free Church and American 

Slavery, ' S. II. IR. , XLI, 1931; 'Thoma Chalmers, the Free 

Church of Scotland, and the South, ' J. 3. H., XVIII, 1931; 

and 'Ilarriet Beecher Stowe and Scotland, ' S. H. R., XLIII, 1033. 

Another excellent paper, surveying the work of Negro abolitionists 

in Scotland and England, has been published by B. Quarlesi in 

JJ. N. TI., XXXIX, 1954, as 'Ministers without Portfolio. ' 

A final helpful article is H. U. Temperley, 'The British and 

American Abolitionists Compared, ' in M. U. Duberman, (ed. ), 

The Anti-Slavery Vanguard (Princeton, 1064) -a collection of 

essays which may be used in more genoral studies of abolitionism. 

Apart from the above works, not much of the material 

Is 

published on the Anglo-American connection itself has proved 

helpful, beyond providing specific references. however, many 

of the ºorks on Dritish or American history have been useful, 

more so in the American case than the Scottish or British one. 

Few of the standard histories of the British anti-slavery 

movement take much note of the American question, since their 
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focus is not unnaturally on problems of race within the Bnpire. 

Nevertheless, two works in this field gave groat help in studying 

changing British conceptions of the Negro, and in finding material 

on abolitionist activities other than American ones. These are 

0. R. Iiallor, British Imperial Trusteeship, 1783-1830 (London, 1951), 

and P. D. Curtin, The Icy, -a of Africa (Ladison, 1064), For 

strictly Scottish history, little in available, though a useful 

work has recently appeared in W. ForCuson, Scotland, 1039 to the 

Present (Edinburgh, 1968). Some insights into the Scottish 

distrust of contralisation are provided by U. Iianhan, "Mid-Century 

Scottish Nationalism, ' in it. Robson, (ed. ), Ideas and Institutions 

oZ Victorian Britain (London, 1)38). Many idoaa on the basis 

of Scottish philanthropy have also been provided by tho 

Incomparable work. of B. J. f Saunders, Scottish Democracy, 1815-1840 

(tdinburgh, 1g50). Standard histories of British philanthropy, 

which partly tend to stress the unity of reform movomentsr rather 

than their disunity, have yielded little. 

However, this thesis has gained greatly from the insights 

of American historians. Histories of American philanthropy in 

the nineteenth century, though cited seldom because of their general 

scope, have often made the general approach to study in this country 

easier. The four most important works 'of this sort are 

C. S. Griffin, Their Brothers' Keepers (Now Brunswick, 1060)ß 

T. L. Stith, Revivalism and Social Reform. American Protestantism 

on the Eva of the Civil War (New York, 1957); C. C. Cole, 
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The Social Ideas of the Northern Evangelists, 1826-18G0 

(New York, 1954); and J. R. Dodo, The Protestant Clergy 

and Public Issues, 1312-18-18 (Princeton, 1954), A history 

of reform which is less original, but has been used frequently 

hero for general reference is A. F. Tyler, Freedom's Fervent 

(liinnezota, 1044). 

Specialised histories of the American anti-slavery 

societies have also provided a certain amount of information. 

All the standard histories of this sort have been used at 

one point or another, but the most useful, because of its 

stress on the disruption of the movement, has been 0. II. Barnes, 

The Anti-Slavery Impulse, 1830-1344 (New York, 1933). 

L. Litwaek, North of Slavery (Chicago, 1905), has given 

great, holp on Negro abolitionists. Another excellent recent 

study is a survey of Negro settlement experiments, W. II. & 

J. U. Pease, Black Utopias, Negro Communal Experiments in 

America Madison. 1963). This helped greatly in the parts 

of this dissertation on the fifties. 

Perhaps the great advantage of beginning the study of 

thin field through secondary works on its American aspects 

is that no many fine biographies are available. It would' 

be very pleasant if there were, say, a work on George Thompson 

of the calibre of Martin Duborcnan's James Russell Lowell 

(Boston, 19GG). As it is, several American biographies have 

useful references to British abolitionists. Not to mention 

the four volumc work of W. P. Garrison, two centrally important 
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books on Garrison are W. Merrill, Against Wind and Tide. 

William Lloyd Garrison (Cambridge, 1964), and J. L. Thomas, 

The Liberator. William Lloyd Garrison (Boston, 1964). 

Although my British interests have created a preference for 

Merrill, both are fine works. Similarly, the study of 

Douglass' influence in this country cannot be better begun 

than through the two standard modern biographies of him 

P. Fonor, Frederick Douglass (New York, 1964), and B. Quarles 

Frederick Douglass (New York, 1048). Another helpful 

secondary source was the small number of modern studies of 

the attitudes of individual American denominations to slavery.. 

Particularly helpful were D. G. Mathews, Slavery and Methodism. 

A Chapter in American Morality, 1780-1845 (Princeton, 1065), 

and T. E. Drake, Quakers and Slavery in America (New Haven, 1950). 

The vexed problem of the relationship between the churches and 

slavery will be greatly clarified when more detailed studies 

of this sort have been produced. 

Although the above Note on Sources only lists a small 

proportion of the books consulted for this dissertation, the 

general conclusion on secondary sources is that there are too 

few öf them. However, perhaps it would be easier to write 

any thesis if someone also had written it first. 




